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If you're considering linking

up more than one computer,

there's only one computer worth
considering.

The British Broadcasting

Corporation Microcomputer Sys-

tem by Acorn.

One of the BBC Micro's

many built-in features is an

economical and powerful com-
munications network.

We call this the Econet* local

area network.

Econet lets you combine up
to 254 BBC's into a single com-
munications system. Virtually no
other system lets you hook up this

many computers this easily.

What's more, you can link

two micros without any special

hardware. And all computers on

the Econet network can share disc

drives and printers.

But what really makes Econet

such a great network of comput-

ers is the computer it networks.

The BBC Micro. The most versa-

tile computer anywhere for its size

and price. Its enormous built-in

expansion potential means it can

handle anything from basic tasks to

advanced Econet networking.

It also means changing technology

won't change it into an obsolete

system overnight.

All of which make Acorn the

perfect communications system

for schools or business.

If you'd like to learn more
about how Acorn can build you

the perfect communications net-

work, write Acorn Computers
Corporation, 400 Unicorn Park

Drive, Woburn, Massachusetts.

01801, or call toll-free 1-800-

225-8001 (in Massachusetts call

617-935-1 190). We'd be happy to

communicate with you.

ylCORN COMPUTER£
C 1^8) Atom Computer Corporation
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Your Apple's telephone.

"Thanks for the prompt reply. Sure
was a lot faster than waiting for

the mail!"

A complete plug-in communications
system for Apple ' computers. From
Hayes, the established telecomputing
leader: the simple but sophisticated

Micromodem lie 8 plug-in board
modem and its companion software.

Smartcom I.™ Everything you need to

expand the world ofyour Apple II. lie.

II Plus and Apple III. In one. convenient
communications package.

With Micromodem He and Smartcom I.

you can access data bases, bulletin

boards, and the varied resources of infor-

mation services. Plan your travel itinerary

via computer, including flight numbers,
hotel and rental car reservations. Retrieve

and analyze daily stock and options prices.

Work at home and send reports to your
office. You can even do your gift shopping
by computer!
Micromodem He. Think of it as your

Apple's telephone. It allows your com-
puter to communicate with any Bell-103

type modem over ordinary telephone
lines, at 110 or 300 bits per second.
Micromodem lie installs easily in an
expansion slot, and requires no outside

power source. It connects directly to

either a single or multiline modular
phone jack, to perform both Touch-Tone
and pulse dialing.

Micromodem He dials, answers and dis-

connects calls automatically. And. unlike

some modems, it operates in full or half

duplex, for compatibility with most time-

sbaringsystems.
A built-in speaker lets you monitor your

"Gary: The pedigrees for next
week's auction are as follows..'.'

calls when dialing. That way. you'll

know if a line is busy. With Smartcom I.

Micromodem lie automatically redials

your last number.
Discoverhow Micromodem He can

help maximize the capabilities ofyour
Apple. While Smartcom I software will

minimize your efforts.

Smartcom I companion software,^v^
For effortless communications. f X 1 Uowoc
Whether you're a newcomer rl llCiy%?0
to personal computing or a sea-

soned professional, you'll appreciate

the ease and speed with which you can
perform any communications function.

Thanks to Smartcom 1!

Let Smartcom I guide you through a few
easy-to-answer questions to tailor the
program to your particular needs. Then
you're ready to go!

Make a selection from the Smartcom I

menu to manage your communications,
files orprinter. Program prompts guide you
along the way. And menu selections let

"Attn. Prod.. Sales. Purch.: Recom-
mend 50% blue. 30% red screen for

closest match'.'

you easily make a call, end a call, or answer
a call. When you're on the receiving end.

your Micromodem lie answers automat-
ically, even ifyou're not there!

Convenient! And so is the Smart-

com I memory for phone numbers.
Smartcom I stores three ofyour most
frequently called telephone numbers
and one prefix. Plus, it also remem-
bers the last number dialed.

Smartcom I also provides a direc-

tory of the files stored on your disk.

And lets you create, list. name. send,

receive, print or erase files right from

its menu.
Smartcom I is as versatile as you need it

to be. It accepts DOS 33. Pascal, CP/M™
3.0 or CP/M Plus™ operating systems.

And accommodates up to six disk drives

and several printer interface cards.

Like all our products. Smartcom I and
Micromodem He are backed
by excellent documentation
and full support. Including a

two-year limited warranty
on Micromodem He and a 90-day warranty
on Smartcom I!

See your dealer today. Then plug into

the exciting world of telecomputing.

Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc. .

5923 Peacbtree Industrial Blvd.. Norcross.

Georgia 30092. 404/441-1617.

FCC Approved in U S A
Hayes Microcomputer Products. Im

Micromodem lie ts a regained trademark of

odutlt. Im Smartcom I » a trademark of

Haves Microcomputer Products Int Apple is a registered trademark of

Apple Compuiet Int Touch Tone a a registered servtte mark of

American Telephone and Telegraph CP/M is* irademark ol ', .

Research Inc CP/M Plus a a trademark of Advanced log* Systems

OIW9 Hayes Microcomputer Produtti. Inc
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Qarrtex7030.
It wears a lot of hats.
Torn whether to choose letter quality

reproduction or data processing
speed in a printer? With the rnultimode
Qantex 7030 you don t have to

make a choice
Rated one of toddy s most llexible

atnx printers the advanced 7030
does everything you con dsk d printer

now or as your neeOs change
All at a very competitive price

As a letter quality printer (37 cps)
the 7030 gives you high density double
pass printing in a 24 x 18 matrix You
choose from almost 20 fonts such as
Script Courier and APL. plus you gel
proportional spacing, justification,

auto underline overprint, bold and a
host ol other features

As a near letter quality word pro-

cessor (75 cps) the 7030 uses a 12 x 9
matrix in a single pass mode

As a ddta processor, the 7030
produces copy at 180 or 150 cps bidi-

rectionally When you need multipart

it gives you 6-part forms capa-
bility as well as user definable formats
with programmable lengths pro-

grammable vertical and horizontal

margins and labs
As a graphics printer the dot

oddressable 7030 has a resolution up
to 144 x 144 dots per square inch, and
offers o full complement of line draw
mg graphics

/030 even makes available
an enlarged chdrdcter mode us<

producing custom labels It also pro-

vides a complete printed status report
of operating parameters or diagnos-
tics when ordered by the operator
And its heavy duty print hedd and
industridl quality construction are
Oesigned for long harO use

Discover all the ways the 7030 can
fit your computer system, no matter
what size Contact Qantex tor Oetails

or a demo at 60 Plant Ave Hauppauge.
NY 11788 Call toll tree 800 645-5292:
in New York State 516-582-6060

^1 north .itInn tic
Qantex
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MakeApril 15th just another day.

GetTheTaxAdvantage:

July 15 OCTOBER 15

April 15 doesn't have to

throw you into a cold sweat
anymore. Now you can sail

through the task you've
been dreading all year long
With The Tax Advantage.

This program is so easy,

you'll be able to use it right

away. Even if you've never
done your taxes by yourself
or used a computer before.

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS
The Tax Advantage takes you
line-by-line through Form
1040 and the other most
common tax forms. It asks
you for information in plain

English, and you type in the

numbers. That's all there is

to it.

The lax Advantage auto
matically computes your

taxes with each entry you
make. So you know exactly
how each line affects your
overall tax picture. Addition
ally, The Tax Advantage does
complex operations Tike
income averaging with a

few simple commands.
What's more, you can use

these features to help plan
what your tax would be if

your income, deductions or
other figures changed.
And each year, as tax laws

change, you (as a registered

owner) can get the newest
version of The Tax Advantage
at a special rate.

If you think The Tax
Advantage sounds fantastic,

you're right But there* more

THE TAX ADVANTAGE
"TALKS" TO THE HOME
ACCOUNTANT.'"

If you own The Home
Accountant, the =1 best

selling home finance

program, you can transfer

your records to The Tax
Advantage at tax time It'll

make doing your taxes even
faster

Ybu'll be surprised how
simply and efficiently you'll

knock off the dreaded tax

return.

So gel The Tax Advantage.
And have a terrifically

ordinary April 15.

The Tax Advantage is avail-

able for: Apple II/IIe, Atari

400/800, IBM PC/PC XT,

Texas Instruments Professional

and Commodore 64.

For your free 64 page
booklet, "Tips For Buying
Software," please write
Continental Software,

Dept. CC, 11223 S. Hindry
Avenue, Los Angeles,

CA 90045, 213/417-8031.

Continental
Software

A Division of Arrays. Inc.

The Tjv Adi anlage and The Home Accountant jrr regitiered trademark* of t ontinrntjl Software Apple II 1 Ir in regitfered trademark, of Apple Computer Inc Atari A00/H00 are reRiMered trademark! of Atari Inc a div of tamer
Communication* Inc IBM Pe. Pi: XT are regutered trademark* of IBM Corp Teva* Imtrument* Profe**ional i* a rep.i*tered trademark of Texa* Instrument* Inc Commodore 6A i* a reentered trademark of Commodore Busine** Machine*. Inc
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Five Easy Ways
To Clean Up Your Finances.

.lllffifflil'iiB Z »
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•Indicates (unction being shown

Chart of Accounts
'Checkbook Maintenance
Check Search
Prints Checks

'Detail Budget Analysis
Summary Budget

Analysis

Income/Expense
Statements

Net Worth Statement

actual screen display

Appointments Calendar

Payments Calendar

'Color Chart Package
Mailing List

'Spreadsheet
Compatible with

Finance 1, 2 and S

'Income Tax
Prints forms
Most schedules
Uses Finance 1, 2 and 4

^Complete Personal Accountant

Whether you're cleaning up at home or around the of-

fice, there's NOW a COMPLETE line of money manage-
ment software that will attend to all the details, while

letting you see the whole financial picture. The Com-
plete Personal Accountant's exclusive combination of

easy to use programs give the wise investor a quick and
dependable way to control finances and plan for the

future.

FINANCE 1 gets you organized with a standard chart of

accounts adaptable to any situation. The Checkbook
Maintenance program with full screen editing and special

'Help' commands let you find any check by any field.

You can flag tax deductibles, reconcile your bank
statement, print checks and more.

FINANCE 2 tells you where your money is,

where it's going and where It's coming
from. The Detail and Summary Budget pro-

grams show exactly where you're spending
your money. The Income/Expense and Net
Worth programs provide professional-

looking statements that can be printed

with any 80 column printer.

FINANCE 3 separates the CPA from the

competition. No other finance package for

the home or small business gives you Ap

pointments and Payments Calendars for scheduling your time and money.
Few packages offer the ability to chart each account In color. And only the
CPA includes a mailing list with a 1200 name capacity*. All reports are print-

able with an 80 column printer.

FINANCE 4 lets you determine the "what if's" of your financial future. With
this easy to learn spreadsheet you'll spend more time making decisions and
less time crunching numbers.

FINANCE 5, The Tax Handler", uses your files from Finance 1, 2 and 4 to com-
plete your taxes in a fraction of the normal time.

The Complete Personal Accountant" line of money manage-
ment software is simply the most comprehensive, easy to

use financial software available anywhere.

Dlak

39.95
29.95
29.95
29.95
59.95

Casaatts

34 95
24.95
24.95
24.95
54.95

Finance 1

Flnanca 2
Finance 3
Flnanca 4
Flnanca 5
SAVE whan you
purchaaa Flnanca 1, 2
and 3 aa a aat 79.95 74.95

Available lor Atari 400/800/1200 -. Commodore 44 -.

IBM PC - THS 80 Color- and Vic 20

-

Prices subject to change without notice. Add $3 00
lor poatage and handling.

Ask you local deal to see a running demo or call

1 800 334SOFT to order direct.

'Varies according to computer.

a division of

p.o. box 3470, department r, chapel hill, north Carolina 27514
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StreetPriceIndex
The Creative Computing Street Price Index is an on-going monitor of

the average price levels of selected computers, peripherals, video games
and related accessories in the real-world marketplace. The list price is

the price set by the manufacturer for the product when it was first an-

nounced, and is not necessarily the current manufacturer list price.

As time goes on, this Index will be presented in graphical form, but

until there are six or seven data points, a graph would be of little value.

This Index is not intended to be a purchasing guide. Frequently, the

Computer

lowest price for a computer will be offered by a vendor who is going out

of business or closing out that particular item. Unless you are convinced

you will never need service or are skillful enough to repair an unhealthy

computer yourself, you would probably not want to buy a machine from

such an outlet.

Furthermore, most of our price monitoring is done in major metro-

politan areas on the two coasts. Prices outside of large cities and in the

central part of the country are usually higher.

Apple lie
(64K, 40-col)

Atari 400, 16K
Atari 800, 48K
Atari 1200, 64K
Commodore Vic-20
Commodore 64
Osborne 1, 64K
Radio Shack:

Color Comp, 16K
Model 4, 64K

TI 99/4A, 16K
Timex 1000, 2K

Average home com-
puter (up to 16K)

Orig Nov. 1983
List Month Year
Price High Low Average Ago Ago

1395 1395 1149 1260 1260 n/a

559 249 69(1) 159 164 352
999 549 199(1) 374 374 863
899 679 249(1) 464 464 n/a
297 149 69 109 109 274
599 399 179(1) 289 289 n/a

1795 1795 975 1390 1440 1895

399 199 159 179 199 399
999 999 799 899 999 n/a
635 269 84(1) 167 167 299
99 45 29 38 43 149

398 208 87 142

Average video game 216 145

Dynamic Memory Chips (200 ns, quantity 8)

16K x 1 bit (4116)
64K x 1 bit (4164)

1.95
7.49

91

1.50
5.75

118

1.73
6.62

(1) Includes a manufacturer rebate or equivalent

143

127

295

Line Printer

Epson FX-80 699 599 519 559 615 n/a
Epson MX-80FT 745 505 395 450 450 567
NEC PC-8023A 795 475 379 427 449 599
Okidata 82A 799 459 355 407 420 549
Okidata 92 699 599 449 524 524 n/a
Star Gemini 10 449 369 269 319 350 n/a

Average 80-col dot 697 520 394 457 467 572
matrix printer

Video Games

Atari 2600 199 99 55(1) 77 77 149
Atari 5200 2 69 200 118(1) 159 174 n/a
Colecovision 199 189 123 156 162 n/a
Intellivision II 199 150 69(1) 110 115 189

169

. . .Lowest .

.

1 . 50 1 . 56
5.95 n/a
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MEMORY

PARALLEL PORT

CAPTAIN
CLOCK/CALENDAR

SERIAL PORT

'

PARALLEL PRINTER COW

TECMAR'S TOP OF THE LINE MULTIFUNCTION BOARD
Provides maximum memory expansion to 640K for the PC

.

Performs eight (8) key functions in one (1) expansion slot.

»0 to 384K MEMORY fully socketed for easy
user upgrade in 64K blocks.

• CLOCK/CALENDAR • battery-powered to main-
tain date and time while computer is on or off.

> SERIAL PORT - to connect to modem or printer

with full IBM PC compatibility.
> PARALLEL PORT • fully compatible for stan-

dard IBM Parallel Printer or compatible
printers. Cable and connector included.

> RAMSPOOLER SOFTWARE (Included) - enables
printing to become a background task, freeing

your PC for other functions.

• SPEED DISK SOFTWARE (included) • simulates
high speed disk drive in RAM, from 5K to 512K
in 1K increments. 50% faster than a Winchester.

• AUTOTIME SOFTWARE (included) -

automatically enters correct date and time
each time the user powers up the computer.

• OPTION • inexpensive PAL chip enables user
to restrict availability of information on a 'need

to know' basis or to limit access to proprietary

software.

$349 Unpopulated
Memory

$424/64K
$499/1 28K
$574/1 92K
S649/256K
S724/320K
S795/384K

WAVE & BOSUN for your IBM PC/XT

WAVE
$29900

BOSUN
$19500

MEMORY 1

Tecmar, Inc.

6225 Cochran Road
Solon (Cleveland), Ohio
Phone: (216)349-0600 Telex: 466692

PARALLEL PORT

TEGM/W

CLOCK/CALENDAR

SERIAL PORT

PARALLEL PRINTER CONNECTOR

'

CIRCLE 222 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WAVE
S299/64K $449/1 92K
S379/128K S499/256K
WAVE fits Into a short slot In the IBM PC/XT.

• 64K to 256K MEMORY • fully socketed for easy
field upgrade in 64K blocks.

The following additional features are the same as
Captain described above:
• RAMSpooler™ Software
• SpeedDisk™ Software

BOSUNTM

BOSUN fits into a short slot In the IBM PC/XT.
The following features are the same as Captain
described above: • RAMSpooler Software
• Clock/Calendar • Autotime™ Software
• Serial Port • PAL Option
• Parallel Port • Cable and Connector

Tecmar boards have:
• COM

NOW!



7 Years Ago

creative
computing
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The November/December 1976 issue

of Creative Computing was a milestone

in many ways. First, it was our first "slick"

issue after two years of publishing on
groundwood (newsprint) stock.

Second, we printed the article, "A Com-
parison of Sorts" by John Grillo comparing

the bubble, delayed replacement and Shell-

Metzner sorting techniques. This has been
the most reprinted article in our history,

and has served as the basis for at least six

follow up articles in Creative Computing
and other magazines.

Third, we ran an article by Jim Dunion
titled, "A Retail Computer Store? You
Gotta Be Kidding." This was an article

about the first few computer stores in the

country, and we (and they) weren't kidding.

Jim, incidentally, went on to produce the

amazing computer exhibits at the American
Museum of Science and Energy in Oak
Ridge and, more recently, joined Atari.

Fourth, we printed two now-classic

articles in the area of computers in edu-

cation. The first was Arthur Luehrmann's

"Should the Computer Teach the Student,

or Vice-versa?" It concluded that that it

would not be much longer that a computer

illiterate would be considered an educated

person. The second was David Moursund's

"What Is Computer Literacy?" which in-

cluded a related computer literacy quiz.

It is current to this day.

We also had articles on computer art,

building an Altair 8800, assemblers and
machine language, the heapsort technique,

and marvelous stories by two masters of

science Action, Frederick Pohl and Charles

Mossmann. There were three games, sev-

eral puzzles and problems, and four equip-

ment reviews (including one of the Odyssey

I video game and the Great Wall 203, an
electronic calculator from China).

Since this was our first slick issue, we
didn't have a great deal of advertising.

We had ads for the Altair 680 (kit with IK

Compulcr
Sorting
Technique

Computers and

Equipment Re'

Teltti Luehrimnn Should tfw Compul

Teach the Studrm or Vtce Vtru?

memory, $466), Southwest Tech 6800 (kit

with 2K, $395), Cromemco TV Dazzler

(kit for SI00 systems, $215), books from
several publishers, and careers at NCR.

This was our second anniversary issue

and we put a great deal of effort into it.

Now. seven years later with 20-20 hindsight,

we can say definitively it was one of the

most successful issues in the history of

Creative Computing. —DHA

asked us 1

Pilots and nonpllots will love Itl

We are pleased to present our new

m rFjT U^J Airplane Simulator . .

.

Ground scenery: San Diego to San Francisco with many airfields

Aerobatic: Loops, rolls, stalls and more.

Instrumentation: Standard basic Instrument panel, plus everything

reauired for instrument flying. HSI. ADF. VOR's. NDB's. approach
markers. ILS. DME. radar.

jUser definable: Set up your own navigational situations, with runway
scenery, wind conditions and nav-aid locations.

Educational: Special features for exploring navigational-Instrument
behavior.

Engine sound If Mocklngboard (not included) is installed.

Optional Feature: Store flight data in RAM card. Useful for research
purposes. Contact us for details.

Apple II, II +. lie, Apple /// in Apple II emulation mode. 48K RAM. pad
dies or joystick Recommended for ages 14 to Adult.

$44.95 Mass. residents add 5% sales tax. Overseas shipping add
$5.00. See your dealer or contact us directly. Visa. Mastercard

r

USMind
systems

corporation

P.O. Box 506
Northampton. MA 01061

(413) 586-6463
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THE SECRETS OF PERFECT MEMORY:
ONE AND ONE HALF EARTH DOLLARS

AT LAST: THL WH<
TRUTH ABOUT FLOPPIES.

book rev
all!

How to keep from
washing your disk

so it never loses it's

memory.
How fingerprints can

ige disks.

Unn
photographs of UFO's

(Unidentified Floppy
• icredible

irtanceof making
copies: the Department
of Redundancy Depart

-

md what goes on
when it goes on! Power-
ful secret methods that

scientists claim can
tually prevent computer
amnesia! All this, and
much more . .

.

in 80-

jlish,

illy stunning,

pocket-sized definr

guide to the care and
ag of flexible disks.

For The Book, ask your
nearest computer store

that sells Elephant"

disks, and bring alon^

one and one half earth

dollars.

For the name of the

store, ask us.

ANT MEMORY
SYSTEMS' Md
exclusively by Leading
Edge Products, Inc.

Information Syste;

and Supplies Division,

55 Providence Highway,
Norwood, MA 02062. Call

toll free 1-800-343-8413.

In Mi. < us. call

ea (617) 769-8150,
Telex 951-624.
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Notices
Creative Computing
On CompuServe

Creative Computing now has a SIG
(Special Interest Group) on the Compu-
Serve Information Service. This SIG fea-

tures a download section of popular pro-

grams from the magazine and program
fixes and enhancements. Members are

invited to submit programs and fixes of

their own. Also featured is a bulletin board

area for readers' questions to the Creative

Computing staff and their answers. A
conference section allows SIG members
to participate in a multi-person discussion

with editors and guests of Creative Com-
puting.

A special feature is the "Street Price

Index," a comparison of high and low

equipment prices gathered from dealers

in different areas of the country, authored

by David Ahl, our editor-in-chief.

Membership is free to all CompuServe
subscribers.

No Connection
The marks depicted with the review of

the Electric Webster program in the No-
vember 1983 issue are the trademarks of

Merriam-Webster Inc., publisher of Web-
ster's ThirdNew International Dictionary

of the English Language. Unabridged, and
neither Electric Webster nor its manu-
facturer is associated with, sponsored by.

or approved by Merriam-Webster, Inc.

Call For Papers
The Instructional Resource Center of

the City University of New York announces
a national conference on Microcomputers
and Basic Skills in College to be held

April 13-15. 1984.

Papers on the use of microcomputers
in postsecondary basic skills instruction

in the folllowing areas are invited: writing.

English as a second language, reading.

speech, mathematics (arithmetic through

precalculus). other areas of developmental

education.

Send abstracts and address inquiries

to: Prof. Geoffrey Akst, Instructional Re-

source Center, The City University of

New York, 535 East 80th St., New York.

NY 10021.(212)794-5425.

The International

Computer Problem
Solving Contest

Since 1981, the University of Wisconsin-

Parkside has invited pre-college students

all over the world to participate in a

computer problem solving contest. This

contest is an extension of a competition

held locally at the university since 1977.

The idea of the contest is simple: teams,

made up of one to three students using

one terminal or microcomputer, attempt

to solve five problems within a two-hour

time period. At the end of this period, the

programs and required sample runs are

listed out to a printer and handed over to

the local judges.

If a team solves four or five problems

correctly, the local contest director can

forward the programs to the University of

Wisconsin-Parkside for international com-
parison and ranking. Any local recognition

for the top teams is left to the discretion

of the local contest director.

This contest is primarily a local event.

Any adult may become a contest director

and establish a contest site in his area.

The University of Wisconsin-Parkside sup-

plies the problems, sample solutions, rules,

score cards, result forms, and previous

contest problems.

The Fourth International Computer
Problem Solving Contest will be held on
Saturday. April 28. 1984. Friday, April 27

is the alternate date for contest sites that

cannot hold the contest on Saturday.

For registration forms and further in-

formation, contact Dr. D.T. Piele, Box
2000, University of Wisconsin-Parkside.

Kenosha. WI 53141.
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Meet Tom, Dickand Jeri.

Before they had SAVVY' they were
just likeyou.

Introducing three new integrated personal computer language/database systems
that recognize ... to err is human and to forgive is SAVVY.

SAVVY is the most "forgiving" software ever developed for your Apple He? II Plus? or Apple-compatible

computer. It's a database system, natural programming language, file manager and operating system all in one.

And because SAVVY can recognize your personal word patterns, you can misspell, mistype, abbreviate,

or rephrase and still successfully command your computer.

SAVVY One" is for single disk systems. It's ideal for use in the home or classroom by users new to

personal computing.

SAVVY Pro™ for multiple or bard disk systems can be used by experienced software program developers

to create integrated applications.

Business SAVVY provides easy-to-use application programs, such as accounts

payable, accounts receivable, general ledger, payroll, inventory and document writer.

It's also for use w ith multiple or hard disk systems.

Call 800-55 1-5199 to arrange for a free demonstration of SAVVY One,

SAVVY Pro or Business SAVVY at your local computer store. In New Mexico,

call 505-242-3333. Or for more information circle and

return the reader service card.

SAVVY is a product of ExcaliburTechnologies

Corporation, 800 Rio Orande Boulevard N.W.,

Mercado 21, Albuquerque, New^ Mexico 87104.

SAVVY
a product ot E\calibur

TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

CIRCLE 142 ON READER SERVICE CARD

S U A Y is a registered trademark of

Kxealilmr'leelinolopes ( airporation.

s\v\1 One and SAVVY Pro ara

tradcmarioi of E*eaftur*Ifcchnolafjei

Corporation. Apple He and II llus

art registered trade-marks of Apple
( ioniputer Ine.
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The Creative Computing benchmark is Since running the short article about 10 ' Ahl's Simple Benchmark
a short test of computational speed. ac- the benchmark test, we have been over- 20 rOR N=l TO 100: A=N
curacy, and the random number generator whelmed with responses from readers who 30 FOR 1 = 1 TO 10
in Basic. Computers in the chart are listed ran the test on machines not listed in our 40 A = SQR(A): R=R+RND(1)
in ascending order of completion time of original table. With letters still pouring 50 NEXT I

the test expressed in minutes and seconds, in. here are the results for 107 different 60 r OR 1 = 1 TO 10
In the accuracy measure, the smaller the computers. 70 A=A*2: R=R+RND(1)
number the better (.0000001 is excellent We have taken note of the criticisms of 80 NEXT I

while .187805 is poor). In the randomness this simple test and are in the process of 90 S=S+A: NEXT N
measure, smaller is better (numbers under devising a more comprehensive one. Watch 100 PRINT ABS(1010-S/5)
15 are good and over 15 are fair). for a follow- up article.-DHA 110 PRINT ABS(IOOO-R)

Computer Time Accuracy Random Computer Time Accuracy Random

DEC VAX 11/700 0:01 .0113525 5.3 NEC PC-8001A 1:29 .0338745 3.0
DEC VAX 11/700 (double) 0:015 .000000000163203 5.3 Atari 800 (MBasic) 1:35 .150879 2. 1

HP 984SB (390 bit slice)0:03 .00000002 23.1 Kaypro II 1:36 .187805 7. 5

Control Data Cyber 730 0:03 .00000000355 6.1 Sony SMC-70 1: 37 .0000000458 3.8

Amdahl 470 0:04 .00000000011046 12.4 HP-75C 1:38 .00000002 5.8

HP 3000 Series 44 0:04 .112549 12.9 North Star HorironUO dig) 1:41 .000473 3.6

HP 9036 0:05 .000000000127329 5.5 NEC PC-8201 1:44 .187805 9. 3

Wang 2200 SVP 0:05 .000000076 3.9 MicroOffice RoadRunner 1:48 . 187805 7.4

Stearns Micro 0:00 .005059375 7.1 Teleram 3000 1:48 .187805 7.4

Burroughs B20 0:09 .005930744544977 3.2 Apple III 1:48 .011914 6.7

Alpha Micro AM 100T 0:10 .00000307337 12.4 Vic 20 1:49 .0010414235 23.7

Burroughs B22 0:12 .005059375 15.7 HP 9830B 1:52 . 00000889 13.1

NEC Adv Pers Comp 0:12 .005059375 7.2 Commodore 64 1:53 .0010414235 8.9
Tektronix 4054 0:12 .000000014042590 8.5 Apple II plus 1:53 .0010414235 12.0
Olivetti M20 0: 13 .0114136 6.2 Apple He 1:53 .0010414235 12.0
Saybrook 60000 (in Apple) 0:13 .00000000011 10.4 NEC PC-0001A 1:54 . 187805 7.4
TI Professional 0:15 .005059375 7.1 Rockwell Aim 65 1:56 .00104141235 14.7
Compaq 0:15 .005059375 7.1 Compucolor II 1:57 .0338745 1.4

HP 9045B 0: 15 .00000002 23.1 TRS-00 Model III 1:59 .0338745 5.8

Zenith Z-100 (0000) 0:17 .005059375 9.7 Micro Color Computer 1:59 .000596204067 7.6

ACT Apricot 0: 10 .005059375 7.2 Commodore CBM 0032, 2001 2:01 .0010414235 1.4

Sharp PC-5000 0:10 .005059375 7.2 Heath/Zenith H-09A 2:04 .107805 7.4

Eagle PC-2 0:19 .005059375 7.2 Atari 2600 Graduate 2:15 .000224679708 7.9

DEC Rainbow 100 0:20 .005059375 7.2 TRS-00 Model I 2: 19 .0338745 12.0
Acorn BBC Computer 0:21 .0000120746033 5.2 Color Computer 2:23 .000596204067 7.3

Columbia MPC 0:21 .005059375 7.2 Atari 000 (fastchip) 2:23 .006875 7.0
Computer Devices DOT 0:22 .005059375 7.1 Dragon 32 2:29 .000596284867 7.3
IBM PC 0:24 .01159660 6.3 Epson HX-20 2:36 .0338745 23.8
GCE Vectrex 0:33 .0753174 0.9 Timex/Sinclair 1000 (fast) 2:43 .00041294098 8.7
TI DS990/12 (Mini TS ) 0:36 .0000000300 3.1 Interact Model R 2:50 .0338745 8.1
Laser 2001 0:40 .0003272295 17.4 Wang 2210 2:52 .000011432 12.5
Memotech MX-512 0:46 .000252962112 6.9 OSI Challenger 1 3:07 .0010414235 13.9
HP 9020C 0:40 .000000000127329 23.2 SpectraVideo 318/328 3:40 .0000002058 0.7
Lobo Max-00 0:40 .0330745 5.8 TI 99/4A 3:46 .00000011 2.6
Lynx 0:51 .155 14.1 Radio Shack PC -3 4:00 .0000062 7 10.9
TRS-00 Model 4 0:53 .0670776 6.5 TI 99/4A, Extended 4:10 .00000011 10.7
Panasonic JR200 0:57 .00021401514 15. 1 Oric-1 4:10 .00104141235 12.1

SCS 100 0:59 .107005 7.4 Datapoint 1800 4:16 .0000012042 11.3
IMS 0000 0:59 .107005 9.6 Sinclair ZX81 4:23 .0006685257 6.3
Alspa AC 1-1 0:59 .107005 7.4 Sinclair Spectrum 4:39 .0006685257 3.5
DECmate II 0:59 .107805 7.4 TRS-80 Model 100 4:54 .0000002058 0.7
Xerox 020-11 0:59 .187805 7.4 Casio FP-200 5:05 .00723 30.3
Vector Graphic 3 VIP 1:04 .0330745 7.5 Sharp PC-1500 (RS PC-2) 5:10 .0000280 7.8
Zenith Z-100 (0005) 1:04 .187005 9.5 TI CC-40 5:41 .00000011 6.2
Toshiba T100 1:09 .187805 7.4 Sanyo PHC-25 5:41 .000267505646 10.2
Epson OX-10 1:09 .187005 7.4 Canon X-07 6:03 .0000002058 24.9
Osborne 01 1:10 .107005 7.4 Atari 1200XL 6:45 .013959 5.2
Mattel Aquarius 1:17 .187805 10.0 Atari 400/800 6:48 .012959 22.8
Epson OX-10 1:10 .187805 7.4 Sharp PC-1250 11:14 .0000200 5.9
HP-05A 1:20 .00000002 5.0 Timex/Sinclair 1000(slow) 16:55 .00041294098 7.4
Morrow MD3 (Basic 10) 1:21 .000473 3.6 IBM System 23 19:00 .00000005503 3.4
HP-06A 1:25 . 00000002 5.8 HP-97 23:00 .000034
Tektronix 4051 1:26 .000000014042598 8.1 Sharp PC-1211 20: 32 .00002882
Digital Group Bytemasterl : 27 .000002779 3.6
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Using Your Brain Is Fun
When You're Playing Quizagon!
Knowledge, strategy, luck. . .all

are part of mastering this exciting,

new type ofgame!

Over 6,000 questions explore

and expand what you know about
science, sports, entertainment
and potpourri.

Available for the IBM PC, Apple II, Commodore 64, and VIC-20 computers

For the name of your nearest dealer call 800-328-1223

counterpoint software, inc.
<4005 west sixty-fifth street • minneapolis. mn 55435
[612] B26-7BB8 • [BOO] 328-1223

It's a family game. Its a party

game. It's a game for people who
want to challenge
their minds.

^m ^H



Do you want the
#1 Seller or the
#1 Financial
System?

BM«S_
« i****

Here is what one of our users, a Washington D.C.

channel 4 newscaster wrote to Softalt

As a computer novice and accounting illiterate, I set out to make a home
finance program my first major software purchase. I fear Softalk's

Fastalk column led me astray.

The Home Accountant is called "thorough and powerful." The

Accountant is more expensive and gets modest descriptions like

"simple-to-use" and "a sleeper." The choice should be obvious.

In fact, I believe The Accountant (the more expensive program) is so far

superior as to justify the cost. It gives the user credit for brains but will

handhold you through a remarkably effective double-entry system. That

part might scare people off. In fact, it makes this program more
enjoyable, as well as being educational and practical, but not more
difficult. The documentation and tutorial are excellent, and Decision

Support Software gives excellent user support.

Henry Tenenbaum. Washington, DC

TheACCOUNTANT
Finance Data Base System™

Decision Support Software Inc.
1300 Vincent Ract. UcUan. VA 22101 • (703)442-7900 • Oidtns Onlr (600) 366-2022

APPLE" IBM" 1 2 3'". Vi*iC»k'** MultipUn and The Home Accountant™ a*e trademarks o*

APPLE" IBM Lotus. V.nCorp . Mtcfosoft and Continental Software respectively

((imputing

equipment

evaluation

A
Note To

Our Readers

Product evaluations in Creative Com-
puting are different from those in many
other magazines. Here's why.

A Creative Computing product eval-

uation is objective, thorough, and in-depth.

Normally, we get an actual production

product for testing— on loan or purchased

from the manufacturer. We do not ask

for or accept any special treatment, but

interact with the manufacturer as a normal

customer would.

In most cases, we test the product in

the environment and under the conditions

in which we would expect it to be used.

We do not believe that we should sit in an

ivory tower and pass judgment on a product

that is meant to be used by a salesman on
the road or a child in a classsroom.

When we evaluate a prototype, we state

that fact in the review. Even so, we do
not simply recite the manufacturer speci-

fications; instead, we use the product,

apply our own tests, and report on the

results. If it lives up to the published specs,

fine; if not, we tell you.

In our evaluations, we call a spade a

spade and a lemon a lemon. Advertisers

do not receive special treatment— no one
does. Some manufacturers do not like

this policy and refuse to work with us or

advertise in the magazine. But most manu-
facturers welcome our policy of scrupulous

honesty, and for that, we applaud them.

Nevertheless, we are not right all of the

time. Sometimes, a unit might perform
well in our tests, but be a dog for you. For
that, we are sorry. But for the most part,

we trust you will find our reviews— and
the rest of the magazine— credible, honest,

and interesting. 12

January 1984 c Creative Computing
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run
Once there was a v J time,

before the written word, when

entire ideas were easy to

And they were - . happy.

people used
; ^ pictures to communicate. Symbols representing

see and understand. And the people were comfortable with this language.

But then came the " computer.

And symbols were replaced by complicated commands. Soon data processing meant learning a whole new

vocabulary. And the people became frightened of the new computer language. And they were sad.

Then came Jane.

Absolutely, positively, unequivocably, unquestionably, the most simple way to operate a l'~
'"

computer.

Jane does away with the keyboard \ ^^ • Instead, a simple, hand-held device called a r<&§^ mouse

selects from a variety of applications. From letters to lists, to calculations and spreadsheets. Jane does them all.

Jane does away with complex command words.

Instead, simple, easy-to-understand flp \-, pictures tell the computer what to do.

From one operation to many, all on one screen at the same time.

Best of all, Jane doesn't cost lots of $ money. Now everyone can use a home computer. Jane gives back to

the people a language they understand.

And they WW Jane. You can too.

One word is worth a thousand pictures.

Jane comes complete with Janewrlte'*, Janecalc'", Janelist'", and of course, a mouse.

arktronics 113 South Fourth Avenue, Ann Arbor. Michigan 48104. 1-800-Call ARK. in Michigan. (313) 769-7253

Jane Is now available for theApple |. ( * |64K). //e. Commodore 64 Available soon for the new Atari- series and
me IBM PC" and compatibles Apple ".Commodore" .IBM " ond Atari" are al registered trademarks
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SPINNAKER'S UNE OF

ISGROWING
AS FASTASYOUR
CHILD'S MIND.

Watching your kids grow up is a lot of fun. But

making sure their minds grow as fast as their

bodies is even more rewarding. That's where we
can help. With a growing line of Early Learning

Programs that are not only lots of fun to play but

also educational.

Some of the games you see on these two pages

help exercise your child's creativity. Others help

improve vocabulary and spelling skills. While others

improve your child's writing and reading abilities.

And all of them help your child understand how to

use the computer.

So if you're looking for computer programs that

do more thanjust "babysit" for your kids, read on.

You'll find that our Early Learning Programs are not

only compatible with Apple® Atari® IBM® and

Commodore 64™ computers, but also with kids

who like to have fun.

A trip through ALPHABET ZOO™ Ages 3-8

It's a race. It's a chase. It's

Alphabet Zoo. the exciting

game that will have your kids

zipping through the maze,

after letters that fit the

picture on the screen.

And at the same time,

your kids will be learning the

relationship of letters and sounds, and sharpening

their spelling skills. So they'll be laughing and learning

at every turn.

Apple. IBM aid Atari are registered tndenurta of Apple Computer. Ml. International Business Machines Corp and Atari. Inc. respectively Commodore 64 s a trademark of Commodore Electronics Limited

c 1983. Spinnaker Software Corp AH rights reserved



FRACTION FEVER™ brings fractions into play. Ages 7 to Adult.

FRACTION FEVER is a

fast-paced arcade game
that challenges a

child's understanding

of fractions. As kids

race across the

screen in search of

the assigned frac-

tion, they're actually

developing a basic

understanding of what a

fraction is and

of relationships

between fractions.

They're even discover-

ing that the same frac-

tion may be written in

a number of different

ways.

All in all. FRACTION FEVER encour-

ages kids to learn as much as they can

about fractions - just for the fun of it!

KINDERCOMP.™ Numbers, shapes, letters, words and
drawings make fun. Ages 3 to 8.

KINDERCOMP is a

game that allows

very young children

to start learning on
the computer. It's a

collection of learning

exercises that ask

your children to

match shapes and letters, write

their names, draw pictures, or fill

in missing numbers. And KINDER
COMP will delight kids with

colorful rewards

as the screen

comes to life

when correct

answers are

given.

As a parent,

you can enjoy

the fact that your children

are having fun while im-

proving their reading read-

iness and counting skills.

DELTA DRAWING.™ Have fun creating pictures and

computer programs. Ages 4-Adult

.

Kids love to draw
And DELTA DRAWING
Learning Program lets

them enjoy creative

drawing and coloring

while they learn

computer program-

ming concepts. As
they use simple commands
to put lines and colors in

their drawings, they're

actually writing com-
puter programs!

With DELTA DRAWING,
even kids who have never

used a computer before

can learn to do simple

programming and build

an understanding of procedural think-

ing. It's easy, clear, and lots of fun!

SP//Y/M/ffi0 Dtoks for: Apple. Atari. IBM. Commodore 64.

Cartrtdgai for: Atari. Commodore 64

We make learning fun.
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Light years ago, several of us paid a
visit to Alan Kay at the Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center (PARC). Late in the
afternoon, the mood was given over to

blue-sky dreaming, kind of a "wouldn't
it be nice if. .

." session. One dream that

seemed to be shared by everyone in the

group, managers, researchers, and
educators alike was that it would be
wonderful to have a truly portable com-
puter about the size of a three-ring

binder with computational, word
processing, and color graphics capability

at an affordable price.

Today, except for the color graphics

capability, such a machine is here. And
it probably won't be too long until the

graphics are available too.

Such a computer is not necessarily for

everyone, but it is far easier to name peo-

ple who could make good use of such a
machine than those who could not. Any-
one who works with numbers knows the

benefits of a computer or programmable
calculator. Most writers are switching to

word processing systems in the home of-

fice. Now even the field notebook and
pocket tape recorder can be replaced.

But notebook computers will find

application with scores of people who
have never touched

75C, but we have excluded the true

pocket units.

Between these two extremes lie the

notebook computers. The forecasters at

Future Computing see this group as be-

ing split between the Radio Shack
Model 100 type of computer and ma-
chines with more extensive capabilities

such as the Sharp PC-5000, Gavilan,

and Grid Compass. We have chosen to

ignore this split, although with the rapid

migration to this part of the market, per-

haps we, too, will be seeking new cate-

gories before long.

At the time we put this article on our
editorial schedule, there were six note-

book computers. In the next three

months, ten additional machines were
introduced, with two introduced the

week before our deadline. Of this total of

16 machines, 14 are included in this

roundup. The two that are not included

are the Grid Compass and Universal

Data UDI-500. We excluded the Com-
pass because its $9000 price was more
than twice that of the next machine
down, and we felt that it had appeal for

a rather different market. We excluded

the UDI-500

other computers, you almost certainly

will find more uses for the machine than

you originally anticipated; thus you
should buy as much capability as you
can comfortably afford.

As you get acquainted with notebook
computers, you will find that the manu-
facturers have made all sorts of
tradeoffs. Size versus extra features is an
obvious tradeoff—you just can't fit a
large display, modem, and printer in a
package the size of a paperback novel.

Price is a tradeoff against nearly

everything—speed, memory capacity,

and technical sophistication. In the
following sections, we discuss some of
the key features—and related

tradeoffs—in more detail.

The Display

Every one of the 14 notebook comput-
ers uses a liquid crystal display (LCD),
and three of them (Gavilan, Sunrise, and
Toshiba) have the capability to drive a
CRT monitor as well. Note that these

are also three of the highest priced units.

The LCD

a computer
before—sales people making presenta-

tions to clients, business people at a

branch office, students in the library,

scorers at athletic games, and just plain

folks who need to jot down a note or do
a quick calculation.

What Is A Notebook Computer?
In a sense, there are three, or possibly

four, categories of portable computers.

There is the group that first took the

name portable—the Osborne, Kaypro,
Compaq type of machine. We prefer to

think of these sewing-machine size

computers as "transportable" rather

than truly portable. Most weigh well

over 20 pounds and are not something

you would want resting on your lap for

an extended period of time. Their appeal

for most users is something other than

portability. These machines are not in-

cluded in our roundup.
At the other end of the spectrum are

the pocket computers such as the Sharp

PC- 1500, Casio FX-700P, and Radio
Shack PC-1. These are capable little

units for computational applications, but

rather limited for general purpose

computing. We have included two ma-
chines in this roundup that overlap the

pocket category, the TI CC-40 and HP-

because we were unable to

get the data on it in time for our print

deadline.

The Same and Different

The 14 notebook computers are simi-

lar in some ways, but quite different in

many other ways. All are portable, al-

though 1 % pounds is a great deal more
portable than 1 1 pounds. All perform
computations, although the fastest is a

staggering 20 times faster than the slow-

est. The minimum amount of user pro-

grammable memory ranges from 8K to

128K, a 16 to 1 difference.

Most use a proprietary operating sys-

tem, although in most cases it is not an

operating system at all, but simply a

traffic cop to direct information flow.

All but one of the machines speak Basic,

mostly Microsoft; many have commu-
nications capabilities; but fewer have
word processing or spreadsheet packages
available.

From these few comparisons, you can

see that it is not just a matter of deciding

you want a notebook computer, march-
ing down to your local computer store,

plunking down your money, and taking

one home. As with any other computer
purchase, you should have some idea of

what you want to do with it, and then

look for a machine to meet both your
needs and your budget. Also, as with

display is the familiar black
on gray found in most digital watches
and calculators today. A key advantage
to an LCD display is that it draws rel-

atively little power and is more or less

shock resistant. It is light in weight com-
pared to a CRT, but, because of the rigid

material required for the display, larger

ones start to add pounds, not ounces, to

the weight of a computer.
LCD displays have several dis-

advantages. First, the response time is

much slower than a CRT. Second, the
pixels are relatively large thus ruling out
high-resolution graphics. Third, in cer-

tain lighting conditions, LCD displays

are difficult to read, even though most of
the computers provide both tilt and con-
trast adjustments. And fourth, LCD dis-

plays are very sensitive to cold; at

temperatures below freezing, they don't
work reliably, and may stop altogether.

The Gavilan, RoadRunner, and Sharp
display the most text characters, al-

though the physical size of the displays
on these machines is not the largest.

This means that the characters are quite

small—about the same size as dot matrix
printer output. The WorkSlate, a

spreadsheet-only machine, displays even
more characters in its higher 16-line x

46-character display; it is more readable.

The displays on the remaining ma-
chines use larger pixels; they thus have
larger character sizes and are more leg-

ible. On the other hand, computers with
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Choosing A Notebook Computer, continued1...

LCD Display

Graphics
Computer Lines x Chars. Total Pixels
WorkSlate 16 46 736 none
Sharp PC-5000 8 80 640 80x640
RoadRunner 8 80 640 64x480
Gavilan 8 80 640 64x400
Toshiba T100 8 40 320 64x240
NEC PC-8201 8 40 320 64x240
Radio Shack 100 8 40 320 64x240
Teleram 3000 4 80 320 none
Xerox 1810 3 80 240 32x480
Casio FP-200 8 20 160 64x160
Epson HX-20 4 20 80 32x120
Canon X-07 4 20 80 32x120
HP-75C 1 32 32 none
TI CC-40 1 31 31 none

Time and Accuracy

Computer Time Accuracy

Sharp PC-5000 0:18 .005859375

Gavilan* 0:20 .005859375

Toshiba T100 1:09 .187805

HP-75C 1:38 .00000002

NEC PC-8201 1:44 .187805

RoadRunner 1:48 .187805

Teleram 3000 1:48 .187805

Xerox 1810 1:48 .187805

Epson HX-20 2:36 .0338745

Radio Shack 100 4:54 .0000002058

Casio FP-200 5:05 .00723

TI CC-40 5:41 .00000011

Canon X-07 6:03 .0000002058

WorkSlate** n/a n/a
* Estimated values

** Runs only spreadsheet software

one-line displays (HP and TI) are not us-

able for word processing, and are barely

usable for spreadsheet work or even Ba-

sic programming. Even the two ma-
chines with 4-line by 20-character

displays (Canon and Epson) are difficult

to use and have been eclipsed by the

larger LCD displays.

It is unlikely that you would want to

use a notebook computer for any serious

graphics except simple plots and bar

charts. Ten of the computers provide

such rudimentary plotting capability

(see chart); we judge the Canon and
Epson unsatisfactory for graphs even
though Basic allows pixel addressing.

Speed and Accuracy
We were unable to run our bench-

mark on three of the 14 computers; how-
ever, based on the mpu, clock rate, and
operating system, we were able to es-

timate the values for the Gavilan and
Sunrise. As Basic is not offered on the

WorkSlate, it is not included in the

chart.

Four representative notebook computers:

Teleram T3000, Radio Shack 100, TI CC-
40, and Epson HX-20.

The Radio Shack 100 and NEC PC-8201 are twins in some regards, but they have their

differences.

The two 16-bit 8088-based machines,

the Sharp and Gavilan, are the speed de-

mons. Both use MS-DOS with Microsoft

GW (Gee Whiz) Basic. The Toshiba,

NEC, and RoadRunner also use
Microsoft Basic, but with an 8-bit 80C85
mpu, the CMOS version of the Z80A.
Accuracy is grim, but speed isn't bad.

The Epson also uses Microsoft Basic,

but on a different Z80 look-alike, a

CMOS 6301 mpu. It is slightly slower,

but considerably more accurate than the

80C85.

The Radio Shack Model 100 is a vir-

tual twin of the NEC 8201 (both are

made by Kyoto Ceramics in Japan), but

Radio Shack elected to use double pre-

cision variables as the default mode.
Hence, it is 2% times slower than the

NEC, but has astoundingly greater ac-

curacy. The Canon X-07 uses a similar

approach but, because of running the

mpu at a slower clock rate, is even

slower.

Incidentally, double precision vari-

ables can be specified on the NEC,
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Can you save the DoomedDinos
and escape the Dino Mom's stomp?

Warped into a prehistoric world you've con-

taminated the dinosaurs. You must climb nine

deadly cliffs, find the dino eggs and carry them
back to the 21 st century.

Dodge the radioactive

snakes and spiders when
you climb, leap and jump
over the challenging cliffs

to locate the eggs. As you
fight your way up the nine

levels your skills must
increase if you are to

survive the deadly
creatures

Fire is the only weapon you have to keep the Dino

Mom from putting her foot down and crushing YOU!

Can you escape the Dino Mom's
stomp, avoid the crawling, clawing
creatures, find the eggs and save
the dinosaurs from extinction? Only
you can face the challenges of

survival in the prehistoric time warp
of DINO EGGS'" from MicroFun, Inc.

...the fun goes on forever.

U
. ..the fun goes on forever

MicroFun '" and Dino Eggs " are registered trademarks ol Microlab. Inc

Apple II & lie. IBM PC. Atari 800. Commadore 64 and ColecoVision are

registered trademarks ol Apple Computer. Inc., IBM Corp.. Atari. Inc.,

Commodore Electronics. Ltd . and Coleco Industries. Inc., respectively

C 1983 MicroLab. Inc.

2699 Skokie Valley Road. Highland Park, IL 60035 312 433-7550
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Choosing A Notebook Computer,

All of the notebook computers fit in an
attache case. Here is one of the largest,

the Toshiba T100. in a case with LCD
display, acoustic modem, memory car-

tridge, and cables.

Toshiba, and RoadRunner and will yield

the same speed and accuracy as the

Model 100. The reverse is not true;

specifying single precision on the Model
100 results in only about an 11%
improvement in speed.

For a small machine, the HP-7S is

amazingly fast and accurate; indeed it is

the most accurate of all the computers
we have ever tested, including several

running in double precision mode.
The Casio and TI are the leisurely

performers, but TI Basic with its 16-bit

TMS 9995 mpu has the second best ac-

curacy of all the computers tested, a nice

plus for engineers and scientists who
need accurate results to seven decimal
digits.

Memory and Mass Storage
Four of the basic computers come

with 8K of memory or less. Our experi-

ence indicates that this is barely ade-

quate for any but the simplest

applications. Two of the computers, the

TI and the WorkSlate, can be expanded
only to 16K; this, too, may prove
limiting.

The upper internal memory limit on
the next Five machines is 32K, which
should be adequate for most jobs. How-
ever, if you intend to leave several large

programs or data files permanently or
temporarily in the computer, you will

probably want even more memory. The
two 16-bit computers, the Sharp and
Gavilan, provide the most internal mem-
ory capacity.

*w-.

It is in the area of mass storage that

manufacturers have taken radically dif-

ferent approaches. The HP-75C uses

small magnetic cards, very convenient,

but with rather limited capacity. Three

of the computers have built-in

microcassette recorders, the Epson, Xe-

rox, and WorkSlate. This is a very

satisfactory approach with a notebook

computer as it does not require an ex-

ternal recorder with its added bulk and
messy cables to be dragged around.

Another satisfactory, but more expen-

sive approach, is plug-in RAM car-

tridges. The cartridges on the NEC,
Toshiba, and RoadRunner are standard

CMOS memory with a lithium battery.

Even more expensive, but higher capac-

ity bubble memory cartridges are avail-

able for the Sharp and Teleram.

Thefull-featured Gavilan has a touch pad.

printer, and 3"floppy disk built in.

k
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The Ultimate Spreadsheet Display For Apple
1 28 Columns by 32 Lines, 80 Columns by 48 Lines, and More!

SPREADSHEET CALCULATOR

Software
For use with Apple

• EASY TO FOLLOW MENUS
• VARIABLE COLUMN WIDTHS
• SHIELDS CONFIDENTIAL

INFORMATION
• PREVENTS ACCIDENTAL

CHANGES
• EASY CURSOR MOVEMENT

UltraPlan— an advanced spreadsheet pro-

gram—makes planning, forecasting, and
budgeting easy, fast, and accurate. UltraPlan

can make full use of the UltraTerm,
Videoterm, and can use additional memory
cards for models as large as 512K. UltraPlan is

compatible with VisiCalc* data files and
features advanced commands not found in

VisiCalc. UltraPlan is compatible with the

Apple ][ and Apple He computers.

Actual photo of 128x32 screen.

UltraTerm
A DISPLAY PERIPHERAL

TM

To display more than 80 columns or 24 lines, you will need an
UltraTerm video display card. This card gives your Apple X or Apple lie

the ability to display more characters than ever. Nine display modes
that can display as many as 4096 characters allow you to choose the

number of columns and rows best suited to your application.

UltraTerm utilizes 8x9 or 8x12 dot character matrix (versus the nor-

mal 5x7) to deliver superb resolution in the crispest, cleanest

characters available anywhere.

Other display attributes such as highlight/lowlight, inverse, and half-

intensity backgrounds can be chosen to suit your own viewing
preferences.

Videoterm TM

The Videoterm— the best selling 80 x 24 display card for the Apple ][-

can be used with UltraPlan. The advanced software features and ex-

panded memory capability of UltraPlan are also available to Videoterm
users.

s is a registered trademark "I Ajtpl'- * :<'inpuiriv Inc. < IkimPlan, I ItraTerm

Tirrm are registered trademarks nl Vhsm, Inc. VWCall i

trademark nl VtaiCbfp.

Videx Inc.
897 NW Grant Ave. • Corvallis. Oregon 97330

(503) 7584)521
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WOMB'SMOST
KSTECHfKHOGY.M^ W .™„T^TJ!^™nhics TIMES saw fit to print that ourTIMES saw fit to print that our

DEADLINE™ is "an amazing feat

of programming." Ever>a journal as

video-oriented as ELECTRONIC
GAMES found Infocom prose to be

such an eye-opener, they named one

of our games their Best Adventure

of 1983.

Better still, bring an Infocom game

home with you. Discover firsthand

ireTlSn^e graffiti why thousands upon thousands of

screen Iook iiKesranu
,• ^minat ;ng game olayers keep

You'll never see Infocom's graphics

on any computer screen. Because

there's never been a computer built

by man that could handle the images

we produce. And, there never will be.

We draw our graphics from the

limitless imagery of your lmagi-

nation-a technology so power-

ful, it makes any picture

that's ever come out of a

in control of

what you do

and where you

go—yet unable

to predict or con-

trol the course of

events. You're con

fronted with situa-

tions and logical puz-

zles the like of which you won't

find elsewhere. And you'reimmersed

in rich environments alive with per-

sonalities as real as any you'll meet

in the flesh-yet all the more vivid

because they're perceived directly by

your mind's eye, not through your

external senses. The method to this

magic? We've found the way to plug

our prose right into your psyche, and

catapult you into a whole new

dimension.
, . ,

Take some tough cntics words

about our words. SOFTALK, for

example, called ZORK® III s prose

"far more graphic than any depiction

yet achieved by an adventure with

graphics." And the NEW YORK

discriminating game players keep

turning everything we write into

instantaneous bestsellers

Step up to Infocom. All words. No

graffiti. The secret reaches of your

mind are beckoning. A whole new

dimension is in there waiting for you.

.nation (For more information on Infocom

makes you part games contact: Infocom, Inc RO.

of our stories, Box 855, Garden City, NY 1153U.)

by comparison. And
nobody knows how

k to unleash your

^ imagination like

Infocom.
Through our

prose, your

imagination

inFocom
The next dimension.

n•|w";',ui TlV. U TKs ho t£wi.tss H MpW 111
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Choosing A Nolebook Computer, continued
Unique among the 14 machines is the
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- Si"«* none have beenm the field long enough, we cannot com-ment on reliability.

tJiTk
°f <he cornPu,ers- the Sharp and

Tosh.ba, provide an interface to stan-dard floppy disk drives for operation athome base. Several of the otheTs plan to
offer optional floppy disk interfaces

Computer

Sharp PC-5000

Gavilan
Teleram 3000
Toshiba T100

RAM Memory

Software, Internal and External
Eight of the 14 computers have

proprietary operating systems which aswe said earlier, are generally not operat-
ing systems per se, but rather controllers

8088 K
rn
!!

,IOn a
r
d data "ow T"e two

8088-based machines, the Sharp and
Gavilan, have full MS-DOS operating
systems with, seemingly, few com-
promises for the small size.
For of the 8-bit machines have CP/M

or CP/M compatible operating systems.

wc
eS
A^°c

Ur comPu,ers Pi"" the two withMS-DOS are theoretically able to run
more existing software packages than
the machines with proprietary systems.
But it doesn t always work out that way.

I he chart shows the availability of
Basic (Microsoft, on all but four ma-

ti 1 Ji"
e calc"'ator-like machines,

-I-i

a
£
d

Jt
11^ each use ,heir °wn Basic.

I he TI Basic on the CC-40 is similar to
Microsoft, but HP Basic has many dif-
ferences and idiosyncrasies. Casio Basic
is similar to Microsoft, and the
WorkSlate, of course, has no Basic at all
The other software packages listed in

the chart are those that are built into the
basic hardware or are currently available
on the appropriate media. On the ma-
chines with standard operating systems
other software packages can often be'
loaded through the RS-232 port and will
run with minor modifications. For
example, we loaded WordStar into our
teleram and got it running with rel-
atively few problems. On the other hand,
the menus and CRT screen overlays do
not fit the LCD displays on these note-
book portables, so even if a package can
be loaded, it might not work.
Some of the manufacturers are en-

couraging the development of software
by third party vendors, some are "not
discouraging development," and still
others plan to do everything internally
or under contract and are not encourag-
ing development at all.

Beyond the packages listed in the
chart, currently, the most additional
software is available for the TI, HP, and
Tosh.ba computers. A goodly amount is
available for the Radio Shack 100, and
shghtly less for the Epson and NEC

RoadRunner
Xerox 1810
NEC PC-8201
Epson HX-20
WorkSlate
Casio FP-200
Radio Shack 100
HP-75C
Canon X-07
TI CC-40

Computer

Canon X-07
Casio FP-200
Epson HX-20
Gavilan

HP-75C
NEC PC-8201
Radio Shack 100
RoadRunner
Sharp PC-5000
Xerox 1810
Teleram 3000
TI CC-40
Toshiba T100
WorkSlate

64K
64K
64K

48K
16K
16K
16K
I6K
8K
8K
8K
8K
6K

Operating
System

Prop.

Prop.

Prop.

MS-DOS
Prop.

Prop.

Prop.

CP/M
MS-DOS
CP/M
CP/M
Prop.

CP/M
Prop.

336K
64K
64K

48K
64K
64K
32K
16K
32K
32K
32K
24K
16K

Mass Storage

Bubble memory cartridges,

^
external cassette or disk

3" microfloppy
Bubble memory cartridges
RAM pack, ext. cassette,

or floppy disk

RAM cartridges

Microcassette

RAM pack, ext. cassette
Microcassette

Microcassette
RAM pack, ext. cassette
External cassette

Magnetic card
RAM card, ext. cassette
External wafertape

Basic

MS
Y
MS
MS
HP
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
TI
MS

Spread
Sheet

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Word
Processor

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Comm.

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Just How Portable is Portable?
Although notebook computers are

considerably more portable than the ma-
chines that created the portable label
just 1 /„ years ago, some are much more
portable than others. In general, size is
inversely proportional to capability and
features, but this is not universally true.
Three of the machines weigh under

two pounds and are about the size of a
hardback novel. Two, the TI and HP
have one-line displays, but one, the

Canon X-07, packs a four-line display in
this size package.

The WorkSlate is slightly larger but,
because of its fiat, less-than-full-stroke
keyboard, it is just an inch thick. Its 16-
line x 46-character display is a nice treat
on a machine this small.
Going up in size, the next six ma-

chines (Epson, Radio Shack, NEC
Casio, Xerox, and RoadRunner) all
weigh between four and five pounds, and
all are the size of a thick (2" to 3")

Computer
Canon X-07
TI CC-40
HP-75C
WorkSlate
Epson HX-20
Radio Shack 100
NEC PC-8201
Casio FP-200
Xerox 1810

RoadRunner
Gavilan

Teleram 3000
Sharp PC-5000
Toshiba T100

Weight
1.1 lb.

1.4

1.6

3.2

3.8

3.8

3.8

4.0

5.0

5.0

9.0

8.8

11.0

13.0

8.0"

9.5

10.0

11.3

11.3

11.8

11.8

12.5

16.0

11.5

11.4

13.0

12.8

16.5

26

Size
< 5.1"

5.8

5.0

8.5

8.5

8.5

8.5

8.8

9.0

7.8

11.4

9.7

12.0

11.0

i 1.0"

1.0

1.3

1.0

1.8

2.0

2.4

2.2

2.0

3.0

2.8

3.5

3.4

4.0

Volume
41 cu. in.

55

65
96
173

201

241

242
288
269
364
441

522
726
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l^ Way
'
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Choosing A Notebook Computer, continued

three-ring binder. All will fit easily in a

standard attache case, and weigh no

more than an equivalent amount of

paper.

The next four machines represent a

big jump in size and weight. While none
of them approach the size and weight of

the sewing machine portables, you will

probably think twice before tossing one

of them in your briefcase. Ten pounds

sounds light, but on long trips your arm
will start to feel as though it is

stretching.

In some sense, the Toshiba is not a

true portable, since it requires an AC
power source. The design philosophy

was to produce a machine, the cpu of

which could be carried around along

with a small LCD display, modem, and
memory cartridges for work away from
the home office. Back home, the same
T100 serves as a desktop computer with

a stationary monitor and floppy disk

drives.

Overall Ratings

The overall ratings of any products

are, of course, affected by the biases of

the testers. This is no exception. We are

computer enthusiasts, so we look for

good performance. We are writers, so we
look for excellent word processing. We
travel a great deal, so we look for light-

weight portability. We are underpaid, so

we look for an attractive price. We are

impatient, so we look for fast storage.

In an effort to remove our biases, we
rated each computer in each of 1 2 areas,

as objectively as possible. We added up
the total points and plotted the resultant

value against the price.

The following are the 12 areas of

ranking, and how each was scored.

• Speed: 7 minus benchmark comple-

tion time to nearest minute.

Notebook computers are an excellent sales tool. Here is a RoadRunner in the field.

Computer ¥t*Af£$ri&
TICC-40 1 7 1 1 2 2 5 8 27
Casio FP-200 2 6 3 2 2 1 2 4 4 2 3 31

WorkSlate 3 6 3 6 2 1 3 1 2 3 1 31

Canon X-07 1 7 2 1 3 1 2 3 3 1 8 1 33
HP-75C 5 7 1 2 1 2 2 5 8 33
Teleram 3000 5 4 5 3 2 4 5 4 3 2 1 38
Toshiba T100 6 5 3 4 4 4 4 5 6 1 40
Radio Shack 100 2 6 5 3 5 1 2 3 5 5 2 1 40
Epson HX-20 4 6 5 1 3 1 3 3 3 2 8 2 41

NEC PC-8201 5 6 5 3 5 1 4 4 5 3 2 43
RoadRunner 5 5 5 5 3 3 4 3 4 4 2 1 44
Xerox 1810 5 6 5 2 4 2 3 4 5 4 2 3 45
Sharp PC-5000 7 3 5 5 4 8 5 5 5 4 2 1 54
Gavilan 7 4 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 4 2 5 56

A
n

Notebook computers are excellent travelling companions. Unfortunately, four airlines

have banned their use in recent weeks.

• Size/ Weight: 8 minus weight divided

by 2, rounded off.

• Keyboard: 5, standard full-stroke; 4,

non-standard; 3, full-size, not full-

stroke; 2, smaller; 1 , calculator style.

• Display: Characters in display di-

vided by 120, rounded off.

• I/O: Number of I/O ports.

• Memory: Minimum internal mem-
ory divided by 16K.

• Mass Storage: 5, floppy or' bubble
memory; 4, RAM cartridge; 3, built-in

cassette; 2, external cassette; I, other.

• Programming Ease: 5, large display,

on-screen editing; 4, medium display,

on-screen editing; 3, small display, on-
screen editing or no on-screen editing; 2,

one-line display; 1, no programming.
• Graphics: display height in inches

plus number of vertical pixels divided by
20, rounded off.

• Software: Packages currently avail-

able; maximum 6.
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game home and watch your child play,

you'll know the excitement of a winning

choice.

Active Family
Your family and CAI's growing family of

animated, full-color programs have a lot to

share —beginning with a willingness to

reach beyond the ordinary to achieve the

best.

At YourCommand
You may meet a princess, a juggler or a
dragon in Wizardof Vtoras™ You may
appear as a guest on TV in MasterMatch,™
The GameShow™ or Tic Tac Show.™ Or,

you may extend these programs still further

with our LearningWare™ diskettes, offering

hundreds of questions matched to the

teaching strategies in the games. In every

case, CAI puts a world of imagination and
learning at your fingertips. And puts you
and your child in control.

Unique Approach
Key features place CAI thinking tools in a
class by themselves: Each program comes
with its own library ofsubjects. But that's

just the start. Our unique authoring system
let's you or your child create your own
lessons on any topic, tailoring the program
to your family's needs —and no computer
knowledge is required. Add the fact that

weVe kept the vital ingredient -FUN- in

learning, and ourproven success is no
surprise. Over 2,000 school districts now
use CAI programs to teach essential

vocabulary and logic skills in a variety of

subject areas.

CAI supports its products —and you —with
an unconditional guarantee and a free

backup disk. And provides compatibility

with the most popular computers: Apple,®

IBM® (and soon Commodore™).
Wise Choice
CAI is a group of experienced educators

and programmerswho believe that success

begins with opportunities you create at

home. Ask to see a demonstration of CAI
programs at your local computer store , and
see for yourself just how rewarding a good
education can be.

\Byt~

an
TMComputer

Advanced
Ideas
Bringing Ideas JHome
1442A Walnut Street, Suite 341
Berkeley, CA 94709 (4 15) 526-9100
Apple is a registered trademark ofApple Computers. Inc IBM is a
registered trademark ofIBM Corp Commodore is a trademark of
Commodore Business Machines, Inc
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7 Day
Return

Most ordersshipped
within 24 hours.

ALL HARDWARE SOLD BV US IS COVERED
BY OUR SEVEN DAY RETURN POLICY ANY
HARDWARE PRODUCT MAY BE RETURNED
FOR A COMPLETE REFUND EXCEPT SHIP-
PING CHARGES WITHIN 7 DAYS OF RECEIPT
ALL PARTS AND DOCUMENTATION MUST BE
RETURNED IN RESALEABLE CONDITION A
RETURN AUTHORIZATION NUMBER MUST
BE OBTAINED FROM OUR TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE DEPT BEFORE RETURNING
ANY PRODUCT

CALL FOR
MONTHLY SPECIALS
AND CURRENT PRICES.

HARDWARE FOR APPLE,
ATARI, COMMODORE,
IBM PC, and OTHERS
DISK DRIVES. PRINTERS. MONITORS
MODEMS PRINT BUFFERS.
MEMORY EXPANSION. I/O BOARDS
TERMINALS. TOUCH PADS.
FLOPPY DISKS. PLOTTERS
HEAD CLEANTERS DISK BOXES
FURNITURE PROTECTION DEVICES
PAPER ETC

SOFTWARE FOR APPLE,
ATARI, COMMODORE,
and IBM PC
GAMES—WORDPROCESSORS
BUSINESS—UTILITIES
ADS SOFTWARE.
ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
ASHTON TATE. AVAVON.
BEAGLE BROS BLUE SKY
BRODERBUND CDEX. COMPUTER
MAGIC CONTINTENTAL. CREATIVE
CONCEPTS. DATAMOST DATASOFT
DESIGNWARE EASTERN EPYX
FOX & GELLER. GAMESTAR. GENTRY
HES WARE. IDSI. I MAGIC
INFOCOM. IUS. KENSINGTON
K-RAZY KOALA. LJK. MICROCOM
MICROLAB MICROPRO MICROSOFT
MILLIKEN. MINDWARE. MUSE.
ODESTA PARKER BROS . PENGUIN
QUICK BROWN FOX. SCOTT ADAMS
SIERRA/ON LINE SILICON VALLEY.
SIRIUS. SORCIM.
SPINNAKER. STONEWARE
SUBLOGIC. SYNAPSE. THORN EMI
TIMEWORKS TIMEX TRONIX
VERSA COMPUTING VISI.

XEROX. 20TH CENTURY FOX
• AND MANY MORE •

WE SUPPORT WHAT WE SELL!

CALL OR WRITE FOR
FREE CATALOG

Atlantic
Computer
Accessories, inc.

FREE SHIPPING -Payment w/order
UPS GROUND over S100.00

OUTSIDE
FLORIDA

Se Hablas Espanol

1 -800-327-8020
1 -305-972-5399 a

l

n°dTchUVU W *" '"""'»'v ASSISTANCE

6951 N.W. 15th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33309

Choosing A Notebook Computer, continued...

are practically sitting on the

price/performance curve. They are the

Casio, WorkSlate, HP-75C, Road-
Runner, and Xerox. All are priced fairly

• Battery Life: Life in hours divided

by 5, maximum 8.

• Other Features: Count of number of

additional features (such as built-in

floppy disk, built-in printer, etc.)

Our Chart, And Yours

At the bottom of the ratings chart, we
left room for two additional computers.

Here you can rate the new ones that in-

evitably were introduced the day this

magazine went to press. Or you can re-

work some of our figures.

After computing the ratings, we plot-

ted the overall total against the sug-

gested list price. Five of the machines

for their capability and features.

The computer that was introduced the

earliest in this group of 14 is the Teleram

3000. At the time of its introduction, it

represented a breakthrough on many

fronts, and was priced accordingly. To-

day, however, a different competitive cli-

mate exists, and the Teleram, at $2495,

appears to be overpriced for what it

delivers.

The Toshiba T 100 is also over the

curve, but for a different reason. As we

Price

S4000

$3500

S3000

S2500

Price versus Performance

Price/ pertormanee
lower than average

(See text)

N

S2000 — •

L

S1500

S1000
"

G
H /

• •

F D

S500 — <sc

*A
*B

"| L , , I ,

M

Price/performance
above average

(See text)

_—
28 30 39 40 43

Performance Rating

so ss

Table I. Chart plots price (vertical) against performance Ihorizontal). Curve shows

average for 14 notebook computers.

Toshiba TIIH)
A Tl CC-40
B Canon X-07

C Casio FP-200

D Epson HX-20
E NEC PC-H20I

F Radio Shack 1(H) L

G WorkSlate M Xerox ISIO

fj HP-7SC N Teleram T.VHHI

J RoadRunner P Gavilan

K Sharp PC-S(HH)
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HOW TO
UNSCRAMBLE
TOUR NEST EGG.

. '

'

It doesn't take a computer to tell you
that money can't buy you happiness.

But at last there is a piece of per-
sonal computer software that will make
you a lot happier about your money.
And you're looking at it.

Making sense of
your dollars.

Dollars and Sense"' is

designed to save you
money by organizing your
money. By giving you the clearest

picture you ve ever had of your
financial behavior.

It can establish budgets along any
lines you like. Monthly or annually,
fixed or variable. On up to 120
accounts.

It can write checks, make transac-

tions automatically. Even remind you
to pay your bills.

And as time goes by, it tells you
exacdv how you're doing. With a
complete set of reports and full-color

graphs* that come up on screen or print
out on paper. At the touch of a key.

A nd all you have to do is spend a
few minutes each week telling your
IBM® PC, Apple* II or He what came in

and what went out.

User friendly.
Really.
Dollars and Sense also

happens to be very easy
to use. For everyone

who uses it.

If you're a novice, at computing or
accounting or both, don't worry.

The interactive demonstration disk
will get you started. And the program
will keep you going. With sample
accounts, on-screen prompts and a
user's manual that's written in plain
English.

And one more thing. Dollars and
Sense is tax-deductible.

But only if you use it on
your taxes.

Monogram
8295 South La Cienega Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90301 213/215-0529

Apple i- a registered trademark of Apple. Inc. IBM is a trademark of International Husinevs Machines. 'Color monitor required.
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Choosing A Notebook Computer, continued

mentioned earlier, the T100 is the cpu

component of a full-fledged desktop ma-
chine, one which we rated very highly in

our review in November. Hence, it

should not be compared only to por-

tables, but should be viewed in its dual

role. In this light, it may well represent a

bargain.

Also above the curve is the Gavilan.

This is a state-of-the-art machine that

offers many novel and unique

features—built-in 3" floppy disk, touch

pad, snap-on printer, and Lisa-like soft-

ware. Obviously, this all costs money,

and the Gavilan is priced accordingly.

But perhaps most interesting are the

five machines that fall below the curve,

and thus represent a relative bargain. At
the low end is the TI CC-40. For pro-

fessionals, students, and engineers, this

is an unbeatable machine at only S2S0,

frequently discounted to well under

$200.

Although we haven't had an opportu-

nity to give the Canon X-07 a thorough

shakedown, at $350 it appears to be a

good buy.

Computer
TI CC-40
Canon X-07
Casio FP-200
Epson HX-20
NEC PC-8201
Radio Shack 100

WorkSlate
HP-75C
RoadRunner
Sharp PC-5000
Toshiba T100
Xerox 1810
Teleram 3000
Gavilan

Price

$ 250
350
499
795
795
799
895

995
1695

1995

1995

2195
2495
3995

Coming up a bit, if you can put up

with the small screen size of the Epson

HX-20, it offers a large amount of

capability and extra features such as a

built-in microcassette and printer and

long battery life.

The Radio Shack 100 and NEC 8201

twins also fall below the curve. In our

ratings, the NEC is the preferred ma-

chine, mainly because of the plug-in

memory cartridges and on-screen Basic

editing. On the other hand, if you want a

built-in modem, the Model 100 is the

machine of choice.

At the high end, the Sharp PC-5000

falls way below the curve. This is a

spectacular, state-of-the-art computer

offering tremendous capability in the

$2000-3000 price range. The only real

disadvantage of the Sharp is the 11-

pound weight and somewhat greater

bulk than many other units. To us, this

seems a small drawback against its

outstanding performance.

Obviously, our choice is not necessar-

ily yours. Choosing a notebook
computer—or any computer for that

matter—is not easy. The increasing

number of entries in the market and the

bewildering array of features make the

choice a tough one. Armed with the

information from this issue, plus a

healthy dose of skepticism and patience,

you should be able to find the computer

that best meets your needs and budget.

Computer,

Issue Reviewed

Manufacturer Name
& Address

Teleram 3000
(January 1984)

Teleram Communications Corp.

2 Corporate Park Dr.

White Plains, NY 10604

(914) 694-9270

CIRCLE 41 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TI CC-40
(August 1983, Buyer's Guide 1984)

Texas Instruments

P.O. Box 225012

Dallas, TX 75265

(214) 995-3741

CIRCLE 411 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Toshiba T100
(November 1983)

Toshiba America, Inc.

2441 Michelle Dr.

Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 730-5000

CIRCLE 412 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WorkSlate
Convergent Technologies, Inc.

2441 Mission College Blvd.

Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 727-8830

CIRCLE 41 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Xerox 1810
Xerox Corp.
Xerox Square 006
Rochester, NY 14644
(716)423-3539

CIRCLE 404 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 409 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 414 ON READER SERVICE CARD

When contacting manufacturers, please mention Creative Computing.

Canon X-07
Canon USA
One Canon Plaza

Lake Success, NY 1 1042

(516) 488-6700

CIRCLE 401 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Casio FP-200
Casio, Inc.

15 Gardner Rd.
Fairfield, NJ 07006
(201) 575-7400

CIRCLE 402 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Epson HX-20
(March 1983, Buyer's Guide 1984)

Epson America, Inc.

3415 Kashiwa St.

Torrance, CA 90505

(213) 539-9140

CIRCLE 403 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Gavilan
Gavilan Computer Corp.

240 Hacienda Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 379-8000

HP-75C
(Buyer's Guide 1984)

Hewlett Packard
1000 N.E. Circle Dr.

Corvallis, OR 97330

(503) 757-2000

CIRCLE 405 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NEC PC-8201
(August 1983, Buyer's Guide 1984)

NEC Home Electronics

1401 W. Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

(312) 228-5900

CIRCLE 406 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Radio Shack 100

(August 1983, Buyer's Guide 1984)

Tandy Corp.

Fort Worth, TX 76102
(817)390-3011

CIRCLE 407 ON READER SERVICE CARD

RoadRunner
(January 1984)

MicroOffice Systems Technology
35 Kings Highway East

Fairfield, CT 06430
(203) 367-2525

CIRCLE 408 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sharp PC-5000
(January 1984)

Sharp Electronics Corp.

10 Sharp Plaza

Paramus, NJ 07652
(201) 265-5600
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There's NoTime Wiser

Than After Dark.

When you're looking for solid, up-to-

the-minute information, the best

place to search is BRS/AFTER DARK.

The one system designed for serious

searchers, AFTER DARK offers you

more databases citing more

authorities on more subjects

than any other popular online

information service—at the

lowest cost.

For only S6 to $20 per connect

hour, including telecommuni-

cations charges, you can

personally access the same

online files used by major

reference libraries and
corporations worldwide.

These files contain

the latest informa

tionon
subjects

ranging from

business management. rnathemcrt«and

education to health, psychology, chemistry.

family planning, and just about

everything in between.

The range of databases available keeps expand

ing all the time. AFTER DARK now brings youths

fuHtext of theAcademic American
Encyclopedia.

as well as the Harvard Business Review.

And for microcomputer buffs, there s

a new online Software Directory listing

major software packages.

AFTER DARK'S simple, interactive

language and straightforward
'

logic take only minutes to
master.

The system is outstandingly

comprehensive, remarkably

fast, and above all. fun to

use. All you need is your

classified BRS passwordand

any dial-up system. Then,

every weekday from six in

the evening until the early

morning hours—round

the clock on weekends

and holidays—you can
summon up a

wealth of

valuable

information.

Use the coupon to sign up for BRS/AFTER DARK

before another evening goes by. Senously it s hke

having your own university library online at home.

!!Rl__^
COLLEAGUE

as well as the Harvard Business Review.
AFTER DARK

CIRCLE 119 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CC1/84

D Sign me up as a BRS/AFTER DARK subscriber.

I understand I will be charged a one-time

subscription fee of $50 plus connect hour rates

as low as $6 per hour, billed to my credit card

account with a monthly minimum charge

of $12.

D I'd like to know more. Please send me a list of

databases and a brochure describing

BRS/AFTER DARK.

Name

Address

City.
. State- Zip

My profession is

MailtoBRS.1200RT.7.lATHAM.NY12110.(518)783-1161

Charge to MASTERCARDA/1SA/AMERICAN EXCESS
(Circle one)

ACCt. NO. _

Expires

Signature-



The Ultimate

NotebookComputer

David H. AhlAsstss?rtr„seb<x*t~computer for the oas. nin* 1 .? , J
a"- usln8 a notebook

are In ITV r"y,

that ,0day's machines *™t g£3 - hev

ha:et
f

^^ro^hit;
e

pSDle

no,ebook -^-5
thing else since the (iZ * * P USC comPu*« than any-

«£ c,„ be ,„„ cor.*,?,55SJ2S "ft^™""*

tea »eigh(. a louch-sensUive color screen ihJ,sm,„.

Clock/calendar
that can wake up
computer to perform
any operation

Dimensions closed
11"x6 ,

x2.5"
Weight: 1 .2 pounds Battery powered; two

years between charges

34

Built-in 1200 baud
auto-dial, direct-
connect, auto-answer
smart modem

Hands-free conference
telephone built in

80-column color
plain paper
printer/plotter

Output connectors
* RS-232 serial

Centronics parallel
Bar code reader

* Telephone jack
* Joystick/mouse

Stereo amplifier
' RGB. NTSC, and RF

Videodisc control
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Stereo sound; 3 voices
per channel, 5 octaves

Touch-sensitive,
flat screen color
display (5.5" x 9").

Up to 32 lines of 132
characters; graphics
resolution 768 x 1024,

2 Slots for 1 Mbyte
non-volatile bubble
memory cartridges

Slot for emulation
cartridges (Apple.
Atari. IBM PC, MSX)

5 Programmable
function keys with

4 meanings each

63 Full-stroke

alphanumeric and
symbol keys in

standard layout

Cursor control keys
in logical pattern

Toggle for Qwerty
and Dvorak keyboards
also numeric keypad

Dual processors
(8 and 16 bit)

Total compatibility

with MS-DOS and CP/M

1 megabyte of

internal memory

Contained in ROM:
* Telecommunications
* Word processing
* Spreadsheet
* Database package
* MBasic and CBasic

Portable joystick and
mini-mouse (fit in case)

Optional peripherals:
* 20 Mbyte hard disk
* 5 1/4" and 8 floppy

disks which can read
and write any disk

format (Apple, IBM. etc.)
* Read/write videodisc
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Now the excitement of original

e.H^^H r«H arcade graphics and sound effects

¥wv4>- n comes home to your computer

Br#? u Introducing ATARISOFT™ A new
source for computer software.^^HHffi

If you own a Commodore VIC 20
l^^^^^^^^^l JrUfffi or 64. a Texas Instruments 99/4A, an

IBM or an Apple II, you can play the
original arcade hits.

^^^^I^HBSnF DONKEY KONG by Nintendo,
CENTIPEDE™ PAC-MAN, DEFENDER,
R0B0TR0N: 2084. STARGATE and
DIG DUG. (On the Tl 99/4A you can
also play Protector II, Snamus, Picnic
Paranoia and Super Storm.]

^1 li*«aaaaaaaaaaaHH So, start playing the original hits
on your computer

Only from ATARISOFT
Some qames also available on

ColecoVision and Intellivision.

ATARISOFT I
Now your computer fits

f±>^( m the arcade hits.

k^m. vJ DOMKE Y KONG. Mam and NINTENDO are trademarks and C
L»*w^Lft. >fl Nintendo 1981. 1983 FftC-MAN and characters are trademarks

eBB^^es**..**!
of Ba*y Midway Mfg Co sublicensed to Atari. Inc by Namco-
Amenca. Inc DEFENDER is a trademark of VWbams Electronicstf Bfl !

oc
,A
m£Xlactured ""*"" fccense ,rom VWkams Electronics. Inc

^^^^H^^^^B - SSLeM ROBOTRON 2084 is a trademark and C of VWkams 1982. manu-^^^^^H^^B- factured under license from W»ams Electronics. Inc STARGATE
^^^^^^^H^^^^K ^^^^^H is a trademark and O of W*ams 1981 . manufactured under license

^^^H^H^ from W*ams Electronics. Inc DIG DUG is created and designed
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^RM *v. I'M ^^^^| ^^H by Namco Ltd manufactured under kcense by Atan. Inc Trade-^^^^^^^U^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H marks and c Namco 1982 PROTECTOR II m a trademark or Syn-B fl apseSortware Corporation, manufactured under kcense by Atari

BeaBHXelB*** El *~ B»^^^^^»»B
Inc SHAMUS is a trademark of Synapse Software Corporation
manufactured under kcense by Atari. Inc PICNIC PARANOIA is aHBBMIv trademark of Synapse Software Corporation manufactured by
Atan. Inc SUPER STORM is engineered and designed by Synapse•Cr **• v^^* s»»»»^^^^e^^ ^tV" ^^^Bm

^^P .«»^-^^^^^^ ^eSBaBB,BB,BBVB̂ r ^^^H Software Corporation, manufactured under kcense by Atari Inc

Btw^^^»» ATARISOFT" products are manufactured by Atari. Inc for use on
the above referenced machnes and are not made licensed or
approvedby tfie rranufacturers of these maclwies COMMODORE
64. VIC 20. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 99/4A. IBM. APPLE. COLE-
COVISION and INTELLIVISION are respectively trademarks of
Commodore Electronics Limited. Texas Instruments. International •

r ^y^^^i^^^ Business Machines Corp
, Apple Computer. Inc

. Cofeco Industries.
Inc and Mattel. Inc A OWarr^ Communications Company
1983 Atan. Inc Al rights reserved

Complete this coupon and we'll keep you
up to date on the newest hits from
ATARISOFT™

Name 1

Address 1

1 City State Zip I

I Telephone

I PRODUCT OWNED (Check one)

1 TI-99/4A 5n Commodore
Vic 20

2D IBM PC 6 mtellivision

3 f_J Commodore 64 7Q Apple II

a1

l| 4 1 | HnlernViRinn r|
|B v

Mail to:

1 I

Atari, Inc.. RO. Box 2943.
1 So. San Francisco, CA 94080. asm 7
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14 NotebookComputers
in Brief

Since the introduction of the first

pocket computers just over two years

ago and the first transportable* about

l'/i years ago, we have been avidly

following the developments in the field.

We have reviewed a cross section of

these computers on the pages of Creative

Computing (the dates of these reviews

are noted in the chart at the end of the

previous section).

This section is not intended to be an
exhaustive, in-depth review of the com-
puters. Rather, it contains a description

of each machine including impressions

from our review of it or from the com-
ments of other users.

Texas Instruments
CC-40
The Texas Instruments Compact

Computer 40 (CC-40) bridges the gap
between the pocket and notebook cate-

gories. It has one of the best versions of

Basic ever offered by TI and provides

exceptional accuracy, albeit rather
slowly.

The CC-40 is powered by four AA
alkaline batteries which will last for 200
hours of use, considerably longer than

most other notebook machines. If you

David H. AM
prefer, an AC adapter is also available.

Although the keyboard is arranged in

the standard QWERTY layout, it is only

two-thirds the size of a standard key-

board and sports calculator-style keys.

Thus, touch typing is not possible, and
even experienced typists will find a two-

finger approach more reliable. For data

entry, a numeric keypad is provided to

the right of the main keyboard.

The CC-40 uses a single line, 31-

character display capable of reproducing

upper- and lowercase text and a variety

of graphics symbols. The display scrolls

horizontally on a maximum 80-charac-

ter line. The LCD screen also displays

several special status indicators above
and below the main text line, so it is

more versatile than it might appear.

As it comes out of the box, the CC-40
does not interface to anything directly

—

not even a cassette recorder. However,
an eight-pin connector attaches to a hex-

bus peripheral module. This unit pro-

vides an interface to three peripherals,

an RS-232 interface, a printer/plotter,

and a wafertape drive. On the top of the

CC-40 is a cartridge port that can accept

ROM cartridge software or a memory

expansion cartridge.

TI has announced a wide variety of

software packages on both wafertape

and ROM cartridges. The packages tend

to be adaptations of programmable cal-

culator software and will have greatest

appeal for engineers and financial

analysts.

The most likely market for the TI CC-
40 is probably as a competitor to pocket

computers and as an upgrade from pro-

grammable calculators. In this market

with its low price tag (frequently dis-

counted to under $200), it is a for-

midable competitor.

Casio FP-200
Casio is a very successful maker of

calculators, watches, and electronic

musical keyboards. However, their pre-

vious forays into computers have ended

in failure, at least in the U.S. With the

FP-200, they have taken a different ap-

proach and may be able to carve out

their own niche in the market.

The FP-200 is primarily a spreadsheet

machine and runs a built-in software

package called CETL (Casio Easy Table

Language). It is a VisiCalc-Mke language,

and anyone familiar with another
spreadsheet will be able to use it immedi-

Texas Instruments CC-40

38

Casio FP-200
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Name: Helena Paoh

Age: 9

Home: Belvedere. California

School Bel Aire

Hobbies: Drawing, playing with

dolls, reading, swimming

Ambition: To be a fashion designer

Favorite M
software: Creature Creat

by DesigriWi

"I like Creature Creator because it's kinda
like drawing— only the pictures are alive! I

can make different creatures, and then make
them do lots of different dances.

"Lots of games— well, you just keep
shooting or dodging things until you learn the

pattern. Then you can beat it easily, and you
get bored.

"Creature Creatorlets me use my imagina-

tion. Now a couple of kids have it, so we get
together to compare the creatures and mon-
ster dances we've made!'

DESIGNWARE ON CREATIVITY.
Children learn the most through creative

[iroblem solving. That's why Creature Creator,

ike so many DesignWare games, is an open-

ended exercise that challenges and nourishes

young minds. In a way thats a lot of fun.

DesignWare programs go far beyond
putting a sugar coating on rote drills; they

a pegiatrrrd trademark "< Apple Compi

'

'

fififf

Aui

encourage kids to draw on something they
just happen to have an unlimited supply of

—

imagination!

SPELLING, MATH, OR LANGUAGE.
Games like Creature Creator, Spellicopter™

and Math Maze™ inspire youngsters to tap
into that fertile idea-field. To actively become
part of the program, in effect creating "new"
games as tney go along. And all the while
building up solid skills in the basics. And all

the while having a lot of plain old fun.

DesignWare. We make learning come alive.

On Apple II? IBM® and Atari* computers.
Ask for DesignWare products at your local

software retailer. Or call us at 800-572-7767
or 415-546-1866 and ask for our free catalog.

As Helena Paoli says, "Mom, Dad — look

what I've created now!"

l>c/k)nUkMC

Dc/k)nUfarc
LEARNING COMES ALIVE
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14 Computers, continued.

WorkSlate

ately. Also built-in is Casio Basic, a

Microsoft-like implementation with
rather leisurely performance.

The FP-200 is built around a CMOS
version of the Z80 and has 32K. of ROM
and 8K of RAM, expandable to 32K.
External mass storage requires either a

cassette tape recorder (300 baud) or a

70K single-sided, single-density floppy

disk drive. Output ports are also pro-

vided for a parallel printer and RS-232
serial device such as a modem.
The FP-200 has an 8-line x 20 charac-

ter display. For graphics, 64 x 160 pixels

can be individually addressed.

The keyboard is full-size, but uses cal-

culator-style short-throw keys. It has 57

alphanumeric keys, four special keys,

five function keys (two meanings each),

and four cursor keys (arranged in a

straight line). An optional, external nu-

meric keypad is available.

The FP-200 would be a good choice if

you are looking for a machine primarily

for spreadsheet calculations and some
Basic programming. The keyboard ren-

ders it unsuitable for word processing,

even if there were software available

which there is not. Several utility soft-

ware packages (sort/merge, statistics,

graphics) are promised and would fur-

ther enhance the utility of the machine.

The suggested retail price is $499, but

we have yet to see a machine in any re-

tail outlets.

WorkSlate
Like the Casio FP-200, the WorkSlate

from Convergent Technologies, is

primarily a spreadsheet machine. In-

deed, all the software packages on the

WorkSlate are various adaptations of the

basic spreadsheet program.
In a departure from all of the other

notebook computers, the WorkSlate uses

a CMOS version of the 6800 mpu. In-

cluded with the basic system is 16K of
RAM memory. Currently, this is not

expandable, but a company spokesman

Canon X-07

tells us that a 16K upgrade (32K total)

will eventually be available. That is nec-

essary, because the 16K gets filled up

with just a 30 x 24 cell spreadsheet; in

this state, it takes over two minutes just

to perform a simple operation. Theoreti-

cally, a spreadsheet can expand to 128

rows and columns, but if you have 128

in either dimension, 5 is the maximum in

the other.

The display on the WorkSlate consists

of 16 lines by 42 characters. Some lines

are devoted to status indicators, head-

ings, and formulae; as a result, about 1

1

by S cells of a spreadsheet are visible at a

time.

The keyboard follows the QWERTY
layout, but it is about six percent smaller

than a standard keyboard. This is not

bothersome, but the circular keys with

less than full travel might be. Clearly, it

is not designed for text entry, and the

majority of the numeric entries will be

made from the numeric keypad to the

right of the main keyboard. Indeed,

there is no row of numeric keys over the

alphabetic portion of the keyboard. A
nice touch is the large diamond shaped
cursor control key between the alpha

and numeric keys.

To the right of the display is a

microcassette recorder. This is a dual-

function unit which can record either

data or audio. The data transfer rate is

2400 baud, one of the fastest available on
a small computer. For audio recording,

WorkSlate has a built-in speaker, micro-

phone, and jacks for an external ear-

phone and microphone.
Also built in are a direct-connect, 300-

baud modem and communications soft-

ware. A matching printer, capable of
40- or 80-column compressed print

widths is available for $250. Alter-

natively, an adapter is available for stan-

dard parallel or RS-232 serial printers or

other devices.

We mentioned software packages

other than the basic spreadsheet. These
are Memo Pad, Phone List, and Cal-

endar. Actually, the only difference be-

tween these and blank spreadsheets are

some headings, graphics, and modifica-

tions of column width. In other words, a

Memo Pad is simply a spreadsheet

whose A column is 128 characters wide.

Two jelf-instruction tutorial tapes are

also available.

As the reviewer in our sister publica-

tion, Computers & Electronics con-

cluded, "The features of WorkSlate are

geared to the business person who wants

spreadsheet capabilities in a portable

package without all the fuss of learning

about computers. For those who want

such a business tool, WorkSlate has hit

its design mark."

Canon X-07
The Canon X-07 is an exceptionally

compact computer, weighing just over

one pound. It has a four-line display,

sensible cursor movement keys, and a

novel optical communications
capability.

The X-07 is primarily intended for

computing in Basic, and no other soft-

ware is currently built-in or offered. The
default mode for calculations is double

precision; as a result, the machine is

quite accurate, but was the slowest of the

14 tested.

The X-07 uses a CMOS version of the

Z80 mpu and has 20K of ROM and 8K
of RAM (expandable to 24K). An ex-

ternal cassette recorder provides mass
storage. The X-07 is powered by four

AA akaline batteries with a rated life of

"up to 2000 hours of use." Unbelievable!

Small memory cards about the size of

two stacked credit cards are available

with both ROM for applications soft-

ware packages and RAM for removable

user memory. Each card has a lithium

watch battery which provides power for

over a year.

The keyboard is laid out in QWERTY
fashion, but it is 20% smaller than a

standard keyboard and has calculator-
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Four exciting sports games from Avalon Hill

Colts romp over

Dolphins, 24-7
Last night's sensational gridiron duel

proved there are no underdogs in Avalon

Hills Computer Football Strategy.

The Colts ran in the first Miami punt and

then capitalized on a Dolphin fumble to

jump out to a quick 14-0 lead.

Early in the 1st qtr with Colli in possession

ATARI BCREEN

Dropped passes, penalties, fumbles . . .

all took their toll in the exciting contest in

the home of Ogie Pincikowski, newest arm-

chair quarterback. Says Ogie with some

satisfaction, "It's the next best thing to be-

ing out on the gridiron itself!"

In Avalon Hill's Computer Football

Strategy you pit your skills as play caller

against the computer or go head-to-head

with a live opponent.

Atari9Home Computers 32K Disk (joystick

required); Commodore 64" Disk; IBM9 PC
64K Disk; TRS-80* 32K Disk and 32K
Cassette for Models I/III/IV; Commodore
64* Cassette A Atari9 Home Computers

Cassette. All Diskettes $21; Cassettes $16.

Marciano to spar Ali
Tomorrow night's 15 round Computer

Title Bout matchup between two of profes-

sional boxing's greatest fighters promises

to be historic in all senses of the word.

This "Match from the Past", as the bout

has been dubbed, is slated to begin at 9pm in

the basement of Marvin "Max" Maxwell's

house on the outskirts of Baltimore. States

Max, "I've always wondered if the incredible

boxing skills of Ali could stand up to the

sledgehammer fists of the Brockton

Blockbuster."
Avalon Hill's Computer Titlebout will

factor in dozens of variables in deciding the

ultimate winner, round by grueling round.

Adds Max, "The game gives you the

statistics of hundreds of contenders, and

lets you do the pairing up. In fact, you can

even create your own fighter. Computer

Title Bout is a fast-moving game for two

players, or solitaire against yourself."

Atari Home Computers 4SK Disk (or $30.

Tournament Golf
a hole-in-one

"Sixteen feet to the hole and a steep

break to the left." Harvey Hornbuster

carefully considered his predicament. The

entire match had come down to this last

putt. Sink it and he's a hero; miss it and he'll

be buying the drinks.

Hornnu«tiT tc'in^ "ff on wiml hole

Carefully, with a steady hand and just

the right twist to the wrists, Harvey took

his putt. Looking over his shoulders at the

video screen, the other members of his four-

some held their breath and stared as the ball

steadily approached the hole and then disap-

peared. A perfect putt!!

Tournament Golf brings you all the

tense excitement of a real day out on the

links right in your own home. Hooks, slices,

muffs, traps, water hazards and rough . . .

it's all there and more, including two

challenging 18 hole championship golf

courses.

Apple Home computers 48K Disk for $30.

Joystick/Paddles required.

Upstart Cubs Take
AH Series in 6

Chicago's stunning victory yesterday in

the living room of Computer Statis Pro

Baseball's AH-League manager Milton

Mousehouse didn't surprise the team's

owner, Fred Smith. Commented Smith after

the victory, "It was just sound manage-

ment. My lineup selection, pitcher choices

and timely substitutions carried me
through."

Trailing 4 to 1 going into the ninth inn-

ing, the Cubs' bats finally came alive as they

pounded in 5 runs to win the game, and the

championship, 6 to 4. A good showing for

Fred's cubs, especially after dropping the

first two games to the defending champions,

the Baltimore Orioles.

Added Milton, "Avalon Hill's Computer
Statis Pro Baseball places you in charge of

your favorite ballclub. Your decisions can

make an also-ran into a pennant winner. You
don't play against the computer. You can,

however, play against yourself and have the

computer do all the bookkeeping. It will

even supply you with a printout of the box-

scores after each game, if you have a

printer."

Of course, you can also do as Milton and

his friends did and organize a league of your

own, capping it off with your own champion-

ship series. Computer Statis Pro Baseball

puts you in the dugout, so to speak, especially

with Milton's wife Mortina supplying the

hot dogs!

Apple Home Computers 48K Disk for $35;

TRS-80 Mods. I/III/IV: 16K Cassette $25 &
32K Disk $35.

Jmicpocomputer gomes
8

(liil A DIVISION OF

The Avalon Hill Game Co.
4517 Harford Rd. • Baltimore. MD 21214

AVAILABLE AT LEADING
COMPUTER GAME STORES
EVERYWHERE
or call Toil-Free: 1 (800) &38-9292 for the

name of a store near you. Ask for Operator S.

Trademarks of Warner Communications. Commodore
Business Machines. Internationa) Business Machines and Tandy

Corporation.

CIRCLE 117 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Hewlett Packard HP-7SC

style keys. The spacebar is half the nor-
mal size, and there is only one shift
key, located below the Z. Thus, although
it has a good feel, it is not suitable for

rapid typing. However, for program
editing, the cursor control keys are ideal,

being oversize and laid out in a logical

pattern.

The display has four lines of 20
characters each. Also, individual pixels
can be addressed on the 32 x 120
screen. The X-07 also has a speaker ca-
pable of reproducing notes over four
octaves.

Six peripherals are available for the X-
07. A color plotter both prints and plots
on 4%" wide paper in four colors. A
compact thermal printer uses narrow
(2'/«") thermal paper. Three interface

modules are available: one for RS-232
devices, one for a monitor or TV set, and
another for interfacing to parallel de-
vices such as Centronics-type printers,

sensors, and synthesizers.

The last peripheral is an odd one; it is

an infra-red optical coupler that permits
two X-07 computers to communicate
with each other. It makes a novel
demonstration at trade shows, but we're
not sure of what use it would be to the
average user.

The Canon X-07 is a capable Basic-
speaking computer in a compact pack-
age with a nice printer/plotter available.

Support may be another issue. All of our
testing of the X-07 was done in France
and Japan where the Canon people were
much more helpful than in the U.S. Buy-
ers should hope that Canon will be more
friendly to them than they are to the
press.

Hewlett Packard
HP-75C
The HP-75 is a very compact com-

puter with unexpected speed and the
highest accuracy of any computer we
have ever tested—portable or desktop. It

42

Toshiba T100

has a one-line display, but a monitor, as
well as several other peripherals, are
available.

At first glance, the keyboard appears
to be much smaller than a standard one,
but in fact is only 5% reduced. How-
ever, it uses calculator-style, short-travel

keys and has a few keys in odd places;

thus it is not suitable for rapid typing. A
block of ten alpha keys can be specified
as a numeric keypad for data entry.

Like earlier HP calculators, the HP-
75 uses magnetic cards for program and
data storage. Each card is 10* long and
stores up to 1.4K. The cards must be
pulled by hand through a slot on the
lower right; it takes a bit of practice to

get the hang of it, but the computer tells

you if you have pulled it too fast or too
slow.

The HP-75 uses a custom HP CMOS
processor. It comes with 8K of RAM
built in. Three slots on the front accom-
modate additional 8K RAM cartridges
or ROM software cartridges. The ma-
chine can hold several programs which
are accessed like a mini timesharing sys-

tem. The HP-75 even has an Appoint-
ment Mode which can trigger one of
nine different alarm sounds, a Basic pro-
gram, or other action.

As expected, the HP-75 uses a dialect

of HP Basic which is quite different

from the DEC Basic, on which Micro-
soft Basic was modeled. Thus, string

handling, functions, and print using
(display using on the HP-75) are quite
different from what much of the world
regards as standard. Nevertheless, HP
Basic is quite satisfactory and has sev-
eral unexpected features such as power-
ful trace utility, recursive calls, and the
ability to issue operating system com-
mands from within a Basic program.
As might be expected, HP is convert-

ing programmable calculator application
packages to the HP-75. Several engineer-
ing and financial packages have been re-

leased, and more are on the way. Even

VisiCalc is available for the HP-75; with
the single 32-character display line, it is

less than satisfactory, but with the op-
tional monitor hookup, it is fine. A word
processing module has been announced,
but we can't imagine doing serious text

entry on the HP-75 keyboard.

The HP-75 uses an interface loop
structure with each peripheral device
daisychaincd in a continuous loop.

Available peripherals include a digital

cassette drive (fast and reliable), 24-col-

umn thermal printer, video interface (16
lines x 32 characters), plotter, 80-col-
umn dot matrix printer, and several lab-

oratory device controllers.

The HP-75 is a fine computer system,
particularly for a laboratory user or
someone stepping up from a pro-

grammable calculator. It is well-en-

gineered, has a good Basic (albeit a bit

unusual), and a nice array of immedi-
ately available peripherals.

Toshiba T100
Unlike the other 13 machines in this

roundup, the Toshiba T100 was not de-
signed primarily as a notebook portable.

Rather, it is the keyboard/system unit of
an excellent desktop system to which
attaches an eight-line LCD display and
acoustic coupler to make it portable. It

still needs AC power. Hence, it is

primarily targeted at people who want to

do all their computing on the same ma-
chine, but occasionally require comput-
ing capability away from the home
office.

The T100 uses a Z80A running at 4
MHz; it was the fastest 8-bit machine we
have tested to date. It has 32K of ROM
and 64K of RAM built in. Two slots at

the upper right accept ROM and RAM
packs which are accessed from CP/M as

disk drive E.

The keyboard is full-size with 89 full-

stroke keys divided into a standard key-
board, numeric keypad, six special keys,
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Teleram .1000

and eight function keys (two user-pro-

grammable meanings each).

Three display connectors are pro-
vided, one each for a monochrome and
RGB color monitor and one for the 8-

line x 40-character LCD display. In-

dividual pixels (64 x 240) can be
addressed on the LCD display, a far cry
from the spectacular 240 x 600 pixel

resolution available on the color
monitor.

For communications capability in ei-

ther portable or stationary mode, the

T100 uses the Lexicon LEX- 12 modem,
a 300-baud combination direct-connect/

acoustic modem.
As mentioned, the T100 comes with

CP/M 2.2 and Microsoft Basic in ROM.
A disk, furnished with the portability

package, scales the various menus to the

LCD display and provides an assort-

ment of utility packages. You can load
any of these programs onto a RAM
cartridge.

The T100 comes with an impressive

array of bundled software including

Word Right, Magic Worksheet, Mathe-
Magic, GraphMagic, Analyst, Q-Sort,

and NAD. Not all of these are suitable

for use in the portable mode since sev-

eral require disk operations.

The T100 has been on sale in Japan
for over a year and is a proven per-

former. Toshiba offers a good array of
peripherals including disk drives, mon-
itors, printers, and a hardside carrying

case for the cpu unit, display, and
modem. The T100 should appeal to the

user who wants, or can only afford, one
computer; who needs, an outstanding

desktop machine; but who also needs
limited away-from-home capability.

Teleram 3000
The Teleram 3000 was the first note-

book portable introduced. It was tar-

geted at large corporate users, and has

found good acceptance in that market.

January 1984 c Creative Computing

Radio Shack Model 100

The 3000 is one of the largest note-
book machines, weighing in at nine
pounds. However, in this package, it has
a full-size, full-stroke, completely stan-

dard keyboard; four-line by 80-character
display; 128K of internal bubble mem-
ory (expandable to 256K); and CP/M
operating system.

The 3000 has 64K of RAM; the one
or two 128K bubble memory cartridges

are accessed from CP/M like a floppy
disk in drive A. The Teleram uses a
CMOS version of the Z80; performance
is similar to the four other machines us-

ing this configuration.

In addition to the standard alpha-

numeric keyboard, the 3000 has a nu-
meric keypad to the right, eight
programmable function keys with two
meanings each, and several special keys.

Built into the 3000 are MBasic, sev-

eral CP/M utilities, and a communica-
tions program called teleTalk. Microsoft
Basic functions are as expected, al-

though the graphics commands are not

implemented; apparently the Teleram
people couldn't imagine doing graphics
on a 1.1* x 8.2* LCD screen—can't say
as we blame them.
The teleTalk package is an especially

rich communications package providing
auto-dial, auto-answer, data capture,

dump, and file transfer. Telephone num-
bers, passwords, commands, and log-on
procedures may all be stored in com-
mand files. We were very irrpressed with
the file transfer capabilities vhich allow
all kinds of files, even CP/Kl .COM and
text files, to be sent, received, and
processed.

The Teleram 3000 has exceptional

communications capabilities, a good Ba-
sic, and a standard operating system
(CP/M) which opens the door to a large

library of programs. Thus, the machine
should have greatest appeal to the exec-
utive on the move, and the large com-
pany target audience of Teleram makes
good sense.

Radio Shack Model 100
The story of the Radio Shack TRS-80

Model 100 is actually not the story of a
TRS-80 at all. The machine was con-
ceived by a small Japanese company,
Kyoto Ceramics and first sold in Japan
by NEC. Radio Shack designers worked
with Kyocera to incorporate certain
changes and additional features in the
computer before introducing it in the
American market. These changes were
apparently "right," as few other com-
puters have enjoyed such runaway sales

success as the Model 100.

The Model 100 is truly notebook size

(8.5* x 12" x 2.2") and weighs just under
four pounds. It incorporates a full-size,

full-stroke keyboard, with four special

keys, eight function keys, and four
cursor keys (in an unfriendly straight

line).

The display is the largest on any note-
book computer, 2* x 7.5*, and displays
eight lines of 40 characters each. The
character size is large and legible.

Graphics within a 64 x 240 pixel matrix
are also possible. A built-in speaker
plays notes over a five-octave range.

The Model 100 uses a CMOS version
of the Z80 running at 2.5 MHz. Since
default mode in Basic is double pre-

cision, the machine was very slow in

running our benchmark; on the other
hand, it scored high in the accuracy
department. It has only 8K of RAM
built in, but a 24K version is available.

Both can be further expanded to 32K.
An external cassette recorder provides
mass storage.

The computer provides an impressive
array of I/O ports. On the back are
connectors for Centronics parallel
printer, RS-232 serial device, cassette re-

corder, bar code reader, and modular
telephone jack.

The Model 100 has a built-in direct-

connect modem which can plug into any
telephone jack. Coupled with the com-
munications software package, it pro-
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NFC PC-8201

vides many of the features of a so-called

"smart" modem—auto-dial, log-on,

download, and upload—although it does

not have wake up and auto-answer.

The Model 100 has five programs

built in. Microsoft Basic is missing a few

commands and does not have on-screen

editing (except by means of the text edi-

tor, a cumbersome process). The text

editor is an adequate package. It is al-

ways in insert mode, and has cut, paste,

search, and other rudimentary features.

It does not have an output formatter,

but several are available from third party

vendors.

The communications package was
mentioned above. The last two packages,

schedule organizer and name/address

organizer, are simply special versions of

the text editor with certain commands
locked out. We have not found them
particularly useful.

Many software packages have been in-

troduced already by third party vendors,

and much more is on the way. The
availability of software coupled with the

integrated packages built into the ma-
chine make the Model 100 an attractive

choice for a wide variety of users. Poor
Basic program editing and lack of an

output formatter are small drawbacks

against the many enticing capabilities of

the computer coupled with an attractive

price.

NEC PC-8201
We have frequently called the NEC

PC-8201 the twin of the Radio Shack
Model 100. Strictly speaking, this is not

true. The 8201 was born six months or

so earlier in Japan and is a somewhat
different version of the Kyoto Ceramics
original.

The 8201 is slightly larger than the

Model 100 as a result of providing a slot

in the left side for an expansion memory
cartridge. The 8201 can have from 16K
to 64K of RAM in the basic machine.
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Epson HX-20

The 32K plug-in memory cartridges

function as a switchable bank of main

memory, rather than a disk drive as on

some other machines.

The 8201 has a full-size, full-stroke

keyboard with two special keys, five

function keys (two programmable mean-

ings for each), and cursor control keys

laid out in a logical diamond pattern.

Graphics characters are not built into

the 8201 as they are on the Model 100;

instead any desired graphics characters

can be entered by the user with a short

included utility program.

The display is 2* x 7.5" and displays

eight lines of 40 characters each. The

version of Microsoft Basic on the NEC
has the locate command not found on

the Model 100, so characters as well as

individual pixels (64 x 240) can be ad-

dressed. The Basic on the NEC also has

on-screen editing and renum, both lack-

ing in the Model 100 implementation.

In addition to Basic, the 8201 has a

text editor (but no output formatter) and

telecommunications software package

(but no built-in modem). The 8201 also

comes with a cassette tape of 16 utility

and demonstration programs—a de-

sirable extra.

The 8201 has output connectors for

Centronics parallel printer, RS-232 se-

rial device, bar code reader, modem, and

cassette recorder. The literature prom-

ises a floppy disk interface, but we have

been unable to get any information on it.

For an attractive price, the NEC PC-
8201 offers a great deal of capability

—

Basic computations, word processing,

and communications, with RAM car-

tridges for external storage. The ma-

chine should have appeal for a wide

cross section of people needing a true

portable computer.

Epson HX-20
The Epson HX-20 was the first true

notebook size computer introduced. Un-

fortunately, lack of availability pre-

vented it from being a runaway success

when it was introduced in late 1982.

Now that it is widely available, it no

longer has the market to itself and will

have to carve out a smaller niche among
a tough field of competitors.

Several reviewers have looked at the

small screen size of the HX-20 and con-

cluded that it is not competitive with the

later entries sporting screens four to

eight times larger. We think that is un-

fair, as the HX-20 still offers a wide ar-

ray of features, some of them unique in a

machine this size.

The Epson is slightly thinner than the

Model 100, but weighs the same 3.8

pounds. It has a full-stroke, standard

size keyboard with an excellent feel.

Along with the 54-key QWERTY key-

board, it has seven special keys and five

function keys, each with a dual meaning.

The main disadvantage is that there are

only two cursor control keys; the other

two directions are gotten by pressing

shift with one of the two keys. Although

Basic has on-screen editing, using just

two keys is a pain.

The LCD screen displays four lines of

20 characters each. The display is ac-

tually a window onto a much larger vir-

tual screen; the size can be specified by

the user. Hence, it is possible to scroll in

both directions. Pixel and character

addressing are possible within the 32 x

120 pixel dimensions of the screen. A
small speaker can produce tones over a

four-octave range.

The HX-20 uses a CMOS version of

the Z80 mpu. It has 32K of ROM and

16K of RAM, expandable to 32K with

an external module. Mass storage is pro-

vided in the form of a built-in micro-

cassette recorder. We found this to be

fast and reliable. An external cassette

can also be used.

The HX-20 provides I/O connectors

for RS-232 serial devices, bar code

reader, cassette recorder, and a 38,400-
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RoadRunner

baud serial link to other devices via an
interface module which has yet to be

released.

On the top left of the case is a built-in

printer. It uses plain paper rolls 2'/4
"

wide and prints in black or purple. It is

this printer that makes the small screen

size tolerable as programs or text can be

printed out in rough form for correction

and then printed later on a full-size

printer or transmitted to another
machine.
The NiCad rechargeable battery on

the HX-20 provides 50 hours of use,

considerably more than any of the other

notebook portables.

Built into ROM is a rudimentary

monitor, Microsoft Basic, and Ski-

Writer, a word processing package. Ba-

sic is a complete implementation with no
obvious omissions. Up to four Basic pro-

grams can be stored simultaneously in

the machine. Many more, of course, can

be stored on tape.

SkiWriter is an adequate, if not exten-

sive, word processing package. It can op-

erate in either insert or overstrike mode
and has block copy and delete. It will

search for a string, but will not search

and replace automatically. Print format-

ting is barely adequate, as it requires

that you put page breaks into the text

rather than producing them
automatically.

Epson has announced a wide array of

plug-in ROM software packages, but we
have not seen them at the retail level yet.

The communications and spreadsheet

packages should enhance the appeal of

the machine considerably.

The HX-20 with built-in printer and
optional microcassette offers a great deal

of computing power at a moderate price.

The long battery life between charges is

Sharp PC-5000

a nice plus. The machine should appeal

to people needing a full-feature Basic

and occasional word processing. Addi-
tional software packages should help it

carve out a niche with specific types of

users.

RoadRunner
The MicroOffice RoadRunner is one

of the latest entries in the notebook com-
puter sweepstakes. Currently, it is being

marketed primarily to OEMs and large-

volume end users, but it may be avail-

able by mail order and in a limited

number of retail computer stores.

The RoadRunner is equal in size to a

large binder and weighs in at five

pounds. When it is opened, it comes to

life with a small beep and initial dialog

on the display.

The LCD screen measures 1.3* x 9.3"

and displays eight lines of 80 characters,

about the size of a dot matrix printer.

Graphics can be displayed on the 64 x

480 pixel screen. The display tilts, but
unfortunately does not have a contrast

adjustment.

The keyboard is a full-size, full-stroke

unit with sculpted concave keys. Al-

though close to a standard layout, it has

several keys in unexpected locations.

Most users will probably adjust in a

week or two. The cursor keys are laid

out in a logical pattern, an oversight on
too many notebook portables. Six special

keys and eight dual-meaning function

keys are found in the top row above the
standard QWERTY keyboard.

The RoadRunner uses a CMOS ver-

sion of the Z80 mpu and has 16K of
ROM and 48K of RAM. Four memory
cartridge slots are found over the key-

board for extra RAM memory and

ROM software cartridges. These are ad-

dressed from the CP/M-compatible
operating system as devices A through
D.
I/O connectors are provided for RS-

232 serial devices, a modem module, and
the main bus of the computer. The
modem is a 300-baud direct-connect unit

with auto-dial, auto-answer, and a wake-
up mode of operation. In addition, the

RoadRunner has a built-in terminal

mode which emulates a DEC VT100
terminal.

Also built in is a schedule organizer,

name/address organizer, and, of course,

the CP/M operating system. Available

on cartridge is a full-feature word
processing package with features such as

character, word, and line delete, and
global search-and-replace.

Cartridges are also available with

Microsoft Basic (with everything but on-
screen editing) and Sorcim SuperCalc.
More packages are promised in the
future.

With its excellent communications,
word processing, Basic, and spreadsheet

software on a machine with full key-
board, large display, and plug-in mem-
ory cartridges, the RoadRunner is sure

to find a market with executives, sales

people, and writers who need a portable

office on the road.

Sharp PC-5000
The Sharp PC-5000 is one of the larg-

est of the notebook computers, but it is

packed with features and capability. It

has a large screen (eight lines by 80
characters), full keyboard, 16-bit proces-
sor, 128K memory, and much more.
The PC-5000 uses a 16-bit 8088 mpu,

the same as in the IBM PC. MS-DOS
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llllli"" """W Your computer's telephone.

What will counteract NDC
74-0054-60?

Gary: The pedigrees for next week's
auction are as follows...

Sold 1000 shares at 33 for net profit

of 6000. Richard.

Wouldn't it be great ifyou could

use your IBM®PC to tap into vast

resource libraries across the country?

lb transfer files to your partner

upstate? Or from your broker, down
the street?

Its possible. All you need is a

modem, to connect your computer
to others. Down the hall. Or thou-

sands of miles away.

Hayes Smartmodem. Think of it as

your computer's telephone. Hayes
Smartmodem 300.™and the faster

Smartmodem 1200.™ allow you to com-
municate over ordinary phone lines.

But any modem will send and
receive data. Smartmodems also

dial, answerand disconnect calls.

Automatically. And without going

through the telephone receiver

making them far superior to acoustic

coupler modems.
Choose your speed; choose your

price. The lower-priced Smartmodem
300 is ideal for local data swaps and
communicates at 300 bps. For longer

distance and larger volumes. Smart-

modem 1200 operates at baud rates

of 300 or 1200. with a built-in selector

that automatically detects transmis-

sion speeds.

Both work with rotary dials,

Touch-Tone® and key-set

systems; connect to most time-

snaring systems-, and feature

an audio speaker

Smartmodem 1200B™ is also avail-

able as a plug-in board. Developed
specifically for the PC. it

comes packaged with Hayes'

own communications soft-

ware. Smartcom II™

Smartcom II. We spent
a lot oftime developing it, so
you can spend less time using it

Smartcom II prompts you in the

simple steps required to create,

send, receive, display, list, name and
re-name files. It even receives data

completely unattended—especially
helpful when you're sending work
from home to the office, or vice versa.

Ifyou need it, there's always "help."

This feature explains prompts, mes-

sages, etc. to make communicating
extra easy.

With Smartcom II, it is. Case in

point: Before you communicate with

another system, you need to "set up"

your computer to match the way the

remote system transmits data. With
Smartcom II. you do this only once.

After that, parameters for 25 dif-

ferent remote systems are stored in

a directory on Smartcom II.

Calling or answering a system listed

in the directory requires just a few
quick keystrokes.

You can store

lengthy log-on

sequences the

same way. Press

one key. and Smartcom II automati-

cally connects you to a utility or infor-

mation service.

QDHayes



the U.S. and DOC approved in Canada All require in
IBM PC with minimum 96K bytes ofmemory: IBM DOS
110 or 100 one disk drive: and 80<olumn display.

Smartmodem 1200B (Includes telephone cable No
serial card or separate power source is needed

.)

14 Computers, continued...

Smartcom II communications software.

NOTE: Smartmodem 1 200B may also be installed in the

IBM Personal Computer XT or the Expansion Unit

In those units, another board installed in the slot to

the immediate right of the Smartmodem 1200B may not

clear the modem: also, the brackets may not fit properly

If this occurs, the slot to the right of the modem should

be left empty

And. in addition to the IBM PC.

Smartcom II is also available for

the DEC Rainbow™ 100. Xerox
820-117" and Kaypro 11™ personal

computers.

Backed by the experience and
reputation of Hayes. A solid

leader in the microcomputer in-

dustry. Hayes provides excellent

documentation for all products. A
limited two-year warranty on all

hardware. And full support from
us to your dealer

So see him today Break out of

isolation. Get a telephone for your
personal computer. From Hayes.

Hayes Microcomputer Products.

Inc.. 5923 Peachtree Industrial

Blvd.. Norcross. GA 30092.

404/441-1617.

Smartmodem )00. Smartmodem 1200. Smartmodem 1200B

and Smartcom II are trademarks of Hayes Microcomputer

Products. Inc IBM is a registered trademark of Interna

tional Business Machines Corp Touch Tone is a

registered service mark of American Telephone and

Telegraph Rainbow is a trademark of Digital Equipment

Corporation Xerox 820 II is a trademark of Xerox

Corporation Kaypro II is a registered trademark of

Non-Linear Systems Inc

©I98J Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc
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Xerox
1810

and Microsoft GW (Gee Whiz) Basic re-

side in 64K of ROM, and 128K ofRAM
is available for user memory, expandable
to 2S6K. Mass storage is in the form of a
128K bubble memory cartridge or, if

you prefer, an external cassette recorder.

In a non-portable mode, the PC-5000
also supports a double-density, double-

sided floppy disk drive.

With the 16-bit processor, the PC-
5000 is fast—close to the fastest com-
puter we have ever tested, portable or

not. A second control mpu controls the

I/O functions, further contributing to

the throughput.

The LCD screen measures 1.3" x 9.3"

and displays eight lines of 80 characters

or graphics in an 80 x 640 pixel field.

Characters are about the same size as

dot matrix printer output—small, but

readable.

The keyboard has 57 full-stroke keys,

three special keys, eight dual-meaning

function keys, and four cursor control

keys (laid out in a straight line, unfortu-

nately). The keys are concave sculpted,

and have a good feel, except for a slight

"give" in the center of the keyboard.

Connectors are provided for a cassette

recorder, external bus, RS-232 serial de-

vice, and modem. The modem is an op-

tion with the PC-5000 and fits into the

lid of the case. It is a 300-baud, direct-

connect unit with an auto-dial, redial,

and conference phone capability. It is

supported by the SuperComm software

package by Sorcim.

Another optional extra which fits in

the basic unit is an 80-column thermal

printer which can print on plain paper as

well as on thermal paper. It is a 30 cps

unit that produces excellent type (and
dot graphics) in a variety of formats.

Software is available on bubble mem-
ory cartridges or on disk. In addition to

the built-in MS-DOS and Microsoft GW
Basic, external software includes Super-

Writer, an excellent menu-driven word
processing package by Sorcim; Super-

Calc-2, a spreadsheet package; and
SuperComm. Many other software
houses are said to be working to fit their

packages on the PC-5000.
The PC-5000 is an outstanding, full-

featured computer with a variety of ex-

cellent software backed up by some
innovative serving arrangements. As
such, it should find enthusiastic accep-

tance by a wide cross section of business

people and other people on the move
who need full-function computing
power.

Xerox 1810
The Xerox 1810 is a notebook por-

table designed by Sunrise Systems. It is

sold (by them) only to OEMs. Cur-
rently, the only OEM actively marketing
the system is Xerox; from them it is

known as the Xerox 1800. It is likely to

be available from other vendors in

slightly different configurations in the

near future.

Like the Toshiba T100, the 1810 is the

keyboard, cpu, and system unit of a

desktop computer, although the LCD
display is built in. The machine can be

customized to the particular needs of an
individual vendor, thus some vendors
may offer it as a desktop unit with por-

table cpu, and others may offer it just as

a notebook portable. Xerox offers both
the 1810 keyboard unit plus an optional

1850 "Flat Pack" processor.

The processor is a CMOS version of

the Z80 with 32 K. of ROM and 16K of

RAM, expandable to 64K. In the

desktop configuration, the unit contains

a dual 16-bit 8088 and an 8-bit Z80 plus

additional memory. Mass storage in the

portable mode of operation is provided

by a built-in microcassette recorder to

the right of the keyboard. This stores

512K of digital information and also

doubles as an audio recorder.

The keyboard has 63 full-stroke keys

in a more or less standard layout. The
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cursor control keys are arranged logi-

cally, although the up cursor key is

where you might expect to find the ques-

tion mark on the bottom row. A row of

special and programmable function keys

is over the regular keyboard.

The LCD display is available in two
versions: six lines by 40 characters or

three lines by 80 characters. For some
inexplicable reason, Xerox chose the lat-

ter configuration for the 1810. Individ-

ual pixels are addressable, although

hardly useful in the 3 x 80 layout (24 x

480 pixels). The unit also provides a sig-

nal for a monitor.

A direct-connect 300-baud modem,
supported by a dumb terminal software

package, is built in. An interesting tele-

phone program lets the computer be
used as an answering machine, and pro-

vides auto-dial, redial last number, hold,

and speakerphone capabilities.

I/O connectors are provided for RS-
232 serial devices, Centronics parallel

printer, telephone, and RGB or mono-
chrome monitor.

A vast array of software is available

and under development. Built in is

CP/M, a calendar/scheduler, and four-

function calculator. Software on plug-in

ROM cartridges includes Microsoft Ba-

sic, typewriter/note taker (a word
processing package), a terminal pro-

gram, and the telephone program men-
tioned above.

The Xerox 1810 is a state-of-the-art

machine with a wide array of software

and easy access to much more as a result

of the CP/M operating system and
communications capability. We will be
anxious to see how Xerox (and other

vendors) target it.

Gavilan
When the Gavilan was first shown at

NCC in June 1983, many people won-
dered out loud whether it could really be
made. It was just too much state-of-the-

Gavilan

art stuff in one package for people to

swallow. Now, that it is nearing readi-

ness for the market and now that

competitors are leaping in from all direc-

tions, the Gavilan looks more real than

it did six months ago. But it still has an

air of unreality.

The Gavilan is remarkably compact
(11.4" square x 2.7" high) and weighs

just nine pounds. Its optional, snap-on

printer adds four inches and four pounds

to the package. It has a 16-bit mpu, 64

K

of RAM, built-in 3" floppy disk, eight-

line display, full keyboard, and a unique

touch panel in which your finger be-

comes sort of an electronic mouse.
The Gavilan uses a 16-bit 8088 mpu,

48K of ROM, and 64K of RAM,
expandable with up to four 32K plug-in

capsules of blank memory or applica-

tions software packages. Also built in is

a 3", 320K Hitachi floppy disk drive.

Traffic cop chips turn off the power to

the disk drive or mpu whenever it is not

needed; thus the NiCad batteries provide

eight hours of operation. Eighty percent

of the charge can be restored in one hour
on the charger.

The keyboard is a standard-size, full-

stroke unit with 13 special keys to the

right. Several keys are in "unusual"

locations, especially the enter key next to

the spacebar, but it shouldn't take too

long to get used to it.

The most unusual feature of the

Gavilan is the touch pad below the dis-

play. This lets you manipulate objects on

the screen by pointing at them. A quick

movement of your finger moves the

cursor a long way while a slow move-

ment gives you fine control. Like Ap-

ple's Lisa system, pictorial repre-

sentations of objects such as file drawers,

file folders, documents, and a trash bas-

ket are shown on the screen.

Although the screen is capable of

displaying eight lines of 80 characters, in

most cases, part of the screen will be de-

voted to menus in "windows" appro-

priate to the software package currently

in use. This loss of a portion of the

screen makes one wish mightily for a

screen three times as large. At home
base your prayers are answered, since

the Gavilan provides standard video out-

put to a monochrome monitor.

The Gavilan has a built-in 300-baud

direct-connect modem supported by a

comprehensive software package. It also

has interfaces for the optional printer, a

second disk drive, RS-232 serial device,

and video output.

Besides MS-DOS, MBasic, and the

communications software, Gavilan
makes available an Office Pack of four

applications, Sorcim SuperCalc and

Super Writer, and PFS File and Report.

All in all, the Gavilan offers as much
or more than most desktop systems. It is

a full-function computer with few trade-

offs. All this comes at a price, but for the

traveling professional this is a machine
that is easy to learn and exceptionally

user-friendly, and one that will spark

envy in the eyes of all who see it.

noOCL EI-ll

... and once you're ready to use this computer with software allyouV need is the

expansion module.
"
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Radio Shack's Commitment to Education
We Meet Your Total Classroom Computing Needs

Radio Shack's TRS-80* microcomputer is a valuable teaching tool widely used in schools nationwide.
We have a major commitment to support educational uses ofthe TRS-80 by producing a growing list of

instructionally-sound courseware. We provide training and support, including free computer training

classes, courseware manuals designed for educators who have never worked with a computer, and 25
Regional Educational Coordinators.

A Wide Selection of Field-Tested Programs
Radio Shack involves the experts— teachers, curriculum developers and administrators— in designing

and field-testing our complete line of TRS-80 courseware. Compare our courseware with other

programs currently available. You'll see what a difference a commitment to quality can make.

TRS-80 Reading Courseware for Your Classroom
Children's Computer Workshop Educational Packages

These superb courseware packages were designed by Children's Computer
Workshop. CCW is an activity ofChildren's Television Workshop— the creators

ofSesame Street*. The packages are for use with first and second graders, and
require a TRS-80 Color Computer disk system. Each package includes disk-

ettes, teacher's guide, game boards, posters, spirit masters and activity cards.

Play-With-Language '" (Cat. No. 26-2538, $99) consists of three word and
reading activities that combine graphics and text to teach sight and vocabu-
lary words, decoding skills, and comprehension skills. Hands On!"
(Cat. No. 26-2639, $99) encourages self-expression with the computer. The
first activity lets students write with beginning word processing aids. With the

second activity, children create and manipulate pictures in ways unique to

computer art.

Computer Assisted Reading Development
C A.R.D. I: Sentences and C.A.R.D. II: Paragraphs are adapted
from the successful Philadelphia Computer Assisted Reading
Development Program. They are written at a 4 to 8-grade level

for students with reading problems. TRS-80 AUTHOR I Lesson
Presentation Package (26-2707) or TRS-80 AUTHOR I

(26- 1 727) and a Model HI or Model 4 disk system are required.

Network 3 compatible using
the TRS-80 Network 3
AUTHOR I Lesson Presenta-

tion Package (26-2713).

C.A.R.D. I: Sentences
('26-2603, $199) covers
sentence recognition, rela-

tionships, ordering, and la-

beling. Pre- and post-tests included for each topic.

C.A.R.D. H: Paragraphs (* 26-2604, $199) provides reading
development lessons to increase comprehension skills. The
lessons help students define sentence relationships within a
paragraph through recognition of general and specific topics,

details and topic sentences. Pre- and post-tests included.

Reading Series

The programs in our
High Motivation
Reading Series are

written for grade lev-

els 4-6 and are ac-

companied by four

student readers and a read-along audio tape. Comprehension,
spelling and vocabulary exercises included. HMRS programs
require a Model III or Model 4 disk system and TRS-80
MicroPILOT" (26-2718).

Select Charles Lindbergh/Amelia Earhart ('26-2513.

$74.95), The Hound of the Baskervilles (* 26-25 14, $69.95),

Dracala (* 26-25 1 5, $69.95), Moby Dick (• 26-25 1 6, $69.95),

The Beatles ( * 26-25 17, $69.95), 20,000 Leagues Under the

Sea (• 26-25 18, $69.95), Time Machine ('26-2519, $59.95),
Frankenstein ('26-2520, $59.95), and HMRS Student Rec-

ords System (26-252 1 , $29.95).

Introduction to the Alphabet ( * 26- 1 7 1 8. $39.95) helps 4 to 6
year-olds learn the alphabet and computer keyboard. Available

on cassette or disk for Model III or 4.

Enlighten Your Students With Our History Packages
Radio Shack's Basic Illustrated History
of America Learning Unit (26-2645,
$299) includes twelve illustrated books
on American history—from 1500 to

the 1980s. Read-along audio tapes and
computer activities diskettes are in-

cluded. TRS-80 AUTHOR I Lesson Pre-

sentation Package (26-2707) or TRS-80
AUTHOR I (26-1 727), and a Model III

or 4 disk system required. Network 3
compatible using 26-2713 (page 5).

Our History of Technology packages use colorful

graphics, text, sound effects and recorded speech. Each
package includes four lessons with student interaction

and feedback messages. The 16K Color Computer, a TV
and cassette recorder are required.

Pioneers in Technology (26-2624, $94.95) includes
The Age of Flight, Space Exploration, The Electric Car,

and History of Computers. Inventions That Changed
Our Lives (26-2625, $94.95) includes Edison's Electric

Inventions, Bell and the Telephone, The Story of Rail-

roads, and The Age of Television.

•Network 3 compatible



Our Colorful
Our Color LOGO programming language is designed to

help students grasp fundamental programming con-
cepts. Through manipulation of a "turtle" on the screen,

students learn to program. The computer becomes a
friendly learning tool, and students gain valuable insight
into advanced mathematical, geometric and logical con-
cepts. In addition, Color LOGO is versatile. Children un-
der reading age can use Color LOGO'S "doodle" mode to

create their own graphics using predefined one-key com-
mands. For older children, Color LOGO features a "hatch"
command which allows creation of multiple turtles that

are capable of running separate programs simultane-
ously Our Disk Color LOGO (26-272 1 . $99) requires a
32K Extended BASIC Color Computer and disk drive. The
Program Pak '* Color LOGO (26-2722, $49.95) requires
a Standard BASIC Color Computer. Use your own TV
with either version.

Our Color LOGO Teacher's Book (26-276 1 , $3.95) gives
you instructional ideas and activities for presenting LOGO in the classroom. It includes special pages that can be
photocopied and used as class handouts.

The Color LOGO Parent's Book (26-2763, $3.95) is designed for parents and children to learn LOGO together at home.

Color LOGO Lab (26-2770, $ 1 99) provides a complete guide for teaching Color LOGO. Includes teacher's manual, student
workbooks and overhead transparencies Additional Student Workbooks (26-277 1 , $2 each) are available.

Radio Shack Makes Courseware Development Easy
TRS-80 MicroPILOT' (26-2718, $119.95) is a
command-oriented language that lets you create your own
courseware or adapt it from any curriculum suitable for
computer assisted instruction. MicroPILOT is based on the
PILOT computer language, but offers extended graphics
and disk file handling capabilities. Features one-letter com-
mands, upper and lower case characters and branching.
Requires a Model III or Model 4 disk system.

Color PILOT lets you mix text and high-resolution graph-
ics. It features a line editor and easy one-letter commands.
Graphics operators include color, line, box, window and
more. Display options include upper and lower case char-
acters. Disk Color PILOT (26-2710, $79.95) requires an
Extended BASIC Color Computer with disk drive. Tape
Color PILOT (26-2709, $59.95) requires a Standard
BASIC Color Computer. Use your own TV with either.

Quick Quiz: A Mini-Authoring System (26- 1 728, $39.95)
makes it easy to create, store, and give multiple-choice
tests. It provides a pre-designed format for typing up to 40
questions with four answer choices per question. Scores
can be printed or stored on disk. Requires a Model III or
Model 4 disk system.

Our authoring sys-

tems make it easy to

create courseware.
No programming
knowledge is re-

quired. Each pro-

gram requires a

Model III or Model 4
disk system.

TRS-80 AUTHOR I

(26- 1 727, $ 1 49.95) is a screen-oriented authoring system
with full-screen editing, graphics and score-keeping op-
tion Sample lesson included.

TRS-80 AUTHOR I Lesson Presentation Package
(26-2707, $64.95) presents lessons that have been created

using TRS-80AUTHOR I. (Not required ifyou have TRS-80
AUTHOR I).

TRS-80 Network 3 AUTHOR I Lesson Presentation Pack-
age (26-2713, $299) allows you to use the Network 3
Controller to present lessons created with TRS-80
AUTHOR I. Keep a lesson score file on diskette. Requires
host computer with two disk drives.

Helpful TRS-80 Educational Resource Materials
The second edition
of our TRS-80 Edu-
cational Software
Sourcebook (26-2764,

$6.95) is a complete
guide for educational

courseware for TRS-80
computers. It contains over 1 200 vendor-furnished listings

ofprograms classified under 14 subject areas. Each listing

gives program content, grade level, instructional technique
used, and hardware required. Many listings contain user-

site references Also includes publisher profiles.

The TRS-80 Microcomputer Information Handbook for
Educators (26-2757, $2.50) describes what microcom-
puters and courseware are, and how they can be used.

Radio Shack's Proposal Writing Guide (26-2754, $9 .95)
is a guide for educators who want to write proposals for

funding from an outside source for computer-related edu-
cation projects.

My TRS-80 Likes Me (26-275 1 , $2.50) is a teachers guide
to helping elementary students understand BASIC.

Number Patterns (26-2752, $2.50) shows how to intro-

duce sequences and series using computers.



Radio Shack's Computer Education Series
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BASIC Programming
These complete classroom pack-

ages for secondary and post-sec-

ondary levels include overhead
transparencies, a teacher's manual
and 25 student workbooks.

Part 1: Introduction to BASIC
(26-2150, $220) introduces stu- § iar..—-

—

dents to the TRS-80 and BASIC.
Additional Student Workbooks
for Part 1 (26-2151, $3.50 each) are available.

Part 1 : Videotape Lessons (26-2753, $349) is a series often

30-minute lessons based on Part 1 : Introduction to BASIC.
Requires the Part 1 student workbook.

Part 2: BASIC Programming (26-2 1 52, $260) builds on the

concepts introduced in Part 1 Additional Student Work-
books for Part 2 (26-2153, $4.50 each) are available.

Part 3: Advanced BASIC (26-2154, $260) introduces the

INKEYS statement, ASCII character set, action graphics and
more. Additional Student Workbooks for Part 3 (26-2 1 55,

$4.50 each) are available.

Part 4: TRSDOS (26-2156, $299) covers concepts of the

TRSDOS operating system. Additional Student Workbooks
for Part 4 (26-2157, $4.50 each) are available.

Introduction to TRS-80 Level II BASIC (26-2 1 16. $9.95) is

a beginning BASIC textbook for secondary students.

NOTE: Software not included in the above series. Student activities are

designed for hands-on experience with Level II or Model III BASIC (or

TRSDOS in Part 4).

TRS-80 COBOL Course
COBOL for Models II, 12, and
16, Vol. One (26-2706. $49.95)
teaches fundamental concepts.

Requires COBOL Development
System (26-4703. $299) and a

Model II. 12, or 16 computer. Use
it as a self-teaching tool, or with Class Notes (26-2723,

$9.95) for class instruction.

Learn Machine Language
The Illustrated Computer
(26-2670, $44.95) introduces sec-

ondary students to machine lan-

guage. The program illustrates a

computer to be programmed. Re-

quires 32K Extended BASIC Color

Computer with disk drive.

Computer Literacy Packages

Computer Discovery" introduces

computers, their evolution and im-

pact on society, and basic program-

ming concepts. Each includes

interactive exercises, 25 work-

books, and instructor's manual.

Computer Discovery for Junior

High (26-2630, $189.95) requires

a Model III or Model 4 disk system Additional Workbooks
(26-2631, $4.25 each) are available.

Computer Discovery for Senior High (26-2632, $189.95)

requires a Model III or Model 4 disk system. Additional

Workbooks (26-2636. $4.25 each) are available.

Careers in Computing (26-2758. $130) helps secondary

students explore computer-related careers. Includes teach-

er's guide, 30 student manuals, narrated filmstrip, eight

spirit masters and wall chart. Additional Student Manuals

(26-2759, $1 each) available.

Computer Literacy: Computers Past and Present (26-2755,

$9.95) is written for students in grades 4 through 8. Includes

teacher's guide, six spirit masters and wall chart.

The Computer Connection
(26-2663, $69) introduces basics

of computer literacy to junior and
senior high school students, and it's

adaptable to most subject areas. In-

cludes teacher's guide, spirit mas-

ters, four wall charts and narrated

filmstrip.

Radio Shack and TRS-80 are #1 in the Classroom
Radio Shack is the leading marketer of microcomputers to

schools, with more TRS-80 computers in America's schools

than any other brand. And we maintain an extensive devel-

opment effort to produce educational materials that use

microcomputer technology in the best ways possible.

We offer educators a variety of special services. Our Na-

tional Bid Department gives prompt attention to school bids.

Our National Lease Department can put the TRS-80 into your
classroom with terms that meet almost any budget. We offer

"carry-in" and "on-site" service plans, too. And as an educa-

tor, you are eligible to attend our educator's workshop or

Part 1 or Part 2 BASIC classes, without charge, at one of over

400 Radio Shack Computer Centers.

Radio Shack gives you complete support. We have 25 Re-

gional Educational Coordinators located across the country

They can conduct demonstrations, workshops, and in-

service training sessions for your school district. And our

Regional Educational Coordinators can assist you in selecting

the computer system and courseware that best suit your

needs. For more information, visit your nearest Radio Shack

Computer Center or participating store or dealer. Or call your

Regional Educational Coordinator.

For the name of the full-time Regional Educational

Coordinator in your area, call oar Education Division

at 800-433-5682, toll free. In Texas, call

800-772-8538.

Radio /hack
The Name in Classroom Computing™

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers CHAMPS is a trademark ofMathew L Rauh. Jr

and J Richard Dewey Computer Discovery is a trademark of SRA. lnc
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The Sharp
PC-5000
A Desktop Computer
in a Portable
Package
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creative compoi
HARDWARE PROFILE

Name: Sharp PC-5000

Type: Notebook portable computer

CPU: 16-bit 8088

RAM: 128K (expandable to 2S6K)

ROM: 192K

Keyboard: 57 full-stroke keys, 15

special keys

Display: LCD, 8 lines x 80 characters

Graphics: 80 x 640 pixels

Printer: 80-col. built-in thermal

Ports: Bus extender, RS-232, audio
cassette, modem

Dimensions: 12.8" x 12" x 3.4"

Documentation: User's Guide, Basic

manual, manual for each software

package

Summary: Notebook portable with
removable bubble memory car-

tridges, 8-hour battery pack, MS-
DOS and Basic; text editor and
comm software included. Optional
built-in printer, modem, spread-

sheet, and other software packages
available.

Price: $1995 (printer $399, modem
$349)

Manufacturer:

Sharp Electronics Corp.
10 Sharp Plaza

Paramus, NJ 07652

Sharp, The Company
Sharp is a giant of a company with

sales of $3.8 billion in sales worldwide
and nearly $800 million in the U.S. U.S.

sales are divided approximately equally

between consumer products and indus-

trial products such as copiers, cal-

culators, cash registers, facsimile
equipment, electronic typewriters, and
hand-held computers.

In their home country, Japan, Sharp is

number 2 in computers behind industry

leader NEC. Why then, is Sharp prac-

tically a non-factor in the computer mar-
ket in the U.S.? Two reasons. First, their

current channels of distribution are

primarily NOMDA (office products)
dealers which, for the most part, have
been less-than-successful in marketing
computers. Second, Sharp's first com-
puter entry some two years ago did not

have the software that buyers were
demanding.

Sharp thinks that the PC-5000 is the

product that will turn all that around.
We think they are right. It is signifi-

cantly different from other products,

and computer stores should jump over
themselves to handle it. Sharp has a goal

'Sharp PC-5000
opened in operating

position.

of availability in 800 computer stores by
the end of 1984; we think that goal is

modest, and that far more stores than
that will want to handle the PC-5000.

Furthermore, Sharp is not planning

any distribution through mass mer-
chandisers. This will help to avoid the

price wars now creating havoc in the low
end of the market.

The software that Sharp has chosen to
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Buttoned up, the PC-5000 measures about
12" square.
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Sharp PC-5000, continued...

implement on the PC-5000 should an-

swer the needs of most business and pro-

fessional users. Furthermore, they cur-

rently have a wide array of peripherals

and are committed to being competitive

in that area.

So, from the standpoint of corporate

strategy, Sharp seems to be on the road

to success with the PC-5000. Moreover,
they have the financial clout to stay in

the market even if the going gets rough.

But what of the product itself?

On The Outside

At first glance, one might be tempted

to say that the PC-5000 is just the next

step in the evolution of notebook

computers that started with the Epson
HX-20 (screen: 4 lines by 20 characters,

mini printer). Next came the Tandy
Model 100 and NEC 8201 twins (screen:

8 lines by 40 characters, no printer but

built-in modem). Then the Sharp PC-
5000 (screen: 8 lines by 80 characters,

80-column printer, and integral

modem).
But that is a vast oversimplification;

the PC-5000 is far more. Indeed it is far

closer in capability to a desktop com-
puter than it is to a notebook machine.

In many ways, it is more like an IBM
PC than a TRS-80 Model 100. But like

the Model 100, it is a battery-powered

portable, and that is where we will start

our evaluation.

Folded up, the PC-5000 measures
12.8" x 12* x 3.4* and weighs 11.02

pounds. That is about one third the

weight of a Kaypro-type portable and
three times that of a Model 100. Al-

though 11 pounds sounds light, it is

heavy enough to discourage you from
carrying it everywhere.

Fitted into the top of the case is a di-

rect-connect modem/telephone handset

with several nifty features. It measures

just 8* x 4* x 0.8". More about the

modem later.

Not included in the dimensions or

weight of the basic unit is the AC power
supply/charger. This is a hefty 12 volt,

850 ma. supply which measures 3* x 4*

x 2.2* and weighs a bit over one pound.

The computer, power supply, bubble

memory cartridges, printer ribbon and
paper, modem cables, and manuals fit

nicely in a standard attache case with

room left over for additional papers or

books. Sharp is working with American
Tourister to offer a version of their stan-

dard 6* case with fitted cutouts for a

complete PC-5000 system.

The front portion of the PC-5000 case

pivots up and contains an LCD screen of

In the word processing package, plus signs designate the end of rows. Text is in a bold

display face while the bottom line offunctions is in the "normal" display face. Photo is

actual size.

~- - t 1

a u j w m » m m «ma
j u mi j* id n m vwmw»
m 11 n w v h u 11 m w

Keyboard has 57full-stroke keys arranged in a standard pattern, and 15 special keys in a

line above.
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eight lines by 80 characters. The active

portion of the display measures 1.3* x

9.3*. This is smaller than the Model 100

display (2* x 7.5"); thus to fit eight lines

of 80 characters each requires a mighty

small character size.

The graphics resolution of the screen

is 80 x 640 pixels, each one of which is

individually addressable from Basic us-

ing the pset (on) and preset (off)

commands.
Characters are formed within a 5 x 7

dot matrix, with two dots allocated for

letter descenders and one dot for inter-

linear spacing. That means that each

character is 0.15* high, the same as a

dot matrix printer set to print six lines

per inch. As we said, this is mighty
small. This diminutive size coupled with

the usual black-on-gray LCD display

means that it is critical to adjust the an-

gle of the display and the contrast of the

LCD elements correctly (a thumbwheel
is provided on the side of the case for

this).
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THECOMMU
SHARP INTRODUCES THE PORTABLE OFFICE.

With Sharp's Commuter Computer you can take your entire
office with you, wherever you go. Do word processing on the

train, order entry from a customer's office or spread sheet

analysis in your hotel room. It goes anywhere.
It's small.

It weighs under 12 lbs. and tits in a standard briefcase.

It prints. Quietly, with a correspondence-qualitv printer.

It comes with software. Word processing and
communications. Also available are spread sheeting,

executive planning and scheduling.

It remembers over 80 (128K) typewritten pages.

And can be expanded to handle over 500 (896K).
It's compatible with a wide array of 16-bit

IBM software.

It communicates with other computers /
and databases.

It's A( ! DC with rechargeable H-hour A
batteries.

It all means travel time and

commuter time no longer have to a

be downtimes. ^
lor more information call

toll-tree 800-447-4700 or

send in the coupon.

STTCTrT^

FROM SHARP MINDS
COME SHARP PRODUCTS

Sharp Electronics Corp, P.O. Box 204, Wayne, NJ 07470

D Please send me more information about Sharp's (Commuter Computer
D Please set up a demonstration.

Name Title

Company

Street. City

State Z*»

Phone_L
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THE HIGH TECH TAROT

FOR
THE

WORTHY
Only $39.95 (postage included.

USA and Canada only) for the

Apple 11+ and lie. 48K*

Unprotected for your convenience.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
COD. check or money order

1900 Emery St Suite 318

Atlanta GA 30318 14041 3S2-IOI5

Apple II • and Mt are registered trademarks ot

^pp^e Computer Inc Graphics created wuh

Penguin Sot' I Magician
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YOUR CHILDREN'S
FUTURE

BEGINS TODAY

Discover how you
can help your

children grow with
educational software
from Opportunities

for Learning.
Write for your

FREE catalog today!

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
LEARNING, INC.
8950 l.urline Ave.. Depl. 1.62

Chatsworth. CA 91311

(213) 341- 2535

Sharp PC-5000, continued...

The PC-5000 is turned on with a

rocker power switch at the rear. This

calls up MS-DOS which allows you to

choose one of the internal programs in

ROM (for now, only Basic) or a pro-

gram from any one of the devices acces-

sible from MS-DOS. Input devices that

can be accessed are bubble memory car-

tridges A and B, disk drives C and D,

and a cassette recorder. Later, Sharp

The PC-5000 keyboard
is almost 100%
standard with no

unexpected keys to

confuse a touch typist.

promises ROM availability of Easy-

Writer and some of the other Easy pack-

ages from BSG Software.

Bubble memory cartridges (128K

each!) measuring just 2" x 2" x 0.3" are

inserted in a slot at the top of the key-

board beneath a hinged cover. To the

left of the cover are three small LEDs. A
yellow one indicates that power is on, a

red one warns that the battery is getting

low and needs a charge, and a green one

indicates that the bubble memory is be-

ing accessed (just ''ke a disk drive

indicator).

Standard Keyboard
Unlike so many other computers

which have all kinds of extra keys in un-

expected places, the PC-5000 keyboard

is almost 100% standard with no un-

expected keys to confuse a touch typist.

shift and tab keys are double size

where they belong, and the return key

is double height and width—again,

where it belongs.

The only exception to the standard

layout is the caps lock key which is to

the right of the rightmost shift key. As

expected, it toggles caps lock on and off

but it does not stay down when it is on.

Thus, you must look at the screen to

determine whether caps lock is on or

not

—

a curious oversight in an otherwise

excellent keyboard.

The alphanumeric keys are light gray

with black markings, and the control

keys are dark gray with white markings.

The keytops are all matte finished and

concave sculpted, a nice touch.

There is a slight "give" to the key-

board in the center, typical of keyboards

mounted on a PC board supported only

at the sides. It is not a major problem,

but we think Sharp should consider

putting in some additional supports,

assuming they do not interfere with the

circuitry beneath the keyboard. But as

we said, it is not a serious drawback,

and, in its current design, the keyboard

has a better feel than the Model 100.

Above the alphanumeric portion of

the keyboard is a row of 1 5 rectangular

keys. The two at the left are orange and

are marked on/brk and off. The off

key temporarily puts the computer to

sleep to await incoming modem traffic

or program input, while the on key

awakens it. It also acts as a Break in Ba-

sic programs.

The next eight keys are function keys.

tt < ft I M 31 ? ft
$ U %

- ii
& h;

48 49 1 50 2 51 3 52 4 53 5 54 6 55 7

56 8 57 9 58 • 59 : 60 < 61 = 62 / 63 r

64 a 65 A 66 B 67 C 68 D 69 E 70 F 71 C

72 H 73 I 74 J 75 K 76 L 77 y 78 \ 79 I

80 P 81 Q 82 R 83 S 134 T 85 U 86 v 87 l\

88 X 89 Y 90 7. 91 1 !32 \ 93 1 94 95
96

-

97 a 98 b 99 c IOC d 101 e 02 f 103 t
104 h 105 i 106

i
107 k 108 1 109 m 110 n 111

1 12 p 113 q 114 r 115 s 116 t 117 u 118 V 119 HI

120 x 121 V 122 z 123 < 124 : 125 i 126 12/

128 C 129 u 130 e 131 a 132 a 133 a 134 a 135 c

136 e 137 e 138 e 139 i 140 i 141 i 142 A 143 A

144 £ 145 X 146 IE 147 o 148 6 149 o 150 u 151 u

152 y 153 o 154 U 155 t 156 £ 157 ¥ 158 Ft 159 J

160 a 161 i 162 6 163 u 164 ii 165 \ 166 1 lb/

168 i 169 r— 170 -^ 171 A 172 X 173 4 174 « 1/5 »

176 177 178 179
I

180 J

188 Jl

181
i

182
t

183
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184 i

192 L
185
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t
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Figure 1. A portion of the character set of the PC-5000 as printed by the internal

printer on thermal paper.
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"\
I TIMED TO GIVE UP SMOKING

BY EATING PRUNES.
THEN I GAVE UP PRUNES."

These are days when more and more people decide that
smoking really isn't healthy. Then, they decide to give it up.

But, it's not an easy experience. Which explains why there are
all sorts of remedies around. Prunes. Toothpicks. Dummy cigarettes.
Chewing gum. Candy that tastes like cement. Even hypnosis.

Now, there is an alternative way to control smoking.
Watch television. Your favorite programs. While EXPANDO

VISION™ transmits positive, subliminal messages to your subconscious,
which reinforce your will to succeed.

f/ iCr^ A" y°u need ,s an inexpensive home com-
I puter.* A TV set. The EXPANDOVISION Inter-

face Device ($89.95) and the EXPANDOVISION
Smoking Control Program ($39.95).**

EXPANDOVISION isn't a gimmick. Nor
is it a panacea. Instead, EXPANDOVISION is a

new technology of self improvement based upon sound research into
subliminal behavior motivation. It is a long-term method you can apply
as often as you need. In the privacy ofyour home. It is legal, and
backed by a 30day money-back guarantee.

Ifyou've decided to stop smoking and don't care for prunes,
you should investigate EXPANDOVISION now.
ASK FOR A FREE BROCHURE. Call toll free 1 -800-543-7500 (operator 828). or charge your purchase to VISA •
MasterCard.™ American Express® or Diner's Club.® To pay by check or money order, write: Stimutech Inc P 6 Box 2575
Dept. 308 B. East Lansing. Michigan 48823. (Mich, residents add 4% sales tax.) Add $3.00 shippinq/handlinq Allow 4-6
weeks delivery.

•Atari 400 or Atari 800. VIC 20.® Commodore 64® f^S^n bwb»>m &**»* m rm*-m**.m.m -
* * Programs also available for weight, stress and drinking Bm I EJIIVINDO"w ISION
control, golf, study habits, career success, and ~V^^f Straight To The Mind's Eye
sexual confidence. *—^ J

EmundoVtuon |pat pendingl is a trjdrrasrk for home computer behavior modification systems owned Oy Stimutech. Inc . East Lansing, Mich 48823 VIC 20 and Commodore? 64 are trademarks
of Commodore Business Machines. Alan 400 and Atari 800 are trademarks of Atari. Inc Expando-Vision warranty inft>miatlon avaiUWe vwrhout charge Canon free I -80O82 I 2424 (in Mchoan
I -80&82 1 -2423} . .
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Sharp PC-5000, continued...

These have different meanings in various

software packages or can be user-set

from either Basic or MS-DOS.

Continuing to the right, the next four

keys are cursor control keys. Why did

Sharp not lay them out in a logical di-

4h3)
AC
ADAPTOR

RAM (64 KB)

CARTRIDGE

(OPTION)

CMOS ROM 64KB
(SYSTEM)
CMOS FILE ROM
128KB (DOS. BASIC )

ORAM
64KB a.

(U
_j
_i

O

i"HDRAM
64KB

1 1

SLOT 1

1

I 1

SLOT 2

BUBBLE UNIT
128KB

<|>-
RS232C
DRIVER

~&
(OPTION)

PRINT BUFFER
CONTROLLER

PRINTER

(OPTION)

LCD

P

{cartridge^

(OPTION)

PRINT UNIT
(OPTION)

LCD INTERFACE
DRIVER

AUDIO CASSETTE
DRIVER

EXTERNAL BUS
DRIVER

^tMclq
AUDIO
CASSETTE (OPTION)

<^

MINI
FLOPPY
(OPTION)

Figure 2. System block diagram of the PC-5000.

60

amond pattern as on the NEC 8201, but

choose instead a straight line? We'll

probably never know, but in our minds

this is not at all user-friendly. To make

matters worse, there is no space between

the left arrow key and function key 8.

Why is this bad? Because function key 8

is normally the one used to exit a pro-

gram, and it is all too easy to hit it when

you intend to hit the left cursor key—the

one used most frequently. More than

once we exited the word processing

package inadvertently and turned

trace on in Basic (function key 8) when

intending to hit the left arrow.

The last key in the top row is an or-

ange clear/insert key. In both Basic

and Super Writer, insert is toggled on

and off with this key. In Basic, when in-

sert is on, the cursor (normally a one-dot

underline) changes to a two-dot under-

line. It is canceled by hitting the insert

key a second time, any one of the cursor

keys, or the return key. However, in

SuperWriter, there is no indication on

the screen that insert mode is on, and it

can be canceled only by hitting the in-

sert key a second time. We found this

inconsistency somewhat disconcerting,

and feel that the software packages

ought to be consistent.

An alt mode key is at the left of the

spacebar. It toggles the keyboard into an

alternative mode which, in Basic, causes

most of the keys to produce a Basic

keyword such as goto, restore, and

print. The various graphics symbols

and foreign letters can be produced di-

rectly from the keyboard by holding

down the shift and toggling on the

caps lock. This is less convenient than

a single graphics key, but at least it pro-

vides keyboard access to characters

above ASCII 128 (see Figure 1).

On The Inside

The PC-5000 is built around a 16-bit

8088 mpu. It has a whopping 192K of

CMOS ROM memory, 64K for the

operating system, and 128K for DOS
and Basic. The basic machine is

equipped with 128K of RAM; an addi-

tional 128K is available. As mentioned

earlier, it has a slot into which a bubble

memory cartridge (128K of non-volatile

memory) can be installed. A very

thoughtful feature is the warning that

appears on the screen when the bubble

memory is 97% full.

Also on the main bus are a real-time

clock, external bus driver (for floppy

disks or other external devices), audio

cassette interface (1600 bps), RS-232

interface, modem interface (300 baud),

as well as an address and data bus multi-

plexer. This latter item directs data to

and from either the main 8088 mpu (ac-

tually very little goes to it) and the

CMOS controller. This is an important
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ijoy a world of learningand leisure wil

the SakataModel SC-lOO ColorCRTMonitor

Model SC-100 accepts a composite video signal;

has a modern streamlined design; includes an
audio speaker and an earphone jack for privacy
of operation and is compatible with fine popular
personal computers.

Your SAKATA monitor will enhance your pic-

ture comparable to the most expensive computers
available.

Improve your education and increase your fun
with SAKATA CRT DISPLAY MONITORS .... "We
Promise Performance",..

Also available: Model SC-200 13" RGB high

sakata

resolution COLOR CRT MONITOR. Model SC-300
13" RGB super high resolution COLOR CRT
MONITOR. Model SG-1000 12" monochrome high
resolution CRT MONITOR (green). Model SA-1000
12" monochrome high resolution CRT MONITOR
(amber).

SAKATA CRTMONITORS are available wher-
ever personal computers are sold or write for tech-
nical and illustrated literature and prices.

SAKATA U.S.A. CORPORATION
651 Bonnie Lane, Elk Grove Village,

Illinois 60007 / (312) 593-321

1

800-323-6647 (outside Illinois)
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"Serving industry worldwide since 1896"

., . A m ..

'c ¥* *

Illustrated:

Model SC-100 13" CRT
COMPOSITE COLOR
DISPLAY MONITOR
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Adot
matrix printer

thatwill

improveyour

image.

Meet the Apple" Image-

writer, the newest dot matrix

printer fervour Apple Rsrsonal

Computer.

And with all that it has

going for it, just maybe the

best dot matrix printer on

the market.

Take legibility, for

instance.

The Imagewriter crams

140 x 160 dots into each

square inch. So you get text

that's highly readable and high

resolution graphics, besides.

And is it fast.

The Imagewriter cruises

at an unbelievable

120 characters per

second. And that's

just in the text mode.

It's even faster

printing graphics. 180

characters per second,

to be exact

What's more, the

graphics dump is up to

60% faster than other

comparably priced dot matrix

winters. And that makes the

magewriter fast enough to

landle the Lisa!"

Yet it's just as at home with an

Apple III or Apple He. Thanks to Apple

software experts who designed the

control electronics to give the Image-

writer perfect compatibility. Not to

mention some special capabilities

^^^

w
APPLEPRESENTSTH
EIMAGEWRITERAPPLE PR
ESENTS THE IMAGEWRITER APPLE PRESENT
S THE JJMGEURITER WH.E PRESENTS THE DMCEURITER

like superscript and subscript, to

name just two.

Now, with all this high-speed

performance, you'd expect the

Imagewriter to make the Devil's

Own Noise. It doesn't. In fact,

the Imagewriter is specially

constructed— with overlaid

seams and special sound-

deadening materials— to achieve

a remarkable 53 dB. How loud is a

remarkable 53 dB? You'd make

more noise if you read this aloud.

The Imagewriter even has quiet

good looks, since we designed it to

look like the rest of the Apple Family.

Yet even with all

its improvements,

the Imagewriter is a

better deal than any

other dot matrix print-

er with comparable

performance. And you can print that.

wm
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Charge!

Go out there and get the Apple

Personal Computer System you

reallvwant. Now.Without laying out

your extra cash.Without tying up

your other lines of credit.With the

Apple Card. The only consumer credit

card reserved exclusively for the

purchase ofApple Computers, peri-

pherals and software.

Like all our products, it works

simplv:

Fill out an application (short, to

the point and annotated in English)

at an authorized Apple dealer

honoring the Card. Your salesperson

will call in the application and in

most cases get an approval for you

right on the spot

You can then take your Apple

system home.You don't even have to

wait for the Card; we'll mail it out

to you. And bv the time you get it,

you'll probably be well into doing

whatever you bought your Apple

system to do.

There is no annual fee for the

Card, although a couple of restric-

tions do apply. The first purchase

must include an Apple Personal

Computer and you have to put 10%

down. And subsequent purchases

need to be at least $100 if made with

the Card. Oh, yes- you'll also have

a credit limit.

When you use the Apple Card to

make additional purchases, all vou

have to do is show the Card and sign

the invoice. As long as it's within

your credit limit, of course. Our

dealers get a little nervous when

someone signs for half their inven-

tory.You understand.

You'll also receive monthly

statements that include the latest

purchases, credit available, and the

minimum payment due. You'll also

be happv to know Apple Card credit

terms are affordable and the pay-

ments can be spread out. It's all

spelled out for you

at the time your Card

is approved.

So stop bv a participating

authorized Apple dealer and get

an Apple Card. Just think of it as

credit where credit is due.

Ove^ur^pydisks theboot
l. _n :. tuvAn^./hck Almost anvthine written forth

We call it the "floppy disk

shuffle." It happens when you have

two or more software programs on

floppies and you need to work with

both.What do vou do? You put one

disk in, boot it,' do your work, take it

out, put the other disk in, boot it,

do yourwork— you get the idea.

Well, you can stop shuffling any

time now.

Thanks to a unique new soft-

ware program called Catalyst"" from

Quark, Inc. Specially designed for

your Apple III and ProFile™ hard disk.

Catalyst allows you to take a

wide variety ofsoftware programs

and store them on your ProFile. Once

thev're on your ProFile, you just

select the program you want from the

Catalyst menu that appears on your

monitor— then Catafyst does the

rest. You'll never have to boot those

programs again.

What kinds ofprograms will

work with ProFile and Catalyst?

Almost anvthing written for the

Apple III including copy-protected

programs likeYisiCalc? Quick File™

andAppleWriter HI. Or languages like

Pascal BASIC, or COBOL
And once you've loaded these

programs into your ProFile, the only

diskette you may ever need is the

Catalyst.

So ifvou have an Apple III and a

ProFile and more floppies than you

care to flip through, get yourself a

Catalyst. And boot those disks for good

! : —:—:—: T". „ , -i. Ri i ikxii. -*. •«iHi»fk nf AimU" ( /minuifr Inc

W».r^°>V.*Con>.1«^°'"^



Sharp PC-5000, continued...

function since the 8088 requires more
power and runs hotter than the CMOS
circuitry, so it is desirable to use the
8088 only for essential functions. (See
Figure 2.)

Also on the inside are the printer
controller, LCD display controller, and
keyboard interface.

Connectors are provided on the back
of the PC-5000 for cassette cables, ex-
ternal bus, RS-232, modem, and AC
power supply.

The PC-5000 can operate on either anAC power supply (which doubles as a
charger) or an internal lead acid battery
Acid, acid? Why not NiCad like every-
one else uses? Several reasons. First, an
acid battery has a much longer shelf life
than a NiCad. Second, it is smaller and
lighter for the same power output. And
third, it charges faster.

The battery provides eight hours of
continuous run time—slightly longer if
the machine is used intermittently. A
full recharge takes about four hours. As
mentioned, a red LED indicates when
the battery is getting low. For the user
on the move, an extra battery is prob-
ably a smart buy.

Bubble Memory Or Floppy Disk?
The PC-5000 has two types of ex-

ternal memory available, bubble mem-

?e
n
niu/n

ck
t

ofth
ff

c'5000 " the on/°ff™^ °»<i™™S5mS53!5!serial I/O, external bus, cassette recorder, and AC adapter.

ory and floppy disk. Obviously, in the
portable mode of operation, bubble
memory is the only choice. Each 2*
square cartridge holds 128K, and pre-
programmed bubble cartridges can con-
tain applications programs or different

versions of the operating system.
To the operating system, the bubble

cartridge looks just like a double-density
single-sided disk drive. MS-DOS rec-
ognizes the bubble cartridges as device A
and B. Data is stored 512 bytes per sec-

ALF COPY SERVICE
1 31 5F Nelson Street Denver, CO 8021

5

(303) 234-0871

FAST • RELIABLE • LOW COST
If you produce software, ALF's disk copying service is the auirk
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BLANK DISKS
ALF buys large quantities of

disks for our disk copying service—
and we can pass our savings on to
you. If you're buying hundreds of
disks, ALF is your ideal source for
top quality disks at a reasonable
price. We buy our disks in bulk
packages, avoiding the expense of
fancy printing and labeling.
The disks listed below are 5 1/4",

single sided, double density (except
as noted), unlabeled, with hub re-

inforcement ring. Other disks are
available, call for details.

3M
MEMOREX
NASHUA
NASHUA
(single density)

VERBATIM
Without sleeves: add $2.50

shipping per 100.

With tyvek sleeves: add $7 plus
$2.50 shipping per 100.

Packed in boxes of 10 with tyvek
sleeves: add $15 plus $3.00
shipping per 100.

$165 per 100

$165 per 100

$160 per 100
$140 per 100

$190 per 100
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Now NRI takes you inside the new
TRS-80 Model 4 microcomputer with
disk drive to train you at home as the
new breed ofcpmputer specialist!

NRI teams up with Radio Shack
advanced technology to teach you
how to use, program and service
state-of-the-art microcomputers,

It's no longer enough to be just

a programmer or a technician. With

microcomputers moving into the

fabric of our lives (over 1 million

of the TRS-80™ alone have been

sold), interdisciplinary skills are

demanded. And NRI can prepare

you with the first course of its

kind, covering the complete

world of the microcomputer.

Learn At Home
In Your Spare Time

With NRI training, the programmer

gains practical knowledge of hardware to

design simpler, more effective programs.

And, with advanced programming skills,

the technician can test and debug systems

quickly and easily.

Only NRI gives you both kinds of

training with the convenience of learning

at home. No classroom pressure, no night

school, no gasoline wasted You learn at

your convenience, at your own pace. Yet

you're always

backed by the NRI

staff and

Now traintaw induda either the TUS-flO Model 4
Microcomputer with Disk Drive or TRS-80 Color

Computer with Computer Access Card; profa-
sioadtX»midonieter;thrWMscoveryUb;and
I—

i

dnd» ofdmiomtrthMi
(TB-80 a l trademark of the Radio Slack division of Italy Cop.

)

instructor, answering questions

and giving you guidance.

TRS-80, Model 4 plus Disk Drive
to Learn on and Keep

NRI training is hands-on training

with practical experiments and demonstra-

tions. You not only learn to program your

computer, you learn all about it. . . how cir-

cuits interact. . . interface with other systems

. . . gain a real insight into its nature. Under

NRI s carefully planned training, you even

install a disk drive, verifying at each step

its operation.

You also work with a professional

4-function, 3te digit digital multimeter and

the NRI Discovery Lab* performing over 60

separate experiments. Both microcomputer

and equipment come as p
part of your training for

you to use and keep.

Same Training

Available with
Color Computer

NRI offers you the

opportunity to train with

the TRS-80 Color Com-

puter as an alternative to

the Model 4. The same

technique for getting in-

side is enhanced by using

the new NRI-developed

Computer Access Card.

Only NRI offers you a

choice to fit your specific

training needs.

The Catalog is Free.

The Training Is Priceless.

Get all the details on this exciting

course in NRI's free, 104 page catalog. It

shows all equipment, lesson outlines, and

facts on other electronics courses such as

Electronic Design, Industrial Electronics,

Video/Audio Servicing. . . 12 different career

opportunities in all.

Keep up with the latest technology as

you learn on the latest model of the world's

most popular computer. If coupon has been

used, write to NRI Schools, 3939 Wisconsin

Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20016.

NRI Schools

McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

iW Wisconsin Avenue

Washington. DC 20016

We'll give you tomorrow?

The catalog Is free.

The training Is priceless.

Please check for one free catalog only

D Computer Electronics including

Microcomputers

D Color TV. Audio, and Video System Servicing

Electronics Design Technology

D Digital Electronics

D Communications Electronics • FCC Licenses

• Mobile CB • Aircraft • Marine

Ail career courses

approved under (il hill

Dt:hrck(ord«uil»

D Industrial Electronics

D Basic Electronics

D Small Engine Servicing

Appliance Servicing

D Automotive Servicing

G Auto Air Conditioning

D Air Conditioning. Heating.

Refrigeration. & Solar Technology

D Building Construction

(Please Print) Mf

Cm Stale Zip

Accredited hi the Accrediting < ornmosKW of ihr National Home Study Council 175-014



Sams answers all

your questions.
Sams introduces two new books
on the new Apple lie** computer. So if

you're new to Apple lie programming,
Sams has the answers you ve been
looking for.

For a detailed understanding of

Applesoft programming, start with

APPLESOFT FOR THE APPLE lie. Brian

and George Blackwood, authors of

Sams APPLESOFT LANGUAGE, wrote

this book especially for new Apple He
owners. Read it and you'll guickly learn

Applesoft syntax, programming
tecnnigues, commands, functions, and
more. You get all this for only $1 9.95.

And that's a value you won't find in any
other He Applesoftbook around.

Sams APPLE lie PROGRAMMER'S

REFERENCE GUIDE is a must for He

owners of all experience levels. It

provides quick answers to your
day-to-day programming questions.

And includes short applications and
demonstration programs written in

Apple BASIC and 6302 assembly
language. Written by David L.

Heiserman.

So when it comes to your Apple lie

guestions, Sams answers with

APPLESOFT FOR THE lie, No. 22259,
$19.95, and APPLE lie PROGRAMMER'S
REFERENCE GUIDE, No. 22299, $19.95.

Buy yours today! Or call

Operator 471 at 31 7-298-5566 or

800-428-SAMS

SAMS
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

4300 Wfest 62nd Street • P.O. Box 7092 • Indianapolis, IN 46206

Offer good in U.S.A. only. Prices subject to change without notice. In Canada, contocl Lenbrook Electronics, Markhom, Ontorio L3R 1 H2.

Apple lie is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

CIRCLE 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD
AD471
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When IBM
Delivers Its New

Computer,
Sams

Will Have It

Covered.
Soon IBM* will release a new computer. And

once it's out, you'll be able to read all about

it in a new series of Sams books.

One book, a User's Guide, will answer the

questions you may have on the new IBM

computer. You'll learn all the basic operating

procedures, how to buy the right software,

and how you can expand the system. Plus

many other valuable programming tips.

Another one will introduce you to the new

IBM's graphics capability. It will cover

everything you'll need to know to program

graphics including the commands,

functions, software, and more.

A third book in the series will explain how

to operate the new IBM in general, and by

each hardware component. Its many 4-color

illustrations will also show you how to

connect the computer to the rest of the

system, and how each function entry looks

on screen.

Watch for Soms new IBM computer books.

Coming soon to your local computer and

book stores.

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

4300 West 62nd Street

P.O. Box 7092
Indianapolis, IN 46206

IBM • a registered trademark of International Business Machines. Inc

CIRCLE 233 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AD475



ystem Saver didn't become the
Apple's number one selling*
~~ipheral by being just a fan.

What made over 100,000 Apple" owners fall inlove with System Saver? The answer is simple
It s the most versatile, most convenient, most
useful peripheral ever made for the Apple.

System Saver filters out damaging AC line
noise and power surges.
70-90% of all microcomputer malfunctions can be
traced to power line problems* * Problems your
System Saver guards against.

Power line noise can often be interpreted as data
This confuses your computer and produces system
errors. Power surges and spikes can cause severe
damage to your Apple's delicate circuitry and lead
to costly servicing.

System Saver clips surges and
spikes at a 130 Volts RMS/175
Volts dc level. A PI type filter

attenuates common and
transverse mode noise by a
minimum of 30 dB from 600
kHz to 20 mHz with a max-
imum attenuation of 50 dB.
You end up with an Apple
that's more accurate, more
efficient and more reliable.

System Saver lets your Apple keep its cool.
Today's advanced peripheral cards generate heat. In
addition, the cards block any natural air flow through
the Apple lie creating high temperature conditions
that shorten the life of the Apple and peripheral cards

System Saver's efficient, quiet
fan draws fresh air across
the mother board, over
the power supply and
out the side ventilation

slots. It leaves your Apple cool, calm and running'
at top speed

SYSTEMSAVEH apple n

System Saver makes your Apple more
convenient to use.
No more reaching around to the back of your Apple
to turn it on. No more fumbling for outlets and cords
to plug in your monitor and printer. System Saver
organizes all your power needs.

So if you want to keep
damaging heat, line noise and power surges out of
your system for good, pick up the only peripheral
that's in use every second your computer is in use.
The System Saver. You'll soon come to think of it as
the piece Apple forgot.

Compatible with
Apple stand

j Please send. -SYSTEM SAVER(S). $89 95 each Total

!

PRINTER

It functions as a multi-outlet power strip with two
switched outlets. Plus System Saver offers the
ultimate convenience; a front mounted power switch
for fingertip control of your entire system.

•Softse) Computer Products Hot List "PC Magazine Match 1983
System Saver is UL Listed System Saver s surge suppression circuitry conformsto EEE specrflcauon 507 1980. CategoryA AvaUaiteVn 220/240^*s SJSTJb
CIRCLE 170 ON READER SERVICE CARD

|

Include $2 50 for shipping and handling

j

New York State residents add applicable sales tax

j

Check enclosed Visa D Master Card

I

Card No
Expires

Name on Card

Nam*

|
Address (UPS delivery)

I City state

I 251 Park Avenue South
I
New York. NY 10010

I 486-7707 Tlx 236200 KEN UP,

Zip Phone

PE2S KENSINGTON

"

System Saver is a registered trademark of Kensington Micioware LtdO 1983 Kensington Microware Ltd System Saver is patent pending



Sharp PC-5000, continued.

CE-IOOB
me BUBBLE MEMO

le 9

Photo shows bubble memory cartridge compartment with cover
open, three LED indicators, andpoor horizontal arrangement of
cursor control keys. Bubble memory cartridge is just over 2" square.

tor, eight sectors per track. Bubble car-

tridges are formatted as delivered.

Also like a floppy disk, bubble car-

tridges can be write protected by placing

a silver sticker on the right side of the

cartridge. Like floppy disks, bubble car-

tridges should be treated carefully and

kept away from strong magnetic fields.

Like a disk, it is sensitive to temperature,

and the bubble cartridge has a built-in

temperature lock that prevents operation

below 32° or above 104°.

The disk drive available for the PC-
5000 is the CE-510F, a double-density,

double-sided 5
1/," unit with a capacity

of 320K per disk. The drive, of course,

must be operated wih AC power and is

not portable.

Built-in Printer

The printer built into the PC-5000 is a

thermal unit which uses individual

sheets of either thermal paper or plain

bond. It is simple to install the printer in

the event it is not purchased with the ba-

sic unit. One cable connector, four

screws, and a platen feed knob do it.

In the thermal mode of operation, you
simply put a piece of thermal paper in

the printer from the rear, turn the knob
a few turns, and that's it. Paper loading

was considerably simpler than with the

thermal unit on the Computer Devices

DOT machine. An automatic paper sen-

sor halts printing when there is less than
1 " of paper remaining.

There is a contrast selector on the

printhead which can be used to adjust

for the best output.

The printer can be set for either 10 or

12 characters per inch. At 10 cpi, print

speed is 30 cps, and at 12 cpi, the speed

January 1984 • Creative Computing

is 37 cps. Thus a single spaced page

takes approximately two minutes to

print, not a speed demon, but no slouch

Like floppy disks,

bubble cartridges
should be treated
carefully and kept
away from strong
magnetic fields.

either. Moreover, the thermal mecha-
nism is whisper quiet. Four of us carried

on a normal conversation around a table

with the printer churning away in the

center, something you couldn't do with a

dot matrix unit.

To print on plain paper, a one-time
thermal ribbon cartridge is inserted in

the printer. In this mode of operation,

the printed image is burned into the rib-

bon and transferred to the paper. It does
not smudge at all and is similar to a

good Xerox copy. As with a photo-

copier, rag bond or textured paper can-

not be used; a smooth-finish copier

paper gives the best results.

The PC-5000 with optional 5 1/4"floppy disk drive.
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Sharp PC-5000, continued...

Although plain paper printing sounds
wonderful, we think that thermal paper
may be a better choice. Plain paper
printing requires a one-time ribbon car-

tridge ($5.99). Moreover, the ribbon ten-

sion must be carefully adjusted; Figure 3

shows the result of it being slightly

loose. Nevertheless, it is nice to have the

capability for the few things that must
be on plain paper.

The printer can print standard charac-

ters at 10 and 12 cpi as well as dot
graphics in the same density as the dis-

play (640 dots per 6.67" line). See Figure
4.

Operating System
The standard operating system in the

ROM of the PC-5000 is Microsoft MS-
DOS. The system must be started with

either a bubble memory cartridge or a
disk drive installed. Whichever is in-

stalled becomes the system unit. If both
are connected, pressing A or B selects

the bubble memory and C or D selects a

disk drive.

Upon a correct power up or warm
start, the standard MS-DOS v. 2.02 di-

alog is displayed along with the current

date. MS-DOS then looks for an auto-

execute file which, if found, is executed.

This is useful if you plan to use the ma-
chine mostly for word processing,

spreadsheet calculations, or some other

function. If there is no auto-execute file,

MS-DOS displays the standard A> or

C> prompt. You may then call up any
utility, applications program, or other

file.

MS-DOS has the expected utilities

(copy, format, directory, delete, rename,

PR1YHR Type
Capac i ty

Graph i

c

Speed

Paper

Theraal transfer aethod
80 chracters per line (19 ,-).».-..•( ~~ >• >

66 charcters per line < 10 characters oer mrh)
1 197 dots per I i ne
37 characters per second (12 character per inch)
30 characters per second (in *».«*»..««• -~- '•il

bbb dots per second (graphic)
Plain paper or theraal paper
(A4. Bb. letter size)

Figure 3. Print sample on plain paper shows partial type at the ends ofsome lines, the

result ofthe tension ofthe printer ribbon not being adjusted correctly. With the correct

tension, print quality is excellent.

S>M & •«RR
||::::::ii CZ - ":

:;

:.. o a aSHARPPC -sooaSHARP
PCZ -sooo

Figure 4. Printer is capable ofproducing dot graphics. This sample was done on plain

paper.

etc.). Specific to the PC-5000 are com-
mands to stop and resume scrolling on
the display, turn on printer echo (to turn

your PC-5000 into an expensive type-

writer), set printer cpi, set the commu-
nications parameters, and put the
machine to sleep.

GW Basic

As available on other 8088-based

computers, the PC-5000 has Microsoft

GW (Gee Whiz) Basic available. We
have reviewed this before and will not go
into the many extended features of this

outstanding Basic.

Variables in GW Basic can be integer,

single or double precision, or string. De-
fault mode is single precision. In our
benchmark, accuracy and randomness
were the same as the TI Professional and
Computer Devices DOT, and better

than the IBM PC. Speed was excellent

also. See Table 1 for some interesting

comparisons.

GW Basic has six Boolean operators

including xor, eqv, and imp. For pro-

gram chaining, it has common, chain,
and merge. For random-access data

Computer Time Accuracy
(Smaller is

better)

TI Professional 0:15 .005859375

Sharp PC-5000 0:18 .005859375

Computer Devices
DOT 0:22 .005859375

IBM PC 0:24 .01159668
NEC PC-8201 1:44 .187805

Tandy Model 100 4:54 .0000002058

With optional thermal ribbon, the printer can use plain bond paper as well as thermal
paper.

Table I. Speed and accuracy of selected

16-bit and portable computers.
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Simulator II

Put yourself in the pilot's seat of a Piper 181 Cherokee Archer for an awe-inspiring flight over realistic scener
^y^rom New York to Los Angeles. High speed color-filled 3D graphics will give you a beautiful panoramic vie-

as you practice takeoffs, landings, and aerobatics. Complete documentation will get you airborne quickly
even if you've never flown before. When you think you're ready, you can play the World War I Ace aerial battle

game. Flight Simulator II features include animated color 3D graphics day, dusk, and night flying mode*
over 80 airports in four scenery areas: New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle, with additional scenery

areas available user-variable weather, from clear blue skies to grey cloudy conditions complete flight

instrumentation VOR, ILS, ADF, and DME radio equipped navigation facilities and course plotting World
War I Ace aerial battle game complete information manual and flight handbook.

See your dealer . .

.

or wnte or call lor more information For direct orders please add $1 50 for

shipping and specify UPS or first class mall delivery American Express, Diner's

Club, MasterCard, and Visa accepted.

Order Line: 800/637-4983
CIRCLE 234 ON READER SERVICE CARD

oMJOGIC
Corporation
713 Edgebrook Drive
Champaign IL 61820
(217) 359-8482 Telex: 206995



Sharp PC-5000, continued...

files, it has FIELD, GET, put, LSET, and

ksi i . i sk calls machine language

routines, but there is no documentation

on writing machine language code. ON
KEY tests to see if a function key has

been pressed, and on comm activates a

communications trap routine.

An interesting statement we hadn't

seen before is option base which sets

the first value in dimensioned arrays to

either or 1. Arrays, incidentally, can

have up to three dimensions.

The graphics capabilities are extensive

and include pset, reset, and locate
(cursor positioning). CIRCLE automati-

cally draws circles, ellipses, and arcs on

the LCD screen.

The wait command halts program

execution until a specific bit appears at a

Limited sound
capability is available

with the tiny built-in

speaker.

port you specify. The manual admon-
ishes caution when using this command:
"Be careful! You could wait forever if

the bit you want doesn't appear."

Limited sound capability is available

with the tiny built-in speaker, beep pro-

vides a single tone while sound provides

a tone of any duration with a frequency

between 37 and 32767 Hz.

Word Processing

The standard word processing pack-

age supplied with the PC-5000 is

SupertVriter from Sorcim Software. We
have not evaluated SuperWriter in Cre-

ative Computing and were unable to con-

vince Sorcim to send us a manual, so

these remarks are based on a few hours

of use on the PC-5000 sans manual.
SupertVriter appears to be quite user-

friendly and inadvertently pressing the

exit key several times did not result in

the loss or destruction of anything vital

(like our text).

The package is completely menu
driven, and does not seem to burden the

user with extraneous or inexplicable

commands. The screen wraps automati-

cally and, no matter how fast you type,

does not drop characters (like some
other word processors we know). A plus

sign indicates the last character on a

screen line, a nice feature for keeping

track of imbedded spaces.

Curiously, the display does not scroll.

Instead, when seven lines have been

typed, the text jumps up five lines leav-

ing the previous bottom two lines as the

top two lines on the new screen.

72

One not-so-friendly feature is that the

cursor disappears if it is held down.

What is acutally happening is that the

cursor is moving in the direction speci-

fied, only to reappear when you release

the key. Reappear where? Well, as far as

it has traveled while the key was de-

pressed which might be three characters

away or 30 characters or 100 characters.

We quickly abandoned the cursor repeat

feature in favor of individual keystrokes

to move the cursor exactly where we
wanted it.

An insert mode is available but, as

mentioned earlier, the cursor does not

change size or shape, so you have no

idea whether you are in insert mode ex-

cept by looking at what you are typing.

Nevertheless, despite these minor

shortcomings, we judge SuperWriter to

be a good, solid word processor, and one

that is well-suited to the PC-5000.

Sharp tells us that before too long,

Easy Writer from BSG Software will also

be available in ROM for the PC-5000,

thus giving the user a choice between

two excellent packages.

Applications Software

Two other packages from Sorcim are

also available on a separate bubble mem-
ory cartridge, SuperCalc-2 and Super-

Planner. Thus for users with the need of

a spreadsheet, at least one is available

immediately.

In addition, Sharp informs us that 17

other software houses are currently

working to convert one or more pack-

ages to run on the PC-5000. Given the

host environment of MS-DOS and a

screen width of 80 characters, it

shouldn't be too long before many of

these packages are available.

Communications
Communications on the PC-5000 is

accomplished using the CE-510T
modem/dialer. This is a 300 baud direct-

connect unit with a built-in dialer,

speaker, and microphone. The modem
stores up to ten 16-digit telephone num-

bers which can be dialed automatically

by pressing one button. Of course, num-

bers may also be dialed manually. In

case of a missed connection or busy sig-

nal, a recall button is also available.

Unlike other modems, the CE-510T

has a speaker and microphone built in;

thus it can be used as a standard handset

or, when placed flat on a table, as a con-

ference phone.

To use the computer in a communica-

tions mode, a communications software

package, SuperComm by Sorcim, is pro-

vided with the basic unit. The modem,
however, is not included with the com-

puter; it is an extra cost ($349) item.

Documentation
Documentation with the PC-5000

consists of a User's Guide, Basic man-

ual, and manuals for SuperWriter and

SuperComm.
We had preliminary documentation

with our evaluation unit so we can com-

ment only on the content of the manuals

and not their final appearance or size.

The User's Guide has seven chapters

and seven appendices. The chapters

cover the components of the PC-5000,

setting up, installing the options, starting

up, installing and using the printer, and

a very long chapter (more than 60% of

the manual) on MS-DOS. The manual is

comprehensive, clear, and well-illus-

trated with scores of photos and

diagrams.

Optional modem fits into the lid of the case. It doubles as a portable conference
telephone.
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ive preschoolers a head start in basic skills with

these total learning programs!

Here's a fresh, exciting way to treat 3- to 6-year-olds to a

wonderland of learning. . .and help them discover import

need toconcepts - Shapes, Opposites. Numbers and ABC's - they'll

succeed in school.

These 4 delightful programs for the Apple* Personal Computer are

chock-full of Stickybears.™ plus dozens ofcharming critters, ice-cream

colors, music . . .plus the most advanced animation ever for the Apple-

all created by world-famous children's illustrator. Richard Hefter.

Each program includes a full-color poster, stickers. Parent's Guide,

lus 32-page hardcover book - to help bridge that critical gap between

ks and computer!
"

Look for Stickybear software in finer computer stores everywhere.

Or. call toll-free 800-852-5000.

Dept. AC-2. Only $39.95 each

Pick a Shape. Find a Shape. Correct

answers make animated pictures

come alive.

Stickybear Opposites
Big. colorful animated pictures -

Stickybears. unicydes. balloons,

more - teach opposites. Up/down,
full/empty, in front/behind, more.

StickybearABC Award-Winner
Full-screen, full-color animated
pictures represent each letter In

the alphabet.

Stickybear Numbers
Colorful moving objects - trucks,

ducks, planes, more - teach num-
bers and counting. Over 250 pic-

ture combinations.

Runs on Apple II or Apple II ->- with

48K and one disk drive. 3 3 DOS; and
Apple lie 01 Apple III.

Stickybear Is a registered trademark of

Optimum Resource. Inc. Apple and
Apple II. II + . lie and III are registered

trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.

Created by Richard Hefter. Janie and
Steve Worthington and Spencer Howe
for Optimum Resource. Inc.

WeeklyReader
Family Software

iN&

AM28L2
A division of Xerox Education Publications

Middletown.CT 06457

CIRCLE 231 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Sharp PC-5000, continued...

The Basic manual is the usual

Microsoft GW Basic manual customized
for the PC-5000. It has six chapters

covering editing, structured program-
ming (aw, come on now), statements,

commands, and functions. As we've said

before, this is not a substitute for a good
Basic programming text, but mainly is a
reference guide to the particular
implementation.

Service

Service, if needed for the PC-5000, is

available from most (but not all) selling

dealers. More interesting is a program
called EXTRA (Extended Time Re-
placement Agreement) available to ei-

ther the dealer or end user. This
provides three options: (1) mail or carry

in to one of the five Sharp regional ser-

vice centers for repair, (2) Over-the-

counter exchange at a regional center,

and (3) next business day replacement
direct from Sharp.

EXTRA also gives the user access to a

toll-free telephone line for hardware and

"nmNETWORK
Buy Hardware Software at Wholesale,

And Save On Software Rentals,
As A NETWORK™MemberOnly!

Save hundreds of dollars when
you buy DIRECT from America s

Number 1 Computer Buying Ser-

vice at just 8°o above DEALER
WHOLESALE PRICES, plus
shipping.

Receive The Personal Computer
NETWORK s Giant Catalog featur-

ing thousand of products and the
lowest prices on the widest selec-
tion of computer products in

the nation!

RENT BEFORE YOU BUY—
Members are eligible to join The
NETWORK s Business and Game
Software Rental Libraries for a
much smaller fee than other soft-

ware rental services And The NET-
WORK s rental charges are far less
— just 20-25% of the Member
WHOLESALE PRICE!

Join The NETWORK today for as
low as '8 for one year (or '15 for

two years) and receive these 10
exclusive money-saving benefits:

I. REAL BUYING CLOUT
2 SHOP AT-HOME CATALOG
3 EXPERT CONSULTANTS
4 INSURED FAST DELIVERY
5. BUSINESS SOFTWARE RENTALS'
6. GAME SOFTWARE RENTALS -

7. SPECIAL SAVINGS BULLETINS
8 DISCOUNT COMPUTER BOOKS
9. MEMBERSHIP GUARANTEE

10. PRODUCT GUARANTEE

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL VIP PLAN'

PORTABLES!
Retail Whotoiile

NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS
NEC 8201 Notebook 799
16KHAM 32K ROM, Text

Editor. Communications,
Basic. 8 Ime40-Char
Display

Epson HX-20
16KRAM. 32KROM MS
Basic WP Cassette Drive

1395 925*

M499 M049-

CP/M PORTABLES
Pied Piper
64K. 1Mb Floppy.

Perfect Software

Televideo Teletote
9 screen, 64K Z80-A.
1 368KDisk, WPCalc.
Graphics

IBM COMPATIBLES
Columbia VP
128K 9 Monochrome.
2 320K Floppies 128K CPU.
Perfect Software More

Corona PPC
9 Monochrome. 2 320K
Floppies. 128KCPU
4 exp slots. MultimateWP

Eagle Spirit

10 MB Hard Disk,

9 Monochrome. 128KCPU,
1 320K Floppy WP Calc

•NETWORK Members pay iust 8°-= over the

wholesale price plus shipping

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-621-S-A-V-E
IN ILLINOIS CALL (312) 372-4468

The Personal Computer NETWORK
, 180 North Michigan Avenue
| Chicago, Illinois 60601

Membership Validation No.: R989
You can validate your membership num-
ber and, if you wish, place your first

money-saving order over the phone by
using your VISA, MASTERCARD or
AMERICAN EXPRESS. Our knowledge-
able service consultants are on duty Mon-
Fri 8 AM to 7 PM. Sat 9 AM to 5 PM CST.

Copyright c 1983. PC NETWORK INC
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software advice. Dealers using EXTRA
can telephone a special number that will

download diagnostic routines into a

computer; we can forsee the day when
this will be made available to end users.

Pricing

The basic PC-5000 with 128K, MS-
DOS, SuperWriter, and SuperComm
sells for a suggested retail price of $1995.

Other components are priced as follows:

1 28K Bubble memory
Modem/dialer

$269
349

Printer 399

Dual floppy drive

64K RAM upgrade
SuperCalc/SuperPlanner

on 182K bubble

999
169

369

74

We see the most desirable configura-

tion for portable use being the basic unit

with printer and SuperCalc extra bubble

memory—total cost, $2763. If it is your
only computer, the floppy drives are

probably necessary, for a total of

$3762—rather heady for a portable com-
pared to the TRS-80 Model 100, but

quite a bargain compared to an IBM PC
or high-end portable such as a Gavilan

($4000 plus) or Grid Compass ($8500
plus).

The Bottom Line

Frank Barbosa, general manager of

computer systems at Sharp, confided to

us that they were having a difficult time

deciding how to position the PC-5000 in

a 30-second TV commercial. Now, hav-

ing used the machine, we see the prob-

lem. Is it a full-capability 16-bit desktop

computer in a compact package? Sure is.

Is it a notebook computer with full-size

features and power? Yup. Is it a state-of-

the-art machine with bubble memory,
nifty modem, big LCD display, and
whisper quiet printer in an 11 -pound
package? Right on.

That is not to say that the PC-5000 is

perfect. It isn't. The cursor control keys

should be arranged in a logical diamond
pattern. It would be nice if the LCD
screen were somewhat larger. The key-

board should have more support in the

center and the caps lock key should
give some indication of being depressed.

And the software packages should be

consistent from one to another.

But frankly, these problems are nits

against the astonishing capability, speed,

and memory capacity of the PC-5000.
Furthermore, Sharp is a large, profitable

company with an excellent service

organization. The outstanding use of
state-of-the-art technology coupled with

well-proven software augers well for the

success of the Sharp PC-5000. Would we
buy one? You bet! SI
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BASF QUALIMETRIC FLEXYDlSKS:
A GUARANTEED LIFETIMEOF
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE.

BASF Qualimetric FlexyDisks feature a unique lifetime warranty* firm
assurance that the vital informationyou enteronBASF FlexyDisks today
will be secure and unchanged tomorrow. Key to this extraordinary
warrantedperformance is the BASF Qualimetric standard...
a totally new set of criteria against which all other
magnetic media will bejudged.
You can countonBASFFlexyDisksbecause the Qualimetric

standard reflects a continuing BASF commitment to
perfection in magnetic media. One example is the
unique two-piece liner in our FlexyDiskjacket. This
BASF feature traps damaging debris away from
the disk's surface and creates extra space in the
head access area for optimum media-head
alignment. The result is a guaranteed
lifetime ofoutstanding performance.
For information security that

bridges the gap between today
and tomorrow, look for the
distinctiveBASFpackage with
the Qualimetric seal. Call
800-343-4600 for the name
ofyour nearest supplier.

&ASf=
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'Contact BASF for warranty details.

ferj/Z?/s/c

' £<?*•••;

ENTER TOMORROW ON BASF TODAY
W ? BASF Systems Corp , Bedford, MA

1



Howtogetintouch
KoalaPad TouchTablet

outs the controls

atyour

fingertips,

laint the screen with

colorful graphics or play lightning-

fast games with just a touch of your

finger. The KoalaPad'Touch

Tablet makes using your com-

puter more fun than ever before.

Just moving your finger across

he special touch-sensitive surface

controls graphics, game

commands, and much

more. It's a great way

to get the most out

of your computer

while you just sit

back and

^m



witfw

relax.The KoalaRad fits

comfortably in the palm

of your hand for easy use.

And once you have it in
Dancing Bear" brings

afunny, furry cabaret

star right into your
borne ubereyour
ouitprogrammedper-
formances will win
applause every lime

your hands, it's hard to

put down. That's because^

the KoalaPad does C w

much more than joysticksa
paddle controllers or the

"mouse!' Each KoalaPad
set is packaged with a KoalaWare'

graphics program

for creating beautiful,

high-resolution

graphics right on the

screen.

And that's

just the beginning

,*

Spider Eater"thegame thai

attacks musical education
with a voracious appetite,

taking a bile out ofthe task

oflearning the musical scale

computer.

There's a full line of KoalaWare pro-

grams to choose from

with a perfect

logo Design Master"
mm compmttrizH'
graphic design to help
children and adults learn
the basics ofprogram-
ming andprepare
for more adianced
tppUemtkmi

combination

of entertainment

and education.

Add a touch of

excitement today to your

Apple* Atari* Commodore*

orlBM'computer.

See the KoalaPad

Touch Tablet at the computer store nearest

you.lb locate the dealer in your area, call

toll free 800-227-6703. (In California,

800-612-7979.) <^>ttoa |a
Technologies Corporation

We make computing more personal."
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Spell/copter" lakes offinto
Ibe world ofspelling with
aerial acrobatics M
challenge young students

•Softwirc included wilh Timet) Tahiti varies with compuler t\pe

Spider Eater and [lancing Bear jr. trade

mirk> "I Kuala TtdmOapn Ok;
Spellrcocaer it a trademark <>t DMljil

Koala Technologies Corporation.

WO Pairick Henri lime

Santa Clara, ('.a 9SOSO



The MicroOffice
RoadRunner

creative

computing

equipment

evaluation

David H.Ahl

Apparently it is in vogue to delete the

spaces between two words. We have

been noticing this trend increasingly

with software packages. But now we
have the RoadRunner computer from
MicroOffice Systems Technology with

SuperCalc software. Well, perhaps we
are saving lots of bytes of memory
by not using those spaces, but,

frankly, we don't think readability

is enhanced. Be that as it may, the

RoadRunner is a new entry in

the notebook computer sweep-

stakes.

Like the Gavilan, the product

is being aimed primarily at

OEMs and large-volume end
users. It probably will not

be found on the shelves of

your local computer store,

at least not by the name
RoadRunner. However,
one or more OEMs may
well market the machine
through retail outlets.

On The Outside

The RoadRunner comes
in a compact package
measuring only 1 l.S"

and weighing five pounds. When the

display is opened, the machine automati-

cally comes to life with a high-pitched

beep and menu on the LCD display.

Opening the computer reveals an 8-

line x 80-character LCD display, a stan-

dard QWERTY keyboard
with 73

full-stroke keys and an extra row of 14

special keys at the top, and four small

plug-in slots above the keyboard.

The active portion of the LCD display

measures 1.3" x 9.3". It tilts back and

forth, but does not have a contrast

adjustment for the LCD elements thus

making it difficult to read under certain

lighting conditions. We were
told by



_ WELCOME TO APSHAI.
YOU'RE JUST IN TIME FOR LUNCH.

i^v

IB

« . -

Boy, have you taken
a wrong turn. One moment
you're gathering treasure
and the next you're being
eyed like a side of beef.

You're in the Gateway
to Apshai.'" The new cart-

ridge version of the Computer Game of the Year*
Temple of Apshai."

Gateway has eight levels. And over 400 dark,
nasty chambers to explore. And because it's joy-
stick controlled, you'll nave to move faster than ever

But first you'll have to consider your strategy.
•Game Manufacturers Association. 19*U

IHHHIHHHil
Is it treasure you're after? Or glory? You'll
live longer if you're greedy, but slaying mon-
sters racks up a higher score.

The Apshai series is the standard by
which all other adventure games are judged.
And novices will not survive.

They'll be eaten.
One player; Temple ofApshai, disk/cassette;
Gateway toApshai, cartridge,joystick control.

STRATEGY GAMES FOR TMACnONGAMlPlArW.
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RoadRunner, continued...

MicroOffice that production models

would include a contrast knob.

Characters are quite small on the dis-

play, about the same sire as dot-matrix

printer print. Characters are formed

within a 5 x 7 dot matrix with one row

of dots between lines; there are no letter

descenders. Thus, readability of a full

screen of text leaves much to be desired.

The screen has 64 x 480 individually

addressable pixels.

According to the published specifica-

tions, 255 characters can be displayed.

Perhaps so, but we ran a short program

to display all the CHR$ characters and

counted only 221 different ones.

Frankly, that's a nit since the Road-

Runner provides all the foreign letters

and graphics symbols you would ever

want.

Full-Stroke Keyboard
The keyboard has a good feel with no

give in the center. The keys are concave

sculpted with a matte finish. Alpha-

numeric keys are light tan with dark

brown markings while control keys are a

darker tan. This subtle color scheme is

carried throughout giving the Road-
Runner an attractive, contemporary

appearance.

Unfortunately, MicroOffice has fol-

lowed the IBM school of keyboard lay-

out, i.e., pepper the keyboard with extra

keys in unexpected places. Next to the

M on the bottom row, we expect to find

creative coreputing
HARDWARE PROFILE

Product: RoadRunner

Type: Notebook portable computer

CPU: 8-bit CMOS Z-80, 2.5 MHz
RAM: 48K (optional 16K and 32K

RAM packs)

ROM: 16K

Keyboard: 73 full-stroke keys

Display: LCD, 8 lines x 80 characters

Graphics: 64 x 480 pixels

Ports: Bus extender, RS-232, modem

Dimensions: 1 1.5" x 7.8" x 3"

Documentation: User's Guide

Summary: Notebook portable with

removable memory
cartridges, 8-hour battery

pack, and CP/M built in.

Basic, spreadsheet, and
text editor available.

Price: SI 695

Manufacturer:
MicroOffice Systems

Technology, Inc.

35 Kings Highway East

Fairfield. CT 06430

Cursor control keys are arranged in a

logical pattern, but unfortunately the up

cursor key is where the question mark is

usually found.

a left arrow, right arrow, question mark,

and shift. The RoadRunner puts the up

cursor key in place of the question mark

(the other three cursor keys are to the

right of the spacebar). It is nice that the

cursor keys are in a logical pattern, but

what an ill-chosen location!

The CMD (control) key is under the

right shift and is all-too-easy to press

inadvertently bringing on all kinds of

undesirable results.

On the other hand, millions of people

tolerate, perhaps even like, the keyboard

on the IBM PC, so perhaps we are being

overly harsh toward this one. Acutally,

it is more standard than that on the IBM
PC, so it is likely that RoadRunner users

will adjust after a week or two.

On the top row are several special

keys including help, save, and menu
(functional in most software packages).

Next come eight function keys which

have default meanings in most software

packages, but which also can be set by

the user from either Basic or CP/M.
Keys to delete, insert, and exit programs

are to the right of the top row.

Memory Cartridges

The standard RoadRunner comes

with a 16K of ROM and 48K of RAM
built in. The built-in ROM contains a

CP/M-compatible operating system, and

editing, scheduling, phone directory, and

terminal emulation (DEC VT100)
software.

Four slots labeled A to D are pro-

vided above the keyboard into which

memory cartridges can be plugged. Car-

80

tridges can be blank or contain software.

Currently available are 16K blank car-

tridges; 32K and 64K ones are promised

later.

Each cartridge measures just 2.5"

square and weighs one ounce. It contains

CMOS memory and a lithium battery

which will keep the memory refreshed

for five years.

Software packages such as Microsoft

Unfortunately,
MicroOffice has
followed the IBM

school of keyboard
layout.

Basic and Sorcim SuperCalc are also

available on cartridge.

Each of the four slots is addressed just

as though it were a disk drive. Although

a 37-pin bus connector is accessible at

the back of the machine, no floppy disk

unit is available or even promised for the

RoadRunner. The design philosophy

seems to be that if you need a disk unit,

the RoadRunner can easily be connected

to another machine—we saw it done

with an IBM PC—and data up- and

down-loaded through the RS-232 port.

On The Inside

The RoadRunner uses a CMOS ver-

sion of the Z80A running at 2.5 MHz.
Thus, we would expect performance

similar to the NEC 8201 and, indeed,
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etchaCam Play Just One!

Drol

TM

You will soon come to expect the unexpected
in the hilarious and challenging underground
dream world of Drol. A little red-headed girl and
her propeller-beanied brother have been lured by
a witch doctor's curse into the multi-leveled ruins of
a lost civilization. It's your task— as a hero equipped
with a rocket backpack and full-screen radar scope—
to dodge hopping scorpions, monsters and snakes, fly-

ing turkeys, swords, daggers, arrows, magnets, witch
doctors, and vacuum cleaners(l) in your attempts to rescue the children
and reunite them with their mother. Each new level of game play is
full of surprises.

Drol's wry sense of humor and amazingly detailed cartoon im-
agery, make this game a charmer!

For the Apple 11/11 + /He, Atari, and Commodore 64 home com-
puters in disk format.

Gumball
TM

r

,

Hours of fun await you at the Sticky
Sole Gumball Factory— where you'll be work-
ing against the clock to sort a tasty collec-

tion of colorful gumballs.
Your job may seem sweet at first, but after

you've discovered the explosive-laced gumballs
(placed by over-zealous dental assistants) or met

your irritating supervisor (who is eager to undo your best efforts), you may feel
that you have bitten off more than you can chew.

If, against all odds, you meet your day's quota, you'll be promptly rewarded
with a promotion (to a more challenging position) and an amusing cartoon show-
ing your higher standard of living.

Gumball— a new fast action game filled with colorful and delicious surprises.
For the Apple 11/11 + /He.

Irresistible Fun From Broderbund!
Ask your Brederbund dealer for Sneak Previews.

Broderbund Software
Discover the Difference

17 PAUL DRIVE, SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA 94903
Apple ll/ll + /lie. Atari, and Commodore 64 are trademarks ol Apple Computer, Inc., Atari, Ine , Commodore Electronics Ltd , respectively.
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RoadRunner, continued.

The MicroOffice RoadRunner opened up.

In the foreground area battery pack and
two memory cartridges.

the time to run our standard benchmark
was virtually identical.

The machine has a real-time clock

which can be programmed to "wake up"
the computer at a specified time.

Connectors are provided in the rear of

the unit for the main bus (for parallel de-

vices, but alas, no printer interface is

available), RS-232 serial devices, and
modem module.
A battery compartment holds a re-

movable 10-ounce NiCad battery pack.

The RoadRunner will run approxi-

mately eight hours on a fully-charged

battery which we are told will recharge

"overnight;" no exact time is given.

Communications
A compact modem module which

plugs into the back of the machine is

available. It is a 300-baud direct-connect

modem with auto-dial, auto-answer, and
a wake-up mode of operation. This

means, for example, that the computer
could be set to wake up at 2:00 a.m. and

82

send the daily sales report back to the

computer at the home office.

Built in to the operating software is a

terminal emulation mode which imitates

a DEC VT100 terminal. In this mode,

the computer can talk to many
timesharing systems as a hard-wired

terminal. It is not likely that one would

The machine has a
real-time clock which
can be programmed to

"wake up" the
computer at a specified

time.

wish to use the machine in place of a

VT100, but this is another way to up-

and down-load data from a larger host

machine.

Software
As mentioned, the basic RoadRunner

comes with a "CP/M 2.2 compatible"

operating system. Why not just CP/M
2.2? Because, we are told, the Road-

Runner operating system has a back-

ground print capability, and regular

CP/M does not. However, all (?) CP/M
software will run on the machine, as

long as there is sufficient memory.
The scheduling and name/address/

phone directory capability are similar to

those on the Tandy Model 100. We

When closed, the RoadRunner fits easily into an attache case.
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haven't found these especially useful,

particularly since they devour memory
like crazy, but perhaps other people do.
The DEC VT100 terminal emulator is

also built in.

Included with the basic machine is a
text editing cartridge, MicroOffice 100
Editor. This is a more than adequate text

editor. It is always in insert mode (like

the Model 100), but it has several un-
expected features such as character,

word, and line delete, and global search-
and-replace.

With the MicroOffice Editor, when
the screen is full, it pages up seven lines,

so the previous bottom line becomes the
top line on the next screen.

The definitions of eight function keys
can be toggled on and off on the bottom
row of the display. We found the func-
tions understandable and sensible, even
without an instruction manual (the ul-

timate test).

Microsoft Basic is available as an
extra-cost ($175) software package. It is

the standard Z80 implementation except
that the version we used did not have
on-screen editing. The folks at
MicroOffice said this may be available

later.

Sorcim SuperCalc is also available as

an extra cost ($275) option. We did not
have an opportunity to try it out.

MicroOffice tells us that many soft-

ware suppliers are planning to convert
their packages to the machine. The
availability of CP/M should make this

With the text editor,

spreadsheet program,
scheduler, and
communications

capability, you truly

have a portable office.

fairly easy, so we would expect to see

many more packages in the not too dis-

tant future.

Servicing

The RoadRunner comes with the
usual 90-day limited warranty. At the
moment, no field service facilities are

planned. Faulty machines must be
mailed back to Fairfield, CT for repair

or replacement.

Pricing

The basic RoadRunner with AC

charger/adapter, blank 16K data car-
tridge, text editor cartridge, soft carry-
ing case, and manual has a suggested list

price of $1695.

The modem module costs $240;
Microsoft Basic, $175; and Sorcim
SuperCalc. $275. For a limited time, the
RoadRunner plus these three extras (to-

tal $2385) is being offered for an in-

troductory price of $1895.
A 16K cartridge costs $90 and an ex-

tra battery pack costs $25.

An Office On The Road
MicroOffice positions the Road-

Runner as an office on the road, and the
description is apt. With the text editor,

spreadsheet program, scheduler, and
communications capability, you truly

have a portable office. With a weight of
only five pounds and the compact data
cartridges, you will be tempted to carry
the machine everywhere.
We wish the keyboard layout could

have been more standard and the display
could have been larger with more room
between the lines and lower-case letter

descenders. We would have liked a
Centronics parallel printer output too.

On the other hand, MicroOffice has
done most things right. Now, how do we
become an OEM so we can get a ma-
chine of our own? H?

f— RuSTA darns. (NFOWORU
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The DISK ENCRYPTION SYSTEM stands firm

against every kind of copy theft, memory
theft or dump. Interchangeable program ele-

ments and variable parameters (including

DOS-Ram protect) allow you to customize
literally millions of protection systems for

every program you write. FASTtOAD feature
allows you to load protected disks at 5000
bytes per second . . . FAST. Total program se-
curity for any Apple' (or Apple compatible)
with 48K Ram, DOS 3-3.

ONLY S60, plus S2 shipping and handling.

THE DISK ENCRYPTION SYSTEM
ONLY FROM:

WINNER'S CIRCLE
2420 Parker St. , Berkeley, CA 94704
(415) 845-4813

Apple is a registered trademark
of Apple Computers. Inc.
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DIGITAL BUILDS THE m
FINEST PERSONAL COMPUTERS

YOU CAN BUY.
And after you buy them,
nobody does more to make
sure you'll be satisfied.

That's because Digital

is the only major computer
company that supports its

promise of quality and
commitment to customer satis

faction with a comprehensive
investment protection plan.

This plan will minimize
your risk. Relieve your con-
cerns about owning a

personal computer. And it's

included when you pur-

chase any one of Digital's

Personal Computers,
including the Rainbow' M and
the new Rainbow 100+, from
a participating dealer, distrib-

utor, or Digital Business
Center.

Digital's Rainbow now
lets you run the widest
range of popular busi-

ness software—including
Lotus'" 1-2-3,™ dBase II,™

TKlSolver,™ and Multi-

plan.™

With Digital's Rainbow,
you can choose from hun-
dreds of different software

programs because only

Digital's Rainbow can run
these five operating systems:

MS™ -DOS, CP/M*-86/80,

Concurrent CP/M,*
and p-System.** That means
you'll have access to the

broadest array of solutions for

your business, today and
tomorrow

The new Rainbow 100+. More
storage and more main
memory.

The Rainbow 100 is

Eerfect for most businesses,

ut if you need more
power, Digital introduces the

Rainbow 100+. It lets you
store the equivalent of 5,000

typewrittenpages on a

built-in 10 Mbyte hard disk.

You'll also run the most
advanced business programs
faster and easier—thanks
to 128 Kbytes of main
memory, expandable to

8% Kbytes.

A wider choice of options

and accessories, too.

With either Rainbow
you get a choice of monitors:

white, green, amber, or

high-resolution, full-color

display. A choice of high-

quality printers. A graphics

option that lets you create

bar charts, pie charts, and
line graphs. And more.

Including personal
computer accesso-

ries and furniture
f

custom designed by
Digital to help you get the

most out of your computer.

Call 1-800-DIGITAL.
Ask for the Rainbow

desk and get more details

on Rainbow and Digital's

Investment Protection Plan.

Not even the world's

largest computer company
gives you so much. But the

second largest does. Digital

Equipment Corporation.

"ComurrcntCP/M is .n.til.ihli- 1 lorn Dipil.il Research. Inc.

"y Svstem is.i trademark of Soflech Murosvstems, Inc.;

available from Doom. Inc.

Rainbow is a trademark of Digital I quipmvnl

Corporation.
1-2-3 and lotus an- trademarks of Lotus

Development Corporation
dBase II is a trademark of Ashton-late.

IK'SolviTisa trademark ot Software Arts. Inc.

Multiplan and MS-DOS are trademarks ol

Murosolt Corporation
CP/M is j registered trademark ol l>ie,ilal Research, live

C Digital liquipment Corporation 1983.



AND NOW YOU CAI
BUY THEM

VIRTUALLY RISK-FREE.

BDBDDao

Investment Protection Plan
This comprehensive plan is included with the purchase of

ever)' Personal Computer Digital makes - including the Rainbow,™

Professional™ and DECmate™ II.

One-YearOn-Site ComputerWarranty.
Digital will provide limited warranty service including
repair and replacement ofdefective parts wherever
your computer is located in the Continental US.

One-Year Software Warranty.
Digital will provide limited warranty support for operating
systems including updates to selected operating systems,
documentation and replacement ofdefective media.

On-Site Options Warranty.
Ifyou add any of Digital's personal compi . ter options

( including printers ) at the time of sy> . :m sale,

these options will be covered by your one-year
On-Sitc Computer Warranty. Options purchased after

system sale are covered for 90 days.

One-Year "Hotline" Advisory Service.
Digital's toll-free "Hotline" Advisory Service will

answer questions about operating systems. Digital Classified
Software and general use. There's no extra charge, use

this service as often as you like during the warranty period.

30-Day Money Back Return Policy.
Covers your entire Digital system, including Digital

Classified Software and Digital options purchased at time
ofcomputer sale. Limited to one return per customer.

Offer expiresJanuary 31, 1984.

•^/ao*
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TheTcleram T-3000

creative

lomputing

equipment

evaluation

Within the past year, portable
computers have exploded onto the mar-

ket with such force, that many people

are reminded of the introduction of the

first TRS-80 and the Apple I. Already,

there is a handful of magazines devoted

solely to the portables.

I am not talking about the "sewing

machine" portables. Sure, you can

fold them up into one neat box.

But have you ever tried to carry

an Osborne from the gate to

your aircraft? The true port-

ables, notebook size units,

offer portability and
meet a user's mini-
mum needs.

Steve Arrants

All portables have one thing in

common—a fiat screen for display

rather than a CRT. Different

technologies are avail-

able, with LCDs
and

electroluminescent displays predominat-

ing. LCD display is found on the TRS-80

Model 100, NEC PC-8201, Epson HX-
20, Radio Shack Pocket Computers, and

other models. The sole exception is the

Compass Computer from Grid Systems

which uses an electroluminescent dis-

play. This type of display offers a superb

image, though the trade off is power

consumption. The Compass cannot op-

erate on batteries.

Perhaps the most obvious

thing differentiating the

various notebook

creative computing
HARDWARE PROFILE

Product: Teleram T-3000

Type: Notebook portable

System: CP/M, Microsoft Basic

Specifications: Z80LCPU, 64K RAM.
4K ROM 128K bubble memory.
4 x 80 LCD display, 5x7 matrix.

full ASCII keyboard, 16 function

keys. RS232C serial port. 8.75 lbs..

13" x 9.75" x 3.45". Articulating

display, communications software,

CP/M utilities.

Performance: Very easy to use.

Communications program is

excellent.

Ease of Use: Very easy.

Documentation: User's Guide CP/M
reference book are excellent.

Price: $2,495

Summary: You get a lot for the price,

but the competition offers more
for less. The bubble memory is

flawless, expandable to 256K.

Overall Mark: B

Manufacturer:
Teleram Communications Corp.

2 Corporate Park Dr.

White Plains, NY 10604

(914) 694-9270
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"The ONLY Book Club for Microcomputerists!"

Superior Performance!
Practical Price!
More programs, projects, ways to use your micro
for home, hobby, education, and business!

Select 6 Books
fr\r OfllV sO— (

worth up to S135.70)

im
1S3S

Lilt S19 95
1276

List $15 95

MACHINE i

ASSEMBLY ,'

LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING

1389
Lilt $15.95

Professional

PriiCramraing

Techniques

Slartiaft witk the

BASICS

1428
Lltt $17.95

Free guide to

BASIC Statements

& Commands

1466
List $17.95

Plus FREE For Joining

7 very good reasons to join
The Computer Book Club®

• Big Savings. Save 20% to 75% on books sure to increase

your computer know-how
• No-Risk Guarantee. All books returnable within 10 days
without obligation at Club expense
• Club News Bulletin. All about current selections— mains,

alternates, extra— plus bonus offers. Comes 13 times a year

with hundreds of up-to-the-minute titles you can pick from
• "Automatic Order." Do nothing, and the Main selection will

be shipped automatically! But ... if you want an Alternate

selection—or no books at all—we'll follow the instructions you
give on the reply form provided with every News Bulletin.

• Bonus Books. Immediately get a Dividend Certificate with

every book purchased and qualify for big discounts of 60% to

80%
• Extra Bonuses. Take advantage of added-value promo-
tions, plus special discounts on software, games, and more
• Exceptional Quality. All books are first-rate publisher's edi-

tions selected by our Editorial Board and filled with useful,

up-to-the-minute information
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P.O. Box 80 Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214
Please accept my membership in The Computer Book Club* and send the 6 volumes
circled below, plus my FREE copy of BASIC Statements, Commands and Functions,
billing me $2.95 plus shipping and handling charges If not satisfied, I may return the

books within ten days without obligation and have my membership canceled. I agree
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Teleram T-3000, continued...

computers from one another is the size

of the display. Obviously, there are
many other variables, but it is the dis-

play that one sees first. Some computers
such as the TI CC-40 have a single-line

display of 31 characters, some have a
four-line by 20-character display, while
several sport an eight-line by 40-charac-
ter display. In general, the later entries

have larger displays.

The Teleram 3000 is an exception. It

was one of the earliest notebook comput-
ers introduced. It hit the market back in

the neolithic age of portables, July 1982.
Yet it has one of the larger displays

—

four lines of 80 characters each.

That doesn't mean that it can be used
for graphics, however. The active area of
the display is only 0.8" high, hardly
enough for any kind of detailed plot.

Nor is it—or any of the notebook
computers—much good for screen-ori-

ented games. Even spreadsheets are a bit

of a problem—your window on the en-

tire sheet is very small.

The most ideal applications for a note-

book computer are light word processing
and communications. Although the
small display is a bit of a problem, it can
be largely overcome with scrolling. How
many times have you wanted to take
your Apple to the library while doing re-

search? How about writing an article,

story, letter, or memo while away from
the home or office? The small hand-
helds can not really do this. Notebook
computers can. Unfortunately, most
notebook computers are not, as yet, ca-

pable of true word processing. The
exception is the Teleram machine.

What Makes The T-3000 Different?

At 13" x 9.75" x 3.45" and about 9
pounds, the T-3000 is not the smallest or
lightest portable available. The display
of 4 lines x 80 characters in an 8.25" x
0.8" window is smaller than that of the
Model 100. Letters are formed in a 5 x
7 dot matrix and do not have de-

scenders. The display can be adjusted to

five different viewing angles, and there is

a contrast control so it offers good
visibility. The built-in 128K bubble
memory is expandable to 256K. This is

not RAM memory, but an emulation of
drive A under CP/M.
The bubble memory of the T-3000 can

equal the storage of one 8" floppy. It is

non-volatile, i.e., when the power is off

the data are permanently retained.

When not in use, the bubble memory
power is off, extending battery life. 64K
RAM, 4K ROM, and a low power ver-

sion of the Z80 microprocessor are stan-

dard. Here is where the T-3000 bests the

Model 100. With 128K of storage built

in, 64K RAM, and CP/M, the T-3000 is

a full-fledged computer in a small
package.

90

Teleram T-3000 with case, manuals and charger.

The keyboard has 83 standard keys,

including a 12-key numeric keypad,
which also functions as a cursor control-

ler, and 16 programmable function keys.

The keyboard "feel" falls somewhere be-

tween that of the Apple He and the Os-
borne I. There is little keybounce, and
the placement is intelligent. The func-

tion keys are preprogrammed with
CP/M commands and utilities. You can
reprogram keys with the K.EYDEF util-

ity. The cursor control keys are accessed
by pressing SHIFT lock to switch the
numeric keypad into the cursor mode.

The Teleram 3000
was one of the

earliest notebook
computers introduced.

A thoughtful touch, not found on any
other notebook computer, is the LED
indicators on the shift lock and caps
lock keys which are illuminated when
the keys are "on."
The power switch is located on the

back of the right side of the T-3000. It

also functions as another angle adjust-

ment for the display. On the back left

side is a standard RS-232C interface for

connecting to a modem or another
computer.
On the rear of the computer is an

interface bus called teleConnect.

TeleConnect is a high-speed parallel

interface which connects peripherals

such as CRTs, disk drives, and
Teleram's 3500 Office Station. This is an
"intelligent" interface, requiring little

set-up or operator intervention. When
power comes on, each connected device

is identified and logged-into the system.

They can be called into service via the

CP/M Assign utility.

Using The T-3000
Flip the power switch, and the T-3000

enters a self-test mode. In about five sec-

onds, the familiar CP/M prompt is pre-

sented. Choose utilities, M Basic, or the

teleTalk communications program and
begin. One glaring omission in the T-
3000 is the lack of a word or rudi-

mentary text processor. The CP/M
utility Ed is available, but using it for

text editing is more trouble than it is

worth.

Instead, I copied a version of
WordStar onto the bubble memory. (A
text editor is available with the Teleram
T-3100.) Had I needed a spreadsheet or
database software, I could have done the

same. Just connect the T-3000 with an-
other computer running CP/M and
transfer the software.

WordStar is not my favorite word
processor. Using it on the T-3000 made
me like it even less. However, it ran with
only minor problems, and I was able to

write some text with it.

TeleTalk
Included with the T-3000 is a software

package called teleTalk. This is an ad-

vanced data communications system de-
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.KEY YOURSELFm
INTO THE FUTURE

OF
MICROCOMPUTERS

TODAY.

Want to stay on the

leading edge of micro-

computer and elec-

tronics technology? You
can with Computers &
Electronics.

As a regular reader,

youll learn now to build

your own state-of-the-

art keyboards, modems,
graphic modules, and
voice synthesizers at a

fraction of what it costs

to buy them. Youll get

the first word on new
microcomputers, audio

and video equipment.
And you'll get expert,

candid opinions on
which new products are

worth buying.

By subscribing now
youll save money too.

Computers & Elec-
tronics can be yours at

up to 37% offwhen you
fill out and mail the at-

tached postage-paid
card

MAIL
THIS CARD
TODAY!

SAVE UP TO 37% ON

Com initers&Electronics

AND KEY INTO TODAY'S
TECHNOLOGY!

YES, Send me Computers & Electronics

12 issues 24 issues 36 issues

only $12.97 only $22.97 only $31.97

24% OFF! 32% OFF! 37% OFF!
Savings based on full 12-issue subscription price of $16.97.

CHECK ONE: Payment enclosed Bill me later

CHARGE MY:
American Express Visa Mastercard

Card No.. _Exp. date.

Mr./Mrs./Ms..

Address

<pka*c print full name) 8H583

City.

State. _Zip.

Add $5 a year in Canada. All other foreign add $8 per year Please

allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue.



signed for use with the T-3000 CP/M
operating system. Basically, teleTalk
provides "smart" terminal, auto-dial,

auto-answer, data capture and dump,
and error-checked file transfers between
the T-3000 and another computer
system.

Telephone numbers and other param-
eters, such as commands, key defi-

nitions, passwords, account numbers,
and baud rates may be stored in com-
mand files.

The data capture feature lets you cap-
ture data in a buffer and store it on disk
or in bubble memory. This is helpful if

you are connected to an on-line service
such as CompuServe where connect time
is charged by the minute. Using this fea-

ture lets you dial up, capture the needed
information, and log-off quickly.

This captured information may then
be edited or printed off-line. You can
also prepare a message or program for

uploading and use teleTalk to call up a
remote system and then send the file at

full speed.

TeleTalk is interrupt-driven. That is,

you can use it at terminal speeds of up to

2400 baud with no character loss. Slow
printers may be driven at higher than
normal speeds without data loss.

The file transfer capabilities are

impressive. The complete error checking
of the program assures reliable exchange
even when disk systems or operating sys-

tems are incompatible. Any file can be
transferred, including CP/M .COM files

and word processor text files. File size

can be as large as an entire disk—a fea-

ture most other terminal programs don't

offer.

Groups of files can be transferred at

one time, using a wild card file name. In-

stead of entering each text file name one
at a time, you just enter *.TXT. All files

with the .TXT extension are queued for

transmission.

TeleTalk consists of two files: the ac-

tual command file and a help file. The
help file is excellent, explaining all com-
mands and their variations. TeleTalk is

one of the easiest communications pack-
ages to use. I rank it higher than the pro-

gram available on the TRS-80 Model
100.

Documentation
The documentation consists of two

manuals. The first covers the use of the
T-3000 and its associated programs. It is

well organized, well written, and pre-
sented logically. The manual assumes no
prior knowledge of computer use, and
helps dispel first-time user anxiety. Al-
though some sections are a bit wordy,
you should be up and running in a short
time.

Also included is a manual on CP/M.
This is a mystery. The CP/M manual is

January 1984 c Creative Computing

very technical and could cause confu-
sion. I doubt that many of the business-
people from whom the T-3000 is

intended actually care to learn CP/M.

Cons and Pros
I have mixed feelings about this ma-

chine. The T-3000 offers a great deal of
power and storage. I think that includ-
ing MBasic, an assembler, and other
CP/M utilities was a waste of memory.
The user for whom the machine is

intended—the business user—will not
use them. It would have been much bet-

ter to include a text editor, a
spreadsheet, and memo/address pro-
gram. A built-in modem would also
have been a great idea. As it is, a Nova-
tion Cat acoustic modem is included,
making the T-3000 less portable. An-
other I/O port is needed, in addition to

the RS-232 and the teleConnect ports,

such as an external video interface or
disk interface. The price of $2995 is at

the high end of the notebook market.
I did like the articulating LED screen

which made it very easy to read. And
the CP/M operating system allowed me
to use a variety of software. The 128K of
storage is a great feature, though CMOS
cartridges seem to be where the market
is heading. The T-3000 is a powerful ma-
chine. It is an impressive machine. But

The T-3000 in its carrying case.

with the market advancing so quickly, it

is now possible to get similar features at

a lower price. But perhaps with a bit of
re-design and a drop in price, the
Teleram T-3000 could have a place in

the notebook market. 22

SOLID,OAK
SOFTWARE.

DISTINCTIVE COMPUTER FURNITURE.
FACTORY DIRECT.

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED.
All the peripherals you can buy won't help

the productivity of your computer system if

you don't have an organized way to utilize

them System VII Furniture gives you an
efficient comfortable workspace With the
warmth and beauty of hand-rubbed Oak

and the affordabihty of fact

delivery

Write us. or call our t<

a full-color catalog Send Si oO plus S1 00
shipping and handling S?
ed toward first purchase

call 1-800-547-8888 Dept g
PO Box :
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Cromemco
C-1 OSP

Updated software for the C-IOSP.

delivered to us as we went to press,

appears to offer significantly improved

performance. This review will give you

a good feelfor the system, but be sure

to ask for a demonstration of the latest

software before you buy.

David Hilton

The C-IOSP is the latest entry from

Cromemco, one of the oldest and most

respected manufacturers of small busi-

ness-oriented computers. This addition

to the low end of Cromemco's line repre-

sents a good value at $1785 for a bun-

dled package of hardware and software.

It also has some excellent features, and a

few not-so-excellent ones. Let's have a

look and see whether it might be the

computer for you.

Display

The CRT is a 12" unit coated with P-

31 phosphor. The image delay provided

by the P-31 is one of the best features of

the C-10. The character display is 25

lines of 80 characters each.

There are four character sets in ROM,
but the documentation lacks any in-

structions on how to get to them. The
pixel graphics mode provides a display

of 160 x 72, and full graphics mode of-

fers 720 x 384.

David Hilton, 503 '"olf View Dr., San Jos.-. CA
9M27.
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The character display is very clear in

the center of the screen, bleeding to a

slight fuzziness around the edges. The

edges of the screen display also contract

about !/g
" each time the disk drive is

accessed.

CPU
The heart of the computer is a Z80

microprocessor with a 4 MHz clock.

The standard configuration includes

64K of RAM and 24K of ROM. Res-

ident in ROM are a disk boot routine,

self-test routines, and the CROS, a

firmware resident monitor.

The main system unit sports a disk

interface port, an RS-232 port with a

DB25 connector, a computer port with a

DB9 connector, and the keyboard port,

which uses a telephone type plug. The
unit is not portable in that it does not

have handles, but it is certainly light

enough to be transported from place to

place when necessary.

Keyboard
The keyboard that is supplied with the

C-10 is also lightweight and compact.

The two rubber-tipped bolts which are

provided as height adjusters are inad-

equate, however. As the keyboard is

used, the bolts revolve and the unit

creeps away from the user. And since

they do not revolve in unison, they soon

get to be different lengths, which causes

the keyboard to rock.

I solved the problem by threading a

nut onto each bolt and using it as a lock-

nut to hold the bolts in place. I also

glued a piece of rubber to the bottom of

the keyboard case to help hold it in place

on the desktop.

creative conepatiRg
HARDWARE PROFILE

Product: Cromemco C-IOSP

Type: Business-oriented computer

System: Z80A, CDOS, 64K RAM.
24K ROM

Specifications: 12" x 10" x 16", 25 lbs.

Performance: Fair because of slow

disk drives.

Ease of Use: Very good with some
software packages.

Documentation: Adequate

Summary: Reasonably priced CP/M
system.

Overall Mark: Fair to good

Price: $1785

Manufacturer:
Cromemco
280 Bernardo Ave.

Mountain View. CA 94039
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The key configuration is the normal
QWERTY with some added features.
There are four cursor control keys in the
lower righthand corner. The tab key is

immediately above them, delete is in

an unusual, but not awkward, position
to the right of the spacebar, esc is next
to the Q. Below it is control (in red),

and below that in the normal position is

the shift key. alpha lock is below
SHIFT.

The equivalent of function keys is

achieved by striking combinations of the
number keys, control, and shift.
Other customizable features include

toggling of the audible click and chang-
ing the rate of auto-repetition. The M, J,

K, L, U, I, O, 7, 8, and 9 keys can be
made to function as a numeric keypad
simply by pressing control-shift-n,
and the shift key produces lowercase
letters when the alpha lock is en-
gaged. There is an undocumented status
line which appears at the bottom of
the screen when control-shift-s is

pressed.

Disk Drives

The disk drives are double sided, dou-
ble density 5'/," drives with a storage
capacity of 386K. each. They are reason-
ably quiet and generate very little heat.

The system can accommodate a maxi-
mum of two drives, and the operating
system automatically senses the number
of drives attached. All of the software
packages tested worked equally well

with either one or two drives.

Other Hardware
The CLQ is the letter quality printer

Cromemco sells to complement the

C-10. It is nothing fancy, just a solid,

reliable printer, which represents a good
value for the $795 retail price.

The optional second disk drive sells

for $595, an average price for additional
drives.

Documentation
All information about the C-10,

CROS (Cromemco Resident Operating
System), and CDOS (Cromemco Disk
Operating System) is provided in the
170-page user manual. The sections on
setup are excellent, and there are very
nice examples to follow for using the
utilities and a glossary and index for

quick reference.

The manual provides 35 pages of
setup information along with some good
advice on the proper care and feeding of
a computer system. This information,
along with a set of unique cable connec-
tors, removes the guesswork from the

setup procedure.

Some topics, however, are simply ig-

nored by the manual. For example,
when you do a dir on the distribution
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disk, you see EWS as system attributes.

In the attribute command section of the
manual, E, W, and R are described; S is

not. All of the hardware and software
manuals associated with the system suf-
fer from the fact that the development of
the system and applications software has
outstripped the documentation. Hence,
there are many undocumented features.
The user manual is devoid of technical

information. Cromemco apparently as-
sumes that the average C-10 user will

neither need nor understand the details
of the inner workings of the machine. A
technical manual is available to dealers
and owners who specifically request it.

Software

Software for the C-10 is of four types:
ROM code, operating system, operating
system facilities, and application pack-
ages. As mentioned above, CROS is con-
tained in 24K of ROM. It provides for

The damning question
is: why do the Master
programs jump outside

of themselves so
often?

examining and changing the contents of
memory, reading and writing to the I/O
ports, reading and writing to physical

locations on the disk, booting CDOS,
executing programs at the machine code
level, and running system test routines.

CROS also provides the user with the

ability to configure the I/O port connec-
tion so the C-10 can be used as a termi-

nal. CROS does not have a debugging
facility or any assembly language
features.

Also contained in ROM is the system
initialization sequence, which is run when
the computer is turned on. Part of this se-

quence sets the contents of RAM to EF
hexadecimal, which is a processor "Re-
start 5" opcode which causes the Z80 to

branch unconditionally to memory loca-

tion 28 hex. This RST 5 is the mecha-
nism for activating a feature of the C-10
which the user sees all too often while
running PlanMaster and WriteMaster.
the System Trap.

Like a wumpus in its cave, this cold-
hearted critter lurks within the functions
of the Master series. The Trap is ac-

tivated when the processor tries to exe-

cute an instruction outside of the body
of the currently running program. This
is fine. It protects the user from some
strange results when things run amok.

The damning question is: why do the
Master programs jump outside of them-
selves so often?

The machine code seems to have some
basic fault that causes it to try to execute
outside itself. Like the safety on a fire-

arm, this sort of safeguard is nice to
have, but you should not have to rely on
it. The operation of the Cromemco C-10
depends on the System Trap.

CDOS
CDOS is a CP/M look-alike written

by Cromemco specifically for their Z80-
based machines. Like CP/M, it includes
resident commands: dir, ren, type,
attr, •, print, and L. dir and L both
provide a list of the files on the current
disk. File size and remaining free storage
is displayed at the end of the file list.

REN and type are the same as their
namesakes in CP/M. attr is unique to
CDOS; it allows the setting and resetting
of file attributes; E for erase protectr, W
for write protect, R for read protect. The
aforementioned undocumented S is said
to be programmer specifiable.

The * command runs the utility called
Menu, about which more later. The
control-P printer toggle function of
CP/M is duplicated in CDOS in addi-
tion to the print command which is

identical to type, except that text ap-
pears on the printer rather than the
screen. These resident commands and
any runable program may be specified to
CDOS in upper- or lowercase.

CDOS has the built-in capability to

execute a program at boot time. The
mechanism is a special case of the batch
command: any time CDOS is run, it

looks for a file named STARTUP.CMD.
If one exists, CDOS processes it.

There is partial compatibility between
CDOS and CP/M. The manuals do not
list the conditions which determine it,

so compatibility must be determined
empirically.

Menu
Menu is the utility that forms the

heart and soul of the C-10 for the begin-
ning user. CDOS automatically runs
Menu when the computer is turned on
(after looking for STARTUP.CMD),
thus insulating the unsophisticated user
from the operating system. Two screens
offer the user 1 8 choices of programs to
run. A program not on the menu may be
run by typing in its name instead of a
menu selection number.

If a program is entered from the
menu, CDOS returns to Menu when the
program exits the system. Sometimes the
Master programs like to return to Menu
when they are not supposed to—that is,

when they don't feel like taking the user
through a System Trap. I found it nec-
essary to erase the Menu program from
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the disk to shorten boot time and elimi-

nate the penalty for reloading Menu af-

ter each command.

CopyDisk
CopyDisk formats and moves the sys-

tem tracks to a new disk, copying the

contents of the data tracks as an exact

image of the source disk. It cannot copy

withoi t first going through the format-

ting a.id sysgen stages, however. This

means that every disk in use has the sys-

tem tracks active and that disks are

reformatted often.

There is no real problem with this

procedure except that it means that the

total time required to run CopyDisk is

well over seven minutes. In a single drive

system, it takes even longer, because the

user must physically change disks for

each of the nine passes that it takes to

copy the whole disk. The whole process

is entirely too time-consuming to be

practical.

Fortunately, there is another utility

provided for file copying. CopyFile per-

forms the same disk-to-disk file transfer

functions as the PIP program in CP/M.
Wildcards are allowed, and files can be

copied in both single and dual drive sys-

tems. CopyFile is a nicely written pro-

gram that can be invoked with a

parameter string. It does, however, offer

the necessary prompting if it is invoked

withoi ' parameters. It is one of the nic-

est programs in the system.

ChekDisk
ChekDisk performs two functions.

First, it can be used to check for overlap-

ping files. The documentation states that

if overlapping files are found, ChekDisk

will inform the user of the appropriate

corrective action. I was unable to verify

this statement, because I never presented

the system with an overlapping file.

The second function of ChekDisk is to

read the complete disk while checking

"disk integrity." I assume that this

means it is checking for bad formatting,

bad address mark CRC errors, and bad

data mark CRC errors. I was unable to

verify this as well. The only error mes-

sage I ever got from ChekDisk was:

Home error: Driveb:, Cylinder, Surface

00, Sector 0a, Status-34. I subsequently

erased ChekDisk from all but the dis-

tribution disk.

Batch
Batch allows you to string together as

many lines of CDOS level commands as

you want. These commands are then

processed without any further inter-

action with the user. The user can create

files with the extension CMD as lists of

these CDOS primitives for future or re-

peated processing. Batch is not included

in all releases of CDOS.

Printer

Printer is an interactive program

which sets up the assignments for the

logical printer. It has pre-defined selec-

tions for a variety of printers, both par-

allel and serial. This is somewhat

confusing as the C-10 has only a serial

printer port.

Structured Basic

Beginners won't get into Structured

Basic very often, but for anyone who has

ever wanted something extra in his Ba-

sic, it is here: Tracing, built-in editing,

Boolean operators, long and short float-

ing point, while-end-while, extensive

output formatting, extensive I/O driver

control, partitions, procedures, error

handling, external library functions, the

list goes on and on—long enough to sat-
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isfy the desires of any Basic pro-

grammer. The 31 1-page Structured Basic

manual contains everything a user needs

to know about the language as well as the

only clues about the insides of the C-10

that you can find in the standard

documentation.

Bright

The normal video display of the C-10

consists of light characters on a dark

background. Both the intensity of the

character display and the intensity of the

background can be varied over a scale of

16 settings.

Some of these settings are not very

useful. Having both foreground and

background at the same setting makes

the characters hard to distinguish. On
the other hand, the display can be tuned

to whatever brightness and contrast suit

the eyes of the user and the ambient

lighting. Bright is the utility that makes

this possible.

Screen
The user who wishes to enter text into

the C-10, either as a document or as a

source code file for a language, has a

choice of two text input systems,

WriteMaster and Screen. Screen is a

quick, clean, and delightful two-dimen-

sional screen editor. It is several notches

above the typical line-oriented editors

often distributed by manufacturers but

not quite equal in complexity or func-

tionality to a full blown word processor.

Screen is the best all round "standard

equipment" editor I have seen. It main-

tains a banner across the top line of the

display which shows all the available op-

tions. As an option is chosen, the banner

changes to prompt the user for the cor-

rect input for that option.

Screen is also clever enough to protect

the unwary user who creates a file that is

too large for the available disk space.

Left and right margins as well as para-

graph indentations are selectable, and

the beautify command reformats the

text. Screen is another of the good things

in the C-10SP package.

MoneyMaster
Now we come to the biggies, the Mas-

ter series: MoneyMaster, PlanMaster,

and WriteMaster. MoneyMaster is a Ba-

sic program. It is also the one true

application program in the C-10 system.

It performs six financial analysis

functions:

• Stock market analysis

• Stock buy price analysis

• Bond yield-to-maturity analysis

• Bond buy price analysis

• Real estate after tax yield analysis

• Equipment purchase time until

break- even analysis

Each analysis is branched to from an
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opening menu. All necessary input for
each routine is prompted for and error
checked. Allowances have been made for
inconsistent input structures; where a
dollar amount is expected, for example,
the program doesn't care if a dollar sign
is typed or not. It is, however, possible
to overflow the capacity of the program
for handling out of range numbers. If
this happens, the program bounces the
user back to CDOS.
MoneyMaster is useful for getting a

sense of the growth or diminution of an
asset over time.

PlanMaster
PlanMaster is Cromemco's electronic

spreadsheet for the C-10. The user of
PlanMaster works within a fixed struc-
ture which is made up of ten plansheets
each of which is limited to 3 1 rows and
13 columns. The user may choose as
many of the ten plansheets as he wishes
for each plan. He may also choose the
number of rows and columns that best
fit his data.

The rows and columns always appear
on the display, but when the matrix is

printed out, only the labeled ones are
printed. Columns can range in size from
four to 16 characters wide, and each col-
umn can be declared to contain hexa-
decimal, normal, or scientific numbers.
In normal and scientific modes, the user
can select the number of decimal places
from the range zero to six.

Each of the ten sheets in each plan can
have one and only one define screen. The
user must design the plan so that he will

never need more than 24 lines of calcula-
tions for each 13x31 sheet. Fortunately,
cell values can be passed between sheets
in a single plan. If the definitions
calculate a number too large for the
size field selected, PlanMaster places

#### in that field on the sheet and
offers the user a chance to widen the
field.

The program is easy to use for those
whose requirements fit within the limita-

tions it sets forth. PlanMaster is, how-
ever, a flaky program. It hangs, for

example, if too many column widths are
changed without saving the format, and
it sends the user to the System Trap un-
der circumstances that cannot be con-
sistently reproduced. Occasionally, it

copies either too much or too little

information back and forth between
sheets in a single plan. Sometimes it fails

to read back in the data and format files

that it has just written out.

I suggest that those who choose to use
it follow the instructions contained in

the Help functions, as they are more cor-
rect and current than those in the
manual.

PlanMaster is suitable as a tool for

learning about spreadsheets. Its simple
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form allows for a steep learning curve
for the first time user. I suspect, how-
ever, that anyone who is serious about
using an electronic spreadsheet will want
to look elsewhere.

WriteMaster
By far the most worthwhile program

in the C-10SP package is WriteMaster.
WriteMaster abounds with helpful lit-

tle features which by making the pro-
gram more forgiving of the user's
mistakes, makes him more forgiving of
its mistakes. For example, if the user
runs out of disk space, WriteMaster dis-
plays the disk directory and leads him
through a deleting session that allows
him to clear sufficient space to save his
text.

In edit mode, single keystrokes pro-
duce boldface, underlining, and centering.
Among the most useful functions in-

cluded in the program are the find and

WriteMaster includes
several features which
are provided as extra
cost options on other
word processors.

replace commands. Using find or re-
place causes the 24 "function keys" to
be redefined temporarily for special use
within those commands. Wildcards are
allowed; (ANY CHAR fl);ANY SE-
QUENCE, for example, finds a string
when given only its beginning and end-
ing characters, set search sets sensitiv-
ity to upper- and lowercase and sets up
conditional groupings of characters to be
look for. not causes the conditions that
have been set for the search to reject a
string from a search rather than include
it. With combinations of these functions,
the user can perform such tasks as look-
ing for all three-character words that be-
gin with t but do not have e, a, or t as
their third letter.

WriteMaster includes several features
which are provided as extra cost options
on other word processors. Merge, for
example, allows the user to pick names
from one file and insert them in a
form letter contained in another file.

WriteMaster is used to set up both the
boilerplate and the data file. The merged
stream may be displayed on the console,
sent to the printer, or saved back on
disk.

Another useful command for those
who write books and long papers is the
index command and its companion
Mark-for-index. Used together, these

two commands can build an alphabet-
ized index with page number references.
This index is appended to the user's file

and can be edited just as normal text
would be edited.

WriteMaster also has the best docu-
mentation in the package.

Summary
The C-10 is a mixed bag. I gathered

the information for this review over
three months, during which time I was
given four releases of the operating sys-
tem and two different C-10 computers.
Why so many changes? Because I was
getting all sorts of strange results from
the system. Many times while using
WriteMaster and PlanMaster, the system
would hang, hit the System Trap, garble
and display, destroy my file, or retrench
to some lower level of code on the
operating system.

I did observe steady improvement
through the later releases of the soft-
ware, but I cannot ignore this general in-

stability in the system. I do not nor do
the people with whom I have spoken at
Cromemco know just how many of the
problems I experienced are bugs in the
software and how many are attributable
to hardware failures. Certainly, the lat-

ter part of the review process, after the
original system had been replaced, went
much more smoothly than the first part.
As far as I am concerned, WriteMaster

is almost reason enough to buy the ma-
chine. Structured Basic and the Screen
utility offer the user who wants to write
his own software enormous power. For
these people, an assembler and additional
languages are available as extra cost
options.

It is a shame that PlanMaster falls so
far short of the quality of the rest of the
system. It is definitely the poorest pro-
gram in the package.
The C-10 is also in desperate need of

communications software, not only of
the modem hookup variety but of the
system-to-system-through-serial-inter-
face-variety. I sat here for over two
months with four other computers
within arm's reach and several hundred
floppy disks and tapes full of software
but noway to get any of it into the C-10.

Conclusion
When I was a little tyke, one of my

favorite stories was "The Little Engine
That Could." I thought of it as I

watched one of the high-resolution
graphics demos on the C-10: a train was
chugging its way across the screen with
smoke pouring from its stack and the
whistle blowing. It occurred to me that
the C-10 is like that little train ... if it

could just throw off some of the dead
weight and get up a little more steam, it

could make it to the top. Kj
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LOWPRICES TO PROFESSIONALS WHOKNOW WHA T THEY WANTANDKNOWHOW TO USEIV
THE IBM-PC SUPPLY CENTER

eu • a kademan d 8U Corporation

256K

IBM-PC
System Includes

Two 320K Disk Drives by CDC
90 Day Warranty By Us

Call For Details And

Configurations

DRIVES

<§§>
N

CONTROL1

DATA OR london
320K 360K DS OD DISK DRIVES

Wim Oetaied hsWiaiion insiructions

60 Day Warranty by Factory AtAhorued DrsMutor

SafM«now &QOO
$239 For One
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HALF HEIGHT
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A Detachable
Replacement Keyboard

for Atari

creative

computing

equipment

evaluation

Commander Keyboard
It has been over four years since the

Atari 400/800 computers made their de-

but on the home computer scene. At

first, there was very little software. A
few games and a couple of educational

packages was about the extent of it.

Those who had foresight recognized that

the Atari computers were state-of-the-

art machines and began supplying

software.

Additional software became available.

More games, application software like

word processors, database programs,

and even a spreadsheet appeared. Sud-

denly, about two years ago the flood

gates burst open and a wealth of soft-

ware arrived for the Atari machines.

Now, over a thousand programs are

Arthur Leyenberger

creative. computing
HARDWARE PROFILE

Name: RCE Model #2400-1

Type: Detachable keyboard

System: Atari 4(Ki h<Mi

Summary: A quality separate

keyboard with many features.

Price: $199.95

Manufacturer:
Ralston-Clearwaters Electronics

530 N. E. E St.

Grants Pass, OR 97526

Arthur [.eyenberger, c/o Creative Computing. 39 E.

Hanover Ave.. Morris Plains, NJ 07950.

available which means that the Atari

user can choose from as much software

as just about any other computer owner.

The hardware story is a little bit dif-

ferent. At first, Atari was very tight-

lipped about their machines. In fact,

most people were unaware of either the

components that made up their home
computer or the power that lay beneath

the keyboard. Then, hardware modifica-

tions gradually became available. An 80-

column board, a voice synthesizer, and

even a couple of keyboards to replace

the membrane keyboard on the 400 were

made. This growth in aftermarket hard-

ware products was spurred on by Atari

themselves, who by then, published the

specifications and schematics for the

computers in the form of a hardware

manual.
Amid the recent avalanche of alter-

nate operating systems, resident mon-

itors, and memory cards comes a new

product manufactured by Ralston-Clear-

waters Electronics, the Commander
keyboard.

RCE actually makes three keyboard

products for the Atari 400 and 800

computers. Called the Commander se-

ries, a detachable keyboard (#2400-2), a

detachable keyboard with keypad
(#2400-1), and a separate keypad

(#2400-5) are available. The Model

98

#2400-1 is a full-stroke, full size key-

board containing the Atari special func-

tion keys, special macro keys, and a

numeric keypad on the right side. A host

of additional features have also been

incorporated into this deluxe hardware

addition to the Atari computer. Before I

describe them, let me discuss the way

the keyboard is installed.

I am not a hard core hardware person.

Sure, I have built a few Heathkits in my
time, learned digital electronics on my
own by experimentation, and am pretty

fast with a soldering iron. But I have a

general rule that I always try to follow:

if it works, don't fix it. So it was with

trepidation that I dared to open my
Atari 800 and install the RCE keyboard

interface. As it turned out, my fears

were unfounded. I am using the key-

board now to type this review and all is

well.

Installation

The first step in installing the Com-
mander keyboard was to read the five

pages of instructions to familiarize my-

self with the procedure. The instructions

looked simple enough. All I had to do

was follow along step-by-step and refer

to the easy to read diagram.

First, I placed the computer upside

down with the keyboard side toward me
and removed the five screws holding the

bottom cover on. Next, the speaker was

detached and placed out of the way.
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Three more screws, which hold the top
half of the cover on, were removed to
complete the disassembly.

Removing the top cover exposed the
mother and power boards containing the
ribbon cables coming from the existing
keyboard. The interface consists of two
sets of gold-pin connector plugs that are
attached to the existing keyboard jacks;

The Commander
keyboard provides

many useful
features at a

reasonable price.

two insulated alligator clips are attached
to both sides of a capacitor.

The cover was placed back on the
computer and the flat ribbon cable was
routed to the side and sandwiched be-
tween the 800 keyboard and its asso-

ciated cable. The speaker was
reattached, and the bottom cover fas-

tened with the screws. That completed
the installation and I was ready to try

out the new keyboard.

A total time of 47 minutes had elapsed
from the time I first began to unscrew
the bottom cover of the 800.

Operation
The detachable keyboard has a six-

foot cable terminating in a male plug.

Sticking out of the left side of my 800 is

a female jack. I chose not to install the
female jack permanently; therefore, it

simply dangles from between the top
and bottom halves of the computer
cover. Connecting the jack and plug,

turning on the power to the computer
and loading a Basic program revealed
that all was in perfect working order.

There are several useful features on
the Commander 2400. At the lower left

corner of the keyboard, are three keys
labelled L, S and R. These are macro
function keys and represent three sepa-
rate functions—list, stop/start, and run.
With a Basic program in memory, press-

ing the L key lists the program on the
screen. It is equivalent to typing L. or
list. In fact pressing this key actually

sends those characters to the computer.
The S key is equivalent to pressing

ctrl-1. If you are listing a Basic pro-
gram, this freezes the listing on the
screen. Pressing the key one more time
resumes the listing at the point at which
it stopped. The S key also temporarily
suspends the execution of a Basic pro-
gram or a directory listing when in DOS.
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The R key is a macro for the run
command. Pressing R runs a Basic pro-
gram that is currently in memory. It is

equivalent to typing R-U-N and pressing
RETURN.

In addition to having the separate nu-
meric keypad, which is handy for enter-
ing data, a built-in calculator is also
provided. There is a slide switch under-
neath the keyboard which enables the
calculator function. When switched on,
a green LED is lit and calculations may
be performed without disturbing your
program. Pressing the second = key
activates and initializes the keypad.

This calculator mode places a print
statement before the next entry so all

you have to do is type in your calcula-
tion and press = . The answer is immedi-
ately displayed on the screen—a nice
touch.

Comment
I have a few minor comments about

the Commander keyboard. The cable
that comes out of the keyboard is quite
thick. When I attached the cable plug to
the female jack that dangles just outside
of the computer, I noticed that it put
some stress on the ribbon cable. If I were
to have this keyboard permanently in-

stalled, I would certainly mount the fe-

male jack on the side of the computer.
The instructions provide details for do-
ing this.

I do a lot of word processing on the
Atari computer and have grown accus-
tomed to the placement of the keys. Al-
though I am not a touch typist I feel for
the right edge of the keyboard to find the
return, delete, caps, and cursor con-
trol keys. On the Commander keyboard,
the START, SELECT, OPTION, and SYS-
TEM reset keys are not separated from

the main cluster of keys. Also they are
the same size as the other keys. Hitting
the special function keys while typing
has not caused any problems because the
word processor I use does not recognize
those key presses. Accidently pressing
reset while programming, for example,
may have more serious consequences.
Overall, the Commander Model

#2400-1 is an excellent detachable
keyboard. It is easy to install, provides
many useful features and is reasonably
priced. The tactile feedback of the keys
is stiffer than that of either of my two
Atari 800s. In just the short time I have
been using the Commander, I have be-
come used to it and now prefer its feel. I

think the numeric keypad is great. It

really makes typing numbers much eas-
ier, and for those who can enter data via
a keypad without looking, there is a
raised dot on the 5 key for centering
your fingers.

There is one missing feature on the
Commander that I would have liked to
see implemented. That is to reverse the
function of the cursor control and
arithmetic keys. Instead of having to
press and hold the Ctrl key with any of
the cursor keys, the cursor keys would
be one-press keys. The arithmetic keys
would then require the use of the ctrl
key. This arrangement makes sense
given that the cursor keys are used much
more often than the arithmetic keys.

Is the Commander #2400-1 worth
the cost and time required to install it? I

believe it is. Although the addition of a
detachable keyboard to the Atari com-
puter is really a professional touch that
may not be required by everyone. If you
do a great deal of typing or entering
data, you should definitely consider this
quality product. 23

"Lets get one thing straight right off. lm the programmer, you rethe programmee
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Adding CP/M and extra speed to your Apple

The PCPI
Appli-Card

motive
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Microsoft has lost its monopoly on

CP/M cards for the Apple. At least half

a dozen manufacturers now offer Z80

cards for Apples; most are considerably

cheaper (albeit generally with far less

software and documentation) than

Microsoft's Z80 card. Moreover, the

new generation of fast Z80 chips, run-

ning at 4 and 6 MHz—two or three

times the speed of Microsoft's—has

spawned several new cards.

One of the available alternatives to the

Microsoft card for all forms of the Apple

II is the Appli-Card from PCPI, Per-

sonal Computer Peripherals, Inc. The

Appli-Card is available in 4MHz and

6MHz versions; the 6 MHz Appli-Card

is the subject of this review. As com-

pared with other CP/M cards, it has

several features of special interest in

addition to its high processing speed.

Features

The Appli-Card is effectively a whole

computer on a plug-in card. It contains

not only the microprocessor, but also

64K of RAM used for CP/M and the

running program. The 64K of Apple

memory is used only for drivers control-

ling input and output. The net effect of

this is that the available memory for

CP/M programs is about 57K—some-

what more than is available to users of

the Microsoft card. No use is made of

the additional 64K of memory on the

Apple He extended 80-column card.

The Appli-Card has been configured

to accept additional plug-on boards. At

the moment, the only such board avail-

able is a RAM extension, which can be

configured for 64K or 128K. of addi-

tional memory. The RAM extension can

be used as a RAM disk under CP/M,
giving either 64K or 128K of phantom

disk space. Since some of this space is

used for the directory, the usable space

Loftus E. Becker. Jr.. 3110 N St.. N.W.. Wellington.

DC. 20007.
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for programs or data is slightly

less—about 1 10K on the 128K. board. In

addition, software is provided by PCPI

to use both the 64K on the Appli-Card

and any additional RAM as a pseudo-

disk under DOS.
Finally, the Appli-Card provides sev-

eral interesting options for screen dis-

play. Users who lack an 80-column card

can choose between a scrolling display of

up to 255 columns per line and a 70-col-

umn display created using the high-

resolution graphics page. (Since the

Installation is not
difficult; nor is it well

explained in the
manual.

Appli-Card does not use Apple RAM
except for I/O drivers, there is no loss of

program space when this option is

chosen.) Hence it can be operated quite

usefully in CP/M for applications such

as word processing without buying an

80-column card for display.

The Appli-Card comes packaged with

four disks, two of which are superseded

versions, provided as "backups" to the

useful ones: a brief 28-page manual; a

copy of Murtha and Waite's excellent

CP/M Primer, and, thoughtfully for Ap-

ple II owners, a useful kit for easy in-

stallation of the SHiFT-key modification.

The disks are not copy-protected.

Installation

Installation is not difficult; nor is it

well explained in the manual. You must,

of course, plug in the card. In addition,

however, you must determine which of

many options (mostly regarding video

display) to choose for the installed sys-

tem. This requires first running a pro-

gram to configure SFTVIDEO, the

driver that runs the console output, and

then running a second program, IN-

STALL, to patch CP/M for the drivers

chosen and create a file containing those

drivers for loading at boot time.

Both programs are menu-driven, a

real blessing since the documentation is

quite fuzzy on these points, and leaves

many of the available options unex-

plained. In any event, however, you can

always keep rerunning the program until

you obtain satisfactory results. If you

dislike experimentation, you should pur-

chase the card from a dealer who will

hold your hand through the installation

process.

Supplied Programs
In addition to the programs provided

for installation, the Appli-Card comes

with nine standard Digital Research

utilities: ASM (the 8080 Assembler);

LOAD (used with the assembler to cre-

ate executable programs); DDT (a very

useful debugger and monitor); DUMP
(which displays a disk file in binary

form); ED (a primitive, line-oriented

text editor); PIP (a general-purpose file

transfer program); STAT (a utility to

display and change disk and system

information); and SUBMIT and XSUB
(used with text files in a manner similar

to Applesoft EXEC files).

All of these utilities except DUMP are

documented in the Murtha and Waite

Primer. This program needs little docu-

mentation (DUMP A:NAME.EXT will

show A:NAME.EXT, in hex on the

screen), but that nothing is said about it

is some indication of the hasty manner

in which the current documentation was

apparently compiled.

Finally, PCPI provides two (four if

you have purchased the RAM extender)
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additional and necessary programs.
COPYFRMT substitutes for the COPY
and FORMAT programs familiar to
Microsoft mavens; it allows copying and
formatting of disks. COPYFRMT is a
bit slower than the Microsoft version,

but also more user-friendly. It is slower
because it displays more information
while operating and does more verifica-

tion of the copied or formatted disk.

ADOSXFER transfers files (text,

Applesoft, Integer, or binary) between
DOS and CP/M disk formats.
DOSRDSK allows use of the Appli-
Card and extra RAM as a RAM disk

under DOS (128K or 192K). And
ERADIR is a program necessary for use
of the extra memory as a RAM disk

under CP/M.

Compatibility

Compatibility is a serious problem on
nonstandard high-performance Apple
accessories. With the Appli-Card,
compatibility problems arise with both
software and hardware. As far as soft-

ware is concerned, PCPI claims that all

"generic" CP/M programs—that is,

programs not written with the Apple
and Microsoft card specifically in

Compatibility is a
serious problem on
nonstandard, high-
performance Apple

accessories.

mind—will run with the Appli-Card,

and I have no reason to doubt this. Cer-
tainly all the ones I have tried—public

domain and commercial programs

—

have run without a flaw.

However, that is not the end of the

matter. PCPI says (on the phone, but

nowhere in their advertising or docu-
mentation) that very few of Microsoft's

programs will work with the Appli-
Card. The only ones I own are M Basic

and G Basic, and it is certainly true that

they will not run properly with the

Appli-Card.

PCPI claims that this is because the

programs regularly check for the pres-

ence of a Microsoft card and hang if the

card is not present. Perhaps, but I ques-

tion this explanation. M Basic works per-

fectly on my machine except when one
of the cursor movement commands
(home, vtab, htab) is called; GBasic
also bombs with graphic commands. My
own suspicion is that the reason for the

failure is that both programs use the Ap-
ple monitor built-in subroutines for
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cursor (and graphics) control: Microsoft
CP/M even comes with a specific

explanation of how 6502 subroutines can
be called from Z80 assembly language
programs. Although PCPI provides
nothing in its documentation to answer
the question one way or another, I sus-

pect that PCPI's CP/M either does not
support this (occasionally useful) feature

or implements it in a different manner.
If I am correct in this supposition, two

conclusions follow. First, it should be
possible for PCPI to develop patches to

allow MBasic and GBasic to run with
their card. And second, that any Apple-
specific programs that rely on calls to

6502 subroutines as implemented under
Microsoft CP/M will similarly bomb.
The final compatibility problem re-

lates to hardware. Microsoft has been
the standard for so long that manufac-
turers (of, for example, nonstandard,
high-capacity disk drives) routinely refer

to drives as "CP/M compatible" when
they are compatible only with Microsoft
CP/M. Whether a particular peripheral
will also be compatible with the Appli-
Card is always a question.

In general, unless the peripheral

manufacturer provides specific support
for the Appli-Card, it will not be. Vista

(at a small extra charge) supports the

Appli-Card for its VI 200 drive and
presumably for its other high-capacity

drives as well. Since many CP/M pro-

grams require large quantities of disk

space, CP/M users quite often add high-

capacity drives, so you should investi-

gate this question thoroughly before
investing in an expensive disk drive.

The compatibility problem is not in-

soluble. Indeed, the Appli-Card, since it

can be installed with many complicated
drivers, is well-adapted to conform with

disparate equipment. However, on this

matter in particular, PCPI's documenta-
tion is woefully inadequate. Additional

information is available from PCPI at a

$45 charge and at PCPI's discretion;

whether the additional information pro-

vided would be sufficient for the tech-

nically-oriented user to make the
required patches I do not know. Almost
certainly the nontechnical user could not.

Operation

If compatibility problems are over-

come (and I should emphasize that

many or most users will never encounter
compatibility problems) one can almost
forget about the card and simply go
about the business of running whatever
CP/M programs you choose. The "al-

most" in the previous sentence refers to

one aspect of operation. When CP/M is

first booted, a file called drivers must
be on the boot disk. This file will vary in

length depending on the drivers loaded;

on my system it is about 8K. What this

means is that you must reserve the extra
space (in addition to the boot tracks) on
the disks from which you plan to boot
the system. If you are content always to
boot from one master disk and then
switch to whatever program disk you
use, this presents no problem at all. The
DRIVERS file need not be the disk for a
warm boot.

Once up and running, the card func-
tions admirably. How much you will no-
tice the increase in speed depends to

Word processing
programs benefit from
the quicker operation.

some extent on the programs you run.

Of those that I have tried, word process-
ing programs, in particular, benefit from
the quicker operation. The notoriously
slow print-spooling operation of
WordStar is speeded up sufficiently that

editing while printing is quite tolerable.

Formatting and printing operations in

Final Word are now quite fast, and I

have yet to lose even a character during
print spooling. dBase II benefits substan-
tially in some operations, such as sorting

or indexing, but not noticeably in others.

MBasic computational programs that

formerly ran slower than Applesoft
equivalents now run substantially faster.

The RAM Extender
The optional RAM Extender func-

tions as a RAM disk drive with software
provided for CP/M and DOS. (Hope-
fully, if and when PCPI provides CP/M
3.0 for the Appli-Card, it will be useful

for this as well.)

Under CP/M, the RAM disk func-

tions perfectly and is an enormous boon
for programs that require a great deal of
disk access. The 64K version is useful

for some things, but the 128K version is

more than twice as good, since an entire

disk can be dumped to the pseudo-drive.
The software functions perfectly with
my Vista VI 200.

Under DOS, the RAM disk is less

useful: it works quite well, but I have
several reservations. First, installing the
software lowers HIMEM by about 700
bytes. The documentation never men-
tions this; and the consequence is that

programs which expect HIMEM to be in

a particular location may bomb. Screen-
writer II, for example, will not work
with the RAM disk.

PCPI is reported to be testing a re-

vised version of the software that will

disable the init command but not alter

HIMEM. This is a mixed blessing, since
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Appli-Card, continued...

such a modified DOS would make it in-

compatible with most high-capacity disk

drives. If both versions are made avail-

able, however, the user would have a

useful choice.

In any event, the speedup under DOS
is not as dramatic as one might hope.

Although BLOAD, BRUN, CATALOG, and

run are, indeed, speeded up dramati-

cally, text file manipulations are less

impressive. A program to write 1000 38-

character records to a text file took

about two minutes to run with the RAM

disk and normal Apple DOS. The same

program ran in only 50 seconds with

Diversi-DOS and a real disk drive. In-

terestingly, the RAM disk is apparently

compatible with Diversi-DOS; using both,

the program ran in only 25 seconds.

Conclusion

The PCPI Appli-Card is an excellent

product. The technically-oriented user

will find the documentation poor by any

standard, and awful when compared

with that provided by Microsoft. The
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you have a Guardian Angel uninter-

ruptable power source on duty.
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nontechnical user, however, may find

the lack of specifics and detail more than

outweighed by PCPI's inclusion of the

excellent Murtha and Waite CP/M
Primer at no extra charge.

Apple owners who do not have 80-col-

umn cards will find that the Appli-Card

gives them a quite acceptable 70-column

display. The RAM Extender is ex-

tremely useful in CP/M; if you are will-

ing to put up with a short delay at the

outset, a diskful of programs can be
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The problem is

the incompatibility

with Microsoft Basic
and GBasic.

dumped to the RAM disk and operation

of heavily overlaid programs (which in-

cludes most commercial CP/M pro-

grams with which I am familiar) speeded

immensely.

The most serious problem with the

card is its incompatibility with Microsoft

Basic and GBasic. Owners of Microsoft

cards who have an extensive library of

programs in these languages will find the

graphics programs unusable, and will

have to purchase another Basic (and

probably rewrite at least some of the

programs) to get even nongraphic pro-

grams to run properly. If this is im-

portant to you, the cost of the additional

Basic ($100 or more) must be factored

into the equation. (PCPI does say that if

you can get a copy of Microsoft's "plain

Vanilla" Basic as supplied on 8" disks

and download it to your computer, it

will run properly.) And if graphic

capabilities in a CP/M Basic are critical,

you may have to eliminate this card

from consideration.

Customer support appears decent. My
one call was not taken immediately but

was returned by PCPI (a long-distance

call at their expense) quite promptly. As
mentioned above, I am a bit dubious

about the accuracy of the explanation

they provided but they were quite open

about the fact that Microsoft Apple

Basic and GBasic would not run.

The Appli-Card presently lists at

$375. It is also available, bundled with

WordStar for $500 list—good value if

WordStar is the word processing pro-

gram you want. The RAM Extender is

another $200 or so, depending on

whether you get the 64K or 128K ver-

sion. The 64K version is said to be

upgradable to 128K by the addition of

eight 150ns 4164 chips, at a cost of about

$50.

PCPI, 16776 Bernardo Center Dr., San

Diego, CA 92128. (619)485-8411.
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Multi-Function Back
for Minolta X-700 Camera

Stephen B. Gray

Minolta's top of the line single-lens re-

flex camera is the X-700, a "state-of-the-

art quartz-control electronic 35mm
SLR," as the product guide calls it. It is

one of the new breed of 35mm cameras
that are almost idiot-proof; you load it,

set the film speed, then simply focus and
shoot.

The X-700 offers Programmed Auto-
matic Exposure, which "requires ab-

solutely no manual setting of aperture or
shutter speed . . . The X-700 program
mode automatically selects aperture and
shutter speed for proper exposure,
maintaining the fastest practicable speed
as light dims, giving visible indication

and audible beeps, if desired, to guard
against blur from subject/camera move-
ment." The X-700 is said to be the first

shutter-weighted system: it is pro-

The X-700 is one of the

new breed of 35mm
cameras that are
almost idiot-proof.

grammed to favor faster speeds in low
light.

For those who wish to exercise some
control, the X-700 has two other modes.
In Aperture-Priority Auto Exposure
mode, you select the lens opening, and
the camera selects a shutter speed for

proper exposure, allowing you to control

the depth of field.

In Metered Manual mode, you set the

shutter speed and adjust the aperture un-
til the LED next to that speed (in the

viewfinder) lights up.

Automatic features of this type are
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Figure I. The rear of this Minolta X-700 camera shows two accessories attached: a
motor drive and the Multi-Function Back. The control panel cover is open to show the
operating keys.

usually based on integrated circuits.

However, one of the accessories for the
X-700 is the Multi-Function Back,
which Minolta calls "the world's first

microcomputer-controlled back to offer

three camera-control modes for time-
lapse, timed long-exposure, and multi-
frame sequence photography, plus six

data-imprint modes for indentifying or
classifying photographs."

Other X-700 accessories include a mo-
tor drive, wireless controller, two flash

units, and a Power Grip power source

(which has a handle and mounts a flash

unit on a swivel for "bouncing" the

light).

Multi-Function Back
The Multi-Function Back (Figure 1),

easily installed in place of the standard
back, protrudes only about a quarter of
an inch more than the original back. Yet
it performs a variety of functions that
weren't available before or required
much more hardware than could be at-

tached directly to the camera.
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Minolta X-700, continued...

The back consists of a six-character

liquid crystal display, a control panel

with half a dozen keys, control panel

cover, and battery chamber, plus a

microprocessor, quartz clock, and an

automatic calendar that keeps track of

dates up to the year 2099. Once set, the

date automatically changes, with leap

years and varying number of days in a

month all taken care of.

Block Diagram
The unofficial block diagram (Figure

2) was drawn during a discussion with a

Minolta manager. It is quite simple: the

control panel operates the micropro-

cessor, which controls the camera and

the display and also sends signals to the

Power Grip when flash is required in

interval mode.

Camera Control Modes
Press the fii key on the back, then the

mode key, and you are ready to set one

of the three camera-control modes.

These modes can be used alone or in

combination to control the shutter of the

X-700.
You can set the camera to take a pic-

ture every three seconds, or every two

hours, or every 33 hours, for example.

You can set the X-700 to take one pic-

ture at each of those times, or several

dozen. You can also control how long

the shutter stays open.

Using all three modes together, you

could set the X-700 to take three frames

every four hours, with the shutter open

two seconds for each shot. It does all

this automatically, without your having

to be there.

Interval Mode
The time set in Interval mode deter-

mines how long the camera waits be-

tween exposures. This mode usually

Figure 3. Photographing the

blooming of a flower is simple

in interval mode, which op-

erates automatically and un-

attended.

X-700
CAMERA

rMULTI-FUNCTION BACK I
CONTROL
PANEL

MICRO- DISPLAYS
PROCESSOR

'

_^ ^^

1

POWER GRIP

Figure 2. This unofficial block diagram of the Minolta X-700 Multi-Function Back

shows how simple the accessory is, yet it operates in nine different control and imprint

modes

requires using a motor drive or the

slower auto winder, although the film

can be advanced by hand if the interval

is long enough.

Put the X-700 on a tripod, and in

Interval mode you can photograph a

scene such as traffic patterns, cloud

movement or a flower coming into

bloom automatically every few minutes,

from dawn to dusk. (Figure 3.)

Interval can also be used with flash.

The flash turns on, warms up, fires at

the precise moment, and shuts off, and

the film automatically winds to the next

frame. This can be used to photograph

plants and animals at night, for example.

The interval can be set for any time

between one second and 99 hours, 59

minutes, 59 seconds, the limit of the

LCD display.

The interval is set on the LCD display

much as you would a digital watch.

Frames Mode
The number set when the Multi-Func-

tion Back is in Frames mode determines

how many photographs are taken at the

interval you set. The number of frames

you can set is theoretically the limit of

the display—999,999.

Long Exposure Mode
The Long Exposure mode controls

how long the shutter stays open to take

the photograph. The range is from one

second to a maximum of three or six

hours, depending on the type of batteries

used, and how fresh they are. This mode
is used mostly for night scenes or

astrophotography.

Put the X-700 on a tripod, aim it at

the North Star, set the exposure to sev-

eral hours, and you can get a spectacular

1
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COUNT

Figure 4. Using a long-exposure time of
several hours, spectacular effects can he
achieved with sky photographs.

photo showing dozens of concentric
rings, as the sphere of stars seemingly
circles around the earth's axis. (Figure 4.)

Data-Imprinting Modes
Less interesting photographically than

camera-control functions, but just as
valuable to those who need them, are the
data-imprinting modes. In these six
modes, numbers are imprinted in the
lower right corner of the film for identi-
fying or classifying the photographs.
The LCD display on the back of the

Multi-Function Back is duplicated by a
small group of light emitting diodes
(LEDs) on the inner side. The LEDs
also form six figures in three pairs, but
they are only about 3.5 mm high.
These LEDs are mounted in the film

pressure plate, and are thus pressed
against the film. When turned on in dif-
ferent combinations, they imprint data
directly onto the film.

You can imprint the time or date of
exposure. You can imprint one number
or consecutive numbers, starting at zero
or anywhere else.

Imprinting and camera-control func-
tions can be used simultaneously.

Time
Recording the time a photograph is

taken can be important in legal and
scientific work, and in sports. Thus, you
can pinpoint the precise moment a vol-
cano erupts, a space rocket lifts off, or a
runner crosses the finish line.

First you set the quartz clock in the
Multi-Function Back, which operates in
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24-hour time, as in 19 33 42. With the
data imprint switch set to auto, the
film will record the time of each shot.
When the switch is set to man, you can
push the blank button at the lower right
of the control panel to imprint the time
data at any time before, during, or after
exposure. If you don't want to imprint
the time on a particular frame, just set
the switch to OFF.

Date
In Date mode, you have three choices

for recording the information. You can
set the display and data-imprinter to
record the date as year, month, and day
(83 12 25). Or month, day, year (12 25
83). Or day, month, year (25 12 83).
Date mode keeps track of special

occasions, such as recording a child's
growth, or important events such as
birthdays, vacations, weddings, gradua-
tions, and so on.

Figure 5. Putting the dale on pictures
helps keep track of special occasions.

Figure 6. The Count mode can help a
sports photographer record the order of
finish in a car race.

Number and Count
In Number mode you can imprint any

desired number from 00 00 00 to 99 99
99 on every frame. Or in Count mode
you can number the frames consec-
utively, starting with 00 00 01 or any-
where else.

Using Number mode, you can encode
photos with any number up to 999,999,
according to your individual filing
system.

Count mode is very useful for
numbering in sequence the order of fin-
ish in a marathon or an auto race, for
example.

Film Setting

Minolta's engineers took a small but
important item into account when
designing the LED data-imprinter. Some
films are more sensitive to LEDs than
others; for these films the LEDs should
not be lighted as long as for the others.
So you press the fi key, then the mode
key until only diamonds appear in the
LCD display. Next press the diamond
key until the correct number of di-
amonds appears; several dozen films
have been categorized by their sensitivity
to LEDs, and their settings (by number
of diamonds) are given in the owner's
manual. For Kodachrome 25/40, for
example, you should light four LCD
diamonds.

Added Details
Several nice little extra details help

make the Multi-Function Back as user-
friendly as possible. An LED above the
control panel flashes every time data are
imprinted on film, so you will know
whether the data imprint switch is set
to auto or not. The LCD panel blinks
every two seconds when the batteries are
low.

Prices

The Minolta X-700 camera is avail-
able in New York camera stores for $230
or less and the Multi-Function Back at
$179 or less. j*$
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Good Words

Four New Word Processors For The Apple

It seems that there are more word

processors for the Apple than for any

other machine. It is a crowded field.

Hardly a day goes by that a new soft-

ware announcement does not cross my

desk. I have to admit, I sometimes got a

small thrill out of testing each one. It is

like a game. How much further can an

Stephen Arrants

Word Juggler lie lets

you edit in 80 columns,

but you can display on
screen in more than

80 columns.

author push the Apple? What new tricks

can he squeeze out of the 6502?

Friends are used to this by now. I am

forever raving about some new word

processor, comparing it to my standard,

Apple Writer. Forget the games! Give me a

good, solid word processor! 1 think my

friend Ted said it best. 1 was talking up

Word Juggler He, rambling on and on,

when he said "OK, fine. But tell us,

Steve—What's your highest score on

Screen Writer II?" Sometimes I think

PC users have no sense of humor.

To get this madness out of my system

for a while, I recently tested four new

word processors for the Apple. One is

specifically for the He, one was a hit

when it was shown to a third grade class,

one is more than just a word processor,

and the fourth is good, but perplexing.

Word Juggler lie

Word Juggler started its life as a word

processor for the much maligned Apple

III. (See our review in the June 1983

Creative Computing.) Apparently, the

people at Quark were not going to adapt

it for the Apple II. Apple was going to

have to adapt the machine to the

software!
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If you have ever worked on a dedi-

cated word processor, you know how

smooth and easy operation can be. There

are not complicated control codes to

memorize, no finger-twisting keystrokes.

Each command has its own key. Now,

Quark can't give you a new keyboard for

the Apple. Instead, they supply replace-

ment keycaps for the He keyboard. The

keys look just like the normal Apple

keys with one important difference.

Printed on the front of the new keys are

the special Word Juggler He commands.

That's good.

One problem with using a word

processor is memorizing a long list of

commands. Does conTROi -C mean Cat-

alog or Change Case? Is controi-S a

Search command or a Save command?

With the new Word Juggler He keys,

you can almost forget the commands be-

fore you learn them. Not only are the

command keys labeled, but they are logi-

cally grouped, not placed all over the

keyboard.

Formatting Text

Formatting text is simple. A plastic

template placed over the top row of keys

lists printing options and how to gen-

erate them. Hit BSC and the proper key,

and you have control over spacing, jus-

tification, pitch, and other printing com-

mands. It is then inserted at the current

cursor location and shown in inverse to

distinguish it from text.

Information from DIF files can be in-

serted; variables can be used for form

letters and can be defined within a docu-

ment and made conditional.

One difficult part of using Apple-

Writer is using WPL to spool files to-

gether for printing. Word Juggler He lets

you insert document names into a text

file in such a way that it automatically

retrieves the named file and prints it out.

No WPL to struggle with, and no limit

on the number of spooled files that other

word processors hit you with.

Printing .

Suppose you want to print in 8U col-

umns. Many word processors will for-

mat the screen this way, showing you

how the text will look on paper. What it

you want to print in 132 columns? Un-

fortunately, other word processors aren t

set up to allow this display. You end up

with word wrap and must guess at how

the printout will look. Word Juggler lie

lets you edit in 80 columns, but you can

display on screen in more than 80 col-

umns. What you do is scroll left and

right, moving the entire text. It is like

having the left or right part of text on

screen, but available.

Word Juggler He is written to operate

under ProDOS, Apple's new operating

system. ProDOS is compatible with the

Apple III SOS, giving access to the Pro-

File hard disk drive. You can also access

files written under SOS. If you need a

word processor that can handle large

files must be easy to learn, and be in

constant use. Word Juggler He is an ex-

cellent choice. Coupled with Quarks

Lexicheck He. this is a full-fledged, fully

configured system.

creative compafcirctf
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Word Juggler Ik-

Type: Word processor

System: Apple He

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Easy to learn, able to

handle large files.

Price: S2.W

Manufacturer:
Quark Software

->S2S W. Kvans Ave. *220

Denver. CO S02 1

9
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DEEPER

WHY WAIT UNTIL YOUR KIDS
ARE IN SCHOOL?

Let Leeper give them a head start in reading, writing and math.

An award-winning collection of four preschool games for the Apple computer. *&"

GRfflES
Magazine's

Best Educational Game of 1983

CES 1983
SHOWCASE AWARD \& yOlMLIIME

•*
o* to

TM destgnates a trademark of Sierra Of
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ES IT BETTER

i/v/ J CURSE OF

ujk> cro

Because we know Adventures best. We're; Ad

International, the company that started it all. And whether yc

prefer your Adventures based on Fact i

Pearson's unique story lines will provide unlimited h

Adventure en:

Choose a journey into the past with

Earthquake — San Francisco 1906, or

wild ride into the Future in Escape Fror

Traam. And for those of you who are intriguec

by the

supernatural,

there's the

Curse of

Crowley Manor.

NEW "BB"
SAIGON:
THE FINAL DAYS

by Jyym & Robyn Pearson
Gntty realism and historic fact blend to form one of the most truly unique Adventuring
experiences ever. SAIGON. THE FINAL DAYS will plunge you into the chaos and urgency of the

last days of America's involvement in Southeast Asia All of the features you expect are here:

two-word command acceptance, extensive computer vocabulary, game save, and more,
whisking you into a critical and controversial chapter of recent American history

JYYM PEARSON'S ADVENTURES
WITH GRAPHICS BY NORMAN SAILOR

Brought to you by / J%/ldventUt€
VV -^ INTERNATIONAL

1-800-
327-7172

SERVICE CARD

• ntures from your local dealer today ! If

< the Adventures you want by calling

us. Inc.

305) 862-691

7

e always invited'



Word Processors, continued...

Write Away
From a small, relatively unknown

company comes a word processor that is

extremely powerful and easy to learn.
Write Away is a good choice for a word
processor to grow into.

What can it do? Quite a lot! Five tu-
torials ease you into the difficult aspects
of word processing. You can manage a
mailing list, read and use DIF files, use
macros (or "glossary" terms) by defining
a key sequence to represent a word or
phrase, and much more. For example,
say you use the phrase "Apple He"
throughout a document. Define the A
key as the macro, and it is saved in a
special buffer to be recalled when
needed. A-esc esc will then retrieve the
macro and insert it into the text.

You can tab through the text by letter,

word, paragraph, or page. Search and re-

place is a standard feature in many word
processors. However, Write Away also
makes use of logical operators, which in-

sert certain text depending upon which
criterion is met. Logical operators are
analogous to n . . . THEN . . ELSE
statements in programming. If you are
writing a form letter, you can program
Write Away to find a person's title—Mr.,
Mrs., Miss, or Ms. Depending on which
is found, you can then have Write Away
change all gender references in the text.

I can't think of any other word proces-
sor that offers this feature.

Two Modules
Write Away consists of two modules,

the word processor and the print drivers.

With an 80-column extended memory
card, both modules are loaded. Without
it, the Apple must switch between them.
But because Write Away contains The
DOS Enhancer, disk access is very fast. I

clocked Write Away at about one-fourth
to one-third faster than AppleWriter.

There are five printer drivers pro-
vided. One each for the Anderson-
Jacobson 831/832; the Centronics 737;
the Diablo, NEC, and Qume printers;

GPeafcfve computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Write Away

Type: Word processor

System: Apple II, II+ . lie

Format: Disk

Language: Machine-

Summary: Holds its own among the
lop sellers.

Price: $175

Manufacturer:
Midwest Software Associates
2707A Ridge Ct.

Lawrence. KS 66044

the Epson MX-80 with Graftrax; and
the Epson MX-80/100 with Graftrax
Plus. There are instructions for configur-
ing Write Away for use with other
printers.

The files created by Write Away are
standard Apple text files, readable by
many other Apple word processors. You
can also use Write Away to create EXEC
files or to edit Applesoft programs—

a

great help when dealing with a long list-

ing. Once you learn all of the features of
the program, it can almost do all your
writing for you.

Documentation
The documentation is a bit rough, but

the tutorials are very helpful. If some-
thing in the manual is confusing, the tu-
torial examples clear it up. A few
evenings or afternoons is all you will

need to use most of Write Away.
Write Away has excellent error trap-

ping, constantly prompting you when
you are about to make a permanent
change or delete a file. It is one of the
few word processors that is not copy
protected. I welcome this. Chances are
that a word processor is in frequent use.

The constant read/write access can

The files created by
Write Away are standard

Apple text files,

readable by many other
Apple word processors.

cause a disk to crash at the worst pos-
sible time. Making your own backup is

better than waiting three or four weeks
for a replacement from the
manufacturer.

Write Away is written for the Apple
II, II +, and He. If you do not have
upper/lowercase, they will send you a
free E-Z Hook to make the necessary
modifications, and you can also order a
lowercase adapter.

Write Away from Midwest Software
Associates has so much going for it—so
many great features—that it can hold its

own among the top sellers. It is an ex-
cellent choice for almost any user.

Format II

—

Enhanced Version
OK, I'll be honest from the beginning.

Format II is a perplexing package. I

found it difficult to use, exasperating,
and a general pain in the buffer. But, lest

you think I plan to trash it totally, read
further.

Some word processors are designed

GPeafclve computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Formal II. Inhanced Version

Type: Word processor

System: Apple II. II+ , He
Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Perplexing storage method,
but hus redeeming features.

Price: S150

Manufacturer:

Kensington Microware
419 3rd Ave.
New York. NY 10022
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for long manuscripts, such as books,
master's theses, and the like. Others are
designed for short, one- or two-page
documents. Format II falls somewhere
in between, and that is my main gripe
with it.

After booting Format II, the screen
clears and a menu appears at the top. At
the bottom of the screen two question
marks and a cursor ask for input. All
you need do is enter one letter—no
return is required. To load a page
from disk, just follow the prompts and
press return. A CONTROI.-D sends you
into the Editor.

Editing

At the Editor level, you can enter text
and do simple editing. With Format II,

what you see on the screen is what you
get on paper. Solid bars at both top and
bottom show the current margin set-

tings, and a status display tells the cur-
rent line and position on the page. To
edit and change previously written text,

press esc to get to the Format Text
mode. Here, you can search and replace
text in either direction, both locally and
globally. Novel features include a com-
mand to align columns of numbers, and
a command to compress text, removing
multiple spaces.

The printing capabilities of Format II
are very powerful. A self-prompting
menu lets you use almost any printer. By
typing open-apple and a number from
1 to 9, you have software control of print
fonts—useful if your printer has en-
hanced, bold, or shadow printing. In
some respects, the print features seem
too good for Formal II. Since text is

stored as pages, you can print them in
any order. The print features are very
easy to use, and almost totally idiot-
proof.

A mail system is included with For-
mat II. organizing data in index card
style. Data are entered onto a screen
area of up to 1 6 fields. Up to 450 records
or cards can fit on one disk. Sorting is
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Word Processors, continued...

easy and powerful. You do not have to

set up a sort field at the beginning of the

operation as you must with high priced

database packages. Retrieve names and

addresses for use in documents or for

printing as mailing labels. This mini-

database is much more powerful than I

thought.

Documentation
The documentation is the best I have

seen for a word processor. It was pre-

pared by professional writers who slowly

and gently lead you into using Format

II. They realize that some people are im-

patient, so the Quick Guide Tutorial

gives the bare bones. Don't stop there,

though; the manual lets you in on every

aspect of Format II.

My main complaint with Format II is

that text is stored as individual pages.

You can edit whole documents across

pages; Format II searches through the

disk for pages stored under the docu-

ment name. But if you want to review a

different page, you must reload it. That

is time-consuming and frustrating. But

that is really my only complaint.

Format II takes time to learn, offers

some great features, and is a good choice

for simple, light word processing and

database storage. You can also back up

the disk, freeing yourself from "crash-

anxiety."

Home Word
The unfortunate fact about word

processors is that it takes time to learn

how to use them—more time than a cas-

ual user wants to invest. There is a mar-

ket for a word processor that is quick to

master and easy to use. Sierra On-Line

produces Screen Writer II, one of the

most popular word processors for the

Apple. Their newest product is Home
Word, a program that is easier to use

than a game.

Home Word uses icons—pictorial

representations—instead of control

codes for most commands. It is specifi-

cally designed for a casual user

—

someone who just wants to write letters,

simple papers, and memos.
After you boot the program, the

screen is divided into three areas—the

text page, the icon area, and an area

representing what a completed page will

look like. There are six main icons:

Print, a printer; Edit, a page; File, a file

cabinet; Format, a ragged page with an

arrow leading to a neatly organized

page; Customize, a question mark; and

Disk Utilities, a floppy. A joystick or

cursor keys move a frame over an icon.

You hit return or a joystick button to

enter the selected mode. A second icon

display replaces the first. At each com-

mand level, there are more icons.

Editing

As text is entered, a representation of

the finished product is shown in the

lower right of the screen. Words are

small dots separated by tiny spaces. This

area is updated after every few key-

strokes. The icons are replaced by a

graphic display of free disk space and

free memory.
Home Word has many features found

on more expensive and more com-

plicated word processors. Global and lo-

cal search and replace, underlining,

boldface text, and print spooling and

NOW DON'T GET MAD AT LITTLE FLETCHER,
HE HEARD YOU SAY THAT YOU NEEDED A
SERIAL INTERFACE FOR YOUR COMPUTER AND

HE THOUGHT YOU MEANT

creative coiwpatiRtf
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: HomeWord

Type: Word processor

System: Apple II. II + . He. soon to be

available for others

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Lisa-like competition for

Bank Street Writer.

Price: Not set at press time.

Manufacturer:
Sierra On-Line

Sierra On-Line Building

Coarsegold, CA 93614
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formatting are all here. Text can be

taken from one file and inserted wher-

ever you decide. A rudimentary outline

generator is included for marking off

specific areas of text with "bullets." The

text can be previewed on screen before

printing, giving you an idea of what the

final copy will look like.

Documentation

I saw only the preliminary docu-

mentation, but that was fine, because

Home Word doesn't need documenta-

tion. Keep it as a reference, and learn

Home Word by using it. An instruction

cassette is included. To use it, connect

your cassette player to the Apple cas-

sette I/O. The cassette player can be

turned on and off with the joystick or

cursor keys.

I like Home Word. I use it instead of

Apple Writer if I want to write a letter to

friends or a memo. Home Word will

have enormous success, in banishing fear

of computers. It is almost too easy to

use!

Of course, Home Word will never re-

place Apple Writer or Screen Writer II. It

isn't intended to do that. We all know

people who don't use a computer be-

cause they think it is too complicated.

Home Word will change that. The stu-

dents in that third grade class had no

problems using this software. Within an

hour, they were writing short essays and

letters without having any instructions

or documentation on Home Word. I

think that is the real test of user-friendly

software.

Well, which word processor is best for

you? Sorry, this is where I bow out.

Each of the programs has its own

strengths and weaknesses. The market is

full of good word processing software.

Try some out at your dealer and make a

choice. Keep in mind that you will be

using it for a long time. Try to predict

what you might need to do in the future.
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Diskettes

M
duplicated

byAllenbach
in 1983

willstillbe
guaranteed.

#his Lifetime

• Guarantee, exclusive
to AJIenbach, adds
quality and consumer
confidence to your
software products. While
this alone is reason
enough to let Allenbach
handle your software
duplication, most
software developers
initially choose us for

convenience. We can
probably complete your
production faster than
you can. Additionally,

your whole project can
become one-easy-step
by having us perform all

packaging requirements
from printing to

assembly.

You'll also appreciate the
high standard of

excellence demanded by
Allenbach. Software
duplication for practically
any format is our primary
business. We've
established a team of

professional technicians
who specialize in all

phases of software
duplication. Your
software is effectively

reproduced on specially
designed precision

duplicating equipment.
Also used are exacting
verification methods
unique in the industry to
guarantee 100%
accuracy. Plus your
software will be
duplicated onto the
Allenbach diskette, the
OEM diskette that is

Guaranteed for Life.

Allenbach really is the
logical solution for your
software duplicating
needs. So feel free to call

us with your questions.
Take advantage of our
years of expenence and
knowledge. Have
Allenbach do what we do
best, so you can do what
you do best.

2101 Las Palmas
Carlsbad. California 92008
619-438-2258
800-854-1515 (Toll Free)
Telex: 19-4561 LSA



INTRODUCINGA SPINWRITER

THEYCOULDN'TAFFORDA
SPINWRITER.

Spinwriter 2000 gives

you famous Spinwriter

features, quality and
reliability for a new
low price. _

*10*

Our new
Spinwriter® 2000

retails for only $1095.

And prints at 200 words per

minute.
Even though the

Spinwriter 2000 Series costs

less, they are nothing less

than true Spinwriters. The
2000 offers the same su-

perior quality and reliability

as the rest of the family.

So if low-volume, letter-

quality printing is what you

need, the Spinwriter 2000 is

letter-perfect for you. And
your budget.

Now, for about the same price as

an ordinary printer, you can have

a letter-quality Spinwriter.

The newest
Spinwriter prints at

200 words per minute.

Spinwriter is the

letter-quality printer

preferred by more PC
owners.
The Spinwriter name is one

of the legends of the

computer industry.

That's why NEC
Information Systems is

the number one supplier

of letter-quality printers

to PC users.

In fact many famous

personal computer
makers recommend
the Spinwriter, not

only for letter-quality

printing, but because

it can bring out the

full capabilities of

their system.
SPINWBIff B IS A RlOISTEKeD TRADtUMKOf NIC COKfOfTION

CIRCLE 181 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Spinwriter has capa-
bilities you can't get on
other printers.

Spinwriter's unique
"thimble" print head gives
you impeccable printing.

You can choose

^, from over 60
different

Our unique "thimble" print head holds up
to 128 characters, enough for any special
need.

type faces with up to 128

characters. And even have
two type faces, or scientific

and arithmetic symbols on
the same thimble.

The 2000 also lets you
change forms handlers
quickly and easily. Seven

NEC-built forms
handlers give a

custom look to all of your
forms-oriented applications.

Which means you can shift

from word processing to

billing, shipping or inven-
tory control in moments.

Want to send an original

letter to a few hundred cus-

tomers? Our sheetfeeder

mechanism handles
printing on your
letterhead and
second page or
envelope.

Other Spinwriter
advantages include

continuous forms
handlers that take

paper up to 16 inches
wide, variable size

forms and multi-part

forms.

Every Spinwriter is

built to work as hard as
you do.
Spinwriters have long been
known for their reliability.

Five years without a failure

is not unusual. Which is

twice as good as any other
printer.

That's not to say that

someday you won't need a
little service. Not
only will you find it

nearby, you'll find

it fast. NEC-trained
experts can repair

The 2000 plugs
directly into your
PC's printer port.

rs
Now offices with
limited budgets
don't have to
settle for less

of a printer.

a Spinwriter in less than
20 minutes.

For the Spinwriter dis-

tributor nearest you, call

1-800-343-4418 (in

Massachusetts call

617-264-8635). And find out

why more and more PC
users are saying "NEC
and me."

SEC

NEC Information

Systems, Inc.

1414 Massachusetts Ave.
Boxborough, MA 01719



A Baker's Half Dozen Games
for the Atari Computer

Arthur Leyenberger

Kaboom!
Like many Atari computer owners, I

began my gaming/computing career

with an Atari VCS. This was about the

time that after-market companies began

producing video games for the 10 mil-

lion or so existing units. The scenario

unfolded in a predictable fashion. Ex-

Atari employees got together to form

their own small video game company,

producing games for the popular home
unit. The rest is history.

One of the first of these entrepreneur-

ial ventures was a company called

Activision. Their hallmark was the VCS
game that stretched the hardware to its

limits and beyond. Graphics were usu-

ally better than anything seen before.

They continue to be a leader in this area

and have now begun to convert some of

the more popular titles to the Atari

400/800.

When I first played Kaboom! I was

impressed by its graphics. Moreover, I

was amazed that a game with such a

simple theme could be so engrossing. A
cartoon convict, called the Mad Bomber,
dropped an endless supply of bombs
with lighted, crackling fuses from the

top of the screen. My task was to catch

these bombs in one of my water buckets.

Initially I was armed with three buck-

ets, and the bombs came faster and

Arthur Levenbewr. c/o Creative Computing, M
E. Hanover Axe.. Morris Plaint, NJ 07950.
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Kaboom!

faster as the game progressed and the

Bomber's zig-zagging movement across

the screen became less predictable. If a

single bomb was missed, the remaining

on-screen bombs would explode and I

would lose one of my buckets. Since I

was a videogame novice at the time, I

could never get past the third or fourth

wave.

The new computer version of

Kaboom! has some additional features,

but before I describe them let me finish

explaining the basic premise of the

game. As mentioned before, the object of

the game is to score as many points as

possible by catching bombs dropped by

the Mad Bomber. I don't know if the

Bomber is angry, crazy, or both, but he

is relentless. This is a game of skill and

stamina.

The bombs are dropped in groups.

The first level contains 10 bombs. After

that, the count increases by 10 each level

until level 6 is reached where there are

January 1984 c Creative Computing



AARDVARK s4eti*« Sofaxvie
PRESENTS . .

.

. This one leels so arcade like, you'll

ters in You'll be amazed and
excited over three screens lull of arcade style fun
We have bags ol gold, elevators, mineshalts.
rolling carts, and two ol the nastiest guards
you'll see in a long time, trying to protect it all 1

All machine code with super color, excellent sound
and continuous action and excitement

Available on TRS-80C 32K CMD64
Stock » 1061 Tape $24 95 Disk $29 95

DUNGEONS OF DEATH
/.DSD type game for

up to 6 players at a time You
get a choice ol race and
character on screen mapping
of the ma/e a chance to grow
Irom game to game and a

ige manual Requires

isic on THS-80C
Available On: TRS-80C 18K.
CMD64. VIC 20 13K.
TRS 80C 32 K Oiak
Stock «7001, Tap* »19 96

Diak «24 95
ALSO ON IBM PC * MC 10 16k

PYRAMID our toughest and most
intriguing adventure Average time
through the pyramid is 50-70 hours
Clues everywhere and some very
ingenuous problems This one is

popular around the world

On: TRS 80C UK CMP (4.
VIC 20 13K. Tin*. Sinclair. TI/SS-4A

Stock HBOOJ T. p. .19 96 DM »2« SS

ALSO ON IBM PC 8, MC 10 16k

TO ORDER: Sand amount indicated plui S2.00 shipping, par ordar. Include stock number, quantity desired and your preference of tap* or
disk. Be sura to indicate type of systam. amount of memory, ate. Whan using charge card to ordar by mail, be sura to include expiration date.

1 -800-624-4327 PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. E.8.T.. MON-FRI

AAKUVAKK StCtttUt ^<%fitl04SlC 2362S COMMERCE -WALLED LAKE. Ml 48088* (313) 669 31 10

MC10 - VIC 20 - CMP 64 - TI/99 - TIMEX - IBM-PC

CIRCLE 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Atari Games, continued...

creative compatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: K a Inhuh!

Type: Twitch Game

System: Atari

Author: Larry Kaplan and Paul Wilson

Format: Cartridge

Language: Machine language

Summary: More fun than the VCS
version.

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:

Activision

2350 Bayshore Frontage Rd.

Mountain View. CA 94039

75 bombs. Level 7 has 100 bombs and
level 8, the highest, has 150. The point

values for each bomb caught equals the

level number. The rate at which the

Bomber drops the bombs steadily in-

creases to the hectic pace of 13 bombs
per second by level 8. That's 13 per sec-

ond, Obiwan, so the Force had better be

with you.

When a bomb is missed, you lose a

bucket, and the number of bombs drops

to half the number of the previous level.

This is to give you a short breather, since

the game cannot be paused. Let's hope

that future Activision translations incor-

porate a pause feature. The individual

point value also comes from the previous

level.

For every 1000 points you get an extra

bucket if you have less than the full com-

plement of three. As each bomb is

caught, part of the 1812 Overture is

played. This musical feature is just one

of the several enhancements the game
received during its translation to the

computer.

There are three game variations: one

player vs. the Mad Bomber, two players

taking turns against the Bomber and a

pitch and catch game in which the two

players alternate roles of playing the

Bomber and catching the bombs. There

are several control modes, and the con-

trol action is quite good. You may
choose either large or small buckets and

either paddle or joystick controllers.

Your selection is displayed at the top of

the screen with a little symbol of a large

or small joystick or paddle.

This type of reaction game typically

requires a paddle controller to make the

game last more than a few micro-

seconds. However, using the joystick

was equally as good, and payability did

TIMESHARE
Only you and your fellow computer experts will

know what time k is with this binary numeral wall

clock. Handsome simulated walnut finish, accurate

quartz movement, sweep second hand, perfect

for office or home. Runs on one AA battery, (not

incl). 1

1

'/.' diagonal. 1 yr. warranty. 10 day

money-back. $3995

Call Tod-Free 1 800-237-9338
In Fla.: (305) 687-9338. or mail coupon.

inc.
CC0I4sweet num

15490 NW 7th Ave.. N. Miami. FL 33169
Please send me the Timeshare" wall clock.

Quant. «i S39.95 Add 53.50 each ship. 6 hand

.

Fla. residents add 5% sales tax. Total *

ErKl. is CheckQMOQ Charge my MasterCardD
Visa n Credit Card #
Exp Date

Just send me your free COMPUTERMANIA
Catalog for now. w
Signature

Name
Address

City

State -Zip.

The
Mean Little Kit

CIRCLE 218 ON READER SERVICE CARD

New compact 24-piece kit of electronic tools

for engineers, scientists, technicians,
students, executives. Includes 7 sizes

screwdrivers, adjustable wrench. 2 pair

pliers, wire stripper, knife, alignment tool,

stainless rule, hex-key set, scissors, 2 flex-

ible files, burnisher, miniature soldering
iron, solder aid, coil of solder and desolder-

ing braid. Highest quality padded zipper

case, 6 x 9 x 1V«" inside. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Send check, company purchase
order or charge Visa or Mastercharge. We
pay the shipping charges.

JTK-6 Tool Kit $95.00

Free Catalog!
Page after page of hard
to find precision tools
Also contains complete
line of tool kits and tool

cases Send for your free

copy today*

4 JGNSGN TOOLS INC.
7(15 South 46th St.. Phoenix. AZ 85040
Phone: 602 968 6241 TWX:910-9S0-0115

CIRCLE 167 ON READER SERVICE CARD

not suffer at all. New features for the

computer version in addition to the

musical theme and the pitch and catch

variation include a high scorers screen

for the top four players' initials and a

grin on the Mad Bomber when you miss.

Kaboom! for the Atari computer is

just as much fun as the VCS version, and

the additional features make it more

enjoyable. It was initially designed by

Larry Kaplan and adapted for the com-

puter by Paul Willson. Good job, fellas.

Jumpman Junior
There are several climbing games for

the Atari computer. One of the most

popular is Miner 2049er by Big Five

Software. Many of the other games are

look-alikes that don't really add any-

The Jupiter Command
Substation is being
attacked by the

Alienators who are bent
on destroying this

valuable outpost.

thing to the genre. Jumpman Junior is

different. It is a climbing game that has

enough challenge, features, and vari-

ation to satisfy any gamer. Let's take a

closer look at this exciting game from

Epyx.

The situation is grim. The Jupiter

Command Substation is being attacked

by the Alienators who are bent on

destroying this valuable outpost.

Jumpman, Jupiter's super secret agent,

is busy trying to restore communications

at the Command Station. He is too busy

to find and diffuse the bombs that have

been placed throughout the twelve levels

of the Station. That's where you,

Jumpman Junior, come in.

Your task is to roam up and down the

ladders, ropes, and elevators to reach

and disarm the bombs. Your only weap-

ons: your speed, agility, and jet boosters

that let you leap away from bullets,

electrocution traps, and moving walls.

Up to four players can compete, with

each player taking a turn at the one joy-

stick control. At the beginning of the

game, the Jumpman's speed is selected

for each player and lasts for the remain-

der of the game. Each player gets four

lives. There are 12 different screens.

Since the first two levels are fairly easy

you begin the game with a feeling of con-

fidence. This feeling is short-lived since,
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Jumpman Junior
Necromancer

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Jumpman Junior

Type: Climbing Game
System: Atari

Author: Randy Glover

Format: Cartridge

Language: Machine language

Summary: A very playable game.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:

Epyx/Automated Simulations
1043 Kiel Ct.

Sunnyvale. CA 94086

L

by the fifth level, the challenge is

considerable.

You would expect the jumping move-
ment to be short and precise given the
increased gravity of the planet Jupiter,
but it is actually quite the contrary. The
jumps are slow and J-man Jr. appears to
drift in the direction that he is headed. A
nice effect.

Jumpman Junior was designed and
programmed by Randy Glover. In addi-
tion to giving us a very playable and
enjoyable game, Randy included a pre-
game show. That's right, when the title

screen is first displayed, a group of
Jumpmen perform a little dance to the
sound of a light-hearted tune. This is just
one of the many nice features of this

game.

Necromancer
Necromancer is one of the strangest,

yet most imaginative, games I have ever
played on the Atari computer. This old
gamester has seen a lot of games and
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very few match the originality and
payability of this one. It is a fascinating
combination of fantasy and action.

The title screen depicts a lonely tree
sparkling like a gem while a hauntingly
beautiful melody sets the mood for a trip
into the world of fantasy. Darkness is

upon the land. You are Illuminar, a
druid, defender of truth and protector of
the human race. You alone must face the
mighty conjurer, the Necromancer.
The game resembles a three-act play.

The first screen is the problem definition
and sets the mood for the players. Screen
2 is the conflict and screen 3 is the
resolution.

As you move your
druid and trees about
the vaults, you must
avoid the Hands of
Fate that descend
from the ceiling.

In the first act of this fantasy, you
must restore the forests by planting a
glade of enchanted trees and protecting
them from hordes of attacking Trog-
lodytes. Your only weapon is a magical
wisp that is hurled at an opponent and
obediently returns to your hand. The
wisp is also used to plant the seedlings
that will eventually become your army
of trees.

The ogres like to stomp down young
trees, so as the trees are growing you
must destroy the ogres while planting
new seedlings. This is all done with your
joystick-controlled wisp. Full grown

creative compatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Necromancer

Type: Game
System: 32K Atari

Author: Bill Williams

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: One of the strangest and
most appealing games ever.

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:

Synapse Software
5221 Central Ave.
Richmond. CA 94804

trees are safe from the attacking Trog-
lodytes but are prey for the forest spider.
The spider will poison any adult tree

that he finds. When this happens, a face
appears on the tree, and it begins to cry
for help. You must then wipe off the face
with your wisp before it dies and be-
comes a useless stump. Your goal is to
grow as many trees as you can since they
will aid you in attacking the evil Nec-
romancer himself.

When your strength runs out in act
one, you and your trees are transported
to the spider vaults. In act two your mis-
sion is to destroy as many spider larvae
as you can before descending to meet the
Necromancer. As bizarre music plays,
you use your wisp to pick up a tree from
the tree bin and walk it to the top of a
spider vault. Once the tree is placed
there, its roots begin growing and even-
tually break up the bricks, causing the
tree to come crashing down on top of the
spider larvae. After the larvae are de-
stroyed, the tree is returned to your bin
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Legal Applet Compatible JS«|H»U8L
A/eW Computer runs CP/M & Apple^F* Software puter includes these standard fea-

tures:

Built-in CP/M 2.2 n/c

Digital Research's CP/M 3.0 n/c

Built-in disk drive controller card for

two Apple-type drives n/c

Numeric keypad with separate return
n/c

CALABASAS - Now instructors can teach Apple-type programs such

as LOGO in one class and professional-style word processing in

another without any hardware changes. Dual microprocessors (Z80-A

& 6502, two computers in one case), with the radical new Orange Plus

development, the "EuroROM", allows the machine to read/write/work

with Apple-type software as well as CP/M programs and access either

CPU via the keyboard.

The "ORANGE+TWO'"" is a brand new direction in the evolution ot

the personal computer. ORANGEFORTH-83, a derivative of Fig

FORTH — a readily available public domain language, is resident in

ROM* Also included is CP/M 3.0, Digital Research's latest CP/M ver-

sion. There is also a built-in disk drive controller for two Appl^ype

drives, a cassette interface, joystick port, color graphics and ASCII key-

board with numeric keypad. For expert word processing, the keyboard

features upper and lower case (lower case characters are true descen-

ders) with auto repeat.

This new breed of computer is a break-through for educators and

school systems throughout the world. The ability to run both Apple-

type and CP/M software on the same machine relieves financially-

pressed educators from expensive equipment burdens, allowing them to

spend more money where it counts. . .on the teachers.
•Available on disk at ixtra rust

Orange Plus Koala Pad
With the touch of your finger, the Orange Plus Koala Pad (Touch

Tablet with Micro Illustrator) takes control of your computer to create

beautiful, high-resolution computer graphics. Finally, a full-featured

graphics tablet at an affordable price.

Collins International Trading Corporation
23801 Calabasas Road, Suite 2050 / Calabasas, CA 91302

(213) 999-5210
CIRCLE 113 ON READER SERVICE CARD

key
110/220 volt switch selectable power

supplv. 50-60 Hz n/c

Full function ASCII keyboard with

auto repeat n/c

Cassette Interface n/c

Grounded metal base plate n/c

Adjustable audio volume n/c

OKANGEFORTH-8U. Z80-A FORTH
language, resident in ROM n/c

Z80-A CPU, a 2nd computer n/c

tt slot two-sided logic board n/c

Bank switchable RAM. fully socketed.

expands to 256K n/c

Programmable 2764 EPROMS ... n/c

TOTAL
"ORANGE+TWO"" ... $1295.00
Compare the features included in the

ORANGE+TWO"" with the compe-

tition's and you will find that most

competitors are priced over $2,000.

MORE PRODUCTS
FROM 0RANGE+

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Disk-based ORANGEFORTH-83
language with full documentation

$99.95

Digital Research's™ CBasic with disk

and documentation
$49.95

Orange Plus KoalaPad™ Touch Tablet

w Micro Illustrator™

$124.95

Orange Plus Jovstick (works on

"ORANGK+TWO", Apple II, 11+ & He)

$29.95

Orange Plus Self-Centering Joystick

$39.95

10MB (Formatted) 5'4" half-height

Winchester Hard Disk Drive

$1495.00

Controller & Interface for

Hard Disk**

$395.00
MlneMw«wnrtNfMi necm—ty In b* inrtaUed m

1 1KANC iE'TWI I" Amite "r Krnnklin ( '..mimler

The above are suggested retail prices.

Prices may vary from state to state.



Atari Games, continued...

to be used again. The tree bin contains
the arsenal of trees that were grown in

act one.

As you move your druid and trees

about the vaults, you must avoid the
Hands of Fate that descend from the ceil-

ing. If they grab you, you will be pulled
screaming into the sky. If they grab one
of your trees, you have lost that tree for

good. The hands occasionally drop ob-

jects such as mystery prizes and janitors.

Mystery prizes are indicated by a
question mark and are claimed by walk-
ing over one with your druid. The first

mystery prize lowers ladders which offer

access to the level below. Additional

mystery prizes may raise ladders, give

you bonus points, or deplete your
strength.

The Necromancer employs Ceygolian
Janitors to pick up stray question marks
left by the hands. The janitors wander
aimlessly around the vaults until they

are picked up by the hands or walk off

the screen. If your druid happens to

bump into a janitor, you will get extra

strength.

Throughout act two, you must avoid
the deadly salivating spiders which
evolve from the spider larvae. These
nasty devils eat trees and spit poison.

Your wisp is the only defense against the

spiders. When you exit the fifth level of

the vaults, you get a bonus for every tree

you have left in your tree bin. You also

enter act three and get a chance to meet
the Necromancer.

Act three is the Necromancer's lair.

Your mission is simple: destroy all of the

Necromancer's graves to rid the world
forever of his evil. The gravestones are

removed by walking your druid over

them. The evil one appears only on
graves that still have their headstones.

He appears and disappears. If he touches

you, he will suck your strength until you
either kill him or escape. Killing the

Necromancer with your wisp gives you
strength, but he will reincarnate himself.
The Necromancer hatches all of the

spider larvae you have left behind in act

two and turns them into zombie spiders

which can also suck your strength away
or be killed by you. You can never de-

stroy all of the zombie spiders because
the Necromancer continually reincar-

nates them.

If things were not bad enough, there is

also a mother spider that looks for zom-
bie spiders and mutates them into im-
mortal spiders. Immortal spiders cannot
be killed. When you have removed all 1

3

headstones, you get bonus points and ad-

vance to the next level. When you grab
the last headstone on level S, you have
succeeded in ridding the world of the

evil Necromancer. The forest explodes
in a rainbow of colors.

Bill Williams has created a game that

has real staying power. Necromancer is

well conceived and beautifully im-
plemented. The sound and graphics are

out of this world. This game has and will

continue to get a great deal of play on
my Atari. Synapse, you have done it

again.

Archon
What do you get when you cross

chess, dungeons and dragons, and com-
bat? Give up? You get, to quote Monty
Python, something completely different:

Archon.
Archon from Electronic Arts com-

bines the strategy of a board game with
the excitement and action of an arcade
game. It depicts the classic struggle be-

tween light and darkness, good and evil.

The battle between the opposing forces

is drawn from myth and legend and be-

gins as an electronic boardgame. The
strength and number of the Light Side

and the Dark Side are equal. However,
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SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Archon

Type: Strategy Action Game
System: 32K Atari

Author: John Freeman. Anne
Westfall. Paul Reiche

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: An excellent game that

goes beyond chess.

Price: J39.95

Manufacturer:
Electronic Arts

2755 Campus Dr.

San Mateo. CA 94403
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the players and their individual powers
are not.

There are 1 8 icons per side, each made
up of eight different players. Each piece

can move in a particular manner which
is displayed at the bottom of the screen
as the piece is moved. The first screen is

the board screen. A 9 x 9 grid composed
of black, white, and luminosity squares.

The black and white squares maintain
their color throughout the game while

the luminosity squares vary in brightness

during the game.
The luminosity cycle continues

throughout the game, back and forth

from dark to light, shifting gradually af-

ter every other turn. The lighter the

square, the more power the light icons
have doing battle on that square and vice

versa for the dark pieces.

Did I say battle? I sure did! Unlike
chess where mere possession of a square
grants ownership, landing on an occu-
pied square in Archon requires that the

two icons battle it out for ownership.

The battle is a real-time fight under joy-

stick control displayed on the second
screen, the battlefield. Good coordina-

tion, a quick wit, and a thorough under-

standing of the various weapons that

each piece possesses is mandatory for

success. It is tantamount to suicide to

challenge an opponent on his own col-

ored square.

In addition to the luminosity squares,

there are five Power Points. Their po-

sition is indicated on the board screen by
flashing dots. Capturing all five points

wins you the game, as does eliminating

all of your opponent's pieces. Icons

residing on Power Points heal faster

than usual and are protected from the ef-

fects of magic spells.

Archon is primarily a two-player
game. You can challenge the computer
but you would probably be more
successful trying to jump start a 747.
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LIFESAVER FOR
THE FLOUNDERING
COMPUTER USER.
Frustrating isn t it? You ve decided to computer-
ize. And now you re face to face with a computer
of unprecedented power and versatility,

squatting there on your desk like the inscrutable

Buddha. And you don t have a handle on it.

Not a clue.

They said your business would benefit tre-

mendously, and you can dimly perceive what
they meant. Instant information. Instant alterna-

tives Fantastic vistas of electronic communica-
tion. Hundreds, no. thousands of possibilities.

And not a clue.

You need an EDP Manager An affordable EDP
Manager that speaks your language. It's called

FMS-80. and it will change the way you feel

about computers forever.

You can use FMS-80 to handle information

.

any information ... in any way you want. It will

comb the files and pick out similar items, using
any relation you name. It will automatically

update and do math for you It will print any kind

of report you want. And its memory is virtually

unlimited.

It's easy to use because it's easy to learn. It gives

you a menu to choose from and you tell it what

to do in plain language It has on-line help,

and supports you all the way.

Computer professionals were quick to under-

stand the power of such a versatile system All

over the world, multi-user vertical application

packages are being developed, based on
FMS-80. There s FMS LifePak, an insurance

sales person s program developed in Australia

There s FMS Vision, a 17-module international

accounting package developed in the United

Kingdom that can support an entire multinational

corporation s accounting program or a one-man
office. There s FMS EasyLink, an electronic

communication package that accesses Western
Union s EasyLink service for worldwide Telex,

TWX, Mailgram. Telegram. Cable and message
service . . right at your computer screen 1 There s

FMS Telex, a program that turns your computer
into a Telex machine There s FMS Graph,

a series of business graphic programs under
development now And that's just the beginning.

Choose a vertical package, or choose FMS-80
and customize your own. Either way. get smart

get FMS. It s not a lot of money; it's is a lot of help.

FMS- : i
TM

The affordable Multi-User Relational Database Management System.

Sometimes the
best things in life

are the least expensive.

DJR Associates, Inc. P 303 South Broadway. Tarrytown. NY 10591 (914) 631-6766 D Telex 646792 DJR NTAR

Distributors: North East (2121 679-6180 (203) 431 -4966 Mid-West (313) 478-4400 Mountain &. Plains States (712) 255-4362.
South-West (214| 445-1312 "West (415)965-8000 • Other Areas (914)631 -6766 International Canada (416) 821-3311

• Great Britain 44 (962) 69344 44 (274) 309386 44 (278) 66261 1 France 33 1 5548284 Greece 30 1 958 9862
Israel 972 03-28-875 South Africa 27 11 377-423 Australia 61 2 922-3977 "Singapore 65 748-2483
Philippines 63 2 817-4315 Hong Kong 852 3-857091 Priced slightly higher internationally

II you have a DECmate II. OEC Rainbow. IBM PC or Victor 9000 microcomputer, call today. Available for use with CP/M. MP/M II.

MmmCST TurboDOS CP/M-86 or MS-DOS operating systems. Visa and MasterCard honored.
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Atari Games, continued..

Archon Mr. Cool

The best way to learn the game is to

watch the computer play itself. This will

occur within two minutes after the game
is loaded. With the excellent manual in

hand, watch the strategy and action take

place on the screen and follow along.

The game can be paused at any time to

give you a chance to see who is fighting

whom and what their specific powers
might be.

Archon is a great game, a classic. Like
all of the games from Electronic Arts, it

requires total involvement. Electronic

Arts views the computer as a new cre-

ative medium. They view their program
authors as artists and their product man-
agers as producers.

Jon Freeman, Anne Westfall, and
Paul Reiche III are the artists respon-

sible for Archon. The packaging resem-
bles a record album, complete with liner

notes and artist biography.The manual is

also excellent. It contains the rules,

strategy, tips, and even a question and
answer section.

Archon is one fine game from Elec-

tronic Arts, a company from which I

look forward to hearing more.

Mr. Cool
The hundreds of games for the Atari

computer fall into a handful of cate-

gories. There are shoot-'em-ups, adven-
tures, climbing games, simulations, maze
games, and jumping games. In the latter

category is a new game called Mr. Cool
from Sierra On-line.

Mr. Cool is a jumping or hopping
game that pits the player against such
formidable dangers as sizzling hot
plates, fireballs, and hot and cold run-
ning springs. No, I am not making this

up. Our hero must turn the fireballs into

snowballs and cool off the hot plates.
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Mr. Cool is really a square—er, a
cube. His goal is to match the color of
the hot plates with the top border of the
playing field. If he is hit by a fireball or
spring he melts to death at the bottom of
the screen. If he is lucky, he can absorb
the springs and fireballs and earn extra

points.

The joystick action is diagonal which,
for some people who tried the game,
posed a coordination problem. There are
IS rounds per level, and the levels go on
forever, or at least until your fingers fall

off. The main task is to hop onto a plate

and change its color to match the color
at the top of the screen. Sometimes one
bounce is all that is needed. At higher
rounds, several hops onto a plate are re-

quired to get it to the correct color. Ex-
tra points are awarded for completing a
screen within a specified time period.

Programmed by Peter Oliphant, this

game resembles the popular arcade game
Q-Bert,but without the beautifully col-

ored screen. That is not to say that the
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SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Mr. Cool

Type: Hopping Game
System: Atari

Author: Peter Oliphant

Format: Cartridge

Summary: Playable until Q-Bert
arrives.

Price: $32.95

Manufacturer:
Sierra On-Line, Inc.

Sierra On-Line Building

Coarsegold, CA 93614

game is not fun to play or challenging
enough.

Indeed, the game is very difficult
above the second level and results, at
least for this gamester, in frustration.
Perhaps someone under 30 would fare
better with Mr. Cool. But for some rea-
son I like Mr. Cool and at least until Q-
Bert becomes available for the Atari, I'll

put my mittens on and keep trying to
beat Mr. Cool.

Atari bought the rights
to E. T. for more money
than the gross national
product ofmost third-

world countries.

E.T.
Joining the glut of such movie spin-off

products as Pac-Man cereal, T-shirts,

and lunchboxes, is the recent rash of
E.T. dolls, bubblegum cards, and jew-
elry. Why not, then, have an E.T. game
for the Atari computer? A better ques-
tion might be: Why have an E.T. game?

Atari bought the rights to E.T. for

more money than the gross national
product of most third-world countries.

They then rushed the product to market
faster than you could say, "E.T. Phone
Home." As a result, the game is simplis-
tic and will appeal primarily to children
under the age of ten.

The scene opens with Elliot, E.T.'s
friend, searching his neighborhood for
parts that can be used to build an inter-

galactic telephone. The joystick-con-
trolled Elliot is scrolled through a map
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Atari Games, continued.
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of suburbia and the forest. Elliot gets

telepathic messages from E.T. concern-

ing what parts are needed.

During play, scientists and other bad

guys roam the area in search of the

extraterrestrial. The parts are invisible to
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SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: E.T.

Type: Game

System: Atari

Format: Cartridge

Summary: Atari, Phone for Help.

Price: $49.95

Manufacturer:

Atari, Inc.

1265 Borregas Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

them unless Elliot is carrying one, in

which case they can take and hide it.

E.T.'s life energy continually diminishes

so Elliot must hurry.

Once all of the parts are located and

returned to Elliot's house, the player

hears "E.T. Phone Home" through the

television speaker and must guide E.T.

to the forest landing site to be picked up

by his pals. The space ship lands, and

E.T. slowly disappears into the waiting

ship. E.T. goes home.

The easier levels require Elliott to col-

lect only four parts. At higher levels, as

many as ten parts must be returned to

Elliot's house before E.T. runs out of en-

ergy. Each time E.T. is asked to tele-

pathically remind the player what parts

are needed, some of his energy is

drained.

Nine different difficulty levels

lengthen the duration of the game rather

than add to the excitement of it. The

Super Cobra

graphics are crude and the game does

not have much staying power. Clearly a

child's game, £17". from Atari is a dis-

appointment for anyone old enough to

be reading this review.

Super Cobra
When I first booted Super Cobra, I

thought, "Oh, no, just another hori-

zontally scrolling shoot-'em-up like Cav-

erns of Mars II." After logging over a

dozen hours at the controls, I have

changed my mind.

The game scenario puts you in the pi-

lot's seat of a helicopter equipped with

two weapons. You have a machine gun

that fires directly in front of the ship.

The sound of the machine gun is ex-

cellent and almost requires that you at-

tach an amplifier and speakers to the

video/audio monitor jack of the Atari

800.

Bombs, your other weapon, are re-

leased from the bottom of the 'copter.

They have a good trajectory and sound
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SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Super Cobra

Type: Game
System: Atari

Format: Cartridge

Summary: Nice rendition of the

arcade classic.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:

Parker Brothers

50 Dunham Rd.

Beverly, MA 01915
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very realistic when they explode. But
what do you use these weapons for?
That depends on the particular screen
you happen to be viewing.

Throughout the game, the horizontal
movement is always from left to right.
Your speed is constant but you may
move forward or backward within a
window. At first your enemies are be-
low. Missiles are launched vertically and
tanks fire at you diagonally as you fly
over the cityscape. The graphics are very
colorful and add to the enjoyment of the
game.
The scene changes every two screens.

After the cityscape, you must fly

through a cave. Sometimes the cave
width is quite wide. At other times, the
opening is very narrow and requires ab-
solute concentration to navigate cor-

The game can be
paused at any time,
which is quite useful
given the hectic pace

of the game.

rectly. Then meteors appear in open
space. The rocks appear out of nowhere,
and you must maneuver quickly and
shoot accurately to destroy them.

This scene is followed by meteors
guarding the cave openings. The meteors
must be dealt with before the cave can
be entered. Next come flying saucers
over a mountain range followed by fly-

ing saucers in the caves. The final

screen, and the one I have yet to com-
plete, is a maze with right angle corners.
Moving forward and backward while
climbing or descending is extremely
challenging. This one screen alone will

keep you busy for hours.

The game can be paused at any time,
which is quite useful given the hectic
pace of the game. An especially good
feature of Super Cobra is that when you
have lost all of your ships and continue
playing, you can resume at the same
level. This is a very intelligent arrange-
ment that should be implemented by
more game vendors.

Parker Brothers has done a respect-
able job translating this arcade hit to the
Atari computer. Although similar to
other horizontally scrolling games. Su-
per Cobra is much more challenging and
has better graphics. It will please any
shoot-'em-up fan, especially if the sound
is cranked up all the way. 37
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UNICORN TREASURES
MAKE

LEARNING
A

PLEASURE

Ages 5-Adult
( 1 to 4 players)

Ages
5-13

Each Unicorn educational game teaches
as it entertains. All of our treasures have

been developed at The Computer Learning
Center for Children. Written by edu-

cational experts who make them fun,
our games feature colorful, high re-
solution graphics, multiple difficulty

levels, beautiful music, and are
completely user friendly with
simple on-screen instructions.
You'll be delighted to use them
year after year as your child's

educational needs change.

Look for our growing line of
quality educational games.

You won't know what
you're missing until you've.

seen a Unicorn.

Available at your local dealer or
call or write Unicorn for our free brochure

Apple. Alan. Commodore 64 and
IBM PC are trademarks ol Apple
Computer Corp . Atari Inc..

Commodore Electronics LTD and
International Business Machines Corp.
respectively

Cnpynqhl 1983 by (Jnrcorn Software
Company AN rights reserved

Available for Apple,
Atari, Commodore 64 and

IBM-PC Computers.

Disk versions only.

UNICORN SOFTWARE™
1773 East Tropicana Avenue (8
Las Veaas. Nevada 09 1 09

(702) 798-2727 or

(702) 798-3990
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Our Readers Are More Responsive
In the September 1983 issue of Creative Computing, we

ran a small contest for readers to write a legible listing

program. The contest announcement was buried on page 150

in the last paragraph of an article about the TRS-80 Model

100.

By September 7, we had received over 50 entries. They

were for all kinds of computers— Apple, Atari, Osborne, IBM
XT, Compaq, Heath, NEC. Eagle. Commodore and others.A

week later, the volume of entries had become a tidal wave.

It is not only contests to which our readers respond. For

the first six issues of 1983, with only half of the results for

May and June counted. Creative Computing delivered 1,881,730

inquiries to advertisers. For the year, the number will easily

top four million.
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While full-page color ads generate barrels of inquiries,

readers don't overlook the small ones. It's not unusual for a

1/4 page ad to generate 1000 or more inquiries.

Why are the readers of Creative Computing so responsive?

Because they are enthusiastic about computers and want to

get the most out of their systems.

The average Creative Computing reader has a college

education, is 37 years old, has a household income of $43,840,

and is a zealous computer user.

So if you want to reach nearly a third of a million responsive

users, why not give us a call?

GPeative coiwpa fcirag
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The Best Just Got Better
Introducing the new Strobe Models 260 and 200 Graphics
Plotters. Haw do you make the world's most cost-effective graphics

system even more remarkable? Simple. Make it easier to use, more
powerful, more versatile and more attractive. The hard part is doing all

of the above while holding the line on a very affordable price. With the

new Models 260 and 200 Graphics Systems, Strobe has done it all. And
the benefits are all yours.

The Strobe 260 is the first eight-pen plotter and software package
available for under $1 ,000. With just a

few keystrokes on your computer, the

system produces superb high-resolu-

tion charts, drawings and transparen-

cies with up to eight automated color

breaks. The even more economical

Model 200 produces the same wide

range of graphics with a single pen

which may be changed manually.

The new Strobe plotters interface

with virtually every popular microcom-

puter made today, including the Apple

II, lie and III, Victor, IBM PC, Kaypro

and Osborne systems. What's more, the StrobeWare software programs
provide every graphic format you will probably ever need, including

multicolor pie charts, bar graphs, line graphs, text processing, and a
broad selection of symbols and character styles, lb further increase your
capabilities, the new Strobe systems also interface with over 40 other

popular graphics programs.

Every feature of the new Strobe Graphics System is designed to give

you the highest quality graphics quickly, easily and inexpensively. The sys-

tem also looks very nice on your desk.

So visit your local dealer today and see

how much better the best can be.

Apofe II. Ik and III. Victor. IBM K, brpro lad Osborar art
tndrmufe of Apple answer, lac, Victor IMed. Ik . later

aaaoail BmtaeM Maraiaii Corporattoa, farpro Corporate.,
mi Ortorae Cnapm Corporate, timnUntf.

Strobe Inc.

897 5-A Independence Ave.

Mountain View, CA 94043
415/969-5130

The Strobe Graphics System
Seeing is believing
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WRITE IT.

PROOF IT.

SEND IT
THE WORD JUGGLER-SYSTEM
FROM QUARK.

_ serious about word processing on
. Apple lie or Apple III, you should test the

d Juggler System from Quark. Integrated

that combine ease of use with extra-

ordinary power.

i

E IT
WITH WORD JUGGLER.
The anchor of the system is Quark's Word
Juggler word processor, a program that lets

you easily perform the most intricate editing

tasks. For example, you can delete characters,

words, even paragraphs with just a single key-

stroke. You can instantly copy, move or delete

entire blocks of text. Then display or print

your document by simply pressing a key.

And there's virtually nothing to memorize.
Because editing and formatting commands
are always right there on the keyboard. Word
Juggler for the Apple III comes with special

templates which identify principal word
processing functions. On our version for the

lie, the editing commands are labeled on
easy-to-install, replacement keycaps.

Plus, Word Juggler lets you generate

form letters from existing mailing
lists, because the program has
a built-in interface with both
PFSTile and Apple's
Quick File.

3
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PROOF
WITH LEXICHECK
Once you've written your document, you can
quickly proof it with Lexicheck—a high per-
formance spelling checker with a 50,000-word
dictionary. Simple and fast, Lexicheck is in-
voked from within Word Juggler by a single
keystroke. The program scans your document
and highlights unrecognized words in context.
If the words are actually misspelled, you can
quickly correct them. If words are merely un-
known, as with jargon or abbreviations, you
can add them easily to your own personal

,
dictionary. *--,

SEND IT
WITH TERMINUS™
And with Quark's new Terminus communica-
tions program, you can use Word Juggler for
electronic mail applications. A single keystroke
invokes the program from within the word
processor, allowing you to communicate with
most any RS232 device. You can predefine the
protocols you need to communicate with as
many as 14 different systems, at transmission
rates up to 9600 baud.

L

TEST IT
TODAY.

c~

L
l

Your dealer wants to give you a complete dem-
onstration of all the features and capabilities of
The Word Juggler System from Quark. And
while you're there, check into Quark's full line
of Office Automation Tools for the Apple III.

Word Juggler for the Apple III, $29
Word Juggler He, $239
Lexicheck for the Apple III, $149
Lexicheck He, $129

Terminus for the Apple HI, $89
Terminus He, $89
AH prices suggested U.S. retail

Quark
Office Automation Tools

Qu«rk, Word Juggler. Lexicheck and Terminus are trademarks of
Quark, Incorporated.

Apple and Quick File are registered trademarks of Apple Comput.
PFS is a registered trademark of Software Publishing Corporation
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David H. Ahl and Betsy Staples

Who Is Jumpman?
Jumpman gets our nomination for Best

Game of 1983. It has everything we look

for in a game: payability, opportunity for

improvement, clever tricks to challenge

your intellect, and just the right amount

of randomness to keep you on your toes.

But it certainly can be frustrating and

time-consuming as you sacrifice man after

man devising patterns and studying the

effects of your movements.

Jumpman is available for Atari, Com-
modore 64, and Apple computers. A second

version with fewer boards, Jumpman Jr..

is available on cartridge for Atari and

Commodore machines. Our description

of playing strategies presented here is for

the full version with 30 boards.

During many hours of play, we have

developed some strategies and patterns.

We have not, however, presented a pattern

for every one of the 30 boards— that

wouldn't leave you with any challenge at

all. Instead, we have presented some gen-

eral playing hints, patterns for 14 boards,

and tips for seven of the other boards.
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The Jungle

General Hints

First hint: read the instructions. This

may sound silly; it is easy to play the

game without reading the instructions.

However, there are many valuable tips in

them, including some hints from game
designer Randy Glover.

Start off with the default speed (4). If

you just can't seem to clear a board at

this speed— after some practice, of

course— then choose a slower speed.

Our patterns work at all speeds. They

work best at the default speed (4). Faster

speeds (1,2, and 3) require you to hesitate

in certain spots, so you should become
familiar with the pattern on speed 4 before

you speed up to 1, 2, or 3. Remember, the

bullets and other hazards move faster and

occur more frequently at the faster speeds:

this can wreak havoc with the completion

of a pattern.

On the very slow speeds, the patterns

may require some alteration; we did not

try every one at every speed.

Bullets move slowly across the screen

until they cross the plane on which you
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ARCADE CLASSICS.

A BLAST FROM THE PAST.
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Remember those great arcade games of the past?
Games like Bally Midway's"" Seawolf II." As

sub commander, you torpedo enemy ships moving
at different speeds. Sink as many as you can, but
watch out for the mine fields.

And Bally Midway's Gun Fight!" In the most
famous shootout ofall time, you'd better be a straight
shooter and fast on the draw.

Exidy's™ Starfire" gives you outerspace graphics
that are out of this world. Plus a starship with laser
cannons to help you rid yourself of alien forces.
And there's Exidy's Fire One!" Hone in on the

enemy with sonar. Then it's up periscope and
torpedoes away.

CIRCLE

EPYX has brought the arcade classics home— at
the right price for you. We've combined the Bally
Midway classics Seawolf II and Gun Fight on one
disk and Exidy's classics Starfire and Fire One
on another. So get the arcade classics today and
have a blast-from -the-past on us.

One or two players;joystick controlled; arcade
style graphics and sound.

epyx
StrategyGamesfortheAction GamePlayer
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Mastering Jumpman, continued...

are located. They then explode and sail

toward you with frightening speed and

accuracy. Watch for them and try to get

them to explode when you are in a position

to change planes rapidly. If necessary,

wait for them to fly by before continuing.

Don't alter your pattern because a slow

bullet or two appears on the screen; keep

going, but always have in mind a possible

escape route should the bullet speed up.

Learn to recognize up and down ropes

quickly (Up— blue, small links; Down-
green, large links). A rope occasionally

apears after you collect a bomb, and you

should know immediately which kind it

is.

It is possible to jump on and off ropes,

but it is more hazardous than jumping on

and off ladders. You will get lots of rope

jumping practice on board 3, Bombs

Away.
You can jump over most of the hazards

if they are reasonably close to the girders.

These include bullets, barrels, vampires,

and blocks. You can jump some of the

robots but not others. In general, we prefer

to avoid the hazards instead of risking a

life trying to jump over one, but if you are

cornered, try it; you have no other choice,

and you may be successful.

The beginner level consists of boards 1

to 8, intermediate level is boards 9 to 18,

and advanced level is boards 19 to 30.

Screen by Screen

1. Easy Does It

On this board, simply follow the diagram.

You should pause only to let a bullet go

by, although very few bullets speed up on

this board, so you frequently can outrun

them.

On the bottom level, do not jump on

the platform at the center; just walk onto

Easy Does It

it and jump first to the right to get the

bomb. Then walk onto it again and jump

off to the left as you continue around.

After getting the next-to-last bomb (A), a

portion of the ladder below you will break

away. Go down it a short way, but im-

mediately jump to the left to get the last

bomb. This is a suicide leap— you will not

live if you miss the bomb, but if you

touch the bomb, the screen ends and you

do not lose your life. After a bit of practice,

you will make it every time.

At the normal speed, you will get 1200

points for collecting the 1? bombs, and

800 to 1000 bonus points, for a total of

around 2000.

2. Robots I

The pattern for Robots I should be

followed without hesitation. The only tricky

jump is the first one (B). Don't wait until

you are at the very bottom of the ramp to

leap, but don't leap too soon either. Practice

makes perfect.

There are no bullets on this board, only

the pesky robots.

As you climb the ladder at the right

side of the board, you will notice the

robot at the top start to descend. Don't

stop to watch or he will cut off your path

"You can t expect to lose weight ifyou keep eating like you do...

"

Robots I

to the left. You ignore him, and he will

ignore you.

You may want to try to leap up to the

top girders from the left side. It is possible,

but it seems to be easier to do from the

right. If you do make it up on the left

side, then simply jump off the right side

in a suicide leap to get the last bomb. If

you complete the lefthand leap successfully,

it is worth an additional 100 bonus points;

otherwise you will have to be satisfied

with 1200 regular points and 800 to 900

bonus points on this board.

3. Bombs Away
On this board you will get some good

practice jumping from platforms to ropes

that will help you later on. As you get the

bombs on the left side, portions of the

platforms will drop away, forcing you to

go to the very top. Here you are most

vulnerable to the falling bombs, so your

best strategy is to run and leap to the

center as fast as possible to start your

descent down the center rope.

130

Bombs Away

This is a down-only rope, so if you get

past a level, you have no recourse but to

get off on the next level and make your

way back up, or to go all the way down

and climb a ladder back to the top.

If you are anywhere but on the top

level, you can usually move or jump out

of the way of a falling bomb and let it go

past. You can look for 1200 regular points

and 600 to 800 bonus points on this

board.
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When you're ready to add disk drives to your system
pick them carefully Get aU the options you need, but don't
pay for features you'll never use.

Mxi get that flexibility in Micro-Sci 5 'A " floppy disk
drives. Choose from a selection that includes everything
from a beginner's first addon to large capacity high-speed
subsystems right for the busiest office environment

Micro-Sci's Model A2 is a superbly crafted, 35-track drive
which is completely compatible with all Apple If* and
Apple lie® hardware and software. It features ajumper-
selectable boot PROM and a price tag its competitors envy
Just nght for the buckjet-conscious consumer!

Programmers and word processors rejoice! Ibu need no
longer sacrifice pre-packaged software compatibility in favor
of iarge storage when you buy a disk drive for your Apple II

or lie. The new Model A82 from Micro-Sci combines a full

328K capacity—more than twice the space of a Disk If—

with the ability to read standard 35-track i^.

Apple IIP owners will crave the Model A3. It offers all

the features and capabilities of the Di fraction of
the price. Ideal as a second drive!

At 286K. Micro-So's Model A73 provides Apple III users
with twice the capacity of the Disk III, and it plugs right in to
the built-in controller—no extra board or power a

The king of all Apple compatible drives is the Micro-Sci
Model AI43. the largest 5 '/« " floppy disk storage system
available for the Apple III. 572K storage capacity and the
5msec access time make the AI43 a powerful back-up
device for hard disk systems.

One option you'll never see on a Micro-Sd drive is a
princely price tag—we control your costs as carefully as we
control our quality So drive carefully to your nearest com-
puter center for a demonstration of Micro-Sci craftsmanship
and quality Do it today!

DRIVE
CAREFULLY

//-sci •Apple II. Apple lie, Apple III. Disk II and Disk III are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc

MICRO-SCI
MICRO-SCI IS A DIVISION OF STANDUN CONTROLS INC

2158 SOUTH HATHAWAY STREET • SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92705 • (714) 662-2801 • TELEX: 910-346-6739
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Mastering Jumpman, continued.
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Jumping Blocks

4. Jumping Blocks

On this board, there are glowing blocks

that are similar to bullets, although not

nearly as lethal. When a block hits you, it

wHl make you jump— usually straight up—
but sometimes in an unpredictable di-

rection. Hence, if you see a block ap-

proaching, it is usually best to get away

from the edge of a platform. Then, even

if the block forces you to jump in an

undesired direction, you will still land on

a solid surface. You can jump over the

blocks, but it is usually not worth the

trouble.

You are most vulnerable to the blocks

when you ascend the two ropes at the

sides, since a jump while on a rope results

in instant death. Hence, our pattern mini-

mizes the use of these ropes.

The really nasty jump is the one at the

top (C). Start running from the left, keep

your joystick pressed right, don't hesitate,

and press the jump button at the last

moment. Even if Jumpman just catches

the right platform with his hand, at least

he is over, and you can go on.

When leaping to the right platform (E),

press the jump button a little way back

from the edge of D, otherwise you will

jump beyond the platform.

Be careful making the jump for the

Vampire

next-to-last block (F); if you jump too late

you will crash into the up-rope, which is

generally lethal.

5. Vampire
Vampire is a nasty board with nasty

creatures that most players come to hate.

At least there are no bullets.

The three vampires cling to their perch

until you have collected a certain number

of bombs. In general, they fly from top to

bottom, and then reappear again at the

top, but this pattern is altered if they get

the smell of blood-then they stay on

your trail. The first vampire comes out

after you capture the third bomb, the

second after the sixth, and the third after

the ninth.

If you follow our pattern, the first vam-

pire is released after you get the bomb at

the bottom left (G). The second is released

when you get the bottom right bomb (H).

Here you need to exercise a bit of

judgment; you should get the bomb at the

second level when the first vampire is

below you (going off the bottom of the

screen) and the second one is above the

bomb.
When you get it, jump immediately back

right and go up the ladder. The second

vampire now should be below you. Taking

132

Invasion

the bomb at J releases the third vampire.

As you complete the pattern, vampires

occasionally get quite close, but you should

be able to avoid them.

It is possible to leap over a vampire,

but it is better to avoid them. Remember,

you are a much better target for the

vampires when you are standing still than

when you are moving. You can generally

outwit one vampire, but when there are

three on your tail, forget it! This board is

very discouraging at first-be sure to keep

moving and your chances of survival will

increase.

A quirk. The rope from the top right

platform (K) is very difficult to climb down

(could it be a bug in the program?). It is

best to avoid this if at all possible.

Look for 1400 regular points and 600 or

so bonus points on this board.

6. Invasion

This is a trivial board, but a good place

to amass points if you are very patient.

All you have to do to finish it is get the

bomb at the bottom right The only hazards

are some flying saucers which fly in random

patterns, but they don't zero in on you

like the robots and vampires. On the other

hand, if one hits you, you're dead.

You get 25 bonus points for shooting a

saucer. Just point your joystick in the

direction you want to shoot, and hit the

button. You can have only four shots in

the air at a time.

The only dangerous place on this board

is on the top platform because if a saucer

approaches from above, you can't see it

until it is too late. Your best defense is a

good offense. Since the saucers fly away

from your bullets, shoot around yourself

in all directions as you move to the right

across the top platform.

Move to the center of the middle plat-

form and stay there as long as you want

to continue shooting saucers. Actually, it

gets quite boring after a short while, and

you will want to move on.

As a general rule, if you are playing the

beginner or grand loop option, at this

point you should have 10,000 to 11,000

points.
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»n - with an intelligent, full 212A 300/1200

baud modem - with a real time clock/calendar -
and with the capability to expand into a com-
plete telecommunications system. Its time forPRO-MODEM 1200. Much more than just a phonemodem.

When you re on-line, time is money. PRO-MODEM
telecommunication systems help you save By
monitoring the duration and cost of your phone
calls. And by sending and receiving messages
unattended, at preset times when the rates are
lower. with or without your computer.
Compare the S495 PRO-MODEM 1 200 with any othermodem on the market. For example, you d have tobuy both the Hayes Smartmodem 1200 plus their
Chronograph for about S950 to get a modem with
time base.

PRO-MODEM 1200 is easy to use. A convenient
Help command displays the Menu of operating
command choices for quick reference whenever
there's a question about what to do next. Extensive
internal and remote self-diagnostics assure that the
system is operating properly. Some of the other
standard features include Auto Answer Touch
Tone and Pulse Dialing, and Programmable Intelli-
gent Dialing.

communications system with features like Auto
Dialer. Incoming and Outgoing Message Buffering
Business/Personal Phone Directory. Program-
mable Operating Instructions, a 12-Character
Alpha-Numeric Time and Message Display and
versatile PRO-COM Software. PRO-MODEM com-mands are Hayes compatible so you can use most
existing telecommunications software without
modification.

There s much more to the PRO-MODEM story Seeyour local dealer for complete details. He II show
you how to save time. And money
Prometheus Products. Inc.. 45277 Fremont Blvd
Fremont CA 94538. (415) 490-2370
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READERS DIGEST
INTRODUCES SOFTWARE
ENOUGHTOGOOUTAND
BUYACOMPUTER FOR.



If you ve always thought of a computer as an expensive toy (or if the one you own now is used
tor laughs), the introduction of Reader's Digest Software"games wfll give you pause for a lot more
thought. In each of our programs we have done something quite unique.

First, we chose specific educational objectives. Then we created the games- a terrific series
ofanimated ticklers to satisfy the most devoted computer buffs. And finally, we designed colorful
energetic graphics, in each case with a flexible format.

Flexible because most of our programs leave room for players to substitute their own ideas
into the games. And the others never play the same way twice.

In an age when a lot of software is either too heavy-handed for much repetition
or too frivolous to be taken seriously, Reader's Digest Software has broken fresh

ground by striking an easy balance. Between a good learning experience and
a good time.

Fun and games for fun and brains. Your children, your teenagers, your
computer wiD approve.

See your dealer for Reader's Digest Software or call Customer Service at 800/431-8800. (In NY, AK, HI: 914/241-5727.)

READERS DIGEST SOFTWARE IS A TRADEMARK OF THE READERS DIGEST ASSOCIATION. INC
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Mastering Jumpman, continued.
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Grand Puzzle I

7. Grand Puzzle I

The secret to this board is knowing in

what order to add six sections to the center

ladder to build it higher so you can collect

the 500-point bombs at the top.

Basically, the ladder sections, which

you get by retrieving the six bombs near

the outside ladders, can be placed in any

order on the center ladder.

But to save building time, the two pieces

next to the center ladder (3 and 4) may be

used anytime after at least two ladder

sections have been put up.

The board will automatically end when
there are four bombs left. Hence, you

should leave the bombs marked "No."

The leap from the top of the ladder to

the top platforms is a dangerous one, but

helped by you, Jumpman can make it.

Each of the four bombs at the top is

worth 500 points, so it is worth some

practice to get them.

The major hazard on this board is the

bullets. There are far more than on any

?TW
Builder

previous board, but generally only one at

a time. You can avoid them or jump over

them; we find avoidance more reliable.

8. Builder

Builder is the last board (whew!) of the

beginner level. It is the first board with

multiple bullets, and, for that reason, can

be somewhat troublesome.

Start by jumping straight up, and then

climb down the rope (it is the only way
you can go). Clear the bottom two plat-

forms in either a clockwise or counter-

clockwise direction. Getting these lower

bombs will build the upper two levels and

cause four additional bombs to appear.

Be careful making the jump at L; it is a

long leap that sometimes results in Jump-

man plunging to an untimely death.

9. Look Out Below
Look Out Below is a deceptively simple

board, but one that can trip up (or squash)

the unwary. Each time you take a bomb,
a block drops from either the platform

you are on or from one overhead. A given

bomb always triggers the same block. Don't

jump over the holes in the girders or the

fallen blocks—simply walk or run over

them.

If you follow our pattern, be sure to

pause at the two places marked with a P
to avoid falling blocks. When retrieving a

bomb at the end of a platform, be sure

just to barely touch it and turn around

9 Look Out Below

^
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quickly; otherwise you get a bump on the

noggin (and lose a life).

Watch the bullets. There aren't too

many, but when you are at the edge of

the board, all it takes is one with your

name on it, and bang—you're dead.

10. Hoi Foot

No one we know likes Hot Foot. Our

pattern is one of the best ways to complete

it— there are others— but it is not

foolproof.

First head straight down before the

bullets start flying— there are lots of them

on this board. Jump over the bomb closest

to the center ladder. If you retrieve it,

blocks will cover the outside bomb making

it impossible to get. Retrieve the outside

bomb, then get the one closer to the center.

Then jump the pile of rubble to get to the

ladder. Inevitably, you will land on the

side of the ladder. To recover, you must

jump straight up until you land on the

bottom platform, then move squarely under

the ladder and climb it.

Follow the pattern, and the top right

bomb (M) will widen the center platform

so you can jump to it. Now pick up the

top bombs, climb down again, and repeat

the procedure on the bottom right. This

time when you climb up, go to the center

(you will have to as a piece will be missing

from the center section of the ladder).

Retrieving the pieces on the center

platform will build two small towers next

to the center ladder. These are climbing

(up only) towers. In general they are

hazards, except if you were killed by a

bullet and need to get to a lower side

bomb (N or P). Since the center ladder

disintegrates rapidly and can't be descend-

ed, you must climb down it as far as

possible, take a small jump to the right or

left to the top of the tower and then jump

to the down-sloping ramp.

If by some accident, one of the bottom

bombs was covered by rubble, the only

possible way to get it is to stand on top of

the rubble pile, wait for a bullet to kill

you, and hope you fall on the bomb. This,

of course, is a sacrifice play, and it doesn't

always work, but it is the only way.

Hot Foot
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GET THEJUMPON MAT!
With Scott, Foresman
Math Action Games
Frog Jump is a great way for your children to learn
to work with numbers. Or they can take a Space
Journey to learn how to work with percents.
Pyramid Puzzler, Star Maze, Picture Parts, and
Number Bowling help with multiplication. .

.

division. .
.
basic facts. . . decimals and fractions.

Math Action Games get youngsters deeply
involved in the excitement of discovering and
mastering fundamental mathematics. Children
have fun and learn at the same time.

There's a Math Action Game for every age
group. Exciting formats challenge participants,
moving them through three levels of difficulty.
Games can be competitive or non-competitive,
so children play them again and again. Each
game uses color, music, animation, and sound
effects to trigger quick thinking and accurate
response.

Math Action Games can give your youngster
the incentives and the satisfaction he needs
to master math. It's an ideal supplement to
any school mathematics program. Games
are available for most popular
microcomputers.

SCOTT, FORESMAN...
Products with tomorrow in mind.

For fast information about MATH ACTION
GAMES, call TOLL FREE: 800-323-3728. Illi-
nois residents call: 800-942-6251. Then after the
tone, dial 341.

Scott, Foresman
and Company

Electronic Publishing Division
1900 East Lake Avenue Glenview. Illinois 60025
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Mastering Jumpman, continued.

Runaway Robots II
Hailstones

11. Runaway
Bullets, bullets, bullets. They fly fast

and furious on this board. On Runaway,

the bombs move about and you have to

catch them any way you can.

Since the bombs move faster than you

do, you have to get them when they are

standing still or, better yet, anticipate their

moves. In general, if a bomb moves off

the side of the board (top, bottom, or

either side), it will reappear on the other

side or at the point from which it

departed.

Since the bullets fly so fast on this board,

it is worth your while to stay away from

the edges. The side ladders are lethal;

stay off them at all costs. The top platform

is bad news too; avoid it if possible. Stick

to the center area of the board where you

can see the approaching bullets and take

evasive action or, if you want, jump over

them.

12. Robots II

The robots on this board are consider-

ably more tenacious and nasty than the

friendly little guys on Robots I. Neverthe-

less, they are dull-witted and can be out-

smarted, if not outrun.

Follow our pattern carefully. Don't make

the jump at point until the gray robot

(the nastiest one) starts down the center

ladder.

When you get down to the bottom level,

depending upon your timing, one of three

situations will exist. The first (and best)

situation is that all three robots are dashing

around on the top three levels; in this

case just finish the pattern.

Another possibility is that some of them

are fairly near you. Again, go ahead with

the pattern-they will get out of your

wav - ; Jill
The third situation occurs if you dilly

dallied along the route and all three robots

<3U4)WS

and the princess dreamed of her knight in shining armor..
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are homing in on the bottom right corner.

Don't panic! By jumping the two gaps in

the bottom right area of the board, and

possibly going back to the third level, you

can usually get away from the critters

and finish the board. Remember, the robots

can't jump, so you can generally escape

to a platform that is safe by making a

jump.

13. Hailstones

Hailstones is not a lucky 13 board—

everyone hates it. No pattern is absolutely

foolproof, but ours is the result of many

hours of experimentation by many

players.

As the board scrolls into view, jam the

joystick to the left, and get Jumpman up

that left ladder as fast as you can. Get the

bomb and come down. Four hailstones

will be following closely.

At the bottom immediately run to the

right ladder, up to the top and retrieve

that bomb. Down again and run to the

left to a point between the center and

right platforms. Wait for four hailstones

to appear from the top and then dash to

the center structure and up the left side.

Stop at the top of the rope ladder until

four hailstones drop. Just before a hailstone

is about to kill you, jump to the right,

head up the ladder, and get the bombs

before the hailstones hit the ground and

more appear.

In general, hailstones fall in groups of

four, but sometimes they appear in smaller

groups. Groups of four closely spaced

stones are the easiest with which to deal;

the smaller groups are murder. There are

never more than four hailstones on the

screen. As soon as one hits the ground,

another falls from above-at exactly the

point at which Jumpman was when the

last one hit the ground. Hailstones usually

bounce off the rungs of the ladders; Jump-

man is usually safe on a ladder except on

the top three rungs.

Don't be discouraged if you lose four

or five lives on this screen at first— and

even after you are an accomplished player.

It is a tough one!
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Instant one-button color printing.

copy

Press here.

It's just that easy! Any time you want to print what's on your
Apple's screen just hit the copy button on your Transtar 315
color printer with our PICS card installed, and it's done! No
special programming, no lengthy code sequences, no need to
exit your program! Just press the button and it prints!

By adding the optional PICS card to your $599 Transtar 315
color printer, you've opened up a whole new world of easy color
printing. For the first time ever, our PICS parallel interface card
enables you to screendump virtually any program - graphics,
charts, games -- even copy-protected software! Specially design-
ed only for the Apple II, II+, He, and Franklin computers, the
Transtar 315 PICS card does the work of a parallel card and a
lot more and costs only $1 19.95.

At the push of a button, Transtar's innovative new 4-color dia-
gonal ribbon will print up to 7 colors and more than 30 shades
in a single pass.

The 315 is precision-built to exacting standards by Seikosha,
the most experienced company of the famous Seiko group-
recognized worldwide for quality and dependability. In fact,
one of the nicest things about Transtar's 6-month warranty
on parts and labor is that you'll probably never use it!

Innovative, inexpensive, dependable, easy: the Transtar 315.
Color printing has never looked so good!

Only $599.

'PICS Ofdi are currently available lo* Apples and Franklins
PICS cards lor other computet* will be available in the lutuii-

Transtar
A Vivitar. Computer Product

P.O. Box C-96975, Bellevue, WA 98009
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Mastering Jumpman, continued...

14. Dragon Slayer

Like Invasion, on the Dragon Slayer

board, you must collect only one bomb—at

the lower left. You can't use the ropes;

they are reserved for the dragons. On the

way down, you can slay dragons for 50

points each.

You slay a dragon by pointing your

joystick to the right or left and pressing

the button. That releases your spear and,

assuming your timing is correct, the dragon

dies. But once one dies, another is rein-

carnated at the lower left and heads on

up to breathe dragon fire upon you. So

how do you get past this never-ending

onslaught of dragons?

When the board opens, run left, down,

right, down, and stand still. A dragon will

be approaching. Kill it. (Practice a few

spear throws so you know how far it goes,

and don't forget to take into account the

time the spear is in the air.) Kill the second

dragon, which is close behind.

Run left and down to the second level.

From the base of the ladder, kill the next

Dragon Slayer

four dragons. The next two should be

spaced much closer together than the

earlier ones. Stand on top of the mound

and jump straight up when the dragon

runs by. Do the same for the next dragon.

Then run left (you should be just a bit

behind the dragon one level overhead).

Go down the ladder and to the left, and

the bomb is yours.

Several cautions: you cannot jump the

dragons when you are moving; trying to

do so merely launches a spear. While you

can jump a dragon on level ground, it is

much easier to do so while standing on a

mound. As you kill dragons, the mounds

start to flatten out until all the platforms

are perfectly flat. This is trouble. Try to

get to the bottom before this happens.

A Few Hints

From here on, we are not going to give

you patterns for the remaining 16 boards.

In the first place, we haven't figured all of

them out; in the second, we don't have

space in the magazine; and in the third,

we don't want to deprive you of the fun

Grand Puzzle 11 The Roost

of figuring them out for yourself.

However, just to get you started on

some of the trickier boards, here are a

few hints.

On Grand Puzzle II (15). the bomb at

the top left (R) drops a rope into the top

center treasure box so you can get out

once you get the treasure. To get the

bottom treasure, you must get bomb(S)

or (T) first. Either one makes you invisible.

Climb down (by feel), jump the bomb on

the bottom platform, and run through the

treasure cage to get it. As in Grand Puzzle

I, the board ends when four bombs are

left.

On The Roost (17), immediately climb

up a step or two on the left ladder, then

back down and clear the bottom platform

Figurit
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Outsmart
yourcomputer.

Show your computer who's boss. Earn its
respect. With a Datamost book.
No matter what age or ability level you're

at, we have the right book that talks just to
you. And your computer. Whether you own
an APP,e * An Atari * ()rjust <lbout an>' brand-

All our books are incredibly easy to
understand.

Which will make it incredibly easy to
understand your computer.

What If You're Scared OfBooksAbout
Computers?

Don't be.

Our books are written in friendly famil-
iar American English. Highlighted with
cartoons. And illustrations. So they're fun
to read. As well as educational.
And there's over 30 books to choose from.

Basic computer learning books to program-
ming books to coloring books.

You won't be bombarded with complicated
programming routines until you're ready for
complicated program-
ming routines. And no
funny technical talk

until you've reached

the level where you don't think it's funny.
We'll tell you what you need to know.

And then, when that's understood, you can
take the next step toward outsmarting
your computer.

Before You Spend BigBucks On A Computer
Spend Little Bucks.

Once you've decided, kind of, almost,
nearly, what type of computer you think
you d like to buy, buy a Datamost book.

It 11 help you understand the Atari or the
Commodore* or the Apple of your eye.

Before you spend a lot of money. Before
you take your computer home.

You'll make a better purchase decision.
Because you'll understand what you're
doing. And what you and your computer can
do together.

So there won't be any misunderstandings
to ruin your new relationship.

How To Get The Most Out Of Your Computer.
Get the most out of our minds.

Pretty smart, huh?
The most out ofourminds.

E
"erybody Every level

Ilil.lh.L.I In.- MMBJIL-I L. • .—H1 llbriKhtAv,-.ChaIsworth.CA913!l. 121^709- 1202lun Cmpu.er.-Apple * a trademark of Apple Coolert-"" TJ*Tnark»a.mm1«l,»,-H u ,,„,.ssM.Khin<-s.ln. CIRCLE 145 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Mastering Jumpman, continued

before those mad birds reappear at the

bottom. The two top side bombs cause

two others to appear at the bottom two

comers. Vampires you can jump, but these

birds are tough -stay out of their way if

possible.

On Figurit (20), we have shown the first

part of a pattern. Picking up these bombs

in any other order makes it much more

difficult, if not impossible, to finish the

board.

On Follow The Leader (23), cruise back

and forth along the lower part of the

ramp for a 1-o-n-g time before taking the

first bomb. Your followers will do the

same which will give you a chance to

clear the rest of the board. Beware: the

ladders at the lower left lose pieces which

can put you into awkward situations.

On Mystery Maze (25). there are actually

two mazes that start out the same. We
have included an illustration of a portion

of just one of the mazes.

On Gunfighter (26). gravity is 23 times

normal and you can't jump. We usually

don't worry about extra points here, just

hurry to the bottom and finish the screen.

In Now You See It (28), as you grab

various bombs, parts of the maze, or

bombs, or both disappear and reappear.

In addition, some of the bombs cause

portions of the platforms to drop away.

So as not to spoil it for you. our illustration

shows only the ladders.

Good luck, and may all your leaps be

successful!
**
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a* Pi'sChristmas,
AtariandCommodoreowners

willgooutof their minds.
It'll take about 30 seconds.

Because once you boot a Datamost game
on your Atari home computer, or your
Commodore 64, you'll come face to screen
with the most mind-blasting games ever.
And what better time to go out of your

mind than Christmas?
OurMusic WillHave You Hearing Things.
Going out of your mind never sounded so
good.

Because now our games have music. You
heard right. Music. Original Music. Through
out. And scored just for our newest
releases. You'll go nuts over it.

Our Graphics Will Have You Seeing
Things.

You and everybody else.

Because our games are so great-
how great are they ? -they're so great
you'll want to play them again and
again and again. And then ==, -^

ffiE&S JSDATAMOST-

2E
THE TAIL OFBETA
L iRA E.'* Changes as
you play. Unpredict-
able. Impassible la
master. (Xo one has;)

The most out ofour minds.
I J, 1 1. 1 Dli > I In.' tiCXl'l L-..111..-...1.. «.._ t'L. - .. . - -

And they 11 want to play. And then your family
will want to play. And then total strangers off
the street will want to play and . .

.

Mind-blowing arcade-quality action like
this makes it one mad world, pal.

We'll Torment You RightFrom
The Start.

No time to settle down and get comfy.
The tension begins building the moment

you boot the game.
Terrific screen titles tease you with the

game's objective, scenario, characters.
And while you wait, hand twitch-

ing over the Joystick, you'll find
out what planet you're on.

What the fuss is all about.
Why you're involved. And perhaps

of singular importance to you
personally, how to keep from being
obliterated. So get ready to get the

most out of your mind.
By getting the most

out of ours.^.^„(A , a.,,,m^'. :;:-x:^ri^r;—?.^_

cosmic ti wels.
Fourgames in one.
Four times the
challenge.' Incredible
graphics.

WONSTERSMASB.
Deathly strategy. Mash
the monsters! Let the
visitors live.

NIGHTRAIDBRS.™
Strafe a city under
'lege uilh 31) angled
selective firing!

ROUNDABOUT."
Sharpens your shoal
em up shilts. 24
differentgame screens.
Habit,forming!

COMBATS TOM IMS.
You >e the mailbay in a
big city skyscraper.
Work your way to the
top.
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IFIP, SICOB,andPCW
AIFIP'83

David H. AN
IFIP. SICOB, and PCW-Good grief,

how's that for a mouthful of acronyms?

Yet, from September 19 to October 3,

1983 they assumed real meaning and di-

mension.

IFIP TO
IFIP, the International Federation for

Information Processing, is a federation of

the data processing societies of 43 nations.

It exists to promote the spread of infor-

mation science and technology, to advance

international cooperation, and to further

the dissemination of knowledge.

IFIP holds an international congress

every three years; the ninth such congress

was held in Paris from September 19 to

23, 1983.

Since it was practically back to back

with the PCW show in London, we decided

to go to both, although normally IFIP is

not in our mainstream of interest. Why
not? Two reasons.

144

Overview of a portion of

the computerfloor of the SICOB show in Paris.

The McGraw Hill booth at SICOB was in

an appropriate location.

IFIP focuses on ten areas such as The-

oretical Foundations of Information Pro-

cessing. Application Systems, and Database

Systems. Most have more to do with the

inside of the computer than the human

interface. Moreover, the presentations in

the two areas of interest to us— Social

and Economic Implications and Computers

in Everyday Life -tended to be theoretical

and out of date.

We weren't alone in feeling a lack of

relevance. Ken Brumbaugh of MECC men-

tioned to us that he found it difficult to

find a common ground for meaningful

discussions of computers in education when

educators at the show talked in terms of

having one computer at a school to service

1000 students or so. He also felt that a

panel discussion which gave each of nine

educators just ten minutes to state their
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IFIP, SICOB, PCW, continued...

position and views did not encourage any

depth in presentations or discussions. Two
professors from UCLA agreed with Ken

on the lack of vitality in the presen-

tations.

We were especially disappointed in the

computer art presentations. In contrast

to Siggraph, the demonstrations were a

real disappointment, and more and more

people left after each successive speaker.

So what does IFIP have to offer? Pre-

sumably for the DP professional, particu-

larly in a less developed nation, it has

more to offer than to a personal computing

enthusiast in the U.S. But perhaps the

main reason for attending was that men-

tioned to us by Stan Winkler— the cam-

araderie, the renewing of old friendships,

the making of new friends, and the informal

sharing of ideas. Certainly for us, that

was far more worthwhile than all the

presentations on systolic VLSI arrays, ultra

parallel microprocessor design, and the

danger that computers pose to our

privacy.

SICOB
SICOB is a French acronym for an

international trade show for data process-

ing, telematics, communications, office

organization, and office automation. It is

Paris!) London-.

People 6 Places

Betsy Staples

Demonstrations of Lisa were attracting a great deal of attention at the Apple booth at

SICOB.

an immense show, the largest of its kind

in Europe, covering 850,000 square feet

with an attendance of well over 400,000.

As with IFIP, there was not a great

deal of interest to us at SICOB. Several

small computers were being shown

which are not currently available in the

U.S. We got a closer look at the Canon

X-07 and a chance to use the real thing

rather than the prototype we saw at CES.

When long-time friend and contributor

Ancellme Roichel called to ask us to

spend the weekend prior to the IFIP

conference at his "family chateau" near

Paris, we had no idea what to expect.

We know Ancellme as a pioneer in

personal computing whose ideas and

experiments frequently anticipate the

direction of technology by several years,

but he never struck us as the sort of

person who would be associated with a

chateau— family or otherwise.

Imagine, then, our surprise when

Ancellme drove his rented car through

the gate of a genuine French chateau,

parts of which date from the 16th century.

Furnished with Oriental rugs, antique

Chinese porcelain, and ancient Middle

Eastern ceramics and tended by helpful,

friendly servants. Chateau d'Orval made

us feel like characters in a Masterpiece

Theatre production. We agreed that it

wouldn't take long to become accustomed

Chateau d'Orval.

to such a life.

The fantasy ended all too soon with a

hair-raising drive through rush hour traffic

to the Palais des Congres in Paris for

opening day sessions at the IFIP con-

ference.

I had been facing my second visit to

Paris with something less than total en-

thusiasm. On my first trip ten years ago,

I had been appalled by the indifference

of the people and their complete inability

to tolerate lapses in my high school

French. Somehow the city seemed more

hospitable this time. Perhaps the attitudes

of the Parisians have changed (unlikely),

perhaps my French has improved (less

likely), or perhaps we just looked less

like college students travelling on a

budget. Whatever the reason, I began

to understand for the first time the fas-

cination that the city holds for people

the world over. It will never replace
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A (Dddern Dag Fable.

a
nee upon a time there was a very diligent man, Jack. Every
year the man promised his very faithful wife that he would
keep accurate records to make tax time more bearable.

One sunny day. Jack traded in his family cow for a new computer.
That starry night, he began to enter all of his tax records onto disk.

"How easy and accurate this will be," he stated.

The months went by. Tax time approached. Confidently, Jack
inserted his data file and entered "Run Taxes." "Just watch," he said

to his wife. But alas. His CRT, as if it were alive, proclaimed, "I/O
ERROR." "Gads," he stammered in frustration. "Oh my," said

his wife.

Then entered his neighbor carrying three beans, a golden lyre and the

new Discwasher* Clean Runner.. Interactive Drive Cleaner. The
good neighbor told Jack, "Preventive maintenance will destroy dirt in

the disk drive and keep it running clean."

The good neighbor promptly inserted the Clean Runner Interactive

Drive Cleaner into the drive and cleaned the read/write heads for

Jack. Saying "Bye," he left to tend to his garden. Diligent Jack then

proceeded to run his tax data and this time all went well.

The moral of the story, Discwasher Clean Runner is a disk of
prevention for a bit of frustration.

Not all endings are (hat happy. A dirty read/write head can cost not only
many hours of lime but also the loss of valuable data.

^ Discwasher ® Clean Runner,* Interactive Drive Cleaner is one
disk that contains both the program software and the cleaning
surface. There is no program to enter.

jp Clean Runner is an interactive system. It responds to your
individual entries as it leads you step-bystep through the cleaning
process.

^f Clean Runner directs the hcad(s) of your drive to a different

track for each cleaning.Clean Runner provides a contamination-

free cleaning surface.

^ Clean Runner effectively works on both single or double- sided
drives.

Ji" Clean Runner is programmed for 20 cleaning operations.

n Disk Of Pretention forJf Bit Of frustration
discwasher 1407 N. Providence Rd.. P O Box 6021 Dept. CC. Columbia. MO 65205 USA A DIVISION OF JENSEN an ESMARK Company
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IFIP, SICOB, PCW, continued

The Robo Stick is an accurate input controller for the Apple, Acorn, and other

computers.

It falls into the category of a notebook

computer— it is smaller than a Model 100

but larger than a pocket computer. The
keyboard is laid out in conventional

QWERTY fashion, but the keys are cal-

culator style and spaced more closely than

on a standard typewriter. However, they

do have a good feel, and we got no key-

bounce whatsoever in normal use. In our

benchmark test, the X-07 was quite slow.

but provided reasonable accuracy. We
were quoted a price of "under 1000 francs"

($125), but we have reason to believe that

is way too low. Canon USA isn't talking.

Another small machine we saw pre-

viously at CES is the Sanyo PHC-25. It is

a nifty low end computer, although in-

credibly slow. We were told it would not

be marketed in the U.S. because of the

cutthroat price competition at that end

of the market. It seems that that sort of

kamikaze competition hasn't spread to

Europe— at least not yet.

Surprisingly, we saw very few portable

machines of the Osborne variety. Most of

the European business entries seem to be

more along the line of the IBM PC, at

least in physical appearance.

Apple was getting a great deal of at-

tention at their Lisa demonstration, al-

though we found a marvelous new graphics

entry device on another part of their stand

(booth). It is manufactured by Robocom

in England and is a cross between a joystick

and track ball. A stick projects out of a

calibrated ball and we found it much easier

to maneuver the cursor accurately around

the screen with this device than any joystick

or mouse. We hope that either Robocom
or Apple decides to market the device in

the U.S. The supporting graphics software

was quite amazing too.

Paris from the 1 4th floor.

London in my affections, but it has risen

to a position somewhere above New York

on my list of enjoyable cities to visit.

On To Wales
Having had our plans to visit Belgium

and Holland foiled by a general rail strike

in Belgium, we revised our itinerary and

headed for Wales with the assistance of

British Rail's SeaLink.

The predominant color in Wales is

green— a lush, moist green that I have

never seen in the U.S.— and the pre-

dominant sight is sheep. Wool is big

business in Wales, where even the smallest

patches of unoccupied ground are ex-
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The predominant sight is sheep.

pected to support at least a sheep or

two.

We rented a car in Cardiff and spent

the first night in the delightful seaside

resort of Mumbles, which featured a

giant rainbow striped apple on the side

of one of its most prominent buildings.

Apparently, delightful seaside resorts are

not prime locations for computer stores,

because the shop below the apple had

been abandoned.

The Welsh people are, if anything,

more cordial and helpful than the English.

Most were happy to chat and eager to

volunteer advice and information. Per-

haps the most interesting bit of infor-

mation we picked up was from the pro-

prietor of a craft shop who told us about

the frog migrations in his area. "In the

spring," he said, "people join the Frog

Patrols to help the frogs cross the roads

and get to their mating places safely."

We found this concern for such lowly

creatures admirable. Kermit notwith-

standing, we suspect that a similar situ-

ation in this country would result in

either very hazardous driving conditions

or the installation of teeny, tiny DONT
WALK signs on the highways.

The only place we heard Welsh spoken

was on the Welsh TV station, but the

place names presented sufficient chal-
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Chess 7.0 - Then and Now
In 1982. we introduced Chess 70. by Larry Atkm For the first time
the chess player could save games to disk, take back moves easily,
learn from classic games, use a real manual enjoy an extensive
opening library, fast play, a smart end-game, and in general work
with a program designed to extend his or her own reach Chess 70
also played better than any other chess disk on the market And

'

although other programs are now beginning to offer some of
Chess 70s features. Chess 70 is still, by far. the learning, analytical
fool for the chess person. Decide for yourself - ask your dealer to
show you the interactive chess game where you get better not
bored

The Best are Now Boxed!

Announcing New Versions

.._, w. .vv.vu <_. i, ui iU v^uiii uie now (

and Commodore 64 Thanks for waiting

More Feedback

From Neil Shapiro. Popular Mechanics "PM Software Monitor 5 83
The Best in Chess ... all the options make playing a game with
Chess 70 more like having a conversation with a chess teacher than
playing against a machine

"

From Jonathan Cert, former World Othello" champion " an
extremely formidable opponent in most situations. Odin's plav is
world class by human standards " Othello Quarterly, summer S3.

Another First - A Program Designed to Teach Chess

HowAboutA NiceGametf

CHESS!

1 : MProgram
with l nijue Features Designed to

Teach CHESS to a BeginnerA
HelpAnyPlayer a

'

PlayBetter a'

c HESS

tamment option to arcade mmdlessness tateJeS'thP ™?'TMT5 Sh°W h°W p,eCes move and capture.' Sub-'""
best products

"
InfoAge Save $25So75*SSl p^ced 5* ZZlnZTT T****

PmC 'PleS °nd SfrQtegies
'

includin9»"i specially pncea set development and end-game techniques. A must at $29 95.

3186 Doohttie Drive

Northbrook, II 60062
(USA)

1-800-323-5423

Chess 7a $6995
Checkers 21 $4995
Odin $4995
How About A Nice Game of Chess. $2995
Mind of Man Set $145 00
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For

Apple- II. Ill

Commodore ' 64
IBtvf PC
Atari' 400-1400
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IFIP, SICOB, PCW, continued.

PCW Show
PCW stands for Personal Computer

World magazine. According to the cover,

it is "Britain's Biggest Microcomputer

Magazine." It has undergone the usual

changes in ownership, common in the

field, and is now owned by VNU. Under

the previous owner, it was informally our

sister publication, but that relationship

no longer exists.

In any event, PCW has been sponsoring

a personal computing show for six years,

and we have been attending for four. It is

the largest show of its kind in England,

and generally a great deal of fun.

However, as with other shows, the effects

of dilution are beginning to show. Today,

there are so many shows, so many stores,

and such widespread availability of hard-

ware, software, and books, that the frantic

activity (read buying) of previous years

was largely absent. Also, the show was

held over five days, so the activity was

more widely dispersed. Not that it wasn't

busy on Saturday -it was. So much so,

that the narrow aisles of the Barbican

Center were crowded to the point that

movement was totally impossible in many

places. Those, of course, tended to be

around the stands exhibiting the most

interesting new products. More about those

later.

Players of Postern Ltd.
"
3-D games donned special goggles

Some general observations: Britain has

its own well-established computer industry,

and there were fewer American machines

on the floor than in any previous year.

Apple was conspicuous by its absence;

not only did Apple not have a stand, but

very few peripherals and software packages

were being shown for the Apple. Atari

and Commodore both had large stands,

but far more space, particularly among

peripheral and software vendors, was de-

voted to the Sinclair Spectrum, Dragon,

and Acorn BBC computer.

1

lenge to keep us on our linguistic toes.

Imagine the scene: Rented car ap-

proaches roundabout. Driver, all the while

trying to remember which side of the

road he belongs on, calls to navigator,

"Do we want to go to Llanrhaeadr or

Lianwrtyd?" Navigator replies, "I can't

find anything that sounds like that on

the map. Can you spell it?" By this time,

they have missed the turns for both towns

and are zipping along toward Penrhynd-

eudraeth.

London Update
Back in London, we noticed that the

showers have not improved and phone

sanitizing is still a booming business.

Friends were quick to inform us that

telephone service has improved greatly.

They claim that public telephones now

not only make change, but accept your

payment before the called party answers

so that you have a chance of actually

completing the call. We have no reason

to doubt the accuracy of these reports,

but all the public phones that we saw

and used were of the old answer first,

then pay variety.

We were pleased to discover Tim

Hartnell alive and well and writing in

Shepard's Bush. Much to his conster-

nation, a recent issue of SYNC magazine

reported Tim's retirement. He has been

travelling in Australia signing up new

book authors and plans to publish some-

thing like 42 new books this year- hardly

a retirement schedule.

Other people who have not retired

are former PCW editorial staffers Peter

The Apple logo dominates downtown

Mumbles.

Rodwell, Maggie Burton, and David Teb-

butt all of whom are now engaged in

independent ventures but remain involved

in various projects of the magazine and

its offspring. They treated us to dinners

at their respective homes that dispelled

any evil notions we might have had about

English food.

People at the PCW Show kept telling

us that the Sinclair ZX81 was dead in

England, and we began to believe them

as we watched the Sinclair-oriented books

and magazines languish on the shelves

of our stand. On the last day of the

show, wanting desperately not to have

to store them for another year, we put

on our marketing hats and made a large

poster: ZX81 Owners- Ask for Free Gift.

Suddenly the hall seemed to be filled

with ZX81 owners, and we were able to

dispose of all the material we had in a

few hours. We concluded that ZX81

owners are not dead, just impoverished

or under age.

We also concluded that this would be

our last year to exhibit at the PCW
Show. Like the shows in this country,

PCW will soon be the domain of large

manufacturers who neither need nor

expect to recoup the expense of exhibiting

from sales at the show. We predict that

fewer and fewer small companies and

companies with relatively low cost prod-

ucts will be able to afford any but the

smallest shows and flea markets.

We will, however, continue to cover

the show (and environs) editorially to

keep you up to date on the market

wherever it may be.
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^ INTRODUCING SARGON in.THE FIRST
CHESS GAME THAT'STOUGH ENOUGH FOR
BORISAND EASYENOUGH TORBOBBIE

—.. e«.. ... ,.w.,, ..a^ucu out t ware. 11 s tne ulti
microcomputer chess game. Whether you're a
master like Boris Spassky looking for a real chal
lenge. Or a novice like little Bobbie Adams who

wants to learn the liner points
of the game.

Sargon III

challenges the masters.
Sargon III can be the toughest
opponent you'll ever play.

It's more difficult and moves
faster than our famous Sargon II

Played at its highest level, Sargon
111 is the Grand Master ol chess games.

If you want to see classic situations and prob-
lems, Sargon III will show you. If you want to replay
sequences, Sargon III lets vou. You can even stop
your game in progress and save it to disk or print
it out ifyou want

Sargon III is the best way to learn chess.
Sargon III rives you the greatest instructional

value ol any chess game. It allows two players to

CIRCLE 160 ON READER SERVICE CARD

'.' .y,—r- ""
i

""-""I"'* moves ior consis-
tency with rules of play. You can also query Sargon
lor move suggestions. If you're playing alone, youcan ask Sargon for alternate moves after it makes its
best move.
Sargon III provides the most complete and infor-

mal,ve user manual, making it easier for the novice
to learn. It includes diagrams from the U.S. Chess
Federation, suggestions for better play, and descrip-
tions of 107 great games of history
Sargon III runs on Apple II, II 4 , He, the IBM

Personal Computer and other popular compatiblesSo visit your local retailer and ask for Sargon IIIby name Or call 1-800-343-1218 (In MA 617-937-0200)
Hayden Software, 600 Suffolk St., Lowell, MA 01853

It s simply the best move you can make.
Sargon III is a registered trademark of Hayden SoftwareApple u> 3»'^«™«fcmarkol Apple Computer. Inc.IBMisa registered trademark of IniemationalBu«ine«atochfaeCorp

S^RQOTilll
HAyDEN SOFTWARE

)
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IFIP, SICOB, PCW, continued

The Commodore stand was crowded, but had no new products

on display.

The Creative Computing booth at the PCW show was colorful

and, during show hours, packed to the gills.

Sharp was showing yet another updated

version of the MK-60, this one numbered

MZ-700. It has nice specs, and the version

with the built-in four-color printer/plotter

is very nice indeed. However, as with the

earlier versions, the MZ-700 is cassette-

oriented (only), and "high resolution" graph-

ics must be done with graphics symbols

within a 40 x 25 character matrix.

We were interested to see that Mattel

was making a big push for the Aquarius

computer, Intellivision. and their noisy

Synsonics drums. Perhaps they are hoping

for success in the U.K. with products

shunned by the American market.

Among the business machines, the Apri-

cot was attracting the most attention with

the Sinus 1 and IBM PC not far behind.

The Pied Piper, introduced at the show,

seemed to be well-received, as was the

NEC 8800, DEC line, and Seiko 8600.

This latter machine is a 16-bit 8086-based

computer with 128K, 640K floppy disk

drive, 10M or 20M hard disks, that runs

MS-DOS, CP/M, or any one of four multi-

user operating systems.

Elan Computers
Elan, a company started by David Levy

of computer chess fame, was showing an

early prototype of a powerful computer

designed to sell in the $300 range. David

Among the business

machines, the Apricot

was attracting the

most attention with

the Sirius 1 and IBM PC
not far behind.

made the point that this may be the first

machine designed by a software company;

thus it incorporates many features of in-

terest to software designers and program-

mers.

Briefly, it is built around a Z80A (4

MHz) with 32K of ROM and 64K or 128K

of RAM, expandable through a memory

management system to a staggering 3.9Mb.

The graphics resolution is 672 x 512 pixels;

text resolution is 56 lines x 80 columns

(84 if the border area is used). The Elan

employs 68 full-stroke keys and a built-in

joystick (like the SpectraVideo 318). Sound

capability includes four voices over eight

octaves via stereo output. Many of these

capabilities are produced with custom

chips, so we are not likely to see them

in other machines- at least not

immediately.

Elan is seeking an American partner,

and we expect to see them busily writing

orders at the winter CES in Las Vegas.

For more information, write Elan Com-

puters Ltd., 31-37 Hoxton St., London Nl

6NJ, England.

ACT Apricot

We were frankly astonished at the in-

terest in the Apricot. Not only did ACT
have a huge stand, but many software

Timothy Hartnell, one of the most prolific authors in computerdom

at his booth.
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At the Acorn booth, here viewed from above, most of the BBC

and Atom computers were tied into a central hard disk controller.

Here, eight of the machines are running continuous graphics in a

horizontally scrolling banner.
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from the publishers off PC

For IBM Personal Computers in

Education. Home and Business I se

K D?
H^^^^^H VI

tftWl

^r* -^
llh

m
• •

ms. ^îl|?mJM'IM;IIJ.'.IJJ:«^;F^«^IJI^J
Fulfill all of your expectations for your IBM

personal computer with PCjr, the applica-

tions magazine written for you and your house-

hold! Whether you're completes your banking

from home, cataloging your book, record or

recipe collections, teaching your pre-schooler

math or the alphabet, preparing your taxes or

term papers, or just playing games, PCjr will

enable you to get the most out of all IBM PC's or

compatible computers!

PCjr is written for all members of your house-

hold as a tool to utilize your computer to its

fullest extent

SUBSCRIBE TODAY AND SAVE UP TO 35%!

PO BOX 84 SO, Boulder. Colorado 80388

TE5; please enroll me as an Introductory Subscriber to PC JR. for:

i
One year (19 issues) , ]

Two years ree years
"lit$l4 97"anc

Address—

$2797 and SAVE 30%

please print ram* m full

$3897 and SAVE 35%

City- -State. -Zp_
CHECK ONE:
Chare.

Payment enclosed ;
Bill me later

American Express MasterCard

Card No .

1 on fuM one-year subscription price of 41997

Please allow 30to60 days lor delivtt

Exp Date.

8H096

BMHBl



ASS**"-

AD 1 It the mow reliable and the most
cotteffectlve add-on floppy disk drive

for Apple II ,11 PLUS 1

and Me 1 com
outers. It matchet them in quality end

function but at lest cott to you.

There't no need for eny software

modifications.

AD-50/100 ere tenet of edd-on 554"

5MB/10MP Winchester disk drives for

Apple II or IBM PC® computert.
AD 50/100 Incorporete microproces-

sor based architecture, proven Win-
chatter technology and built-in hard-

ware ECC capability to detect end
automatically correct errort.

TM-1265 featuret 12" nonglare green/

amber screen, 10 degrees tiltability,

800 lines horizontal high resolution,

elegant outerlook and eesily accessible

modules on e light weight but sturdy

plastic freme that eases ayes strain and
is easy to meintein.

MITAC is the largest computer system and peripheral engineering company in Taiwan,
backed up by more than 200 computer engineers, most advanced CAD/CAM systems
for designing and manufacturing and high-speed A.T.E. facilities for automatic testing.

Besides, we are the third licensed manufacturer of disk drives from Shugart next to IBM
and Matsushita in Japan.

MITAC has built very reputable sales and stable production of current products which
are prevailed in the domestic and international market. Since this June, MITAC has

been producing and selling more than 10,000 units of disk drive per month. Receiving

the world-wide acceptance proves our products to be extremely reliable, and our long-

term support keeps our international distributors a better margin in this highly competi-
tive field.

I

T*>
JOY 80/100 are joysticks with

mlcrotwitch technology to enture

high accuracy, super tentitivity, end
autocentering feature to ease opera

tiont. With micro adjustment

cepability, JOY 100 lett you edjutt

the cursor center on the right poti-

tion et you with.

MODEL
COMPATIBILITY CAPACITY

(FORMATTED)APPLE II IBM PC

AD-1 V 143.4KB

AD-50A V 5MB

AD-100A V 10MB

AD-1 001 V 10MB

JOY-80 V -
JOY-100 V -

TM-1265 V -

/ ECONOMY

/quantity /

SYSTEM
MANVFAC
TVREK

REUA -

BILITY

Welcome dealer inquiries.

FOR U.S.A. AND CANADA INQUIRIES

PLEASE CALL:

Hmerican ntitsC Carp.
2906 SCOTT BLVD.,
SANTA CLARA. CA 95050. U.S.A.

TEL: (408) 988-0258 IN CALIFORNIA.
(800) 321-8344 IN OTHER STATES.

TELEX: 9103382201 MECTEL

FOR INTERNATIONAL INQUIRES PLEASE
CONTACT:

•va»"J mitac inc.
3RD FL., 75 NANKING E. RD..SEC. 4. TAIPEI
TAIWAN. R.O.C.
TEL: (02) 713-6980, (02) 715-0940
TELEX: 20261 MECTAC. 11942 TAIAUTO

• Registered trademarks of (J Apple Computer Inc. Q International Business Machines, Inc.
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IFIP, SICOB, PCW, continued...

Perhaps the
strangest data entry
device we have
ever seen is

the Micro-writer.

manufacturers were showing packages for

the machine as well.

The Apricot is termed "the 4th Gen-
eration Executive Computer" and employs
an «086 (5 MHz). 256K expandable to

768K. one or two Sony microdrives. 9"

screen with 80 characters x 25 lines lor

132 x 50) text resolution, and 800 x 400
pixel monochrome graphics resolution.

Outwardly, it looks like a sleek IBM PC
(systems box with drives, tilt-and-swivel

monitor, and detached keyboard). It uses

a second 8089 processor for memory
management, and an optional 808? is

offered for math calculations.

Three operating systems are included:

MS-DOS. CP/M-86. and Concurrent
CP/M. Both Microsoft Basic and Digital

Research Personal Basic are included, along

with a range of applications software.

Prices start at around $2400. American
availability is promised soon. Watch for a

review on these pages. For more infor-

mation, write ACT International Ltd.. 1 1

1

Hagley Rd.. Birmingham B16 8LB.

England.

Vlicrow riter

Perhaps the strangest data entry device

we have ever seen is the Microwriter.

Slightly larger than an adult hand, the

device has six buttons (one for each finger

and two for the thumb). These six keys

Microwriter is an interesting, new data

tntry device.

simulate the functions of an entire alpha-

numeric keyboard.

Microwriter can be attached directly

to a computer: however, it also has a

built-in 1600-word memory and battery

power.

Data entry on the Microwriter compared
to a keyboard is like speedwriting is to

handwriting. The photo shows how several

letters would be entered on the Micro-
writer.

U.S. price is around $500. For more
information, write Microwriter Ltd.. 17

E. 71st St., New York. NY 10021.

Games, Games, Games
The casual visitor to the PCW show

would be forgiven if he mistook it for a

full-scale invasion of aliens. Pac-creatures.

worms, trolls, frogs, mutants, and assorted

noisy monsters. With the exception of a

small business-oriented area of Hall B.

manufacturers of games software were in

every nook and cranny showing their wares.

Moreover, there was no prohibition on
sound levels, so each stand attempted to

outdo its neighbor in decibels. The effect

of all this, along with the noise of the

crowds, was nearly overpowering.

Postern Ltd. was showing an interesting

true .VD game. The effect was achieved
with special glasses with red and blue
lenses supplied with the game, J-Deep
Space. As with most suppliers, versions
are available for the Spectrum. BBC com-
puter, and Commodore 64. Watch for

our review of the 64 version soon.

Another new concept in games was

A new Kind Of BBC

Home Service

Over the past two years, the Acorn
BBC micro has taken the British Isles

by storm. As part of a national program
to improve computer literacy throughout

the United Kingdom, the British Broad-

casting Company invited computer firms

to compete for the assignment to develop

a new educationally focused microcom-
puter that met high technical specifi-

cations.

The Acorn, designed by leading edu-

cators at Cambridge University, subse-

quently was chosen as the official BBC
micro. Today more than 85"i> of English

schools use the Acorn to teach computer
literacy. In Britain, Acorn is selling units

as fast as it can turn them out.

Now Acorn is introducing the BBC
micro to the United States. At a press

John Anderson

conference in New York City last week,
the U.S. version of the machine was
unveiled.

Built around a 2 MHz 6502 processor,

the BBC Acorn comes with 32K RAM
standard, expandable to 64K inboard. It

includes alongside its ROM operating

system a structured version of Basic and
View, a ROM-based word processing

system. Its 73 key QWERTY keyboard
includes 10 user-definable function

keys.

Also built-in to the hardware are a

voice synthesis module and a three-voice

synthesis module with full envelope con-

trol. The video display provides 40- or

80-column text, graphics resolution of
up to 160 x 200 in sixteen colors, and
640 x 2(X) in two colors. Fully three
video outputs are offered: NTSC color,

monochrome monitor, and RGB color.

The RGB output video quality is su-

perlative.

Standard interfaces include floppy disk

capability, a Centronics-compatible par-

allel printer port, an RS-432 serial inter-

face, which is described as an enhanced
RS-232. and four-channel analog to digital

conversion.

In addition, the Econet interface allows

up to 254 BBC Acorns to be inexpensively

tied together into a single network. This
feature will be of special interest to

educators. Using Econet. an instructor

may monitor the progress of an entire

claanoom of Acorn users. A single com-
mand allows a master station to view
any other display tied to the network.
The external connection dubbed the

Tube affords co-processor capability. A
second 3 MHz 6502 module can be added,

including an additional 64K. A Z80 mod-
ule also includes an additional 64K and
can support the CP M operating system.
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LopkslikeaFerrari.
Drives likeaRolls.
Parks likeaBeetle.

Ask your computer dealer

to take the cover off a world-class disk drive.

The all new, 1984 Indus GT.™
The most advanced, most handsome disk

drive in the world.

A flick of its power switch can turn an Atari

into a Ferrari.

Or an Apple into a Red Hot Apple.

Looks like a Ferrari.
The Indus GT is only 2.65" high. But under its

front-loading front end is slimline engineering
with a distinctive European-Gran flair.

Touch its LED-litCommandPost™ function
control AccuTouch™ buttons. Marvel at how
responsive it makes every Atari or Apple home
computer.

Drives like a Rolls.
Nestled into its soundproofed chassis is the
quietest and most powerful disk drive power sys-

tem money can buy. At top speed, ifs virtually

unhearable. Whisper quiet.

Flat out, the GT will drive your Atari track-to-

track 0-39 in less than one second. Increasing
data transfer 400% . (Faster than any other drive.
And as fast as any Apple disk drive.)

And each GT comes with the exclusive
GT DrivingSystem™ of software programs*
World-class word processing is a breeze with
theGT Estate WordProcessor?" And your dealer
will describe the two additional programs that

allow GT owners to accelerate their computer
driving skills.

"
In< luo>da*itand«id«qulpnient

Also, the 1984 Indus GT is covered with the

GT PortaCase™ A stylish case that conveniently
doubles as a 80-disk storage file.

Parks like a Beetle.
The GT's small, sleek, condensed size makes it

easy to park.

And its low price makes it easy to buy.

$449 for Atari. $329 for Apple.

So see and test drive the incredible new 1984
Indus GT at your nearest

computer dealer soon.
The drive will be

well worth it.

INDUS
The all-new 1984 Indus GT Disk Drive.

The most advanced, most handsome disk drive in the world.

For dealer information, (.ill I -8(H) 1 1 INDUS In ( alitornia, 1-800- 54-INDUS, 213/882-9600.
© 1983 Indus Systems, 9304 Oeering Avenue. ( hatsworth, C A 91 31 1 . The IndusGT is a product of Indus Systems. Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc. Apple is a
registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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IFIP, SICOB, PCW, continued-

being shown by Phoenix Software. They
announced a series of action/adventure

games. First, the player must master an

action game. Upon completion of each

level, he receives a clue for later use.

After completing the highest skill level,

the player gets the loading code for the

adventure portion of the game, and play

continues in the style of a normal text

adventure. All in all, a novel concept.

We'll review one soon.

l.lamasoft . originators of the wonderful
Gridrunner game (marketed in the U.S.

by HES), were showing several new entries

for the Spectrum, Vic-20, and CBM 64.

One really wacky one goes by the name
Hover Bover and requires the player to

mow up to 16 lawns with a power mower
borrowed from a neighbor. You can sic

your dog on the pursuing neighbor, but

you must avoid the busy gardener and
not plow through the flowerbeds or over-

heat your mower.
Llamasoft were also showing Matrix, a

sequel to Gridrunner: Attack of the Mutant
Camels, similar to the Parker Brothers

Empire Strikes Back VCS game; and Laser

Zone, an original space shoot-'em-up in

which the player must control two space-

ships at once. It's not easy! Reviews coming

up soon.

Quicksilva, the software of which you

have read in SYNC, was showing several

nifty CBM 64, BBC, and Spectrum games.

In Quintic Warrior, an original arcade

game, you must stand alone against the

sinister Crabman and mangled mutants.

Like water skiing? Try Aquaplane in which

Opportunity
knocked
Adam Osborne, aged 44, foun-
der of ihe newly-bankrupt
Osborne Computer company re-

mained uncharacteristically
quiet yesterday declining ail

comment! on his company's
problems.

A former computer industry
columnist and book publisher
he is known for his bravado.
Karlier this year he boasted
that he would knock out his

competitors v*!th a new product
he called a " cherry bomb." In
the event the idea backfired.

The son of British mis-
sionaries in India. Osborne was
educated in England. But he
regards California as the land
of opportunities.

" Here it is a question of

what you know, not who you
know. I would not have a

chance In Britain." he says.

Well, he had his chance in

California.

The British press was less than kind

about the demise of Osborne Computer.
Above is the report from The Financial

Times of London.

you face Marine Maniacs and other aquatic

obstacles. Reviews soon.

Across the aisle from us. Salamander
Software was attracting a good deal of

attention with several games for the Dragon

32, most of which are also available for

the Tandy Color Computer. We par-

ticularly liked Dragon Trek, a game in

the tradition of the original Star Trek,

and Wizard War, an original game of

magical conflict between the wizards of

an alien planet.

Salamander also had several excellent

adventures including Franklin's Tomb,
Everest, and Lost in Space.

Rabbit Software had some nice Vic-20

and CBM 64 games. Most were arcade
look-alikes and copies of board games,
but the graphics were interesting and well

done.

Romik was a company launched at the

1982 PCW show. In the following year

they became established as a first rate

games producer. They were showing a

wide range of games for CBM 64, Vic-20,

Spectrum, and other machines. We were
impressed with Dicky s Diamonds, a game
in which Dicky the Owl has to retrieve

diamonds stolen by Stephen the Spider

by weakening his webs. Quite unique!

Watch for a review. Zappy Zooks is a

Pac-creature type of game, but wildly

(impossibly?) challenging at the higher

skill levels.

Audiogenic was showing several utility

packages for the Vic-20 and CBM 64,

including Magpie, a user-programmable

database program with "pop-up" windows
and menus. Several well-known arcade-

type games of other vendors, as well as

Audiogenic, were produced using Audio-
genic graphics utilities.

The BBC Acorn is slated to make a splash on this side of the Atlantic.

An NS16032 module brings 32-bit archi-

tecture to the Acorn, with the capacity

to address up to 256K.
In addition to the many high quality

educational packages currently available

for the BBC Acorn, contractual agree-

ments with many U.S. houses have been
concluded to support the machine.

Among these companies are Spinnaker.
Muse. Micro-Ed, CDC (Plato series), and
ISM. The range of software will span

elementary through university level, and

all packages will be reviewed by an
advisory panel staffed by American
educators.

As if all this weren't enough to get the

machine off to a solid start in the U.S.

educational market, two BBC television

series underwritten by Acorn will air in

the United States, prominently featuring

the BBC micro. The first, aptly called

"The Computer Programme." was
shown last spring and will be rerun this

season by 220 PBS stations. The second,

"Making the Most of the Micros." will

premiere later this season.

With the Acorn selling for less than

$1000 in this country, it is bound to

have a real impact on the educational

market. As soon as a U.S. version of the

unit arrives at the lab, you will see a
comprehensive review in the pages of

Creative Computing.
For more information, contact Acorn

Computer, 400 Unicorn Park Dr.,

Woburn. MA 01801. (617) 935-1190.
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Britain has beaten us
by publishing the first

computer comic,
Load Runner.

Magazines

Personal Computer World, as any old-

timer is aware, was modeled on Creative

Computing. Even today, the two magazines
and their respective offspring bear a striking

resemblance to one another. Both have
been acquired by large publishing empires.

Both publish a Sinclair-specific magazine.

Both publish a games magazine, a business

computing magazine, buyer's guides, et

cetera.

In many other respects., the British

computer magazine publishing industry

parallels that in the United States. There
are far more magazines than anyone might

have imagined a year or two ago. Although
we Americans pride ourselves on being

first in nearly everything, Britain has beaten

us by publishing the first computer comic.
Load Runner. The comic/magazine carries

six regular strips and several additional

features and is aimed, as expected, at a

young audience. One problem: their tech-

nical advice column. Brainy's Brainbox,

regularly contains answers to readers'

questions that are shallow and/or just plain

wrong. Some of the comic strips, particu-

larly Trumbull's World, are pretty good.
England boasts two computer games

magazines. Computer & Video Games
and a new one from PCW. Personal Com-
puter Games.
C & VG is a very good magazine and

runs around 160 pages per monthly issue.

Each issue has 13 or so program listings

with one or two games for each of the

popular computers. It also runs one or

two long features, lots of shorts, and lots

of ads. The October issue had a 16-page

feature on 3-D games with red/green il-

lustrations that gave a 3-D effect when
viewed with the cardboard glasses en-

closed.

Personal Computer Games is brand new
and. for now, is scheduled for quarterly

publication. It also has lots of program
listings and many colorful reviews with

tips for beating the various games.
Lest you be tempted to think that the

computer magazine explosion is confined

to the U.S. and U.K., we can say definitively

that it is not. While in Paris, we had dinner

with Matthew White of Systems Publishers

in South Africa. His firm currently has

five microcomputer-oriented magazines.

And Ake Fredriksson of Handic Press in

Stockholm gave us a copy of Vic Rapport.

one of several new microcomputer maga-
zines published by his firm.

Can the publishing boom last? Probably

not forever, but it certainly shows no sign

of slowing down yet!

Tidbit: According to a well-placed source

in Britain, the feel of the new Sinclair

keyboard is like the feel of dead flesh. IE

"Dear Sir: When you can find time away
from your computer. I'd like to speak to

you. Signed. Your Wife.
"

APPLE, ATARI and TRS-80 OWNERS!
Three fantastic books from Creative Computing Press...

THE CREATIVE APPLE
The best articles and features on the Apple
to appear in the past four years of Creative

Computing are gathered together in this in-

teresting and entertaining book. Revised and
updated to include the latest information,

this wealth of material gives you dozens of

ways to tap the tremendous potential of your

Apple Contents range from graphics, music
and educational applications to word
processing, software reviews, games and
tips on easier programming Whatever you
use your Apple for, you'll find plenty here to

help you get more out of it than you ever

imagined possible

The Creative Apple, edited by Mark Pel

czarski and Joe Tate 8V4" x 11". softcover.

illustrated. $16.95.

THE CREATIVE ATARI
Whether you're an Atari beginner or sea-

soned expert, you really shouldn't be without

this extraordinarily useful guide to practical

Atari "how to" and lore. You get tutorials on
Atari graphics, a discussion of Atari memory
concepts, programming tips, programs and
much more that will help you make better

use of your Atari. It's written so the average,
non-expert user who knows a little about
BASIC and simple programming can easily

develop into a skilled Atari user The con-
tents have appeared as articles, columns

and tutorials in Creative Computing, but

have been thoroughly revised and updated
to insure maximum learning ease.

The Creative Atari, edited by David Small,

Sandy Small and George Blank. 8V4" x 11",

softcover, illustrated $15 95.

THE CREATIVE TRS-80
Here's a complete guide to everything you
can do with your TRS-80 and how to do it

better, faster and more expertly games,
graphics, educational applications, business
applications, programming aids, music and a

review of handy hardware and peripherals

IT

Whether you're interested in expense man-
agement or educational techniques, sym-
phonies or color composition, this valuable

volume will enable you to use your TRS-80
for more exciting and satisfying computing
almost immediately

The Creative TRS-80, edited by Ken Mazur
6W x 11, softcover. illustrated $15 95

Registered Trademarks Apple Apple Computer. Inc Atari

Atari, Inc . TRS 80 Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp

For faster service

PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112

(In NJ call 201-540-0445)

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
CREATIVE APPLE: Send me .

Depi. HB6H . 39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 079S0

copies at $16.95 each* plus $2

CREATIVE ATARI:
postage and handling »18R
Send me copies at $15 95 each* plus $2
postage and handling »18B

CREATIVE TRS-80: Send me copies at $15 95 each* plus $2
postage and handling »18Y

*CA N| and NY Stale residents add applicable sales lax Outside USA add $3 postage
and handling charge

PAYMENT ENCLOSED $

[ ] CHARGE MY: American Express MasterCard Visa

Card No Exp Date

I

I
Signature.

I

I

Mr /Mis /Ms.

Address

City

-Apt

.

State _ _Zip-

Check here for FREE
Creative Computing
Catalog

_l
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What's fun todo
and teaches,too?

>K

du

That's an easy one: HesWare™ educational software.

The children with the most answers in school are usually the children who enjoy learning.

HesWare helps develop your child's interest in learning by making it fun. And along the way develop

familiarity and proficiency with computers—a skill that is becoming more and more essential to success.

HesWare educational software combines enjoyment with a creative learning experience. Unlike

video games, HesWare educational programs involveVour child—and that keeps their interest. Whether
it's creating colorful and artistic pictures with Turtle Graphics,

making up funny faces with Facemaker,™ or helping America's

favorite canine, Benji, save kidnapped scientists (and learn

about the solar system in the process,) or any of the programs
in our education library, HesWare gives your children a positive

attitude toward learning and technology.

It's not expensive to give your child a headstart on the

future. HesWare programs are available for most popular home
computers, including the Commodore VIC 2CT Commodore 64;"

Atari? and IBiVT

HesWare educational software. Just one of the

ways HesWare is expanding the computer experience. And
expanding vour child's horizons. Look for them at your

favorite software retailer.

Human Engineered Software, 150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 94005
800-227-6703 (in California 800-632-7979) Dept. C20

Pleasesthe
tough

customer

HesWare

COCO 2

HesWare is a trademark ol Human Engineered Soltnare Facemaker is a trademark ol Spinnaker Solt»are VIC 20 and Commodore 64

of Commodore Electronics Ltd Atari n a registered trademark ol Atarr Inc IBM is a registered trademark of International Business
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Hello, information.
Or, how the IBM PersonalComputercan bring you the world.



There's a world of information just

waiting for you. But to use it, study it, enjoy

it and profit from it, you first have to get at it.

"Yet the facts can literally be right at

your fingertips— with your own telephone,

a modem and the IBM Personal Computer.

Plug into the network.

The modem that plugs into your

phone takes the codes your IBM Personal

Computer understands and turns them into

signals that can be transmitted over the

phone lines.

On the other end of the phone lines

are inde|x-ndent information services* ready

for you to access from your home,

school, lab or office. So, in minutes,

you can tap the resources of over a

thousand data bases— and plug

into a world of possibilities.

Something for everyone.

At home, for example, you

can shop through an electronic

catalog. Access mortgage

amortization and tax depreciation

schedules. Study the wines of

France, the foods of Italy. Find

property to sell, rent, swap or share.

And play hundreds of games.

At school, you can bring

news into the classroom— as it

happens. \bu can teach and learn

with facts about everything from

phrase origins to plane geometry. \ou can

also tap instructional courses and learn how
to program the very IBM Personal

Computer you're using.

In the lab, you can call up a wealth of

mathematical and statistical programs or

retrieve scientific and technological data.

In the office, you can plug into the

commodities market. Read abstracts of

leading publications. Even get census

figures to see who's in your major market.

And when you're planning a business trip,

your IBM Personal Computer can provide

airline schedules and car rental information,

as well as tell you what the weather is and

where the best restaurants are.

Calling all computers.

And these outside data bases aren't

your only information link, either.

With assigned passwords, you can

also have access to data that's stored in

your company's IBM minicomputer or

mainframe via your IBM Personal Computer.

\bu can even exchange a sales forecast

with a manager two fi\x)rs down or two

thousand miles away— one IBM Personal

Computer to another.

So the IBM Personal Computer really

can let you call the world. But there's one

call to make first. For more information on
where to buy the IBM Personal Computer,

call 800-447-4700. In Alaska or Hawaii,

800-447-0890. T^ 5=^'

TheIBM Personal Computer
A tool tor modern times

•Information scrvitts air available by subscription at additional cost, and are not supplied by IBM
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a

yg Apple II compatible

4K of RAM
UlC Upper & lowercase

j\ Typewriter-style

keyboard

12-key numeric pad

|a VisiCalckeys

£) 50-watt power supply

M) Built-in fan

1982

ACEWriter II

Sophisticated word processing that's easy to learn

Hr^ ACECalc
-\^L ^^VisiCalc -compatible spreadsheet analysis

program with 80 columns ot variable width

^§N ACE Display card
<^? Opens video display to a lull 80 columns by

24 lines

ACE 80 CPU card
Allows you to run CP/M and Apple" II

programs

ACE Dual Interface card
Allows you to connect to local and remote
printers, terminals, computers and other

^ Vi accessories

yg Apple II compatible

of RAM
Ulc Upper & lowercase

/Egga\ Typewriter-style

keyboard

1 2-key numeric pad

|a VisiCalckeys

50-watt power supply

Built-in fan

1983

Good. Better.
And you thought Franklin

was qood before.
ry

Well, look at Franklin now. You'll find our ACE product line has
grown . . . and grown. To include sophisticated word processing.

Sensational spreadsheet analysis. And an array of peripheral boards.

So you can expand the capabilities of your ACE 1000 as your busi-

ness needs increase. Our product line's not the only thing that's

grown. Franklin now has more than 1,000 authorized dealers
throughout the country. So. if you thought we were good before, fTOA
come see us now.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

VisiCalc rs a registered trademark of Visi Corp w«,».

2128 Route 38; Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 Telephone: 609-482-5900; Telex: 837-385
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The CBasic Clinic

Part 3

You have probably noticed that the

first two sessions in this series went

along slowly and easily to get you used

to the CBasic language. You should now
at least be familiar with the steps in-

volved in writing, compiling, and run-

ning your CBasic programs.

From now on, you will find that

things speed up and become a little more
involved. Don't let this throw you. If

you can't quite get the idea the first

time, don't be afraid to reread and,

above all, try the program listings. You
can learn quite a bit more if you see the

results on your screen or printer.

Error Messages
Before we start this session, I want to

call your attention to the error messages

in CBasic. You recall there are two
kinds: one shows up when you compile a

program; the other when you actually

run it. Your documentation lists both

kinds and explains the error. A better

listing appears in CBasic User Guide
(Osborne/McGraw Hill), which I urge

you to buy. In my opinion, the User

Guide listing gives much better explana-

tions and corrective actions to be

taken.

The most common compiler error you

are likely to see is error se. The error

notice is printed right under the line

where it occurs and reads something

like: ERROR SE IN LINE 47 AT PO-
SITION 13. SE means syntax error. You
may have misspelled a key word (pritn

instead of print, for example). The next

most common error is US (undefined

string). It means you left the quotation

mark off the beginning or, more likely,

the end of a string. You will, un-

doubtedly, make your share of errors

and thus have to learn about them as

you go along. Some of them can be quite

tricky, so take the time to read the docu-

John A. Libertine. The Four Corners. Hanover. MA
02339.

January 1984 Creative Computing

John A. Libertine

mentation and try to think logically and
slowly.

Okay, let's try a slightly different ap-

proach this time. Take a look at Listing

1, a simple program that allows you to

enter the names, addresses, and scores of

a bowling team. Note that I have used

special numbers (Al, A2, and so on) at

the left margin. These are for ease in ref-

erence only; you do not type them in

your program.
First of all, read through the entire

listing. You should be able to under-

stand most of it. Of course, there are

many new statements and functions that

will be unclear; we will go into these in

detail, but try to get the feel and the gist

of the program first. This program not

only lets you enter the data but saves

them in a file so you can access them
anytime. We will then do another short

program to print the results out on your
printer.

Subroutines

The first new statement is the very

first word: gosub. As in most Basics, it

means go to a subroutine. The figure

next to it (in this case, 10000) refers to

the line number where the subroutine

starts. Remember that we don't need

line numbers in CBasic except when we
specifically refer to one. You will find

line 10000 near the end (at A68). Most
programmers put subroutines at the end.

In this case, there are three of them
(at lines 10000, 20000, and 30000). It is

customary in CBasic to use distinctive

line numbers for subroutines. In this

case, I have used large even numbers
starting with 10000. You could also use

a decimal line system: 1000.1, 1000.2,

etc. The choice is yours as long as you
are comfortable with it. Incidentally, for

simplicity I will refer to program lines as

line 1000 or line 20. The reference num-

bers at the left will be called simply Al,

A34, and so on.

At Al, we tell the computer: Go to a

subroutine that is located at line 10000.

Line 10000 (at A68) is the beginning of

our old friend from Part 2, the for-

next loop that clears the screen. This

ends at A71. Now notice that A72 has

the single word return. This tells your
computer we have reached the end of the

subroutine and the program is to return

to the line following the gosub instruc-

tion. In this case, the program now goes

back to A2. Remember, all subroutines

must be followed by a return.
From A2 to A7, the program displays

a title screen. The multiple print state-

ments on A5 push everything on the

screen up seven lines to center the

words. The colons between each print

are shortcuts. They mean the next

instruction is to print on the following

line. In this case, each instruction merely

prints a blank line.

A7 illustrates two significant CBasic
statements: input and line. Input stops

the program and waits for you to type

something. In this case, we are asking

that the return key be pressed. The
function here is to stop the program
while the operator reads the screen. At
A33 and several other places, the Input

requested is a name or other data. In any
case. Input serves two functions: It stops

the program, and it accepts your input,

which is then assigned to a variable.

Usually, after you input the data, you hit

the return key to end the input. At
A7, only the return key need be hit be-

cause the function here is to halt only

until you are ready to proceed.

Line Inputs

There are two basic kinds of inputs.

A41 illustrates the usual one. Here you

are asked to furnish a number (bowling

score). The other kind is a line input.

A33 is a typical example. Putting the

word line before the variable NAMES
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CBasic Clinic, continued...

makes it possible to enter a line of
characters and/or numbers including
most punctuation marks (commas, semi-
colons, and so on). Ordinarily, a comma
indicates the end of one item and the

beginning of another. For example, if

you entered:

John.Joseph,Michael
each name would be considered a
separate input, and you would need
three variables (i.e., input NamelS,
Name2$,Name3$). In this case, the com-
mas are considered delimiters; they set

off each item individually. If you use the
line type of input, the three would be
one item (assigned to one variable), and
it would be stored and printed out ex-

actly as entered.

This line input is useful in an address
line, for example:

100 Main Street, Apartment 2.

If you did not use the line input, the
street address and apartment number
would have to be two separate items as-

signed to two variables in the file, and
the comma simply would not print out.

If you try to assign such a line to a single

variable, you would get an error
message.

One punctuation mark you cannot use
in a line input is a quotation mark be-

cause quotation marks are used as the

delimiters in this type of input. A simple
way to visualize this is to see how
CBasic stores items you input. Say you
input an address:

100 Main Street, Apartment 2

If you use the regular input with two
variables, here is how it looks in the file:

100 Main Street,Apartment 2

If you use the line input with one vari-

able, it looks like this:

"100 Main Street, Apartment 2" (note

the quotation marks).

In the first example, commas are the

delimiters. In the second, commas are

still the delimiters but not when they are

within a string set off with quotation
marks. You can see it better in a file that

reads:

"10 Main St., Apartment 2",
"Anytown, Mass."
The commas after St. and Anytown

are literals, and they print. The comma
between Apartment 2 and Anytown is a
delimiter and does not print. This is two
separate entries, of course.

In A7, the line input serves an addi-

tional function. When you hit return,
you are putting a null string—a string

with nothing in it into the variable

DummyS. With the regular input, hit-

ting return has no effect. The com-
puter does nothing but wait for more
input or gives you an error message. By
making it a line input, hitting RETURN
puts in a null string in the form of two
quotation marks next to each other ("").

The computer sees this as an entry, as-
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signs it to DummyS, and goes to the

next program line. Because we never call

back DummyS, it just serves to startup

the program after a halt.

You must remember that the line type
of input can be used only with string

variables. CBasic does not allow this

form with integer or real number
variables.

In addition, compare A6 and A7 with
A20. In the first case, we have a print
statement followed by an input line. On
your screen, A6 prints the line shown
and, on the next line, A7 prints a ques-

tion mark. At A20, the input is followed

by a prompt string (a word or words)
that will print on your screen. There
isn't a question mark in this case, and
the cursor stays on the same line. Either

works. The second is usually easier and
more efficient. With this background,
you should now be able to understand
the program completely through A21.

File Handling
Now we come to one of the most

powerful functions of CBasic: file han-

dling. For some reason, this whole busi-

ness of files seems to throw neophytes
for a loop. Let's approach it slowly and

The whole business of
files seems to throw
neophytes for a loop.

simply keeping in mind that, for now,
we will sometimes oversimplify and
leave out some of the more advanced
features to make things easier.

It helps to remember that a file is

nothing more than data stored on your
disk; thus it can be recalled anytime. You
give it a name that follows the CP/M
format (up to eight characters followed
by an optional period and three charac-

ter extension as: FILENAME.EXT).
The data can be stored in two major
forms: sequential and random access.

The latter is more advanced and ver-

satile, but for this program let's stick

with the simpler sequential form.
Sequential simply means the data are
stored in a stream—one item right after

the other.

The first step is to create the file. Two
statements are available: create and file.

The first creates a file unquestioningly.

This means that if the same file name al-

ready exits, it erases it and overwrites it.

The File statement creates a file only if

the name does not exist on your disk. If

it does exist, it opens the file (i.e., makes
it available for reading or additional in-

put). In our program, we are using this

form. Once a file is created or opened, we
do not refer to it again by file name. We
use a number from 1 to 20 because 20 is

the largest number of files we can have

open at the same time. In the case of the

File statement, the file number is the

lowest unused number. In our programs
that is number 1. The create statement

requires you to give the file a number as

in CREATE "FILENAME.FIL" AS 1.

In either case, we refer to the file as 1 as

long as it is active.

At A22, we name the file and assign it

to a variable Filenames. At A24, we
open the file. The first time you use this

program, it creates the file. After that,

the file exists and the program will open
the file. This makes it possible, among
other things, to add names and data to

an existing file.

A25 is a key line. The if end state-

ment means: If in reading this file,

should you come to the end of the file,

then go to line 10. If we did not put this

in, the program would read to the end of

the file and, finding no further data,

would cause a runtime error that would
crash the program. A27 (line 20) illus-

trates the read format. As I noted, the

file is referred to as 1 . The format for a
read is:

READ #X semicolon variable
comma variable comma and so on
(where X is a file number from 1 to 20).

Note that an if end is not executed im-
mediately. It only executes when and if

you have read all the way through a file.

If you are running this program for

the first time, the IF END executes at line

20 (A27) because it tries to read a file

with no data in it. The program goes to

line 10. If the file already exists, the read

executes and reads the first series of the

data (NameS through String3). As you
can see at A29, the program then returns

to line 20 and reads the next series and
so forth until the end of the file is

reached. What is happening here is that

the data are taken out of the disk file and
placed into memory. When the end of

the file is reached, the if end executes

and the program goes to line 10 (at

A31). Just to illustrate that line numbers
in CBasic do not have to follow any or-

der, note that line 10 comes after line 20
in this program.

You should be able to figure out A26
and A28 (along with similar lines later

in the program). This is a simple way to

count the number of entries you make.
At the end, we can print out the number
of names in the file.

When the program gets to line 10, the

GOSUB 10000 repeats the clear screen

routine and the program begins to ask

for inputs at A33 through A47. Note
that after the three numeric inputs (for

scores) there is an error trap line, which
simply catches an input that is less than
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1 or more than 300 (the range for bowl-

ing scores). You should be able to trace

this for yourself now.
This is not a very sophisticated error

trap, but it does not have to be because

the operator has a chance to proofread

his entries later. This error trap simply

generates the warning message. This
happens after the inputs at ASO through

AS7. I think you should be able to fol-

low the logic without my going over

each line.

At A58 (or A62 depending on re-

Your assignment is to

figure out the logic of
the PRINTER.BAS
program from your
documentation or
CBasic User Guide.

spouses just preceding) the program has

a cosub to A73. This is where the data

are written onto the disk. The format is

virtually identical to the read statement

except the command is PRINT #X in-

stead of READ #X (where X is the file

number).

Closing The File

At some point, the program must come
to A63. To ensure that the data are safely

transferred to disk, we must close the file.

The command is simple: CLOSE X (X =
file number). We are now at the end of

the program. From A64 to A67, the final

count is taken and printed on your

screen.

The stop statement at A67 is im-

portant. It prevents the program from

continuing along and executing all the

subroutines that follow. Unlike some Ba-

sics, we cannot use end here. An END in

CBasic stops the compiler (which we
don't want, of course), so the stop is

used instead. The difference is simple:

END stops the program cold at any stage

of compilation, stop stops the program

only in the runtime mode.
When you have written the program,

store it, compile it (CBAS2 BOWL), and

then run it (CRUN2 BOWL). Put in

four or five names and scores. Note that

you have three lines for addresses. If you

do not need all of them, you merely en-

ter return (a null string, remember?).

After you do this, you can read the file.

Go to the A > prompt in CP/M and en-

ter: TYPE BOWLING.FIL. The file

will show up on your screen. Note the

way the data are stored. The first few

items (the ones entered with Line Input)

January 1984 c Creative Computing

are set off in quotes. The last three (en-

tered with plain Input) are not. A typical

line in your file should look like this:

"J. Jones", "10 Main St.'Y'Anytown,
CA 90000","",195,183,179 Notice the

null string between 90000 and 195.

Now you should run the program a

second time and add a few more names
and scores to illustrate how to add to an

existing file. Type it out on your screen

again to see the additions.

Now would you like to see a format-

ted print out on your printer? Just enter

the program in Listing 2. We will go into

the whys and wherefores next session,

but for now you must try it as a solo

flight. Type, store, compile (CBAS2
PRINTER), and run it (CRUN2
PRINTER).
Your assignment before the next ses-

sion is to try to figure out the logic of the

PRINTER.BAS program from your

documentation or the CBasic User

Guide. Especially look up two new state-

ments: the lprinter and console
commands. Good luck. IE
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How to find
the right
software
for your
home or
office

computer.

The 1983 Software Buyer's Guide saves
you time, trouble and money when you're
shopping for software for your personal
or business computer.

In this convenient, comprehensive guide
the editors of Creative Computing have
compiled up-to-date software reviews
from our magazine. It's the one and only
reference you need to select the right soft-

ware for your individual computer needs.

Included in this new edition are programs
for every conceivable application, including

practical programs like TKI Solver, Vision.

Raint and Video Easel and Slide Show-plus
the latest games for Color Computer,
TRS-80, Apple, Atari, and morel

You'll also find step-by-step guidance on
buying a word processor, database man-
ager, educational or recreational software.

And once you decide on the programs you
want, you can find out where to get them
though the convenient directory of manu-
facturers that's included.

Get the hard facts about software in the
1983 Software Buyer's Guide. Send for

your copy today. Only $4.95

1

MAIL TODAY TO:

Software Buyer's Guide
CN1914
Momstown. N.J 07960
Please send me copies of the 1983
Software Buyer's Guide for only S4 95 each.

IS3 95 plus $1 00 per copy postage & han-
ding) S600 outside USA
Total Amount $.

D Payment Enclosed |CA NJ and NY State

residents please add applicable sales tax. I

(please prntl

ADDRESS-

CITY_

STATE.

CBasic Clinic, continued...

Listing I. Program name: BOWL.BAS

Important: This listing uses special line numbers (A I, A2. etc.) at the left margin.

These are for reference only . . . you do not type them as part of the actualprogram!

Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
All
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A1S
A19
A20
A21
A22
A23
A24
A25
A26
A27
A28
A29
A30
A31
A32
A33
A34
A35
A36
A37
A38
A39
A40
A41
A42
A4 3

A44
A4 5

A46
A47
A48
A49
A50
A51
A52
A53
A54
A55
A56
A57
A58
A59
A50
A61
A62
A6 3

A64
A65
Afifi

A67
A68
A69
A70
A71
A72
A73
A74
A75
A76
A77

GOSUB 10000 REM Clear the screen
PRINT " THIS IS A SIMPLE ENTRY PROGRAM FOR"
PRINT
PRINT " A BOWLING TEAM"
PR INT: PR I NT: PR INT: PR I NT: PRINT: PR I NT: PR I NT
PRINT " HIT <RETURN> TO CONTINUE"
INPUT LINE DUMMYS

GOSUB 10000
PRINT "You will be prompted to enter a name followed by up to"
PRINT
PRINT "three address lines. If you do not need all three lines, 1

PRINT
PRINT "just hit <return> to skip. You will then be prompted to"
PRINT
PRINT "enter the scores for each of three strings bowled."
PRINT
PRINT "You enter these numerically (i.e. 201 or 198 etc)."
PR INT: PR I NT: PR I NT: PR I NT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
INPUT "Hit <return> to begin";LINE DUMMYS

FILENAME$="B0WLING.FIL" REM Name the file

REM Open or create the file

LINE ADDIS

LINE ADD2S

LINE ADD3S

FILE FILENAMES
IF END II THEN 10
C0UNT% =

20 READ #1;NAME$, ADDIS, ADD2S , ADD3S , STRING1 ,STRING2 , STRING3
C0UNT% C0UNT% + 1

GOTO 20 REM FIND END OF FILE

10 GOSUB 10000
PRINT:PRINT
INPUT "Full name:",-LINE NAMES
PRINT
INPUT "Address line lit'
PRINT
INPUT "Address line #2:'

PRINT
INPUT "Address line 13:'
PRINT
INPUT "Score for first str ing :

" ;STRING1
IF STRING1 >300 OR STRING1 < = THEN GOSUB 30000 REM Error Trap
PRINT
INPUT "Score for second str ing : "; STRING2
IF STRING2 >300 OR STRING2 < = THEN GOSUB 30000
PRINT
INPUT "Score for third str ing : ";STRING3
IF STRING3 >300 OR STRING3 <=0 THEN GOSUB 30000
PRINT
PRINT " ****PR00FREAD ABOVE CAREFULLY!!! ****•
PRINT
PRINT "1. TO RE-DO, ENTER 'R' (for Re-do) THEN <RETURN>"
PRINT "2. If okay, and more names to do, enter <RETURN> only"
PRINT "3. IF FINISHED WITH ALL NAMES,"
INPUT " enter 'F' (for Finished) then <RETURN>" ; LINE ENTERS
IF ENTER$="R" OR ENTERS="r* THEN GOTO 10
IF ENTERS-"F" OR ENTERS="f" THEN GOTO 1000
GOSUB 20000 REM Write inputs to file
COUNT* = C0UNT% + 1

GOTO 10

1000 GOSUB 20000 REM Write inputs to file
CLOSE 1

C0UNT% = COUNT% + 1

GOSUB 10000 REM Clear Screen
PRINT "THERE ARE ";COUNT%;" NAMES IN THIS FILE NOW."
STOP REM Main Program Ends Here
10000 REM Clear Screen subroutine
FOR 1% = 1 TO 24
PRINT
NEXT 1%
RETURN
20000 PRINT |1;NAME$, ADDIS, ADD2S , ADD3S , STRING1 , STRING2 ,STRING3
RETURN
30000 PRINT """INCORRECT SCORE ENTERED****"
PRINT "RE-DO THIS ENTIRE ENTRY!!!!"
RETURN
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WITH NIGHTMISSION

jTcnriTi
You deserve the best. You've earned it. Now reward yourself with a session of Night Mission PINBALL,

the most realistic and challenging arcade simulation ever conceived! Stunning graphics and dazzling
—

->. sound effects put Night Mission PINBALL in a class by itself. Game features: multi-

I fjf, 1 ... | ball and multi-player capabilities, ten different professionally designed levels of play,

f£L*

.

and an editor that lets you create your own custom modes. So take a break with

' •
\ Night Mission PINBALL from SubLOGIC. Winner of Electronic Games magazine's

/ 1983 Arcade Award fc Best Computer Audiovisual Effects.

See your dealer .

.

or write or call lor more information For direct orders please add $1 50 lor

shipping and specify UPS or first class mail delivery Illinois residents add 5%
sales tax American Express. Diners Club. MasterCard, and Visa accepted

Order Line: 800/637-4983
CIRCLE 257 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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713 Edgebrook Drive
Champaign IL 61820
(217) 359-8482 Telex: 206995
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Looking for mind stretchers?
TRY...

PROBLEMS
FORCOMPUTER

SOLUTION
Sharpen your students' minds and give
them practical experience in using the
computer. PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTER
SOLUTION offers 90 brain teasers involv
ing algebra, geometry, trigonometry,
number theory, probability, statistics and
science. Some typical examples:

• Can you find a five-digit number which
when multiplied by four has its digits
reversed?

• Write a program to find "Hardy's
number" (the smallest integer that can
be written as the sum of two cubes in

two different ways).

• Program the computer to test any
phrase to see if it is a palindrome
(reads the same way backwards as
forwards).

The student edition contains all 90 prob-
lems, seven appendices and a bibliogra-
phy The teacher's edition includes the
same, plus the solutions with listings
in BASIC, sample runs, and in-depth
analyses explaining the algorithms
and theory involved.

PROBLEMS
FOR

COMPUTER
SOLUTION
Student Edition

8H"xll",
softbound

Teacher s Edition

8W"xH".
softbound

Mil I" '

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Depi HE2C
39 East Hanover Ave . Morris Plains. N) 07950

Please send mo
Copies of PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTER
SOLUTIONS. Student Edition ai $4 95 plus
$1 00* postage & handling, each «9Z
Copies of PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTER
SOLUTION. Teachers Edition, at $9 95, plus
$2 00* postage & handling, each «9Y

•OulKie the US add $3 00 per order

PAYMENT ENCLOSED l_
CA. NJ and NY STATE residents add applicable
sales tax.

G CHARGE MY: (Charge and phone orders $10mm

)

American Express MasterCard Visa

Card No Exp. Dale

For faster service, call TOLL FREE 800 631-8112
On NJ call 201 540-0445

)

CBasic Clinic, continued...

Luting 2. Program name: PRINTER.BAS

GOSUB 10000
PRINT " Tnis program will print-out a bowling team"
PRINT
PRINT " roster and scores"
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT " **»*» BE SURE YOUR PRINTER IS ON AND"
PRINT
PRINT " PAPER IS INSERTED"
PR I NT : PR I NT : PR I NT : PR I NT : PR I NT : PR I NT
INPUT " Hit <RETURN> to print now ";LINE DUMMYS

LPRINTER

IF END #1 THEN 25
OPEN "BOWLING. FIL" AS 1

20 READ |1;NAME$, ADDIS, ADD2S , ADD3S, STRING1 , STRING2 .STRING3

PRINT NAMES
PRINT ADDIS
PRINT ADD2S
PRINT ADD3S
PRINT "First string score ",-stringl
PRINT "Second string score ";string2
PRINT "Third string score ";string3
PRINT
LET Total. score = stringl + string2 + string3
LET Average = Total .score/3
PRINT "Total Score for three strings ",-Total .score
PRINT
PRINT "Three string average :";Average
PR I NT : PR I NT : PR I NT : PR I NT
GOTO 20

25 CLOSE 1

CONSOLE

GOSUB 10000
GOSUB 20000
STOP

10000 FOR INDEX% * 1 TO 24
PRINT
NEXT INDEX%
RETURN
20000 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
PRINT "END OF PRINT-OUT OF 'PRINTER.BAS' "

RETURN

lUiii
III" IP=Wf
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THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPUTER SCIENCE THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

AND ENGINEERING-yours for only $2.05! AND ENGINEERING-yours for only $2.05!

Please accept my application for trial membership in the

Library of Computer and Information Sciences and send
me the ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING (44904) billing me only $2.95. I agree to

purchase at least three additional Selections or Alter-

nates over the next 12 months. Savings range up to 30%
and occasionally even more. My membership is cancel-

able any time after I buy these three books. A shipping

and handling charge is added to all shipments.

No-Risk Guarantee: If you are not satisfied—for any

reason-you may return the ENCYCLOPEDIA within 10

days and your membership will be canceled and you will

owe nothing.

Name_

Name of firrrL

(If you want subscription sent to your office)

Address

Clty-

State. -Zip_
(Offer good in Continental U.S. and Canada only. Prices

slightly higher in Canada.)
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Please accept my application for trial membership in the
Library of Computer and Information Sciences and send
me the ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING (44904) billing me only $2 95 I agree to

purchase at least three additional Selections or Alter-

nates over the next 12 months. Savings range up to 30%
and occasionally even more. My membership is cancel-

able any time after I buy these three books. A shipping

and handling charge is added to all shipments.

No-Risk Guarantee: If you are not satisfied—for any
reason—you may return the ENCYCLOPEDIA within 10

days and your membership will be canceled and you will

owe nothing.

Name

Name of firm
(If you want subscription sent to your office)

Address

City_

State -Zip-
(Offer good in Continental U.S. and Canada only. Prices
slightly higher in Canada.)
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VALUE

This up-to-date Second Edition contains:
• Over 1,670 pages of revised, expanded, and updated text

• 550 articles on virtually every aspect of the computer sciences

• Written by 301 distinguished authorities

• Profusely illustrated with over 500 photos, and over 250
diagrams, graphs and charts

Indispensable to consultants, business peo-

ple, data processing professionals, and en-

thusiasts, the ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COM-
PUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING is a
veritable data base of information on:

• Hardware
• Software
• Programming languages
• Artificial intelligence
• Computer applications
• Personal computing
and much more!

The Encyclopedia is organized to make
finding and using its wealth of information
an ease. Articles are alphabetically ar-

ranged and are cross-referenced to related

articles and to specific subject matter. The
clear and expanded appendices include

abbreviations, acronyms, special notation

and terminology, as well as numerical
tables, the mainstay of applied technolo-

gies. A complete 5.000-term index contains

references to sub-categories, doubles as a
computer science dictionary, and is an
invaluable tool for locating specific in-

formation.
Praise For the First Edition:

Called "Impressive. . .comprehensive. .

.

well done" by Datamation, and ".. .a real

treasure cache" by Business Management,
the new Second Edition promises to

eclipse Computer Management's statement
on the original of "There isn't another book
like it." Send for your free 10-day trial.

The Library of Computer and Information
Science* is the oldest and largest book
club especially designed for the computer
professional. In the incredibly fast-moving
world of data processing, where up-to-date
knowledge is essential, we make it easy for

you to keep totally informed on all areas of

the information sciences. In addition,
books are offered at discounts up to 30% off

publishers' prices. Begin enjoying the
club's benefits today!

4 Good Reasons to Join
1. Tin Finest Booki. 01 the hundreds of books sub-
mitted to us each year, only the very finest are
selected and offered. Moreover, our books are
always ol equal, quality to publishers' editions.

never economy editions.

2. Big Savings. In addition to getting the ENCYCLO-
PEDIA OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
for $2.95 when you join, you keep saving
substantially—up to 30% and occasionally even
more. (For example, your total savings as a trial

member— including this introductory olfer—can
easily be over 50%. That s like gelling every other

book free!).

3. Bonus Books. Also, you will immediately become
eligible to participate in our Bonus Book Plan, with

savings up to 70% off the publishers' prices.

4. Convtniml Service. At 3-4 week intervals (16 times
per year) you will receive the Book Club News,
describing the Main Selection and Alternate Selec-

tions, together with a dated reply card. It you want
the Main Selection do nothing and it will be sent to

you automatically. If you prefer another selection, or

no book at all. simply indicate your choice on the

card, and return it by the date specified You will

have at least 10 days to decide. If. because of late

mail delivery of the News, you should receive a book
you do not want, we guarantee return postage

If the reply card has been removed, please write to:

The Library of Computer
and Information Sciences
Dept 7-CE7 Riverside. N J 08075 to obtain
membership information and an application
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How to deduct a personal computer
on your tax return

Tony Shershin

So you bought a personal

computer in 1983 and you won-
der if some of the cost is tax

deductible; or maybe you are

thinking of buying one this year

and are hesitating because of

the cost. If you are self-em-

ployed and using the computer

in your business, then the entire

cost, up to $5000, is tax deduc-

tible for 1983. (For 1984, the

amount increases to $7500.)

But how about most of us

who are salaried employees?

Unless your employer re-

quires you to have a personal com-
puter as a condition of employment, it

probably will not be deductible. (One
major exception is the employee whose
job is directly computer related. More
on this in the sections below dealing

with employee expense and educational

expenses.)

But don't give up yet. Why not start a

part-time business of your own, thus

creating self-employment status, or, if

you own stocks, use your computer to

maintain your accounts and analyze

your investments. There are several soft-

ware packages tailored specifically for

investors. Under these circumstances,

that portion of the cost which reflects

the proportion of time the computer is

used in this activity may be deducti-

ble.

For example, if the computer and re-

lated equipment, such as a printer and a

disk drive, cost $3000 and of its 40 hours
weekly use, 20 hours are in support of

your business, then one half of $3000

—

$1500—can be deducted in 1983.

Tony Shershin. Mathematical Sciences Depl.. Florida

International Univ.. Miami. FL 33199.

The IRS takes
a dim view of
any activity in

which expenses
exceed revenues.

Hobby Vs. Business

The IRS takes a dim view of any
activity in which expenses exceed rev-

enue. Where possible, the IRS will assert

that the activity is a hobby rather than a

business, thereby disallowing the ex-

penses as deductions. To be a business,

the main purpose must be to make a

profit.

The easiest way to convince the IRS
that you intend to turn a profit is to be
profitable during two of any five consec-

utive years. Of course, that isn't much
help if you are just starting out. If your
activity is enjoyable (and thus likely to

be termed a hobby if there is a string of

consecutive losses), then I would suggest

delaying a computer purchase for a year

until you have generated a few dollars of

profit. It is possible to petition the IRS
to postpone their determination of your

activity to be a hobby (if there are losses)

until after the fourth year and, if your

first year is profitable, this would allow a

further postponement until the end of

the fifth year.

Losses will not automatically cause

your activity to be classified as a hobby.

Remember, the key issue is your intent

to make a profit. You can structure your

activity to conform to certain guidelines

that the IRS has said it will consider:

You should carry on the activity in a

businesslike manner. For example, have

business cards printed, advertise, and

keep a careful record of your expenses

and income. If you, or your advisors,

have expertise in the activity, then that is

a real plus.

Spending a great deal of time and ef-

fort on the activity is also helpful. Suc-

cess when engaged in other business
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WORDS
CANT DESCRIBE

B

TRANSEND PC FOR
ELECTRONIC

MAIL,

TRANSEND
IHI WORLDJUST KEEPS GETTING SMALLER.

Ihe screens say so much,
you may never need the
manual Transend PC turns
your IBM PC into an elec-

tronic workstation or an in-

telligent terminal Four
screens show how easy it

is to use:

1. Transend PC uses
IN and OUT baskets just

like you do. To choose one.
hit a key.

2. The basket shows
what's inside To choose a

document, hit a key and
voilal

3. It's full size You can
read, edit, file, address or
toss it (Note the WASTE
basket on screen I ).

4. To route or address
a document, pick a name
from the ADDRESS basket
Transend PC does the rest.

To mail it over the
phone, move it to the OUT
basket and hit another key

Transend PC dials the ad-
dresses; delivers (through
SOURCE-MAIL" , OnTyme',
or direct to another PC);

checks for incoming mail;

and signs off. You don't
have to set up anything or
learn any parameters
Transend does everything
automatically.

Transend PC works
with all other software
packages like 1-2-3'".

WordStar", and VisiCalc*.

You can label baskets to

handle all your paperwork
And Transend PC lets your
IBM PC talk to any other
computer.

For a closer look at

the screens, ask your
dealer for a demo For a

closer look at electronic

communications, ask for

a free copy of The Who,
What. Why, How and When of

Electronic Communications
from Transend

Transend Corporation
2190 Paragon Drive

San lose. CA 95131

(408) 946-7400
i iemark of Transend Corporation IBM PC i*

• tfavrmarb of Internation i

1 The Readers I>i,>

> reentered trademark of Tymesh*;.
trademark of Lotus Development Corporation WordStar i* a
registered trademark of MicroPro mc Visit ak i* a reentered
trademark of Visit orp
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Writing It Off, continued...

activities is another favorable sign.

Other items considered include: the size

of the occasional profit, if any; your
financial status: and the presence of per-

sonal pleasure or recreation (bad in the

IRS view if there are losses). It is not

necessary for all of the favorable criteria

above to be present in your activity to

avoid classification as a hobby. But the

It is important to

document carefully the
time you spend
working with

investments on the
computer.

more elements that are present, the more
likely that it will be treated as a business

by the IRS.

Computers To Manage Investments
Although investment activity is not

considered a business by the IRS, never-

theless any investment expense can be
claimed as an itemized deduction. Fur-
ther, to the extent that your computer is

used to manage your investments, that

associated cost is deductible by using the

Accelerated Cost Recovery System
(ACRS). For example, if you have

extensive stock holdings and you pur-

chase a computer and appropriate soft-

ware, then 15% of the cost can be
deducted in the first year, 22% in the

second year, and 21% in each of the

next three years. As mentioned earlier, if

your number of stocks is small, then the

IRS will attempt to limit your deduc-
tions to a fraction of the cost based upon
the actual percentage of time the com-
puter is used to support your
investments.

In case you decide to write off the

purchase of a computer for this purpose,

we will fill you in on the actual law in

this instance: The law is embodied in In-

ternal Revenue Code sections and in this

case three sections need to be mentioned.
Section 212 is the law that allows us

to deduct investment related expense,

but does not apply to the purchase of
capital items such as a computer. (It is

noted in passing that the cost of leasing a

computer or using a computer time-

share service would be deductible under
212.)

Section 179 allows a deduction of up
to $5000 in 1983 and $7500 in 1984 if

the purchased computer is used in a
business.

This leaves us with only the depreci-

ation and ACRS sections, 167 and 168,

which apply to property held for the

production of income as well as to prop-

erty used in a trade or business. These

are the two correct sections to cite when
claiming the computer purchase depreci-

ation deduction in connection with

investments.

It is important to document carefully

the time you spend working with invest-

ments on the computer. For instance,

you should keep a daily log of the exact

time the computer was used to analyze

your stocks, which stocks were consid-

ered, and what decisions, if any, were

made as a result of the computer
analysis.

What specific software can be used to

manage investments? There are several

hundred programs. Clark Software
Corp. of Shamokin, PA publishes for

$5.95 the book A Guide to Investor Soft-

ware which is recommended by the

American Association of Individual

Investors. Many programs are now
priced below $300. One of the most
popular is the Dow Jones Market An-
alyzer from RTR Software which retails

for $250.

There are several recent survey arti-

cles in computer magazines which de-

scribe the available investment software

and, if you own an Apple, The Book of
Apple Software rates and critiques quite

a few such programs. One highly rated

package is The Personal Investor from

PBL Corp ($95).

In contrast to such programs which
analyze stock performance are data ser-

vices which provide up-to-date informa-

tion on stock prices, earnings, news, etc.

These include The Source from Readers
Digest, News/Retrieval from Dow Jones

& Co., and CompuServe Information

Service from H&R Block. Cost consists

of an initial charge plus a per unit time

fee and a minimum monthly charge.

For example, the Source has a $100
subscription fee and connect time runs

from $2.75 to $25.00 per hour depending
on the time and the day; the minimum
monthly charge is $10. News/Retrieval

has a $50 basic fee plus $75 annual fee

(or $50 monthly fee depending on the

plan selected) and a $0.10 and up per

minute user charge; and CompuServe
costs $40 initially with hourly fees rang-

ing from $5.00 to $22.50 (depending on
time and day) plus $0.02 and up per

item. The data services are probably
worthwhile only if you plan to do exten-

sive investing. On the other hand, such
services tend to substantiate the
authenticity of your computer invest-

ment activity in the eyes of the IRS.

Computers As An Employee Expense
Anyone who works directly with a

computer may be eligible to deduct the

computer and software programs as em-

ployee expenses. This includes computer

programmers and teachers of computer-

based subjects. Performance of services

as an employee constitutes a business for

tax purposes so that ordinary and nec-

essary business related expenses which

are not reimbursed are deductible, but

only if they are required by the employer

or essential to the performance of one's

duties. However, mere helpfulness is not

enough to justify the deduction, so that

caution should be used in claiming such

a deduction: A letter from your super-

visor attesting to the fact that the pur-

chase of a computer is essential to

performing your assigned duties is very

desirable.

Computer Programs As
An Educational Expense
You can deduct the cost of any educa-

tion which is undertaken to maintain or

to improve a skill required in your

employment or business. Common
examples of such expenses are purchases

of technical books and subscriptions to

professional journals.

Nowadays, it would seem logical that

the purchase of computer programs,

which maintain or improve employment
skills, would qualify as an educational

expense.

Deductible Computer Items

Hardware. If a computer and related

items such as a printer, monitor, and
disk drive are used for business pur-

poses, and if the purchase was in 1983,

then the entire cost, up to $5000 of all

this equipment can be deducted on your

1983 tax return. For example, if you buy
a computer costing $1 500, a printer cost-

ing $700, a disk drive costing $400, and
a monitor costing $100, the entire

amount—$2700—can be deducted. (If

You can deduct the
cost of any education
which is undertaken to

maintain or to improve
a skill required in your

employment.

you buy such a computer system in

1984, the entire cost can be deducted on
your 1984 tax return.)

If you go all out and spend more than
$5000, then the excess may be partially

deducted in 1983 by using the Accel-
erated Cost Recovery System (ACRS).
For example, if the computer system
cost $7000 in 1983, an additional $300
can be deducted on your 1983 return.
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muift ur int DC$ i run Ltss
IBM

Money Decisions Vol I 150 00
Money Decisions Vol II 170 00
BPI General Accounting 450 00
Night Mission Pin Ball 29 95
Dr Logo 77 95

SPECIALS
COMMODORE 64

Lode Runner 26 95
Pooyan . 22 95
Juile .26 95
Gen Ledger (Time Work) 77 95
Critical Mass .30 95
Castle Woltenstein 22 95

ATARI
Donkey Kong
Spelhcopter
Castle Woltenstein
Band Street Writer

APPLE
34 95 Krell Logo 72 95
30 95 Pinball Construction Set ea 29 95
22 95 Music Construction Set ea 30 95
54 95 Gumball 20 95

APPLE GAMES
Retail Your
Price Price
each each

Broderbund Software
|The Arcade Machine 59 95 41 95
IChoplilter 34 95 24 95
1Serpentine 34 95 24 95
Iae 34 95 24 95
Lode Runner 34 95 24 95
[Spare Change 34 95 24 95

lOatamost
Aztec 39 95 27 95

loatasoft
IZamon 39 95 27 95
IPooyan 29 95 20 95

[Epyi Automated Simulations
[Temple of Apshai 40 00 27 95
Jumpman 40 00 27 95
[Oil Barons 99 00 69 00

Electronic Arts
lHardhat Mac 34 95 27 95
lArchon 39 95 31 95
Axis Assassin 39 95 31 95

Hayden Software
Sargon II 34 95 24 95

Inlocom
Zork 1. II. Ill 39 95 27 95

1 Deadline 49 95 34 95
Istarcross 39 95 27 95
1Suspended 49 95 34 95
1Witness 49 95 37 50
Iplanettall 49 95 37 50
-Enchanter 49 95 37 50

llMcrolab
Miner 2049er 39 95 27 95

1 Death in the Caribbean 35 00 24 95
iHighnse 30 00 21 95
1 Scraper Caper 40 00 30 00

Huh Software
[Castle Wolfenstein 29 95 20 95
Titan Empire 34 95 24 95

Odesla Corporation
Chess 69 95 49 95
Odin 49 95 37 95

Origin Systems
Ultima III 54 95 43 95
Caverns of Calisto 39 95 3195

Penguin Software
Pie Man 1995 15 95
Transylvania 19 95 15 95
The Ouest 1995 1595
Minute Man 19 95 15 95

Quality Software
Beneath Apple Manor Hi Res 29 95 21 95
Sierra On-Llne Inc

Ultima II 59 95 41 95
Jawbreaker (New Version) 29 95 20 95
Dark Crystal 39 95 27 95

Slrlus Software
Bandits 34 95 24 95
The Baide of Blackpoole 39 95 27 95
Critical Mass 39 95 27 95

Sir-Tech Software
Wizardry 1 49 95 34 95
Wizardry II 34 95 24 95
Wizardry III 39 95 27 95
Police Artist 34 95 24 95
Star Maze 34.98 24 95

Strategic Simulations
Computer Ambush (2nd Edition)
Germany 1985
North Atlantic 86
GeopoMique 1990
Battle of Normandy
Knights of the Desert
Ringside Seat
Broadsides
EfjgfcM

Sublogic Corporation
Flight Simulator
Night Mission Pinball
Space Vikings

APPLE BUSINESS/UTILITIES
Anact

Magic Window II

Magicalc

Ashton-TeU
dBase II (Z-80 Required)
Friday (Z-60 Required)

Beagle Brothers
Tip Disk «1

Utility City
Fie* Te*t
Frame Up
Typefaces (Needs Apple Mechanic)
Pronto Dos
GPLE
Alpha Plot

Apple Mechanic
DOS BOSS
Double Take
Business Solutions
Incredible Jack
Central Point Software
Copy II*

Continental Software
The Home Accountant
FCM (Filing/Mailing)

Eagle Software
Money Decisions (Volume I)

Money Decisions (Volume II)

Tax Decisions

Hayden Software
Applesoft Compiler Plus

Microsoft
Multiplan (2-80 Apple DOS)
Multi-Tool Financial Statement
Multi-Tool Budget ANalys.s

Micro Sparc
GALE
Macrosoft
The Assembler

Pear Systems
Stock Portfolio Evaluation System

Penguin Software
Complete Graphics System II

The Graphics Magician

Sensible Software
Sensible Speller
Back It Up III

Multi Disk Catalog
Super Disk Copy H

Sierra On-Llne Incorporated
Screenwriter tl

Silicon Valley Systems
Word Handler
List Handler

59 95 41 95
59 95 41 95
59 95 41 95
39 95 27 95
39 95 27 95
39 95 27 95
39 95 27 95
34 95 24 95
39 95 27 95

33 50 23 95
34 95 24 95
49 95 37 95

149 95
149 95

700 00
295 00

39 95

74 95
99 95

199 00
229 00
229 00

99 95

275 00
100 00
150 00

49 95
69 95
69 95

69 95
59 95

124 95
74 95
25 00
30 00

129 95

104 95
104 95

490 00
206 95

19 95 15 95
29 95 20 95
29 95 20 95
29 95 20 95
19 95 15 95
29 95 20 95
69 95 49 95
39 95 27 95
29 95 20 95
23 95 19 95
34 95 24 95

134 95

31 95

52 50
69 95

149 95
171 95
1S3 95

69 95

192 50
80 00
11250

37 50
55 95
55 95

60000 50000

59 95
49 95

48 95
41 95

93 95
59 95
20 00
21 00

90 95

49 95
39 95

Software Publishing Corporation
PFS-File 125 00 87 50
PFS- Report 125 00 87 50
PFS-Graph 125 00 87 50
PFSWrite 125 00 87 50
Southwestern Oata Systems
ASCII Express Pro 149 95 104 95
Munch A Bug 49 95 34 95
Merlin 64 95 45 50
Pnntographer 49 95 34 95
Assembly Lines 19 95 15 95
Stoneware
DB Master Utility «1 129 00 97 50
OB Master Utility »? 129 00 97 50
OB Master (Version 4 0) 350 00 262 50

Vlslcorp
Visifile 250 00 1 74 95
Visischedule 300 00 210 00
Business Forecasting Model 100 00 80 00
Visicale IV 250 00 174 95

IBM
Serpentine 34 95 27 95
Lode Runner 34 95 27 95
Early Games 29 95 23 95
Early Games Mathmaker 29 95 23 95
Ouizagon 39 95 3195
Spelhcopter 39 95 31 95
Crypto Cube 39 95 31 95
Bottom Line Strategist 400 00 320 00
Friday (MS'DOS) 295 00 235 00
CDEX Training lor VisiCalc 69 95 55 95
CDEX Training lor 1MB PC 69 95 55 95
COEX Training lor Mulitplan 69 95 55 95
Milestone 295 00 265 00
Multiplan 275 00 220 00
MultiTool Word 395 00 315 00

COMMODORE 64
Early Games tor Young Children (Disk) 29 95 23 95
Hayden
Micro Addition (Disk) 29 95 23 95
Micro Division (Disk) 29 95 23 95
Micro Multiplication (Disk) 29 95 23 95
Great MA lo CA Race (Disk) 3495 2795
Monkey See Monkey Spell (Disk) 29 95 23 95
Lightning Software
Master Type (Disk) 39 95 3195

Odesla
Chess (Disk) 6995 5595
Sega
Star Trek (Cart| 3995 3,95
Buck Rogers (Cart) 3995 3t 95
Spinnaker
Alphabet Zoo (Disk Cam 29 95 23 95
Story Machine (Cart) 39 95 3t 95
Delia Drawing (Cart) 3995 3I 95
Delta Music (Cart) 3995 3,95

ATARI SOFTWARE
Donkey Kong (Carl) 44 95 39 95
Big Five Software
Miner 2049er (Cart) 49 95 39 95
Epyi/Automated Simulations
Temple of Apshai (32K Disk) 40 00 32 00
Crush. Crumble. Chomp (32K Oisk) 30 00 24 00
Jump Man Jr (Cart) 40 00 32 00
Gamester
Star Bowl Football 1 Disk I 3195 25 95
Star league Baseball (Disk) 31 95 25 95

For Mail Orders: Include your selection(s), name, address, phone number along with your check, money order or credit card
number and expiration date. Please include $3.00 for shipping & handling (heavy items, hardware and foreign orders extra).
California residents add 6'4% sales tax.

FOR ORDERS ONLY

800-942-2058
In California, Alaska & Hawaii Call

(415) 237-4406

Bay Area visit

)SOFTWARESOLWIONS
1 1 185 San Pablo Ave. El Cerrito, CA 94530
Il5) 237-5257 Hrs: M-Sat 10a.m. to 6 p.m.

NONAGON
P.O. Box 1486

El Cerrito, CA 94530
CIRCLE 182 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Writing It Off, continued...

This amount is calculated by multiply-

ing the excess, $2000, by 15%, which is

the percentage allowed the first year un-

der the ACRS. $440, 22% of $2000,

may also be deducted on your 1984 tax

return as well as $420 (21% of $2000)

on each of your 1985, 1986, and 1987

tax returns.

By the way, if jk>u bought a computer
before 1983 for your personal pleasure

If you do lease a
computer, be sure that

it does not contain a
purchase option

clause.

and now plan to use it in a business, then

its current market value or its original

cost, whichever is lower, can be de-

ducted over a five-year period as in-

dicated in the previou * paragraph.

As an alternative to deducting up to

$5000 the first year (the so-called Sec-

tion 179 election), if a computer is used

for business purposes, it is possible to

use the ACRS to spread out the deduc-
tion over a five-year period if you prefer.

The advantage of this approach is that

you will also be eligible for the invest-

ment tax credit (more useful than a

deduction) which lets you claim up to

10% of the cost of the computer.
Most people prefer to deduct the full

amount immediately, but there are

circumstances in which this alternative

may be more desirable. For example, if

other business expenses largely offset in-

come in the year that the computer sys-

tem is purchased, then it would be better

to postpone some of the deduction to fu-

ture years when income is greater.

Software. Suppose you buy some pro-

grams to be used in your business. The
programs are certainly deductible but of-

ten not entirely in the year of purchase.

The arena of software deductibility is lit-

tered with confusion. So let's try and
keep it simple:

If the program is bought at the same
time as the computer and its cost is not

separately stated on the bill of sale, then

it is considered as part of the system and
may be deducted entirely in the first year

as a part of the system (when the total

cost is less than $5000). That is why
computer shops often give a system price

rather than pricing each of the items in

the system individually.

If the cost of the software program is

separately stated, then in tax terms it is

considered an intangible asset and must
be amortized, i.e., deducted, over a five-

176

year span. That is, 15% of its cost may
be deducted in the first year and addi-

tional amounts in each of the next four

years, according to the ACRS guidelines

discussed previously.

There is, however, one important

exception: If the program can be used
only for a limited period of time, say one
year, then it can be amortized over that

shorter period of time. For example, if

you were to operate a part-time tax prac-

tice and bought a program to help you
fill out the 1983 forms, then its entire

cost could be deducted in the year of

purchase.

Leasing. Leasing is like paying rent.

As such it is a deductible business ex-

pense. It is also deductible if the leased

equipment (computer or software) is

used to manage income-producing prop-

erty, such as stocks and bonds. (Tech-

Figure 1.

nically, in tax lingo, this latter case is

referred to as a deductible "non-

business" expense.)

As an example, suppose you lease a

computer for three years at a cost of

$4500. Then $1500 can be deducted on

your tax return in each of the three

years.

Some computer companies and com-
puter stores lease their products to ap-

peal to business customers since the

lease cost can be immediately deducted

in contrast to a sold item which must
usually be depreciated. However, for the

personal computer user there is no
particular advantage in leasing because

of the first year write off of up to $5000

in 1983 (and $7500 in 1984).

Even for more expensive computers

the tax law enacted in 1981, which al-

lows rapid ACRS write-off of a com-

STANDARD FEDERAL TAX REPORTS v^7 . ^i^N.it.^iMm

SCHEDULE C

(Form 1040)

Profit or (Loss) From Business or Profession
(Sole Proprietorship)

Pertnerthipt. Joint Venture*, etc . Mutt File Form 1065
Attechtolorm ltMOor Form 1041 ft* See Inttrucliont lor Schedule C (Form 1040).

W-» <pl B*O0'«ro'

83
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puter over a mere five year period, has

made leasing somewhat antiquated from
a tax standpoint. Of course, leasing can
still be beneficial in a technological sense

because computers are quickly outdated

and leasing allows for rapid conversion

to new equipment.

But if you do lease a computer, be

sure that is does not contain a purchase

option clause. If it does have such a

clause, then the IRS will probably view

it as a sale, rather than a lease. Although
I doubt that the actual tax deductions

would differ significantly, just refiguring

the actual tax could be a headache.

Give away your old computer. Suppose
you bought your computer only for per-

sonal enjoyment and, consequently, were
not able to deduct any of the cost. When
your computer gets old—and it will

sooner than you think—keep in mind
that if you give it to your church or

Figure 2.

favorite charitable organization, then

you can claim its current market value

as a charitable contribution.

The higher your tax bracket, the

greater will be your savings. This
method may be preferable to the hassle

of trying to sell an outdated machine.
Moreover, the goodwill generated may
more than compensate for the difference

between a sales price and the realized

savings via a contribution.

Other deductible business-related ex-

penses In addition to allowing you to

deduct the cost of a computer system

and software, starting a part-time busi-

ness will allow you to deduct other ex-

penses also. The more common such
business related expenses are: advertis-

ing, car use, home office (be careful), le-

gal fees, postage, supplies, taxes and tax

advice, telephone, travel (such as plane

trip and hotel stay) and entertainment

— 4562 Depreciation and Amortization
> See teperate instructions

B> Attech this lorm to your return. 67

N»nw(ti ** ftO«A on f*turn | numtW

tot '*u tn »cWly to wh-ch th.» lo»m r«tet*t

Depreciation

Section A Election to cipente recovery property (Section 179)

A Cm* •» tf**-"v-

Covviput er s^'.+ ^w* 6000.00
j

5.090.00

1 ToUl (no! mort than $5,000). Enter here and on line 8 (Partnerth.pt—enter th.t amount on Sc'.eduiw K

Section B Depreciation of recovery property

A Chmi •< *•»•*%
DM* C CaM «f r •>•» • l*«uo

flMlgl rVMWIN

2 Accelerated Cott Recovery System ACRS) (See 1Mb ucttont): •

(a) 3 year property

(b) 5 year property i

1

(c) 10 year property

(e) 15 year real property—tow-

income hoo*mg

i

(f) 15 year real property other
than low income homing

3 Property subject to MCtion 168(e)(2) electron (See instructions):

"I

4 Total column C Enter here end on lino 9
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CALl OR WRITE TODAY I

DISKS

'SS/SO
'in ..10

V? 1

SS/DD
.10 ...

13
°°"°o«.»

/^ °S/DD._

ULTIMA III t 38.9!
BEAGLE BAO 19.9!
FLEX TEXT 199;
FRAME-UP 19.9!
TIP DISK »1 , 13.9!

TYPEFACES 13.9!
PLANETFALL OR ENCHANTER 32.9!
MOST AMAZING THING 26.9!
RENDEZVOUS 28.9!
SNOOPER TROOPS 1 OR 2 29.9!
QUEST OR TRANSYLVANIA 13.9!

LODE RUNNER 23.9!
COSMIC BALANCE I OR II EA 25.9!
ZORK I, II OR III EA 24.9!
DEADLINE. SUSPENDED OR WITNESS 32.9!

STARCROSS 259!
STELLAR 7 24.9!
WIZARDRY 32.9!
KNIQHT OF DIAMONDS 22.9!
ZAXXON 25 9!

PFS: FILE 91.9!
PFS: REPORT 81.9!
PFS: GRAPH
PFS WRITE
RHYMES* RIDDLES
LEGACY OF LLYLGAMYN
NORTH ATLANTIC 88
RFD 1985 22.9!
MINER 2049ER 25 9!
GEOPOLITIQUE 1990 25.9!
LEARNING WITH LEEPER 24.9!
SAMMY LIQHTFOOT
GRAPHICS MAGICIAN
STICKY BEAR BOP 28 9!
STICKY BEAR NUMBERS
STICKY BEAR ABC
FACE MAKER 22 9!
STORY MACHINE 22.9!
BANK STREET WRITER 43.9!
ZOOM GRAPHIX 32.9!
SENSIBLE SPELLER 78.9!
SCREEN WRITER II . 81.9!
SCREEN WRITER PROFESSIONAL 128.9!
ASC II PROFESSIONAL 85.9!
PRONTO DOS 19 9!

DOUBLE TAKE , 22 9!
ALPHA PLOT 24.9!
APPLE MECHANIC 19.9!
BEAGLE BASIC 23.9!
DOS BOSS 11.9!
HOME ACCOUNTANT 4?.9!
THE GENERAL MANAGER II 148.9!
VISICALC 3.3 184.9!
KOALA PAD 89 9!
VISITREND/PLOT 198 9!
KNOW YOUR APPLE ME 16.9!
UTILITY CITY 19.9!
GPLE , 42.9!
ZARDAX 154 9!
COPY II PLUS 24.9!
MAGIC WINDOW II 93.9!
PIE WRITER 40(80 94.9!
ORCAJM 999!
WORDSTAR 288.9!

onow 2 weeds we occept v

ctuoe S2 00 tor srt.pp.ng on* residents odd 5 i\ srote soles toi
Pr*es ore subject '0 cnonoe without notice

COMPUTER PRODUCTS,
Box 456

Columbus. Ohio 43216
(614)863-1699

01 TOIL FtH 0UTJIDI OHIO

1-800-272-1600
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KtappcgKtamdo

<®
Offers Discounts on All

TRS-80
COMPUTERS

We H a ve What You Are Looking For

Free Shipping Within United States

* 100% New Original Equipment

* Prices Comparable to Any Other

* No Tax On Out of State

Shipments

For Prices and

Shipping Information

Call Toll Free

1-800-545-9019

N.M. Residents Call 257-7865

or write

HAPPY HANDS
P.O. DRAWER I

RUIDOSO, NEW MEXICO
88345

CIRCLE 183 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MMOf
2049er.
NOWYOU CANREAM

mtmti
This terrific Miner
> 2049er T-shirt

looks good any
way you look at

it. On the front is a

Hr~ \ full color picture of

our hero, Bounty
**!?* Bob. On the back

it says Tiger-

vision in red.

And every-
where you look you'll

be seeing friends wearing it. So don't put it

off. Send for your Miner 2049er T-shirt,

today. Only $7.95 each.

Available in adult sizes: S, M, L and XL.
And in children's sizes: S, M and L.

To order:

Send name and address, size and quantity
with check or money order payable to

Tiirer Supply, P.O. Box ISO.Ikpt. CC-I
Vernon Hills, IL 60061.

Add $2. 50 for postage and handling outside

U.S.A. Illinois residents, add 48c for sales

tax. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

Ticcnvmon.
« l"KU lkvMi-< ^iT*JBlBlBHBVaVaVaYaYaYa#

Miner 2049er » a trademark of (tin Ph* Softwn, Inc.

CIRCLE 223 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Writing It Off, continued...

(be careful; keep a detailed log).

Where To Deduct
Business use. If you buy a computer

for a business in 1983, then its cost,

when less than $5000, may be entered on

line 12 of Part II on Schedule C (Profit

or (Loss) From Business or Profession).

(See Figure 1.) A description of the com-
puter system must be given in Section A
of Part I of Form 4562 (Depreciation

and Amortization). (See Figure 2.) If the

cost is more than $5000, the deducted

ACRS amount is entered also on Sched-

ule C and Form 4562 (Section B). (See

Figures 1 and 3.)

Other business expenses are also listed

in Part II of Schedule C.

Employee business expense. Un-
reimbursed expenses are itemized on line

24 (miscellaneous deductions) of Sched-
ule A (see Figure 4.)A sheet detailing

Figure 3.

these expenses should be attached to

Schedule A. (Prior to 1982, Form 2106

(Employee Business Expenses) was also

required, but the form was revised for

the 1982 tax returns and is no longer

appropriate for itemized deductions ex-

cept for educational expenses.)

Managing Investments. When you use

a leased computer or a computer time-

sharing service to determine which
stocks to buy and sell, this investment

expense is an itemized deduction and is

entered on line 24 (miscellaneous deduc-
tions) of Schedule A. (See Figure 4.)

This is also the place to enter the cost of

any investment related computer pro-

grams that you may have purchased
during the year. However, expensive

programs which can be used year after

year should be depreciated in the same
manner as the computer.

If a computer is bought, the ACRS

4562 Depreciation and Amortization
p> So* separate instructions.

p> Attach this form to your return.

OHtNa IMV0177

IOW*! ••.--.• *•-.*« ,01 67

Nam*(i) m l*0*fi on return 1dent-tying number

ButrfwjM or acuity to *rh<cn th.s form relate*

JTtflB Depreciation

Section A Election to expense recovery property (Section 179)

JL Cmm •****«* Cm C. (IHM «•**!•«•

1 Total (not more than $9,000). Enter here and on line 8 (Partnership*—enter this Amount on Schedule K
(Form 1065)1

Section B Depreciation of recovery property

JL CltW at |Fi»ir» MeteJ MMM
t. Cm *mm kaatt

e a*

33
•I t. N» 1. DeStrttiea

tor ItolfMr

2 Accelerated Cost Recovery System ACRS) (See tnstr uctions):

Coi*itxA*<r -for
J*** '6S 5ooo. o© 5 yrs —

—

15% -750.OO

(c> 1C year property

(d) 15 year public utility property

(e) 15 year real property—low
income housing

than 1 o«i income housing

3 Property subject to section 168(e) (2 ) electron (See instructions):

4 Total column G Enter here and on line 9

See Paperwork Reduction Act Notice on page 1 of the separate instructions Form 4562 '«-* *-**>
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amount should be entered at item 2(b)
(5-year property)—in Section B on the
depreciation form 4562 (See Figure 3).

Write in the phrase "a computer for

investment activities" above the 5-year
property label; specify 5 years in column
D, a dash in column E, and 15% in col-

umn F; fill in columns B,C, and G. Nor-
mally this ACRS amount is entered on
Schedule C or on Schedule E (Supple-

mental Income), but since neither of
these schedules deals with securities

investments, and Schedule D (Capital

Gains and Losses) has no place to list

such a deduction, in my opinion it

should be listed at line 24 (miscellaneous

deductions) on Schedule A.
A caveat is in order at this point:

Since this is not the ordinary place to list

an ACRS deduction, it is possible that

the IRS may wish to have you explain

Figure 4.

this item if you are audited; if so, it

would be best to consult a professional
tax advisor for representation at such a
meeting.

As an alternative, you could list the
ACRS amount deducted on line 18 of
Form 1040 and attach an explanation
sheet to Schedule E; this approach is es-

pecially useful if you do not itemize your
deductions (and, therefore, do not use
Schedule A).

Educational expenses. These are also

listed under itemized miscellaneous
deductions on Schedule A. However,
you must also attach a brief statement
on a separate sheet of paper explaining
the deduction and describing the
relationship of the education to your
employment duties. Moreover, if you are

an employee, you must fill out Part III

of Form 2106. SE

STANDARD FEDERAL TAX REPORTS Vol 70. Part II of Report No 38, Aug 17, 1983

SCHEDULES AfcB
(Form 1040)
Department <* •*• TfNtury

Schedule A—Itemized Deductions
(Schedule Bit on back)

»> A«*ch le Ferm 1040 > $• Instructions t«r Scheeulet A *n4 (Form IO40i
1§83

07
*W MCttf **Currt» MiKWfcT

Dt«tll ElBeaStS

( Do iwt mcleee

pa**

ThtftltSMS

imtructtom )

Inftructxytt )

1 Medicines and drugs

2 Write 1% of Form 1040. hoc 33

3 Subtract hne 2 from hoe 1 II line 2 is more than line 1, write zero

4 Other medical and dental expense*

Doctors, dentists, nurses, hospitals insurance premiums you

paid tor medical and dental care, etc

• Transportation A^O
Other (list —include hearing a«te. dentures, eyeglasses etc )

#^
.3. by 5% (05)
more than line 5. wn

5 Add lines 3 through 4c

6 Multiply amount on Form
7 Subtract line 6 from line

"

• State and local mcpK^O
9 Roalesta^Ma
10 « GenerVhfteY(*«« sales ta* tables)

b Generatvates on motor <rehiclev£\(
lQ<

11 Other (list --include pen

r lerest pad to financial institutions

interest paid to individuals (show that person s

address) *

it cards and charge accounts

Other (list) *

IB Add lines 13a through 16 Write your ensure* here

17 a Cash contributions (If you gave $3,000 or more to any one

organization, report those contributions on line 1 7b )

b Cash contributions totaling $3,000 or more to any one organua

tion (Show to whom you gave and how much you gave ) *>

It Other than cash (attach required statement)

19 Carryover from prior year

20 Add lines 17a through 19 Write your answer here

21 Total casualty or theft lossfes) (attach Form 4684)

22 Union and professional dues

23 Tai return preparation fee

24 other (irst) E**p'©Me« k**i*e*s «Kp«Mse

25 Add lines 22 through 24 Write your answer here

26 Add lines 7. 12. 16. 20. 21. and 25

27 It you checked Form 1040
(Filing Status box 2 or 5. write $3.400

1

Filing Status bo> 1 or 4. write $2,300 >

F .ling Status box 3. write $ 1 . 700

Subtract line 27 from line 26 Write your answer here and on Form 1040. line 34a (If ime

27 is more than line 26. see the Instructions tor line 28 on page 20 ) •>

LEARN HOW

TO USE A

COMPUTER

i
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Train at home

;

in spare lime!

Learn it all ... at the office, or at

home. . .computer operations, applications
and programming!

Learn how and why a computer can help
you. Learn to write your own computer pro-
grams. How to program in BASIC How to
understand and use more than 80 BASIC
commands and functions. How to use pre-
packaged software and change it to meet
your special needs. How to make sense of
the overwhelming maze of books, informa-
tion and advice available at your local com-
puter store. See how easy it is to use
different programs already available. See
how they fit into your home or business
operations... budgeting, real estate, book-
keeping, inventories, expenses, pricing,
profit margins, investments, interest,
taxes... hundreds more including foreign
languages, and graphics. Never again be at
the mercy of a so-called "computer expert."

EXPERTS SHOW YOU
WHAT TO DO. HOW TO
DO IT...TO MAKE YOUR
LIFE EASIER

Everything is explained in

easy-to-understand lan-

guage with plenty of exam-
ples. Step-by-step you
learn how to program in

BASIC. How to understand
and use more than SO
BASIC commands and
functions How to use pre-
packaged software and
change it to meet your spe-
cial needs. How to make
sense of the overwhelming
maze of books, informa-
tion and advice available at

your local computer store.

You learn everything you
need to know to use the
computer. You'll be able to

understand computer
experts and talk their lan-

guage storage, sys-
tems, terminals and much,
much more. NOW... ALL
THIS IN ONE COURSE!

> Computer Training • Computer Programming
• Computer Applications

Find out what you need to

know about computer operations

TIMEX SINCLAIR 1500
WITH BUILT IN 16K MEMORY

INCLUDED WITH
YOUR TRAINING

^Plugs into any TV!

SEND FOR
FREE FACTS!

COMPUTER TRAINING. Dipt. DH0C3
Scranton. Pennsylvania 18515

Please rush me free facts and color brochure
that tells how I can learn computer applica-
tions, programming and operation at home in
spare time.

Address

C«y/SI«t/Zi9_



Using VisiCalc to Compute
Your Income Tax

Income tax afflicts everyone, but if

you have a computer, you can make the

calculations less painful and perhaps

avoid over- or underpayment by estimat-

ing your tax liability throughout the

year. Many programs on the market cal-

culate your tax and even fill out the

forms for you, but if you own VisiCalc

and your return is not too complex, you
don't need to buy another program.

This article describes a VisiCalc "pro-

gram" that helps you estimate your tax

liability as the year progresses and then

does the necessary calculations for your

return. It won't print the data on the re-

turn, but it is a simple job to transfer the

data because the format is designed to

David A. Williams. 24>2 Chase Circle. Clearwater.

I 1 13546.

A H t) 1 r

10-

••Schedule A - Itemized Deduct ions'*

Medical
And
Dental
fcxpenaes

Medicines and Drugs
1* Income

Total Insurance Pr
Doctors Dent tsts
Transportat ion
Other

Sub-Total
3% Income

Line Al
Lin* At
Line A3
Line A4
Lin* Mm
Lin* Aib
Line Me
Line AC
Line A?
Lin* Al
Lin* A»
Line Alt

20-

Taxes State and local Inc

Kcal Estate
Genera 1 Sales
Sales (motor veh

)

Other
Total Tax

Line All
Line A12
Line A13a
Line A13b
Line Alt
Line AIS

Interest
Expense

Home Mortgage (Banks)
Hoate Mortgage ( Indi v>
credit Car4a
Other

Line Alt*
Line AI6b
Line AIT

10-
Sub-Total
ratal int

Line Alt
Line Al»

Coatrlb Cash Con;r ibut ions
(ontrib. OS3000)
Other
Car ryove.

Total

Line AtOa
Line A2tb
Line A21
Line A22
Line AI3

40-

Casual t)

Thef I

Miscel 1

ratal Caaaa 1 ty
Union, Profess dues
Tax Prep Fee
Other

Line A2 4

Line AtSa
Lin* A»b

rot
Total Hlta.

Line Alt
Line AtT

D

1

Summary Tola 1 Deduct ions Line A2I
Line A2t 3401

!•-
Net Deduct ions Line A30

David A. Williams

resemble the appropriate IRS forms.

The program is set up for a joint re-

turn that includes Form 1040 and

If you own VisiCalc and
your return is not too
complex, you don't
need to buy another

program.

Figure 1.

Schedule A.

Schedules A, B, D, and W. The output

from the schedules is automatically en-

tered on Form 1040 in the appropriate

place. This is about all that 48K of

RAM can handle, but data from other

schedules can be entered manually on

the 1040 in the spaces provided.

Program Description

Figures 1 through 5 show the

VisiCalc display or printout before data

have been entered. The row and column

headings are not part of the program,

but were added for clarity. As much as

possible the format matches the

corresponding IRS forms. The width,

except for Schedule D, was held to six

columns or 54 characters so that the en-

tire width would be visible on my 64-col-

umn display. Line numbers are included

to help transfer the data to the real

forms. The forms have been arranged in

vertical sequence to make it easy to add

more rows. In some cases space has been

provided to enter the data in more detail

than is required to aid in keeping

Figure 2.

Schedule B.

records.

A B U 1 F

Dividend Income

Part 1

Interest
Income

From Seller Fin. Mort

.

Other Interest Income
Line

Line

HI

HI
IIIIKIU

60-

-

T0- -

Part II

Dividend
Income

Sub-Total
All -Savers Interest

Previous Exclusion
Rem* ining Exclusion
Mi i s years Exel us

.

Non-Excl . ASC Inc

.

Total Interest Inc.

Ham* Of Payer

Line
Lin*
Line

Line
Line
Line

Line

HJ
it
M

M
it:

MM

M

II <

t
1000

t

xxxixxxaa

•- ratal
Cap. Qaia Dial.
Non-Tax Dist . Line
Pub lit i 1 Div Exel Line

Total Dividends

Hll
hi:
HI J

Line

Line
Line

HID

Hit
Ml :.

t

XXXXXKXXK
XXXXKXXIX
XXIXIXXXK

1"

"
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Figure 6 is a listing of the formulas
used to calculate the data. The letter and
numbers following the arrow indicate

the cell in which the formula must be en-

tered. Logic functions are used exten-

sively to calculate entries that are

dependent on the data. For example,
F18 contains the formula for calculating

general sales tax based on the tables pro-

vided by the IRS. The formula shown is

for a family of five with an adjusted

gross income greater than $38,001 and
living in Florida. The formula for the

same family with an income between
$26,001 and $38,000 would be: @IF
(F179< 26001,0,277 + (@INT((F179
+ @IF(EI59 > EI58, E158, E159)
-I- F67 + F104-26001)/2000)*14))
The formula can be adapted to other

income ranges and numbers of depen-

dents by changing the numbers 26001,

277, and 14 to the appropriate values

from the sales tax tables. Figure 7 shows
an excerpt from the Optional State Sales

Tax tables from which these figures are

taken.

A B D F

•••••

Husband Mro
Hi) wag**. Salaries, tip*

Total Salaries Line Ml tJ

Self -Employment Inc Line ft 2

Una W3
IKA li^?o»it*
Employee Bus Expense
Keog h Payment*

100- Sub-Total Lin* ft

4

Qua I Earned Income Lin* WS •
Line W0
Lin* W7 .OS

Deduct ion Line NO

To set up the formula for your situa-

tion, first select your state, then find the

row where the minimum income is less

than your range of interest (26001 in the

example). Next, find the sales tax in the

column under the correct number of

dependents (277 in the example). Fi-

nally, find the difference between that

and the sales tax in the next row down
(14 in the example). The formula is then

accurate for as many rows as the in-

crement is constant.

For incomes greater than $38,001, use

the sales tax shown in the row for in-

comes between $38,001 and $40,000,

and the increment given directly below.

Substitute these values in the formula

shown in the listing.

The income used is the adjusted gross

income from Form 1040, line 33, the

dividends exclusion, All-Savers interest,

and the married couple deduction. You
may be entitled to include additional

non-taxable income. Consult the instruc-

tions for the sales tax tables. Make sure

your total income doesn't exceed the up-

Figure 3.

Schedule W.

Figure 5.

Form 1040.

per limit for the range you have set up,

and don't forget to change the formula if

the number of dependents changes.

If your income turns out to be less

than that for which the formula was
set up, it will return $0, which should

alert you that something is wrong. No
warning is given if you exceed the range

on the high side, but the error will be
small if you don't go too far over.

The formulas in cells HI 82, G183,
HI 83, and F184 are used to calculate

your tax if you use either Schedule Y or
the tax tables, your taxable income is

greater than $1 1,900, and you are a mar-
ried couple filing jointly. If your filing

status is different, a comparison of these

formulas with the numbers in Schedule
Y shows how they were derived. HI 82
adjusts incomes under $50,000 so that

the formulas give the same answer as the

tax tables. The others calculate the tax

and are separate only because the for-

mulas are too long to fit in one cell. The
correct tax always appears in F184;
therefore, it is the only one that needs to

be displayed or printed.

Loading The Program
Enter the program by typing the la-

bels from Figures 1 through 5, the num-
bers in cells F48 and El 59 (entered as

values), and the formulas from the list-

ing in Figure 6. Everything to the right

of the colon must be entered. F103 con-

tains a format statement and a value

(.05), and F154 contains a format state-

ment. The purpose of the format state-

Figure 4. Schedule D.

A D 1 r • H

••Schedule D Capital (mins And Losses"

Pari i Short term gains and losses
Kind of Properly Dal* Acq Dale Sold Sales Pr Loss lain

110-

lotal Line Dl
1

(am from sale of Res. Line D2a IIIOKIt
<>a in from install, sales Line D2b XXXX XXXXX

110- tie in from partnership
total

Net Qain or Loss
Shorl-ter* Carryover

Line D3
Line D4

Line
Line

DS
DO

N*t Short-Term Gain Or Loss Line M
far l 1

1

Long Term Gams and losses
Kind o( Proper ty Date Acq Date Sold Sales Pr Cost Loss (lain

110-

Ltae DO
(•am from sale of res. Line DOa iiiimii
(•am from tnstel 1 . sales Line D9b XIII (XXXX
(lam from partnership Line D10

total Line Dll
Hat Gain or Lost Line Dll

140- capi tai Oa la Dial.
r»tal

Long-Term Carryover

Line
Line
Line

Dll
DI0
DI7

Net Long-Term Gain or Loss Lin* D10

Part II Summary of Pans 1 and II

Net Capital Gam

Line
Line
Line
Line
Line

D10
D20
Dll
Dll
Dll

i ,u Net Capital Loss Line D14

A B

••••Form 1040»"»»

E f

Exempt ions

Income Wages, Salaries Line 7

Interest Incom* Line
Di v idends Line 0a Vxxxxxxxxx
Excl us ion Lin* Ob 100XXXXXXXXX

100- Line Se
Refunds State Taxes Line 1U

Al imony Kece i ved Line ii

Business Income Or Loss Line 12
Cap i ta I i.a m or Loss Line

Line
13

Total Income Line 11

Adjust. Employee Bus Expense Line 14 •
To Payments To IRA Line II •

170- Income Payments to Keogh Line 20
Savings Penal t

y

Line 17
Al imony Paid Line II
Marr led Deduct ion Line 2»
Disabi lily |M Line 10
Total Adjustments Line 11

Adjusted Oross Income Line 11

Tax Line JJ
100- Comput

.

Itemized Deductions Line I4a
Line ||

Exempt ions Lin* is •
Taxable Income Line 17

Tax Prom Table Line IS
Total Tax Line IS

Cred i I

s

Line
Balance Line SO

IM- Other Line
Taxes Total Tax Line II

Peymenls Tax Withheld XXKXXXXXX
xxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx
XXKXXXXXX

Line II 11

Line
Total Payment Line «7

100- .

Kefund or Amount Overpaid Line as ')

Amount To b« refunded Line II

Owed Amount Owed Line 71
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Taxes With VisiCalc, continued...

ments is to override whatever global format is invoked. Be sure

to enter these as formats, not formulas.

Figure 6. Formula listing.

FOMMULA l.lhTlM. Km VC MU TAAFONM/ VC"

>F4: .0l»Fl79
>FS :0IF(F4>F3,I.F3-F4)
>FI9:0SUM<FS...F9>
>F11 I ,03*FI79
>F12:0IF(FII>F1O,O.FIO-FU >

>piii«ir(M<iM,.t*r«.ut)
>t'H:«IHH3)H2.MJ.Hn
>FII.0lF(FI79< 31001 . . 3«0* (0 INTf < F I 79 *0 IF ( El S9 >fcl SI . El SI . E1S9 >*FC7 •*'!

4-3SO01 )/*Q0O)MIH
>F 21 :«SUM<H«. . .F20)
>F29:0SUM(F2I...F2I>
>F3I:*F23*F24*F2S*F*9
>F3C:0SLM(F32...F3S)
>F44:0SUM(F41 ...F43)
>F4S :*F3I*F39<F40*F44

14»F21*F30*P3«*F4S
>F4*:CIF(F47>F4I.F47-F4I,I)
>FC2:*FS3*0StM<PSS.. .F*l )

>FI4:*FI3
>FC6:2000-FCS
>F«7 .0IF IF«4<F66 . Ffi4 ,F*« >

>FII:*F«4-FI7
>FII : >F«2*FII
>FIO:0SUtf(F72.. .F7I)
>FI4:0SIM(EI1 . ..EI3)
>FIS:*FI0-FI4
>EI4:0SIJM,EIO...E93)
>FI4:0SLM(FIO.. .F93)
>E9«:*E94*E9S
>F9«:*F94*F9S
>UMl|WI(llf...lM)
>F100 :0SUW(F97 . . .Fit

)

>E10I :*E9«-£100
>noi -ns-mo
>F102 :0IF(EIOKF1I1 .0 1 P ( El 01 O0000 ,EI 01 , 30000 1 .0 I F( Fl 01 < 30010 . F10 1 .300

01 >)

>ritit/fo.M
>F194:*F102 a F103
>UU0:CIF<E110<F1I0.EII0-FI10.I>
> H I I : I F ( F. I 1 > F 1 1 , K 1 1 - F 1 I I , I )

>Glll : I F ( L 1 I KFI1 1 .till -Fill ,1)
>H1 1 1 :0lF(Fll 1>F11 1 . KM 1-F111 ,1)
>GU2:0IF(EII2<FII2.£1I2-FI12.O>
>HII2 :0IF(£1I2>F1I2.E1I2-P112,I)
>G113:0IF(E113<F113.E113-FI13.I>
>H1 13 :0IF(F 11 3>F113.F11 J-F113.I)
>G1 1 4 : fi I F I I 1 I 4 < F 1 1 4 . | 1 1 4 - F 1 1 4 . 1 )

>Hl 1 4 OlFIF I I 4>F114. Ell4-FU4.lt
>G 1 1 S : 1 F < E 1 1 5 < F 1 1 S . F. 1 1 S - F 1 1 S , I

)

>HI1*:0IF(E1IS>FIIS.EIIS-F1IS.O)
•'.I 1 fc C IF (Fl 16<F 1 It .El II- Fill .0)

>Hll«:«IF(eiK>Flie.EIII-FllS,l)
>1.117 0SUMIG11O.. .Glllt
>M1 17 CSlMtHI 10. . -HI 1*>
>GI21 :0SUM(GU7 . . .G120)
>HI21 eSUM<H117...Hltl)
>HI22 :*G121*HI21
>H124:*HI22*HI23
>G12I C IHEUK Fill. El II- F 121.0)
>H12*:0IF<fcl2t>FI29.E12t-FI2l,O>
><.ilI9:0IF(£129<Fl29,tl2l-F129.O>
>M129 :0lF<tl29>F129 .F.I29-F129.0)
>G13O:0tF<E13Q<FI3O,EI3O-F13O,l>
>H13O:0IF(E1 J0>Ft30.El30-F130.0>
>G131 :4)IF(E13KFI31 .EI31-F131 .It
>H13t :0IF(E131>FI31 . E131-F131 .0>
>G132 :0IF(E1 JKFI32.E1 J2-FI32.0>
>MI32 :©IF(E132>FI32.tl32-Fl 3 2.0)
H.I33 01F<EI33<FI J3.EI33-F133.0)
>HI330IFUI33>F 133. E133-F 133.0)
>G134.0SIM(G12».. .01tt)
>M134CSUM(MIII. . .Ml 33)
>G13I:0SUM<GI34. ..G117

)

>H13i OSLMIH134. . .M137 )

>H139:*G13l*H13t
'HI 41 :0SlM<tU39 . . .rtt40 )

>H143 . -H141 *H142
>H14S:*H124*H143
>HI4*:0IF<HI4S>I.0IF(HI43<HI4S.0IF(H143>O.HI43 0).H14S>,9)
>H147 : .«*H14I
>H14I:0IF<H14S>Q.H14S-H14?,O)
>H149:0IP<H14S<O.0lF<H124>=O..S a ttl4S,0IF(H143>

.0)
>H1SO:0IF(-H149>39OO,-3OIO,HI49>

I.H14S.H124*( .1

>F1S4:/FI
>F1S6:*E9«*F94
>F1S7:*FC9
>EIS0:*FIS
>FUO:0IF(EISI>2IO.EISI-29O.O>
>FI«3:*E9S*F9S
>F1«4.*H14I*HIS0
>F1»C:0SUM(F1S«...P1OS)
>F16I:*E9I*F9I
>F1*9:*E97*F97
>F17I:»E99*F99
>F173:*F104
>F17S :0SUM(F1CI. . .FI74

)

>F177 : *F1II-F17S
>F179 1 *F177
>FI10 : »F49
>F1I1 : •FI79-F1I0
>F1I2

:

•F1S4"1000
>G1I2 'Fill-Fill
>44la2 .clFli.lll>50OOO.i.ial.ellir<|illa2 I ) /SO )•»••!» !

>FISi : 'Fiai-Fiaa
>tiltl:«IFtHia2>ll»t0.OIF(Hiai>lta0a.tllF(Hll2>202O0.trtia2-2O2aol«.tS*2»
37,(Hlt2'IC00C) s .22'2013>.IHI«2-119 0O)*.l**l224).*>

>Hia3;OIF(Hia:>ltlOO,elF<14IM>2at0O.4MFlHlt2>352OO.(Hlll-3520tl , .3»»71
21.4illt2-2»aoo)*.13*SS7tl.tMIS2-l440a>».2»*4037>,Gltll

>HH:«IK«lll>4SH».4IH«ll!>44Ha.«IH«l4J>ll4IO,l«ll!-litOII , .l'Hl
1». (HH2 -40000 l'.4f 17745 I, (HI42-4S10OI-. 44- 11431 I. HI 43)

>FIIS:*F1I4
>Fia3:'Flt5-FIS7
>F11I : <rllS'F190
>Plt1 :(H«UMIbl93.

.

.KI94J
>F199 : .Fl»7*Fl'»i
>F201 :0IF<F199>F19I.FI99-F191 ,01
>F202 I *F20I
>F203 :©IFIFI91>H99.FI9I-FI99 ,9 1

Using The Program
The program should be easy to use for anyone familiar with

VisiCalc. If a cell is blank, then you must enter data if it is

appropriate for your particular situation. Set the recalculation

mode to manual so you won't have to wait after each value is

entered. If a cell contains a formula, then the value will be cal-

culated by the program. Rows of x's are used in some places for

clarity and indicate that no data are to be entered in that cell.

Figure 8 shows a completed set of forms.

The data may be entered in any order, but error messages

may appear or some cells may have incorrect values if data are

missing. The convoluted nature of the forms and the inter-

dependence of the calculations make it impossible to calculate

all of the cells correctly in one pass. Two or three passes may be

required, depending on the particular entries you use. VisiCalc

flags the incorrect cells with the error message on the initial

load, but after that no indication is given that more than one

The program should be easy to use
for anyone familiar with VisiCalc.

pass is required. One way to be sure is to look at the cell

containing the tax owed and recalculate until the amount is the

same twice in succession.

Wages, IRA deductions, self-employment income, employee

business expense, and Keogh payments are entered on Form W
because they must be listed separately for the husband and

wife. The program combines these inputs and enters the

amount in the appropriate place on Form 1040. If you are sin-

gle, you may still enter the data there. The program sets the

married couple deduction to zero if income is not entered in

both columns. Or you may delete Schedule W and the

corresponding formulas in Form 1040 and enter the data there.

The data for schedules A and B are entered in much the

same way as on the real forms. Make sure you change the num-
ber in cell F48 (Line A29) to match your filing status. The pro-

gram automatically calculates the medical exclusions and the

remaining All-Savers Exclusion. Schedule D is laid out in the

same format as the real form. The program calculates all the

entries except the information pertaining to the actual trans-

Figure 7. Derivation of sales lax parameters for use in

formula F18.

1» 20 II I 11 I
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5 MINUTES
WITH OUR

ACCOUNTANT
AND YOU'LL
FIRE YOURS

|^*P SOFTWARE ^^

Introducing TIME IS MONEY.™
A simpler, faster, more flexible

personal accounting software

package.

While people have been over-

joyed by the prospect of having their

very own personal computer
accountant, so far they've been
underwhelmed by the products.

Some are too complicated; others

are little more than toys; still others

are too slow and rigid in format.

Finally what you hoped for in

a personal computer accounting

package, TIME IS MONEY delivers.

ITS SIMPLER.
TIME IS MONEY uses no codes

and no special accounting termi-

nology Simple checkbook balancing

with a full statement on-screen.

ITS FASTER.
TIME IS MONEY runs with

machine language speed so there's

instant access to any transaction

or balance. No complex or tedious

setup prior to use.

ITS MORE FLEXIBLE.
TIME IS MONEY defines, changes

or deletes categories and accounts

at any time. It grows as your needs
grow.

ITS MORE POWERFUL.
Tracks up to 240 separate assets

and liabilities. 240 types of income
from 240 different sources.

240 expense categories with

tax deductions.

And all you need is an Apple II,

II + , He, or compatible computer.

Find out why TIME IS MONEY is

the best personal accounting soft-

ware package on the market. Call or

write for a data sheet today. Even
better, visit your dealer and try it

out for yourself.

If you have a spare 5 minutes.

11A Main Street, Watertown, MA 02172 (617)923-4441

©Copyright 1983 Turning Point Software, Incorporated

Apple is the registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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-xes With VisiCalc, continued...

actions. Form 1040 is largely automatic. You have to enter the

number of exemptions, additional adjustments or income, and
the amount of tax withheld. Some lines were omitted from this

form, but blank lines are provided to enter additional lines if

you need them.
The global format command can be used to display the data

in either dollars and cents or rounded to the nearest dollar.

Updating The Program
The example shown and all of the formulas are set up for the

1982 tax laws. For 1983 the number in cell F103 will change to

.1 from .05. If the sales tax tables change, the formula in cell

F18 will change. The tax cut, if there is one, will change G183,

HI 83, and F184. There may be other changes that I am not

aware of. Read the instructions just as carefully as you would if

you were calculating by hand.

A final word of caution. I have checked the program care-

fully, and it seems to work for my particular circumstances, but

I strongly advise that you check your results by hand until you

are sure it is working for you. 22

Figure 8. Completed tax forms.

••••Form !•«•••• «

Exempt ions S

1 ncome Mages , Silir ies Line 7 It4St
Interest Income Line a an
Dividends Line 0a Mail KXXXXXX

- i on l.mr Kb lOOXXXXKXH I

Line Ic IOC
Refunds State Tate* Line 10
Alimony Here i ved Line 11

Business Income Or Loss Line 11 -4S0
("•pi let tie in or Loss Line

Line
13 ISM

Total Income Line It Milt

Adjust . Employee Bus Expense Line 24 2SI7
To Payments To IKA Line 2S 4000
Income Payments to Keogh Line tt I

Sav ings Pena 1 ty Line 27
Al imony Paid Line 21
Merr ied Deduct ion Line 2* 504
Disability Inc Exc 1 Line 31
Total Adjustments Line 31 7151

Adjusted Gross Income Line 32 Itttl

r«i Line 33 Itttl
Compul

.

Itemized Deductions 34a sin
II 30121

Exempt ions Line II sooo
Taxable Income Line 37 3402a
Tax From Table Line II 7100
Total Tax Line II 7100

Credi ts Line
Balance Line SO 71*0

other Line
run Total Tax Line II 7109

Payment* Tax Withheld ItlTil
1409xx

KXXXXXX
xxxxxxx

laOxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx

Line ft 0170
Line

Tola 1 Payment Line €7 1171

ri?f una or Amount Overpaid Line SI 077
Amount To be refunded Line It 077
Owed Amount Owed Line 71

dule B Interest and Dividend Inn

Line Bl

Line HZ
XXXXIRIXX

Part 1 From Seller Fin. Wort
Interest Other Interest Income
income Electric Company Bond

I Union
1st National Bank
Money Market Fund

Prev ious Exclus ion
Remain ing Ex c I us ion
This years Exclus .

Non-Excl . Ml
Total Interest Inc.

Part 1 1 Hame Of Payer
Dividend ABC Corp
Income KYI Inc.

Alpha Co

total Line B10 300
Cap. Qmll Out. Line Bl I xxxxxxxxx
Non-Tax Plot . Line HI 2 xxxxxxxxx
Pub L'til Div Exc) Line BIS xxxxxxxxx

Line Bl 4 I

Total Dividends Line BIS 300

Line 11 :i 010
Line 114 37

Line »'> 371

2000
Line M 371

H7
Line HX lit

XXXXXXXXX
Line HS 210

" 42

1002 ••Schedule A - Itemized Deduct tons**

Medical Medicines and Drugs Line Al 100
And l* Income Line A2 450
Dental Line A3 I
Expenses Tota 1 Insurance Pr Line A4 132

Doctors Dent is t

s

Line ASa 1111
Transpor ta t ion Line ASb 235
Other Line A5c 321

Sub- Total Line Al Itfl
i% Income Line AT IStl

Line Al oos
Line At If
Line AI0 oos

Taxes State and local Inc Line All
Real Estate Line Al? 1712
Genera 1 Sales Line Alia 300
Sales (motor van

)

Line AI3b 201
Other Line AI4

Total Tax Line A1S 23SI

Interest Home Mortgage (Banks) Line AlOa ITtl
Expense Home Mortgage (Indiv) Line AlOb

credit cards Line A17
Other 1X00

Sub-Total Line Aia 1200
Total Inl Line A10 400 S

Contr ib. Cash Contributions Line A20a 2S0
Contrib. OS3090) Line A20b
Other Line A21

Line A22
Total Line A23 2SI

Casual ty Total Casual ty Line A24
Theft Union , Profess dues Line Alia 41
Miscall . Tax Prep Fee

Other Safe Dap Box
Invest Club

Line A25b
II
2S

1 lot Line A2I II
Total Misc. Line A27 10

|swajur| Total Deduct ions Line A20 •saa
Line A20 3400

Net Deduct iona Line A30 5100

• 'Schedule - Capital Gains And Losses**

Part 1 Short term gains and losses
Kind of Property Date Acq Date Sold Sales COS Loss OaU
Elec Co. Bond t/24/ll 2/1/12 1123 101 I 110
100 Apex Inc 10/ 1 /SI 2/0/12 S323 599! -I7f 1

100 Ajax Inc 1/2S/I2 S/24/S2 3104 3001 I 104
120 Mutual Fund 4/10/02 5/24/02 3SI7 Sttl 1 SIT
200 Mutual Fund 7/0/02 a/1/12 0000 soon

I

1000
1

Sub-Tola 1 Line
dam from sale of Res. Line
Ga in from install, sales Line
Gain from partnership Line

1)1

D2a
D2b
D3

-171 IT0I

Sub-total Line D4 -070 1701
Net Gain or Loss Line D5 1105
Short-term Carryover Line DO
Net Short-Term Gam Loss Line D7 11 OS

Part 1 1 Long Ter m Gains and losses
Kind of Property Date Acq Date Sold Sales Cosi Loss Gain
St Acme Motors 10/10/71 2/1/12 3100 210! 127S
47 \mer Aviation 10/15/79 10/4/12 4ISI 420! -51

54 Uni v Electric 9/31/10 2/1/12 3907 4019 -002

1
-903

(l

I

1275Line DO
i.sin from sale of res Line D9a xxixxxxxx
Gain from install. es Line xxxxxxxxx
Gain from partnersl 'P D10

Sub-total Line D11 -903 1275
Net Gain or Loss Line D12 372
CaPl ta 1 OoJsj Dist . Line D13
Sub-Total Line DI0 372
Long-Term Carryover Line D17
Net Long-Term Gain or Loss Line DIO 372

Part II 1 Summary of Parts 1 and II Line
Line
Line

DI9
D20
021

1477
372
223

Net Capital OmlO Line
Line

022
023

1254

Net Capital Loss Line 02 4

Schedule W - Deduct on Po Marr led coup I

Husband hi fa

Wages , Sa lar las , Tips 34S07 14372
IS00

Total Salaries Line Wl 34S07 1SI72
Self -Employment Inc Line M 450

Line Ml 34117 15072
IRA Deposi ts 2000 JUUU

Employee Bus Expense 2507
Keogh Payments

Sub-Total Line N4 2000
Qua 1 Earned Income Line M 32117

Line WO
Line W7

I120S
Itttl

.IS
Deduct ion Line W0 504
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/yew rrom standard & Poor's
-

A breakthrough for Apple II owners who invest

ANNOUNCING STOCKPAK II-
STOCK MARKET SOFTWARE
FOR HARDNOSED INVESTORS

COMPUTER COMPANIES

Sendforourdemonstration
diskette and see why
no one can aid investment
decision-making like
Standard& Poor s.

Compare our software
system for speed,
features, and ease of use.

Standard & Poor's Corporation has
been a major supplier of financial

information for over 120 years. Our
publications and services are used by
brokers, institutional investors and
individuals throughout the country.
Now our experience and expertise has
produced "state-of-the-art" software
that, with any Apple II, can help you
become a Wizard of Wall Street.

(IBM-PC version available early '841.

The Stockpak II System consists of

one Program diskette and one (or

mono Database diskettes. Each month,
users receive a new Database diskette.

In this way. current information is

available on up to 4,500 companies.

?8 S3 flfiPL

31 SO CBU

15 3S OEC

123 SO HON

126 IS IBM

CHGSALESx: CHGF

With STOCKPAK II,

you can do all this-
• Look up key financial facts.

What do you want to know a!>out the
stocks you own and those you're con-
sidering? Over 100 information items
are available for each company in the
database. Get the data you want
instantly - whether it's S&P's exclusive
stock ranking, earnings, dividends,
sales, price history, balance sheet
items, or performance ratios.

• (iraphically compare and analyze
information on groups of companies.
Want to see how sales and earnings of

any company stack up against its

competitors? Or how five high-tech-
nology companies do in terms of growth
rate, yield, earnings-per-sharc, and
price-earnings ratio? It's so easy with
Stockpak II. Our unique graphic
routines provide clear, meaningful
comparisons.

"IH DO ftftPL

(3 CBU

21 00 DEC

2 00 HON

IB IBM

11 IS 1
10 IS 1

IS 31

12 BB

IH "H

SI 11

IS 69

-22 H3

Comparisons of Apple. Commodore, Digital, Honeywell am) IBM on pri.-.-. PE
ratio, •/ Changes In Sales and Earninga.Racent Data. Flatted in .10 leasees.

• l\-rform simple or complex 'screens'

to find certain kinds of companies.
In less than .'«) seconds, you can match
criteria of your own choosing against
companies in the database to find only
those that "fit." Request large

companies with stable earnings and low
P-E ratios... or, if you're more aggres-
sive, relatively small companies with
impressive sales and earnings perfor-
mance. Request only companies in

certain industries. ..or companies with
low prices and high betas. You can
easily customize information items,
criteria sets and report formats to suit

your own preference.

You be the judge. . . send for our
demonstration diskette

No printed description can do justice
to the performance of Stockpak II. So
we've prepared B demonstration disk-
ette to show you why and how our
software can help you make better
investment decisions.

Send for STOCKPAK lis Demon-
stration Kit. It's just SKUNK
Credit card holders call

TOLL-FRKK 1-800452-5200. Kxt. 7.

In NJ, I -800-442 i:«H». Kxt. 7.

Or send the coupon today.

STANDARD & POOR'S CORPORATION
25 Broadway, New York. NY 10004

Please rush me my STtx KI'AK I!

demo diskette far the Apple II « slO.00.

Contact me when your IBM-PC version
is ready;

I'm convinced. I wish to subscribe to
STOCKPAK II iiim on ;i money leak If nut
satisfied basis. Enter my subscription to
the following' monthly database sir

COMPOSITE 11,500 leading com-
panies from tho NYSE, ASK and
OTC). *27.Yt>i>

ALL-NYSK labout 1400 com-
panies). (275.00
ALL ASK. labout 800 companies!
275.00
ILL OTC Kan dfahwtea, about
2.200 companleel. 1620.00

I t'h«.«-k vm'tawd. «l'l,;,^.' m:tk>- out t<« Standard

. net no cradl
Am.T k«|ii. ., visa MantsrCanl Dinars Chib

Exp

Siirnuttirv

Name ll'rintl

Stn-.-t

_Stat.-_ -Zi|>_

SuharripUoni t<> STOt KI'AK II arv lax-dedurtible. We will

hill you tur ippltcah \|,|.l. II i- ,i n .

- k ol Apple Computer, In,-. it; A it < mm
LI



ACRS Depreciation For Apple

Alfred Samper

The following is a translation for use

on the Apple computer of Linda and Sid

Broudy's ACRS Depreciation Program

written for the IBM Personal Computer

which appeared in the February 1983

Creative Computing.

For those who do not have a printer,

the lines 855. 856, 857, 985 and 986 should

be deleted. This will allow the printout to

be displayed on the screen. 22

Alfred Samper.
60IK7.

1316 N. Cross Si.. Whcalon. IL

REM —ACRS PROGRAM
REM —BY L. AND S. BROUDY
REM --SEPT. 1982

40 "HOME = HTAB 8= INVERSE = PRINT «B, 7, "DEPRECIATION (ACRS, PROGRAM" :
NORMAL

VTAB (4): INPUT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO READ DATA FROM DISK (Y/N) ,ANb>

IF ANS * "Y" THEN 710
IF ANS ' "N" THEN S - 1

REM —INSERTING NEW INFORMATION -—n-.-, kimmrfr (NAME S
INPUT "PLEASE TYPE IN YOUR NAME, AND YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER (NAME.

S

SI)";NMS,SS$
INPUT "ITEM:"JITS(N)
PRINT "IS THE RECOVERY PERIOD FOR:";ITS(N)
PRINT TAB( 12)"3 YRS , 5 YRS, OR IB YRS";: INPUT C(N>

IF C(N) - 3 OR C(N) - 5 OR C(N) - 10 THEN GOTO 12*

GOTO 118
INPUT "UNADJUSTED BASI S: " ; BP (N)

INPUT "DATE PLACED IN SERVICE: "; SS (N)

INPUT "% USED FOR BUSINESS :"; B (N)

INPUT "DEPRECIATION YEAR (1 , 2 ,ETC.
)
" ;

Y

IF C(N) - 3 THEN GOSUB 410

HI

21
2

50
60
70
80
90

100
110
112
115
117
120
130
140
150
160

Continued on page 188.

ALL FOR THE UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF $660.00!!!

Available at computer stores everywhere.

Or order direct and receive a 10% Introductory Factory Rebate through

January 1, 1984

1 30 page manual only $20 prepaid.

Dealerships currently available.

Prices and specifications subject to

change without notice.

RHINCROBOTS

from Rhino®
The Scorpion is a versatile robot designed

especially for the serious robot enthusiast. By

following the detailed instructions included in the

kit, you can build this highly sophisticated and

entertaining device. With 32 lines of I/O and

complex machine intelligence capability, it is

completely software programmable. Among the

many talents of the Scorpion are its ability to see

and read codes, to learn obstacle locations and

avoid them, and to follow a tape on the floor at 99

different speeds.

LOOK AT THESE CHALLENGING
AND EXCITING FEATURES:
RS-232 C serial interface allows the Scorpion <° °bey

instructions and answer questions from any host

computer with a serial pnnler interlace.

6502 mlcroproceaaor on board with 8K ofEPROM and

2K of RAM, expandable to a full 64K system.

The special Scorpion language with 30 instructions is

explained in detail in the 1 30 page manual (8Vi x 1 1

)

accompanying the kit.

Thetwo axis optical scannerprovides data for pattern

recognition and camera experiments Over a 300

degree scan in both vertical and horizontal planes. The

visual patterns can be displayed in the computer CRT.

Order today:

Rhino Robots, Inc.

P.O. Box 4010, 2505 S. Neil St.

Champaign, IL 61820
217/352-8485
Telex: 3734731 RHINO ROBOTS C
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;odePro-64 (c) 1983 SMA

Overview
— Using CodePro 64

1 — CBM 64 Keyboard Review

BASIC Tutorial

2 — Inlroduclion lo BASIC
3 — BASIC Commands
4 — BASIC Statements
5 — BASIC Functions

Graphics & Music
6 — Keyboard GRAPHICS
7 — Introduction to SPRITES
8 — SPRITE Generator
9 — SPRITE Demonstrator
A — Introduction to MUSIC
B — MUSIC Generator
C — MUSIC Demonstratoi

Other Options
K — Keyword Inquiry

R — Run Samole Proarams
S#*ect Choice or hH f7 tor Default

Anew concept
in interactive visual
learning.

CodePro-64
Now you can learn to code in BASIC and

develop advanced programming skills with

graphics, sprites and music

—

visually. You
learn by interacting with CodePn>64, a new
concept in interactive visual learning.

SEE PROGRAM EXECUTION
Imagine actually seeing BASIC state-

ments execute. CodePn>64 guides you

through structured examples ofBASIC pro-

gram segments. You enter the requested data

or let CodePrr>64 do the typing for you. (It

will not let you make a mistake.)

You step through and actually see the

execution ofsample program statements by

simply pressing the space bar. CodePn>64

does the rest. You see statements with cor-

responding graphicsand variable value

displays.

EXTENSIVE TUTORIAL
CodePrr>64's extensive tutorial guides

you through each BASIC command, pro-

gram statement, and function. You get clear

explanations. Where appropriate, you invoke

BasicView to see examples execute and

watch their flow charts and variables change.

By seeing graphic displays ofprogram seg-

ment execution you learn by visual example.

You learn fasterandgraspprogramming
concepts easierwith CodePro-64 because

you immediately see the results ofyour input.

You control your learning. You can go

through the tutorial sequentially, or return to

the main menu and select different topics, or

use keywords to select language elements to

study. You can page back and forth between

screens within a topic at the touch ofa func-

tion key.

Once you have practiced and mastered the

BASIC language elements you move on to

more advanced concepts. You learn about

sprite and music programming.

SPRITE GENERATOR
& DEMONSTRATOR

CodePro-64's sprite generator lets you
defineyourown sprites on the screen. You
learn how to define sprites and what data

values correspond to your sprite definitions.

(You can then save your sprite data to a

diskette file for use in yourown programs.)

You can easily experiment with different

definitions and make changes to imme-

diately see the effects.

We also help you learn to program with

sprites by givingyou a spritedemonstratorso

you can see the effect ofchanging register

values. You can experiment by movingyour
sprite around in a screen segment, change its

colorand see the effects ofyour changes. You
learn by visual examples.

MUSIC GENERATOR
& DEMONSTRATOR

OurMusk Generator and MusicDemon-
stratorvAN provide hours of instruction and

creative enjoyment. From the beginning of

your instruction you can composesimple

tuneson the screen using the generator.

Once you've completed a composition you

can save the ft/wand its associated SID
parameters to a diskette file. Our music sam-

OUR GUARANTEE
Weguaranteeyoursatisfaction. You

must be satisfied with CodePro-64 for

the Commodore-64. Try it for 10 days

and iffor any reason you are not satisfied

return it to us (undamaged) for a full

refund. No risk

pie program can be used alone or incorpo-

rated into yourown programs to readthe

savedmusic fileand replay your songs.

Our music demoastrator letsyou experi-

ment with various combinations ofmusic
programming parameters and hear the

results. All you do is enterrows ofSID
parameters on the screen to create a particu-

larsound. Then you heareachsoundby
playingthe "keyboard organ' 'in real time as

you shift from row to row ofSID parameters.

By seeing your input and hearing the result

you quickly learn how to create new musical

sounds and special sound effects.

Whether you're a beginning programmer
oran experienced professional, CodePro-64

will help you improve you Commodore 64
programming skills. We're sure because

CodePro-64 was developed by a team oftwo
professionals with over25years ofsoftware

development experience.

CodePro-64 is a professional quality edu-

cational program for the serious student of

personal computing. And it's fullyguaran-

teed. Order yours today.

HOWTO ORDER
Orderyourcopy ofCodePro-64 today by

mail orphone. Send only $59.95 plus $3.00

shipping and handling to:

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES
3700 Computer Drive, Dept. R-l

Raleigh, N.C. 27609

Available on diskette only. MasterCard/-

VISA accepted. For faster service on credit

card orders, call toll free 1-800 SMA-RUSH.
(1-800-762-7874). Dealerinquiries invited.

Commodore 64 is a trademark of Gxnmodore Business

Machines. Inc.

SYSTEMS
MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATES
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MA

Educational
software for
our Apple &
tari!

BE A PATIENT TEACHER...

Trickster Coyote (Reader s Digest)

Apple only. 3rd grade-up. Scenic
adventure teaches vocabulary.

Invader Attack (Zeitgeist)
*

Apple only. 4th- 6th grades. Practice in

addition and subtraction of mixed
numbers and fractions.

Master Type (Lightning Software)
*

Apple/Atari 32K disk. Jr. high-up.

Typing tutorial with unique motivation.

CONTROL THE COMPUTER...

Logo (Krell)

Apple only. 3rd grade up. Develop
programming skills through graphics.

Zes Authoring System (Avant Garde)
*

Apple only Jr. high-up Create animated
computer assisted instructional packages.

SIMULATE THE REAL WORLD..

Millionaire (Blue Chip)

Apple 'Atari disk. High school-up. Stock
market investment participation.

Volcanoes (Earthware Computer Services)

Apple only Jr. high-up. Earth science

study through volcano exploration.

EXPRESS YOURSELF...

Music Maker (Sublogic)

Apple only 5th grade-up. Create original

music and sound effects.

The Bank Street Writer (Broderbund)
Apple/Atari disk. Jr. high-up. Simple
yet powerful word processing.

EXPLORE AND DISCOVER ...

hi Search of the Most Amazing Thing
(Spinnaker) Apple/ Atari 48K disk. 5th

grade-up Define values and develop
social skills

Time Traveler (Krell)

Apple/ Atari 48K disk. Jr. high-up. Text

adventure in an historical setting.

Sammy the Sea Serpent (PDl)
*

Atari 24K disk, 16K cass. requires

loystick PreschooMst grade. Journey
with Sammy back to the sea.

S 48.95

49.50

39.95

89.95

250.00

59.95

49.50

39.95

69.50

39.95

24.95

23.95 disk

18.95 cass.

* Qualifies for our unique buy back plan. See catalog for

details

These are just a lew choices from our free catalog of

educator reviewed software.

Order today! Don't target to send your address and
telephone number. Check, money order, VISA and
MASTERCARD accepted. (Include account number and
expiration date.) Add $2.00 tar shipping. Missouri
residents add 5.625% sales tax.

9256 Clayton Road
St. Louis, MO 63124

(314)997-0724

CIRCLE 255 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ACRS Depreciation, continued...

170 IF C(N) • 5 THEN GOSUB 470
180 IF C(N) • 10 THEN GOSUB 530

190 INPUT "WOULD YOU LIKE A PRINTOUT (Y/N) :
" ; ANSS: IF ANSS • "Y" THEN GOSUB

850
210 HOME : PRINT C(N)"-YEAR ACRS"
220 PRINT "COST RECOVERY FOR: ";ITS(N>
230 PRINT "UNADJUSTED BASIS:";: PRINT "S";BP(NI
240 PRINT : PRINT "DATE PLACED IN SERVICE: ";S$(N): PRINT "DEPRECIATION Y

EAR:";Y
2S0 PRINT : PRINT "RATE OF ACRS DEPRECIATION: "; 100 * R;"%"

260 DEP - BP(N) * R

270 : PRINT "FULL ACRS DEPRECIATION AMT.-";: PRINT "S";DEP

280 PRINT "PERCENT OF USE FOR BUSINESS :" ;B (N) ;"%" :B - .01 * B(N)

290 TD B * DEP
300 PRINT : PRINT "ACRS DEPRECIATION DEDUCTION-";: PRINT "S";TD

310 INPUT "DO YOU WANT ANOTHER DEPRECIATION YEAR (Y/N)";AS

320 IF AS - "Y" THEN GOTO 150
3 30 IF AS - "N" AND S - 1 THEN 370
340 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO REVIEW ANOTHER ITEM FROM THE DISK (Y/N)";AS

350 IF AS - "Y" THEN 780
360 IF AS - "N" THEN N - M
370 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO ENTER ANOTHER ITEM (Y/N)";ANS
380 IF ANS - "Y" THEN N-N+1:S-1: GOTO 100

390 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO SAVE YOUR DATA (Y/N)";AS
400 IF AS • "Y" THEN 610
405 END
410 REM —3 YEAR ACRS
420 IF Y - 1 THEN R • .25
4 30 IF Y - 2 THEN R - . 38

440 IF Y - 3 THEN R - . 37

450 IF Y > 3 THEN GOTO 150
460 RETURN
470 REM — 5 YEAR ACRS
480 IF Y - 1 THEN R - .15
490 IF Y - 2 THEN R - .22
500 IF Y > 2 AND Y < 6 THEN R - .21

510 IF Y > 5 THEN GOTO 150
520 RETURN
530 REM — 10 YEAR ACRS
540 IF Y - 1 THEN R - .08
550 IF Y - 2 THEN R - . 14
560 IF Y - 3 THEN R - .12
570 IF Y > 3 AND Y < 7 THEN R - .1

580 IF Y > 6 AND Y < 11 THEN R - .09
590 IF Y > 10 THEN GOTO 150

RETURN
REM — DISK ACCESS

600
610
620 M - N
630 INPUT "WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO NAME YOUR FILE:";FS
640 PRINT CHRS (4) ;"OPEN";FS ".TAX"
645 PRINT CHRS (4) ;"WRITE";FS ".TAX"
650 PRINT M;",";NMS;",";SSS
660 FOR I - 1 TO M
670 PRINT ITS (I) ;",";BP(I) ;",";SS(I) ;",";B(I) ;",";C(I)
680 NEXT I

690 PRINT CHRS (4);"CLOSE";FS ".TAX"
700 END
710 INPUT "WHAT FILE WOULD YOU LIKE TO READ:";FS
720 PRINT CHRS (4) ;"OPEN";FS * ".TAX"
725 PRINT CHRS (4) ;"READ";FS ".TAX"
730 INPUT M,NMS,SSS
740 FOR I - 1 TO M
750 INPUT ITS(I) ,BP(I> ,SS(I) ,B(I> ,C(I)
760 NEXT I

770 PRINT CHRS (4);"CLOSE";FS ".TAX"
780 HOME : PRINT "ITEMS IN THE FILE ARE:"
790 FOR I - 1 TO M
800 PRINT I,ITS(I)
810 NEXT I

820 INPUT "WHICH ITEM WOULD YOU NOW LIKE TO REVIEW (ENTER ITEMI OR FOR
NEW ITEM)";I

830 PRINT ITSdCN - I: IF I - THEN N - M: GOTO 370
835 IF I < - M THEN GOTO 150
840 PRINT "THE ITEM YOU CHOOSE ISN'T IN THE FILE:": FOR K - 1 TO 1500: NEXT

: GOTO 780
850 REM — PRINTER SUBROUTINE
855 PR! 1

856 POKE 1529,70
857 SPEED- 200
860 PRINT C(N)"-YEAR DEPRECIATION (ACRS) WORKSHEET"
870
880 PRINT
890 PRINT "COST RECOVERY FOR:"; ITS (N)
900 PRINT
910 PRINT "UNADJUSTED BASIS:";: PRINT "S";BP(N)
920 PRINT "DATE PLACED IN SERVICE: "; SS (N) : PRINT "DEPRECIATION YEAR:";Y
930 PRINT "RATE OF ACRS DEPRECIATION :"; 100 * R;"»"
940 DEP - BP(N) • R

950 PRINT : PRINT "FULL ACRS DEPRECIATION AMT.-";: PRINT "S";t>KP
960 PRINT "PERCENT OF USE FOR BUSINESS :"; B (N) ;"%" :B - .01 * B(N)
970 TD - B * DEP
980 PRINT : PRINT "ACRS DEPRECIATION DEDUCTION - ";: PRINT "S";TD: PRINT

985 PR!
986 SPEED- 255
990 GOTO 310
5010 ABI15): INPUT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO READ DATA FROM DISK (Y/N)";ANSS
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T.M.

A PROFESSIONAL GRAPHICS-CHARTING AND
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM FOR ALL ATARI,

COMMODORE 64, AND APPLE ll+/lle COMPUTER SYSTEMS
B/GRAPH is lor professionals in

Marketing. Sales. Administration.
Forecasting. Accounting and
General Management.
• Home and Small Business
• Educators and Students
• Hobbyists

B/GRAPH can create
• Bar Charts
• 3-D Bar Charts
• Segmented/Stacked Bar Charts
• Line Graphs
• Area Graphs
• Scatter/Point Graphs
• Stock Market Graphs
(High/Low/Close)

• Pie Charts
• Graphing of 1-3 factors each
with up to 100 data points

Instant conversion between all

graph types without data re-entry.

B/GRAPH can perform
• Statistical Analysis
Mean. Standard Deviation.

Skewness. Variance. F-Test.

T-Test. Chi-Square. Poisson-
Bionomial & Normal Distribution

and much more!
• Regression Analysis
Coefficient of Determination,
Durbin-Watson. F-Value,

Function Plotting & more!
• Exponential Smoothing
• Moving Averages
• Geometric Moving Average
• Factor manipulation
• General Algebra

Data may be stored as Data Files

or High Res Screens

B/GRAPH can read & write
• Visicalc D.I.F Files

• User created ASCII files.

Use Visicalc to Enter your data
then Graph it and Analyse it

with B/GRAPH
Use B/GRAPH to Enter. Graph
and Analyse your data, then
what if?' with Visicalc.

B/GRAPH Features
• Automatic labeling
• Relabeling
• Custom labeling in multiple text

sizes and colors
• Full Screen Data Editor
• Multiple Graph Overlays
• Automatic graph scaling
• Manual graph rescaling
• Automated Slide Shows
• Grid Overlays
• Multiple Graph Overlays
• Total Screen Color Control

B/GRAPH works with most
graphics printers from major
manufacturers as well as with all

of the popular printer cards and
interfaces.

B/GRAPH comes with com-
prehensive professionally written

documentation. It includes a
complete tutorial on Graphing/
Charting and Statistics.

B/GRAPH is menu driven and
features a smooth and natural

user interface quickly mastered
by individuals without prior

computer experience.

. jafy between
compul'

B/GRAn
i! Alan Inc

Appk' ' - >>t Apple lr>c

Commoocxe 64 is a liadem ,

Commodore li

B/GRAP' .rod and distnbuted by
Inhome Sollwareonb*

INHOME
INHOME SOFTWARE INC.

2485 Dunwin Drive. Unit 8
Mississauga, Ontario

Canada L5L 1T1

(416) 828-0775

Available at your local dealer or order direct.
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introducing

the first word processor

made especially for the home

TYPING AREA

Interactive tutorials take you through

HOMEWORD's features in three easy steps:

A. Cursor movement

B. Basic uses, including printing

C. Advanced features and techniques ••)^'-0:

GRAPHIC MENU
|

SELECTION

\V $69.95

** Easy to Use

*> Easy to Learn

simple, versatile, eiiective. . .

HomeWord makes putting your

ideas on paper a snap. With no

complicated commands to

memorize, anyone can learn to use

HomeWord in minutes.

An easy-to-follow audio cassette

introduces you to HomeWord's

operation. The slim instruction

booklet is written in plain English

to help you find answers fast.

Familiar symbols, or "icons," lead

you through the system. To edit,

file, design your page layout, print.

etc., you simply touch a key.

Supported all the way. . .When

you buy HomeWord, you're also

tied into Sierra On-Line's customer

support program (one of the best in

the industry). We're only a phone

call away (209-683-6858) to

suggest solutions to any of your

software problems.

TRUE PAGE
PREVIEW

TM designates a trademark of Sierra On-Line. Inc 1983 Sierra On-l CIRCLE 207 ON READER SERVICE CARD I



The First One

Print Statement Formatter For Apple

A look at a typical Basic program will

convince you that, usually, between one
quarter and one third of it is concerned
with outputting text to the screen. This

text is of two kinds; the first takes just a

few lines of program and screen and oc-

curs scattered throughout the length of

the program. The second kind of text

tends to occur in large chunks and is

typically printed toward the beginning

where it lists instructions or gives

information.

This second kind of text is frustrating

to incorporate into the program. It is

usually added after the main body has

been written and debugged and it is a

real chore to get it concise (to save mem-
ory) and to get it correctly formatted for

the screen. How many times have you
typed in print statements only to dis-

cover on running the program that you
have words wrapping around on the

screen or that the last word on a line

goes right to the margin and forces an
extra carriage return resulting in an un-

tidy display? I have many times said and
therefore thought that a utility which al-

lowed you to type in text without worry-

ing about wrap around and which then

formatted this into lines of Basic, cor-

rectly formatted for the screen would be

a great boon.

Searching around for such a utility to

use on my Apple II proved a disappoint-

ment; I couldn't find one. So I wrote my
own. 1 find it extremely useful and time-

saving and hope that you will too. I

called it the First One.

Using The Program
After BRUNning it from disk, type

(return) from Basic or CTRL-Y from

MJ Pimm, 23 Brucklcy Rd.. Heaton Chapel. Stock-

port . Cheshire. SK4 2QT. England.
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the monitor to initiate the program. The
screen clears ready for you to type your
text. Any character that is visible on the

screen may be typed; a double quote,

however, appears on the screen as a sin-

gle quote or apostrophe. Control charac-

ters (including the RETURN key) are, in

general, ignored by the program, but a

few enable the incorporation of extra

commands into the Basic program
which will be generated. These control

characters are

• ctri.-f: This leaves a flashing ques-

tion mark on the screen but forces the

The First One will

translate about six

screenfuls of text

into lines of Basic.

1 1 ash command to appear in the Basic.

• CTRL-I: This leaves an inverse ques-

tion mark on the screen, but forces the

inverse command to appear in the

Basic.

• ctrl-N: This leaves a flashing >
symbol on the screen, but forces the

normal command to appear in the

Basic.

• ctrl-l: This forces a carriage re-

turn both on the screen and in the text of

the print statement to be generated. In

the print statement this will either be

an ASCII code 13 embedded in the

string or it may appear as the normal
end of a print statement where the dou-
ble quote "followed by neither a comma
nor a semi-colon causes a carriage return

to be issued when the print statement is

executed.

• The backspace key: This causes the

last character on the screen to disappear,

the cursor to back up, and the last used
byte of the buffer to be zeroed. This is

used for correcting typing errors.
Remember that if a command such as

CTRL-n is erased, you may want to type

it again. Take care to count characters if

you back up over a ctrl-l (a carriage

return) because it has been erased from
the text buffer, but the characters on the

screen are no longer erased.
• ctrl-E: This causes the program to

exit this inputting stage and to convert
the text to lines of Basic. After the Basic

program has been formed, it is run so

the finished text may be viewed.

The First One will translate about six

screenfuls of text into lines of Basic, but

does not incorporate lines to halt the

printing of the text at appropriate points

to give you time to read it. I did this

deliberately, as the exact choice of state-

ment to do this depends to some extent

on the remainder of the program.
It is no effort to go through the lines

adding the necessary appropriate line as

required. Once the lines of Basic have
been formed, they can be treated exactly

as if they had been typed in by you, the

user. I usually use renumber on the

lines to match them to and subsequently

merge them with my main program.
The whole process of typing the text,

renumbering the lines and merging them
with the host program is very much
quicker than writing lines of print
statements directly. The lines of Basic as

written by the First One also are more

191
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The First One, continued...

compact than those written directly due
to the incorporation of ASCII character

13 into the string rather than ending the

string whenever the righthand margin of

the screen is reached.

How It Works
I have presented the program The

First One both as a source listing and as

a hexadecimal dump. It was assembled

to begin at $4000 and is in essentially

three parts. The first sets up the am-
persand and CTRL-Y vectors to point to

the second part, then returns to the

caller. The second clears a buffer start-

ing at $5000 to zero bytes, clears the

screen, and accepts keystrokes. These

are checked to see if they are printable

characters or are commands and if so

are displayed on the screen and are put

into the buffer. If the buffer is filled or

on receipt of the exit command (CTRI -

I ), the third part of the program begins

operation where the lines of Basic are

formed beginning at $801 as normal.

This part of the program resets the

pointers to the buffer (buik) and to the

area of memory used to assemble the Ba-

sic (has) and looks at the next byte to

see if it is text or a command or a zero

value, which indicates that the end of

the text has been reached. If it is text, 40
characters from the buffer are taken and
scanned forward, looking for commands
other than a carriage return. If none are

found, the 40 characters are scanned
backward looking for the first space or
carriage return to find a convenient

point at which to break the line of text as

it will appear on the screen.

When found, the characters in front of

this point are converted to the
corresponding ASCII code with the high

bit off and are stored in the appropriate

area of memory for the Basic. The buf
pointer is reset and the process is

repeated.

A count of the number of characters

appearing in a line of Basic is kept, and
when it is more than 240 or when a com-
mand is found, the line of text (in the

Basic) is finished off with the appro-

priate print token, with the line num-
ber, with the double quotes which
delimit the string, and with the link ad-

dresses. The process then returns to the

start and begins again.

Finally, when the end is reached, a

jump is made to the Applesoft routine

(run, $D566) where the Basic program
is run. If the last character in the buffer

is a command such as ctri.-i, ctri.-f

or, perhaps more likely, a ctri.-n, the fi-

nal line of Basic will be a print state-

ment with nothing following. This can
easily be deleted when the Basic is

listed.

Other than run the First One uses

only a few routines in the Apple mon-

192

itor, most of which can probably be

duplicated on other 6502 machines.

These are (addresses and affected reg-

isters are in parentheses) CIS
($FC58,A,Y) which clears the screen

and sets the cursor to the upper lcfthand

corner, get ($FD35,A,X,Y) which
takes a keystroke ASCII value into the

accumulator, PRT ($FDED) which then

prints the ASCII value of the accu-

mulator on to the next possible position

of the screen, back ($FC10,A) which

moves the cursor back one place on the

screen, and bei ($FBE4,A,Y) which

rings a bell.

Therefore, if you feel brave enough to

translate the First One to another ma-
chine, it should be quite easy, providing

the various pointers and Basic tokens are

changed to the appropriate values.

SOURCE FILE : FIRST ONE
NEXT OBJECT FIL FIRST ONE, 0BJ0

4000: 1 ORG $4000
FC581 2 CLS EQU 4FC58
F835: 3 GET E0U 4FB35
fdeii: 4 PRT EQU SFDEH
FIE4I 5 BEL EQU 4FBE4
fcio: 6 BACK EQU 4FC10
B566I 7 RUN EQU 4B5A4
oock' : a BUF EQU 400
ooo?

:

9 LIN EQU 102
0004: 10 LINK EQU 104
ow>: 11 BAS EQU 404
coos: 12 FLAG EQU 103
ooof : 13 TEHP EQU FLAG+6
0032! 14 VIBE0 EQU $32
03FS: 15 AMPSNB EQU »3F5

16 u*»4»m»»mm»M
4000

:

17 *

4000: 18 THE FIRST ONE
4000: 19 »

20 MtimMllllllltMl
400OIA9 4F 21 LBA 444C .SET UP VECTORS FOR
400? !8B F3 03 23 STA AMPSNB it. AND CTRL-Y
40o:.:8r- F8 03 23 STA AMPSNB+3
4008 !A9 23 24 LBA 4 ORIG
400i-.:3Ii F6 03 23 STA AMPSND+1
40od:8Ii F9 03 24 STA AMPSNB+4
401v':av 40 27 LBA 4.0RIG
4012SSD F7 03 28 STA AMPSNH+2
4015t8Il TA 03 29 STA AMPSND+5
401 !<:*:> 30 RTS
4019IC7 rr C9 31 TEXT ASC •GNIB0C U0N"
401 r-JC4 CF C3
401 F :*o D7 CF
40?? :rE

32 otic CLB
4024 !*2 BO 33 LUX 4480
*o:\-.:a? 50 34 LBA 4450 i BUFFER POINTERS
4028185 01 35 STA BUF+1 iHELB IN ZERO PAGE
402a:a9 00 36 LBA 4400
4o:>c :85 00 37 STA BUF
402e::a8 38 TAY
402F :?i OO 39 LOOP STA (BUF)iY iZERO THE BUFFER
4031 :88 40 BEY iPLUS ONE PAGE
403?: 80 Fl 41 BNE LOOP
4034 !E6 01 42 INC BUF + 1

403AIE4 01 43 CPX BUF+1
403a: bo rr. 44 BCS LOOP
403A!20 58 FC 45 JSR CLS IH0NE
403TIIA9 50 44 LDA 4450 .'RESET BUFFER POINTERS
403FI85 01 47 STA BUF+1
4041 !20 3S FD 48 BEGIN JSR GET SCET A CHAR
4044 !C9 9f 49 CMP 449F iSTART OF PRINTABLE CHARS
404f.:?O IF 50 BCC CTR
404FCC9 A2 31 CNP 44A2 ;a QUOTE?
404A:8O 02 32 BNE STP
404t:»9 A7 53 LBA «4A7
404FIAO 00 54 STP LDY 4400
40501 91 00 55 STA (BUF)iY .PUT IT IN BUFFER
405?: 20 EB FB 56 JSR PRT
405'..: E6 00 57 INC BUF iUPBATE BUF
4057:80 E8 58 BNE BEGIN
4059 !E4 01 59 INC BUF + 1

4*5B:E4 01 60 CPX BUF+1 rENB OF BUFFER?
405Ti:FO 02 61 BEG BELL
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GIVEYOUR KIDS
A LESSON THEY'LL NEVER FORGET.

When kids have fun and learn at the

same time, they're more likely to remember
more ofwhat they've learned.What's more,

when they associate the two together

—

learning becomes an enjoyable activity. So
they'll do more of it.

That's the basic principle behind the

Learning Fun Series from EPYX.
FUN WITH MUSIC. PARENTS TAKE NOTE.

Fun with Music " is designed to appeal

to both you and your children. It comes with

a songbook and has two modes of play. In

the first mode, you can enter songs from the

songbook— or compose your own.Then

play the songs back, adding or removing
notes and changing tempo or key. Your com-
puter is like a musical instrument with

memory, and you see every note of it dis-

played on your screen.

The second mode lets you play your
song in a fun-filled action

game. You control a drum
major trying to touch the

notes before a small but

pesky poodle catches up
to him and slows down
the parade.

Either way, Fun with
Music gives you and your
whole family the perfect

mix of learning and play.

FUN WITH ART. JUST PICTURE IT.

Creating art on the video screen is one
of the newest forms of "high-tech" play for

kids. And adults, for that matter. Plus there's

nothing to clean up afterwards.

Fun with Art"uses the computer and
joystick to transform yourTV screen into

an artist's canvas with astonishing results.

128 colors, numerous brush strokes, all

kinds ofgeometric shapes, and special fill-in

and magnifying options are some of the

24 different modes and features available to

create works of art never before possible.

Fun with Art brings out the artist in

you, no matter what your age!

MORE LEARNING FUN ON THE WAY.

These two are the first of an extensive

series of Learning Fun games we have
planned. Look for these, as well as other

EPYX titles, wherever computer software

is sold.

EDYX
mcompunmarmua

LEARNING FUN SERIES.
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DOUBLES DISKETTE
The First One, continued...

STORAGE SPACE!!
405F:iO EO 62 BCS
4061 :20 E4 FB 63 BELL JSR

BEGIN
BEL

4064 !4C CB 40 64 JMP END1 .EXIT EDITOR

REDUCE YOUR DISKETTE 4067 IC9 88 65 CTR CMP
406?: DO 27 66 BNE

1188

CTR1

;a :- ?

COSTS BY 50% 406E<:38 67 SEC
406C:A5 00 68 LDA
406EJE9 01 69 SBC

BUF

1101

•RESET BUFMM|^|H 'The
' 1 your 5V4" single 4070:85 00 70 STA BUF

v^^^^W I sided diskette 407PIA5 01 71 LDA BUF + 1

"^ ^^r^^B 1 nas record in9
'^B^^^fl 1 medium. All you

4074 :E9 00 72 SBC 1100
4076:8s 01 73 STA
4078 !C9 50 74 CMP

BUF + 1

It .PAST START OF BUFFER?
I 1 need is an 407A:BO 03 75 BCS CONT/^l 1 ACCURATELY
^^kWH B placed "write

407t:4C 23 40 76 JMP ORIG iSTART AGAIN!

407F:AO 00 77 C0MT LDY 1100

t4_?_i^ enable notch" 4081198 78 TYA

"| - to use it. on many systems 40B?I91 00 79 STA (BUF).Y iZERO BUFFER

r 1 1 XIKKIJiMTCM" is a precision

f t* engineered tool designed for

/ ' Vf this purpose

4084!70 10 FC 80 JSR
4087 :«9 A0 81 LDA

BACK
01AO ;a blank

4089:20 ED FD 82 JSR PRT
408C:20 10 FC 83 JSR BACK

,-(/' ITS A MONEY SAVER!
40BFUC 41 40 84 JMP
4092 :C9 BC 85 CTR1 CMP

BEGIN
18C •CTRL-L

\ vfAX IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT! 4094 :BO 05 86 BNE CTR2

d \ \ 0MLY $14.95
4096 :A9 8D 87 LDA
4098 !4C 4E 40 88 JMP

»18D
STP

.CAR RETURN
iGO STORE IT

^^ 1 Add $1 50 Postage Handling 409Et:C9 89 89 CTR2 CMP 0189 SCTRL-I

r / ($4 50 Foreign) 409Ii:>0 07 90 BNE CTR3
— Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax 409FIA9 3F 91 LDA 013F

ORDER TODAY! 40A1 !85 32 92 STA VIDEO f INVERSE
RENO CHECK OH MONEY OROER TO 40A3UC 4E 40 93 JMP STP

ximua: notch 40A6:C9 86 94 CTR 3 CMP
40A8:»0 07 95 BNE

1186

CTR4
SCTRL-F

Division of Cortran International 40AAU9 7F 96 LDA I17F i FLASH

421 1 N.W. 75th Terrace, Dept. 71 40AC:85 32 97 STA VIDEO

Lauderhill, Florida 33319 40AEMC 4E 40 98 JMP STP
*»T Pf NO 40Bi:C9 8E 99 CTR4 CMP

40B3:SO 09 100 BNE

40B5IA9 FF 101 LDA
40B7:85 32 102 STA
40B9:A9 7E 103 LDA

*18E
CTR5
01FF
VIDEO
»17E

SCTRLN
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CLASSROOM 40BBUC 4E 40 104 JMP
40BFIC9 85 105 CTR5 CMP

STP
0185 iCTRL-E

SOFTWARE 40COIFO 03 106 BED
40C2:4C 41 40 107 JMP

DOIT
BEGIN iGO BACK

for the 16K TRS-80
40C5IA9 A0 108 DOIT LDA
40C7IAO 00 109 LDY

«1A0
1100

iA BLANK

•'ware lor models i/iii with tape disk 40C9I91 00 110 STA (BUF).Y .LAST CHAR IS BLANK
or network Complete manuals plus on screen instruc 40Cr<:2O 58 FC 111 END1 JSR CLS .HOME
lions As simple as typing CI OAD and RUN 40Cr:A2 09 112 LDX 019
Fact1 program lecorded twice on a separate side of a 40HO:8D 19 40 113 NOTE LDA TEXT.X
quality long lasting r-assette 4003:20 ED FD 114 JSR PRT
CLASSROOM PACKS ( » n has a programs in a subiect 40H.'.:CA 115 DEX

' paced study with unlimited 40D7MO F7 116 BPL NOTE
running time Choice ot review of sett test modes plus

pip leature Missed questions
4009:20 F4 FB 117 JSR BEL

urnttd Price 144 95 113 tmmtmmmm
each 4onr: ii9 *nou form the i

• Geography 1 • Driver Education 120 »tmmm*m>>>*>
•US Government 1 • Flectronics 1

40HC:*9 08 121 LDA 11. iRESET POINTERS ETC
•US History 1 • Music Theory 1 40DF!8S 122 STA BAS+1

Other oi "tie software 40EO:85 05 123 STA
• Logic Games Package S?4 95 40E2I85 02 124 STA LIN
• Anagrams $19 95 40E4I85 68 125 STA 168 ISTAR1 OF PROG
• Scramble Grams $19 95 40E6!A9 50 126 LDA It50

10 PAY GUARANTEE 40Ea:85 01 127 STA Ei'JF + 1

At local dealeis or om- 40EA:A9 00 128 LDA HOC

Educational
40EC:85 00 129 STA
40EF!85 09 130 STA
40FOI85 OA 131 STA

FLAG'l
FLAG<2

: CHAR COUNTER
END

Media 40F2:85 0B 132 STA FLAG+3 IFLAG FOR COMMAND
40F4I85 0C 133 STA FLAG+4 ;F IRSI LIME COMMAND?

Associates 40FAS85 03 134 STA Litni
40F8IA9 27 135 LDA #127 .COUNTER :

40FAI85 OD 136 STA FLAG+5 ;on a sc;

Software Products 40FCIA9 07 137 LDA 1

342 West Robert F5 lee 40Fr:85 06 138 STA .STAR! OF

New OrlennR. 1 A 701&4 4I0OIA9 01 139 LDA 1

MC & VISA mcHldi card » and expiration date Free
410?:85 04 140 STA LIU..

shipping on prepaid and credit card orders Others add 4104:85 67 141 STA PROG
St SO per pa I 41061AO 00 142 START1 LDY M
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There is no
difference.

\W

Unless you want the best price, performance and quality.
The other guys' printers have always been ade-
quate. But why settle for adequate when you can
have the best. The quiet new Riteman personal
printer from Inforunner for your computer.

Made possible by over 38 years of manufac-
turing expertise. Inforunner has produced the
best printer ever. Inch for inch, we've packed
more heavy-duty quality and performance inside

our compact Riteman printers at a lower cost

than the competition.

Compare feature for feature. With the
Riteman you get uni- or bi-directional printing
running easily at 120 cps with friction, pin, and
tractor feed at no extra cost. You can use your
own stationery, labels, fan fold or pin feed paper.
So all your printing gets done faster.

The Riteman is Epson-compatible for inter-

facing with most personal computers. Like

Apple i 'Jit ln>-

Apple and IBM. And with a wide variety of
print modes including italics, super and sub-
scripts with true descenders. So your letters and
other printouts look their best.

And it runs with many popular software
packages including graphics.

See for yourself how easily this incredibly
low-priced printer, with the best price/perfor-
mance/quality combination, fits into a briefcase
— at your nearest computer dealer.

ASK YOUR DEALER or call toll free

(800) 824-3044. In California (800) 421-2551.
Inforunner Corporation, 1621 Stanford Street,
Santa Monica, CA 90404.

Inferunner's Riteman
IHSTNim TKI> Wlllillitt -

1 1 > l

:

> k ..i ||!M lorn Bpwm i- ;• rejriRtered tradtmarli -.f Epmn I
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DON TLAUGH.
FIVEMINUTESOFALLEY-OOPS
AND YOUyumBEABLE
TO TAKE YOUREYESOFF IT.

Oh sure— it might look silly now. But wait'll it's hurtling toward you,

threatening to destroy your perfect game. You'll take it seriously then.

And bowling shoes won't be your only worry. You'll also have to

watch for diabolical beer bottles, evil pin sweeps and vicious gum spots.

Sound strange?

Sure. But battling such weird objects is exactly

what makes Alley-Oops so original. And so incred-

ibly fun to play.

Alley-Oops is real arcade stuff. In fact, it's a

challenge just to get to the next level of play. And
there are 8 levels, the last one being the nearly impossible Challenge

Round.
There are all kinds of ways to play Alley-Oops—try to mount up

points, score a perfect game or reach that highest level. Whichever
way you choose, you'll have endless fun playing Alley-Oops.

Just remember—don't take the bowling shoes lightly. After years

of being kicked around bowling alleys, they're out to get even.

Alley-Oops,v—A new arcade game from Artworx? Designed by Jeffrey Godish and Brian Harkins; programmed by

Leonard Bertoni and David Pompea. For the Commodore 64 and Atari (1 6K) computers. Cassette/diskette $29.95.

Artworx Software Co., Inc., 150 North Main St., Fairport, N.Y. 14450. For a free catalog of Artworx software write or

call 800-828-6573.

To survive Alley-* tops.

; ii have tocontend
' with dialxtlieal beer

bottles, evil pin wis,

md vtdoutgum spots.

So you can play.

AHtriamU
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The First One, continued..
4108 :il 00 143
410AID0 07 144
410C1A9 01
4ioe:bs oa
4110:4C bf
4I131A? 80
4115:11 00
4117:?0 40
4119111 00
411IC85 OB
411D1A5 OC
411F1I0 03
4121 14C 2C 41
4124120 CA 41
41271*0 02
4129120 77 42
412C1M OS
412E1A? 00
4130191 04
4132188
4133 IAS OB
4135 1C9 7E
4137 1F0 OA
41391W 04
4I3B1A9 9F
413D1I0 06
413F1A9 9E
4141190 02
4143 1A9 9D
4145191 04
4147120 15 42
4I4A1A9 00
414C18S OB
414E1A0 01

4150120 69 42
4153120 77 42
415614C 06 41
4159 1C8

415A1I4 OC
415C1C4 OD
415E1F0 15
4160111 00
4162190 F5
4164188
4165184 06
4167184 OE

00
00

4169«8
416A1A5 OD
416C1ES OE
416E1E9 01
41701(5 OD
4172 I4C A3 41
41751*4
4177111
4179 1C9 AO
417B1F0 09
417D1C9 8D
417F1F0 05
4181 118

4182110 F3
41841*4 OD
4186184 08
4188118
4189198
418A1.5 09
418C1I0 04
418E1C9 FO
419O190 06
4192120 BF 41
419514C 06 41
4198185 09
419A1A9 27
4I9C1I5 OD
419E1*9 OD
41A0191 06
4M21I8
41A31I1 00
41A51C9 8E
41A71M 06
41A91A2 27
41AB1S6 OD
41AD184 08

145
146

147

148 GOON
149

150

151

1S2

153

154

155

156 FINOLU
157

158

159 FINNEU
160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169 INVER
170

171 NORM
172 TOKEN
173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180 LOOK
181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190
191

192
193

194

195 NONE
196 SEARCH
197

198

199

200
201

202

203

204 C0NT2
205
206
207
208
209
210
211 ENOIT
212

213 C0NT3
214

215
216
217

218
219 LO0P2
220

221

222
223
224

lda (&ur),y
BNE COON
LDA #$01
STA FLAC+2
JHP LINE
LDA #$80
CNP (BUF),Y
BCC LOOK
LDA (BUF),Y
STA FLAC+3
LDA FLAG+4
BNE FINOLD
JHP FINNEU
JSR C0NT7
LDY »«02
JSR ADDON
LDY #$05
LDA #$00
STA (LINK),Y
DEY
LDA FLAC+3
CNP #$7E
BEG- NORM
BCC INVER
LDA #$9F
BCS TOKEN
LDA #$9E
BCC TOKEN
LDA #$9D
STA (LINK),Y
JSR TOK
LDA #$00
STA FLAG+3
LDY #$01
JSR UPDATE
JSR ADDON
JHP START

1

INY
STY FLAC+4
CPY FLAC+5
BEQ NONE
CHP <BUF),Y
BCC LOOK
DEY

STY FLAG
STY TEHP
SEC
LDA FLAG+5
SBC TEMP
SBC #$01
STA FLAC+5
JHP L00P2
LDY FLAG+5
LDA (BUF).Y
CHP «$A0
BEQ C0NT2
CHP *$8D
BEQ C0NT2
DEY
BPL SEARCH
LDY FLAC+5
STY FLAG
CLC
TYA
ADC FLAG+1
BCS ENDIT
CHP #$F0
BCC C0NT3
JSR LINE
JHP START1
STA FLAG+1
LDA #$27
STA FLAG+5
LDA «$D
STA (BAS),Y
DEY
LDA (BUF),Y
CHP #$8E
BCS PUTIT
LDX #$27
STX FLAG+5
STY FLAG

'IF NOT ZERO
•SET FLAG FOR END
•OF PROGRAM
iFINISH THE LINE
•LOOK FOR COMMANDS

•STORE THE
•COMMANH
'IS IT 1ST .INE?

•UPDATE BAS

•HAKE A LINE FOR
•THE COMMAND

•GET COMMAND

•FLASH TOKEN

(INVERSE TOKEN

•NORMAL TOKEN
•'PUT TOKEN IN LINE
•GO I FINISH LINE
i RESET FLAG

• UPDATE BUF BY 1

5& BAS BY 2 IN TOTAL

•IE NO. OF CHARS LEFT
•SEARCH FOR COMMANDS

JSET IT BACK ONE

•'RESET NO OF CHARS LEFt
iPER LINE

HY COUNTS FROM 0)

•"IE NO. OF CHARS LEFT

•LOOK FOR BLANKS
•OR CAR RETURN

(MOT FOUND BLANK OR CR
iTEMP STORAGE

•ADD UP CHAR COUNTER
.•HORE THAN 255 CHARS
•LESS THAN 240'

•GO BACK
."UPDATE CHAR COUNTER
fRESET LINE LENGTH
•COUNTER
•PUT CR IN BASIC

SGET A CHAR
• LOOK FOR CR

ATTENTION
ATARI
FREAKS!

Here's the book
you've been looking for!

THE CREATIVE ATARI
Whether

y
, 0f

u^fh ", ^
eXp'' iiouldrrtbe

utthisexti ily useful guide
to practical Atari "how to" and lore You qet
tutorials on Atari graphics, a discussion of
Atari memory concepts, programming
tips, programs and much more that will
help you make better use of your Atari Its
written so that the average, non-expert
user who knows a little about BASIC and
simple programming can easily developmo a skilled Atari user. The contents of
his absorbing book have appeared as ar-
ticles, columns and tutorials in Creative
Computing, but have been thoroughly up-
dated and revised to insure maximum
learning ease

^n
eH?r'T^rAedl,ed^ David Small,

bandy Small and George Blank 8W x 11"
softcover, illustrated. $15.95.

A,A '

• Inc
For faster service

PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112

_ OnNJ call 201 540-0445)

|1""T

„
,VE C0

A
MP"^««s-^—cl

I 39 E«i Hanover Avenue. Mom. PUm.. NJ 07950
I

. PAYMENT ENCLOSED J_

J
CHARCE MY
DAn

'Card QVlsa

| Card No

I

Exi

January 1984 • Creative Computing

'RESET LINE LENGTH
•COUNTER
8 IF CR RESET BUF i BAS

Cny_

I

I

I

I

(.
|D Oman Cmaum Compulmg^^



The First One, continued.

InA+
—our new publi-

cation catering to the enor-

mous market oi Apple owners,

users and buyers.

In Computers & Qectronics -the

"grandfather" oi them all and

the largest circulating computer

magazine in the world also pro-

vides monthly coverage ol all

forms ol electronic equipment.

In Creative Computing -the

number one magazine oi com-

puter applications and sottware.

In Digital Review -The foremost

magazine devoted to serving the

last-growing DEC microcom-

puter community.

In Microsystems -an advanced

journal lor microcomputer pro-

fessionals who need high-level

information.

In PC -the "must-read" maga-

zine for IBM Personal Computer

owners, users, and buyers.

In PC Tech Journal -where more

sophisticated and influential

IBM users find ways to stretch

their systems to new technologi-

cal limits.

Our computer magazine group

lets you talk to your prospects

selectively in classified ads

and/or directory listings that

can be yours lor as little as $2.UU

per word! Why not run in a
combination of our magazines

next month-and enjoy high

response?

Phone us now lor rates, sizes,

and ad options by title.

Classified Advertising

ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consumer Computers &
Electronics Magazine

Division

41AFt49 80

41Bi:?l 04

41B3:88
41B4J10 ED

41B<V.A4 08

41B8tC8
41B9I20 49 42

41BC.4C 04 41

41BFt

41BFtJ8
41C0IA5
41C2U9
41C4:85
41C6:iO
41C8:C4
41CA*.A9

4icc.M>
41CE:84
4U>o:?i
4102 :»5

4iD4:F0
4iD6:A4
41Db:»i
41BA:C9
41Dc:fo

41DF'.C9

4ieo:fo

41E?:B8
4tE.i :w
41E5IA9

41E7t85
41E?:»0
41EICF0
4iEn:co
41ef:oo
41Fi:E4
41F3'.D0

41F5tE4
41F7:»0
41F9:A0
41FBIA9
41fp:?i

41FF:C8
420o:a9
4202 :vi

4204 :85

420A:C8
4207:20
420AIAO
42or:«9
420Ft?l

4210:88
4ju:»9
4213tn
421 51 88

421 6: *S
4218:91

421A:B8
421BJA5
42in:»i
421Ft88
4220 1»5

4222 t»l

4224188
4225 SA5

4227 !»1

4229:85
422BU5
422D:85
4:2F:A5
4231 :fo

4233 :A0

423f.:tO

4237 :A0

4239:20
423C:AS
423E'.F0

4240 :ao

PUT IT

04

01

04
02

07

22
00
09

04
0B
29

0D
00

AO

OF

8H

0B

F3
07

OB

00
12

01

08
00

FO
01

EC

01

3K

06

00

06

08

77 42

05

22

04

225
224

227

228
229

230
231

232

233

234

235

234
237

238

239
240
241

242
243
244

245
244
247

248
249

250

251

252

253

254

255

256

257

258
259
240
261

262

263
264

265

266

267

268

269

270
271

272
273
274

:75

C0NT7

L00P3

BA

04

03

04

02
04

07

04

04
04

04

07

05
0B

04

04
02

04
77 42

0A
IB

00

E0R 8880

STA (BAS)fY

BEY
BPL L00P2

LDY FLAG

IMY
JSR UPDATE

JHP START

1

(LINE
m*m*m***»*»»*>
LINE SEC

LBA BAS

SBC t«01

STA BAS

BCS C0NT7

BEC BASH
LBA ««22

LDY 8800

STY FLAC+1

STA (BAS).Y

LBA FLAC+3

BEQ CARY0N

LDY FLAG+5

LDA (BUF)iY

CMP 8»A0

BED FOUND

CMP 8«BD

BEO FOUND

DEt
BPL L00P3

IGNORE LDA 8827

STA FLAG+5

LDY 8800

BEO CARY0N

CPY »*01

BNE USE

INC BUF

BNE IGNORE

INC BUF+1

BNE IGNORE

LDY 8801

LDA »*3B

STA (BAS).Y

CARYON INY
LDA 8800

STA (BAS)iY

STA FLAG

INY

JSR ADDON

LDY 8 JOS

LDA 8822

STA (LlNK.)iY

DEY
LDA 88BA

STA (LINK).Y

DEY
LDA LIN+1

STA (LINK).Y

DEY
LDA LIN

STA (LINK)iY

DEY
LDA BASH
STA (LINK)iY

DEY
LDA BAS
STA (LINK)iY

STA LINK

LDA BAS+l

STA L1NK+1

LDA FlAG+3

BEO LEAVE

LDY 8804

BNE ADD

LDY 8*06

JSR ADDON

LDA FLAG+2

BEO C0NT8

LDY 8800

; STRIP OFF MSB

SPUT IN BASIC

;GET Y VALUE

i UPDATE POINTERS

;G0 BACK

5 A QUOTE

iRESET CHAR COUNTER

(PUT IN FINAL
"

;UHAT'S COMMAND

i IF NONE GO ON

tit FOR NO OF CHARS LEFT

i SEARCH FOR BLANK

SOP. CAR RET.

IRESET COUNTER FOR NO.

SCF CHARS PER LINE

FOUND

USE

274

277

278

279

280

281

232

283

284

285

TOK

286

287

288
289
290
291

292

293
294

295
294
297

298
299

300

301

302

303
304

LEAVE
ADD

SIF IT ISN'T FIRST CHAR PAST COMMAND

SUE UANT TO SKIP THIS

(BLANK NtXT TIME ROUND

SA '!'

PUT IN EOL TOKEN

5SET FLAG FOR FINISHED LINE

S UPDATE BAS

SNOU FINISH LINE

SLINK POINTS TO THIS LINE'S START

STTOKEN

5LINE NO HI BYTE

SLO BYTE OF LINE NO

SHI BYTE OF HEXT LINE

SLO BYTE OF NEX1 LINE

SRESET LINK FOR HEX! LINE

STEST FLAG FOR COMMA,.

-

SSKIP 4 BYTES

SHAVE TO SKIP 4 BYTES

STEST FLAG FOR END OF PROG

January 1984 c Creative Computing
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LAST NIGHT, 39 MUSICIANS HADA
CompuServe conference, So Did 31 M.D.S,

49 Sports Fans And 640 Apple Polishers,

And No One hadTo Leave Home.

The Electronic Forum,
Cheaper than Long Distance
and Much More Rewarding.

Every night on the CompuServe
Information Service, professional

and social groups discuss a wide

range of subjects. From what's new
in medical technology to what's

nouvelle in continental cuisine.

And every day more computer
owners who share a common
interest are discovering this exciting

new way to exchange ideas and
even transfer hard copy data.

And besides electronic forums,

they leave messages for each other

on our national bulletin board,

"talk" informally on our CB simulator,

and communicate via CompuServe's

electronic mail.

But best of all, in most cases,

CompuServe subscribers get all of

these state of the art communications

options, plus a world of on-line

information and entertainment for

the cost of a local phone call plus

connect time.

To become part of this flexible

communications network, all you

need is a computer, a modem and
CompuServe. CompuServe connects

with almost any personal computer,

terminal, or communicating word
processor.

To receive an illustrated

guide to CompuServe and learn how
you can subscribe, contact or call:

CompuServe
Consume' Information Service PO Box 20212

5000 Arlington '

800-848-8199
In Oho call 6I4 457 0802

An H&R Block Company

CIRCLE 141 ON READER SERVICE CARD



GET TRIPLE THE FUN
WITH SAMS NEWAPPLE GAMES

ii

t*$

Sams three new Apple" games are so fun, you won't know
which one to play first.

The games themselves are relatively simple. The challenge

is in winning. So whether you're an experienced player or

beginner, Sams new games give you a lot of entertainment

for a little money— only $29.95 each.

In REGATTA, you sail a boat around one of four lake

courses displayed in full-screen, hi-res graphics. By work-

ing your sails and centerboard as indicated in the corner of

your screen, you race in real-time against a clock or

competitor. The game moves quickly so you must think fast.

Sams complete documentation, including 17 illustrations,

make it easy to learn and play. Game paddles, joysticks

and color monitor are optional. No. 26147.

BERMUDA RACE is the ultimate test for sailing enthusiasts

of all levels. Unlike REGATTA, you have time to think out

every move. To play, you respond to the conditions indi-

cated on the screen by changing your sail capacity, cen-

terboard depth and compass direction. Then by pressing a
key, you can check your progress on a vivid, hi-res graphics

map. Sail alone or against a competitor. But watch out! A
few compass degrees can make the winning difference or

leave you stranded in the Bermuda Triangle. No. 26129.

If you like battle games, you're going to love SPUD. The
object is to shoot at the Spud, moving it away from you and
toward your competitor. If it touches his fort, he's destroyed.

The Spud itself acts like a hot potato as it bounces back and
forth between forts. Three kinds of ammunition let you
move the Spud, destroy your competitor's shield, intercept

shots, gain bonus points, and more. It's hi-res, high-action

in its purest form, and fun for all ages. Includes single

player game. Game paddles, joy sticks and color monitor

are optional. No. 26162.

Sams new games are available for any Apple II" compati-

ble computer with 48K RAM and one disk drive. So get

triple the fun with Sams new Apple games now. Visit your

local Sams dealer. Or call 800-428-SAMS or 317-298-

5566 and ask for Operator 457.

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
4300 Wfest 62nd Street, RO. Box 7092

Indianapolis, IN 46206

i contact

CIRCLE 212 ON READER SERVICE CARD AD457
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The First One, continued... nUUnMmmtn o
4:42 :?8 305 TYA GUIDE TO
4243 t?l 04 306 STA (LlNK)il ' rZERO BYTES FOR END
4245 :C8 307 INY j%m m\ww a
4246:91 04 308 STA (LINK).l ' m m

| m/WL4248 !A0 03 309 LDY **03
424At 20 77 42 310 JSR ADDON f ADJUST POINTER ^^0MLM 1 wl424H:«S 06 311 LDA BAS (POINTS TO PAST END
424F:85 AF

4251 !A5 07

312

313

STA $AF

LDA BASH
SEND OF PROG PO] NTER

Edited by Sol Libes
4253185 80

4255120 58 FC
314

315

STA *B0
JSR CLS .HOME LJere's an important collection of CP/M

insights that you'll never find in any4258148 316 PLA i DISCARD TUO UORDS
4259148 317 PLA 5 FROM STACK CP/M manual. CP/M is the most popular

425A!4C 66 D5 318 JrIP RUN fGO & RUN BASIC microcomputer DOS in use today, and
425HM8 319 C0NT8 CLC this widespread use has generated many
425F!A? 05 320 LDA t$05 innovative techniques and enhance-
4260: 45"02 321 ADC LIN (UPDATE LINE NUMBE ments of CP/M. Programmer's Guide to
426:>:85 02 322 STA LIN CP/M tells you what these enhancements
4264 :»0 02 323 BCC CONTS are and how to put them to use. how to
426AIE6 03 324 INC LIN+1 get around apparent limitations of a CP/M
4268160 325

326

C0NT5 RTS system and why CP/M is far more versa-
tile than you might have imagined. Every

42691 327

328

ttJPDATE article in Programmer's Guide to CP/M
originally appeared in MICROSYSTEMS

4269 :»8 329 UPDATE TYA (UPDATE BUFFER between January 1980 and February
426AM8
Alt T'j it" AA

330 CIL 1982. Except for this collection, these ar-
426B:65 00

426IC85 00

426F~:?0 02

331

332

333

ADC BUF
STA BUF

BCC CONT

4

ticles are now unavailable! Programmer's
Guide to CP/M gives you an in-depth look

4271 :E6 01 334 INC BUF -11
at CP/M from the viewpoint of the pro-

4273120 77 42 335 CONT 4 JSR ADDON grammer—the individual who creates the

4276160 336
337

RTS
tmtmmtmmti

software that interfaces directly with
CP/M, or who is installing CP/M on sys-

4277! 338

339
MDDONmmMmmmm tems for which configurations do not al-

ready exist
4277:98 340 ADDON TtA i UPDATE BAS Contents include "An Introduction to
42781 18 341 CLC CP/M," "The CP/M Connection," "CP/M
4279S45 06 342 ADC BAS Software Reviews," "CP/M Utilities &
427 H! 85 06 343 STA BAS Enhancement," "CP/M 86" and "CP/M
427II!?0 02 344 Bcr CONT? Software Directories." $12.95.
427F.'E6 07

4281 :40

345

346

INC BASU
CONT? RTS

._

For nnmiiwn owl to

faster service. .OTl/rk M
*t» SUCCESSFUL assembly: no errors PHONE TOLL FREE: CitM

800- tmn u mi

4277 ADDON 4239 ADD 03F5 AMPSND FC10 BACK 631-8112 wn J KH

06 BAS 4041 BEGIN FBE4 BEL 4061 BELL (In NJ only. uu W*M
00 BUF

4198 CONT?
41FF CARYON
4281 C0NT9

FC58 CLS
407F CONT

4186
4273

C0NT2
C0NT4

201-540-0455)

Hit4268 C0NT5 41CA C0NT7 425D C0NT8 4092 CTR1 Also available at your
local bookstore or com- tt.ll

40A6 CTR3
40BE CTR5

40B1 CTR4
40C5 DOIT

4067 CTP
40CB EM01

409B
4192

CTR2
ENDIT

puter store

412C FINNEU 4124 FINOLD 08 FLAG 41ED FOUND
MICROSYSTEMS PRESSFD35 GET 4113 GOON 41E5 IGNORE 413F INVER

4237 LEAVE 02 LIN 41BF LINE 04 LINK Oept. HESC , 39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 079504159 LOOK 41A3 L00P2 41D8 L00P3 402F LOOP

4175 NONE 4143 NORM 40D0 NOTE 4023 ORIG Please send me Programmer's Guide
1 to CPM at S12 95 plus $2 00 postage and 1
1 handling each Outside USA add S3 00 per 1

order = 14C

| QPAVMENT ENCLOSED S |

FDED PRT 41AF PUTIT D566 RUN 4177 SEARCH
4106 START1 404E STP OE TEMP 401? TEXT

4145 TOKEN 4215 TOK 4269 UPDATE 41F? USE

32 VIDEO Residents of CA NJ. and NY State add 1

applicable sales tax

! Q CHARGE MY:
(Charge and phone orders $10 minimum.)

^} American Express
00 BUF 02 LIN 04 LINK 06 BAS

08 FLAG OE TEMP 32 VIDEO 03F5 AMPSND

4019 TEXT 4023 ORIG 402F LOOP 4041 BEGIN J MasterCard Visa

J
r.arriHn

J

404E STP
4092 CTR1

4061 BELL
409B CTR2

4067 CTR
40A6 CTR3

407F
40B1

CONT

CTR4
| Fvp r>at» |40BE CTR5 40C5 DOIT 40CB END1 4OD0 NOTE

4106 START 1

n t r~ Tkiiirci

4113 GOON
4143 NORM

4124 FINOLD
4145 TOKEN

412C
415?

FINNEU
LOOK

1 Signature 1
413F INVER g y |

4175 NONE
4198 C0NT3

4177 SEARCH
41 A3 L0OP2

4186 C0NT2
41AF PUTIT

41?2
41BF

ENDIT
LINE

1 Mr Mrt M< |
'n*w prim full namml

41CA C0NT7 41D8 L00P3 41E5 IGNORE 41 ED FOUND | ArlrlrM* Apt |

1
C,y

1

| Slate 7ip |

41F9 USE 4 IFF CARYON 4215 TOK 4237 LEAVE
4239 ADD 425D C0NT8 4268 C0NT5 426? UPDATE

4273 C0NT4 4277 ADDON

FBE4 BEL FC10 BACK
FDED PRT

January 1984 Creative Computing

4281 C0NT9
FC58 CLS

D566
FD35

RUN
GET

[ 1 Send me a FREE Creative Computing Catalog

20 i

^^^^^^^L^L^L^H



TOOLS
Programs that make it easy to exploit

the power and beauty of your Color
Computer without making it hard
on your wallet.

Graphics #1 - Displays and text de-
lightfully manipulated! Watch and use
First Cover. Drawer (the best drawing
program anywhere). Graphtext |puts text

on the graphics screenl. Smalltext. Rotate

Icreate and spin 3D objects in real time).

World Map. 3D World. Star Map. String

Art. Kaleidoscope, and Display Demo
(text screen wizardry|!

Utilities #1 Programming is simpler

when you use Lister. Listmod. Newtrace
|a better TRON|. Lazkey (define keys as
phrases|. Append (easily combine two
BASIC programsl. BASIC Map. Varmap.
Deleter, and CK Monitor (look at and
modify memoryl.

Disk Utilities #1 - Harness the hidden
powers ofyour disk system with Disk Edit

(change things on disk directlyl. Disk Aid.

Offset (EXECs most tape-only programs).
Track Lock. DIR Save/Get (foil I/O errors).

Cataloger. Master Catalog (keep track of
your program library), and File Copy (a

better BACKUP)

Choose any one of the three packages
for just $12.00 (SI700 on disk)'

See your de,d
Write or call us direct at PO Box 21 101.

Santa Barbara CA 93121 (805) 966-1449

The First One, continued...

HEXABECIHAL DUMP OF THE 'FIRST ONE'

*4000 .4281

4000- A9 4C 8D F5 03 8D F8 03
4008- A9 23 8B F6 03 8D F9 03

401O- A9 40 8B F7 03 8B FA 03
4018- 60 C7 CE C? C4 CF C3 A0

402O- B7 CF CE B8 A2 80 A9 50
4028- 85 01 A9 00 85 00 A8 91

403O- 00 88 BO FB E6 01 E4 01

4038- B0 F5 20 58 FC A9 50 85
4040- 01 20 35 FH C9 9F 90 IF

4048- C9 A2 B0 02 A9 A7 A0 00
405O- 91 00 20 EB FB F6 00 B0
4058- E8 E6 01 E4 01 F0 02 BO
406O- E0 20 E4 FB 4C CB 40 C9
4068- 88 no 27 38 A5 00 E9 01

407O- 85 00 A5 01 E9 00 85 01
4078- C9 50 P0 03 4C ?3 40 A0
408O- 00 98 91 00 20 10 Ft A9
4088- A0 20 EB FB 20 10 F( 4C

409O- 41 40 C9 8C B0 05 A9 8B
4098- 4C 4E 40 C9 39 B0 07 A9
40AO- 3F 85 32 4C 4E 40 C9 86
40A8- B0 07 A9 7F 85 32 4C 41

40BO- 40 C9 8E BO 09 A9 FF 85
4088- 32 A9 7E 4C 4E 40 C9 85
40CO- FO 03 4C 41 40 A9 A0 A0
40C8- 00 91 00 20 58 FC A2 09
40HO- BH 19 40 20 EB FB CA 10

40B8- F7 20 E4 FB A9 03 85 07
40EO- 85 05 85 02 85 68 A9 50
40F8- 85 01 A9 00 35 00 85 09
40FO- 85 0A 85 0B 35 0C 85 03
40F8- A9 27 85 0B A9 07 85 06
4100- A9 01 85 04 35 67 A0 00
4108- Bl 00 BO 07 A9 01 85 OA
4110- 4C BF 41 A9 80 HI 00 90
4118- 40 Bl 00 85 0B A5 0C B0
4120- 03 4C 2C 41 20 CA 41 A0
4128- 02 20 77 42 AO 05 A9 00
4130- 91 04 88 AS 0B C9 7E FO
4138- 0A 90 04 A9 9F BO 06 A9
4140- 9E 90 02 A9 9B 91 04 20
4148- 15 42 A9 00 85 OB AO 01

4150- 20 69 42 20 77 42 4C 06
4158- 41 C8 84 Or C4 OB FO IS
4160- Bl 00 90 F5 38 84 08 84
4168- OF. 38 A5 OB E3 OE E9 01
4170- 85 0B 4C A3 41 A4 OB B!

4178- 00 C9 AO FO 09 C9 3D FO
4180- 05 88 10 F3 A4 OB 84 03
4188- 18 98 65 09 BO 04 C9 FC
4190- 90 06 20 BF 41 4C 06 41

4198- 85 09 A9 27 35 OB A9 OB
41A0- 91 06 88 Bl 00 C9 8E BO
41A8- 06 A2 27 86 OB 34 OP 49

4IB0- 80 91 06 88 10 EH fi* 08
41B8- C8 20 69 42 4C 06 41 38
41C0- A5 06 E9 01 85 06 FO 02
41C8- C6 07 A9 22 AO 00 84 09
4IH0- 91 06 A5 OB FO 29 A4 0!'

41H8- Bl 00 C9 AO FO OF C9 8B
41EO- FO OB 88 10 F3 A9 27 85
41E8- on A0 00 FO 12 CO 01 BO
41FO- 08 E6 00 BO FO E6 01 BO
41F8- EC A0 01 A9 3B 91 06 C8
4200- A9 00 91 06 85 08 C8 20
4208- 77 42 AO 05 A9 22 91 04

4J10- 88 A9 BA 91 04 88 A5 03
4218- 91 04 88 AS 02 91 04 88
4220- A5 07 91 04 88 A5 06 91

4228- 04 85 04 AS 07 85 05 A5
4230- 0B F0 04 AO 04 BO 02 AO
4238- 06 20 77 42 A5 OA FO IB
4240- A0 00 98 91 04 C3 91 04
4248- AO 03 20 77 42 A5 06 85
4250- AF A5 07 85 BO 20 58 FC
4258- 63 68 4C 66 B5 18 A9 05
4260- 65 02 35 02 90 02 E6 03
4268- 60 98 IP 65 00 85 00 90
4270- 02 Ei 01 20 77 42 60 98
4278- 18 65 06 85 06 90 02 E6
4280- 07 60

ROAR!
Do tricks with your computer without

breaking your wallet's spirit! A subscrip-

tion to Chromasette gets you a tape or

disk full of quality programs delivered by

First Class Mail every month! Write for

more information or. better yet. try a Back

Issue At S6.00 for 6 to 8 programs on

tape (SI I 00 on disk), you'll see just how
good and inexpensive Chromasette
software is

The Bottom Line: Tape Disk

I year (12 issues) $5000 $95.00

6 months (6 issues) $30.00 $55.00

Single Issues $6 00 $11.00

> Jrr>t% MM6* U> \rx|ir i

N Amrr rxludrd OvencM*M SIOloiu&K'ipl'oni and SI to

ingir >uun Sent AO utr Ail tuck num from July 1961 .*v.»'i
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and otc*%cnj»ly to» <*«*

PO Box 1087 Santa Barbara, CA 93105
(805)963-1066
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THEHARDPART ISMAKINGSURE~ THEYSTAYTHATWAY.

DISKS

A disk is built with certain safeguards That's why most disk makers
offer guarantees that the product you receive comes to \ou error free.

We at Memtek Products are concerned that the minidisk remains
error free, Every time you use it. After exposure to dust, cigarette

smoke, fingerprints, even wear caused bv your computer. And so. we
have built safeguards around the disk, as 'well

Memtek Products' latest innovation...
acknowledgment of a real world
beyond the laboratory.

The hub ring. Designed to prevent our minidisks from jam-
ming in your machine. Rigid. Durable. Reinforced

The coating. A critically -controlled coating of high-energy
magnetic oxide particles that covers tlie disks surface, which is then
micro-polished to improve head to disk contact, preventing
dropouts, lowering head abraskm.

The lubrication system. A constant lubricant protects both the
disk surface and the drive head from wear
The sleeve. Gomes with a soft liner that protects the disk while
gently cleaning the surface.

The guarantee.
We'll replace, free, any

minidisk if it fails to

accurately store and

retrieve data due to a

defect in materials or

workmanship for up to

5 years from date of

purchase Simply mail the

disk back.

The Memtek lineup.

Premium, double and quad

density minidisks as well as 10-

and lvminute computer

cassettes and a 5J4" disk drive

head cleaner

rvit=rvm=K

l7i5;*i/»JSrT

•O MINIDISKS

WEPLAY
FORKEEPS



COST ISN'T

tttistit: \

ADVANTAGE

Our complete line of

Whether youselecl our

full height AP-lOO.our slim

line AP-105 or our new
economically designed twin

pack AP-UO.youcan rely on

Ouentin to deliver quiet, fast

and efficient performance
When you are read) to

step up to Winchester mass

storage. Ouentin will be there-

to meet your growing needs,

from 5 to 31 megabytes ol

formatted capacity with the

Q-500 and Q-600 series.

Every Ouentin drive has

been engineered to provide

you with years of reliable

.... -.ii/l u.i' o:ind behind

nidi ('I""" "- ...... — j

limited warrant) on parts

and labor. Your Authorized

Ouentin dealer will be happ\

to demonstrate all of the

outstanding features of our

range of disk storage prod-

ucts, including the cost: but

remember "cost isn't our only

advantage!'QUENHN
HHK; Apple'C ompalable

Ouentin Research. Inc.

9207 Eton Avenue.
Chatsworth.C a

('U11

(213)709-6500

f
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High Precision
Functions in Basic

Part 2

Albert Nijenhuis

In Part 1 (Creative Computing, December 1983) we provided
Basic routines that would enable us to calculate exp, sin, and
cos with high precision. In Part 2 we deal with sqr, log, asn,
and atn. These functions are the inverses of the squaring func-
tion, of exp, sin, and tan = sin/cos, respectively.

Calculating sqr(Y) means finding a solution x of the equa-
tion x2 = y. Assuming y is positive, there are two solutions, of
opposite signs; we want the positive one. (If y is negative, there
is no solution at all.)

To find log(Y) we solve the unknown x from the equation
e*= y; if y is positive, there is one solution, otherwise none.

Similarly, calculating atn(Y) means finding a solution x of
the equation tan x = y. Again, there is an infinite number of
solutions, and we want the one between -n/2 and n/2, in ra-
dian measure.

Finally, calculating asn(Y) means finding a solution x of the
equation sin x = y. If y lies between -1 and 1, then there is an
infinite number of solutions; we want the one that lies between
-tt/2 and ir/2. (For other values of y there are no solutions.)
We will reduce the calculation of asn to that of atn via the
formula ASN(Y) = ATN(Y/SQR(1-Y*Y) ).

Successive Approximations
The method by which we shall calculate inverse functions is

a level more sophisticated than the infinite series we used in
Part 1. This time the values are calculated by a method of
successive approximations of a less transparent type. To appre-
ciate these methods it is useful to be familiar with what is
known as Newton-Raphson.

In fact, our method for SQR is just that, but the methods for
log and atn are more delicate and converge even faster; that
is, they require fewer steps to achieve the desired accuracy. It
may be useful to have a text on calculus or "pre-cal" handy to
check some of the formulas.

High Accuracy
We shall use the infinite series expansions as follows
In (t) = (t-1) - (t-l)V2 + (t-l)V3
arctan (t) = t - tV3 + t

5/5 - tV7 +
Unfortunately, these series aren't nearly as nice as those in

Part 1. First of all, they are not valid for all values oft: for In

Albert Nijenhuis, Department of Mathematics, University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia. PA 19104
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(), t must he between and 2, for arctan (t), t must lie between
-1 and 1. Worse, however, unless t is quite close to the middle
value (1 for In (t), for arctan (t)) many terms are required to
obtain sufficient accuracy. All this is due to the absence of the
rapidly increasing factorials in the denominators that we had
before.

The required high accuracy will therefore be obtained by
referring back to the high accuracy versions of the functions of
which these are the inverses, together with the rather crude
approximations obtained from the series above by usine onlv
two terms: • '

Function Two-Term Approximation
,n

?> ,.,
(t-l)-(t-l)V2 = (1-1X3-0/2

arctan (t) , . ,3/3 = ,( , .
,2/3)

The basic idea is to start with an approximation to the value
of x in the equation to be solved, to use the high accuracy func-
tion to see how close you are to the given y-value, and to use
the result to obtain a better approximation. This process is re-
peated as needed, each time adding a small amount to the pre-
vious approximation to get a better one.

Calculating the Logarithm: Scaling
Before we start the succesive approximations, we scale the

problem to a workable range.
As an illustration, we calculate In (12) to 3 places, using a 10-

place calculator equipped with e\ There is no question of using
the series for In (t), of course. What we can do, however, is note
that In (12) is one unit bigger than the In of 12/e = 4.416, and
similarly, two units bigger than the In of 12/e8 = 4.146/e =
1.624, three units bigger than the In of 12/e3 = 1.146/e =
.597, and so on. The scaling we choose in this case consists of
finding a number between e~ 5 = .607 and e 5 = 1.649. That
corresponds to the range -.5 to .5 for which the first 16 terms of
the series for e* in Part I gave high accuracy.

First Approximation
Thus, we see that In (12) = 2 + In (1.624), and now we must

find In (1.624). At this point we use the two-term formula and
find .429 as an approximation to In (1.624). To see how close
this is, we calculate (with high precision) e 429 = 1 536 The
closeness is measured by 1.624/1.536 = 1.057. Therefore In
(1.624) = In (1.536) + In (1.624/1.536) = .429 + In (1 057)
Repeat with 1.057; its In is approximately .056, and the
exponential of this (with high precision) is 1.057. These calcula-
tions thus give with three-digit accuracy that In (1.057) = .056.
Totaling all terms we find the answer: In (12) = 2 + 429 +
.056 = 2.485
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High Precision Functions, continued...

Program for Log . .

The program in Listing 1 is a close representation of the

method. The input variable is X (not y), and the constants E2.

and so on are set by the exp program in Part 1. To avoid dou-

ble precision divisions where possible, the program calculates,

as an example, 1.624-e-** instead of 1.624/e*2'; thus XI in

line 1560 is the opposite sign of what was expected. The

approximations are performed four times. This figure was ob-

tained by experimentation on the least favorable input values,

e~ 5 and e s
.

Calculating The Arctan

Again, we illustrate the calculation of arctan with a hand cal-

culator example, find arctan (2). Scaling leads to

x = it/2 - arctan (.5).

First Approximation

The two-term approximation yields .458 for arctan (.5). we

denote this value a. Calculated with high precision, tan 0458)

= .493. Let us denote this value by b, then tan (a) = b, and a is

an approximation to arctan (.5).

Second Approximation

We now want a formula of the form arctan (.5) = a

arctan(something), so we can repeat the approximation process

on the second term. (This in analogy to the formula for In

(1.624) above.) To find what "something" is, subtract a from

both sides, take the tan and obtain tan(arctan .5 - a) = "some-

thing." On the left side we now use the trig formula:

tan(u-v) = (tan (u) - tan (v)/(l + tan (u) tan (v))

in which we set u = arctan (.5) and v = a, which amounts to

setting tan (u) = .5 and tan (v) = b = .493, and we obtain:

"something" = (.5 - .493)/(l + (.5)-(.493» = .005

That is, arctan (.5) = .458 + arctan (.005). The same proce-

dure (left to you) applied to arctan (.005) gives the value .005

which is accurate to three places. Hence, arctan (2) = 1.571 -

.458 - .005 = 1107 (calculation in 10 digits, with three

showing).

Programs for Arctan

The program in Listing 2 should not be hard to follow. 1 he

input is X, and lines 2800 to 2850 do the scaling. Lines 2900 to

2960 contain the approximation loop, with 2910 containing the

two-term formula and 2950 the trig formula.

Calculating the Arcsin

The calculation of arcsin (y) follows a similar pattern. Let x

be the desired angle, so sin (x) = y and x lies between -tt/2 and

tt/2, whence cos (x) > 0. By virtue of the popular formula sin

+ cos* = 1 it follows that cos x is the square root of 1 - y .
The

square root must be calculated with high precision by a routine

which we discuss below. Let z be the value of the square root.

We then distinguish three cases for scaling: y > z, y < -z, and

y between -z and z. In the first two cases, we calculate

arctan(z/y) and use the same complementations as for atn; in

the last case we calculate arctan(y/z).

The program is given in Listing 3 and should require no fur-

ther explanation.

Alternative Suggestions

The methods for log and atn may be modified in several

ways; for example, the two-term approximations may be re-

placed by some other approximation, such as a one-term

approximation, or an approximation of degree 3 or higher. The

choice of approximation method will determine the number of

times the approximation must be performed for high accuracy.

Sometimes an initial approximate value of surprisingly high ac-

curacy can be obtained, such as the value of a single precision

LOG or atn function. We use this approach in the program in
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Listing 5, which is to be merged with the program in Listing 3

of Part 1. Then just one two-term approximation step will

suffice.

Calculating Square Roots ... . r

A high precision version of SQR is obtained by the famous

formula: if y is a given positive number if x is the square root

of y and if t is any positive number, then 1) it t<x tnen n

+ y/t)/2 is greater than x; 2) if t>x then (t+ y/t)/2 is also

greater than x but is much closer to x. Hence, for given y, set t

= 1, calculate (t +y/t)/2, reset t to this value, and repeat until

satisfied. . . f
The number of repetitions required depends on the value ot

y If y is large, or close to zero, more repetitions are needed

than if y lies, for example between .5 and 2, when five times is

enough. We have, therefore, chosen to change y to a number

between .5 and 2 by dividing (or multiplying) by factors 4; the

square root thereby gains (loses) an equal number of factors 2.

The program is given in Listing 4.
. . , ,

A better initial choice for t is the single precision value of

sqr(Y) if that is available. Then no scaling is needed; this

method is used in Listing 5.
'

Listing 1.

1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600

• SUBROUTINE FOR LOG
• REQ5 EXP (INITIALIZED)
• TO CALCULATE: GOSUB 1500
' input variable: X

• output variable: ln
• dble prec: x» ln»
' Xl» X2» Cl» E2» E3» E4
• integer: n

LN=0S X2=X5 N=4
IF X2<=E2 THEN 1530
LN=LN+i: X2=X2«E45 GOTO 1510

IF X2>=E3 THEN 1550
LN=LN-1S X2=X2«ES GOTO 1530
Xl=(X2-l)«<X2-3)/2
LN=LN-X1
N=N-1S IF N=0 RETURN
GOSUB 1300S X2=X2«C1
GOTO 1550
'END OF LOG ROUTINE

Listing

2700
2710
2720
2730
2740
2750
2770
2800
2810
2820
2830
2840
2850
2860
2900
2910
2920
2930
2940
2950
2960
2970

2
SUBROUTINE FOR ATN

• REQJ SIN COS (INITIALIZED)
• TO CALCULATE? GOSUB 2800
' INPUT variable: X
• OUTPUT variable: at
' DBLE PREC: X. AT# XI » X3# X4

IF X<-1 THEN AT=-P2: GOTO 2820

IF X>1 THEN AT=P2 ELSE 2840
X3=l/X: GOSUB 2900
AT-AT-X4S RETURN
X3=X5 GOSUB 2900
AT=X4 5 RETURN

X4=05 N=3
Xl=X3«(l-X3«X3/3)
X4=X4+X1
N=N-i: IF N=0 RETURN
GOSUB 2300: X1=S1/C1
X3=(X3-X1)/<1+X1«X3)
GOTO 2910
'END OF ATN ROUTINE

January 1984 c Creative Computing
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THE UNDERRATED
fc VIRTUES

OF
PLAIN VANILLA
Our Lemon has hogged the limelight, our

Lime has made it to the White House, and
our Orange and Peach have shared in the
glory too. But there's a band of unsung heroes
in the shadows with all of the surge protecting,
noise filtering capabilities of their colorful cousins,
with the same insured lifetime guarantee, and the
same expert technology of EPD.

The only difference is color. (Or lack of it).

The Electro-Clamp™ line from EPD is made to do the
same job, but blend into more sedate surroundings with
its quiet, neutral exterior. The four Electro-Clamps share the
same specifications as The Lemon™, The Lime,™ The Peach™
and The Orange™, so if your needs for surge protection lean
toward the conservative, choose ElectroClamp™ I, II, IV or V
Remember, technology is more than skin deep.

I
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DONT PLUG IN WITHOUT US.

/
^° //

Electronic Protection Devices Inc.

PO. Box 673, Waltham. MA 02254
(617) 891-6602 • 1-800-343-1813
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After Pac Man...What?
Pac Man, Super Pac Man, Donkey Kong, Asteroids you've got them

all, right? Well here are two new software packages you probably

don't have but should add to your collection.

The Letter
Editor
Gates& Fleischer

I lOUTM WMTMN »

I"
I

KEYBOAROING ALPHA-PAC can make you a keyboarding wizard

m no t rough the use of animated graphics, this

exciting new touch keyboarding program will show you which

fingers should strike which keys and how to position your

hands over the keyboard If you plan to use your home com-

puter for personal budgeting, for homework, or if you have a

word processing program. ALPHA-PAC is a must 1

THE LETTER EDITOR, in just 4 easy lessons, demonstrates

the following enter, browse, change, delete, edit file. help,

insert /ustify. load, print replace, set move, and save With this

information you can key-m and edit all kinds of reports,

essays, term papers, and a hundied other petsonal letters nnd

school assignments

Put your home computer to work tor you with KEYBOARDING ALPHA-PAC and THE LETTER EDITOR.

Return the order torm ... do it today.

Order Form
Please send me KEYBOARDING ALPHA-PAC diskette

packaged and THE LETTER EDITOR diskette

packagejs] tor the following hardware:

DTRS-80" Model III or 4, 48K minimum

D Apple " He, 64K minimum

Name

Address

City State ZIP

Phone # ( )

*Make check or money order payable to

South-Western Publishing Co.

I have enclosed $59.50 for each KEYBOARDING ALPHA-PAC

package ordered, plus S1.50 per item for postage and

handling (check or money order )

I have enclosed $59.50 for each LETTER EDITOR package

ordered, plus S1.50 per item for postage and handling

(check or money order ).

Please bill to my VISA:

Please bill to my MasterCard:

No.

Expiration Date

Signature

Mail your order to:

South-Western Publishing Co.
ATTN: Benjamin H. Willard

5101 Madison Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45227

CIRCLE 210 ON READER SERVICE CARD



High Precision Functions, continued..
Listing

2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2500
2510
2520

SUBROUTINE FOR ASN
REG: SIN COS (INITIALIZED)

SQR
TO CALCULATE} GOSUB 2500
INPUT VARIABLE.' X (BETW -1
OUTPUT variable: AS
DBLE PREC5 X, AS, XI, X2,

X3, X4, CI, SI

& 1)

2530
2540
2550
2560
2570
i

Listing

3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3050
3060
3100
3110
3200
3? 10
3220
3230
3240
3250
3260
3270
3280
3290

X2=1-X«X: GOSUB 3200
IF X<-X1 THEN AS=-P2: GOTO 2S30
IF X>X1 THEN AS=P2 ELSE 2550
X3-X1/XI GOSUB 2700
AS=AS-X4: RETURN
X3=X/Xi: GOSUB 2900
AS=X4.' RETURN
'END OF ASN ROUTINE

4.

' SUBROUTINE FOR SQR
to calculate: GOSUB 3100

' INPUT variable: X (POS OR 0)
' output variable: SR
' DBLE PREC: X, SR, XI, X2, X3
' integer: n

X2=x: GOSUB 3200: sr=xi: return

IF X2=0 THEN X1=0J RETURN
Xl-11 X3=X2
IF X3<=2 THEN 3240
X3=X3«.25! X1=X1*2: GOTO 3220
IF X3>=.5 THEN 3260
X3=X3«4: X1=X1«.5: GOTO 3240
FOR N=l TO 5
X1=.5«(X1*X2/X1)
NEXT n: RETURN
'END OF SQR ROUTINE

MICRO BEE
SOFTWARE

Manufacturing licences for the popular
Australian designed Micro Bee computer
have recently been granted to many com-
panies throughout the world.
MYTEK Computing is the largest and
most respected producer of software for
the Micro Bee Computer.
MYTEK Computing invites dealers tosample its large and extensive range of
Micro Bee Software.

Micro Bee users are also invited to re-
quest to be included on MYTEK Com-
puting's free mailing list. Catalogues are
air-mailed regularly to all parts of the

COMPUTING
I Kent Street Bicton. 6157. Perth. Western Australia

telephone (09) 330 7336

CIRCLE 179 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Listing

5060
5080
5090
5100
5400

5.

5600

5610
5620
5700

5710
5720
5750

5800
5850

5860
5860
5870
5870

PRINT TAB(12){ "LOG" ;TAB(22); "5400" ;TAB(35);-LN»-PRINT TAB< 12) i "ASN" ; TAB( 22) i "5600' ,'TAB(35 "AS*-PRINT TAB<12>J"ATN-;TAB(22);"5700";TAB<35>;-AT."
PRINT TABU2) J'SQR" ; TAB(22) { "5800" ,'TAB<35> ', 'SR««LN*=L0G(X«)J VNX=INT<-LN»*,5): V1»=-LN»-VNX:GOSUB 5310: V2»=X»»VA«:
LN«=LN«-(V2«-l)*<V2»-3)/2: RETURN
V2»=1-X»»X«: GOSUB 5850.* IF X«<-V1« THEN
?H*

=
:y

P* ELSE IF X*>V1» THEN AS»=VP» ELSE 5620V3«=V1«/X»: GOSUB 5750: AS.-=AS-V4.J RETURN
YlVS/TrL^* 5750: AS.=V4«: RETURN

ELSE 5720
"*" ELSE IF **M ™EN AT«=^*

V3*=l/X«: GOSUB 5750: AT»=AT»-V4«: RETURNV3*=X*: GOSUB 5750 J AT.=V4#: RETURN

^^Tiil,^:^* 555oj *-*-«*»*
V4«=V4*+V3»»<l-V3«»V3»/3>: RETURN
V2«=X#: GOSUB 5850: SR«=V1«: RETURN
V1»=SGR<V2«>: IF V1«=0 THEN RETURN ELSE
V1«=.5D0«(V1»*V2«/V1«): RETURN

END OF HIGH PREC FUNCT LOG, ASN, ATN, SQR

' END OG HIGH PREC FUNCT LOG, ASN, ATN, qop'END OF HIGH PREC. FUNCT. LOG? ASN? ATN? SQRSUPPLEMENTING EXP, SIN, COS OF FIG 4, PAR? 1

"Bad news. Honey.' The computerjust erased
that recipe for liver omelette you liked so
much.

"

January 1984 ' Creative Computing
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Plotter Tutorial— Part 2

Random
Landscapes

o
This is the second in our series of

tutorials on the use of plotters. Last

month we had some mathematical con-

structions done on a Houston Instru-

ments plotter. These plots were done

on a Radio Shack CGP-1 15. Note the

similarities and differences in plotter

commands: it is much like two versions

of Basic.

This tutorial shows the use of the

controlled random function in plotting

a scene. Long-time readers o/Creative

Computing will recall that in January

1976 we ran the output of a similar

plotting program which produced snow-

men with various characteristics. Several

are shown below.

Next installment: three-dimensional

curves and hidden line removal -DHA

Michiel van de Panne

L

Today I have written the most useless

program ever invented. Nevertheless. I

am certain you will find it interesting.

What is the program you ask? Well, think

of it as your introduction to the field of

computer art. This program draws the

random landscapes that illustrate this ar-

ticle. Perhaps it will spark your interest in

the latest field to be invaded by computers,

that age old phenomenon called art.

First of all. I should state that all the

figures shown were drawn by the same

program. All the variations are due to

random numbers. Naturally, the ones I

chose are the most appealing pictures

that were generated. For every good land-

scape that is generated, there is frequently

one that is not as attractive. This does

nature justice, however, as the same holds

true in nature.

To use the program, simply type it in

and add the lines given for your computer.

The remarks do not have to be typed in.

The program will run as listed on the

TRS-80 Model I/III with CGP-1 15 plotter.

The figures were done with the CGP-1 15

plotter.

If there is no routine given for your

computer, make one yourself. Line 20

should contain a clear screen, choose color,

or whatever start up is necessary for your

screen or plotter. Lines 920 and 930 should

contain program lines to move to a point

if A$="MOVE" and to draw to a point if

A$="DRAW.
Depending on your screen size or plotting

surface, you might have to scale down

the drawing by multiplying the X and Y

coordinates by a fraction. The origin should

be located halfway across the screen and

one quarter of the way up. For a screen

of 200 by 140. this would mean adding

100 to X and 35 to Y when plotting.

Lastly, line 940 should contain a program

line for generating a random number be-

Michiel \an de I'.mnc. Box 13. Site 16. SSI. Calgary,

Alberta. Canada T2M 4N.\
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SieR.
and ,he number given * ,he

Creating The Landscape
Each landscape is made up of five parts

the ground level, the mountain back-
drop the tree or trees, the rocks, and
possibly a park bench with or without
3
w

3C
. T

He ,rick in crea,in8 a ^son-
able landscape lies in controlling the
randomness of all these different parts
without overdoing it. Too much control
of the random factors results in a similar
picture each time the program is run. A
balance must be reached to allow for
vanety but to eliminate anything wholly
unnatural. 7

The ground level is the first part to be
drawn in the scene. The first thought on
drawing this simple slope at the bottom is
simply to have a random height chosen
along a regular interval of steps. Unfor-
tunately, this results in a jagged and un-
realistic surface. Instead, the program
chooses a random constant that is added
Jo the previous level at each step. This
random constant is changed four times
across the scene to allow for gradual
changes. On top of this, more random
numbers allow for minor variations of the
levels dictated by first constant.
The mountains are much simpler to

depict. The jagged surface that was unac-
ceptable for the ground surface is perfectly
acceptable for the mountains. The height
of the mountains is changed to a different
random number at random intervals. There
is also a check included to ensure that
they don't pass below the level of the
ground that has been drawn.
The trees prove to be the most interesting

feature of the landscape. Surprisingly, they
are not as difficult to draw as it might
seem. The first thing to notice is that
each tree starts with one trunk that splits
into two branches. Each of these branches
further divides into two branches. This
repeats until there are eight different levels
of branches, with the trunk being the first
level and all the twigs being the last level.
To make the tree random is fairly in-

volved. First, the length of the trunk is

1 REN xxx PROGRAM FOR DRAWING LANDSCAPES xx,? RFM xxx RKMARK^i no WfiT uaii* .
*

9 RFM xxx DIMENSION al^Iv^n "' ° TN ««"

30 EUSZf™ ^°nM <~V„n-- r^ subroutim( mm

s Kisyjjass.""" trees to o«*« -

g^ssr~--".-J-";,-
, THEMC.,

^o^^^-?;
:-;-^-;:r-^-:

,,

,^:
,^. »-«•

119 RFM xxx T, rp \o M N / '

'V','
l <*+7» * fHENlao

120 ik T-.fi THEN no ELSE Ul ' MtkIN '"
js x^^rSSL^^igySir™ *

'•"'• i,f: bench '~'-
119 RFM »» RANDOM (.ROUND xxx
ISO R-12JR1 7OlGOSUB940:v R1 r,:xi >4fl,yp v1A0 A«-*NOVE'tCOSUB920<r o

z«o:y» r

170 FORX .-"JO TO 240 STEP 10
180 TFR<12 THEN R-R*l :GOTO200
190 Rl«3JGOSUB940iRI r.I.R, 3tR n700 R1-5JC08UB9401V-Y+R1 iJrtr e .

..u NtXTXI* 240tCOT0240

Z30 Rl^'rn^^oa^ M,,"N™'N BACKGROUND xxx

•A0 TFX 240 iiifn COSIJB520:gOTO27«
530

7/(1 IFX-240 THEN .100
280 n f l TMfN ton
1'90 GOTO 230
300 RF TURN
309 RFM xxx DRAW FFNPH xxx
310 x xi.;»,:y yi JCOSUI

o o o o o
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Plotter Tutorial, continued.

specified by a random number. From the

trunk onward, the length of each branch

is about six tenths of the length of the

previous level plus or minus a small random

factor. The angles of the branches are

also determined randomly. For each branch

on a previous level, one branch goes to

the left at a random angle (with respect

to the branch to which it is attached), and

another goes to the right.

I have not fully explored the possibilities

of the random tree. Leaves would be one

possible addition. Another interesting pos-

sibility would be to depict the tree as if

Another interesting

possibility would be
to depict the tree

as if being bent

by the wind.

found in nature. This program was

not intended to duplicate nature though.

To do so is an impossible task. If any-

thing, these drawings will impress you

because they are drawn by your 100%

logical, digital, electronic computer.

Furthermore, they show the beginning of

the expanding possibilities of computer

art The last thought that the pictures

impart is an immense appreciation for

the beauty in the orderly chaos of nature^

320
330
310
r^.n

3A0
370
379
380
38V
390
100
410
420
430
44(1

450
460
470
480
4V0
fiOO

51 H

Y-Y1+30IGO ••* K1+3ZIC0I

y-yi!cos5p53c !X=Xl+73IY-YltGOSlJfi

HI
1 ''

53o :x xi*ABtGOi

vlvit !X=XltY-Yl*30IGI

xlxUmtcSs ;3 o n
*=*» : " :Y ,,l, ', " : ' ,

"':!!| ','! DRAW BACK ON BENCH ***
rem *«* oeciw wmf mm OR not to draw bm.k

Kl 2:GOSUB»*0tIFRl-l THIN RETURN

REM «** PRAM BACK 01 BENCH "««
„ , , , „„ .

.

Y-Y1+40K I

' '
'" "' '

Y-Y1+ASII
v.Y1+SStCOSUB530 :X=X1 :GOSUR530

X xltll Y-Y1*35:C0SUBS2« IY Yf«IG0BUB33n

Y Y1+3S •

v Yltsfl i

Y •"•ix-xiUn:.
v YitsntcosuBS: n iy-yh

Y Y1+50ICO8OB520 IV Y1+!

R| rURN

being bent by the wind. I have tried this,

but have not yet been successful at it. At

any rate, there is an infinite number of

things that can be randomly controlled or

randomly added.

From the tree, the program proceeds

to draw a random number of randomly

shaped rocks. These rocks are basically

circles that have been randomly deformed.

As the angle of the circle increases in

random steps, the radius is controlled by

random numbers. In addition to this, the

X axis of the circle is stretched randomly

by a factor of between one and two. If

this isn't random enough for you. the

program also decides randomly how many

rocks to draw and where to place them.

The last thing put in to complete the

landscape is the park bench. First, there

is a 50% chance that there will be a bench

drawn. Second, if there is to be a bench,

the computer will search for a flat spot to

place the bench. If there is no such flat

spot, the bench will not be drawn. Once a

flat spot has been found, a bench without

a back will be drawn. Another 50/50 chance

determines whether a back is added to

the bench.

Identical Pictures?

For those interested in the chances of

getting two identical pictures, the possibility

of this happening is very small. The average

drawing uses about 850 different random

numbers. The average random number

called for is between 1 and 20. This makes

the chances of getting two identical pictures

roughly 1 in 20 to the power of 850.

With all these random numbers, a some-

what random landscape has been made.

Unfortunately, it is still no match for the

variety and diversity of the landscapes

212
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astYearOver
20,000AmericansWere
CommittedTo Asylum.

omce people enter

Asylum,xhey don't wantto
leave.And neither will you.

Inside this thrilling

adventure game from
Screenplay"' challenges

lie around every corner,

behind every door. There
are hundreds ofdoors, too!

You've gone crazy

from playing too many adventure games
You've been placed in the asylum to act out

your delusions. To cure yourself, you must
make good your escape.

There's no one you can turn to for help.

Almost every turn leads to a dead end. Or
worse, vigilant guards stand in your way. If

you can't outmuscle them, can you outthink

them? Inmates line hallways offering help.

Asylum runs in 48K on theAtari Commodore 64 andIBMPC
computers. Seeyour local software dealer. $29.95.

M But can they be trusted?

While getting out of^ the asylum may take
months, you'll get into our

\
game instantly.

Smooth scrolling three

dimensional graphics give

you a very eerie sense of

B^ I reality.This feeling is also

| heightened by the use of

tence commands.
No wonder thousands of people bought

Asylum last year, and PC World recently

named Asylum one ofthe top y t ^
tengamesforthelBMPC. A ? **

Play Asylum. All you have
to be committed to is fun.

screenplay
Boot 3558,Chapel Hill NC 27514 800-334-5470

You couldwin $10,000from Screenplayanywhere ourgfimes are sold.

CIRCLE 220 ON READER SERVICE CARD



*ur Products Get Used. ..Everywhere

In Business
Toshiba
Sony
General Electric
Union Carbide
ARCO
Hazeltine
Westlnghouse
Harris
Grumman
McDonnell Douglas
Chase Manhattan
Honeywell
Poloroid
Magnavox

ITT
Boeing
Lockheed
Xerox
TRW
Raytheon
Sorcim
Quantum
Intel

Sperry Univac
SofTech
E.I. DuPont
IBM
Hughes Aircraft

In Government . .

NASA
Argonne Labs
Jet Propulsion Labs
U.S. Army
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Navy
Naval Postgraduate School
U.S. Department of Commerce
U.S. Department of Treasury
Social Security Administration
FAA
Depart, of Energy. Canada
Depart, of Transportation, Canada
Depart, of Publications. Australia

In Education . . .

Harvard University
Georgetown University
University of Chicago
California Institute of Technology
John Hopkins University
University of Southern California
University of Massachusetts
University of Wisconsin
U.S. Naval Academy
Rochester Institute of Technology
University of Iceland
University of Leicester
University of Trondhiem
University of Zimbabwe

THE MOST COST EFFECTIVE ADA* DEVELOPMENT
TOOLS AVAILABLE ON MICROCOMPUTERS!

Our Ada product line is available on the following Operating Systems:

CP/M, CP/M-86, PC-DOS and MS-DOS.

Nationally
Available from the following distributors:

Internationally

Suntex Data
10175 Haneln Suite 100
Houston. TX 77036
(713)271-9191

Westlco, Inc.

25 Van Zant St.

Norwalk. CT 06855
(203) 853-6880

CompuVlcw Product*
1955 Pauline Blvd.. Suite 200
Ann Arbor. Ml 48103
(313)996-1299

Marfam Corporation
5340 Thorn* ood Or Suite 102
San Jose. CA 95123
(4081 226-0170

Nord-Mlcro Inlormatlque
155. rue du Fauburg
Denis
75010 Paris

11)205-39-47

MtcronU
1 1 Blackmore St.

Windsor 4030
Ql.l). Australia

(07)57 9152

tr M. cr mm. (tr m««*hi

MS DOS bis

ol IM*MJ iMWl. h.

S 100 Systems
3687-4 Shobumachl
Obayashl
Saltama. Japan 346-01
04808(5)0416:
04808 (5)6565

Copyright 1983 RR Software

OFTWARE, INC. specialists in state of the art programming

P.O. Box 1512 Madison, Wisconsin 53701
(608) 244-6436
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Plotter Tutorial, continued.

520 XP»X:YP YlAl *H)UE*:G08UB920 : RETURN
f.30 XPoXiYP>YtA«>'DRAH*:C JRETURN
539 RFM »» DRAW xxx
;.iu I

REM xxx GIVE RANDOM LENGTH FOR TRUNK xxx
560 R] I .11 !GOSUB9401A< I I

REM *»* i hum ; RANO. PLACE FOR rREE .« CHECK FOR OTHER TRI
i-4-iiii-N i in Z t:p ABS(X-C<N) )<10 THFN i i

580 Nl

589 RFh xxx CO BACK [I nrHER TREES TOO CI Oiif xxx
590 I IT I mi N

600 40
609 RFM xxx HOVE TO START OF TRUNK xxx
6io At^-MPUF :>i i tCOSUB
619 REM xxx LOOP THRU IFUII S HI BRANCHES »«
6?0 FORI I Mi Nl HEN 640
630 x iky le:a«» ,draw:xp-x+xi:yp-y+yi:cosub920 :x(t >=x:y<i>=y:goto78o
640 I

649 RFM xxx I OOP THRU Al RFADY DRAWN BRANCHES TO ADD MORF xxx
i ii : i 0RN i in C

659 RFM xxx CI I I • AN I 8 I ENCTH FOR BRANCH xxx
660 GOSUB800
669 RFM xxx CALCULATE X.Y MHFRF BRANCH WTI I END xxx
670 F-F+ltA A(N> ANSX-COS<A>«LN+X<N) tY B TH< A>xl N+Y <N )

679 REM xxx MOVE TO START in BRANCH xxx
68 A I •HOW ' :XP"X<N)*XltYP-V<N>*Yi:GOSUI
68V REM xxx DRAW TO FN!) Ill BRANCH xxx
690 A*~'DRAW tXP-X+Xl : YF Y + Y1 tCOSU9920
699 RFM xxx RECORO I- NDPOTNTS FOR START PTS. OF NEXT LEVEL xxx

700 A1 (I >-AtXl (F)-XtYJ (F ) Y

709 RFM xxx REPEAT FOR ?NO BRANCH f ONLY BRANCH GOES TO RIGHT
710 C08UB 800
720 F I UtA r,(N)*AN:X==COS<A>x|.N+X(N) : Y=STN < A > XLN+Y < N

>

730 A*="MnVE'!XP =X<N)+Xi:YP =Y(N)+Yt :GO!3URO?0

740 A*^'DRAW" :XP = X + X1 :YF-=Y< Y1 ICO8UB920
750 At(F)=A:Xl(F)=X:Yl(F> Y

760 NFXTN
769 RFM xxx Nl W ENDPOINTS R ANCLF BFCOMF OLD ONES xxx
770 forn^itof:a(n) =ai (n>:x(n>-xmn>:y<n>=yi<n) :nextn
779 RFM xxx MAKI IINH1H OF NFXT SET OF BRANCHES SHORTER xxx
780 1 F=l Ex.ASNEXTI
790 RETURN
799 REM xxx CHOOSF RANDOM ANGLE FOR BRANCH (IN RADIANS) xxx

800 RI 15tCO8UB910:AN»<Rl*5>»PI/180
809 REM xxx CH008I RANDOM I f NGTH FOR BRANCH xxx

810 R1 M :i D8UB94)0:i K

B20 RETURN
829 RFM xxx DRAW RANDOM ROCK<S) xxx

o
o o
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PROFIT
LEADER

Creative Computing not
only soils itself at a nice

profit, it creates aware-
ness of the hardware and
software in your store. It's

like having another sales-

person on your staff—one
whopays you. One who
goes home with customers
and continues to influence

huying decisions long after

you're closed for the day.
If you're interested in a
low-ticket item with top-

of-the-line sales power,
let's talk now.

CALL COLLECT:

(212) 7257679
Or write:

Ziff-Davis Publishing Company
Computers and Electronics

Publications

Retail Sales
One Park Avenue

New York. NY 10016

Minimum order. HI copies.

We pay all shipping costs to your store.

IxM



Plotter Tutorial, continued.

830 RA-40tRl-0:COSUB940{XM-l+Ri:M .?:A-^0
B31 REM in XM IS A FACTOR WHTCH ELONGATES ROCK xxx
B^o xi RA«xM*h: yi o:av -Hot-M t XP-xi+xc s YPi y i +yc : goruf^o
849 REM xxx INCREASE ANU F g CHFGK FOR COMPI FTF CIRCI F xxx
850 Rl ;'n:G0<';UB94n:A A+f.*R1 :IFA 3A0 THEN 900
R'.v KEM xxx CHOOSE PARTIAI I Y RANDOM RADIUS xxx
BAO RI^-RAx. 2 tGOM 11:940 IR >RA«.9+R1 :AN Ax I. 141S/180
869 REN xxx rAI C7IJI ATE8 X,Y TO EH DRAWN xxx
870 X-MxXNxnOS(AN>xR:Y »SIN<AN>XR>M
879 REN xxx DRAM LINE TO X.Y xxx
Ban a« ='Draw" :xf--x>xc:yf-=y+yc:goshp.9?p
889 REM xxx GONTTNIIf xxx
R90 COT0831
899 rfm xxx conpleti rock f:y drawing i tnf to starttng pt

.

900 a«--oraw :xf--xi+xc::yi- yi+ycigosub920
91 R1 TURN
91" RFH xxx Af'TllAI MOUTNG « DRAWING OONF HERE xxx
9?0 TF At MOVF" THEN LPRTNT'M* IXPI * r

' I YP tRETURN
930 TF A« -DRAW THEN I PRTNT "D • i XP i • , • i YP tRETURN
94 Rt=RNl)(R1 >! RETURN

Lines to be addedfor Model 11III screen:

20 ciston error goto 21ig0t0m
21 resume next
140 print0o."done- j :g0to140
sao ri=bo:gosub94o:a(i >=p:i e^so+ri ii

920 XP-XPx . 25+64 : YF=47- ( YPx .11 + 10)
921 IFA*='MOVF"THFN XO XP ! YC1 = YP : RETURN
924 IFXO=XP AND YO-VP THEN SET<XP rYP > tRETURN
925 A5=APS<XP-X0> ! PS=ABS< YP-YO) :IFA5 B5THEN926
926 IFXP XOTHENCf. =XO : D5=^ XP : E5=YO : F5 -YP : G0T0928
927 C5=XP:D5=X0:E5==YP:E5=-Y0
928 G5=D5-C5:H5=<F5-E5>/G5:F0RU5=C5T0D5
929 SET < US . E5 > : E5=E5+H5 : NEXT t G0T0934
930 IFYP Y0THENC5=Y0:D5=YP:E5*X0:F5=XP:G0T0932
931 C5=yp:d5=yo:e5=xp:f5=xo
932 g5=d5 -c5 1 hs - ( f3- e5 ) /g5
933 F0RU5=C5TOD5 ! SET < E5 f US ) t E5=E5+H5 S NFXT
934 xo^xp:yo=yp:return
940 R1=RND(R1 > tRETURN

ELRE930

M2 «0,0 fPRINT* -2.'T
M" iXPi '.•;yp RETURN
D- iXPi . '.YP RETURN

Lines to be addedfor Color Computer
with CGP-l 15 plotter:

20 PRINT*-2,CHR»<l8>:pRINT*-2t
920 IFA»="HOVE' THEN PRINT*-2t
930 IFA«--DRAW THEN PRTNT«-2 f

Lines to be addedfor Apple 11 screen:

20 hgr2:hc0lor 7
560 ri=8o:gosue94o:a<i>=p:if^so+ri:f^i
920 XP=XPx. 4+140. YP=179-(YP». 4+41)
925 IFA«='NOVE , THEN XO^ XP : YO YPtRFTURN
930 HPLOT XO.YO TO XP. YP ! X()= XP 1 YO=YP : RETURN
940 Y=INT<RND<1 >XR1>+1 tRETURN

<o

o o
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NEW BREAKTHROUGH
SAVE UP TO 33% WITH
OUR INTRODUCTORY
SUBSCRIPTION
OFFER!

Introducing A+, the Most Significant

Advance in Apple History!

It's here! Big, bold and bursting with page

after page of the latest in hardware, soft-

ware, programming—and more! A+ is the

monthly magazine written exclusively for your

Apple microcomputer. Each issue gets you

involved with a host of fascinating features,

probing updates, unique departments—and

reaches to the depths of your imagination to

challenge you with daring new strategies and

adventures!

Here's just a sampling of

what A+ is all about:

HARDWARE: From the latest

advances in telecommunications

and networking... to new ways

to augment memory and access

a wider variety of peripherals

with greater ease...each issue

of A+ gets you involved.

SOFTWARE: Whafs new on the market and how

you can make your system more powerful .
.

.plus full

reviews and programming information.

a
UTILITIES AND
DIAGNOSTICS: In addition

to language utilities, A+ helps

you troubleshoot problems...

makes you faster and more effi-

cient...with utilities ranging from

record processing to data

transfer.

BUSINESS AND FINANCE AIDS: Software

for financial forecasting and analysis...genera

accounting programs... financial news retrieval

services...and business graphics so you can see

just where your money is going.

GAMES: Take the A+ challenge—with hoards of

innovative brain teasers. . .from games to help you

learn spelling and arithmetic... to games that pro-

vide fun and adventure!
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FOR YOUR APPLE

CARTRIDGE
WINCHESTER
DRIVES.
AIANTAUZI

CONVENIEI
A CAPACITY

APPU
POLISHING
A SHORT
COURSE
Of]
TAKING
CARE

THE STOCK
MARKET
STORY...
THE UPS
AND
DOWNS
A TREASURE
CHEST
OF GAMES
APPU
PIE...

COOKING
WITH
YOUR
APPIE

\&f

PROGRAMMING TOOLS: Speed up
program development
with Apple text editors,

testing and debugging
aids and data base man-
agement systems. Since

your Apple can speak
many languages—from
Cobal to Basic and
Pascal—A+ gives you a

wide range of utilities for each language so
you can create your own exciting programs.

HOME/PERSONAL PROGRAMS:
covers it all...from basic processing...to help-

ing you draw with Apple graphics... to speed
reading... music theory and composition...
even a course on cooking with your Apple. .

.

and then how to monitor your diet easily and
accurately... along with many educational pro-

grams to learn math, science, and geography.

DATA FILES: LetA+
probe new data base
management systems so

you'll be able to orga-

nize, store and retrieve

information in ways you
never thought possible.

Plug into Savings of
Up to 33% with Our
Introductory Offer!

r
YES! I want to subscribe to A+ for:

One year (12 issues) only $19.97— 20% off!

] Two years only $36.97—26% off!

Three years only $49.97— 33% off!

Savings based on full one-year subscription price of $24.97.

Name

Address

City.

-Zip-State

Check One:Q Payment enclosed.Q Please bill me.

Please charge my:

MasterCard VISA Q] American Express

Card No -Exp. Date-

Would you like to receive special offers from quali-

fied users of our mailing list? ] YES ] NO
MAIL TO: A+, P.O. Box 2964, Boulder, CO 80322

YOUR TURN: Speak up with your ideas and innovations

and network with other Apple users near and far.
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APPLE
i
l

Apple HE $1149.00

Apple Monitor III

w/ Stand $ 199.00

Apple Disk II $ 399.00

Apple 80 Col. Card. $ 99.00

Apple Extended 80
Col Card $249.00

Apple II E Starter
System II E. 80 Co. Card.
Monitor III. Monitor Stand.
Disk II + .

Controller $1699.00

I
I

I
I

FACE 1 OOOw/color

$919.00

FRANKLIN
Starter System
ACE 100O. 1

2" green screen
monilor. RAMA Elite I Disk Drive

«f Controller : . . . . $1469.00
Starter System
w/EPSON 1*1X80 III

Printer Interface Card
and Cable $1829.00
ACE 1200(1 Disk) . $1799.00
ACE 1 200 (2 Disk) . $2199.00

I
I

MICROSOFT
16K Rom for Apple $ 70.00

64K Rom for IBM $269.00

2S6K Rom for IBM $680.00

64K Romchipsetfor IBM $129.00

Systemcord2S6Kfor IBM $479.00

Systemcard 64K for IBM $299.00

Z<0 Softcard $245.00

Softcard Premium System $469.00

Softcard Plus System for II E $449.00

MomptanforZ-80 $189.00

Multiplon for Appledos $189.00

V
RanaSystems i EPSON
Elite I 0S6O.OO
w Controller JWMO.OO

EUte II f»460.00
w/CoalraUer .... flftoO.OO

EUte III 0B9II.OO
»/Controller .... *B70.00

I
I
I
I

I

EPSON AMERICA. INC.

KX 80 Printer 8t7S.OO

NX80FTPrinter . . 0430.00

MX lOO Printer . . . JMNS.OO

FX 80 Printer JHWS.OO

FX lOO Printer .... JrSSO.O©

4.KAFTKAX lor
MX Serle* fl BS.OO
(SiMtil'y printer)

I
I

I

I
I

Novation
Applecofll S269.00

Includes Free lime On Source

Operating Software ond your choice of o
free Hondset or BSR Controller

212 Applecot
Upgrade W29.00
OSR Controller i 19.00
Hondset % 29.00
Expansion Module i 09.00

•CAT H50 00
•D-CAT 117000
•AUTOCAT i559 00
•J-CAT H20 00
•SMART CAT 103 H89.00

• Requite RS 232 Interface

I

I
I

S) Hayes*
Micro M.mUm II HC7R.OO

Micro MimIcm II

» Terminal
Program J».IO«i.OO

Sm.rt .Mrwlcm »00 ....

S—«rr Modem ICOOR
IBM.

ittas.oo

M4fi7.no

I
I
I

I

OKIDtATA
moo »300.oo

•DM $379.00

NL8M »S9S-00

I'll a*r S919.O0

NLS4S J9B9.00

BlBir »«49.O0

ML92S SM9.00

•ll9Sr »8M.OO

NL9SS »B99.00

Oklqrapri I * 40.00
i s,»v ,it, Hi <» an

OMquph II » SO.OO
tit* \u>lr in rr.mhririi

Roll r«per SUM) * SO.OO
f.il HiA

Tractor reed * SO.00
r<» HJA

I
I
I
I
I

ggOrange micro

Grappler+ .

.

Buffer Board.

Buffered
Grappler+

$125.00

$ 79.00

$199.00

I
I

I
I

I
I
I

mtrlmtinc
STX-MfJhermal) $179.00

Gemini 10X $325 00

Gemini 15 $419.00

TG Products
fj.atnc Paddle* . **9.0©

.loy Stick *4J».©©

Track Ball **».©© Add 1% for shipping and handling.

Prices subject to change without
notice (up or down).

MAILORDER DIVISION

Carolina
Microsystems
For technical support, call 1 -803-254-6233. To
order, call tolrfree: 1 -800-845-7077: phone lines

open 10:00 am - 6:00 pm Eastern time. For
Mastercard or Visa, add3% servtcecharge. Call

today or send check/money order to Carolina
Microsystems. Mail Order Division. Suite 69.

1332 Main Street. Columbia. SC""'"
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A $3.50 Apple Key Pad

1.33 4 EmnnnH * -

1 4 TimnnirTn"
mjonoEEnnnns±
JO imnsnmnr I'l

Figure i. rtn
I haven't yet met an Apple owner who

could be considered poor. Nor have I

met one who had all the gadgets he
wanted. The Apple is a "gadget-
friendly" computer: there are eight slots

for cards of all kinds, game paddle
connections, keyboard modifications,
fans, power supplies, and upper/lower-
case adapter ROMs.
My Apple came barebones; I bought

some RAM chips from the back pages of
a magazine to fill it up cheaply and then

a disk drive. Then came a music card, an
interface, then another, and now seven
of the eight slots are filled with no good
way to reach the eighth because of all

the wires. If riches were counted by the
number of green circuit boards a person
has, I would be in good shape.

One thing I couldn't see spending
money on, however, was a numeric
keypad. I don't enter that many num-
bers. And besides, there is always an-

other gadget that claims my dollars first.

Made of RAM
You get what you pay for: this keypad

has no extra keys to sit beside your Ap-
ple and no snazzy ribbon cable to thread
into the back of your computer. It is just

an assembly language program that

must be typed in. But it costs only about
$3.00—whatever you paid for this maga-
zine (if you subscribe, you got a

discount).

The keypad uses the existing Apple
keyboard, and translates the U, I, and O
keys to 4, 5, 6 and the J, K, L keys to 1,

Willy Hubbard. 3174-321 Pheasant Run Dr..
Lafayette. IN 47905
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Wally Hubbard

2, 3. Those are the keys right below 7, 8,

and 9 on the keyboard, so the layout is

like a numeric keypad. M is zero, and
the comma and period both translate to

decimal points. The number keys remain
the same. The spacebar acts as a return

key along with the regular return key.

All other keys are translated to spaces,

The Apple is a "gadget-
friendly" computer.

except for the parentheses, asterisk,

slash, minus, and plus. The keypad is

shown in Figure 1.

As a bonus, the keypad allows you to

add, multiply, subtract, and divide. And
it lets you include variables A, B, and C
in your data entry. In addition, you can
use parentheses to nest operations.

If you type:

2*(2+ 2-3)/8
your Apple does the figuring and it is

just as if you had typed:

.25

If you type:

A*2
the input is twice the value of the vari-

able A.
If you enter a blank line, you get a

syntax error, which must be taken care
of with an oni.rk goto. If you want,
the error handling can be used to set up
special features. For instance, a blank

line could mean the variable is to be set

equal to a default value.

To use the keypad, use this command
in your program:
CALL 768 A

and the input will be assigned to the
variable A. The general syntax is call
768 (var) where (var) is any real

variable.

Applesoft Helped
Actually, most of the programming

needed to implement this keypad is al-

ready available in Applesoft, in the
permanent memory. So we are hitching
a ride. If you want to know how the
keypad works, look at the assembly list-

ing (Listing 1). If you want it to work
immediately, type in data shown in the
memory dump and save it to disk (List-

ing 2). Then check your work by trying
to use it with the Basic demonstration
program (Listing 3).

I do not recommend using the keypad
subroutine without writing a Basic pro-
gram. It probably won't work, because
the call 768 (var) interactive command
is stored in the same buffer as the

keypad input, and you will erase it while
it is still being read, this problem doesn't
occur when you use call 768 (var) from
within a program.

Reference
The Applesoft subroutines are listed

and explained in the article "Applesoft
Internal Entry Points," by John
Crossley, in Volume 1 Number 1 of Ap-
ple Orchard. Published by the Inter-

national Apple Core, 908 George St.,

Santa Clara, CA 95050. Cost: $2.50.
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Apple Keypad, continued...

Listing 1.

SOURCE
0000:

FILE: KEY PAD

00001 2 ;

0000: 3 ; KEYPAD SUBROUTINE
0000:
0000:

4 ;

0000: 6 I

0000: 7 ; WALLY HUBBARD
0000: 8 J

LAFAYETTE, IN, USA 47905

00001 9 ;

0000: 10 | JULY 15TH, 1983

0000: 11 1

0000: 12 J
ASSEMBLED WITH DOS TOOL KIT

0000:
0000:

13 j

0000: 15 :

0000: 16 ; WHEN THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED

00001 17 1 IT RUNS KEYBOARD INPUT THROUGH

0000: 18 | A CHARACTER TRANSLATION TABLE

0000: 19 | UNTIL A CARRIAGE RETURN

0000: 20 ; IS ENCOUNTERED. THE INPUT IS

0000: 21 5 ASSIGNED TO A REAL VARIABLE.

0000: 22 ;

0000: 23 j CALL THIS ROUTINE FROM BASIC WITH

0000: 24 ; THE COMMAND "CALL 768 <VAR>", WHERE

0000: 25 J
"<VAR>" IS THE REAL VARIABLE TO

0000: 26 | WHICH THE INPUT IS TO BE ASSIGNED.

0000:
0000:

27 ;

0000: 29 j

0000: 30 ;

0000: 31 J

0088: 32 BACKSPACE EQU *88 jCONTROL-H

0095:
FD1B:

33 CTRLU EQU *95 ; CONTROL-U
34 KEY IN EQU «FD1B , STANDARD KEYBOARD INPUT ROUTINE

0038: 35 KSWL EQU *38 ;LOW BYTE OF KSW

0039:
0000 •

36 KSWH EQU *39 ;HIGH BYTE OF KSW __,_„_
37 : KSW POINTS TO THE CURRENT CHARACTER INPUT ROUTINE

D52C:
DD7B:
EB2B:

38 INLIN EQU *D52C |LINE INPUT ROUTINE
-?9 FRMEVL EQU »DD7B ; EVALUATES THE FORMULA AT TXTPTR

40 MOVMF EQU «EB2B ; MOVE A REAL TO VARIABLE STORAGE

00B8: 41 TXTPTR EQU *B8 J TEXT POINTER

00001
DFE3:

42 ; POINTS TO THE TEXT TO BE READ NEXT
, 1/VOT/VD1 c

43 PTRGET EQU *DFE3 ; LOCATE THE ADDRESS OF A VARIABLE

008D: 44 RETURN EQU *8D ;CONTROL-M

NMi 45 SP EQU *A0 ; SPACE CHARACTER

0000: 46 J

0000: 47 ;

0000: 48 ;

NEX" OBJEC
0300: 49 ORG »300 ; (ARBITRARY)

0300: 50 |

0300: 51 J

0300: 52 |

0300: 53 ; INSERT THE CHARACTER TRANSLATION ROUTINE
0300: 54 j BETWEEN DOS AND THE KEYBOARD
03001 55 5

0300: A9 03 56 LDA #< SWITCH J POINT KSW AT SWITCH
0302: 85 39 57 STA KSWH
0304: A9 63 58 LDA #>SWITCH
0306: 85 38 59 STA KSWL
0308: 20 EA 03 60 JSR «3EA s RECONNECT DOS
030B: 61 »

030Bi 62 l NOW THAT THE CHARACTER TRANSLATION ROUTINE IS IN PLACE,

030B: 63 ; WE CAN TAKE A LINE OF (TRANSLATED) INPUT:

222
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IFS EASY TO LEARN . . . EASY TO USE . . .

AND DURING OUR SUNDOWN
PROMOTION . . .

INCREDIBLY EASY TO BUY!!

Get the satisfaction and tun ot keeping money
matters under control whether your interest is in the
stock market, tax management or everything in

between Not only do special promotional prices
make Sundex Software an EXCEPTIONAL VALUE but
"on-screen" instructions, a "HELP" key, and a
manual written in "plain English," make these
programs EASY-TO-USE BY ANYONE

Sundex programs can work alone or together to help
you organize and manage your money:

i I Kill II I) PfRSONAl ACC OUNTAN1 You're in
control of your finances with the program that puts
your financial status at your fingertips. Easily or-
ganize, analyze and manage your finances effec
tively. It even pays bills automatically!

CIRTIIIID PIRSONAL INVISTOR Enjoy the ease
and security of managing your investment port-
folio on this program. It's designed for personal
portfolio management, analysis, and tax form
preparation

PI RSONAl PAYABI I S Have fun with the Sundex
program that automatically pays all your bills from
up to 10 different checking accounts and prints
out your checks.

These programs are available tot the Apple II and
lie, IBM PC and PC jr, and the Tl Professional

The Sundex special prices last until February 5th
But. don't wait to buy The prices go up every two
weeks, so THE SOONER YOU BUY THE LESS YOU PAY
Ask your dealer to let you try this remarkable
software Then look for the colorful Sundex
Sundown" display to get this week's price on the
programs you want for you and your family

But hurry . you can still

SAVE UP TO 257.
if you act now

Call 1 800 835 3243 today for the name ot the
Sundex dealer nearest you

THIRt S NOTHING IASIIR UNDtH IHt SUN

Sundex
MJNDIX SOirvVARI ( ORPORAIION
3000 Pearl Street
Boulder, Colorado 80301
303 440 3600
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Data managemen
software
jakes off

It's not just a data base. It's data management.

It's a big idea, and once you see how powerful

it can make your personal computer you'll know why

Condor Data Management software is the right idea at

the right time.

With Condor you get all the power and flexibility

of a fully relational database, plus a Report Wnter

to generate reports. At no extra charge.

And it's simple to use. You can set up data fields

quickly without the need for programming experience.

Because Condor I and Condor 3 were written for

business people with business needs.

Begin with Condor I, the advanced file manager.

Upgrade later as your business and your data grows, to

Condor 3. the fully relational data management system'. It's

the same system that hardware manufacturers like DEC,

Sony, Zenith, and Hewlett-Packard have selected to market

with their personal computers.

lb find out how Condor Data Management software

—I con moke your business take off, see your

personal computer dealer, or call 1-800-854-7100

x/65 (in California, 1-800-422-4241 xl65) for

e dealer nearest you.

He'll prove our point. That Condor is the

data management software powerful

enough to be useful to business, yet

I
simple enough for business to use.

.South Slot* Si . Ann Arbw, Ml «I04 JU/769 3988
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Apple Keypad, continued.

030B:
030B.-20 2C
030E:
030Es

030E:
030E:
030E:
030E:
030EIA2
0310:BD
0313iF0
0315: C9
0317:D0
0319«A9
031BiD0
031D:C9
031F:D0
0321 :A9
03231 D0
03251 C9
0327: D0
0329: A9
032BiD0
032D:C9
032F:D0
0331 :A9
0333: 9D
0336: EB
0337: D0
0339:
0339:

D5 JSR INLIN

00
00 02
24
2D
04
C9
16
2A
04
CA
0E
2F
04
CB
06
2B
02
CB
00 02

D7

64 :

65
66 ;

67 , FURTHER TRANSLATION IS NECESSARY FOR THE SPECIAL CHARACTERS

68 ; SINCE THE FORMULA EVALUATION ROUTINE REQUIRES TOKENS69 ; FOR +-* AND /.
70

$

71
72 T0
73 Tl
74
75
76
77
7B
79 TA1
80
81
82
83 TA2
84
85
86
87 TA3
88
89
90 T2
91
92
93 ;

94 ;

MSB OFF
LDX ««00
LDA *200,

X

BEQ T3
CMP #'-'
BNE TA1
LDA #*C9
BNE T2
CMP #'«'
BNE TA2
LDA «*CA
BNE T2
CMP #'/'
BNE TA3
LDA #«CB
BNE T2
CMP #'+'
BNE T2
LDA #*C8
STA «200,

X

INX
BNE Tl

5 'A' = 65 = *41

5 LOOP UNTIL (ACCUMULATOR) =

» CHANBE '-' TO *C9

I CHANGE •*' TO «CA

J CHANGE TO «CB

| CHANGE '+' TO «C8

STORE THE RESULT. .

.

I ...AND GET THE NEXT CHARACTER..
...UNTIL THE LINE HAS BEEN READ

A REPORTING SYSTEM FOR A SPREADSHEET DATABASE
(for any VisiCalc' or Lotus l-2-3rtM User)

Most il.ii.ihas,- systems consider rows of data fields .is records. The 3-D concept promoted by Abacus says to consider an entire report as a record
Therefore, visualise "pages" of report! stacked-on or scattered around your desk, these would constitute your database.

Vie-A-MEME
With Viz-A-Merge (Namelv-A Merge System) you can cut and paste"
sections of spreadsheet reports together to form new leymU
Hectraucally!!! As a spreadsheet utility Viz-A-Merge allows you to

Combine Sections, rows, columns, or single cells from any number of
spreadsheet pages Into one new report, or into an existing report, then
recalculate selected formulas For example, you could tut" total year
end columns from Department reports and the Consolidated reports,

then "paste" them together for overall company analysis (V, vou could
place I total sales row into an income statement and recalculate all

formulas

VnL"H~W I
With Vi/-A-Con (Namely-A-Consolidation System) vou can add 3-Di-
niension.il capability to your spreadsheet program. As a Report Writer
to vour d,it.ih.!se, Vi/ AC on allows vou to select records ("pages"), get
sub-totals and totals for all number fields, and have customized labels
on the final report For example vou can perform hierarchical con-
solidations (IVpt . Div . Company) or lime period roll-up (Day. Week,
Month, Qtr, Year) You can consolidate up to SO files in one proem and
vou can tie together as main as KO processes in one group Then play
"what if" with VisiCalc and regenerate all reports in one single step

Each Product has a simple Question & Answer procedure to assist vou in organizing your report processes. You can create a complete reporting network
from a spreadsheet database I hev have the ability to "remember" the steps they went through to create the final reports. You can use your spreadsheet
program to recalculate new data, then use our products to regenerate all new reports in one single step Also, you can set-up special lorniulas to calculate
additional data fields within the new reports You can customize titles, row and column headings, footnotes, etc for each report.

Both products include sample sessions which are easy to understand, allowing the average person to learn them in only 15 minutes. Thev are both
compatible with dBase ll

,M (IBM), PFS Graph* and a host of popular products

Abacus Ass.h i.ites is dedicated to producting products that allow users to create customized reporting systems tailored to the way they manually
organize their data.

Please order either Viz-A-Merge or Viz-A-Con directly from Abacus Associates. Send your check or money order to Abacus Associates, 6565 W Loop
South. Suite 240. hVll.urc, TX 77401. or credit card customers may CALL TOLL FREE (800) 547-5995. ext'. 170. In Nebraska, (800) 642-9606, ext. 170

Apple II. II •
. lie, TRS-HOl. III. IV ..$ 99 95

Apple III. TRS-H0 II 12 16. IBM-PC $139.95
Add st 95 s & 1 1 per package

Look for forthcoming t-D application templates

VISA
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Apple Keypad, continued...

0339i 95 ;

0339

«

96 » EVALUATE THE INPUT LINE AS A FORMULA

0339i 97 |

0339

«

98 MSB ON 1 'A' - 193 - «C1

0339: A5 B8 99 T3 LDA TXTPTR 5 SAVE TXTPTR

033B:48 100 PHA
033CiA5 B9 101 LDA TXTPTR+1
033E:48
033F:A9 00

102
103

PHA
LDA «*00 ; POINT TXTPTR AT THE INPUT BUFFER

03411 85 B8 104 STA TXTPTR
0343: A9 02 105 LDA #02
0345:85 B9
0347:20 7B DD

106
107

STA
JSR

TXTPTR+1
FRMEVL > EVALUATE THE FORMULA IN THE BUFFER

034A:68 108 PLA j RESTORE OLD TXTPTR VALUE

034B:85 B9 109 STA TXTPTR+1
034D:68 110 PLA
034E:85 B8 111 STA TXTPTR
0350:20 E3 DF 112 JSR PTR8ET ; BET VARIABLE STORAGE ADDRESS

0353: AA 113 TAX ; SET UP FOR MOVMF

0354:20 2B EB 114 JSR MOVMF 1 MOVE FP ACC CONTENTS TO STORAGE

0357: 115 ;

0357: 116 ;

0357: U7 ;

0357: 118 ; DISCONNECT THE TRANSLA1
0357: 119 ;

0357: A9 FD 120 RET LDA #<KEYIN 5 PR#0 EQUIVALENT
0359:85 39 121 STA KSWH
035B:A9 IB 122 LDA #5 KEY IN

035D:B5 38 123 STA KSWL
035F:20 EA 03 124 JSR *3EA
0362:60 125 RTS
0363: 126 ;

0363: 127 ;

0363: 128 ;

0363: 129 ; SWITCH THE ORIGINAL CHARACTER
0363: 130 | FOR A CHARACTER IN THE TABLE
0363: 131 j

0363:20 IB FD 132 SWITCH JSR KEY IN I GET CHAR FROM KEYBOARD

0366 :C9 8D 133 CMP #RETURN 1 *0D IS PASSED THROUGH

0368: F0 06 134 BEQ SR
036A:C9 A0 135 SI CMP «SP ; SPACE IS CHANGED TO RETURN

036C:D0 03 136 BNE S2
036E:A9 8D 137 LDA #RETURN
0370:60 138 SR RTS
0371 :C9 88 139 S2 CMP #BACKSPACE BACKSPACE PASSED THROUGH

0373: F0 FB 140 BEQ SR
0375: C9 95 141 S3 CMP #CTRLU ; CONTROL-U IS PASSED THROUGH

0377 :F0 F7 142 BEQ SR
0379: C9 A8 143 S4 CMP #' ('

5 ANYTHING LESS THAN '('... 1
037B:90 15 144 BCC NULL
037D:C9 D6 145 CMP #'V I ...OR GREATER THAN 'V ...

037F:B0 11 146 BCS NULL ; ... IS CHANGED TO A SPACE

0381:38 147 SEC
0382: E9 A8 148 SBC #' <' ; CALCULATE TABLE INDEX

0384:29 7F 149 AND #*7F
0386: BE 91 03 150 STX XTEMP
0389: AA 151 TAX
038A:BD 95 03 152 LDA TABLE,

X

; TRANSLATE
038D:AE 91 03 153 LDX XTEMP
0390:60 154 RTS I FINISHED
0391: 155 ;

0391: 156 ;

0391: 157 ;

0391:00 158 XTEMP DFB 5 STORAGE FOR X REGISTER

0392: 159 ;

0392: 160 |

0392: 161 ;
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0392i A9
0394 i 60
03951
0395i
0395t
0395 s

0395i
0395i
0395: AB
0397 i AA
03991 AE
039BiAE
039D:B0
03A08B3
03A3iB6
03A6iB9
03A7IAA
03A9:AE
03ACsAF
03ADIA0
03AEIC1
03B1IA0
03B4iA0
03B7iBl
03BA1B0
03BOiA0
03C01A0

A0 162 NULL
163

A9
AB
AD
AF
Bl B2
B4 B5
B7 B8

AB
AO AE

C2 C3
A0 A0
A0 B5
B2 B3
A0 B6
A0 A0
A0 B4

164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174

175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185

LDA
RTS

#SP

J

;

5

i

I

I

TABLE

TRANSLATION TABLE
NEW

ASC
ASC
ASC
ASC
ASC

ASC
ASC
DFB
DFB
ASC
DFB
DFB
ASC
DFB
DFB
DFB

()'

_ *

./'

I RETURN A SPACE

tOLD

?<>
I*+
J.-
8./

•0123456789'

'*+'
P _ f

'/'

SP
'ABC
SP.SP.SP
SP,SP, '5*
' 123'
'0',SP,'6
SP,SP,SP
SP,SP, '4'

I?

I ABC
iDEF
:GHi
I JKL
IMNO

;PQR
JSTU

*** SUCCESSFUL ASSEMBLY: NO ERRORS

Listing 2. Key Pad memory dump. Enter the Monitor (CALL LSI) and type the
following:

3001 A9 03 85 39 A9 63 85 38
308 s 20 EA 03 20 2C D5 A2 00
310t BD 00 02 F0 24 C9 2D D0
318s 04 A9 C9 D0 16 C9 2A D0
320 s 04 A9 CA D0 0E C9 2F D0
328 s 04 A9 CB D0 06 C9 2B D0
330 s 02 A9 C8 9D 00 02 E8 D0
338s D7 A5 B8 48 A5 B9 48 A9
340s 00 85 B8 A9 02 85 B9 20
348s 7B DD 68 85 B9 68 85 B8
350 s 20 E3 DF AA 20 2B EB A9
358 s FD 85 39 A9 IB 85 38 20
360 s EA 03 60 20 IB FD C9 8D
368 s F0 06 C9 A0 D0 03 A9 8D
370 s 60 C9 88 F0 FB C9 95 F0
378 s F7 C9 A8 90 15 C9 D6 B0
380 s 11 38 E9 A8 29 7F 8E 91
388 8 03 AA BD 95 03 AE 91 03
390 s 60 00 A9 A0 60 A8 A9 AA
398 s AB AE AD AE AF B0 Bl B2
3A0s B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 AA
3A8s AB AE AD AE AF A0 CI C2
3B0s C3 A0 A0 A0 A0 A0 B5 Bl
3B8s B2 B3 B0 A0 B6 A0 A0 A0
3C0s A0 A0 B4
BSAVE KP,A»300,L*C3
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ATTENTION
APPLE
FREAKS!

Here's the book
you've been looking for!

Wlj_

THE CREATIVE APPLE
The Creative Apple brinqs von the best articles
and features on the Apple to appear in the past
four years of Creative Computing Revised and
updated, this wealth of material gives you dozens
of ways to tap the tremendous potential of your
Apple, improve your programming skills, and ex
pand your computing knowledge Graphic utili
ties, animation, digitized images, music editing,
educational software and applications, telecom
puting home control systems. VisiCalc and many
other timely topics are thoroughly examined and
discussed Ready to run programs give you im
mediate use of this informative and stimulat
mg collection, while a chapter on tips and tricks
for easier programming lets you unlock the versa
tility of the Apple computer -and your own
resourcefulness

Whether for business, personal budgeting, the
thrill of computer games or the development of
educational applications, you II find plenty here to
help you get the most out of your Apple

The Creative Apple, edited by Mark Pelczarski
and Joe Tate 8V4 x 11". softcover illustrated
$16 95

App!- I rrademark erf Apple Comput*
i

' CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS Dept HE6C
39 Eul Hanover Avenue. Moms Plains. NJ 07950

copies of Cream* Applo v
$16 95 each" plus $2 postage and handlinq irlBR

Outside USA add $3 postage and handling charge
•CA N] and NY State residents add applicable sales
tax

PAYMENT ENCLOSED $

CHARGE MY
__ American Expf rCard fj Visa

Card No Exp Date

SVjri.n-jr.-_

Mi Mis /Ms _

Address

City

-Apt.

-Zip.State

rorfasfr .r.i . PHONE TOLL FREE 800.31 8112
.'call 201 54O044S)

L_
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^^fc ^^^^^^^^ A classified ad

J^^^^^^ in Creative Computing
^^^^ means a mini investment with a

high sales return in the microcomputer

mail order market! Let us give you informa-

tion on ad sizes, options, rates-and you'll be

amazed at how economically you can focus

in on your specific audience

Creative Computing penetrating editorial

brings you a careful, interested readership

that is rapidly growing and growing

increasingly receptive to the product or serv

ice you have to offer And it's easier than

ever to deliver your message-because you

can phone your ad in at the number below,

so your insertion can run in the next issue.

Mafcp sure if does phone now!

Classified Advertising

ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consumer Computers &
Electronics Magazine
Division

Apple Keypad, continued.

Listing X Key Pad Demonstration Program. Pressing just the return key at the

prompt enters a default value of 123456. 78°.

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

REM KEY PAD DEMO
PRINT CHR* <4);"BL0AD KP"
GOSUB 150

DE 123456.789
PRINT "ENTER TO QUIT."
PRINT "ENTER A NUMBER USING THE KEY PADi "»

CALL 768A
PRINT A: PRINT
IF A < > GOTO 60
POKE 216,0: END s REM TURN OFF ONERR
CALL 965: REM ERR HANDLER
IF PEEK <512) = THEN A = DE: GOTO 80

PRINT CHR* <7); "ERROR TRY AGAIN"

GOTO 50
ONERR GOTO 110
REM STANDARD ONERR PATCH
FOR I = 965 TO 974
READ J: POKE I,

J

NEXT : RETURN
DATA 104,168,104,166,223
DATA 154,72,152,72,96

VERY LOW PRICES GET YOUR ATTENTION
VERY GOOD SERVICE KEEPS IT

AT RCE WE NOT ONLY PROVIDE OUR PATRONS WITH LOW PRICES ... WE BACK THEM WITH

SUPPORT! i i FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER SUPPORT FOR OVER TWENTY DIFFERENT

BRANDS OF HOME ELECTRONICS INCLUDING . . . ATARI. FOURTH DIMENSION, MICRO SCI. SANYO.

FRANKLIN, PANASONIC AND U.S. PIONEER.

FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE COMBINED WITH PRICES LIKE THESE:

SPECIALS FOR THIS MONTH
ATARI

600X1 16k $169
$279
$ 74

1077 Lir/Oual Printer . . . $299
1050 Disk Drive $369
KOALA Graphics Tablet $ 74
MICROBITSMPP 1000. . $169
MICROBITSMPP 1100 . $ 89

APPLE/FRANKLIN
FOURTH Dimension Drives $249
FOURTH Graphics Printer Card. $ 89
HAVES Micromodem w/TP $279
HAYES Mach II Joystick $ 39
KENSINGTON Svstem Saver $ 66
KOALA Graphics Tablet $ 89
LAZER MICRO Slimline Drive $249
STAR MICRONICS Gemini 10X SCALL
TG Joysticks. * 39

IBM COMPATIBLE
HAYES Smartmodem 1200B . . $489
KOALA Graphics Tablet $89
MICROSOFT MOUM $155
QUADRAM Onadcolor I $249
QUADRAM Quadhnk $549
TC, Joysticks $ 49

COMMODORE
DATA 20 Video Pak 80 . , $159
DATA 20 Z 80 Video Pak w/CPM $249
KOALA Graphics Tablet $ 79

MISCELLANEOUS
HAYES Smartmodem 300 baud $205
MAXELL Diskettes (10) $ 28
ZENITH 12" Green ZVM121. . . . $ 89
ZENITH 12" Amber ZVM122 $139

• REDUCED PRICE ALWAYS GOING
DOWN

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF APPLE/FRANKLIN, ATARI, COMMODORE, & IBM HARDWARE
& SOFTWARE. SEND FOR RCE'S FREE CATALOGaourin«nt, o

CALL FOR LATEST OUR PRICES ARE

ORDER TOLL-FREE

800-547-2492
IN OREGON: (503)479 4711

RALSTON CLEARWATERS ELECTRONICS
532 N.E. E' STREET GRANTS PASS. OR 97526

ALL BRANDS ARE REGISTERED TRADE MARKS
FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE CALL. (503)479 4711 or (5031479 4150
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MVP-FORTH

Stable - Transportable - Public Domain

THE FORTH SOURCE ™
Tools

*̂»

You need two primary features in a software development package a
stable operating system and the ability to move programs easily and
quickly to a variety of computers MVP-FORTH gives you both these
features and many extras This public domain product includes an editor
FORTH assembler, tools, utilities and the vocabulary for the best selling
book Starting FORTH" The Programmers Kit provides a complete
FORTH for a number of computers Other MVP-FORTH products will
simplify the development of your applications

MVP Books - A Series

Volume 1, All about FORTH by Haydon MVP-FORTH
glossary with cross references to fig-FORTH. Starling FORTH
and FORTH-79 Standard 2"° Ed $25

Volume 2, MVPFORTH Assembly Source Code Includes
CP/M"

. IBM-PC* . and APPLE* listing for kernel $20
1 Volume 3, Floating Poinl Glossary by Springer $10

Volume 4, Expert System with source code by Park $25

Volume S, File Management System with interrupt security by
Moreton $25

MVP-FORTH Software - A Transportable FORTH
MVP-FORTH Programmer's Kit including disk, documen-
tation, Volumes 1 & 2 of MVP-FORTH Series (All About
FORTH, 2"" Ed & Assembly Source Code), and Starting
FORTH Specify CP/M. I CP/M 86. . ] CP/M + . 1 ] APPLE.

IBM PC. MS-DOS. Osborne.
I Kaypro. I H89/Z89.

D Z100. : TI-PC. MicroDecisions. Northstar.

Compupro. Cromenco $150

MVP-FORTH Cross Compiler for CP/M Programmer's Kit
Can also generate headerless code for ROM or taraet
CPU $300

MVP-FORTH Mela Compiler for CP/M Programmers kit Use
for applicatons on CP/M based computer Includes pubkc
domain source j^g
MVP-FORTH Fast Floating Point Includes 951 1 math chip on
board with disks, documentation and enhanced virtual

MVP-FORTH lor Apple II and lie $459

MVP-FORTH Programming Aids lor CP/M. IBM or APPLE
Programmers Kit Extremely useful tool for decompiling
callfinding. and translating '

j15n.

MVP-FORTH by ECS for IBM-PC or ATARI* Standalone with
screen editor License required $100

MVP-FORTH by ECS for IBM-PC or ATARI With color
animation, multitasking sound, utilities, and license

*«"

$175

MVP-FORTH Professional Application Development System
(PADS) for IBM-PC. or APPLE A three level integrated system
with complete documentation Complete system $400

MVP-FORTH Expert System for development of knowledge-
based programs for Apple. IBM, or CP/M $80

MVP-FORTH File Management System (FMS) with interrupt
security for IBM, Victor 9000, or CP/M $200

FORTH DISKS
FORTH with editor. assembler, and manual

FORTH MANUALS, GUIDES & DOCUMENTS

APPtEby MM $100

D APPLE by Kuntze $90

D ATARI" valFORTH $60

CPf*r by MM $100

D HP-85 by Lange $90

g* HP-75 by Cassady $1 50

D IBM*C« by LM $100 ^cartridge

Enhanced FORTH with

S-Stand Alone. M-Matn
Extras. 79-FORTH-79

APPLE by MM.
F. G. &79 $140

Q ATARI by PNS. F.G. & X $90

D CP/M by MM. F & 79 $1 40

D Apple. GraFORTH by I $75

D Multi-Tasking FORTH by SL.

CP/M. X & 79 $395

Q TRS-80/1 or III by MMS
F. X. & 79 $1 30

2* Tlmex by FD. tape G.X.
' & 79 $45

£* Victor 9000 by DE.G.X $150

llg-FORTH Programming Aids tor decompiling, callfinding.

and translating CP/M. IBM-PC, 280. or Apple $1 50
CROSS COMPILERS Allow extending, modifying and compiling for

speed and memory savings, can also produce ROMable code 'Requires
FORTH disk

NOVA by CCI 8" DS/DD$150

Z80 by LM $50

8086(88 by LM $100

VIC FORTH by HES. VIC20
cartridge $50

C64 by HES Commodore 64
sea

F-Floatmg Point. G-Graphics. T-Tutonal.
Chip Support. MT-Multi-Tasking, X-Other

Extensions for LM Specify
IBM. Z80. or 8086

] Software Floating

Point

8087 Support

(IBM-PC or 8086)
9511 Support

(Z80 or 8086)

: Color Graphics

(IBM-PC)

Data Base
Management

$100

$100

$100

$100

Requires LM FORTH disk

$200

ALL ABOUT FORTH by
Haydon See above $25

FORTH Encyclopedia by
Denck & Baker

Programmer's manual to fig-

FORTH with FORTH-79
references Flow charted. 2"°

Ed $25 .

Understanding FORTH by *r
Reymann $3

FORTH Fundamentals, Vol

I by McCabe $1

6

FORTH Fundamentals. Vol

II by McCabe $13 C

Beginning FORTH by
Chirlian $1

7

FORTH Encyclopedia
Pocket Guide $7

And So FORTH by Huang A
college level text -'"-Ji*

FORTH Programming by
Scanlon $17

FORTH on the ATARI by E
Floegel $8
Starting FORTH by Brodie

Best instructional manual

1 980 FORML Proc $25

1981 FORML Proc 2 Vol $40

1982 FORML Proc. $25

1981 Rochester FORTH
Proc. $25

1982 Rochester FORTH
Proc. $25
1983 Rochester FORTH
Proc. $25
A FORTH Primer $25
Threaded Interpretive

Languages $23
METAFORTH by
Cassady $30
Systems Guide to fig-

FORTH $25

$20

$20

$15

$15

D CP/M $300 IBM* $300
D 8086* $300 DZ80« $300
D Northstar* $300 D Apple 11/11 + $300

FORTH COMPUTER
G Jupiter Ace $150

16K RAM Pack $50
48K RAM Pack $f25

Key to vendors:

CCI Capstone Computing Inc MM MicroMotion
DE Dai-E Systems MMS Miller Microcomputer Services
FD Forth Dimension NS Nautilus Systems
1 Insotl PNS Pink Noise Studio

LM Laboratory Microsystems SL Shaw L»bs

available (soft cover)

Starting FORTH (hard

cover)

J* 68000 fig-Forth with

assembler

$18

$23

Invitation to FORTH
PDP-11 User Man.

FORTH-83 Standard

FORTH-79 Standard

FORTH-79 Standard
Conversion $10
Tiny Pascal llg-FORTH $10
NOVA fig-FORTH by CCI
Source Listing $1

5

NOVA by CCI User's Manual
includes editor, assembler,
and utilities $25

*£* Jupiter ACE Manual by
$25 Vickers

Installation Manual for fig-FORTH.

$15

$15

Ordering Information: Check Money Order (payable to MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS,
INC ). VISA. MasterCard. American Express CODs $5 extra Mirvmum order St 5
No billing or unpaid PO's California residents add sales tax Shipping costs in US
included in price Foreign orders, pay in US lunds on US bank, include tor handling

Source Listings ot tlg-FORTH, for specific CPU's and computers The
Installation Manual is required for implementation Each $1

5

1802 6502 6800 AlphaMicro

8080 D 8086/88 I ] 9900 APPLE II

PACE I : 6809 : : NOVA PDP-11/LSI-11

68000 Eclipse C VAX Z80

and shipping by Air $5 tor each item under $25 $1 lor each item between $25 and
$99 and $20 for each item over $100 All prices and products subject to change or

withdrawal without notice Single system and/or single user license agreement
required on some products DEALER 4 AUTHOR INQUIRIES INVITED

PO BOX 4656

MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS, INC.
MOUNTAIN VIEW. CA 94040 (415)961-4103

J
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"I turned my TV into

a video drawing board
with my computer and a
Tech-Sketch Light Pen."

Give Personal BASICa try.

And win Hawaii!

"It was so easy. My Daddy bought me a Tech-Sketch Light

Pen with its free Pamt-N-Sketch '" program and instruction

book ... all for only $39.95. In just a few minutes I was drawing

all kinds of pictures and in colors too!"

It's true. Now you can make your Atari, Commodore 64 or

Apple home computer come alive without the keyboard
using applicable software. Rug a Tech-Sketch Light Pen into

the joystick port, touch the pen to the screen and draw pictures

the natural way.

You and your family will master the art in no time at all and
develop your artistic computer skills rapidly.

Tech-Sketch Light Pen LP-10S plus
FREE Paint-N-Sketch Level I

Program and Instruction Book only $39.95.

All programs are available in cassette, disk and cartridge.

Paint-N-Sketch Level II

For advanced artists.
Take a step forward to LEVEL 11 ... a real artist's palette! Program
contains all of LEVEL I plus 12 different colors and 3 brush sizes for

different width strokes. Provides greater speed and accuracy, and
many more options. For Vic 64 and Atari only $49.95 (Pen extra.

Interface card required for Apple $99.95)

13 NEW TECH-SKETCH EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
FOR MORE COMPUTER ENJOYMENT

These programs enable children (up to grade 2) to develop: Alphabet

power • Basic number counting skills • Simple addition and counting

on three levels • Color figure and word association • Increased con-

centration, memory and eye-hand coordination • Piano note and
keyboard recognition • Color and sequence memory • Expansion of

thinking, spelling and reading skills, and others.

30-day money back guarantee

See your local dealer or call 8O0-526-2S14.

In New Jersey (201) 227-7724.

TECH-SKETCH inc.
Tech-Sketch is a subsidiary of Ampower Instrument Company

26 Just Road, Fairfield, NJ 07006
Dealers & Distributor inquiries invited. Commodore, Atari. Apple Reg TM s

Enter the Personal BASIC
Hawaiian Holiday Contest today!

Because you might become the winner of a trip to Hawaii for

two— featuring airfare, hotel accommodations, a rental car and

$500 spending money.
Other prizes include a $500 shopping spree and five $100

shopping sprees— to be spent in those stores where the winners

purchased Personal BASIC, the world's easiest-to-learn

BASIC language.

Call toll free for the participating dealer nearest you: (800)

227-1617, ext. 420. In California [jnl r»|/"" ITA

I

call: (800) 772-3545, ext. 420. ^ t-MVJl l/\L
Buthurry,contestendsJanuary31,1984. RESEARCH"
I he Digital Research logo and products arc either trademarks or registered

trademarks of Digital Research Inc. Cl°83 Digital Research Inc.
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APPLE II Outperforms IBM PC
with MegaTASK PLUS -

MegaTASK PLUS* is a combined, muiti product hardware and software

package that provides MEGABYTES ot VIRTUAL MEMORY. MULTI-
TASKING, and much more to your Apple or Apple compatible computer

MegaTASK PLUS utilizes the SMARTCHIP* (which uses an Intel 8748
Single-Chip Microcomputer). MegaTASK* & MegaDOS" software and
more Your system will be enormously enhanced, speciticatly

• MULTITASKING las many as 16 TASK can execute at one timel

Ex Several printers can be printing while you do data entry

• MEGABYTES ol VIRTUAL MEMORY Largest program sr-e 8 Mega
bytes Largest ISAM tile 451 Megabytes

• Mainframe Back: commands bring machine language speeds to

interpretive Basic

• Increased Speed*. Program execution and tile access up lo 1 times

(aster, and data transfer up to 20 times taster

On the application aide, the 'PLUS' portion Includes:

e Business Graphics. Calc. Database Management and Word Processing

Applications Packages
e Report Generators and Strategic Business Analysis programs
e Communications programs
e Text Manipulators and Program Editors

e And much much more*

MegaTASK PLUS includes the SMARTCHIP Two Manuals ol over 400
pages Three Double Sided diskettes packed with software, a 60- Day Trial

period, a one year Warranty, and more

MegaTASK PLUS and one-free-year ot our Application* Software Package Series

are available at a coat of $495 00 Contact your Local Deafer or order DIRECT
Add $4 00 tor shipping. Virginia residents add 4% safes tax. We accept VISA and
MASTERCARD. Money Order, or Check.

DATA LINK, INC.
1225 Jefferson Davis Hwy . Suit* 6CO
Crystal Gateway II

Arlington, Virginia 22202 (703) 486-5701

'Apple and Apple II are Trademarks ol Apple Computer Inc

IBM PC is a Trademark ol IBM inc
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Mercury Mine Corrected

You may have noticed that there is no regular boo-boo depart-
ment within the pages of Creative Computing. This is because
such a feature is usually unnecessary.

Such was not the case with "Mercury Mine" for the Atari.

which appeared in our October issue. As printed, the listing will

not run.

The correct program appears below. We apologize to our
Atari readers for the error. J£
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ANNOUNCING
creative compotiRg's

1984 BUYER'S GUIDE
TO PERSONAL COMPUTERS

& PERIPHERALS

Here's advice you can trust on selecting

personal computers, peripherals and
electronic games- in a comprehensive
collection of product reviews and con-

sumer-oriented shopping advice from
Creative Computing magazine. You'll get

a rundown of what's new on the martet.

Analysis of new product performance,
reliability, operation, applications, cost-
even what land of repair service you can
expect. Easy to understand comparisons

^

between different models. And much
more

Semi"" HA1S
Creative Computing Buyer's Guide
CN 19 14 . Morristown, N] 07960

YES! Please rush me Creative Comput-
ing's 1984 Buyer's Guide to Personal Com-
puters & Peripherals. Enclosed is my
check or money order for $3.95 plus $1 for

postage and handling

Mercury Mine, continued.

Mr /Mrs /Ms-

Address

punt)

Clty_

State- _Zip_
Please make check payable to Creative Computing
Buyer sGuide CA N] and NY State residents please add

_ applicable sales tax Price outside US A is $6
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We're not allfun and games, but...
Software City has the best ever selection of recreational programs for your personal computer.

We've also got a great selection of programs for education, business, and home
finance. And every one is discounted. Software City is The Program Discount Center.

Programs, peripherals, disks and accessories, plus a ^\
complete selection of books and magazines, ^

VISIT A SOFTWARE CITY PROGRAM DISCOUNT CENTER NEAR YOU: ALABAMA: Birmingham (205) 591-8314 • Huntaville <205) 536-9456

ARIZONA: Phoenix (602) 264-1422 • Tucson (602) 721-1008 COLORADO: Westminster (303) 287-2608 CONNECTICUT: Orange (203) 799-21 19

Stamtord (203) 359-1414 DELAWARE: Wilmington (302) 478-4880 FLORIDA: Orange City (coming soon) • Sarasota (813) 923-4040 • Tampa (813) 961-8061

GEORGIA: Atlanta (404) 257 1833 ILLINOIS: Arlington His (312) 259-4260 INDIANA: Indianapolis (coming soon) IOWA: Davenport (319) 386-2345

KENTUCKY: Louisville (502) 893-3838 MARYLAND: Bethesda (301) 468 1001 MASSACHUSETTS: W Springfield (413) 739-5101

MICHIGAN: Ann Arbor (313) 996-4500 • Soulhfleld (313) 559-6966 NEW JERSEY: Bergendeld (201) 387-8388 • Cherry Hill (609) 424-8155 • Englishtown (201) 972 1150

Fair Lawn (201) 791-8793 • Green Brook (201) 968-7780 • Hamilton (609) 890 1066 • Linwood (609) 927-3393 • Midland Park (201) 447-9794 • Montvale (201) 391 0931

Morrlstovvn (coming soon) • Pine Brook (201) 575-4574 • Pompton Plains (coming soon) • Princeton (609) 683-1644 • Red Bank (201) 747-6490 •iRidgetield (201) 943-9444

Summit (201) 273-7904 • Teaneek (201) 692-8298 NEW YORK: Fairport (716) 223-3723 • Forest Hills (212) 261-1141

Great Neck (516) 482-4929 • Manhattan (212) 832-0760 • Mt Klsco (914) 6664036 • N. White Plains (914) 946-1800

Pomona (914) 354-3708 • Stalen Island (212) 351 9217 • Syracuse (315) 445-2577

NORTH CAROLINA: Charlotte (704) 366-5218 OHIO: Columbus (614) 8884660
Dayton (coming soon) • Maylleld Hts. (216) 473-8124 OKLAHOMA: Tulsa (918) 744-0556

PENNSYLVANIA: Bethel Park (412)854-1777 • Exton (215) 524 1483

King ol Prussia (coming soon) • Pittsburgh (412) 367-0441 • Whitehall (215) 434-3060

PUERTO RICO: San Juan (809) 781-9357 • TEXAS: Austin (coming soon)

VERMONT: Burlington (802) 864-6981 VIRGINIA: Fairfax (coming soon)

Richmond (804) 7404400 • S Richmond (coming soon) • Virginia Beach (804) 4636220
WASHINGTON: Bellevue (206) 451-1 141 ENGLAND: London (coming soon).

BUSINESS SOFTWARE: Catalog at all stores

RETAIL STORE FRANCHISES: $40,000 est. total Invest. Offering by
^

prospectus only. Direct inquiries to Software City: Franchise Dept.

SOFTWARE CITY • 14150ueen Road • Teaneek. NJ 07666
.
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NEW YEAR
SPECIALS
LOTUS 123 $Call

Transtar 315 Color Printer $489

64K RAM for IBM $55

Smartmodem 300 $205

CABLES

4R PARALLEL $35

4FT SERIAL $40

Microsoft Premium pack $489

NEC Spinwriters ALL Models SCall

OTRONA ATTACHE $2595

BASIS 108 128KCP/M 3.0 $1999

PROWRITER I $389

PROVVRITER II $659
EPSON FX-100 $725

RANA ELITE I $245

RANA ELITE II $380

RANA 1000 (FOR ATARI) $309

BUFFERED GRAPPLER
16K $179

32K $199

64K $239

MULTIPLAN IBM. Apple ll/lle !!!!!! $189
IBM PC DSDD Drive

TANDON DRIVE $239
RANA $299
QUENTIN $275

FOURTH DIMENSION $275

CUSTOMER SERVICE & TECH. SUPPORT

401-273-2420
ORDERS ONLY

800-843-4302
150 Broadway. Suite 2212. NY. NY 10038

Money Or<lt<. Cashier Ck Add 9% MC/VtSA Charge

Add 2". on COO Ordtrt Minimum Shipping Charge $5

APO Orders Add 10% Add 5% tot Ntl terms

Al Returned Nm Detective Merchandise are Subject to

20% Restocking Charge

Genlech
COMPUTERS

FRANKLIN

ACE 1000 w/color $799

ACE MO PLUS Spleen. ACE 1000
w/cotoi. ACE 10 Drive. 80 Column Cud
ACE Writer II. ACE Calc. Monitor Data
Parfact. Personal Financier $Cal

ACE 1200 ( I28K Dual Processor,

1 Drive 80 Col CBASIC,

CP/M 4 DOS SCall

ACE Office Management System

ACE 1200 w/2 Drives. I/O Card.

WordStar. MadMerge. ACE Calc Seal

COLIMMIA
128K Ram. Dual OSOD (64010 Drives.

Fuly IBM Compatible

w/Supetpect.

129K RAM. 10 MB Hard dot
w/Superpeck

Portable VP w/Superpack

ALTOS 586 SERIES/6000 SERIES

CORONA ft (Hard 0' Floppy)

Portable PC

EASLE
PC 2 l?8K RAM w/2 Drives

(640K)

PC XI 12SKRAM 1 Floppy.

10 MB Hard

KAYPRO CO POWER MUM
IBM Compatible 12BKOR2S6K
w/MS DOS 1 CP/M 86

MORROW DESIGNS
MD2 64K. 2 SSOD Drives. WordStar.

logiCak. Correct -It. Personal Pearl

MD3 64K. 2 DSDD Drives. Above
Software PIUS OUEST Accounting

Package

MD11 12BK. 400* OR. 2 Serial.

1 Parallel

DECISION Series D2O0. 0210. D220
Mufti User Decision Senas

PIIO PIPER

SCaK

$3950

SCad

Scad

Scan

Scad

SCatl

$Cal

SCal

Scad

Scad

Scan

Scad

SCal

SANYO MIC 550 $CaH

AMMK Amplot

SWEET P Plotter

MANNESMANN Pny 3

SCal

SCal

SCal

SCal

IAUSCH 1 LOMI
0MP40 $979
DMP 29 (8 COLOR 1 1 I 17 PAPER) SI 995

DMP 41 (SINGLE PEN 22 I 17 INCH) $2599

FOR APPLE ll/lle, Franklin Ace

founfi Dimension Super Drive $219
80 Col w/64K (be Only) $119
I6K RAM $49

ALS CP/M Card $299
AIS Dispatcher $99
Microsoft SoftCard $239

Grappler t $119

Graptiitti S95
Ptasocard $129
IS Ptpekne SCaH

Microtek Dumpbng GX $99
Microtek Dumpkng 16(16K) . $1(1
EPO Surge Protectors SCaH

FOR IBM PC

AST RESEARCH INC.

MEGA PLUS
64K w/Senal I Clock/Cal S279
I26K $379 192K $449. 256k S469

64K w/Ser Par t Clock $399
126KS459. 192K $579. 256* $599
MEGA PAK 2S6K Module $289

six pack nut scal

COMIO PLUS
64k w/Senal $ Paralel $279
128KS369, 192k $419. 256K $499

I/O PIUS $129
Serial $39. Paralel $39. Game port $39

OUADRAM

$279

$419

$239

$489

64K

2S6K

512* EXPANSION BOARD
0ued512+(64K)
Ouad 512 1 (256k)

Quad 51? - (512k)

OUADLINK

MICROFAZER
P/P (Parallel/Parallel)

8K $125. 64K $199. 128k S309
256KS589. 512KS899
S/P P/S s/s

(K $145.' 16k $165. 32k $195. 64k $229
9V Power Supply $16 99

HARD DISK

COMFILER 10 MB FOR OX 10 $1995

DAVONG (Mareal)
6 MB $1695 5 MB SCall

10 MB $2350 10 MB $1650
20 MB $3150 21 MB $2495

XCOMP DCS
10 MB $1795 10 MB SCall

16MB $1995 Tall Grass SCall

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

RX-60 $299

RX-BOF/T SCal

MX 100 $599

FX-M $569

STAR MICRONICS
GEMINI 10X $299
GEMINI 15/15X SCal

OKIDATA
MICROLINE 92 $449
MICROLINE 93 $729
MICROLINE (4 P $979

MANNESMANN TALLY

MT160L (160 CPS) $615
MT1SOL (15- Carnage) $875

INFO RUNNER HUMAN SCal

TOSHliA PUSH SCal

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS

CITON
F-tO STARWRITER $1169
F-10 PRMTMASTER $1599

COMRITER I (P or S) $699
COMRITER II Paralel $479
COMRITER II Ser (5k) $509

DAISYWRITER
2000 EXP (4DK BUFFER) $1019

JUKI (18 CPS 15") $525

NECSPINWRITER SCak

OUME SPRINT 11/40 $1345

SILVER REED
EXP550P $639 EXP 550$ S679
EXP500P $439 EXP500S . . $469

TRANSTAR 1315 1120 1130 & 1140 $Cal

MONITORS

AMDEK
3006 SCal 300A SCak
COLOR I . . . SCal COLOR IH $359

COMREX color, green, amber SCal

PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX 12 $4»
OUAOSCREEN SCal

HUM
RGB VISION I $275
WITH APPLE 11+ CABLE 4 INTERFACE S345
RGB INTERFACE lor Apple lie SCak
RGB VISION III $519
K6 12N-UY (12- amber) $135

LtSI Pit (9" green) $79

TERMINALS

Freedom 100(11 FTN Key green) . . $499
Visual 50 Detachable kYBD $599
Televideo9IOt $565
Tele video 925 $725
Televtdeo950

. . S945

MARX I (300 baud). MARK XII (IBM) SCal

HATES
MICR0M00EM II ' $275

SMARTMODEM ( 1 200 BAUD) $509
SMARtMODEM 1200B lor IBM $439

SMARTCOM II (TERMINAL PROG) $89

NOVATION
ACCESS 12 3 $Cal

CAT 300 BAUD Acoustic $144
CAT 300 BAUD Oirect $155

J CAT 300 $109
APPLE CAT I $269
212 APPLE CAT I $575
103 SMARI CAT SI 79

103/212 SMART CAT $419m
300 BAUD MODEM CARD $239
1200 BAUD MODEM CARD S529
TRANSEND 1/2/3 S69/S109/S2O9

US ROBOTICS
PASSWORD SCal

VEN TEL SCal

DISKETTES

3M SSOO Diskette $24
3M OSOD Diskette SCal
OYSAN SSOO $37
OYSAN OSOD SCal
Verbatim SSOD $25
Verbatim DSDD $34
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Among other things this month, we
shall review three different printers,

including a new low-cost color machine.

Two of the machines are follow-up en-

tries on existing models, while the third

is a newcomer. We shall go on to exam-

ine the technology of color ribbons, and

take a look at yet another smart buffer

device. So let's get going.

Ink-Jet Update
In the May 1983 Creative, we offered

a preview of the Canon A- 12 10. At first

glance, it looked like just another com-
pact dot matrix printer. Such was not

the case. It printed in seven colors with

under SOdB quietude characteristic only

of ink-jet technology. We were some-

what excited.

Now the Canon A- 12 10 has managed
to reincarnate itself as the Radio Shack

CGP-220. Those savvy buyers in Fort

Worth have done it again. At $700, the

printer represents a dramatic break-

through in ink-jet as well as color print-

ing technology.

The graphics specifications of the ma-
chine are 40 cps speed in the text mode
and 2600 dots per second in color scan

mode. Resolution is 560 monochrome
dot columns per line in the standard bit

image mode and 640 dots per line in the

multi-color mode. The unit uses what
the manufacturer calls a "drop-on-de-

mand" process color ink cartridge. It is

available in parallel or serial versions.

An in-depth review of the printer will

appear in an upcoming column.

SCM TP Take II

In our March 1983 issue, we reviewed

the Smith Corona TP-I daisy wheel

printer—not very favorably, I might add.

John J. Anderson

SCM recently introduced the new TP-

II, which set out to redress some of the

problems of the original model, and suc-

ceeds on many points. The TP-I could

work optimally only on friction-fed sin-

SCM TPll

gle sheets. An optional tractor-feed

mechanism on the TP-II allows use of

continuous-form paper without incur-

ring skew jams. The new unit also offers

an RS-232 serial as well as Centronics

parallel interface.

The quality of the hardcopy output by

the TP-II is impeccable (see Figure 1).

Interchangeable daisy printwheels offer

a full range of typefaces. The internal

fan, which was very noisy on the original

unit, has been quieted down quite a bit.

The printer has software programmable
underscore modes, margins, and tab

settings. The DIP switches on the unit

are easier to reach. The documentation

is now much more complete, offering

technical information on cabling, hand-

shaking protocols, and DIP selection.

The multistrike cartridge ribbon sup-

plied with the machine is a snap to

change and provides superlative print

quality. Fabric (better wear, worse print

impression) and mylar film (dispose af-

ter one pass, excellent print impression)

ribbons are also available for the unit.

Then there is the downside. The TP-II

veritably crawls along at a generous es-

timate of 12 cps. The printhead is still

unidirectional, meaning it returns to the

left margin on every linefeed, without

lgoic-seeking. The result of all this is

that a page of printed text takes about as

much time to create on the TP-II as it

would take a good typist to bang it out.

That is rather slow by micro standards.

But then again, all daisywheel printers

are slow. What is really torturous about

the TP-II is that it is nearly as noisy as

its predecessor. Though the new model

cabinet has been sound-insulated with

strips of foam, the clatter of the machine

is still unnerving. Waiting over three

minutes a page at 70dB in typical con-

ditions might pose a problem to the

sound-sensitive. As was true with the

TP-I, the plexiglas cover must be open

when the machine is in use. Its closed

function is as a dustcover or to keep

your lunch from falling into the mecha-

nism when not in use.

The unit we tested shook its printer

stand rather violently. The documenta-

tion states that the cabinet feet have a

tacky surface to "prevent the machine

from walking." It's a good thing—this

baby really wants to walk. If you

mounted it on casters, you might be able

to get it to take the dog out for you.
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OKIDATA

THE PERSONAL PRINTER BUILT
LIKE A SHERMAN TANK

PERFORMS LIKE A STRADIVARIUS.
A Tough Act To Follow. Frankly,

an Okidata printer is the best printer

on the market today. Why? We pack
more performance features per dol-

lar into our dot matrix printers than

anybody. Bar none. Data processing

at speeds from 80 to an incredible

350 characters per second. Excep-
tional letter quality printing at three

times the speed of most daisywheels.

Draft and color printing. High resolu-

tion all points addressable graphics

for charts, graphs, illustrations and
photos. Even alternate character sets

for self-designed typefaces and sym-
bols. (Print a G-clef. if you like.)

Long-Term Engagement. Our high

performers are the most reliable

printers available, with rugged steel

frames, laser-welded parts, and a
print head (the most vital part of all)

so strong we guarantee it for up to

one full year. No wonder our warran-

ty claim rate leads the industry at less

than <A%.

Perfect Harmony With Your
Computer. Every Okidata printer

works in concert with the major
names in personal computers. Better

and faster, in fact, than the major
computer name printers. (Which, by
the way. aren't even made by the
major computer companies.)

Best Selection. Right Price. No-
body offers you a better choice.

There are eight Okidata printers in all.

ranging in price from $449 to $2995.
suggested retail. Suggest you call

CIRCLE 198 ON READER SERVICE CARD

I-800-OKIDATA (in N|. 609-235-2600)
to find the dealer nearest you. You'll

get more for your money from your
personal printer. Not to mention your
personal computer.

=*!

OKIDATA
vk Ml Laurel N| OH*

A subsidiary of Oki Electric Industry Company Ltd.



Print About Printers, continued.

<«>?BABCOEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]~_ abcdaf ghi J kli»nopqri«v»

->?BABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV».XYZ[\]*_ abcdof ghi Jklnnopqrituvwx
>?»ABCDEFBHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]*_ abcdof ghi J kl»nopqratu|-|X>

?«ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]*_ abcdef ghi J klmnopqratuvfWyx
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]*_ abcdefghi J klmnopqratuvwxyx<

Figure 1. Type sample from Smith Corona TP-II.

<«>?9ABCDEFGHIJKLMN0PQRSTUVWXYZC\^~_ , abcdef ghi jklmno
->?aABCDEFGHIJKLMN0PQRSTUVWXYZC\3~_' abcdef ghi jklmnop
>?«ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ C \ D~_ ' abcdef ghi jkl mnopq
VcaABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZCNil^abcdefghi jklmnopqr
(MBCDEF6HIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZC\3~_' abcdef ghi jklmnopqre

Figure 2. Type sample from Epson FX-80.

The print buffer size of the TP-II re-

mains exactly the same as the TP-I: 256

characters. This is about the smallest

buffer to be found on any printer over

$500. Plan on an external buffer for this

machine (like the one described up

ahead).

Self-testing the TP-II? Fine—go
ahead. But make sure you have 13"

paper—not 8Vi" paper—loaded in. Oth-

erwise you will end up typing on the

righthand side of the platen, as we did.

Definitely a no-no.

The SCM TP-II lists for $895. You
can find a much better price if you shop

around.

Epson FX-80 Tops Itself

We've been wanting to review the

Epson FX-80 for months and months,

but snags with Epson delayed a unit. Fi-

nally one surfaced with a QX-10 micro

at the lab, and it met nearly all our

expectations, except the ones it

surpassed.

The Epson MX-80, one of the most

ubiquitous micro printers around, was a

tough act to follow. Epson has managed
to do it by packing the FX-80 chock full

of special features. It features six dif-

ferent print pitches, Roman and italic

fonts, two types of boldface, propor-

tional spacing, programmable horizontal

and vertical tabs, skip-over-perforation,

user-definable character sets, hi-res

monochrome graphics capability, fric-

tion as well as pinfeed paper handling,

and a typewriter simulation mode.

The FX-80 is upwardly compatible

with all Graftrax Plus features. Its DIP
switches are conveniently located, and it

sports a 2K buffer. Sub- and superscripts

are no problem, nor are reverse line-

feeds. Paper can be backed up as well as

advanced using the platen knob, without

risking a paper jam. It is relatively quiet

for its kind, though it seems no quieter

than its predecessor (give it a break—it

is appreciably faster than its

predecessor).

How fast is it? Glad you asked. The

FX-80 is rated at 160 cps in its fastest

font (see Figure 2). That, combined with

bidirectional, logic-seeking linefeeds,

adds up to speed. That same page that

Epson FX-80

took the TP-II three minutes takes the

FX-80 under 30 seconds. And at the

same noise level as many 40 cps

machines.

Want to talk about documentation?

Okay. The redrawn documentation ac-

WELCOME TO FX-80 ADVENT

:

YOU ARE STANDING IN TW FAMILY ROOM NEXT TO YOUR
COMrUTtR DESK THE KIDS ARE AC ROSS THE ROOM 11 A1

IN<, A VIDEO <.AME ON I Ml TV ON YOUR DESK IS A I ARGE
BOX WITH LETTERING

YOUR COMMAND? rru.1 leKerrrti

THE BOX IS LABELED EPSON

YOUR COMMAND? ourti box

1NSII )E THE BOX YOU FIND A BRAND NEW FX-80 PRINTER

A USER S MANUAL FALLS TO THE FLOOR

AN EERIE VOICE (YOUR CONSCIENCE MAYBE?) WHISPERS
READ THE MANUAL FIRST

YOUR COMMAND? ig< njMftjr

KABOOOOM' THE PRINTER EXPLODES. VAPORI/INC . EVERY-
THING WITHIN 5 FEET OF THE DESK THE KIDS CONTINUE
BIASTING ALIENS ON THE TV UNAWARE OE VIM IK IAI

I

YOU ARE DEAD PLAY AGAIN?

Thr result is admittedly ruwfjlnl but thr undrrlyinx m^uff is

vrry da when all rkr lull. READ THE MANUAI II

This advtcr n too lair lor our urstortunatr advmturrf. but who < an

blame him? It is always tempting (though not always MM to Mart

playing with a nrw prinlrr thr instant it is out or the bo*. Thr FX-80 is

an advantrd printer, complrtr with slate ot the art Iraturrs that can

br adiustisj to lit your particular nrrds So it is more important than

rvrt that you fully understand what thr primer will do and how to

malcr it do it hetore you Hip thr KABOOM switch

Figure 3.

companying the Epson FX-80 is quite

simply the finest printer documentation

I have ever seen. It weights in at 323

pages, not including the laminated

cardstock quick-reference card. The text

is clear, complete, thoroughly indexed,

and amusing without being "cutesy" (see

Figure 3). It is full of actual FX-80
programming examples, and everything

you need to know is easily accessible

within its covers. How refreshing!

The FX-80 has a bigger "footprint"

(one of Dave's favorite terms) than the

MX-80, and requires more desk space

than most other printers in its class. On
the plus side, five inches is more than

enough height clearance for the machine

—an important consideration if you are

stacking components on shelves.

Virtually the only complaints I have

about the FX-80 concern paper feed.

Loading paper in the unit is an exercise

in extrasensory perception. You insert

paper on the rear side of the platen, turn

the knob, and hope for the best. It will

appear on the near side either perfectly

registered and ready to go, or badly

mangled and ready to cause expletives.

Backing up from this state is messy.

Tear off the shreds and try again with a

fresh edge. Loading paper on an FX-80
is a good measure of your grace level for

the day.

The other paper peculiarity is the fact

that the pin feed rollers can be moved
only about an inch in either direction.

To run narrow address labels, you will

require the tractor feed option—about

$40. And don't try backing up on

labels—you'll be asking for trouble.

The Epson FX-80 lists for $700, but is

also heavily discounted.

FX Meets PC
Set-FX. from Softstyle, will be of spe-

cial interest to IBM PC owners who ac-

quire Epson FX-80s. Set-FX enables the

FX-80 to print the full IBM character

set as it appears on the screen, including

line graphics, foreign languages, and

math and science symbols. It also allows
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Be confident because your
PowerType Daisywheel

correspondence becomes vou.
When you can't personally be there, only the

clearest typed correspondence should be your substi
tute. With a PowerType Daisywheel printer your docu-
ments look highly professional And so do you!

PowerType. It's "typewriter friendly." Using a

simple drop-in ribbon cassette, it bi-directionally

types executive quality correspondence at 18 cps
with a print wheel that holds 96 flawless characters.

Designed for personal or business applica

tions, PowerType's carriage accepts paper that ranges

from letter to legal size, from fanfold to roll to cut
sheet. You can set right and left margins, vertical and
horizontal tabs.

Plus, of course, PowerType has both serial

and parallel interfaces to enable it to connect to just

about any personal or business computer
So the next time you're going face to face

through the mail, rely on PowerType. It will help you
make a professional impression. And that's always
very becoming.

hi

m
microniti-inc

THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD.
Computer Peripherals Drv

P.O. Box 612186. Dallas Ft. Worth Airport
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Print About Printers, continued...

menu-based selection of special print

modes.

In addition, the program includes a

custom font generator and FX-80 Ideas,

a demo showing some of the special

capabilities of the FX-80 and Set-FX.

The Set-FX disk lists for $60.

Transtar Quality

With the possible exception of the new

Radio Shack CGP-220, the Transtar T-

315 has got to be the most exciting low-

priced dot matrix color printer around.

It uses a color ribbon to achieve its seven

colors. The ink ribbon cassette has in-

dividual cartridges that can be replaced

as a specific color is used up. Colors can

be specified in any of three ways:

• Character units or eight-dot vertical

graphics columns.
• Single-dot units scanning horizon-

tally corresponding to RGB. This allows

for color screen dumps.
• Single dot units scanning hori-

zontally corresponding to the four ham-

mers in the printhead.

This flexibility gives the T-315 very

impressive capabilities. If you own an

Apple computer, the T-315 is even more

attractive bundled with the PICS inter-

face card. The card allows for lo- and hi-

res screen images to be printed at the

press of a button (see Figures 4, 5, and

6).

On the top panel of the T-3 1 5 is a but-

ton labeled "copy." After initializing the

Transtar on your Apple system, you can

boot any graphics program, protected or

not, then print screens out in full color

by pressing the button and hitting the

Apple spacebar. By toggling other keys

on the Apple, you can expand across

horizontal or vertical axes, or both. You
can center the output or keep it on the

left margin. You can invert from white

to black and back again. You can choose

a dual-pass mode.

The Transtar 315 uses a novel ap-

proach to indicate "on-line" status. On-

line is the default mode upon power up.

To go off line, press the "stop" button.

Now an indicator light comes on, and

pushbutton line and form feeding is pos-

sible, as is manual paper advance (paper

cannot be moved backward once ad-

vanced). Press the "stop" key once again

to return to on-line status.

For an impact dot-matrix printer, the

T-3 1 5 is quiet. For a color impact printer,

it is very quiet. When the cover on this

machine is closed during operation, you

can conduct a conversation in ordinary

tones of voice.

As is a problem with most other low-

priced color printers, the T-315 is per-

haps not as good a black-and-white-

printer as are similarly priced black-and-

white-only models. The text print qual-

ity seems a bit anemic next to the output

of an Epson or Mannesmann Tally ma-

chine (see Figure 7). Still, it is ser-

viceable—and see how text can look in

seven colors (Figure 8).

Another thing to bear in mind if you

are using a color printer for heavy black-

and-white output is that the ribbon will

exhaust itself more quickly, as black

represents only a quarter of the ribbon.

The replaceable ink cartridges attempt a

solution to this problem. It is likely that

black is the color to be replaced most of-

ten. (A further discussion of color rib-

bons occurs just ahead.)

The Transtar 315 lists for $600, and

Transtar T-315. Figure 4.

Figure 5. Figure 6.
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C ALSOFT
Personal— Entertainment— Business

SOFTWARE
Low Discount Prices/Check Our Super Sale Prices

Fast Convenient Service/Same day shipping on most orders
Large Selection ot Software/Call or Write for our FREE Catalog!

We have all the latest

software-ASK US!

ATARI, IBM PC, CP/M,
COM 64: send for

FREE catalog!

Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (213) 991-9641

BEAGLE
DOS Boss
Utility City

Apple Mechanic.

Pronto DOS
Double Take
* Beagle BASIC

list

Pric*

Our
Price

24.00 20.40
2950 2S.0S
2950 25.0S
2995 25.45
3495 29.70
34.95 26.20

MICROSOFT £. %.
* Multipl.n 275.OO 206.25
Typing Tutor II 24 95 21.20
* Applesoft Compiler 175 00 131.26
Multi Tool Financial Statement 100.00 66.00

BPJ SYSTEMS
General Ledger 395 00 31 6.00
Accounts Receivable 39500 316.00
Accounts Payable 395 00 31 6.00
Businessa Analyst. 195.00 165.75

PENGUIN
* Complete Graphics System
* Graphics Magician
Transylvania

The Quest
Coveted Mirror

76.66 56.65
59.66 44.65
19 95
19.95

19.95

BANK STREET WRITER
52.45

BRODERBUND
* The Arcade Machine
Choplifter

*AE
Sea Fox

Gumball

Lode Runner

Spare Change

59.95
3495
34.95
2995
2995
34.95

3495

44.95
26.70
26.20
25.45

26.45
26.70
29.70

SIERRA ON-LINE
Ulysses 34.95
* Dark Crystal 36.65
Crosa Fire 29.95
* Screenwriter 129.95
* Screen Writer Professional 1 99.95
* Ultima II 66.65
Frogger 34 95
The Artist 79.95

* General Manager 229 00

CONTINENTAL
* Home Accountant
* CPA Modules ill leachl

FCM
Tax Advantage

74.66 58.20

260.00 187.80
9995 64.85
6995 59.43

DECISION SUPPORT
The Accountant 12900 109.65
* The But.net. Accountant 255.00 101.25

Homeword
Jawbreaker
Troll's Tale

Sammy Lighttoot

Mr Cool

Quest lor Tire*

Oi'sWell

Aquatron

SPINNAKER
* Snooper Troops • 1 . 42 (each)
The Moat Amazing Thing .

Face Maker
Kindercomp

4995
29.95

2995
29 95
2995
34.95

29.95

2995

18.85
18.85
16.95

29.70
28.85
25.45
87.46

148.85
44.85
28.70
67.85
171.75
42.45
25.45
26.45
25.45

25.45
28.70
26.45
25.45

44.86 33.70
3995 33.95
3495 29.70
2995 25.45

EDU-WARE
Prisoner 2

• Algebra 1 -4 (each)

Algebra 5 6 6
* Fractions/ Dec I msls ( esc h)

PSAT/SAT Word Skills (each)

3295
39.85
49.95

49.00

28.00

29.85
42.45
36.75

ASCII EXPRESS PRO
Jj29?95l 97.45

49oo 4168 STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS

HAYDEN
* Orca/M 146.85 112.45
Pie Writer 2 2 149.95 127.45
Sargonll 29.95 25.45

INFOCOM
* Zorkl. II, III (each)
Deadline

Starcrosa

Suspended
Witness

Planetfall

* Enchanter
Infidel

39.95
4995
3995
4995
4995
4995
49.95
4995

29.95
42.45
33.95
42.45

42.45
42.48
37.46
42.43

Computer Quarterback

Napoleon's Campaigns .

Guadalcanal Campaign .

Cosmic Balance II

Germany 1985
Bomb Alley

* Fighter Command
RDF: 1985
* North Atlantic '68

Knights of the Desert. .

Geopolitique 1 990
* nmgsid. Seat
Broadsides-

Professional Gott Tour.

.

Fortress

Queen of Hearts

39 95
59.95

59.95

3995
5995
5995
86.88
34.95

86.85
39.95

3995
38.88
3995
3995
34.95

3495

33.95

30.96
60.85
33.96
60.85
SO 95
44.66
28.70
44.85
33.85
33.86
28.85
33.85
33.85
28.70
28.70

SIR TECH
Wizardry

Knight ot Diamonds . .

Legacy of Ltylgamyn

List Our
Pricm Price

49.95 42.45
3495 29.70
3995 33.95

PFSrWRITE
^»05*HC 105.00

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
* PFSFils 125.00 93.75
* PFSReport 125.00 93.73
* PFS Graph 125.00 93.75

MISCELLANEOUS
Accounting Plus G/L 395.00
Chess 7 69.95
* DS Mester 3.0 229.00
* DB Master 4 350.00
Dollars & Sense 100.00
* Incredible Jack 179.00
Ken Uston's Blackjack.

.

Lisa 2 6

Master Diagnostics

Mastertype.

* Merlin

Micro Cookbook
Microterminal

Miner 2049er

6995
7995
5500
3995
64.85
40 00
84 95
39 95

* Sensible Speller IV 1 25.00
3995
39 95
CALL
14995
14900
54 95

Spellicopter

Sticky Bear ABC
Tax Preparer 1 984
Terrapin Logo
Transend il

Ultima III

* Vlslcalc 250 00
Visicalc 80 Col. Preboot 49 00
Zaxxon 3995

IBM PC SOFTWARE
BPI Personal Accounting 1 95 00
Crosstalk 1 95 00
* dBase II 700.00
Flight Simulator 49.95
Friday 295 00
* Mlcroson Word 395 OO
Multimate 495.00

80.00

59 95
395.00

39500
14500
119.00

495.OO
5995

195.00

Norton Utilities

PC Tutor

Peachpak (GL/AR/AP)
Peachtext 5000
Personal Investor

.

Smartcom II

* Wordstar
Ultima II

Ultratile

Vishvord 37500

316.00
59.45

171.75
262.50
65.00

134.25
58.46
67.85
47.75
33.95
46.70
34.00
72.20
33.95

93.75
33.95
33.95
CALL

127.45
126.65
46.70

183.75
41.65
33.85

166.00
168.75
438.00
42.45

236.00
296.23
396.00
68.00
60.86

316.O0
316.00
123.25
101.18
371.25
50.85

156.00
299.00

CALSOFT Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (213) 991-964

1

We accept Mastercard& Visa (include # and Expiration Date), check, COD $2.00 extra), orMoney
... v __ _, „. nl Order. California residents add 6% sales tax. Include $2.00 tor shipping (UPS Blue Label S3.50,
340 IN. Kanan Rd. #103 Canada $6 00. other foreign countries 10% ot order- minimum S10 00).

Agoura, CA 91 301 * Sale prices are through February only! Prices subject to change without notice.
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Print About Printers, continued.

As is « problem with most other low-priced color

printers, the T-315 is psrhsps not «s aood « bl«ck-«nd

whits-printer «s similarly pricsd b 1 «ck-*nd-wh its-on ly

models. The text print quality seems « bit ensmic next to

Figure 7. Type samplefrom Transtar T-315.

<-: TUVWXVZl -. .

. /©12345:67©S' : ; <»>?<SftBCDEF<3
S/WXVZC-^U ~ — * -ex.»o c=c*«'-P'fi»^-»iJU 1 mr"i <=>

-~ o. ex Olo;* **#« <S 6 * C3>j SAMttOUQaQVWXVZC^H ^_ro-oir-aB:-fc.(-4«o»wx «** z -C : !>
—
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Figure 8. Color type from Transtar T-315.

the PICS Interface for $120, thus mak-
ing the system the least expensive

around for obtaining color Apple hard-

copy. If you are looking for this capabil-

ity, the package should be at the top of

your shopping list.

Slicing Into Ribbons
How significant will the coming of

low-end color printers be? Some in the

industry have drawn a parallel to the in-

troduction of color TV and predict that

someday soon color printers will be the

standard of micro systems everywhere.

This may or may not be true. Cer-

tainly the quality of these machines will

have a lot to do with their acceptance in

the marketplace. I have yet to see a

printer with all the black and white

capabilities of, say, the Mannesmann
MT-160, and color, too. That day will

have to come before many folks make
the jump to a color printer.

Certainly the technology of printer

ribbons has had much to do with the ad-

vent of color printers. The Canon/Radio
Shack ink-jet machine represents a new
direction in ribbonless printing, and,

frankly, brings with it a new set of prob-

lems. Will color ink-jet technology

sound the knell for color ribbons? Prob-

ably not—at least for the foreseeable

future.

The Transtar 315 ribbon represents

advances in existing ribbon technology,

but is nonetheless heir to all the prob-

lems ribbons can pose. Its advantage is

that these problems are not new, and
some people have been giving them a lot

of thought.

Multi-color ribbons have come a long
way. The first color printers used a "pri-

mary" ribbon, of red, yellow, blue, and

black, and were limited to these colors.

A "process" ribbon, such as that em-
ployed in the Transtar, uses four colors:

magenta, yellow, cyan, and black. Using
a strikeover technique, these can be

mixed and patterned to form other col-

ors. Easy examples: magenta and yellow

make red; yellow and cyan make green;

and magenta and cyan make purple.

With a process ribbon, a printer can

approximate all the colors a color mon-
itor can output.

The problem is creating a color ribbon

that lasts. A major obstacle to producing

multicolor ribbons is maintaining the

integrity of each color band. It is essen-

tial that the colors not blend or run to-

gether not only during manufacturing,

but for the life of the ribbon. Color rib-

bons sometimes seem underinked even

as they come out of the box because the

manufacturer is attempting to minimize

the possibility of allowing inks to come
together.

Until now the technique of repelling

inks has been used, with varying degrees

of success. Now Dataproducts, of Chats-

worth, CA, has taken a new approach.

One of the machines developed by Dataproducts Supplies Division to make new color

ribbon.
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ShuffleBuffer.

They have developed flexible plastic bar-

riers to keep the inks separate from one
another. With the flexible barrier sys-

tem, color ribbons can be maximally
saturated with no chance of bleeding.

According to Dataproducts, the flex-

ible barrier system can withstand re-

peated contact with a printhead without

breaking down. Nor will it cause ribbon

slippage in the drive mechanism. They
will market ribbons for all models of

color printers. We look forward to test-

ing these ribbons soon. We will let you
know what we think.

ShuffleBuffer Zone
The latest entry to the smart buffer

zone is ShuffleBuffer from Interactive

Structures. It is compatible with all

micros having a standard serial or par-

allel output port.

The unit has the capability to "shuf-

fle" text, graphics, spreadsheet informa-

tion, and any other computer-generated

material into any desired combination

for printing, plotting, or telephone trans-

mission. The result is software integra-

tion for even the most humble systems.

The buffer has a standard "dumb
buffer" mode, wherein documents that

don't need rearranging or reprinting go
out FIFO (first in, first out). This frees

the CPU for further use during long

printouts. An additional mode is "By-

pass," allowing the interruption of a

long printout to produce a separate

document on an immediate basis, then

return to printing the original document.

Pricing and memory capacity of the

ShuffleBuffer had not been announced at

press time.

Next month we will look at the proud
track record of Oki printers and review

the Toshiba D13S0, one of the best dot

matrix printers on the market today.

Until then, keep your ribbons inked!

Firms Mentioned In This Column:

Radio Shack
300 One Tandy Center
Ft. Worth, TX 76102
(817) 390-2842

Smith Corona
65 Locust Ave.
New Canaan, CT 06840
(203) 972-1471

Epson America
3415 Kashiwa St.

Torrance. CA 90505
(213) 534-0360

Softstyle

Suite 200
7192 Kalanianaole Hwy.
Honolulu, HI 96825
(808) 396-6368

Transtar

2100 116th Ave. N.E.

Bellevue, WA 98009

(206) 454-9250

Dataproducts
9657 Mason Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311

(213) 882-0530

Interactive Structures

146 Montgomery Ave.
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
(215)667-1713

New!

DAISY WHEEL
PRINTER/TYPEWRITERS

• Full Olivetti
typewriter
warranty
when
purchased
complete

npiete BYTEWRITER using:

Olivetti i
•; $4Q5

Olivetti Praxis35 portable s&*5
Olivetti Praxis40office machine $645
interface only-wiredand tested si 65
The parallel interface mounts entirely Internally, intercoms

le for most computi

^BYT E WRITER
1 25 NORTHVIEW RD.. ITHACA. NY. 1 4850

(607) 272-

1
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Our awards for the best
and worst of 1983.

OUtpOSt:
Atari
It is that special time of the year.

Time for New Year's resolutions, wild

orgies, and other behavior that most
sane people would not be caught doing

during the rest of the year. It is also a

time for journalists, critics, and other

soothsayers to come up with a list of the

year's best. Whether the topic is movies,

football games, or software, there is a

surfeit of lists from every imaginable

source.

At the risk of being labeled a cur-

mudgeon I will add my own list to the

bevy. The topic will be light so that you
can concentrate on the important things

like partying and carrying on. We Atari

owners know we have the best game
playing computer on the market. Its

sound and graphics capabilities are ri-

valed by none. Although our machines
are capable of more serious endeavors,

we of the faith take gaming seriously. In

the next few pages will be the 1983 Out-
post: Atari Game Awards, or as I call

them, the "Outies." But before we get to

that, allow me to take care of a little

business.

Look Out Adam, It's Eve
The Coleco Adam has been getting a

great deal of press for the past several

months. First they could meet their orig-

inal deadline, then they couldn't, then

they changed the deadline. I got tired of

trying to keep up with the Adam saga.

Apparently I was not alone. An enter-

prising retailer in Cedar Knolls, NJ has

been selling since mid-October a pack-

aged Atari system he has dubbed Eve.

For under $600, Gemini Enterprises is

offering an Atari 600XL computer,

Atari 1027 letter quality printer, Atari

Arthur Leyenberger

1010 cassette recorder, and the Atari-

writer word processor. Atari has an of-

ficial version of a similar system package

called the Writer, but it does not include

the 1010 cassette recorder.

Eve is a nifty package. Not only is the

price right, Atariwriter is, in my opinion,

the best word processor for the Atari.

(For a thorough description of Atari-

writer see my review in the November
1983 Creative). When using Atariwriter

with the 16K Atari 600XL, you still

have about 10K of memory in the ma-
chine available for text. This translates

to about 20 double-spaced typed pages

—

more than enough for most term papers

and reports.

Normally, using a cassette recorder is

not the preferred method of data storage

because the speed of loading and saving

files is terribly slow. But here it is no
problem. There is no reason to access

the recorder while you are performing

your word processing. Only when you
want to save a file or load a previously

created file will you suffer the speed

penalty.

Another plus for this particular selec-

tion of components is that the Atari

1027 printer does not require the Atari

850 Interface Module. It attaches di-

rectly to the serial interface daisy chain.

And it has a good quality output for an

inexpensive printer.

While the speed of the printer is al-

most an order of magnitude slower than

the fastest dot-matrix printer, it will

probably fit the needs of many users. It

may be best suitable for someone who is

not sure he wants to do a great deal of

word processing and therefore does not

require high speed output. At the same
time, the results are truly letter quality.

The Atari 1027 printer offers bi-

directional printing, underlining capabil-

ity, a speed of 20 characters per second,

and 12 fully formed characters to the

inch.

I have only two criticisms of the

Atari 1027 printer. First, it lacks pin-

feed paper capability. It handles only

single sheets of paper. This is fine for

typing a letter to Aunt Emma, but is

somewhat inconvenient for program
listings. My other complaint is the

price. It generally sells for about $300.

This is about $100 too much consid-

ering a generic dot-matrix printer can

be had for about the same sum. A lower

price would be more competitive and
perhaps win back some of Atari's sag-

ging sales.

All things considered, I believe this

Eve package to be very tough com-
petition for the Coleco Adam. When you
throw in the thousands of existing Atari

programs that are available, I don't

think Coleco has a chance.

Atari XL Compatibility
There has been much talk about the

new Atari XL computers. Rumors have

been more prevalent than facts. One of

the major points of concern (even in past

Outpost columns) has been the question

of compatibility. The type of operating

system for the new machines was un-

known. Would they have the 400/800
Operating System, or would they have

the less than popular 1200XL Operating
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FIRST, THE GOOD NEWS.
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Z'e gami*

few Games.
Superior graphics, real-time animations™, multiple screens,

intermissions, arcade-quality sound, innovative gaming,
challenge and excitement—we deliver it all!

First Star Has4
Fernando Herrera, the designer of ASTROOUSE (1984
Science Fiction /Fantasy Computer Game of the Year') and
our design team again define "State of the Art."

THE BAD MEWS? Yon cant playthem all at once.

BRISTLES
Starring Peter the Painter

•gjj Designed by ^x+*A£fr»uA-
fk Atari Home ComputersV Commodore by Adam Bellln

BOING!
Designed by Alex Leavens

* Shirley A. Russell

uJJb Atari VCS 2600

FLIP and FLOP PANICBUTTON
A*. Designed by Jim Nangano O TR8-80 Color Computer
**" Atari Home Computers ±» by Paul Kanevskyo

Designed by Jim Nangano
Atari Home Computers

Commodore by Paul Kanevsky
I Kanevsky

fw Commodore Computers

•Electronic Games Magazine 1984 Game Of The Year Award
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When being first counts we re number one!'

22 Bast 41« Street. New York. NY 10017
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Outpost: Atari, continued...

System? All existing software can run on

the former, but much of it cannot run on

the latter.

The facts are in, and there is some

good news and bad news from Atari.

The bad news is that the XL computers

have the 1200XL Operating System and

therefore a great deal of software will

not run on them. The good news is that

there will be a "Translator disk" (and

cassette version) available from Atari

that will modify the Operating System in

the XL machines to look like the

400/800 OS. If this comes to be, one of

my Christmas wishes from last month's

Outpost has been granted.

Atari Rebuttal

John Anderson, my predecessor as au-

thor of this column, was quite vocal in

past Outpost columns about Atari prod-

ucts and practices. His critical com-

ments were intended not to slander

Atari but rather to stimulate them to

change. I share many of his views, but

Atari has taken exception to certain

points. In an effort to be fair and to

present their opinion, column space this

month is being made available for Atari

to tell their side of the story (see the

sidebar). I will wait until next month to

comment on their remarks.

With that behind us, let's move on

and have some fun.

The 1983 Outpost: Atari

Computer Game Awards
Some video game magazines present

dozens of award categories. 1—and most

people I know— have difficulty dealing

with that kind of video game overload.

Instead. I have simply chosen eight cate-

Atari Responds
I would like to take this opportunity

to respond to some of your comments
in the Outpost: Atari column in the

October issue of Creative Computing.

First, I would like to point out that

our goal in Atari Customer Relations

is to have consumers of our products

be happy with their buying decision.

As an expression of respect to con-

sumers who contact Atari and to pro-

tect the credibility of our commitment

to support them, we respond in as

consistent, accurate, and timely a man-

ner as possible.

Mr. Rose's letter to me asked if the

information he had read in the July is-

sue of Creative Computing was ac-

curate. Specifically, the 1200 redesign

with a return to the compatible operat-

ing system of the 400 and 800 and an

expansion chassis. Mr. Rose wanted to

know if owners of the original 1200

could have the enhancements added as

a retrofit. My truthful and accurate re-

sponse to Mr. Rose was that the

1200XL computer will not be re-

designed and is continuing to be sold in

its original configuration. There is

nothing to retrofit.

Second, I would characterize your

reference to the new XL computers as

redesigns of the 1200 as strictly your

own personal opinion which does not

reflect Atari's view of these machines

at all. From the point of view that they

use the XL operating system, have the

distinctive XL color scheme, and offer

features found on the 1200, I would

agree that they are in the same family.

However, from the point of view that

the design of the new computers was

specified by a different management
group in advance of any consumer re-

action to the 1200, 1 would say the new

machines are merely a natural

evolution.

Furthermore, because of Atari's

commitment to upward compatibility,

all our home computers utilize the

same chip set (6502, ANTIC, GTIA,
POKEY, PIA, and generally the same

OS) and should be considered to be in

the same family. The point is that

Atari is continuing to develop comput-

ers that offer features that the public

wants at a price they can afford, and to

characterize natural product evolu-

tions as redesigns of previous models

gives the impression that the previous

models are flawed in some way. The
1200XL is a perfectly acceptable home
computer for a great many people.

Third, I would like to clarify Atari's

view of the compatibility issue. It is our

responsibility to provide programming

guidelines to outside software devel-

opers that should be followed to ensure

compatibility with future revisions of

the operating system. We have done

that. Unfortunately, many popular ti-

tles did not work on the 1200XL.

Realistically, it is impossible to expect

100% upward compatibility with any

revision to an operating system. Atari

feels the vendors should make revisions

to their software to follow our estab-

lished guidelines.

The vendors feel revision is justified

only if a large number of new machines

are sold or there are new hardware fea-

tures that will enhance the utility of the

software. The result is that the con-

sumers of XL computers are caught in

the middle with software that works on

800's but not on their computers. In re-

sponse to this situation, Atari has

gories that best represent the various types

of games for the Atari computer. In each

category I have chosen a winner and a

runner-up. To qualify as an entry, a game

had to be available for the Atari computer

in 1983.

The following list is based upon my

own set of criteria. These include the

overall quality and payability of the

game, its use of sound and graphics in

appropriate ways and the extent to

which the game utilizes the capability of

the Atari computer. I have spent many

hours behind a joystick playing these

games and that is reflected in my choices.

Game of the Year
The 1983 Outie for best game goes to

Archon by Electronic Arts. Archon has

broken new ground in the video games

world by combining the elements of a

developed the Translator

diskette/cassette that will allow owners

of XL computers to "pre-boot" the

400/800 OS into their XL computer

and override the built-in OS providing

compatibility.

The Translator is available now

from Atari Customer Relations. Atari

has established a company policy of

maintaining upward compatibility for

the XL line of computer CPUs and

peripherals. The purpose of this policy

is to keep people in the Atari family

happy by having new hardware prod-

ucts compatible with their existing

software libraries. Atari must rely on

the cooperation of third party vendors

to ensure the credibility of this policy.

In closing, I would like to assure you

and your readers that Atari takes their

comments very seriously regardless of

the number of contacts. We recognize

that a consumer company that is more

responsive will be more successful.

Atari's commitment to the consumer is

demonstrated by the very existence,

not to mention the size, of the Con-

sumer Product Service division. We
feel that we provide a level of service

and personal assistance that is not

equalled in our industry.

It is not necessary to instigate a let-

ter-writing "campaign" to get our

attention. Believe me, we prefer to

communicate with consumers in a pos-

itive manner ("How may we help

you?") rather than an adversary man-

ner ("What are you going to do about

it?").

William "Stonewall" Bartlett

Product Support Manager

Atari Customer Relations

1312 Crossman Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA 94088

(800) 538-8543 (outside CA)
(800) 672-1404 (inside CA)
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Outpost: Atari, continued...

strategy game and an arcade shoot-'em-

up.

Archon is an excellent example of

what a computer game can and should

be. There are already rumors that Ar-

chon is attracting a dedicated following

and fast becoming a national craze.

Tournaments are springing up here and

there, and since the game is available for

most micros, all can compete.

Runner-up: Choplifter by Broderbund

for its challenge, payability and unique

non-violent approach to shoot-'em-up

scoring: points are awarded only for sav-

ing the hostages. The goal of the game is

to rescue hostages in your joystick-

controlled helicopter and return them to

safety. Your purpose is to defend rather

than destroy. Memories of the Iranian

crisis are brought to mind.

Best Arcade Adaptation

This Outie must go to Atari's Donkey
Kong. The scenario is simple: Mario

must rescue his girlfriend who is being

held captive by Donkey Kong. Mario is

at the bottom of a pile of girders and
ramps. His goal is to climb a series of

ladders to reach the girl at the top. Don-
key Kong attempts to thwart him by

rolling barrels down the ramps. Mario

can either jump over or smash the

barrels.

Like the arcade version, there are four

screens, each of increasing difficulty.

Moving elevators, falling girders, and
conveyor belts comprise the advanced

screens. The graphics and sound effects

are great. Animation is excellent, and
the game is exhilarating. To call this

game fun would be an understatement.

Donkey Kong for the Atari computer is

equal to the original in all important re-

spects. It has a catchy tune, too!

Runner-up: Q-Bert by Parker Broth-

ers. Faithful graphics and sound make
this game a close second. The movement
and payability are almost identical to

the arcade version. And besides, Q-Bert

is a cute little guy.

Best Shoot-'Km-Up
Although I am not proficient at this

game, the ultimate shoot-'em-up to date

is Atari's Defender. This is a high-

quality rendition of the popular arcade

game. Your mission is to defend the last

humanoids from the alien kidnappers.

You maneuver the laser-equipped ship

up, down, left, and right. Smart bombs
are used to destroy everything on the

screen when the pace gets too hectic.

Horizontal scrolling is the name of the

game, with the radar display at the top

of the screen always showing the where-

abouts of the enemy.

You really have to experience the

excitement, intensity, and playability of

this excellent arcade adaptation for

yourself. Defender can easily be played

for hours at a time.

Runner-up: Super Cobra by Parker

Brothers. Another arcade adaptation,

this challenging game has attractive

graphics and life-like sound effects, es-

pecially when heard through an am-
plifier and speakers. If you like Caverns

ofMars but require more challenge, then

check out Super Cobra.

Most Original

Necromancer by Synapse is an atypi-

cal game. The three game screens are

more like acts of a play. Each has its

own theme, yet are all part of a larger

story. The animation throughout the

game is unmatched by anything I have

seen for the Atari, and the hauntingly

beautiful music adds to the overall effect

of the game. Necromancer gets high

marks for playability, too.

Runner-up: Worms? by Electronic

Arts for its good-looking graphics that

are both fascinating and relaxing. We
are talking mind-expanding games here.

The game is also educational in that

principles of geometry are readily

demonstrated.

Most Innovative

This Outie must go to the game that

essentially duplicates the user interface

of an Apple Lisa: Pinball Construction

Set by Electronic Arts. This unique

interface is comprised of a split screen,

containing a blank pinball field on one

Defender Pinball Construction Set

side and a variety of little pictures

(icons) representing flippers, targets,

bumpers, etc, on the other. A hand-

shaped cursor is moved around the

screen with a. joystick to point to a

particular icon, say a flipper. The object

is then picked up and dragged over to

the play field where it can be placed any-

where you want. All of the objects are

assembled on the play field to create

your very own pinball games.

All aspects of a pinball game can be

created, edited, and saved for future use,

including ball characteristics such as

speed, elasticity, and gravity, title

screens, scoring logic, and sound effects.

You even get five complete sample

games that you may play, modify, or

simply use as examples of what can be

done with this wonderful package.

The Pinball Construction Set is a pin-

ball wizard's dream come true. An
example of state-of-the-art software on

the Atari computer. A virtual graphics

tour deforce and a video game classic.

Runner-up: M.U.L.E. by Electronic

Arts for its animation, challenge, and in-

genuity. This imaginative game is really

an economic simulation. Up to four

players compete in an effort to monopo-

lize the natural resources of an alien

planet. The players buy, sell, and trade

property in an attempt to amass the

greatest wealth, and win. Animation is

excellent, and there are many interesting

complexities to the plot.

The design is well conceived and exe-

cuted. The theme song has a good beat;

you can dance to it; I'll give it a 98.

Most Challenging

To earn this coveted Outie, a game
must not only be challenging but also

repeatedly playable. In fact, the game
should be so good that the Game Over

display of one round automatically

prompts another round much like the re-

action of one of Pavlov's dogs.

Miner 2049er by Big Five Software is

such a game. In this climbing and jump-

ing game, you move your player, Bounty

Bob, throughout 10 different levels of a

mine. Each screen increases in difficulty

Miner 2049er
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as you race against time to complete all

of the levels. Even in you finish all ten

levels, you begin again at a faster pace.

There are various hazards throughout
the mine, and your goal is to traverse all

of the platforms in each screen.

The graphics are very colorful and the

joystick control is responsive. Miner
2049er is one of the few games that I

have played all night long. And I still go
back for more!

Runner-up: Jumpman by Epyx. A
very close second, this similar jumping
and climbing game has 30 screens worth
of play. Although the graphics are less

polished than Miner's, Jumpman is very

playable and offers continuous
challenge.

Best Graphics
This Outie is simply for the game with

the best graphics. Payability and other
variables are not being considered. There
is a tie for the award between A.E. by
Broderbund and Astro Chase by Parker
Brothers. Both are shoot-'em-ups, but

A.E. offers a little more variety. How-
ever, both offer dazzling graphics and
animation. The best animation in Astro

Chase occurs during the intermissions

every four screens. The best animation
in A.E. is the swirling and diving alien

ships.

To be fair, each of these games should

also get another award. The Outie for

the most difficult game should go to

A.E. It is really a tough game, and only

the serious Atari gamer will put in the

time to master it. The Outie for most
hype should go to Astro Chase (with

Zaxxon by Datasoft a close second).

This game was originally marketed by

First Star Software and was written by

Fernando Herrera, winner of the first

Atari Star Award. The latter fact was
over-used and the game was advertised

continuously for six months prior to its

actual release in most of the computer
magazines. Their slogan was "There is

No Escape." What they did not mention
was, from what? I now know—there is

no escape from their hype.

The Atacky Award
The Atacky goes to the grossest Atari

computer game we saw in 1983— the one
that more than any other merits an airline

sick sack. 1 am happy to report that it is

no contest this year. And the winner is

Ore Attack from Thome EMI.
Not to say that Ore Attack is a bad

game, because it is not. It is really quite

playable. You control a medieval army,
protecting the parapets of your castle from
seige. Below, enemy hordes raise ladders

and fire arrows at your defenders. The
animation is gripping and the pace of the

game is exciting.

It's just that a carefully aimed swing of
your sword decapitates attackers, and you
have the pleasure of watching their heads
sail slowly back to earth in the breeze.

Especially fun for the little ones.

Ore Attack is fun to play while eating,

and sure to appeal to critics of the violence

in video games. "Hats off" to Thorne for

this heads-up approach. m
Firms Mentioned In This Column

Atari

Box 50047
San Jose, CA 95150

Big Five Software
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9421 Winnetka Ave.
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COMPUTERS
FOR KIDS!

Computers for Kids
-by Sally Greenwood Laraen

Children love computers. And kids 4 to 12
love to learn programming with Computers
for Kids! It's clearly written, with large
type, and offers games and sample pro-
grams to make it fun. Readers learn how
to do a flowchart, how to get the com-
puter to do what they want, how to write
their own games-even how to draw pic-
tures that move!
Even if you've had no previous experi-

ence teaching microcomputer program-
ming- or doing it yourself- Computers for
Kids makes it simple. Included is a sec-
tion of notes for teachers and parents,
suggested lesson outlines, teaching sug-
gestions for each section, and a glossary

Sally Greenwood Larsen's extensive
experience teaching microcomputer pro-
gramming to kids makes this one of the
best elementary level books on the sub-
ject. U"x8'/5" softcover, $5.95 ($1.00)
each. Apple edition #12G, TRS/80 #12H,
Atari #12J, IBM PC W12K, Sinclair #12S,
VIC-20 #12V.

Be A Computer Literate
-by M Ball & S. Charp

An introduction to the world of larger com-
puter systems for children aged 10 to 16.

Excellent for use as a supplemental text-

book, Be A Computer Literate discusses
how computers are used and their impact
on our lives. Simple programming con-
cepts are explained Illustrated in color,

with drawings, diagrams and photos.

4Vi."x6H': softcover, $6.95 ($1.50), #6H.
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Port
By this time you may or may not have

come to terms with the fact that the

coming year is numbered 1984. I know it

has taken me a while to get used to the

concept. And when you think about it,

you must admit that we are much better

off in 1984 than we might have been.

Sure, there is plenty to worry about. But

the nightmarish visions imagined for us

by George Orwell have not really come
to pass (except on Madison Avenue and
selected locations in Washington D.C.).

I know you might argue well to the

contrary.

A Cause For Optimism
Still, I like to think that we are headed

in more or less the right direction and
that microcomputers have helped. In

1949, Orwell judged the coming age of

computers from the intimidating point

of view of the super-mainframe: he cor-

rectly saw the potential for the abuse of

human rights through computerized loss

of privacy. Indeed huge computers are

used to aid surveillance of and mainte-

nance of information about private citi-

zens. In his quite penetrating prophecy
about the dangers of our future, Orwell

did not predict the ascendance of the

micro.
Where the mainframe may sometimes

be seen as a catalyst to the elimination of

individualism, the micro pays tribute to

the individual. It is a computer designed

for use by an individual—hence the term
"personal computer." It is yours, to do
with what you please. Others may access

only what you wish them to access.

Machines like the C-64 microcomput-
er give us reason to be a bit more
optimistic about our futures and our

John J. Anderson

children's futures. They stand as proof

of the pleasures of computing, as op-

posed to the abuses (though even the

telecommunications power of a C-64 can

be used unethically). They stand as

proof that computing belongs to all of

us, as opposed to the Orwellian military-

corporate complex (though many of

them are buying C-64s too). Most of all,

they show us that sometimes the most
intimidating aspects of technology can

be revealed to have an artful, wholly hu-

man potential—this tempers our fears.

Not to say we shouldn't remain wary.

In deference to good old George O, I

would agree strongly that the field of

computing is as littered with "double-

speak" as anyone might imagine. We
would do well to keep his warnings in

mind, for all aspects of modern life.

Enough philosophy for now. Let's get

down to business.

The New C-64
Since I first became involved with

Commodore computers, I have been a

bit disturbed over quality control prob-

lems. In previous columns we have
touched on problems of C-64 video qual-

ity, overheating disk drives, and monitor

problems. Many C-64 owners have their

own distressing stories to tell. We have

heard from many of them.
We have also experienced problems

with our own C-64s and drives too

numerous to mention.
I am very happy to report that these

problems have been largely solved. The

display video of three recently acquired

C-64s is so good it surprised me; it looks

like that of a wholly new computer.

Gone are all traces of the sparkle, fuzzy

RF video, and color bleeds that once

ruled out many color combinations.

With the new machines, the advantages

of a truly multicolor character set

become obvious for the first time.

Commodore has acknowledged some
problems with the 1541 disk drive, but

these seem to have been ironed out com-
pletely. We sent back two drives for ser-

vice and received two new drives in

trade. Those drives have been in con-

stant service at the lab for some weeks

now and have evidenced no overheating

or other problems. Regular shipments of

the unit have now resumed, and you

should be able to find one without too

lengthy a search. According to Com-
modore, the demand for drives far out-

stripped original estimates, and it has

taken until now to catch up.

We have noticed one flaky "feature."

Occasionally it takes more than one try

to locate a file on disk. If you get a file

not found error, try again before you
panic.

According to one reliable source,

Commodore has had some problems

with production of its model 1701 color

monitor as well. These should have been

eliminated by the time you read this.

The 1701 is one of the best buys around,

and provides a picture of incomparable

quality for the C-64. You must, how-
ever, use a video cable with an indepen-

dent luminance lead. An Atari, Spectra-

video, or TI monitor cable, as well as

many third-party cables available with

the correct connectors on each end, will
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EasyScript64
Displays 764 knes • 240
characters. Prints to 130
columns. Works with
EasySpeil64

EasySpell 64
20.000 word Master
Dictionary and automatic
spelling checker. Works
with EasyScnpt 64

H

EasyCalc 64
Multiple electronic spread-
sheet with color bar graph
feature. 63 columns x
254 rows.

Thai
Sophisticated database
system with 4 built-in appli-

cations, or design your own
Text, formulas, graphics

SuperExpander 64
21 special commands.
Combine text with high
resolution graphics. Music
and game sounds.

Easy Finance I

—

Loan Analysis
12 loan functions Bar
graph forecasting as well

as calculation

Easy Finance II

—

Basic Investment
Analysis
16 stock investment
functions. Investment
bar graph.

Easy Finance Ill-

Advanced
Investment
Analysis
16 capital investment
functions. Bar graphs.

Easy Finance IV

—

Business
Management
21 business management
features. Bar graphs.

Easy Finance V

—

Statistics and
Forecasting
Assess present/future

sales trends with 9
statistics and forecasting

functions.

orrmodcre
Accounts Payable/
Checkwriting
1 1 functions Automatic
billing 50 vendors/disk.

Accounts
Receivable/Billing
1 1 billing functions Pnnted
statements.

General I

8 general ledger options
Custom income statement,
trial balances, reports.

Inventory
Management
1000 inventory items
Full reports

Payroll
24 different payroll
functions Integrated with
G/L system.

^COMPUTERS
First In Quality Software
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THEMSTONE

The first program
you should buy.

The more you use your computer, the more you

want it to work for you.

But where do you begin? There are literally

thousands of programs. It's time consuming,

confusing and frustrating! The answer is to

begin with THE LAST ONE™.
THE LAST ONE . . . The program that writes

programs!

Now, for the first time, your computer is truly

'personal'. Now, simply and easily, you can

create software the way you want it.

From Accounting to the Zodiac, THE LAST
ONE puts you keystrokes away from whatever

you need from your computer.

THE LAST ONE ... See ft at your dealer

and buy it first!

Available for Commodore 64™, Commodore 8032™,
IBM PC™, Victor 9000™, Apple II™ and lie™, Radio

Shack Model II™ and most CP/M™ systems.

Distributed By

/Ill/Computer
llllliMarketing

Services, Inc.*

300 W. Martton Pike. Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 (609) 795-9480

Product of BLUE SKY SOFTWARE
•THE LAST ONE I* a registered trademark of D. J. "Al" System*. Ltd.

the Commodore 64 a CBM tOiZ IBM PC Victor 9000. Apple II a lie Radio Shack Model It and CP/M are registered trademarks ol Commodore Business

Inc.lntemotionol Business Mochkies Corp. Victor Technologies. Inc. Apple Computers. Inc. The Tandy Corporation, and Digital Reteorch Corp. respectively
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Commodore's Port, continued...

not provide an optimal monitor signal
for the C-64. If you have made the
investment in a color monitor, at least
make sure you are providing it with the
correct cabling configuration.

If you are experiencing RF problems
on a TV set, try replacing the video cable
supplied with the C-64 with a highly
shielded cable. Here at the lab the RFI
as well as the fur is always flying. We
use rev. 1 Apples that could effectively
be used by the Soviets to jam Radio Free
Europe. Gold plated RCA to RCA
patch cords (Radio Shack MF-200) do
the trick in this noisy environment. They
might also do the trick for you.
Another trick is bypassing the

switchbox, if you don't mind the in-

convenience of removing the box en-
tirely and attaching the ends of the video
cable directly to the TV antenna termi-
nals when it is time for the A-Team.
Sometimes the little box itself is to blame
for substandard reception.

And so that is the last word (we hope)
of Commodore's Port concerning C-64
quality control. We are heartened that
things are on the upswing; now we can
concentrate on the fun stuff. In its latest

incarnation, the C-64 is finally a ma-
chine you can unabashedly believe in.

Now if only we could get it to scroll

more smoothly . . .

Driving The Wedge
If you have a disk drive and are not

using a wedge program with your Vic-20
or C-64, you are missing out on a great
convenience. The wedge is supplied with
all new 1541 drives, and registered own-
ers of C-64s and older drives should
have received it on a free Disk Bonus
Pack sent to them by Commodore. If

you qualify but have not received a Disk
Bonus Pack, write to Commodore at

1200 Wilson Dr., West Chester, PA
19380. Make sure you state the machine
serial numbers of your C-64 and drive.

Loading the wedge as it appears on
the demo disk accompanying new
1541s is as simple as typing LOAD
"VIC-20 WEDGE",8, or LOAD "C-64

WEDGE",8, then RUN. For the wedge
on the bonus pack, type LOAD " DOS
WEDGE",8,1. When the machine
comes back with a READY, type SYS
52224, and the wedge header should
come up on the screen. Don't forget the
leading space in the file name, or you
will get a true file not found error.
Once the wedge is loaded, disk I/O

commands are much easier to invoke (a
full list of wedge commands appears as
Figure 1). No longer must you memo-
rize cryptic command codes to load,
save, scratch, or rename files, or to for-
mat disks. Using the wedge you may
call up a disk directory without clearing
the current program from memory. You
can query the disk error channel with a
single typestroke. You can even load
and run files in a single step.

So remember, the trick to mastering
the Commodore course is to use the
right clubs. You wouldn't want to use a
putter off the tee, right? C-64 Wedge
is the one to use to get your files

out of traps and onto the greens of
Commodore computing.

C-64 Logo
After a rather lengthy wait, the Logo

programming language has finally ap-
peared for the C-64, and it is a strong
implementation. Written for Commo-
dore by the Terrapin group at MIT, it is

full-fledged in every respect, including
sprite graphics and music commands.
As a language for the manipulation of
graphics and sound, as well as a lan-
guage for the beginning programmer,
C-64 Logo is without peer.

Just what is Logo, you ask? Logo is a
structured programming language, miles
ahead of Basic in its simplicity and ele-

gance. It is an especially attractive lan-

guage for the learner. It is much more
logical and English-like to use than
virtually any other language available
for microcomputers (dyed-in-the-wool
Pascal chauvinists may disagree). Like
Pascal, it is procedure-oriented—that is

to say that all subroutines are named
and may be invoked simply by defining

COMMAND FUNCTION

/:

1«*

'*Si CFILENRMEJ
I?)

9UI
C«N

C»C

i»0

[FILENAME

J

NRMF]
[FILENAME

J

'^OME3

LDISHNOME3, CIDI!

: tNEWFILEJ=-COLDFILE:

lord, then run, cfilenamej
save [filename:
lord [filename}
load iame3 at address
QUERY DISK ERROR CHftNN

.

ch lfi^enamej
initial:ze drive
RESET I

FORMAT DISK tDISKNRMt: , [ ID3
RENR*£ COLDFILE3 TO NAME CNEWFILEJ
QUIT DOS WEDGE

Figure I.

them as procedures, then "calling" them
by name.
Logo programs have no line numbers:

they are simply nested procedures.
Hence Logo qualifies as a "structured"
language. Logo programs are not hodge-
podge routines grafted onto incremental
line numbers fraught with gotos and
gosubs. They do not require the kind of
detective work a Basic programmer
takes for granted, hunting first here,
then there, and eventually everywhere to
follow the thread of a program. As a di-
rect result, Logo programs are much
easier to analyze than are programs in
Basic or its big brother Fortran.
To create a Logo procedure, you use

the Logo editor. This allows you to
move through a procedure or sub-
procedure and make all the additions,

Animated dinosaursfeed in C-64 Logo, in
only a few lines of code.

deletions, and changes you want. If

you make changes and then decide to
unmake them, that is possible too,
using the command ctri.-G.
Debugging programs in C-64 Logo is

even easier than in other dialects of the
language. Besides requiring you to debug
only specific procedures which are flaky,
as opposed to whole reams of code, C-64
Logo includes a restartable interrupt
procedure, which is the equivalent of
adding a break key to the C-64. In addi-
tion there is a trace function, which
allows you to watch the execution of a
procedure line by line.

You may have heard about turtle
graphics, which is a powerful part of
Logo that children especially seem to
like. Well C-64 has a full implementa-
tion of turtle graphics, in all its glory.
Even beginning readers can create
sophisticated graphics displays using
turtle graphics. They afford instant
programming gratification and have
fired the ambitions of even six-year-old
programmers.
The Logo disk itself is accompanied

by a utilities disk, chock-full of
demonstrations and useful procedures to
help get you started. These include
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Commodore's Port, continued..

5 POKE 53£Bl,liP0KE 53280,1
10 PRINT'S" :FOR X=l TO £3

20 print" buBO'S a &
I h. O 3 "

30 NEXT
40 GOTO 40

REODY.

Figure 2. Test pattern program shows special graphics characters

rendered on the Oki 92 via the Tymac Connection. Hand-drawn

characters were dropped. The Connection, from Tymac

graphics and sound demos, geometric,

trig, and log procedures, a Logo sprite

editor, and dozens of other helpful

programs.

As for the documentation, I cannot

say enough. It is excellent, as one might

expect from the Logo group at MIT. It

runs for nearly 400 pages, and is

strongly indexed. My only picky com-

plaint is that the manual is perfect

bound, and short of breaking its spine, it

is tough to keep it open to the desired

spot. Still, Commodore Logo has been

worth the wait. I highly recommend it to

all C-64 owners interested in tapping the

potential of their machines.

The Centronics Connection

Before you buy a Commodore printer

for your Vic or C-64, consider the

advantage of connecting any Centronics

parallel printer to your system. The

proven quality of an Epson, Mannes-

mann, or Oki printer might be more

attractive than that offered by Com-
modore printers themselves. And with

products like the Connection, from

Tymac Controls, you can make your

FX-80 behave just like a Commodore
1525—even down to the special graphics

characters.

One end of the Connection interface

plugs into the daisychain serial connec-

PERSUASIVE
PERIPHERAL
( 'rait ire Computing not only sells

itself at a nice profit, it creates

awareness of the hardware and
software in your store. It's like

having another salesperson on

your staff—one whopays you.

One who goes home with custom-

ers and continues to influence buy-

ing decisions long after you're

dosed for the day. If you're inter-

ested in a low-ticket item with

top-of-the-line sales power, let's

talk now.

CALL COLLECT: (212) 725-7679
Or write: Ziff-Davis Publishing Company

Computers and Electronics Publications

Retail Sales

One Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Minimum order, 10 copies. We pay all shipping cists to your store.

tor of the computer or disk drive, the

other into the Centronics connector on

the printer. It can be assigned any device I

number and will provide virtually total

emulation of Commodore printers. It

supports all standard commands, such

as open, print #, and close, tabbing,

adjustable left and right margins, graph-

ic repeat, and dot-addressable graphics.

The Connection also provides features

that a Commodore printer does not: it

includes a 2K buffer, printer self-test,

LED status indicators, reset switch, skip

over perforation mode, and programma-

ble line length.

Special ROM versions of the Connec-

tion are available for all popular print-

ers; it is important to buy only the

version for your machine so graphics

will print out correctly. We have the

interface for the Okidata 92, and it has

performed flawlessly. Its renditions of

special Commodore graphics characters

are even more legible than those output

by the Commodore 1525. Margins can

be set to make listings match screen

width. And if you wish, English tags can

be substituted for special graphics

characters.

C-64 owners should know that the

Connection will print out only those

graphics characters shared by the Vic-

20-this means that graphics characters

for the second bank of eight colors can-

not be printed (see Figure 2). This con-

dition is shared by the Commodore 1515

and 1525 printers.

The Connection lists for $120, but has

been heavily discounted. Tymac also of-

fers interfaces without special graphics

drivers for under $30. For more infor-

mation, contact Micro-ware Distribut-

ing, P.O. Box 113, Pompton Plains, NJ

07444.

Well, that about wraps it up for the

first Commodore's Port of 1984. Next

time we shall look at a screen save tech-

nique for C-64 character graphics. Until

then, may all your drives be straight

down the Commodore fairway. Catch

you next time. -^
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TAlkiNq Games Wiih

INO SpEECrl HARdwARE
The season's biggest hits are the new

Tymac Talkies—computer games for your

Commodore 64jM VIC 20," Atari" 400, or

Atari" 800 that talk without speech hard-

ware. You get the excitement of speech

without the cost of a synthesizer!

Tymac Talkies, designed by Game Gems,
feature fast arcade action combined with

dazzling, high-resolution graphics and

software-generated speech. They'll put you

in the experience of play with an impact you

never before thought possible.

You'll fire power bolts

at ruthless attackers with

GANDALF; fight strange

creatures while you search

for treasures of the an- TYMflC

cient gods with PEGASUS AND THE
TRIALS OF PERSEUS; defend family honor

as you engage in mortal combat with the

SAMURAI; battle deadly bacteria in your

body with BIO DEFENSE; try to survive

nuclear destruction with FIRST STRIKE!
There are nine titles in all, including a typing

tutor and a utility graphics program.

Your admission charge to all this? Far lower

than the cost of playing other talking com-
puter games. Because we're the only ones

that make your computer talk completely by

itself.

Tymac's Game Gems
Series. The premier name
in talking computer
games.

TYMAC INCORPORATED
127 Main Street, Franklin, NJ 074 I 6 • 201-827-4050

'fidemark of Atari, Inc
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Apple Mechanic's hi-res

type routines and fonts are]

usable in your programs
WITHOUT LICENSING

FEE. Just give Beagle Bros]

credit on your dish and
documentation.

APPLE MECHANIC
HI-flES SHAPE EDITOR / TYPE FONT DISK

by BERT KERSEY

$29.50 Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #5

SHAPE EDITOR: Keyboard-draw hi-res shapes

tor animation in your Applesoft programs Access &
create proporHonaay-spaced hi-res Typefaces with

each character re-definable as you want. Six fonts

are included on the disk Excellent LISTable Apple-

soft demos show you how to animate graphics and
create professional-looking Charts and Graphs

BYTE-ZAP: Rewrite any byte on a disk for repair

or alteration Load entire sectors on the screen for

inspection Hex/Dec/Asdi displays and input. Edu-
cational experiments included for making trick file

names, restonng deleted files, changing DOS. etc.

MORE: Useful music, text and hi-res tricks for your
programs Clear educational documentation.

APPLE MECHANIC

DISK COMMAND EDITOR
by BERT KERSEY and JACK CASSIDY

***'
SILICON SALAD

$24.00: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #2.

RENAME DOS COMMANDS & Error Mes-

sages—"Catalog" can be "Cat"; "Syntax Error" can

be "Oops" or almost anything you want it to be.

PROTECT YOUR PROGRAMS. An unautho-

rized Save-attempt can produce a "Not Copyable"

message, or any message you want. Also easy List-

Prevention and other useful Apple tips and tricks

Plus one-key program-execution from catalog.

CUSTOMIZE DOS. Change the catalog Disk

Volume heading to your message or title Omit or

alter catalog file codes. Fascinating documentation,

tips and educational Apple experiments.

ANYONE USING YOUR DISKS (booted or

not) will be using DOS the way YOU designed it

by BERT KERSEY

$20.00: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart

26 NEW FONTS for use with Apple Mechanic
programs Many different sizes and typestyles. both
ordinary and cArtistic . Every character—from A to

Z to "*" to "Q"—of every typeface—from "Ace" to

"Zooloo"— is re-definabte to suit your needs All

typefaces are proportionally spaced for a more pro-

fessional appearance Peopledo notice the difference1

BEAGLE MENU: Display only the file names you
want from your disks (for example, only Applesoft

or only Locked files) for fast

one-key cursor selection

GOTO your
Apple Software

Store for Beagle
products. If he is o
particular disk, get

case. He can have
Beagle Bros disk f<

within a couple of

ANY Apple Software

RUSH the following disks by First Class Mail—

O Alpha Plot $39 50 D Frame-Up $29 50

tO LIST: UST: LIST: FOR ZZ PEEK(175>*PEEK
(176)*2S6*36 TO 3072: POKE ZZ.216 NEXT

20 FOR XXX 1 TO 2 POKE 16299.0: POKE
-16300.0: XXX 1: NEXT: REM Experiment

INCLUDING TIP DISK #2
by BERT KERSEY and MARK SIMONSEN

BEAGLE BAG
12 APPLE GAMES ON ONE DISK

by BERT KERSEY

$29.50 Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart *£-
COMPARE BEAGLE BAG with any single- ^T-
game Locked-Up disk on the market today

All 12 games are a blast, the pnee is a bar-

gain, the instructions are crystal clear, and
the disk is COPYABLE You can even
change the programs or list them to learn

programming tncks by seeing how they work.

TWELVE GAMES from the Applesoft Ace. Bert

Kersey— TextTrain. Wowzo. Magic Pack. Buzz-
word. Slippery Digits, and many many more...

EXCELLENT REVIEWS—See Jan-83 Softalk.

p 148 Beagle Menu too: see Typefaces description.

$24.95: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart

MANY MINI-UTILITIES: Disk Scanner finds

bad disk sectors. Key-Clicker adds subtle sound as

you type. OOS-KMer adds two tracks of space to

your disks. 2-Track Cat allows up to 210 file names
per disk. Program Splitter makes room for hi-res pix

with large Applesoft programs. Text Imprlntertrans-

fers text to the hi-res screen. Onerr Ted Me prints the

appropnate error message but continues program

execution. Text Screen Formatter converts text

layouts into Print statements plus much more
Apple wizardry from the boys at Beagle Bros.

MORE TIPS ON DISK: Including fantastic pro-

gramming tricks from Beagle Bros Tip Books 5. 6

and 7. plus our Tips & Tricks Chart #1.

TWO-LINERSTOO: From our customers around

the world—and elsewhere Little mind-blowers that

will teach your old Apple some new tricks!

HP DISK #1
100 TIP BOOK TIPS ON DISK

by BERT KERSEY

$20.00 Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart

100 USTABLE PROGRAMS from Beagle

Bros Tip Books 1-4 Make your Apple do things it's

never done! All 100 programs are LISTable and

changeable for Apple experimentation.

COMMAND CHART INCLUDED: Free with

each Tip Disk; an 11 x 17 poster of all Applesoft.

Integer Basic & DOS Commands with Descnptions!

EARLY
MODEM

Apple Mechanic . . . 29 50

D AM Typefaces 2000
Beagle Bag 29 50

D Beagle BASIC 34 95

D DiskOuik 2950
D DOS Boss 24 00

D Double-Take 34 95

D Flex Type 2950

D GPLE 4995
D ProntoDOS 29 50

O Silicon Salad .... 24 95

D Tip Disk «1 2000
Utility City 2950

O
D ADO ME to mailing list

D ALREADY ON mail list

AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
Or order directly from Beagle Bros—

Visa/MasterCard or COD. call TOLL-FREE
Orders only / ALL 50 STATES / 24 Hours a Day

1-80O-522-150O ext827
OR mail U S Check Money-Order or Visa/MC«

to BEAGLE BROS, 8th Floor

4315 SIERRA VISTA. SAN DIEGO. CA 92103

Add SI SO First Class Shipping Any-Stze Order
Overseas add S4 00 COD add $300 California add 6S

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY.

ADM

4315 SIERRA VISTA / SAN DIEGO. CA 92103
619-296-6400

ALL BEAGLE DISKS ARE
UNLOCKED, COPYABLE
AND COMPATIBLE WITH
APPLE II, 11+ AND He.*
(Don't Settle for Less!)

'DISKOUIK requires Apple lie

"APPLE" is a Registered Trade Mark of You-Know-Who

FLEX TYPE
(FORMERLY TIEX TEXT)

VARIABLE-WIDTH HI-RES TEXT UTILiTY

by MARK SIMONSEN

$29.50 Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart

PRINT VARIABLE-WIDTH TEXT on both hi-

res screens with normal Applesoft commands
(including HTAB 1-70) Normal, expanded & com-
pressed text with no extra hardware (70-column

text requires a monochrome monitor, not a tv).

ADD GRAPHICSTOTEXT or add Text to hi-res

graphics Run your existing Applesoft programs
under Flex Type control Fast, easy to use. and
Compatible with GPLE and Double-Take

DOS TOOL KIT* font compatibility, or use the

supplied Flex Type typefaces Select up to 9 fonts

with control-key commands. A text character editor

lets you redesign any Apple text character

FRAME-UP
FAST APPLE DISPLAY LmUTY

by TOM WBSHAAR

$29.50 Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart

PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS: Turn

your existing Hi-Res. Lo-Res and Text frames into

attractive Apple "slide shows" FAST hi-res loads in

2' .-seconds' Paddle or Keyboard-advance frames.

UNATTENDED SHOWS are optional, with each

picture arranged and pre-programmed to display

on the screen from 1 to 99 seconds Custom Text

Screen Editor lets you create black-and-white text

"slides" and add type "live" from the keyboard dunng

shows Mail copies of presentations on disk to your

friends and associates (or home to Mom!)
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^P GL
GPLE

GLOBAL PROGRAM UNE EDITOR
by NEIL KONZEN

$49.95 Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #7

NOW A BEAGLE BROS DISK! GPLE lets you
edit Applesoft program lines FAST without awk-
ward cursor-tracing and "escape editing"

INSERT A DELETE: GPLE works like a word
processor for Applesoft program lines You make
changes instantly by jumping the cursor to the
change point and inserting or deleting text No need
to trace to the end of a line before hitting Return

GLOBAL SEARCH A REPLACE: Find any
word or vanable in your programs, FAST. For
example, find all lines containing a GOSUB. or edit
or delete all lines with REM statements, or all occu-
rences of any variable Replace any variable, word
or character with any other For example, change all

X's to ABC's, or all "Horse" strings to "Cow"
80-COLUMN COMPATIBILITY: All edit & glo-
bal features support APPLE lie 80-column cards
and most 80-column cards on any Apple He. II* or II.

DEFINABLE ESC FUNCTIONS: Define ESC
plus any key to perform any task For example,
ESC-1 can catalog drive 1 . ESC-L can do a "HOME:
LIST". ESC-N could type an entire subroutine
Anything you want, whenever you want

GPLE DOS MOVER: Move DOS and GPLE to
Language Card (or lie upper 16K) for an EXTRA
10,000 BYTES (10K) of programmable memory
Plua APPLE TIP BOOK #7: Learn more about
your Apple1 Includes all new GPLE tips and tncks

FLOATING
POINT

UTILITY CITY
21 PROGRAMMING UTlLmES

by BERT KERSEY

$29.50 Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #3

LIST FORMATTER prints each program state-

ment on a new line Loops indented with printer

Page Breaks A great Applesoft program de-bugger

MULTI-COLUMN CATALOGS, with or without
sector and file codes Organize your disk library

INVISIBLE and tnck catalog file names Invisible

functioning commands in Applesoft programs too

MUCH MORE: 21 utilities, including auto-post
Run-number & Date in programs, alphabetize/store
info on disk, convert dec to hex or Int to FP. protect
and append programs, dump text to pnnter

LEARN PROGRAMMING: List-able programs
and informative documentation Includes Tip Book
#3 Hours of good reading & Applesoft experiments

ALPHA PLOT
W-RES GRAPHICS/TEXT UTILITY

by BERT KERSEY and JACK CASSIDY

$39.50 Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #4

DRAW IN HI-RES on both Apple "pages" using
easy keyboard commands OR paddles.joystick
Pre-view lines before plotting Solid or mixed colors
& Reverse (background-opposite) drawing FAST
one-keystroke circles, boxes & ellipses, filled or out-
lined Add text for graphs & charts All pix Save-able
to disk, to be called from your Applesoft programs

COMPRESS HI-RES DATA to 1/3 disk space
(average) allowing more hi-res pictures per disk

MANIPULATEIMAGES: Superimpose any two
images, or RE-LOCATE any rectangular section of

any drawing anywhere on either hi-res page

HI-RES TYPE: Add text to your pictures with
adjustable character-size and large-character color
Type anywhere with no Htab/Vtab limits Type
sideways too. for graphs Includes Tip Book «4

4315 SIERRA VISTA / SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
619-298-6400

ALL BEAGLE DISKS ARE
UNLOCKED, COPYABLE
AND COMPATIBLE WITH
APPLE II, 11+ AND lie.*

(Don't Settle for Less!)
• DISKQUIK requires Apple lie

"APPLE" is a Registered Trade Mark of You-Know-Who

BEAGLE BASIC
APPLESOFT ENHANCER
by MARK SIMONSEN

$34.95: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book »6
Requires Apple lie (OR ll/ll* with RAM Card)

RENAME ANY APPLESOFTCOMMAND or
Error Message to anything you want For program
clarification, encryption/protection or even foreign
f/anstaftonPlusadd optional powerfulNEWCOMMANDS
ELSE follows If-Then statements, like this
IF X 2 THEN PRINT "YES" ELSE PRINT "NO"
HSCRN reads color of any hi-res dot for collision
testing SWAP X,Y exchanges 2 variables values
New TONE command wntes music with no messy
pokes & calls SCRL scrolls text in either direction
TXT2 lets Text Page 2 act exactly like Page 1

PLUS: GOTO & GOSUB may precede variables,
as in "GOSUB FIX" or "GOTO 4+X" Escape-mode
indicated by special ESC CURSOR Replace awk-
ward Graphics screen-switch pokes with 1-word
commands Change ctrl-G Beep to any tone
INVERSE REMS too 1 All GPLE compatible

1 FOB S 7M TO 773: READ A
POKE S.A NEXT: POKE J32.»
POKE 233 3 DATA 1.0.4.0.5.0

- 2 HGR2 FOR R TO 1*2: ROT R
SCALE 96 XDRAW 1 AT 140,95

SCALE 30 XORAW 1 AT 140.9S
S PEEK(49200) NEXT RUN

PRONTO-DOS
HIGH-SPEED DOS DOS-MOVE UTILITY

by TOM WBSHAAR

$29.50 Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart

TRIPLES THE SPEED of disk access and frees
10,000 bytes of extra memory by moving DOS
Function Normal Pronto
BLOAD HI-RES IMAGE 10 sec 3 sec
LOAD 60-SECTOR PROGRAM 16 sec 4 sec
SAVE 60-SECTOR PROGRAM ... 24 sec 9 sec
BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD 13 sec 4 sec

(Text Files No Change)
Boot the Pronto disk or your updated disks, created
with the normal INIT command Compatible with all

DOS Commands, GPLE, Double-Take. DOS Boss.
Diskquik and almost all unprotected programs
MOVE DOS to your Language Card. RAM Card,
or standard Apple lie upper 16K, freeing up 10,000
EXTRA BYTES of memory for your programs
1 S EXTRA SECTORS per disk Catalog Free-
Space displayed every time you catalog a disk

TYPE-COMMAND ("TYPE filename") pnnts con-
tents of any Text File on screen or printer

DISKQUIK
DISK DRIVE EMULATOR

by HARRY BRUCE and GENE HTTE

$2930: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart
Requires Apple He with Extended 80-column Card.

ACTS UKE A DISK DRIVE in Slot 3. but much
faster, quieter, more reliable and $350 cheaper
Enjoy the benefits of a 2nd (or 3rd or 4th. .) drive at
less than 1/10th the price Catalogs normally with
"CATALOG. S3" command Load & Save any kind
of files into RAM with normal DOS commands
SILENT AND FAST: Since no moving parts are
involved. Diskquik operates silently and at super-
high speeds See it to believe it Your Apple lie's

Extended 80-column Card (required) can hold
about half the amount of data as a 5'V floppy disk!

MANY USES: For example, load often-used files,

like FID and other utilities, into RAM when you boot
up. so they are always available when you need
them. Copy files from RAM onto disk and vice versa,
just as if a disk drive were connected to slot #3.

FRIENDLY A COMPATIBLE with 80-column
display. GPLE. ProntoDOS, and all normal Apple-
soft and DOS commands and procedures Will not
interfere with Apple lie "Super Hi-Res" graphics

GOTO any Software Store lor Beagle Brol
H they are out of a particular disk, reapmber t

get on the stick.

DOUBLE-TAKE
2-WAY-SCROLL MULTIPLE UTILITY

by MARK SIMONSEN

$34.95 Includes Peeks/Pokes ANDTips/Tncks Charts

2-WAY SCROLLING: Listings & Catalogs scroll
Up AND Down, making file names and program
lines much easier to access Change the Catalog or
List scroll-direction at will, with Apple's Arrow keys
BETTER LIST FORMAT: Each program state-
ment lists on a new line for FAST program tracing &
de-bugging Printer-compatible, any column-width
VARIABLE-DISPLAY: Displays all of a pro-
gram's strings and variables with current values

CROSS-REFERENCE: Sorts and displays line
numbers where each variable & stnng appears
BETTER RENUMBER APPEND: Merges pro-
grams (doesn't just connect end-to-end)

AUTO-LINE-NUMBER instant Hex/Dec Con-
verter. Program Stats. Eliminate/Redefine Cursor
FreeSpace-On-Disk All GPLE/Pronto compatible

D Alpha Plot $39 50
O Apple Mechanic . . 29 50DAM Typefaces 2000
D Beagle Bag 29 50
D Beagle BASIC
D DiskQuik 29 50

34 95

D DOS Boss 24 00
D Double-Take 34 95
D Flex Type 29 50

DFrame-Up $29 50
DGPLE 49 95
D ProntoDOS 29 50
D Silicon Salad 24 95
O Tip Disk «1 2000
D Utility City 29 50
D
D ADD ME to mailing list

D ALREADY ON mail list

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

! Visa/ MasterCard or COD. call TOLL-FREE
1 2 Orders only / ALL 50 STATES / 24 Hours a Day

l£ 1-800-522-1500 ext827
if

AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
Or order directly from Beagle Bros—

AD#7

I 8
=

OR mail U S Check. Money-Order or Visa/MC#

to BEAGLE BROS, 7th Floor
4315 SIERRA VISTA, SAN DIEGO. CA 92103

Add $1 50 Firs! Class Sh.pprnq Any Silt' Order
Overseas add $400 COO add S3 00 CaMotnia add 8%

AU. ORDERS SHIPPEO IMMEDIATELY
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It seems as if everyone has been bitten

by the soccer bug, even the Logo turtle!

It all started with a fourth grade boy

from Venezuela who lives and breathes

soccer. He is in the United States tem-

porarily while his dad goes to school at

the University of Dallas. Carlos belongs

to the computer club at Forrest Park

elementary school in Irving, TX.
Looking for a way to combine his love

for soccer with his involvement with a

computer, we began looking at soccer

balls instead of just kicking them. What
we discovered was an intriguing pattern

of pentagons and hexagons. Would the

students, who had already learned to

teach the turtle to draw hexagons and

pentagons, be able to put them together

in the soccer ball pattern?

The Challenge

The computer club was divided into

teams. Each team was challenged to

Donna Bearden. Young Peoples" Logo Association.

1208 Hillsdale Dr.. Richardson. TX 75081.

Donna Bearden

teach the turtle to draw the pattern of a

pentagon surrounded by five hexagons

—

not as easy a task as it first seems.

One team defined a procedure for a

pentagon and another for a hexagon and

then started trying to figure out how to

put them together. The other team fig-

ured they could define a hexagon, then

make a ring of hexagons, and end up

with a pentagon in the center. After all,

that is the way it looks on the ball.

Their looks of triumph quickly
changed to puzzled ones when they re-

alized the ring of hexagons had, of all

things, a hexagon in the center.

How could that possibly be when they

could look at the soccer ball and see a

ring of hexagons with a pentagon in the

center? Something very strange was go-

ing on. The difference, of course, was

that the soccer ball was a three-dimen-

sional object that they were attempting

to draw in two dimensions.

The first week ended in a tie— to 0,

with everyone puzzled but not dis-

couraged. They knew there must be a

way to do it and were eager to try again.

The second week we brought an old

soccer ball with us. It had long since

seen its last game, but we gave it a

chance to score one more goal. By cut-

ting it apart, the kids could see how the

pattern had to be split to enable it to lie

flat. (If you don't have an old soccer

ball, try using the peel of an orange or

grapefruit.)

Once they saw the splits that allowed

the curve of the ball to flatten out on the

table, they returned to the computers

more determined than ever. Most of

them had to leave at the end of the hour,

but Carrie Simms, a fourth grader,

stayed long after everyone else had left

and figured out one way to draw the pat-

tern. Here is her solution:

TO PENT
REPEAT 5 [FD 20 RT 72]

END

TO HEX
REPEAT 6[FD 20 RT 60]

END

TO SOCCER
PENT
LT 120

HEX
REPEAT 4[LT 132 FD 20 RT 60

HEX]
END

The Teachers Try
At the Microcomputers in Education

Conference at Arizona State University

in March, we presented the soccer ball
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fSCRG For Apple ] [, Apple ] [+, & Apple //e

SWITCH-A-SLOT

The EXTENO-A-SLOT brings a slot outside your
APPLE*", allowing an easy change of cards The 18" flex

cable is long enough to allow placement of the card in a
convenient location The high quality connectors are
gold plated for reliability

The perfect accessory for

Owners of large numbers of I/O expansion cards-
keep your frequently used cards installed Use the

EXTEND-A-SLOT for the others

Technicians—easy access to test points on accessory
cards under actual operating conditions

Experimenters—make easy changes to cards while
card is installed

EASY TO USE—just plug it in as you would any
expansion card, then plug your card in When you want to

change cards, do it easily outside the computer, without
the wear and tear on the computer expansion slot

$34.95

NEW PRODUCTS
QUIK LOADER ,D MAnual controller

The SWITCH-A-SLOT is an expansion chassis, which
allows the user to plug m up to tour peripheral cards at one
time One of these cards is selected for use. and only that

card draws power

This product is especially useful where the software
requires the printer to be in a particular slot, and the user
wishes to choose between two or more printers

• Allows up to four peripheral cards to be plugged into one
peripheral slot

• User selects desired card by front panel rotary switch

• Only selected card draws power.

• Plugs into any peripheral slot

• Saves wear and tear on delicate connectors

• 18" cable connects Switch-a-slot to computer

• Accommodates cards up to 10 V long

• All connectors gold plated 51 79.50

SWITCH-A-SLOT and EXTEND-A-SLOT work
well with all alow to medium speed cards, such as
Modems. Printers. Clock. 80 Column. Music, etc.

They are not recommended tor high speed data
transfer devices such as disk drive controllers,

alternate processor, and memory cards.

EXTEND-A-SLOT

Wlch chls peripheral card, you can forget
about problems caused by lost or damaged
disks. Any machine language or BASIC
program can be loaded instantly from
solid-state memory. We will even back-up
your copy of APPLE DOS and INTEGER at no
extra cost. Now, when you turn on your
computer, DOS and INTEGER are immediat lv
available. With the large memorv capac-
ity of the QUIK LOADER, users can have a
large library of frequently used programs
without use of a disk drive. Complete
documentation shows the user how to pro-
gram their own PROMs (Programmable Read
Only Memory!, or we will perform this
service.

FEATURES

:

Up to 128K of memory

Supports 2716, 2732, 2764, & 27128.
These types may be freely intermixed

QUIK LOADER operating system allows
instant loading of programs, PROM
catalog routines, etc.

•Multiple cards supported.

Slot independent

Requires APPLE He. or ](• and 16K card with
minor modifications.

$179.50

. This hardware product gives the user com-
plete control over all I/O functions in

I

the range $CW0 through JC0FF.

Examples

:

Switch between TEXT & GRAPHICS

I Switch between Page 1 & Page 2

I

"Switch between Hl-RES & LO-RES
Turn disk drive ON or OFF
Select between drives 1 and 2

I • Step head in either direction
• Protect or enable language card
Turn annunciators ON or OFF

DMAnual controller allows all this while
programs are running. Commands can be
issued (via push-buttons) in the middle

I
of a program, and the desired result
occurs immediatlv. The process used

|
(known as CYCLE STEALING) allows immedi-
ate execution of these commands without

I
interfering with the normal operation of
the program. The card is slot independ-

|
ent, and is connected to a control panel
by a four foot cable. DMAnual controller
is fully described in the book "UNDER-
STANDING THE APPLE II" bv Jim Sather

I
(copyright 1983 by Quality Software).

$89.50

PsrJrJIe Acapple
GAME I/O ADAPTOR and EXTENDER

Works with all Apple compatible joysticks, paddles and
other I/O devices

Select one of two devices or

Use 4 paddles simultaneously

Unique "Jumpers" socket allows you to configure to

meet your needs

BPI*" users can have BPI" device and paddies plugged in

simultaneously (Paddle-Adapple and Peddle-Adapple
Combo only)

Gives you four push-button inputs

Supports shift key modification

Exchange X & V joystick axis

Small and compact — adheres to computer with
supplied foam tape

All Strobes, annunciators and power available on all 16
pin connectors

l*_ Supplied with 18 cable

The Paddle-Adapple has two 16 pin sockets

The Paddle-Adapple D works with the subminiature O
connectors

The Paddle-Adapple Combo has one 16 pm socket and
one subminiature D connector

$29.95

THE MAGIC KEYBOARD
FOR APPLE 1 [ and ] [ Only

• Ae the flip ol a switch, select between standard
•QWERTY keyboard and your choice o( DVORAK.
ASK. MONTGOMERY. LEFT • RIGHT ONE-
HANDED, and ALPHABETICAL ORDER

• Converts APPLE'" keyboard to one o( eight to-key or
hexadecimal keypads

• Hardware conversion—compatible with an software

• Instantly switches between standard keyboard and
keypad • Installs easily, no soldering

$49.95

SIX MONTH WARRANTY TEN
TOLL-FREE ORDER LINES

in CA (800)821-0774
(800) 635-8310

all other states (Including AK. HI. VI, ft PR)
Information ft technical questions: (805)685-1931

DAY RETURN PRIVILEGE
Available al your local dealer or direct from:

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESEARCH GROUP
Post Office Box 2231- C Add $2.50 for shipping,
Goleta, CA 93118 $5.00 outside U.S.A. &
(805) 685-1931 Canada. CA add tax.

VISA. MASTERCARD accepted
Appli- is .i Iredemarli nf Appli*

Computers
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New! Disks that warn
of impending failures.

Also conventional disks —
Both at a great price.
Get great savings, next day shipment and our no hassle money-back guarantee

on Omni's two great lines.

Intelligent Disks — The only disks smart enough to warn of common

failures often in time to protect your data. Certified error-free at the highest

levels in the industry, you can't buy a better disk or better data protection

Conventional Disks - The best value in

the business. Certified

error-free and built v f
to exceed all ^^ ' / \

industry -» »*»^- *

standards.

ARCHIVE
152 Boston Turnpike

Shrewsbury, MA 01545

ow, two

lete lines

V and 5'/4"

including

TPIand
ial formats.

Call toll tree

(800) 343-0314
In Mass: (617) 756-2960
Get great value with Omni conventional disks.

Or important data protection with Omni Intelligent Disks. Prices below are for

5'/4" disks. Call for prices on 8", special formats and volume discounts.

Be sure to indicate system/drive name and model # below.

51/4" disks

Single side/single density

Single tide/double density

Double sidc/douhle density

Flip/ Floppy reversible

Single side/% TIM

Double sidc/% TPI

Plnstk library

(in lieu !v>x)

Shipping and handling

($2.00 first 10 pack, 40s- additional 10 packa i onclni

5% sales tax (Mass only)

Check DCOD Master Card DVISA

Conventional Disks
Cost per
10 pack Quantity

$17.90

$19.90

$32.50

$35.00

$35.00

$40.00

$ 1.99

Intelligent Disks
Cost per
10 pack Quantity

$40.00

$55.00

$57.00

$62.50

Total
Cost

Total

Card I

.

. Exp.. Name .

System drive model I

Tel

AdJress

Logo Type, continued...

puzzle to a group of teachers, most of

whom were first time Logo users. Most
of the adults were as puzzled but as

determined as the students had been.

John Onacki, an Arizona math teacher,

came up with this solution almost by

accident:

TO DESIGN :R :D
REPEAT 5[POLY :R :D FD :D LT

72]

END
TO POLY :R :D
REPEAT :R[FD :D RT 360/ :R]

END

By giving the command design with

an input of 6 for :R and any number for

:D, you create the soccer ball pattern.

Once the kids in the computer club

were able to draw the pattern on the

screen, we decided to take the two-

dimensional drawing and turn it back

into a three-dimensional soccer ball. Be-

cause there are 1 2 pentagons on a soccer

ball, we printed out 12 copies of the pat-

tern. The "players" then cut out each

pattern. Rather than cut out the long,

narrow triangle between each hexagon,

they cut only one side of the triangle and
brought the sides of the two hexagons

together, securing them with tape.

They could then experience the curve

of the ball beginning to take place. By
overlapping the 12 pieces of the ball,

they taped together one fantastic paper
soccer ball. They had completed the cir-

cle, going from three dimensions to two
dimensions and back to three.

But that wasn't the end. It had started

as a cultural experience and through

some creative imagination, ended as

quite another. Just before we taped the

last piece of the ball in place, one of the

kids said, "Hey, let's fill it with candy
and turn it into a pinata!" And that is

exactly what we did. 25

January 1984 Creative Computing
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Computer Outlet
We offer the largest selection of software and hardware

for Apple, Atari, Commodore, IBM and Kaypro at
25 to 40% off retail

95 East Twain, Lastegas, MV 89109 • Mon.-Fri. 8AM to 6PM Sat 9AM to 5PM

Apple Business

$ 95

$419
$189

$249
$249
$ 48

Artsci
Magic Window II

AshtonTate
dBase II (req Z-80
Friday

Broderbund
Payroll

Accounts Receivable
The Bank Street Wniet

Continental Software
The Home Accountant $ 43
F.C M , 62
G/LA/R.A/P. Payroll Ea $159
Property Management $305

Datasoft
MicroPainter

j 23
Lisp Interpreter j 7g
The Basic Compiler j 55

Don't Ask Software
SAM

, 65
Einstein Corporation

Einstein Compiler j 85
Einstein Memory Trainer $ 59

Howard Software
Creative Financing $129
Real Estate Analyzer II $119
Tax Preparer 1983 $145

Hayes Microcomputer
Hayes Terminal Program $ 65

IUS
Professional Easywnter $115
Original Easywnter $ 65
Original Easymailer $ 45
Pro Easywriter/Maiier Combo $189
Original Easywnier/Mailer Combo $ 89

Link Systems
Datalax $119
Oatalmk j 62

Lotus
Executive Briefing System $125
Alpha Bytes Font j 17
Alpha Bytes Decorative Fonts $ 17

Apple lie $1699
64K with 80 column card, one Apple drive.
one Apple low glare monochrome (green
phosphor) monitor, one monitor stand

Micro Lab
The Tax Manager $ 95
Oata Factory 5 J189
Payroll Manager

j t89

Micro Pro (All req. Z-80 Card)
Wordstar $229
Infostar J229
Reportstar $205
4 Pak Word/Maii/Speil/Slar $419

Microsoft
Applesoft Compiler jtt9
AIDS (Req Z-80) $ 79
Multiplan (Apple Dos or ZSO) $175

Sierra On-Line
Screenwriter It $ 82
The Dictionary j 55
Screenwriter Professional $129
The General Manager II $149

PBL Corporation
Personal Investor $ 95

Sensible Software
Sensible Speller % 82
Multi Disk Catalogue II $ 17

Silicon Valley
Word Handler II j 45
List Handler j 39
The Handlers $ 75

Software Publishing
PFS File , as
PFS Report j 85
PFS Graph j gs

Sorcim
Supercalc (Req Z-80) $119
SpellguardiReq Z80) $125
Supercalc II $199

Apple/Educational Apple Hit List

Southeastern Software
Data Capture 4

Data Capture 4 0/80

Visicalc3.3

Visiplot

Visitrend/Plot

Visidex

Visicorp

$ 47

$ 59

$165
$139
$199
$165

Sticky Bear Numbers/Xerox
Sticky Bear ABOXerox
Sticky Bear Opposites/Xerox
Sticky Bear Shapes/Xerox
In Search ol Most Amazing Thing

Spinnaker
Hey Diddle Diddle/Spinnaker
Snooper Troops 1 X 2rSpinnaker
Delta Drawing/Spinnaker
Story Machine/Spinnaker
Face Maker/Spinnaker
Rhymes & Riddles/Spinnaker
Alphabet Zoo/Spinnaker
Plato Whole Numbers
Plato Decimals
Plato Fractions

PDI Preschool Builder
Match Wits/CBS
Mastering the S A T /CBS
Early Games tor Young Children

Counterpoint
Early Games Music/Counterpoint
Wizware Microzine/Scholastic
Juggles Rainbow/Learning Co
Bumble Games/Learning Co
Bumble Plot/Learning Co
Gertrudes Secrets/Learning Co
Gertrudes Puzzles/Learning Co
Rocky s Boots/Learning Co
Compu Read/Edu Ware
Spelling Bee with Reading Primer
Algebra l/Eduware
FractionsfEduware

Decimals/Eduware
Decimais/Eduware
Master Type/Lightning
Type Attack/Sinus
SAT Word Attack/Hartcourt

Base
Word Attack/Davidson
Math Blaster/Davidson
Speed Reader 11 'Davidson

Spellicopter/Designware
Micro Multiphcalion/Hayden

$ 30
$ 30
$ 27
$ 27

$ 27
$ 20

Ea $ 30

$ 34

$

$
$
$

$

$
$

$

$

S

23

23
20

20

n
39
39

24

20

n

$ 20

$ 20

$ 27

$ 20
$ 27
$ 27
$ 30
$ 30
$ 34
$ 23
$ 27
$ 34
$ 34

$ 34

$ 34

$ 27

$ 27

$ 34

$ 34

$ 34

$ 48

$ 27

$ 20

Normandy
Germany
The Cosmic B.i

Witness
Planettaii

Starrr

Zortii. 11 in

Enchanter
Deadline

Suspended
AE
Space Vikings

Zero Gravity Pinball

Sammy Lightfoot

Apple Cider Spider
David's Midnight W
Sargon II

Hi Res Football
Star Blazer

Swashbuckler
Critical Mass
Knight of Diamonds
Wizardry

Legacy of Llylgamyn
Zaxxon
Lode Runner
Serpentine
Chop"'
1 roggai

Temple ol Apshai
Castle Wolfenstein
Wiz & Princess
Ulysses z> The Golden Fleece
Tigers in the Snow
Bandits

Aztec

Mask of the Sun
Ultima 11

Dark Crystal

Spare Change

$ 27

$ 34

$ 27

$ 34

$ 34

$ 27

$ 27
$ 34

$ 34

$ 34

$ 20
$ 34

$ 20
$ 27

$ 24

$ 23

$ 23

Modems

Amdek Color I

Amdek Color II

Amdek Color in

Nee 126012

Monitors
$299 NecJB1201M
$449 USI Amber
$399 Leading Edge Gorilla Green
$109 Leading Edge Gorilla Amber

$259Hayes Micromodem II

Hayes Mlcromodemll w/Terminal Pk $299
Hayes Smartmodem 300 $209
Hayes Smanmodem 1200 $499
Novation Apple Cat II Modem $329

Printers

• Specials of the Month •
Franklin Ace 1000
Elephant Disks s/s
Verbatim Disks s/d
Maxell Disks s/d .

Koala Touch Tablet (Apple, IBM)
The Grappler + . . . .

Microbulfer II 32K Parallel specify internal
or external

System Saver Fan
Flip & File Diskette box w/lock (holds 50)
Flip & File Diskette box (holds 50)

$849.00
$ 18.50
$ 24.00
$ 30.00
$ 85.00
$129.00

$199.00
$ 65.00
$ 24.00
$ 21.00

Nee 8023
Nee 3530
Nee 3550
Diablo 620R (25c psi
Diablo 630R(40cpsl
Epson FX100 FT
Okidata ML 82A
Ok.data ML84P
Okidata ML 92P

$ 475 ML83A
$1599 IDS Microprism 80
$1899 IDS Prism 132

$ 989 Citoh8510Prowriler
$1729 CitohFIOStarwriter
$ 789 Mannesmann Tally 160L
$ 399 Gemini 10X
$1049 Oume Sprint II .

$ 469

Graphics » Utilities

a„„, u ?••«'• Brothers Penguin Software
?,n

Pn.^ in 'C t20 Complete Graphic System

P,
pD

;
sk * 1

$ 15 Special Effects

l**
le '' $ 20 Graphics Magician

t'*T * x A«°"'°hal Fonts 4 Char SetsTypefaces (required Apple Mechanic) $ 15 Complete Graphics System II

$ 22
$ 23
$ 27

$ 23

$ 27

$ 27

$ 39

$ 27

$ 27

$169
$149
$ 85
$ 89

$ 615
$ 549
$1429

$ 365
$1349

$ 629
$ 315
$1429

$ 49
$ 27

$ 39

$ 15

$ 79

Information I 702 796 0296 1~OUU~034~6766
Inquiries 1-702-369-5523 We accept VISA and MasterCard

tore ii r rlitart H-inL ....,,, • ._ i n

nofrc P,„a, encose you, pfone number w,,h any brters SH.PwZT-^.^SooZZum^^ml^' '
'Z'" """"""J

<""" *"" "" Sut"ec' "> ch«>V «""«""
orders V0 m.n.mum and 15°, of an orders ove, S,00 Nevada res/denfs»0d^^J^,^Z^^- ,^^j!^'' ""' SH'"^0 - '<"•*" Order,. APO * FPO
A„ ra.urns musf be accompany by a return eumor/z.f/on number Can 70! 369-5523 toobZ^Mor'Z^ "> °" *>« **•* '" «•*. «. *-«
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Diskette
Users...

When you've
heard from
all the
animals in

the diskette

zoo, but you
need fast

delivery and
high quality

diskettes...

CallCommunications Electronics

Diskette order desk

800-521-4414
In Canada 800-265-4828

Choose your brand
Choose your price

Wabash
diskettesat
$1 .29 each

Ultra
diskettesat
$1 .39 each

Product Description

8" SSSD IBM Compatible 128B/S, 26 Sector

8" SSSD Shugart Compatible, 32 Hard Sector

8" SSDD IBM Compatible<1 28 B/S, 26 Sectors)

8" DSDD Sort Sector (Unformated)

8" DSDD Soft Sector (256 B/S, 26 Sectors)

8" DSDD So« Sector (51 2 B/S, 1 5 Sectors)

8" DSDD Soft Sector (1024 B/S, 8 Sectors)

5VT SSSD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring

5W SSSD Same as above but bulk product

5W SSSD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

5%" SSSD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

5V4" SSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring

5V4" SSDD Same as above, but bulk product

5W SSDD Soft Sector Flippy (use both sides)

5V SSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

5V4" SSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

5V DSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring

5Vi" DSDD Same as above, but bulk product

5V DSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

5Mi" DSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

5V4" SSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI)

5V DSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI)

5V." Fileware Diskette for Apple* Lisa Computer

For more information

about this brand call:

Wabash
Part#

F111
F31A
F131
F14A
F144
F14S
F147
M11A
M11AB
M41A
M51A
M13A
M13AB
M18A
M43A
M53A
M14A
M14AB

M54A
M15A
M16A

CE quant.
100 price
par disk (t)

1.89

1.89

2.39

2.99

2.99

2.99

2.99

1.49

1.29

1.49

1.49

1.79

1.59

2.69

1.79

1.79

2.69

2.49

2.69

2.69

2.59

3.69

Ultra
Part*

81726

81701
82701

82708
5O001
00153
50010
5O016
51401
00O96

51410
51416
52401
00140
52410
52416
51801
52801

CE quant.
100 price
per disk (8)

1.99

2.49

3.19

3.19

1.79

1.39

1.79

1.79

1.89

1.59

1.89

1.89

2.79

2.49

2.79

2.79

2.59

3.69

d yw wmrrmntf
For mora Info on Wabash call

800-323-9868
In Illinois 312-5934363

LUmtlmm wmrrmntf uosat aw*
For mora Info on Ultra call

408-728-7777
Monday-Fridays am-4 pm PT



CE...your best source for diskettes
For you the diskette buyer, ifs a jungle out there. There are so
many different brands to choose from, you need to go on a safari to
find a good brand at a reasonable cost. Fortunately, CE has already
hunted for the best diskettes and offers you an excellent choice at

a CE price. To save you even more, CE also offers bulk product
where 1 00 diskettes are packed in the same box without envelopes
or labels. Since we save packaging costs, these savings are
passed on to you. Diskette envelopes are also available from CE

Other Useful Computer Accessories
When the reed/write heads on your computer are dirty, that can cause you a lot of grief.

Now. .with CE Head Cleaning Diskettes, you can clean the read/write heads on the
diskette drives yourself In lust 30 seconds. Esch kit contains two head cleaning diskettes.

and enough solution for 30 cleanings Order • 5-CIE for 5V«" drives and order • 8-CLE Is

for 8 drives Only $25.00 each. Also available from CE are 3M data cartridges. The
DC100A data cartridge Is a small version of the DC3O0A data cartridge The DC100A
contains 140 feet of 0.150" tape In a package measuring 2.4 x 3.2 x 0.6 inches Coat la

SI 4.00 each. The 0C300A Is a pre-loaded tape cartridge containing 300 feet of one mil

thick by vr computer tspe The DC300A costs $18.00 each. The DC300XL la an extra
length data cartridge with 450 feet of tape. It Is the same site and Interchangeable with the
DC3O0A The 0C300XL provides a total storage capacity of 34.5 million bits at 1600 BPI.
The coat of the 0C3O0XL la $22.00 each. If you need extra mini-diskette envelopes. CE
sells super strong snd tesr resistant Tyvek* envelopes for $1 2.00 per 1 00 pack. Use order
• TE-5 for a 100 pack of SK" diskette envelopes. Smith-Corona TP-1 letter quality
printers sre avaiieble In serial or parallel versions for only $529.00 each.

Quantity Discounts Available
Our diskettes ant packed 1 disks to a carton and 5 or 1 cartons to a case The
economy bulk pack Is packaged 1 00 disks to a case without envelopes or labels
Please order only In Increments of 100 units for quantity 100 pricing. With the

exception of bulk pack, wa are also willing to accommodate your smaller orders-

Quantities leas than 100 u nits are available In Increments of 1 units at a 20% sur-

charge above our 1 00 unit price. Quantity discounts are also available. Order 300
or mora disks at the same time and deduct 1 %; 500 or more aaves you 2%; 1 ,000 or
mora saves 3%; 2,000 or mora saves 4%; 5,000 or mora aavaa 5%; 1 0,000 or mora
save* 6<X>; 50,000 or more aavaa 74b, 1 00,000 or more aavaa 8%, 500,000 or mora
aavaa 9% and 1 ,000,000 or more disks earns you a 10% discount off our aupar low
quantity 1 00 prtca. Almost all our diskettes are immediately available from CE. Our
efficient warehouse facilities are equipped to help usgetyouthequsnty product you
need, when you need It If you need further assistance to find the flexible diskette
that's right for you, call the appropriate manufacturers compatibility hotline
telephone number listed at the bottom of this ad. Dealer Inquiries Invited

Buy your diskettes from CE with confidence
Togat the fastest delivery from CE of your computerproducts, we recommend
you phone your order directly to our Computer Products Division and charge
it to your credit card. Be sure to calculate your price using the CE prices in this

ad. Written purchase orders are accepted from approved government agen-
cies and most well rated firms at a 30% surcharge for net 30 billing. For
maximum savings, your order should be prepaid. All sales are subject to
availability, acceptance and verification. All sales are final. All prices are In

U.S. dollars. Prices, terms and specifications are subject to change without
notice. Out of stock items will be be placed on backorder automatically
unless CE is instructed differently. Minimum prepaid order is $50.00. Mini-
mum purchase order $200.00. All shipments are FOB CE warehouse. No
COD's. Non-certified and foreign checks require bank clearance.

For shipping charges add $8.00 per 1 00 diskettes and/or any fraction of
100 8-inch diskettes, or $6.00 per 100 diskettes and/or any fraction of 100
5 ".-inch mini-diskettes. For cleaning kits, add $3.00 per kit. For tape data
cartridges, add $1.00 per cartridge. For envelopes, add $3.00 per pack of
1 00 envelopes For printers add $20.00 each for UPS. ground shipping and
handling in the continental U.S. For Canada, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, or
APO/FPO delivery, shipping charges are three times continental U.S. rates

Mall orders to: Communications Electronics, Box 1002,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 481 06 U.S.A If you have a Visa or Master
Card, you may call and place a credit card order. Order toll-free

in the U.S. Dial 800-521-4414. In Canada, order toll-free by
calling 800-265-4828. If you are outside the U.S. or in Michigan
dial 3 1 3-973-8888. Telex anytime 81 0-223-2422. Order today.
Copyright *19S3 Communications Electronics* Ad #102783

COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRONICS™

Computer Product* Division
616 Phoenix O Box 1002 D Ann Arbor. Michigan 48106 USA
Call TOLLFNCt eoo-531 4414 or outskse U.S.A. 313 973 esse

Diskette

3M
diskettes SwV.

$1.94 each

Memorex
diskettes &:.

$1 .94 each
3M

Part*

CE quant.
100 price
par disk (S)

8SSSD 1.94

8SSSD-32 1.94

8SSDD 2.49

8DSDD 3.14

8DSDD-1024 3.14

5SSDO-RH 1.94

5SSDD-10RH 1.94

5SSDD-16RH 1.94

5DSDD-RH 2.69

5DSDD-10RH 2.69
5DSDD-16RH 2.69

5SSDD-96RH 2.79

5DSDD-96RH 3.74

5APPLE-FW 4.34

Memorex
Part*

3062
3015
3090
3102

3104

3481

3491

3S01

CE quant.
100 price
par disk (t)

3.14

1.94

2.69

3.74

For more Info on 3M call

800-328-9438
In Minnesota 61 2 736-9524

6 ymar wmrrmntf
For more Info on Memorex cell

800-538-8080
In California 800-672-3525

Burroughs
diskettes &?.

$2.09 each
Burroughs
Parti

CE quant.
100 prtca
par disk (S)

FD-101 2.09

FD-105 2.09

FD-108 2.64
FD-109 3.29

FD-110 3.29

FD-111 3.29

FD-112 3.29

MFD-11 2.09

MFD-12 2.09

MFD-13 2.09

MFD-14 2.64

MFD-15 2.84

MFD- 16 2.84

MFD-20 2.94
MFD-23 3.89

For more Info on Burroughs call

800-448-1422
Monday-Friday 9am-4pm ET

Dysan
diskettes S.V.

$2.99 each
CE quant.

Dyaan
Part*

800501
800618
8O060S
800803

100 price
par disk (8)

2.99

2.99

3.89

4.59

800839
801184

4.59

2.99

801186
801185
801187

2.99

2.99

3.19

801014
801 188
802060

3.19

3.19

3.89

802062
802061
800439
802067

3.89

3.89

3.89

4.49

1 yemr wmrrmnty
For more Info on Dyaan cell

800-552-221

1

In California 408 970-6096
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The
Cultured
Computer

This is the first of a series of articles

by Robert Mueller. Bob will write about

creative and cultural aspects of com-
puters, if your reactions are favorable.

Feedback is solicited.

Bob considers himself to be primarily

a visual artist. He does both abstract

oils and drawings, and also socially-

oriented woodcuts. Nevertheless his back-

ground spans science and all ofthe other

arts. He has a degree in Electrical Engi-

neering from M.I.T., and another in

Philosophy from New York University.

What is the first step in culturing com-
puters? To speak of culturing computers

may seem extravagant. Everyone knows
they are just overblown calculators. Com-
puters may be growing increasingly com-
plicated, but where do we get off saying

they have anything to do with culture?

What is culture anyway? Does it relate to

our art? Our science and industry? Our
political institutions? Our amusements?
Do the games we play define our culture?

Perhaps all of these— and more.

Let's concentrate on games. Video
games. These new ways for humans to

play are certainly unique to our society.

They represent a way to transform the

most formidable and complicated powers

of computers, barely understood by highly

trained specialists, into something everyone

can enjoy: computational power trans-

formed into human tools of skill: mathe-

matics into method— immediately under-

stood because it is made visual. Video
games have emerged as the pop of com-
puter software. Although there are few

well known pop stars in the computer
world, there are certainly millionaires.

Robert E. Mueller. Britlon House. Roosevelt. NJ
08555.

Robert E. Mueller

When you play a video game you develop

a unique symbiosis with a machine. The
device is not only sensitive to your move-
ments and commands but expands to

embrace your passions and prides with its

progressively complex logic. A video game
does what you see, and sees what you do
instantly, powerfully, in full color, and at

the speed of immediate, real time.

This is what is so fascinating about a

video game. Less fatiguing, it is still quicker

than any other game we can play, and at

America has a history

of committing itself to

solving all the
problems of society.

the same time it is potentially more intel-

lectually challenging.

It also leads to a hypnotic obsession, as

we all know. Computers seem to have a

way of obsessing people. Which of course

is their danger: obsession to the point of

blind dominance and obedience. Admitted

negatives aside, however, let's try to analyze

the positives.

Computers arose to help us solve prob-

lems in an increasingly problem-posing

society. Like their mechanical relatives

during the industrial revolution, compu-
tational tools began to be invented back
in the eighteenth century when calculations

began to exceed human abilities to do
them. The data from logarithmic tables

began to pile up so enormously that people

like Babbage became impatient. Thus was

begun the process thai led to today's

devices.

When this impulse reached America, a

combination of Yankee ingenuity and plain

laziness forced people like Herman Hol-

lerith to build early punehed-card systems.

Americans are impatient, and speed in

transportation and speed in communication

quite naturally lead to speed in thought.

America has a history of committing itself

to solving all the problems of society.

The computer is our latest attempt to

grapple with the complexities of the modem
age and reduce them to processes as simple

as video games. (In fact, the elegance and

clarity of video games is emulated by

human factors and AI people designing

human-machine interfaces for sophisticated

computerized systems. It is very nice to

paint your desires on a screen, or talk to a

computer in English, and let the computer

do the rest.)

When society ties itself into impossible

knots and builds intricate mazes that con-

fuse and paralyze human activity, inventors

are impelled rat-like to find ways out of

the dilemmas created. Complexity more
than necessity is the parent of invention.

The human being has a way of countering

chaos with creativity. This creative impetus

is a force that usually emphasizes humanity,

but sometimes that urge does not glorify

us. Splitting the atom is the most notorious

example of how progress can backfire.

In the case of the computer, problems

early became obvious. Automatic systems

require less human help, and therefore

they seem to be a threat to our employment

system. But more important, automating

intelligent human activities had the effect

of demystifying intelligence itself. Less

knowledge was required of humans to

think things once considered mind-
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SAFARI*
600XL CALL
800XL CALL

$335 MICROBITS INFC
$399 80 COLUMN BD
$219 TECHNICAL NOTES
$279 REAL TIME CLK
$72 48K RAM (INTEC)

$145 64K RAM (INTEC)

$109 AXIOM PRINTER INFC

1050 DRIVE

1025 PRINTER

1020 COLOR PTR
1027 PRINTER

1010 RECORDER
64K RAM (MOSAIC)

48K RAM (MOSAIC)

MICRO PERIF MOOEM/INFC
DRIVES

ASTRA 1620 $469 PERCOM 40-S1
RAN* 1000 $295 PERCOM 40-S2
PERCOM 88 S

1

$298 PERCOM 44-S1

*flSTflfl 1620
DISK DRIVE SYSTEM

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
DOUBLE OR SINGLE DENSITY

TWO DRIVES

SPECIAL $469
ATARI SOFTWARE

$78

$249

$25

$38
$95

$119

$80

$129

$418

$718

$510

Saga 112 each (D) $27
Diskey(D) $33
Eastern Front (C/D) $23
747 Land Sim (C/O) $17
Microsoft Basic II (R) $62
Atari Writer (R) $68
Assembler Editor (R) $42
Pac Man(R) $30
Donkey Kong (Ri $34
VC(O) $17
Legionnaire (C) $23
Telegard(D) $19
Sky Blazer (D) $22
Bank St Writer (0) $46
A.E (D) $23
Choplitter (D)$23(R)$29
Serpentine (D)$23(R)$27
Text Wizard (0) $65
Basic Compiler $65
Zaxxon (C/D) $27
S.A.M.(D) $39
P.M. Animator (D) .... $23
Spelling Bee (D| $27
Fractions (C)$21(D)$27
Decimals (C)$21(D)$27
JumpmanjC/D) $27
Temple ol APS (C/DI $27
Nightmare (D1 $20
Sargonll <C)$20(D|$23
Suspended ID) $34
Zorkl. II or III (Dl $27

Starcross(O) $27
Deadline(Di $34
Baseball (D)$23(R)$23
Pool 15(D) $23
Data Perfect (D) $74
C 65(D) $58
Ma«65lDl $56
Action (Dl $65
AhBaba(DI $20
Soltporn(D) $20
Ultima 11(D) $39
Frogger (C/O) $23
Wavy Navy (D) $23
Type Attack (D) $27
Snooper lor 11(D) $30
Most Ama; Thing (D) $27
Face Maker (D) $20
Kinder Comp(D) $20
Fort Apocalypse (C/O) $23
Pharoah's Curse (C/D) $23
Protector II (D) $23
Shamus(D) $23
Blue Max (C/D) $23
Combat Leader (C/D) $27
Knights/Desert (C/D) $27
Cosmic Balance (D) $27
Tigers In Snow (C/D) $27
Miner 2049er(R) $34
Astro Chase (D) $22
Financial Wizard (D) $41

0-BERT

P0PEYE
$33

$33

SPECIALS
Gemini 15X Printer $399
Axiom AT-100 Printer (with interface $229
Astra Double Density Dual Drive $469
Rana 1000 Drive $319
Bit-3 80 Column Board $245
Mannesmann Talley 160L Printer $589
Atari 400 Keyboard (In Home) $35
Programmer Kit . . $48 Entertainer Kit ... $64
Wico Joystick ... $23 Wico Trackball . . . $49

COMMODORE
1541 DISK DRIVE $239
1701 Color Monitor $255 1530 Recorder $59
1525 Printer $239 1600 Modem $59
1520 Color Ptr $169 1650 Auto Modem $158

64 SOFTWARE 64
Neutral Zone (C/D) $26
Sprite Master (D) $27
Computer Football (C) $18
Telengard (C) $16
Chophfter |R) $29
Temple of Apshai (D) $27
Jumpman(CZD) $27
Crush Crumble (D) $20
Gridrunner(R) $27
Zorkl. II or III (D) $27
Deadline (D) $35
Starcross (0) $27
Frogger (C/D) $23
Type Attack (D) $27
Face Maker (D) $23
Kindercomp (D) $20
Hey Diddle (D) $20
Most Amu Thing (O) $27

Fort Apocalypse (C/D) $23
Pharoah's Curse (C/D) $23
Protector II (D) $23
Shamus(D) $23
Nukewar(C) $12
Midway Campaign (C) $12
Paper Clip (D) $89
Delphis Oracle <D> $114
Word Pro 3 + /w Spell
Video Pak 80 $139
Script 64(0) $77
Calc Result Prof (O) $1 19
Home Accountant (O) $48
MFilefD) $89
Quick Brown Fox (R) $50
Writers Assistant ID) $95
Spreadsheet Assist (D) $95
File Assistant (O) $95
Hesmon 64 (R) $27

A.L.S.
CPM Card $278
Z Card II $119
Color II $129
Smarterm II $129
ALIEN GROUP
Apple Voice Box . . . $128
Atari Voice Box $98
INTERACTIVE STRUC.
Pkaso Interface

. $127
KENSINGTON
System Saver $64
KOALA TECHNOLOGIES
Apple Graphic Tablet $79
Atari Graphic Tablet $69
C*4 Graphic Tablet $69
KRAFT
Joystick $40
Paddles $35

•#-*! iu nnnL
Super Fan
MICROSOFT
Softcard
Softcard Plus
Softcard Premium lie
Softcard Premium II

ORANGE MICRO
Grappler
Buffered Grappler
RH ELECTRONICS
Super Fan II

TG PRODUCTS
Joystick He w/Toggle
Joystick
Paddles . .

TVMAC
Printer Interface ....

$228
$418
$329
$459

$115
Call

$59

$41
$41
$29

$74

cippkzile
64K SYSTEM . LISTjfc»9S:

CALL FOR LOW PRICE
APPLE DRIVES

MICROSCI
A2 Drive $229
A40 Drive $269
A70 Drive $349
Drive Controller $74

RANA
Elite I Drive $259
Elite II Drive $444
Elite III Drive $549
Drive Controller $89

Printers/Etc.
GEMINI 10X
GORILLA

S279
$199

CITOH
Prowriter $345
Prowrlter II $629
Starwriter $1149
Printmaster $1448
NEC
8023 AC $409
3510 $1375
3530 $1579
3550 $1779
7710/7730 $1998

PROWRITER
SMITH TPI .

SILVER REED P
OUME 11/40 +
OKIDATA
Microline82A
Microline83A . .

Microline84P
Microline92
Microline93 ...

DIABLO
620R
630R

MONITORS

$345
$488
$669

$1299

$398
$638
$958
$488
$858

$939
$1719

AMDEK
Color I $289
V300 $139
V300A $149
Color II $449

NEC
GRNIJB1260)
GRNIJB1201)
Color Composite
RGB Color

$115
$155
$298
$598

MODEMS
HAYES
Smartmodem $209
Smartmodem 1200 $498
Micromodem II ... $259

NOVATION
J-C»t $99
Apple Cat II $259
D-Cat $149

' COSMIC
COMPUTERS

UNLIMITED

727 BREA CANYON RD., SUITE 16
WALNUT, CA 91789

ORDER LINES OPEN M0N-SAT 8 am - 6 pm

(800) 626-7642
PLEASE FOR ORDERS ONLY

SORRY, NO COD'S

(714) 594-5204
FOR TECHNICAL INFO, ORDER INQUIRIES,

OR FOR CALIFORNIA ORDERS
Add $2 50 shipping per software order in continental US Add $S 00
snipping ptr software order lor AK. HI. FP0 AP0 Add $10 00 or 15*
(whichever is greater) per software order tor non u S Call lor cost of

hardware snipping Cain residents mtn sales tax Cashiers
checks or money orders tilled within 24 hours tor items in stock
Personal checks require 4 weeks to clear MasterCard and Visa OK for

software only within continental u S . add 3% surcharge Include card
no

. expiration date and signature Due to our low prices, all sales are
final All detective returns must have a return authorization nomuer
Please call to obtain one before returning goods lor replacement or

repair Prices $ availability subject to change

cippkz
(6

APPLE COMPUTER INC.
Apple Writer lie $157
ARTSCI
Magic Window II $95
Magic Words $45
ASHTON TATE
D Base 1 1 (Req Z 80) $299
Finan Plan (ReqZ-801 $399

SOFTWARE

$198

$19
$17
$23

$20
$20
$79

$17
$27
$?0
$15
$20

Friday

AVALON HILL
Telegard
VC
Empore of Overmind
AVANT GARDE
ZeroGrav Plnball
HiResGolf
Hi Res Secrets
BEAGLE BROS.
Dos Boss
Alpha Plot
Utility City
Tip Disk*
Apple Mechanic
Pronto Dos $20
Flex Text $20
Frame Up $20
Type Faces $14
BRODERBUND
Bank Si Writer $45
AE $23
Serpentine $23
Chophfter $23
Star Blazer $22
Davids Midnight $23
Apple Panic $20
Alien Rain . $17
Arcade Machine .. $41
BPI
General Act $275
A/R $275
A/P $275
CONTINENTAL
G/L. A/R. A/P or P/R $159
Property Mgt $296
Home Accountant $48
1st Class Mail $48
DATAMOST
Aztec $27
Tubeway $23
Snack Attack $21
Swashbuckle $23
DATASOFT
Zaxxon $27
Micropainter $23
DON'T ASK
SAM (w/DAC) $79
Wordrace $17
EDUWARE
Alg 5 & 6 $34
Empire II $20
Fractions $34
Decimals $34
Spelling Bee w/Read $27
Alg. 1.2.3or4 $27
Rendevous $27
Prisoner II $23
EPVX
Temple of APS $27
Tuesday Ouarterback $20
Crush Crumble $20
HAVDEN SOFTWARE
Sargon II $25
Piewnter2 2 $95
INFOCOM
Suspended $34
Zork I, II or III $27
Starcross $27
Deadline $34
INSOFT
Graforth II $50
Electric Duet $20
IUS
Prof Easywnter $114
Original Easywnter $65
Original Easymailer $45
LEARNING COMPANV
Juggles' Rainbow $20
Bumble Games $27
Bumble Plot $27
Gertrudes Secrets $30
Gertrudes Puzzles $30
Rockeys Boots $34
UK
Letter Perfect $89
LOTUS
Exec. Brief Sys
MICROLAB
Miner 2049er
Data Factory 5
Payroll Manager . .

.

MICROSOFT
Typing Tutor II ....
Applesoft Compiler
A L D S (Req Z-80)
Basic Compiler ....
Multiplan .

Olympic Decathaion
MUSE
Robot $27
Castle Woltenstein . . $20
OOESTA
Chess $45

. $125

$27
$189
$189

. $17
$118
$79

$239
$169
$20

ONLINE
The Dictionary $65
Sammy Lightfoot $20
General Manager II $145
Screenwriter II $80
Wiz & Princess $22
Mystery House $17
Time Zone $65
Maurauder $23
Frogger $23
Cannonbali Blitz $23
Screenwriter Prof $128
PENGUIN
Spy's Demise $14
Graphic Magician $39
Comp Graphics Sys $39
Special Effects $27
PLATO
Whole Numbers $38
Decimals $38
Fractions $38
QUALITY
Bag ol Tricks $27
Aii Baba & 40 Thieves $22
SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
Sensible Speller $79
Super Disk Copy III $23
Multi Disk Catalog $17
SILICON VALLEY
Word Handler $128
List Handler $59
SIRIUS
Kabul Spy $23
Bandits $23
Type Attack $27
Repton $27
Critical Mass $27
Beer Run $20
SIR TECH
Police Artist $23
Wizardry $34
Knight of Dia $23
SOFTWARE PUBLISH.
PFS Report $79
PFS Filing $79
PFS Graph $79
SORCIM
Supercalc (Req Z-80) $124
Spellguard (Req Z 80) $124
SOUTHEASTERN
Data Capture 4 $46
Data Capture 4 0/80 $59
SPINNAKER
Delta Drawing $34
Hey Diddle $20
Most Amazing Thing $27
Snooper Troops #1 $29
Snooper Troops #2 $29
Story Machine $23
Face Maker . $23
STONEWARE
Graphic Sys (Prof ) $116
D B Master $148
D B Master Util 41 $84
Graphics Proc Sys. $46
STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Battle of Normandie $27
Germany 1985 $39
Epidemic $23
Pursuit Graf Spree $39
Shattered Alliance $39
Fighter Command $39
S.E.U.I.S $27
Computer Baseball $27
Cytron Masters $27
Guadalcanal $39
Galactic Gladiators $27
Battle of Shiloh $27
Tigers In Snow $27
Cosmic Balance $27
Computer Ortrback $27
SUBLOGIC
Whole Brain Spelling $23
Flight Simulator $24
Space Viking $34
Saturn Navigator $23
SYNAPSE
Protector II $23
Shamus $23
Pharoah's Curse $23
SYNERGISTIC
Atlantis $28
Global Prog Line Ed $44
TARRAPIN
Terrapin Logo (64K) $99
VISICORP
Visicalc He $164
Visicalc3 3 $158
Visiflle $165
Visidex $165
Visiplot $139
Visitrend/Plot $195
Visi Schedule $195
MISCELLANEOUS
Millionaire $39
Plnball Const. Set . $27
Pool 15 $23
Bandits $23
Human Fly $21
Master Type $27
New Step by Step $57
Ultima $27
Zoom Graphics $34
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Cultured Computer, continued...

boggling. Anyone with a hand-held device

could perform mental feats only savants

could do before. The mathematical abilities

of computers began to shift our admiration

from people to devices— and. at the

extreme, to robots, who could become
our mental giants and our envied masters.

In the end. however. I think that video

games should humble computer designers,

became they reduced very difficult prob-

lems to simple audio-visual-manual

solutions.

Problem solving in general is fun. But

automated problem solving is more fun.

Who cares what kind of a technical device

we use to solve our problems: if we can

solve them quicker or easier, we are all

the more pleased. Give us bigger and

more difficult problems, and we will be

even more pleased when we unravel them.

This is part of the joys of education— call

it intellectual gaming. We get deeper and

deeper into labyrinths of difficulties, and

by neatly tying pathways together, we
simplify their complexities. Why not use

this marvelous new tool, the computer, to

help us simplify life? Can it even help

with our art— and enrich our culture too?

The problem is that abstractions have

a way of trapping us. of fooling us into

believing we have solved some difficult

problem. What does a game won, or a

high score achieved, represent? We displace

our difficulties and build solutions that

we soon discover are not solutions at all.

Oh. they solve those a/eas we set up— say

a game whose maximum score we can

finally reach, regardless how complex the

rules or the boundaries we formulate to

define it. But they answer nothing finally—
which is what we wish they would do.

Mathematical difficulties worked out

elegantly are sometimes so beautiful that

we think they represent an absolute truth.

This is the story of our intellectual life!

Everything seems so simple—on paper.

Video games are a
good example ofhow
fascinating total control

over a little bit of
experience can be.

How far can we take this? If we remain

dominated by games, will it help us in

solving the meaning of existence?

Living life is difficult. One of the reasons

we play is to escape disagreeable experi-

ences (particularly poignant ones during

puberty). Video games are a good example

of how fascinating total control over a

little bit of experience can be. If we
surrender to the demands of a challenging

game, we get a great feeling of mastery

when we win (or reach a high score). A
challenging problem solved or a game

won gives us a powerful feeling of mastery.

The overwhelming problems of living are

concentrated in our hands, and with deft

movements and a little mental or physical

exertion, we can actually solve them (for

a few minutes). Life makes momentary

sense.

But in the end our accomplishments

begin to take over. We define ourselves

with our dynamic achievements. Can we

stop ourselves from surrendering to these

achievements and repeating them again

and again? How long can a culture survive

on repetition? We run our mile as fast as

we can, nevertheless we run it again and

again, hoping to beat our own record.

Where does it end, this race to automate

tedium?
Culturing society in a democracy means

making the deepest and most creative

human insights and perceptions available

to everyone. We want to culture computers

to improve our own culture through them.

This is not a question of displacing hu-

manity onto computers, as science fiction

suggests. Rather, it means making com-

puters available as insightful tools for

sensitive, non-computer people to use to

elevate the collective human condition.

Although video games may seem a far cry

from this noble pursuit, I think they may

well be the first step.

.^VaP^A IT IS NEVER
fIM-Tv" TO° LATE!!

I^I^^jFa TO GIVE YOURSELF.^^ YOUR COMPANY.
A GIFT THAT CAN SAVE YOU
$1,000,000'
COST LESS
LESS THAN

$20 .'.'

AND IT CAN

\

GET THIS—

\

A
BRAND

,

NEW
RODUCTi

PROTECT
'

THE
money'',

YOU
,

HAVE
ALREADY

]

SPENT
'»(!» | H
1H1UII

««fS SC»»TC"t<

mi ma
'"MANN'S VINYL PRODUCTS"
has designed and produced a

computer cover that -,>. .- —
beautifies your room or office and protects at the

same time for an astonishingly low price!

• Manufactured ol glova leather soil — super easy clean vin yl This new

product is available in your choice ol 3 colors. ^8§^ "SKy1

. The name ol your computer and its logo A
callus?!

is handsomely sllkscreened on your cover.

• Each custom cover is individually

lilted to your specilic computer model

• Easily the most attractive cover

on the market today.

. II not completely satisfied — Return

in lourteen |I4| days lor a 100% relund

r LOCAL: |408| 971-7Z33^J VUU^JS"
I MABURY ROAD SAN JOSE. CA-95133 -
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THE LIMBIC CONNECTION. . .

CONNECTING THE FEATURES OF THE FUTURE FOR

TODAY'S COMMODORE USERS.
Commodore 64 & VIC 20 are trademarks ol Commodore Electronics. Inc
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TATE OF THE AR
MEMORY SYSTEMS

512KB SINGLE BOARD IBM MEMORY W/RS232-C PORT
Addressable as a contiguous block in 64KB increments thru 1 megabyte.

• On board parity with interrupt on parity error.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: $545.00
MEMDISK 1 Allows memory to emulate disks. Increases system performance!!

FREE with purchase of memory.

NE*

64KB SINGLE BOARD EXORCISER
I, II, AND ROCKWELL
SYSTEMS 65 MEMORY

» Parity checker on board.

* Addressable as a contiguous block in 4K increments with
respect to VXA or VUA.

> Pin to Pin compatibility.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: $250.00

512KB TO 2MB SINGLE BOARD
MULTIBUS MEMORY

• Pin to Pin MULTIBUS compatibility for both 8 bit and 16 bit

systems.

• On board parity with selectable interrupt on parity ERROR.
• Addressable up to 16 megabytes.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: 512KB $ 895.00
1MB $3995.00
2MB $5995.00

N£*

64KB SINGLE BOARD
S100 MEMORY

• Addressable as a contiguous block in 4K word increments.
• Battery back-up capability.

• Functions with on board refresh.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: $250.00

256KB TO 1 MB SINGLE BOARD
LSI 11 MEMORY

• On board parity generator checker.
• Addressable as contiguous block in 256KB increments

through 4 megabytes.
• Battery backup mode.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: 256KB $ 525.00
512KB $2650.00
1MB $3995.00

DON'T ASK WHY WE CHARGE SO LITTLE, ASK WHY THEY CHARGE SO MUCH.

CChrislin Industries. Inc.
31352 Via Colinas • Westlake Village, CA 91362 • 213-991-2254

TWX 910-494-1253 (CHRISLIN WKVG)
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Telecommunications
Talk
Welcome to Telecommunications

Talk! This is the first in a series of col-

umns on the subject of computers and

telephones.

Topics will include information util-

ities, bulletin board systems, hardware,

software, and the purposes to which you

can apply your computer/modem system.

We invite your participation. Users,

feel free to tell us about your BBS sys-

tems, communications programs, and

anything else you have that is of interest.

If it checks out, we will use it. Manufac-

turers, let us know about your software

and hardware products for telecom-

munications. We can't promise to use

everything you send, but much material

we receive will find its way into the

column.

The Great Computer Hack
Milwaukee: Land of "Happy Days."

Richie Cunningham. Pottsy and Ralph.

The Fonz. Neal Patrick and the 414s.

Neal Patrick and the 414s?

No, they are not a 50's rock group. In

case you don't remember who Neal Pat-

rick is, Sherman, let's set the Wayback
Machine for August 1983. The place?

Any front page of a newspaper will do:

"Report 'Break In' Of Atom Lab Com-
puter," "Cancer Clinic Computer Tam-
pered With," "Trespass At Los Alamos
Computer." How about the cover of

Newsweek for September 5, 1983, with a

picture of 414 "Hacker" Neal Patrick on

the cover? Remember now?
The 414s were a very small group of

high school age kids from Milwaukee

who had met at an explorer post and

Brun J Murphy. 133 Post Rd . Fairfield. CT 06430

Brian J. Murphy

found that they had a similar interest,

telecomputing. Until the spring of '83,

they had done nothing to merit national

headlines or a Newsweek cover, but with

a few log-ons all that changed.

The Break-Ins

To reconstruct events briefly, on Au-

gust 1 1 it was revealed that one of the

computers at the Los Alamos National

Laboratory in New Mexico had been

accessed by telephone by an unautho-

rized user sometime in late June.

Los Alamos, being the place where

much of the nation's theoretical nuclear

research is conducted, is understandably

reluctant to provide too many details

about what the unauthorized users may
have been looking into. Perhaps "reluc-

tant" isn't the word. "Absolutely refused

to discuss," may be the phrase most

descriptive of their attitude. Their terse

announcement to the press simply stated

that an intrusion had taken place, that

whatever it was the user or users had

accessed was not classified nor did it

deal with personnel matters.

So if the data they accessed wasn't the

instructions for building an H-bomb or

Dr. Edward Teller's attendance record,

what was it? "Can't comment" said a

Los Alamos spokeswoman when we at-

tempted to weasel it out of her. She did

make it clear, however, that whatever it

was, was considered worth the time of

the FBI to investigate.

At New York's Memorial Sloan-

Kettering Cancer Center, a few more

details were forthcoming. Again,
Telenet had been used to gain un-

authorized access to the computer.

This time the computer data files

accessed related to the monitoring of

radiation treatment for cancer patients

all across the country.

Spokeswoman Nancy Czaja explained

that the program accessed is a utility

used by radiation therapists to double

check the amounts of radiation given in

cancer therapy. Since radiation doses

must be measured with precision to pre-

vent them from becoming ineffective or

counterproductive, this is a bad data

bank with which to be playing idle

games.

While he was playing with the data,

the hacker managed to crash the system.

The total downtime was only five

minutes, but it was enough to attract the

attention of Sloan-Kettering's computer

manager, who investigated certain se-

curity programs within the system. His

investigation pointed to an unauthorized

access of the system. It is not clear

whether this access—and crash—was

responsible for a block of data relating to

billing being deleted from the system.

After the initial incident was detected,

the computer was accessed without per-

mission "several more times."

The Cancer Center has several com-

puters, according to Ms. Czaja, but the

one the hackers accessed was specially

programmed to provide easy access by

physicians to give them valuable assis-

tance in planning radiation therapy.

That is what it was doing on Telenet,

and that is why it was so easy to break

into.
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Telecommunications, continued...

How They Did It, Who They Are
So far as we know, Los Alamos and

Sloan-Kettering were not deliberately

picked for trespass by these teenagers.

When you call Telenet, you type in a

coded set of digits which, like a tele-

phone number, connects you to a

participating computer. A few numbers
are in the public or semi-public domain
(The Source and Delphi information

utilities are examples); most are sup-

posed to be strictly private. The trouble

is that you can make a successful link

with many of those numbers once you

become proficient with the Telenet

system.

Getting past the security program is

another matter. If you recall the movie
War Games, all you had to do to get into

the Air Force's most secret NORAD
computer was come up with a single

word password. It turns out that there

was more truth to that scene than we
had thought because at least until the

Los Alamos and Cancer Center in-

cidents this past August, it was almost

as easy to log onto some of the major in-

stitutional data processing systems
around the country.

Mike Hobach is the system operator

(sysop for short) of BBS-SUE, a bulletin

board system in Milwaukee. He knows
all the members of the 414 group and
says that they found getting the pass-

words for the big systems was as easy as

it appeared in War Games.
Hobach said that the boys discovered

that in many, if not most, of the big sys-

tems they invaded, the "default pass-

words" were still operative (these are

code words used by manufacturers and
programmers to access computers while

they are being installed and pro-

grammed). Some of the most commonly
used default passwords like system, ser-

vice, and test/password seemed to work
fine for the 414s when they attempted to

log on to Telenet computers at random.
Sloan-Kettering and Los Alamos were

the hacks that grabbed the attention of

the papers—and the FBI, but the dam-
age done by the hackers was reportedly

minimal. Part of the hacking tradition,

however, is mischief-making, and there

had been at least one incident reportedly

connected to a 414 member, according

to Hobach. that illustrates the potential

for serious damage.
About one year before the headline

-

making incidents, Hobach says, one of

the 414s was responsible for causing seri-

ous damage to data files stored on a

computer belonging to the Milwaukee
School of Engineering. The boy respon-

sible was reported to be too young to

prosecute under Wisconsin law (which

specifically prohibits unauthorized ac-

cess into computers), but the school

went after the boy's parents who wound
up paying around $3000 to compensate

for the damage.
Despite this incident, the 414s are not

malicious mischief-makers, according to

Hobach who says the boys have been

portrayed unfairly in the press—espe-

cially the local Milwaukee papers which

have taken a stern editorial stand on

their capers. In reality, Hobach said, the

414s are nice young men of above av-

erage intelligence who generally do well

in school and who really know what

they are doing when it comes to comput-

ers. Neal Patrick, who has been the

group's point man with the media, even

operates his own BBS system, to which I

have logged on myself. (By the way, Pat-

rick has not answered my message, as of

this writing, to tell me his side of the 414

story.)

By logging on to sensitive data banks,

the 414s caused the fertilizer to hit the

ventilation system. In the press, they

were portrayed as the sinister side of the

computer revolution, but this is prob-

ably an unfair characterization if the tes-

timony of other computer users in their

home town is reliable. Except for some
unsubstantiated details I ran across in

communicating with various sources in

Milwaukee, the 414s seem to enjoy a

reputation among other computerists as

nice kids.

Computer Ethics

The defense of those boys, at least by

their fellow computerists, goes beyond

the disclaimer that they didn't mean to

hurt anything or anyone. It goes to the

point where the claim is made that there

is nothing wrong with inspecting, with-

out invitation, the programs and data

files on a private computer system.

One defender of the 414s said to me,

summing up the arguments in favor of

hacking, "If this information is so

confidential or so private, why is it

accessible via Telenet? Why don't the

system managers change the default

passwords?"
In the atmosphere of the bulletin

board systems, where there is a free

interchange of ideas, programs, and

data, and where most of the users are

relatively young, it sometimes seems as

though the world of computers was

meant to have no walls, only doors wait-

ing to be opened. Unfortunately, this

isn't so. There are some thresholds

which, though not illegal to cross, are

unethical to pass.

One cannot pass judgment on the 414s

or an anyone else who hacks so far as

their responsibility before the law is con-

cerned. In most states and nationally,

hacking is apparently not a crime, ex-

cept where it violates the laws relating to

national security. That means that it is

not OK to look at the computers at

NORAD or Los Alamos even if it were

as simple as dialing the right number

and answering the password prompt

with Joshua.

This is not a problem of legality but of

ethics. Some readers of this column, who
enjoy their hacking, may find the follow-

ing points tiresomely familiar, but they I

are, I think, worth repeating.

• Computer trespass is a violation of

privacy. Very simply stated, just because

the information is on a computer and be-

cause the computer is accessible by tele-

phone does not mean that anyone has a

right to use that computer without

permission.

Take the Sloan-Kettering case as an

example. All patient data are, by ancient

and honorable tradition, privileged in-

formation. Of course, there is no ev-

idence to indicate that the 414s were

deliberately trying to connect with the

Cancer Center in the first place, but once

they had, they had violated the rights of

physicians and of cancer patients.

The range of information stored in

computer data files which private in-

dividuals and institutions prefer to keep

private is wide. It includes their financial

status, health history, and employment
records. This information may seem
harmless, but most people would be

embarrassed to learn that their private

lives have been scrutinized by strangers.

Put yourself in their shoes. Would you
want all your secrets accessible to any-

one with a computer and a modem?
The argument has been made that if it

is easy to access a computer, then it is

OK to log on. But if the door to an office

building or a private house were to be

left open I am sure that most people

would resist their curiosity and not walk

in to examine files and personal papers,
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Telecommunications, continued...

to go through wallets, pocketbooks, and

strongboxes. This is not what nice peo-

ple do. When you trespass in a computer

system, that is exactly what you are do-

ing, and it is wrong.
.

I have heard the assertion that all

computers should be open to all people

at all times. This is a wonderfully idealis-

tic way of looking at computers, but it is

not a theory that works in the real

world.

Computers are made for whatever

purposes their owners see fit. If a com-

puter owner chooses to exclude all but

authorized users from the system, that is

fully within his rights, as it is within

yours to decide who uses your system.

Unrestricted access to all computers all

the time is simply unrealistic.

• By accessing systems with which

you are not familiar, you risk damage to

other people's property. This should be

clear enough after the inadvertent dam-

age to financial records and the acciden-

tal crash of the Sloan-Kettering comput-

er. It is certainly evident if the reports of

$3000 in damage to the computer at the

Milwaukee School of Engineering are

valid.

No matter how much experience with

computers you have, you will blunder

from time to time and either lose data,

hang up a program, or crash the com-

puter. Even with easy to operate home
computers, errors are easy to commit. It

is much simpler on big systems, with

which you have had limited experience

and with software with which you are

not familiar to do serious damage to the

software and data files on the system

you are hacking.

So what? Well, it is not nice to anony-

mously intrude into a private system and

bomb data. In the case of computers

handling files of financial data, there is a

potential for serious expensive damage.

The case of Sloan-Kettering demon-

strates how hacking can actually harm

the vital interests of some people.

You can also do harm to yourself. Al-

though most companies and institutions

with the big mainframe systems can

probably afford to undo any damage

that a hacker causes, they don't have to

absorb the financial burden alone.

The fact is that when you violate a

private system, you risk legal action to

recover the cost of the damage to the

system, the manhours required to re-

store data, and so forth. If the company

can prove that the damage was willful,

they can sue you and soak you for

substantial damages.
• Unauthorized access amounts to

stealing from the computer owner. It is

one thing to call the number of a system

which invites the public, for free or for a

fee, to use its data processing capabili-

ties. When you access a system without

that permission, you are taking the ser-

vice from the owner of the computer

without paying for the time and without

paying for the wear and tear to which

you subject the system.

Even big systems have breakdowns;

actually they have more breakdowns

than home computers. A big system will

often have dozens of terminals and

drives which are subjected to hellacious

wear and tear. This is one of the reasons

mainframe time is so expensive.

The bottom line is that it costs the

mainframe operator much more to run

his system than it costs you or me to run

ours. The mainframe operator has a

right to know and control who is using

his equipment and to be compensated

for its use.

A Bad Public Image
Aside from these ethical consid-

erations there are the possible con-

sequences of unrestricted computer tres-

pass on telecommunications in general.

Let's face it, the exploits of the 414s

have given a black eye to the entire

world of personal computing. As if there

weren't enough concern that teens and

young adults are "wasting their time"

playing games on personal computers,

now must combat the image of the teen-

age computer vandal. It is an unfair

characterization of the vast, overwhelm-

ing majority of people under 21 who use

home computers, but it is the sort of im-

age that might just stick if we are all not

careful.

Remember that we are at the mercy of

the Federal Communications Commis-

sion, which regulates the phone lines,

and the Congress and the state legisla-

tures, which pass laws on how they may

be used. Let's not create the kind of

political pressure that would prompt any

of these bodies to restrict our access to

the phone lines.

We are also at the mercy of the mul-

tiple offspring of Ma Bell. It is quite well

known among members of the telecom-

puting community that many local

phone systems are thinking about levy-

ing extra charges for the use of modems

on the public phone lines. If the image of

telecomputerists is not one of respon-

sible people but of pranksters irrespon-

sibly using their computer/phone link to

invade other people's privacy and dam-

age their property, you can count on

zero public and political support for

keeping rates low.

Summing Up
I have probably said many things you

didn't feel like reading, but I have seen

too many good people and good causes

unfairly and permanently smeared by

people who were too ignorant and afraid

to know what they were talking about.

Let's face it; there is a great deal of

computer ignorance and computer fear

out there. Let's not do anything that will

make our hobby less prestigious or

harder to pursue.

One final disclaimer. I have found

that when the term "hackers" is used

among telcomputerists, it refers not only

to people who hunt at random for

computers to access but also to people

involved in a wide range of computer re-

lated activities. This latter group has

done nothing wrong, and it would be un-

fair to suggest that they have. £5
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SJB DISTRIBUTORS.
ONE STOP SHOPPING FOR
COMMODORE SYSTEMS.

Qcommodore
COMMODORE BUSINESS

SERIES
SuperPet (5 kmguoges.

2 processor) S1059
CBM 8032 Computer, 80 Column . . 625
CBM Memory Expansion, 64K 259
CBM 8050, 1 mg. Dual Drive 995
CBM 8250, 2 mg. Dual Drive 1295
CBM D9060, 5 mg. Hard Disk 1995
CBM D9090, 7.5 mg. Hard Disk .... 2250
CBM2031.170KSingleDrive(New).. 295
DC Hayes Smart Modem 300
BUSINESS SOFTWARB-6032

Word Pro 4« or 5» $ 309
InfoPro 219
Administrator 489
VlsiColc (expanded) 199
BPI A/R, G/L, Job Cost, Inventory,

Payroll eo.325
Commodore 64 Coil

INTERFACES A ACCESSORIES
80 Column Expander $ 1 59
VIC 1600 Modem 95
VIC 1650 (auto answer, auto dial). . . 150
VIC 1525 Graphic Printer 225
VIC 1530 Datosette Recorder 65
VIC 1541 Disk Drive 249
VIC Switch (connect 8 64 s or Vies

to printer, dd) 149
PET-IEEE cable 33
IEEE-IEEE cable (2m) 49
5 Slot Expander lor 64 65
Parallel Interface (Epson, Okidata,

IDS. NEC) 70
Programmers Reference Guide 18
Verbatim Diskettes (10 per box) 26
Hes Modem 75
ADA 1450 M9
ADA 1800 (New) 129
Numeric Keypad 35
NEW COMMODORE PRODUCTS
The Executive 64 $ Con
CBMB128-80 825
CBM B256-80 1095
CBM BX700 2990
B Series Soflwore Coll

CBM 1520 Plotter 169
CBM 1526 Printer 349

SOFTWARE FOR CBM 64
BUSINESS

WordPro 3V64
w/Spell Right Plus $ 79

Spell Right Plus 55

Cole Result (Advanced) 125
Calc Result (Easy) 75
Busicolc II 95
Mirage Concepts

(Powerful Data Base) 95
M File (merge with WordPro) 89
Home Utilities 49
64 Moiling List (Gotoctic) 28
The Manager 50
Home Accountant (confinentol) 75
Code Writer

(Writes Basic Programs) 95
Stock (investment analysis) 80
Agricultural Management call

General Ledger, A/R, A/P, P/R, kiv. . . Coll

RECREATION
Assembler Package (cassette or disk,

compiled, includes editor, loader,

disassembler) $ 39
Sprite Master (access) 30
Neutral Zone (access) 35
Space Belt 19
Coco II (buHd your own games) 40
Vic Tree (programmers utilities) 75
Micro-Term (save to printer, disk). ... 39
Hesmon 35
Gothmogs Loir 30
Rood Tood 15
Commodore Gomes coll

MONITORS - GREAT
RESOLUTION (64 OR VIC)

CBM 1 701 Color Monitor $ 249
Amdek Color Plus 299
Panasonic TR-1 20 (w/speoker) 155
Pooasonic CT-160 279
BMC (green screen) 95
Video/Audio Cable 15
PRINTERS - LETTER QUALITY

CBM 6400, 40 ops $1450
Diablo 620, 25 cps 949
Transfer 140 (seriol) 1395
Tronstor 130. 16 cps (outo load,

wp features!) 759
NEC 3500 Series 1600
NEC 7700 Series 2350
Tronstor 120, 14 cps 500

PRINTERS • DOT MATRIX
CBM 8023, 150 cps/graphics S 545
CBM 4023 Printer 395
Epson FX Printer, 160 cps 549
Epson MX-80 FT w/grafrrax Coll

Epson FX-100 859
Okidata 82A. 120 cps (serial

and parallel) 429
NEC 8023A (parallel) 429

Okidata 92 559
Star Gemini, 10X 329
Star Gemini. 15 499
Tronstor 315 (hi-ret, cotor) .' 575

POLICY

VISA/MASTERCARD
C.O.D. FOR CASH
OR BANK CHECK

Minimum $50.00 Order

Add 3% Surcharge for Credit Cords
Exact freight calculated.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Products shipped with manufacturer's warranty
FOB. Dallas. Texas

•Customer's must coll for return authorization

before returning any product.

PRODUCT SELECTION ADVICE
CUSTOMER SERVICE
(214)343-1328

SJB DISTRIBUTORS INC.
10520 Piano Rood. Suite 206

Dallas. Texas 75238

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE
800-527-4893
800*442-1048

(Within Texas)

Business Hours

Mon. - Fri. 8:30 fo 5:30

Saturday 10 to 2

*J°"
HAS A FULL LIME OF COMPUTER MEDIA IN STOCK, CALL OR

Write for free catalog

WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION.

CIRCLE 208 ON READER SERVICE CARD



COMPUTER MAIL ORDER
ftTelcVideo IBM

^SANYO

TIRMINALI
9,0 »«» °°

9I 2 $689 OO

920 *"» °°

,25 $719 00

950 *»™ °°

970 $1069 00

COMPUTERS
gOOA $1099 OO

H02 $2699 00
BQ3 $1949 00
g02M $4695 00

BOS 20 $4999 OO

816 40 $9199 00
1602 $3399 OO

1603 CALl

MODEMS
HAVES

Smart $219 00
Sm.rl 1200 1 1200 Baud) $509 OO

Chronograph $199 00
Micromod*m 100 $309 00
Micromodem II $279 OO
MicromodemlMwilhterm) $299 00
Smert Com II *99 OO
Smert 12O0B $469 00

NOVATION
J C.I $119 00

Cat $144 00
OCal $159 OO
103 Smart Cat $189 00
Apple Cat II $279 00
103 212 Smart Cat $439 00

212 Apple Cat II MOO.OO
AppicCatll2l2Up9iade $309 00

ANCHOR
Mark I IRS 2321 $79 OO
Mark II (Atari) *?9 OO
Mark lll(T I 991 $109 00
Mark IV (CBM PET) $125 00
Mark V (Osborne) $95 OO
Mark VI (IBM PCI $179 00
Mark VII (Auto Ans Auto Call $1 1 9 OO

Mark VIII *269 OO
TBS 80 Color Computer $99 OO
9 Volt Power Supply *9 OO

ZENITH
7t1 re.m.nal * »°9 OO

||E1 $1369 00

,I E 2 $164900
HE 3 $239900
nl j $319900
PC E $157900
PC 1 $2399 OO
PC 2 $2799 00
PC»L $3599 00
1620 $3599 OO
1630 *5«99 00
1640 $6499 OO

Cyme Soltwrare CALL

MONITORS
AMOEK

300G $M9
??

30OA $159 00

310A $169 00

Colorl $279 00

Colo. II «" °°

Colo. Ill «49 °°
Colo. IV *»»9 °°

P,l 9 G
U" "9 00

P.2.12 G i,,9 ?°,
P,3 12 A $149 00

P,4 9 A $139 00

1400 COM4 $299 CK)

m

ZVM122A $109 00

ZVM123G $99 OO

BMC
12 Green $85 OO

9191 AU 13 Colo. $249 00
TAXAN

12 N Green $129 00

12 A Amber $139 00

12 RGB I
$299 OO

JB1260
NEC

$119 00

JB1201 $14900
JB1205 $169 00

JC1215 $299 00

JC1216 $429 00

JC 1 203 $«»» °°

12 Amber $95 OO

12 Green $89 OO

HEWLETT
PACKARD

na
HP 75 $749 00
HP41C $149.00
HP41CV $20900
HP41CX $25900
MP10C $52 00
HP 11C $69 00
HP12C $92 00
HP ISC $92 OO
HP16C $92 00

For HP41/41CV
HPIL Module $99 OO
MPIL Cassette or Printer $359 00

Card Header $144 00
EalendedFunctionsModule $64 OO
Time Module $64.00

=WE5T =
1.800-6*8.3511

in NV call (702)588-5654. Dept O108
PO Bos 6689. Statehne. NV 89449

Order Statua « 588 5654

PC-1500A
S169

> PC-1250A
ffaffaffiMl S89
POCKET COMPUTEBS

CE-125 Prinlet/Cass Int $129 00

CE ISOCototPnnlCaae Int $17200
CE-1SS8KRAM $94 00
CE16116KRAM $135 00
CE 500 ROM Library each $39 00

Texas Instruments
TI-4»0 S209
CALL FOR PRICING ON
TIMEX SINCLAIR 1 OOO
16K Memory $44 95

2O40 Printer $99 95

VuCalc »"•»
M.nd«are Printer $99

NEC 3SSO Printer.

PERCOM/TANI
DRIVES

5'. 320K Floppy
5 Meg Hard w Controller

1 Meg Hard w Controller

1 5 Meg Hard w. Controller

20 Meg Hard w Controller

AMOEK
310A Amber Monitor
DXV 1 00 Plotter

Color II .....

$249 OO
$1399 OO
$1699 00
$209500
$2399 00

$169 00
$599 OO
$399 OO

ABT RESEARCH. INC.
Sik Pak Plus, from $279 00

Combo Plua II. from $279 OO

Mega Plus. Irom $309 OO

I/O Plua II...Irom $139 00

OUADRAM
Ouadlmk $549 00

Ouadboard . atkmai $309 OO

Quad 51 2 Plus as low as ..$259 00

Quadcolor. as low as $219 OO
Chronograph $89.00

Parallel Interface Board. .
$89 00

64K RAM Chipa Kit $69 OO

MICRO PRO
Woid Slar Mail Merge $369 OO
In.oSta. «'»' °°

Spell Star $159 00

CallSta. $159 00

MICBOSTUF
C.o....ik $129.00

MICROSOFT
Mump.." $179.00

ABHTON-TATE
O Bate II $419 00

IU8
E»„W.il..H $219 00

EasySpelle. $119 00
EasyF.le. $23900
CONTINENT»L SOFTWARE
IslUassMail Form Letter $79 OO
The HomeAccountent Plus $99 00

SVNAPSE
File Manage. $89 00

LOTUS
, 2] $329 00

PFS
APPLi ISM

F ,l» $79 OO $89 00
Report $79 00 $79 00
G.aph $79.00 $89 OO
Wi.tr n a $89 00

KRAFT
IBM Joystick $55 OO

IBM Paddles $39 00

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
PC Plus Word Processing $299.00

KOALA
Koala Pad
Apple »»S °°

IBM *»*°°
Al.r, *™°°
CBM 64 $75 OO

PAPER SUPPLIES
lor2 Address LebelslTracI Feed) $9 95

1 5 Report Peperffract Feed) $24 95

8'. BMkWMPaperfTreclFeedl $19 95

CALL

Too 32O0 320K Dn«e $399 OO

FD0 6400 64KD.I.. JJJJOO
PR 550O Primer >•' ' •

""

PRINTERS
EPSON

MXSOFT MH1O0 RXBO
FXBO FX100

OKIOATA
82 83 B4 92 93 CALL

STAR

Gemini 10X $299 00

GeminiPIS *«9 0°

Serial Board $75 OO

SMITH CORONA
Tp j $469 00

T.ac.o. Feed $119 00

C.ITOH
Gorilla "°» 9?
P,„».,.e.85l0P *3,9 9?
P.ownte. I550P $689 00

SI..-..I..F10-40P WAl™
P.mlmaste. F10 55P *' 5490?
T.acto.Feed $199 00

OAIBVWRITER
2O0O Letter Quality *,0«9

A
°°

25O0 NEW CALL

T.aclo. Feed *'»» °°

OIABLO
.,„ $949 00

Ho $1749 00

IOB
Call lor ALL Configurations on

IDS PRISM PRINTERS

IBM $1799 00

7710 7 730 c
$'949 00

401 Letter Quality $699 00

BX 80 Dot Main. $259 OO
COMREX

Comwr.ter II Parallel Primer $549 OO
MANNSEMAN TALLY

Spirit 80 *3 ' 9
??

MTI60L i589 ~
MT180L $82900
TRANSTAR C*LL

TOSHIBA CALL

CABLES & CONNECTIONS
Alan to Pa.allel *'9 °°

Attn to Senal "9 OO

Apple to Pa.allel *°9 OO

Apple to Parallel Graphics $99 OO

Apple to Senal *«9 OO

IBM lo Pa.allel $35 OO

IBM to Senal *« °°

Pa.allel to Pa.allel $29 OO

Senal to Senal »« OO

G.apple. Plus $129 00

PKASO $139 00

Ata.i to Modem Cable *« 00

CBM 64 to IEEE Boa.d $79 OO

Apple SOColumnCa.d $159 OO

CBM Pet lo Parallel $99 OO

CBM Pet to Serial $89 OO

No risk, no
checks or r

--ufM on the market Call today tor our new catalog
mmm

.-CANADA- =EA5T:
1.800-268-4559 1-800-233-8950

1n^rnr.,M4,e )828
u

08««.0.p,0,0e m«*M •SKtWiSS'
Ord«f Stalul « i

828-0866
. . .- ....^.Mixr^iin.ntslUnilad Stales with no waiting period for c

M



COMPUTER MAIL ORDER

COLOR COMPUTERS
ACE1000. ACE1200. ACE12000MS
ACE 1 1OO PP.O PACK: ACE 10OO ACE
1 Drive A Controller. 80 Column Card
ACECalc A ACEWnter CALL
APPLE II* STARTER PACK
64K Apple ||». 0t»|, f>jv* aod Control!*?

.

SO Column Card A Monitor Ml.
COMPLETE $159900

MICRO-SCI
Appla & Franklin

*2 $219 00
*40 $299 OO
WO.... S319.0O
C2 Controller $7g QO
C47 Controller gee noRAMA
Elite I (Apple Franklin) $279 OO
Elite II (Apple Franklin) $319 OO
Elite Ml (Apple Franklin) $569 OO

VISICORP
FOR APPLE IBM A FRANKLIN

Viside

Vrwfrta
Visiplot

Visiterm
Visitrend Plol

VisiSchedule
Desktop Plan
Visicalc 4 (IBM)
Visicalc Advanced lie

Slretch Calc
Vistcorp prices for IBM may wary slightly

LJK
Letter Perfect Apple
Data Perfect Apple

AXLON
Apple Franklin 1 28K Ram
Apple Franklin Ram Di*k

MP>C
Bubdisk (1 28K Non Volrlare)

WICO
Joystick
Famous Red Ball
Power Grip
Three Way Deluxe
Atari VIC Trackball
Apple Trackball

KRAFT
Atari Single Fire $1 3 OO
Atari Switch Hitter $16 OO
Apple Joystick $44 OO
Apple Paddles $39 OO

$189 OO
$189 OO
$159 00
$89 OO

$229 OO
$229 OO
$189 OO
$169 00
•309 00
$89 OO

$109 OO
$75 OO

$299 OO
$729 OO

$649 00

$21 95
$23 95
$21 95
$22 95
$34 95
$59 95

APPLE FRANKLIN
1 Choplifter S27 OO
2 Bank Street Writer $55 00
3 PFS File S89 OO
4 Visicalc $1 79 OO
5 Home Accountant $55 OO
6 Zaaxon $29 oo
7 Most Amazing Thing $28 OO
8 Visifile $189 OO
9 Fathoms 40 $19 OO
10 Deadline $35 OO
1 1 PFS Report S69 OO
12 Zork III S29 OO
13 Frogger $24 qq
14 Fecemaker $24 oo
15 Snooper Troops a 1 $32 OO
16 Delta Drawing $35 OO
17 Castle Wolfenstine $24 OO
18 Wayout $29 00
19 Canyon Climber $19 OO
20 Bandits $26 OO

£zcommodore HOME COMPUTERS

CBLV.64 ...$S1 3
VIC 20 S89

CALL. ON
Eiacutive 64 Portabla
1520ColorPnnter Plotter $169 00
1525 80 Column Printer $219 00
1530 Oatasette $69 OO
1541 Single Disk Onve $249 00
1600 VIC Modem $59 00
1650 AD AA Modem $89 OO
1 702 1 4 Color Monitor $249 00
p*' 64 $569 QO
Pet 4032 $599 00
CBM8032 $599 00
Super Pet $999 OO
BI28 80 $769 00
2031 $299 00
8O50 $949 oo
H *' s" $1 199 OO
'*"»'" $1999 00
9090 $2199 00
4°" $379 00
''4 "" $1399 OO
64K Upgrade $269 OO
Spell Master $ 149 qo
1 Ram $549 OO
Silicon Office $749 OO
The Manager $209 OO
Soft Rom $1 29 00
Jinsam CALL
Calc Result 64 $139 00
CodeWnler 64 $75 OO
V.s.Calc $169 00

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE

Word Pro 2 Plus $159 OO
Word Pro 3 Plus $189 00
Word Pro 4 Plus $279 00
Word Pro 5 Plus $279 OO
InfoPro $179 00
Administrator S399 OO
Power $79 OO
Word Pro 64 Plus $65 00

CAROCO
for VIC SO/B4

Light Pen $32 OO
Cassette Interface $29 OO
Parallel Printer Interface $69 OO
3SlolEipan» interface (20t $32 OO
6SlotEipans Inter1ace(20) $79 OO

ATARI

ATARI 6OOXL 51 49
ATARI 800XL $269
ATARI 1 200XL CALL
ATARI 400
ATARI BOO
1010 Program Recorder S74 OO
102040Col Printer Plotter $249 OO
1025 80 Col Printer $449 OO
1027 Letter Ouelity Printer $299 00
1050 Dish Drive $379 OO
1030 Direct Connect Modem CALL
CX30 Paddles $12 OO
CX40 Joystick. $8 OO
CX42 Remote Joystick CALL
CX77 Touch Tablet $89 OO
CX80 Trail Ball $49 OO
CXB5 Keypad $105 OO
CX418 Home Manager $69 00
CX488 Communicator II $229 OO
KX T098 Alan Accountant $209 OO
K.X7101 Entertainer $69 OO
KX 7 1 02 Arcade Champ $75 00

ALIEN
Atari Voice Boa $119 OO
Apple Voice Boa $149 OO

[PEfiQOM

CALL
CALL

MEMORV BOARDS
Aalon 32K Ram $59 OO
Aalon ASK Ram $99 OO
Aalon 128K Ram $299 OO
Intec 32K Board $59 OO
Intec 48K Board $85 OO
Intec 64K Board 1400 only) $99 OO
Intec Real Time Clock $39 00
DISK t> CART HOLDERS
Flip n File 10 $4 OO
Flip n File 50 $19 00
Flip n File 400 800 Cart $19 00

AT 88 SI J32» 00 IAT88A2 $269 00
*T 88 « $569 OO IAT 88 S IPO $469 00ATB8DDA $145 MRFD40S1 $449 00RFD40A1 $279 00RFD40S2 $729 00
««44.S1 $539 00

T^°o
4
tS2 $869 00 ITX99S1 ITe.aaln.t , $279 00.RAIMA

IOO0 Alar. Disk Drive $319 00TRAX
AT 02 CALL

FLOPPY DISKS
MAXELL

MD 1 $29 00
"0 2 ,30, on
fill I $40 00
FO 2(8 OS DDl $50 OO

ELEPHANT
5'. SSSO $18 50
5*4 SS DD (24 95
5' a DS DD S29 95

VERBATUM
5'. SS DD $26 OO
5' . DS DD J38 OO

HIAO
Disk Head Cleaner $14 95

C.M.O.
catvt 84

1 Word Pro 64 $65 OO
2 Jjmpm.n $29 OO
3. Gorf (20-64) $14.95
4 Microspec0alaBas«64 $69.00
5 Logo 64 $39.OO
6 MicrospecGen Ledger64 $79 OO
7 Zork III $29 OO
8 Frogger (64) $23 00
9 Quick Brown Fox (20/64, $49 OO
10 Shamus $29 00
1 i Deadline $29 OO
12 Assembler 64 $14.95
13 Zork II $29 OO
14 3D Man $14 00
15 Protector $32 OO
16 Stercros* $29 OO
17 Easy Mail 64 ,. $1495
18 Grave Robber S1 1 00
19 Wall Street $19 OO
20 Trash Man $32 00

"OP £30
ATARI

1 Donkey Kong $39 OO 21 Crush Crumble A Chomp $24 00
22

3 E T Phone Home $39 00 23 Zork II $29 OO
4 Miner 2049er $35 OO 24 Visicalc $159 OO
5 Dig Dug $33 OO 25 Atari Writer $49 OO

Three Little Pigs
Upper Reaches of Apshai

$25 00
$16007 Donkey Kong. Jr $39 OO 27

8 Canyon Climber $2500 28 Starbowl Football $24 95
9 Snooper Troop* «2 $34 00 29 Orelbs $26 00
10 Word Wizard $59 OO 30 Protector
1 1 Picnic Paranoia $34 OO 31 Frogger S25 OO

Lunar Leeper
Wizard of Wor

$24 OO
$34 OO13 Shamus $34 OO 33

14 Letter Perfect $109 00 34 Ktndercomp $31 00
15 File Manager 800 $69 00 35 Moon Shuttle $22 OO
16 Preppie $24 00 36 Home Accountant $55 00
17 Astro Chase $25 OO 37 Temple of Apshai $29 00
18 Blade/Black Hole $27 OO 38 Spell W.rerd
19 Pac Man $33 00 39 Nautilus $26 OO
20 Baja Buggies $2500 40 Riley s Mine $22 OO

= =WE5T= iCANADAi =EA5T=
_ f-800-648.33ff f -800 -268 • *559 f-800235-8950In NVcall (702)588 5654. De.DtO.OB InTmnm ,, ,a , «, ,o „... . - Z^^ eW^X \J ^ J \»/

i n n
C " LL..„ 'e

88 '56M
-

D*P ' ° 108 ,n To 'onl° c«" «'B)828-0866. D.pt. 0108P.O Box 6689. St.t.lin.. NV 89449 2505 Dunw.n Ct .Unit 1 B 47Order Statu. »: 588-5654 Mi..i...uga. Ont.no. Canada LSLITI
_. Order Status n- 028-0866

^TERNAT,ONAL
E

oL
A
E'ks''i:,* iV '"T' *° * h 'PP ' n9

'
"" "d C C * "change Muctu.tion.. C... I,INTERNATIONAL ORDERS All shipment, out.ida th. Contin.ntal United Stat., mu.t be pre paid bv cert

APoVfVcJ"Vdd^mimmfm « SoY"
°'SC°UNTS A<"""°"<"«™" "• -»•"..>. ?o q «hlM?d eS"^ * r ^u *dd 3% (minimum $5 00) .hipping and handling
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In PA call (717)327 9575. Dap> 0101
477 E Third St William. port. PA 1 7701

Order Statu. » 327-9576

II for exact pricing in Canada.



Survey results, hiding a program,

and a conversation with Wozniak.

1984 marks the tenth year of Creative

Computing, the first magazine devoted

(0 personal computers January 3 is a

special date to Apple owners. On that

date in 1977. Apple Computer incor-

porated. Joseph Wie/enbaum. the father

of Eli/a and a pioneer in the field of

artificial-intelligence was born on the

8th.

This month: survey results, some

more on telecommunications, a long

promised (but not forgotten) utility, an-

swers, and a look at new things from

Apple.

The Survey
Well, I finally completed reading all

the surveys Over 200 were received and

stragglers trickle in each day. So, out of

208 respondents, who are you?

132 are men, 76 are women. The

youngest is 12, but she says she "hopes

to do better next year." Our oldest is 6.V

The geographical spread was from all

over the U.S., two from overseas, and 27

from Canada—nice to know the home

folks read me!

The average system is an Apple 11 +
with a 16K language card, one drive,

monochrome monitor (with an RF
modulator to connect with a color TV),

and a dot-matrix printer. Twenty-five of

you own Franklins and six have an Ap-

ple lie.

Favorite software? Everything from

Apple Writer to Zaxxon. There was little

consistency here, though Apple Writer

and Screen Writer II were the most men-

tioned word processors.

The "refuse to boot" list is more

interesting -only two people answered

this! You do a great deal of research be-

fore b lying software, relying on reviews

Stephen Arrants

and other users' opinions One person

had problems with a graphics package

and her printer, since remedied Another

reader said he hated a very popular

spreadsheet because " after going

through ten menus and answering 1000

questions. I forget what I'm doing!"

Only 56 use a bulletin board or other

telecommunications service, though

most plan to buy modems and join either

The Source or CompuServe.

The most perplexing answers had to

do with users' groups Only ten readers

belong to a group. The rest of you

couldn't find one in your area or didn't

think a users' group could help. If there

isn't a group in your area, start one. A
users' group can be your most important

source of information and support.

Chances are that someone in the group

has dealt with a problem you might be

having.

Not all program fixes or alterations

arc documented Users' groups often

have files of these, which are open to

members. One national group I can

recommend is APPLE—Apple Puget

Sound Program Library Exchange.
Membership includes a great Apple-only

magazine, discounts on hardware and

software, telephone help numbers, and

access to information not available else-

where. You don't have to live near Puget

Sound to be a member. A P.P.L.E. will

help you start your own group, and they

are about the friendliest people you'll

meet Pick up a copy of Call A. P.RLE.
for more information.

The majority (98^) of you bought an

Apple or Franklin because of what it can

do. Graphics, availability of software,

and experience on another Apple were

the three main reasons cited. Many
thought the best thing about an Apple is

the flexibility and adaptability built into

the system. Gary Mugsford of Bramalea,

Ontario says the Apple can be built into

the machine he wants. "[It is] the frame

for my computer of the future."

Apple loses points on pricing, how-

ever. Other complaints were the slow

Apple DOS, 40-column display, lack of

numeric keypad, and terrible

documentation.

Only four of you had serious prob-

lems, such as a broken key, a chip fail-

ure, or a disk drive that iNtred disks at

odd times. One reader complained that

after having an AppleCarc warranty for

two years, he still doesn't know what it's

used for. I wish my printer worked as

well.

Most of you recognized InvisiCalc for

what it was—a non-existent product. It

is easy enough to make your own copy.

First, get a blank disk. Carefully remove

the disk from the sleeve. Throw the disk

away, label the sleeve, and you've got

InvisiCalc. It is the only error-free pro-

gram I know of.

Some of you had questions for me, so

I'll answer some of them here.

Jim DeAngclis: It is possible to have

text on a lo-res or hi-res graphics

screen -sort of. The most practical way

of doing this is to write a character gen-

erator program to draw the letters and

text symbols on the graphics screen.

This can be time-consuming, however,

and requires a great deal of patience.

There are commercial programs that do

this, and we published a program to do
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YOUR HOME COMPUTER IS

JUST THE BEGINNING.

You've got your home finances

organized, learned a little French,

played a lot of Zork. You have all

the software you want.

Yet, something is missing.

Introducing Delphi™. The

information, communications and

entertainment system that takes you
far beyond the limitations of disks

and cartridges. The system that's

so friendly the whole family can

use and enjoy it.

Delphi is

what the!

home

computet

was

really

meant

for.

HERE'S WHAT DELPHI GIVES
YOU NOW

With a simple telephon

call, you can look up any-

thing in a vast research

library which includes

a 20,000-entry

encyclopedia. You can

do your banking. Get the news,

weather and sports stories you
want from several wire services

Check airline schedules and make
reservations. Shop from an electronic

catalog. Tap into the Comp-U-Store*

discount shopping service. Keep
track of your appointments. Play

games. Get in touch with other peo-

ple through the electronic

bulletin board, mail and "talk"

services. Seek advice from other

members and volunteer your

own expertise. Collaborate on /
the Delphi novels. Take part ((
in or run a subscriber poll. \ \

That's just the beginning

Whattrj
home
omputei
asreaU'

meant
for.

YOU CAN BE FART OF THE
DESIGN COMMnTEE.

THE PRICE IS

FRIENDLY, TOO.

We're continually adding new
services. But only services we think

you and your family

will use and enjoy.

i

What's coming,

for example,

are tutorials on
subjects from

bra to zoology.

You can be part of the

design committee. Just tell

us what you'd like to see

on Delphi.

SO FRIENDLY, YOU DON'T
EVEN NEED OUR HANDBOOK.

Delphi is the easy-to-use,

friendly information system. We

£6 designed it for humans. You

don't have to speak

computerese. In fact,

you don't even need

our friendly

handbook. We'll

take you on a

guided tour right

on your screen.

DELPHI"

It's just f49.95 to establish

your Delphi membership and for the

handbook to get you started. Then
just as little as 85 cents for 10

minutes (15 per hour) on-line for

>most services during home time . . .

evenings, weekends and holidays.

Office time, of course, is more.

DELPHI IS COMPATIBLE
WITH YOUR EQUIPMENT.

No matter what home
computer you have, you can use

Delphi. Unlike other systems, Delphi

is compatible with all makes and is

easily adaptable to any screen size.

And you can use just about any
acoustic coupler or direct connect
modem to connect Delphi to your
telephone.

WE PROTECT YOUR PRIVACY.

We designed privacy into

Delphi from the start. Our

password system

prevents

unauthorized

access. We don't

even know your password,

and you can change it any
4time.We can't monitor your trans-

actions or communications. We can't

retrieve information except at your
request. The safeguards are spelled

out in our policy statement and
agreed to by our people. A copy is

available. We are members of and
subscribe to the policies of the

Videotex Industry Association.

SIGN UP, LOG.QN
BE IN TOUCH,

To sign up

and log on, or

for more informa-

tion, just see your

dealer. Or get in touch with Delphi.

We'll put your computer in

touch with destiny.

*Goap.U-Smt o i repittRd mdmurt of Comp UUli of Arnold

Dealer Inquiries Invited

What the borne computer was really meantfor.
General Videotex Corp., 3 Blackaone Street, Cambridge, MA02139 (800)5+MO05 (617)491-3393

CIRCLE 252 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Apple Cart, continued...

this in The Creative Apple on page 27.

Jill BarofT: I suspect that your tele-

communications problems are in your

phone lines rather than in your Apple or

Hayes 1200 modem. If you use a long

distance service such as MCI or Sprint,

the delay time from you, to a satellite, to

the host computer can cause garbage on

the lines. Try running at 300 baud. I en-

counter fewer errors at that speed.

Jerry Van Cleef: Yes, you are right!

Those soft switches in the Apple He can

cause many problems. I will list them for

other readers:

$C050-$C057 display switches. SC055

is text page 2, SC050 is graphics (lo-res

unless SC057 (hi-res) is selected.)

SC080-SC08F RAM and ROM bank

select soft switches.

$C0E0-$C0EF are disk drive soft

switches. Unless you know what you are

doing, stay away from these soft-

switches. You won't cause any real

harm, but you will have to reboot to re-

cover. Thanks Jerry.

Terry Odgen: You can call your

HELLO program anything you want.

Just inii with the program name, not

HELLO. If you want a binary HELLO
program, pokl 40514,52 before iNtring.

For a text HELLO program, pokk

40514,20. To have it do an automatic

CATALOG, CALL 42350. This call

works under DOS 3.3 even if the CAT-
ALOG command has been changed to

another word. Try it with the drive door

open. Normally you would get l/O ER-

ROR if you CATALOG with the door

open. With this CALL, the error message

reads rogram too i arc.i Why is the

leading P left off? And why this error

message? That's a good question. Does

anyone have the answer?

Nancy Davidowicz: No, the Apple III

is not dead. Apple is continuing support

and development on this unjustly ma-

ligned machine.

I have been neglecting it in the col-

umn, but from time to time I will have

information for Apple III users.

More Telecommunications

By the time you read this. Creative

Computing will have a SIG (Special In-

terest Group) on the CompuServe

Information Service. Our SIG will not

charge any fees to users; all you pay for

is connect time to CompuServe. We plan

to feature the Street Price Index, Date-

line: Tomorrow, and sections for down-

loading programs. We will select the

best of past and current programs from

Creative Computing and save you the

time and trouble of typing in a listing.

There will be sections on program

fixes, a section for readers to post their

own program fixes and enhancements, a

section for reader questions and answers.

and previews of upcoming articles and

evaluations.

From time to time we will have a live,

user's meeting on the SIG so you can

talk the editors and our guests. We hope

you'll join us.

On another issue, local Bell System

companies are filing petitions to charge

modem users special access fees. Even if

you use MCI or Sprint to access a host

computer, these charges will affect you,

since you access these carriers through

local lines. The reasoning behind this is

that those involved in computer tele-

communication should pay a fair share

of telephone rates. Now, there is nothing

wrong with that. But the rates they pro-

pose are out of line for the majority of

users. A business that is constantly

transferring data over telephone lines

should pay for more than average sys-

tem use. But for you and me, these pro-

posed rates are out of line. Bell doesn't

want an extra two or three dollars per

month. Most rates will add an average of

$30 per month to your telephone bill. I

urge you to let your local Public Utilities

Commission or similar body know what

you feel. Write your congressional repre-

sentatives. Let them know what these

rates will cost you.

News on Apple

On Sunday, October 16, 1983, Steve

Wozniak, inventor of the Apple Com-
puter (as if you needed to be reminded)

was the guest speaker on CompuServe's

Apple SIG. It was a great session. Steve

answered questions from SIG members

and the public on Apple past, present,

and future. Steve gave those of us lucky

enough to be present inside information

about ProDOS, the Macintosh, new

developments for the He and III, and his

view of the industry.

On the Apple/Franklin case, Steve

commented that when Franklin claimed

"compatible," most people at Apple felt

that compatible didn't mean copy. It was

seen as another product for the market.

When he saw the Ace, he felt that

Franklin had copied the circuit and de-

sign, down to chip placement. "Pro-

grams belong to who wrote them, even

the Op-Sys code and the like, and have

value. You can't take another's work,

'Xerox* it and sell it. I found out it only

takes two people to start a company, a

Xerox operator and a lawyer!"

ProDOS should be out this month. It

was written to support only 64K, since it

was done a few years ago. But the en-

hanced He family is headed toward

16Mb in a short time with a revolu-

tionary 6502-based processor. Steve

hopes that the ProDOS source code will

be available to users, but fears that the

marketing department may feel protec-

tive of it. It will have easier access from

assembly language, and will be the

operating system shipped with future

H's. DOS 3.3 will probably be available

as a separate package at a cost of about

$50.

The III will have better support. The

HI has a problem with development. Al-

though it is a great product, it suffered,

Steve believes, from poor first im-

pressions. Apple didn't allow the hack-

ers to do things in "their own random

ways" on the HI. Users should use a

good product, like SOS, only if it is bet-

ter for their application, not because a

company forces it on them. "It's a good

lesson to learn. The HI is still difficult to

learn how to do your own thing on. [It]

will be remembered for years, even when

problems (lack of software, hardware)

are corrected."

What will the Macintosh be like?

Steve says to look at a Lisa, then imagine

it with less memory and hardware, but
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Apple Cart, continued...

able to work faster and better with fewer
resources; a mouse, no color, no slots

and "the finest software." It will use its

own operating system which was devel-
oped to handle the user interface on Lisa
more directly with better performance.
Such good software had been written for
Macintosh that it will be transferred to
the Lisa. He doesn't see the Macintosh
as initially replacing the IBM-PC as a
small business machine because of mem-
ory, mass storage, and slot capability
limits. It is intended to be a more fin-

ished product for the bulk of the per-
sonal market. Steve believes that the
Macintosh is "the most revolutionary
computer of all time—not that what it

does hasn't been done before, but that it

hasn't been done at a price which will

wind up with millions experiencing it."

What about competition from the
IBM "Peanut"? From the documenta-
tion, Steve thinks that it isn't the revolu-
tionary price/performance product that
has been promised. Until a large body of
good software exists, "it's not the major
home/education competition we were
expecting. Remember what happened to

Apple with the III—a great product got
a bad start and the psychological effects

of 'bad impressions' hung over us for

years. The Peanut is a risky product

—

for example, if the disk drives have a bad
reliability problem then the dealers will

have a hell of a lot of non-technical com-
puter purchasers expecting a hell of a lot

from those three initials. [The Peanut]
makes forthcoming Apple II products
extremely good. I credit Peanut with a
lot of the drop in Apple's stock price,

but He sales worldwide are holding, and
now rising."

Steve enjoyed the session, and may be
back to host other meetings. If you are a
CompuServe user, GO PCS-51 to join
MAUG, the Micronet Apple Users
Group. MAUG charges no fees, features

a great download section, programming
hints, and members can help you with
almost any programming problem you
might have. It is almost reason enough
to join CompuServe.

Editing Basic Programs
The Easy Way

Applesoft is a powerful language, but
unfortunately it doesn't have a powerful
text editor. How many times have you
typed in a long listing and decided you
needed to change a variable or string

Listing I.

throughout the entire program? You
could list each line, using the esc se-

quence and type each correction. Slow.
Dull. Discouraging.

It would be nice to use a word proces-
sor to edit a Basic program, but word
processors usually use text files. Here is

a way to change a Basic program into a
text file, edit it, and change it back into a
Basic program.

After entering your program, insert
the program in Listing 1. run it to cre-
ate a text file, and boot your word
processor. Edit as you would a word
processor file and save the corrected
text. Then go back to DOS and exec the
file. EXECing puts the program into
memory. List it to check for changes,
and when you decide it is correct, save
it. That's it! Quick, simple, and almost
bomb-proof.

How to Hide a Program
There are better ways to keep a pro-

gram safe from prying eyes, but few are
as simple as the following.

After the program is loaded, peek
(2049), and make a note of the value.
Now make the first line of your program
poke 2049, X. Where X is any number
other than the peek value, run the pro-
gram, break, and try listing it. What you
see, depending on what you POKEd in, is

garbage. Don't worry—your program is

still safe and sound. To restore the list-

ing, poke in the value recorded.
Ah—but what if the snoop decides to
list before RUNning? Well, looking in

Professor Luebbert's What's Where in
the Apple, we see that decimal location
214 is the Applesoft Mystery Parameter.
If you set it to $80 (decimal 128), by a
poke 214, 128; any command will cause
the program to run. (The normal value
for 214 is 0.) And if you poke 1010,102:
POKE 1011,213: POKE 1012,112; you
make an attempt to reset cause the
program run. (These are the Autostart
ROM reset vector and power mask.
Normal values are 1010,191; 101 1,157-

and 1012,56.)

Those are just a few simple ways of
protecting your program. If you know of
any others, send them in to me at Cre-
ative Computing or by EMAIL at

CompuServe account 75675, 1075.

Next month, how to read the names of
deleted files when doing a CATALOG,
and (I promise, Dr. Bill Ross) how to re-

cover them intact. ir?

POKE 33,33
PRINT D$'
1 , 63??? :

DS =

WRITE
PRINT

CHR* ( 4 > : PRINT
FILE" : LIST
D*"CLOSE FILE":

D$"OPEN FILE'

TEXT END
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Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants

TOLL FREE 800-233-8760

PEFGCM

TO ORDER
CALL US

TSarddisk
DRIVES for

327-1824

Vr.V.

APPLE IBM-PC TRS60*
5MEG $1349'99
10MEG $1599.00

15MEG $1999.00

20MEG $2359.00
ftdrtSJOOOtor TRSBOD.v.-s

TEXAS INSTRUMENT
DRIVE $255.00

for ATARI COMPUTEKS
AT88S1 $299.00
AT88S2 $535.00
AT88SIPD $CALL$
RFD40SI $399.00
RFD40S2 $689.00
RDF44SI $489.00
AT88 DOUBLER BOARD $1 39.00

ADD-ON DRIVES $CALL$

ftppkz
SSI

Battla ol Shilo

Tlgara in tha Snow

—

Coimic Balanca

Knlghta of tha Oaaart

Battla lor Normandy
Garmany 1885

$26 75

•28.75
$26 75
$26 7 5

$26 75

$38.75

RANA
» DISK DRIVES

EMta 1 $295.00
Ellta 2 $449.00
flit. 3 $559.00

MICRO-SCI
A2 call

MO call

A70 call

MUSE
Caatla Woltonatain ....820.75

Cavarna ol Frtatag 820.75

Robot War 828.75

CONTINENTAL
Homa Accountant 851 .75

Book ol Appla Soltwara . 818.75
BRODERBUND

Bank Straat Wrltar 844.75

AE 824.75

Appla Panic 821 .75

Chopllllar 824.75

David'. Midnight 824.75

SPINNAKER
Klndorcomp 821.75

Story Machlna 823.75

FacaMakar 823.75

Snoopar Troopar $29 75

Dalta Drawing 834.75

EPYX
Tampla ol Apahal 826.85

Star Warrior 826.95

Cruah. Crumbla 8 Chomp . 822.75

ADVENTURE
Sagaai Advanturaland ...829.95

Sagaa2 Plrata Advonturo. 929.95

Saga«3 Sacrat Mlaalon. . $28 95

Stona ol Slayphua 824.85

ALIEN GROUP
Atari Votca Bo« 899.00

Appla Wolca Bo« »'" 00

.1212 Programmer* Ad.$44.75

11213 Vicmon 844.75

Ivtc 20 duat covar 86.99

| Vic 84 duat covar $6 99

TIMEWORKS
INVENTORY 858.75
ACCOUNTS REC 859.75
ACCOUNTS PAY 859.75
GENERAL LEDGER 959.75
PAYROLL 859.75
CASHFLOW 859.75
SALES ANALYSIS 859.75

ELEC. CHECKBOOK 859.75
MONEY MANAGER 859.75
DATA MANAGER 859.75
WALL STREET 859.75

HES84
84Forth R 855.75
Haamon R 829.75

Turtla Graphica R 849.75
Haawrltar R 938.75
Grldrunnar R 929.75
Attack ol Mut Cam R. 934 75
Turtla Tutor R 829.75
Turtla Trainac R 829.75
Paint Bruah R 923.75
Ban|i Spaca Raacua 0. $28.75
Homo Managar C/D . $39 75
Tlma Monay Mgr . . 855.75
OmniClIc D 879.75
Sword Point D 824.75

EPYX «4

Tampla ol Apahai 828.00

Uppar Raachaa ol A 81 5.00

Cruah Crumbla a C $23 OO

Jumpman 826.00

CARDCO
Cardprlntar / LOI $499.00
Cardprtnt DM1 $1 09 00
5 Slot Ezpanalon 64 654.00
84 Wrlta NOW 839.00
84 Mall NOW 828.00
2-1 Wrlta NOW $29 OO
84 Kaypad 829 00
Unlvaraal Caaa. Int 829.75
Prlntar Utility 919.75
6 Slot Eipanaion $79 95
3 Slot Eapanaion 824.85
Vic 20/84 Ptintar Int 858.65

BRODERBUND 84

SarpontlnaR 828.75
Chopllftor R 832.75
SaatozR 826.75

PARKER 20
Froggar (ROM) 833 75

OB.rt (ROM) 833.75

TutanktMim|rom) 633.75

SPINNAKER 64

Klndarcomp 821 .75

Story Machlna 823.75

Faca Makor 823.75

Snoopar Troopar 829.75

Dalta Drawing 934.75

Shamua II c/d 924.95

Plnhaad c/d 922.95

QUICK BROWN FOX
OBF Word Procoaaor ... 649.95

UK
Lattar Partact 8105.00 I

Data Part.rt $95 00
ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL

S. Adama Advantura $26.75

VIC-64
WORDPRO 3- 669.7S

VIC 20
King Arthur. Hair Caaa —824.75
Moniiir Van Ram 824 75
riiiiiii.ininii

A
ATARI

|( .ftfflputcrs tor people.

O

©OOXL $)*»t»149.00

800 XL. . . $CALL$
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1400 XL
1450 XL

$499.00
. $CALL$
. $CALL$

1025 Prlntar $399 00
1020 Color Prlntar .6245.00

1027 Prlntar $299 OO
1010 Racordar $75 00
410 Racordar $75 00
610 Diak Drlva 8399.00
105O Plan Drlva .... 9335 00

PARKER BROTHERS
Supar Cobra R 933.75

AatroChaaa R 833.75

Froggar R 833.75

OBartR 833.75

PopayaR 833.75

RlakR 842.75

ChaaaR 642.75
SPINNAKER

Story Machlna R 826.75

Faca Makar R 824.75

Klndaromp R 820.75

Fraction Favor R 824.75
Dalta Drawing R 626.75

SSI

Battla ol Shilo C/D 826.75
Tlgara In tha Snow C/D . . . .826.75
Battla lor Normandy C/D . .826.75
Knight, ol tha Daaart C/D .826.75
Co.mic Balanca C/D 828.75

ON-LINE
Froggar 924.95
Wizard 6 Prln 926.99

ROKLAN
Wizard ol War 829 75

Gort 629.75

BIG 5

Minor 2049 932.75

BUSINESS
Vlalcalc 9159.751
Lattar Partact 669751
Lattar Partact 666.7S|
Data Partact $89 751
Tout Wlzzard $49 75

1

Spall Wlzzard $64 Til
Flla Managar
Homa Flla Mgr
Bookaapar
C.R.I.S
Ta> Advantaga
Homo Accountant

Bank Straat W

668 751
$69 75

1

9119.751
9199.75]
$35,751
$59 7 5

1

649.751
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TOLL free 800-233-8760
TO ORDER

CALL US

BLANK DISKETTE
ELEPHANT
Single Sid* 80 (10) $17 75
Single Sid* DO (10) $21 75
Doubl* Sid* DO (10) $26.75

WABASH
Slngl* Sid* SO (1 0) $1 9 75
Slngl* Sid* 00(10) 823.75
Doubt* Sid* DO (10) $32 75

MAXELL
MDI(IO) 828.78
MO II (10) 838.75

CERTRON CASSETTES
CC-10 12 for 815.88
CC-20 1 2 for 81 7.88

INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS
Oldi Stor*g* (hold* 1 0) .... 84.85
Disk Stor*g* (hold* 1 5) .... 88.85
Disk Storag* (holds50) . . . 828.85
BOMStor*g*(hold*10)...818,7S

ANCHOR MARK I $74.75
MARK II $74 75

"AV" 1*00 $509 75
MICR02 $274.75
SMART $214.78

NOVATION CAT $144.7$
°-CAT $165.75
J-CAT $114.75

MICR08IT $158.75

CORDLESS
TELEPHONES

(up to 700 ft. rang*)

from... $69.75

In PA 1 71 7 3?7

these

stockSAVE :
CITOH

GORILLA GX1 00 $1 85.00
PROWRITE R 851 . . . $339.00
PROWRITER II $659.00
8800B $1025.00
STARWRITER $1 099.00
PRINTMASTER $1 499.00

EPSON
RX-80 SSAVES
RX80FT ON
FX80 In-Stock
FX100 EPSON
MX80FT PRINTERS
MX100 $$CALL$$

LETTER QUALITY
SMITH CORONA TPI $459 00
SANYO 5500 $649.00
DIABLO 630 $1719.00

PRINTERS
GEMINI 10X .$269.00
PROWRITER . $339.00
NEC 8023.... $369.00

OKIOATA
80 ...SSAVES
82A CALL for
83A LOWEST
84 PRICES
92 on these
93 IN-Stock
PACEMARK 2350 PRINTERS
PACEMARK 241 SSAVES

STAR MICRONTICS
GEMINI 10X $269.00
GEMINI 15X SCALLS
DELTA10 '.V$479O0
GEMINI 15 DISC. . . SBLOW OUTS

13 inch
ICOLORTV

(with 1 yr. warranty)

$ 199.95

SANYO
IPR555 ...SCALLS
MBC1000 812gg

MONITORS
|NEC JB1280 8115.00]
|NEC JB1201 8145.00

I

NECTC1201 $315 00

Amdek Color I 8275.00
Amdak 3O0 Gr**n $148.00
Amdak 300 Amber $148.00
GORILLA GREEN 888.00 I

HES VIC- 20

TorgC 814.75
HES Gam*, ic 814.75
HES G»m*» II C $14 75
VIC Fortit Rom . ... $42 75
HES MON Rom $28 75
Turtl* Graphic* Rom $28 75
MES Writer Rom $28 75
Sh*mus Rom $28.75
Protector Rom J31 75

W

32KRAM $65.75
48K RAM $89.75
64K RAM $109.75
TECHNICAL NOTE$29.75
B KEYBOARD $78.75

SIRIUS
"EPTON 828.78
WAYOUT 828.75
BLADE of BLACK POOLE ... 828.75
TYPE OF ATTACK 828.75

CX415 HOME FILING
MANAGER $41 75

CXL4007 MUSIC COMP $33 75
CXL4002 ATARI BASIC $45 75
CX81 26 MICROSOFT $65 75
CX4119 FRENCH $45 OO
CX41 18 GERMAN $45 OO

EASTERN HOUSE
Monkay Wranch 2 $52.75
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B***b*ll 828.85
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CXL4022 PACMAN $29 75
CXL4011 STAR RAIDER 828.7$

APX
Eaatarn Ft.41 825.50
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Pre* of US 81 5.85
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F. Cash Flow 818.85
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Ft. Apocalyp** 824.75

HES
Gndrunn.r R 827.75
Sword Point D 824.75

RANA
DISK DRIVE

10°0 8CALL

ALIEN GROUP
Vole* Box 2 . 888.75

_ OONT ASK
Sam 7841.75
Abu** 815.85
Teleatrl 827.85
Poker Sam . $24.85

Amulet

Nuke Sub
Meglc Story Book
Thunder l*l*nd

ARTWORX
Hazard Run
Hodga Podge
S. Poker
Bridge 3.0

ATARI
< irmpulr rs for people.
O

816 75
.824.78
813.85

€S TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE

800-233-8760

$24 95
$16.85
$26 95
$18.95

In PA 1 717-327-1824

or sand order to

Lyco Computer
p O Box 5088

Jer$ey Shore. PA 1774C

POLICY
In .lock nemt shipped within 24 hours of order Personal
checks require lour weeks clearance before shipping No
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As 1983 fades away into a twisty little

maze of memories, all alike, it is appro-

priate to present a few annual awards

and make a resolution or two. I have

thought long and hard about resolutions,

but there is only one to which I feel I

could honestly adhere: I resolve not to

plant scurrilous messages in my boss's

AUTOEXEC.BAT file. Seeing as how

he said something about tearing my
heart out should I attempt such a dis-

reputable and unbecoming action, this is

one resolution that will be scrupulously

observed. Some people probably think

nothing of an external cardiac periph-

eral, but my preference has always

leaned towards an internal

configuration.

The awards part came a little easier.

This year, for the first time, I am proud

to announce the (taa taa) Surly Software

of the Year Award to...

(noises of tearing envelopes and rus-

tling paper)

»** States and Caps •**

by
Alphanetics

for

insisting that Massachussetts is

spelled:

MASSACHUSSETTES
and thereby preventing me
from winning the game.

The second award, made to computer

magazines everywhere is... (rip, rustle)...

Susan Glinert-Cole

Shu OHnen-Cole, Sum- 211, World I rade Center,

Baltimore, Ml) 21202. Correspondence can only

be acknowledged when Mamped. lelf-addreaaed

envelope hai Ken provided.

The Pleonastic Award
for

** Articles on Patching WordStar ***

1983 is the year I have added a fourth

to the World's Three Greatest Promises

(only one of which—the check is in the

mail—is mentioned here).

Number four is... (rustle, rustle)

*** The new documentation will be

ready in two weeks! ***

Byte Twiddling On A Shoestring

I was recently called upon to write a

press release for a product of mine called

SurlyCalc. This admirable piece of soft-

ware runs entirely in the red. We at

SurlySoft don't believe that anyone who

owns a home computer can show any-

thing other than a huge deficit and so we

try to force people to face reality by be-

ing open and honest about the whole

thing.

It's not the big outlays that do the

damage; the vast expenditures for word

processors and spreadsheets have usu-

ally been carefully budgeted for. This is

commonly done by subjecting the cat to

cheaper rations and switching to brand

X antacid tablets. What really liquidates

the assets are the measly little purchases

like disks, magic markers, and those

convenient little utilities that cushion the

slide down the razor blade of computer

literacy.

The question is, how can a person live

without a file recovery program? Or a

disk volume name changer? Or a file un-

hider? Or a bagel slicer? I know I did it

once, but those days, like the early or-

ange crate decorating phase of the col-

lege years, are gone forever. However,

everyone running MS-DOS can do these

things without buying a single extra disk

from those nefarious software developers

interested in separating you from your

extra cash (and starving your pets in the

bargain). This wonderful (and cost-effec-

tive) program is DEBUG.
Most people don't appreciate DE-

BUG, because it tends to be a bit cryptic

in implementation, and appears to be

only of interest to assembly language

programmers and hexadecimal chauvin-

ists. With a little study, and the tutorial

provided below, some of the finer as-

pects of DEBUG can be appreciated by

anyone interested in experimenting.

Among other things, DEBUG can be

used to unerase a file, change the file

attribute (hidden, system, or visible),

and add or change a volume label. I have

found that with a little practice, DE-

BUG is easier to use than an assortment

of utilities, if only because it is small and

is usually hanging around on my system

disk.
.

The two things that are required lor

this exploratory exercise are the DOS
manual and a disk that has been format-

ted with the system on it via the

format/s command. This puts two

hidden files, IBMBIO.COM and

IBMDOS.COM, and one visible file,

COMMAND.COM, on the disk.

DEBUG has the nice feature of being

able to load absolute disk sectors. With a

little disk anatomy lesson, then, it will be

easy to follow the rationale behind the

rest of the discussion. To avoid constant

qualification, I will always be referring,

in this article, to a double sided, double
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IBM Images, continued...

density rust-coated 5 1/4" frisbee with

nine sectors per track, that is, the stan-

dard DOS 2.0 format.

The standard drawing of a disk shows

a series of concentric circles, called

tracks, divided into segments, called sec-

tors. The standard IBM disk contains 40

such tracks per side, each divided into

eight or nine sectors, depending on the

version of DOS you are using or the

instructions you give to FORMAT. If a

disk is double-sided, with 40 tracks per

side of nine sectors each, the total num-

ber of sectors on the disk is 720. Be-

cause each sector can contain 512 bytes

of data, the total storage on this disk is

368,640 bytes.

Tracks are numbered consecutively,

beginning with the outermost edge, from

to 39. Sectors are numbered from to

719 for some applications, or by

referencing the Xth sector of the Yth

track. DEBUG prefers the former

numbering system.

The first sector on a formatted system

disk always contains the boot record.

The next four sectors contain two

consecutive copies of the file allocation

table (two sectors per copy). The seven

sectors that follow are allotted to the

disk directory. Space is allocated for file

data by clusters; a cluster is always one

or more sectors. Double sided disks have

two sectors per cluster and single sided

disks have one. Clusters are allocated on

a disk to minimize disk drive head

movement; all of the sectors on one

track are used before space on the next

track is allocated. This is done by using

the sectors on the first side of the disk,

followed by the sectors on the second

side. Figure 1 illustrates this numbering

sequence.

We are going to explore the directory

of the disk that you have formatted for

this exercise. Make sure again that it has

the system on it. Put the disk with DE-
BUG into drive A, the other disk in

drive B and type:

A> DEBUG
The DEBUG prompt is a taciturn dash

(-). When it appears on the screen, we

commence with the load command.

Let's start off by strolling through the

first few sectors by loading absolute sec-

tors to 5. For those unlucky readers

who don't have the computer grafted to

their left hands, Figure 2 is a printout of

part of sector 5. Type:
- L CS:000 1 6

DEBUG will load (L) 6 sectors,

beginning with sector 0, from drive 1

(the B drive) into memory at the address

specified by the contents of the CS reg-

ister (which contains the current code

segment), starting at offset 000 hex. If an

offset is not specified, DEBUG will load

the data into memory beginning with

»bsolute sector * 1 2 3

side
trick
sector 12 3 4

10

1

2

11

1

3

12

4

13

1

14

1

15

1

14 17 18

1 1

1

5 4 7 8 9 1

J
Figure I. Track, sector and cluster numbering schemes.
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Figure 2. First part of sector 5.

A40
I I 'A6'.'

: "A68
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0958

:
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:

0958: '

: "A60
I 0A70

00.46

F6. :•&

49 4 J

49 42

4 S 4h

46 4F

1 O 6

F6.4F

F6.07

4L) 42 49

40 44 4F

4D 40 41

F6.4F 1

F6.20 F6.08
F6.00 I

F6.00 F6.O0

F6.41 F6.52

F6.00

43 4F 4D . " °°
. 60-68 06

53 20 2< 1-43 41

OO OO 60-68 Of.

4E 44 20-43 41- 4D .

00 OO

00 5C 42- 00 00 00

F6.20 '
F6.0O I

F6.5C F<

F6.00 F6.0H

I 8MB I O COM '

h. . .

I BMDOS COM

'

h. . .

COMMAND COM
»Z>.. .

FOOBAR
\B6. .

.

[C:\J D1R Bl

Volume in drive B is FOOBAFC

Directory of Bl \

COMMAND COM 17664 9-09-83 11:17a

1 File(s) 321S36 bytes free

Figure 3. Adding a volume label.

offset 100. Next, we will dump (D) the

sector data we just loaded into memory,

beginning at offset 000.

Each time a dump command is given,

DEBUG displays one-quarter of a sector

(128 bytes), 16 bytes to a line. This is

particularly convenient in our case, be-

cause two lines (32 bytes) specify one

directory entry. So, begin dumping

memory by typing:

- D CS: 000
This starts the memory dump at offset

000; if the CS:000 is omitted, DEBUG
will begin the dump at offset 100. Once

the command has its bearings, so to

speak, each additional dump command
continues where the last one left off.

There is no need to specify an offset after

the first time. Continue typing D's until

sector 5 appears—the beginning of the

disk directory.

The far lefthand columns give the seg-

ment and offset address in hex. The

example in Figure 3 has a segment ad-

dress of 958; the offset of this sector is

A00. The central section of the dump is

arranged in pairs of hexadecimal num-

bers, each pair making up one byte of

data. The ASCII equivalent of this byte

is represented on the right side of the

page.

As mentioned above, 32 bytes are

allotted for each file entry. The first 1

1

bytes are the file name (eight bytes) and
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IBM Images, continued. ••

OFFSET-

0938: 0A00 OAOI 0A02 0A03 0A04 OA05 OAM 0A07 0A08 0A09 OAOA OAOB OAOC OAOD OAOE OAOF

HEX 49 42 4D 42 49 4F 20 20 43 4F 4D 27 00 00 00 00

ASCII 1 B M B O C O M

Figure 4.

Bit # 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Attribute: archive >ubdir vol. name \VMcm hidden read-only

Hex Value: 40 30 20 10 8 4 2 1

Figure 5.

the file extension occupies the next three

bytes as shown in Figure 4.

The very first byte of the entry (at

AOO here) indicates the status of the

filename. Hex 00 means the entry has
never been used. This indicator is used
to limit the length of directory searches.

DOS reads directory entries sequen-

tially; when it finds a 000 in the first

byte of an entry, it knows that all of the

file names in the directory have been
read and stops looking for more entries.

If the file you specified wasn't located,

DOS laconically informs you with a

FILE NOT found and throws the ball

into your court. If the first byte of the

file name is hex ES, it means the file has

been erased. This is why file recovery

programs have problems coping with

erased files whose names were identical

except for the first letter. If you are in

the habit of naming groups of files like

FREEP, GREEP, and CREEP, and
then erasing them, you are endangering
your sanity. Better you should name
them REEPF, REEPG, and REEPC.

Byte 1 1 is a particularly useful one. It

embodies the so-called file attributes:

hidden, system, normal, volume label,

subdirectory and archive bit. There is a

table on page C-4 of the DOS 2.0 man-
ual that gives the values of this byte for

various attributes. Each bit in the byte is

assigned an attribute, although some of

the bits are not defined in DOS 2.0. At
the moment, the assignments are as

shown in Figure 5.

A swift calculation on both thumbs
reveals that 00000010, the binary code
for a hidden file, translates to 02 hex.

Similarly, 00000111, 07 hex, means the

file is hidden, system, and ready-only.

Consulting byte 1 1 (offset OAOB) in the

first directory sector reveals that

IBMBIO.COM has an attribute byte of
27. In addition to the hidden system and
read-only bits, the archive bit has been

turned on for this file (20 + 4 + 2 + 1 )•

The archive bit is activated whenever the

file has been written to and closed. It is

used by the fixed disk utilities BACKUP
and RESTORE to see if a file has been

changed since it was last backed up. The
attribute byte of a file can, of course, be

changed to reflect the personal tastes of

the programmer.
Bytes 12-21 in the directory entry are

not used for anything yet. The chances

are even-steven that DOS (upwardly-

compatible-with-Unix) 3.0 might do
something interesting with them. We
skip merrily over them to note that bytes

22-23 map the file creation/update time

and 24-25 contain the file

creation/update date. The DOS manual
has a moderately murky explanation of

the coding scheme used to represent

these numbers. Study this section if you
like binary numbering schemes.

A directory would not be worth its

nibbles if it did no directing; it performs
this function by pointing to the place on
the disk where the file begins. Bytes 26

and 27 contain the relative cluster num-
ber of the first cluster of the file. Once
DOS finds the starting cluster, it turns

to the file allocation table (FAT) for

information on where the remaining clus-

ters of the file are found. Disk data are

mapped beginning with cluster 2 because

the first two clusters are used to code the

disk format. A discussion of the FAT is

deferred until an adequate supply of cel-

ery can be laid in.

Changing the bytes in the directory is

a matter of using the DEBUG E (for en-

ter) command. There are two ways to

use the enter command: prompted and
unprompted. In the latter method, the

contents of one or more bytes are re-

placed by values supplied in a list. With
the prompted method, used here, DE-
BUG displays a byte at a time and waits

for input. To change the byte, just type

the desired (hexadecimal) characters.

Pressing the spacebar advances to the

next byte and typing a hyphen backs up

to the preceding address. When all en-

tries have been made, a carriage return

ends the f.ntf.R command. Let's first

give IBMBIO.COM a normal attribute

by changing the byte at AOB, presently

a 27, to 00. Type:
- E AOB

DEBUG responds with:

0958: OAOB 27 . .

Type:

00 ( car r i age return)
Now if you look at the sector by typing:

-D 0A00
The first line looks like this:

0958:0A00 49 42 4D 42 49 4F 20
20-43 4F 4D 00 00 00 00 00
The next thing to do is write the change

back to the disk and return to DOS by

typing:

-WCS:000 1 6
-Q

A directory listing will now have shown
two files, IBMBIO.COM and
COMMAND.COM.

Recovering An Erased File

The next exercise requires an erased

file to recover, so erase IBMBIO.COM,
return to DEBUG and load the direc-

tory sector again. The first line shows:

0958:0A00 E5 42 4D 42 49 4F 20
20-43 4F 4D 00 00 00 00 00
The ASCII representation of the file

name readseBMBIO.COM. Change the

E5 back to an I (49 hex) with the enter

command:
-E 0A00
958:0A00 E5 . .

49
Write the information back to the disk,

quit and list the directory.

IBMBIO.COM has been recovered from

the great erasure fields in the sky. This

recovery technique can be successfully

used only if, after an accidental erasure,

nothing has been written to the disk.

Once a file has been erased, all of its

clusters are put back into the legally

allocatable pool. In the case where the

accident has been followed by some file-

writing commands, there are two alter-

natives (three if you count suicide).

First, grab an unerase utility that can

salvage a file, cluster by cluster (Norton's

Unerase, for example). Second, load the

entire disk into memory, a piece at a

time if necessary, page through the sec-
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IBM Images, continued...

tors, and note where the sectors with the

file data are. Use DEBUG to name a

file, load the correct sectors into mem-
ory, and then write them back to disk.

This technique is not recommended for

the nervous. A variant on this would be

to use SHiFT-PrtSc to get a hard copy of

the file data and then type them in again

without trying to save them to a new file

name.

Adding A Volume Label

Adding a volume label to a disk after

it has been formatted without one can be

done fairly easily with DEBUG as well.

The drill is: find an empty directory slot,

write in a volume name of 1 1 characters

or less, plug in an attribute byte of 08,

and write the information back to the

disk. Supposedly, the disk you have been

using contains only three files; the

remainder of the directory should look

like Figure 3, where the first empty
directory slot is at 0A60.
The first 11 bytes of the entry will

contain the volume name. If the chosen

name has fewer than 11 characters, fill

the remaining slots with hex 20's, then

drop the attribute byte of 08 into offset

0A6B. Accuracy sticklers will want to

add the date and time of creation.

Page C-5 of the DOS manual explains

the encoding procedure. Changing the

volume label is a mere matter of altering

the desired bytes with the enter com-
mand. Figure 3 shows the entering se-

quence and the directory sector after a

volume name transplant.

There are probably some readers who
are thinking about the bagel slicing facil-

ity and are standing around with a fully-

flavored specimen (raisin, garlic, salt,

tofu) in hand just waiting for me to get

to the good part of this tedious technical

discussion. It is really very simple. First,

hone one side of your DEBUG disk to a

keen edge. This can be conveniently

done with any whetstone or razor strop.

Next, slide the bagel into drive A or B,

leaving the door ajar. Finally, position

the sharpened edge of the disk in the

drive slot and press firmly.

Word Processors

I have not talked at all about word
processors in these columns, mainly be-

cause such information can be found

these days by reading almost any variety

of printed material (excepting, I guess,

True Confessions and The Journal of
Virology.) There are somewhere around

250 word processors available for the

IBM PC; almost all of them are capable

of basic functions such as entering,

editing, and formatting text. Some have

features that are needed by manuscript

writers (indexing and leadering) while

others are best used for writing letters

and short articles.

Almost everyone who has a PC owns
(and swears by) at least one of them and,

for some people of my aquaintance,

devotion to a particular word processor

approaches religious fervor. I have had

the opportunity to test quite a few, and I

must admit that I have developed a

rather blase attitude towards them. Most
of them are pretty good, but very few

rate the Gold Write-Protect Label

Award of Excellence.

Naturally, this is all leading up to

something. I have run across a word
processor that is amazingly versatile,

beautifully engineered, and fully stocked

with a range of features that is nothing

short of remarkable. It is called Xywrite

II, and is a product of Xyquest Inc. It

can be used either as a program editor or

as a word processor, a convenience not

provided by my usual word processor.

Programs can be executed from inside

Xywrite, therefore you can edit and run

code without having to exit to DOS, and

your favorite spelling checker can be

executed from inside Xywrite.

In fact, DOS can be run as a subtask

of Xywrite. Typing DOS on the command
line loads a secondary command proces-

sor, and all operating system tasks can

be performed as usual. Typing exit af-

ter the DOS prompt puts you back into

Xywrite. This feature alone is worth the

reasonable price of $195, but there is a

plethora of other niceties provided by

this program that make it, in my mind,

one of the best of its genre I have seen to

date.

Xywrite depends heavily on the func-

tion keys to execute many commands:
defining text blocks for moving, copying,

deleting, toggling the cursor between the

user definable windows, and changing

the prompt line. Most of the formatting

commands are executed from a com-

mand line. I never thought that I could

get used to a command line word proces-

sor, but this program implements this

concept in such a natural manner that it

soon became completely comfortable to

use.

Xywrite does on-screen formatting

with a few caveats: text is always shown
single spaced, regardless of the actual

line spacing, and page breaks are not

shown. It is possible, with a couple of

keystrokes, to preview the text as it will

appear on the printer, but editing cannot

be done on this screen. The next version

of Xywrite will incorporate page breaks

and line spacing in the normal mode.
Xywrite lets you take full advantage of

your printer. It comes with printer driv-

ers for the most popular machines, and

these files are not only available for

inspection, but can be changed to your

liking. The mode commands available

from the keyboard show bold face,

underlining, and reverse (or different

colors with a color graphics adapter) on

the screen. Each of these modes can be

assigned to a typeface, so, for example, if

you wish, double wide type can appear

in magenta on a yellow background (or

flashing reverse on an IBM mono-
chrome display).

All of the modes can be customized

from the keyboard and the printer files.

In addition, Xywrite has made obsolete

last month's printer table program; a

translating table file can be set up such

that the entire character set of the IBM
PC can be assigned to such special

printer characters as your machine can
provide.

Xywrite does tables of contents, in-

dices, leadering, and math. It has power-
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CP/M COMPUTER

The ATR8000 is an amazingly versatile CP/M computer that uses either an
RS-232 terminal or an ATARI home comptuer for the display device. The
ATR8000 has these features:

• 64k RAM
• Z80A processor, 4 MHz
• RS-232 port with software to run

a serial printer or a modem.
• Parallel PRINTER port.

• Runs up to four 5 1/4" and 8" drives

that are any mixture of size, type
(single and double-sided) and
density.

• Includes double density CP/M 2.2.

The ATR8000 can read and write CP/M disks from other computers. Some of

these are: Kaypro • Osborne • Xerox • Cromemco • TRS-80 I • H89 •

NEC PC100A • Z100 and more!

ATR8000S CP/M display is 80 columns wide with a moveable 40 column
window. All 80 columns are displayed at once on a B&W TV or a monitor
with AUTOTERM80, $29.95.

From the designers of CO-POWER-88

MicnncDniPiJTEn products
2500 E. Randol Mill Road — 125

Arlington, Texas 76011
(817) 861-0421 (metro) 469-1181

Prices and specifications subiect to change without notice Trademarks: ATARI: ATARI.

Inc CP/M Digital Research. Ine 280 Zilog ATR8000 SWP. Inc

Please rush me free literature on the ATR8000 for

ATARI D a terminal.

Send to: SWP Microcomputer Products, Inc.

2500 E. Randol Mill Rd., #125
Arlington, TX 76011

#400 #410

street

city state

MAIL TODAY!

zip
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Let Colonel Byte take your child

on a trip through Cybernia
They'll learn all about computers along the way!

Growing up in the computer world will be
easier if your child understands computers.
And there's no better place to start than
with the computer that's in your home—
and with the help of this delightful book.
Computer Parade reads like a story book.

Yet it actually teaches the basics of com-
puter operation.

Computer Parade traces the adventures

of Katie and her brother after they fall into

the family computer. Once inside the com-
puter, they find themselves in the imag-

inary land of Cybernia where they

meet Colonel Byte. Colonel Byte takes

them to a computer parade, where they

learn how computer music is made. All

along their fanciful journey, the threesome
encounters friendly and ferocious dragons,

computer bits, eeks and aaks. And of

course they're always on the lookout for

program bugs.

Any youngster age 4-10 will delight in

Computer Parade. It's easy to read and
richly illustrated in full color.

Help your child grow up computer
literate by ordering your copies now.

MAIL TODAY TO
CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS, Oept HB4H. 39 East Hanover Avenue. Morris Plains. NJ 079SO

Please send me copies of Computer Parade for

$995 each, plus $200 snipping & handling per book

Total Amount $

Payment Enclosed (CA. NJ and NY Slate residents

please add applicable sales lax.)

D CHARGE MY:
American Express 11 MasterCard D Visa

" F*p

For faster service. PHONE TOLL FREE;

800-631-8112
(In NJ only 201 540 0445)

Stqiuihir,'

Otv S|„V /,,,

'Outside US. add $3 for sruppmg and handling

D Check here to receive a FREE catalog of computing books, magtatnas
and guides.

Also available in your local bookstore or computer store

Epson. OKI. IDS. NEC. Diablo. Qume

ACOUSTIC ENCLOSURES
• Reduces Noise Up to 90% •
• Heavy Duty Acrylic Cover •

Bottom Feed Capability

Woodgrain Finish

Micro Printercenter

"

Dealer & Ordering Info

800-343-431

1

Master Charge and Vim Accepted

Srapprng 4 HjndhnQ Chv«n Add*wwt

CAB-TEK, Inc.
Riverside St. Nashua. NH 03062

CIVILIZING COMPUTERS

MPC I $99 (MX 80) MPC II $1 ?9 I0KI8?)

MFC III $189 (83A. MXIOO) MPC IV $249 (Daisy Pnnter)

Power Control a Ventilation $80
Paper Rack $30 Bottom Feed Brackets $30

MPC I SHOWN

CIRCLE 271 ON READER SERVICE CARD

"POWER
FAILURE

PROBLEMS 7 '

BLACKOUTS!

BROWNOUTS!

DIPS!

YOUR

SOLUTION...

LINE-SAVER

STANDBY
UNINTERRUPTABLE

POWER
SYSTEM

SAVE YOUR DATA front power "blackouts,"

"brownouts" or line "dips."

PROTECT YOUR DATA from "transient vol-

tages, spikes and EMI/RFI line noise."

LIHI-SAVIR'" stands by to switch 2S0VA,
1 50 watts of power to your micro-computer. Its

heavy duty internal sealed battery provides up
to 40 minutes of back-up power; more than

enough to SAVE your data and shut down your

system if line power does not return.

LINE-SAVER™ provides constant protection

for your system from damaging voltoge surges,

spikes and conducted line noise.

LINE-SAVER™ constantly monitors the AC
line and itself, with o unique visual and audible

three staged ANNUNCIATOR that provides

you at-o-glonce status.

LINE-SAVER™ is compact in siie and utilizes

the latest PWM technology to make it compatible

with vitiuolly every microcomputer system today.

LINE-SAVER™ is low in cost . . . $395.00
Cat or write tedey ft free Sttnfwn

AEGIS® °*M* J0DAr

fewer Cn<1tiiai«| , _ »?••»'•
- Toll Fraa Ordir Nurrdjar

1-800-523-9685

In-State Order No.

215-837-0700

KHGL®
00

6514 Rvcf. Id. . Dept.

•tMerMm, PA 18017 MMBtlOCM
MQUMKS INVITED

Add S 1 00 lor shwng I hondkng • COO» odd S3 00
PAH.1 «Jd6-<. wWlto.
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IBM Images, continued...

ful macro capabilities as well, and blocks
of text can be assigned to a single key-
stroke for boilerplate assembly. There
are some extra nifty features rarely

found in word processors too. An auto-
matic uppercase command capitalizes

the first letter following the end of a sen-

tence—a real blessing considering the
position of the shift keys on the PC
keyboard. A " forms " mode can be
used to design pages with protected ar-

eas; these forms can be saved as is or as
regular text files for later editing. Print

spooling, of course, is available, as is a
pause command for single sheet
printing.

Formatting commands embedded in

the text can be viewed in two modes:
normal and expanded. In the normal
mode the commands appear as little

bright triangles and, if the cursor is po-
sitioned on top of one, the formatting

command contained therein can be seen

on the prompt line. In the expanded
mode, the command is written out in full

between European quote marks.
Formatting commands can be edited like

any other text, so sets of favorite formats
can be saved and loaded at start-up time,

or changed without having to delete and
re-enter an entire set of commands.
There are four help screens available;

you have the option of loading these into

memory for really quick on-line help.

Because the screens are stored as regular

text files, you can edit them too. Xywrite

is very, very fast. Paging and reformat-

ting is instantaneous. The human inter-

face is excellent and every time I have
called Xyquest with a question or
suggestion they have been responsive

and helpful in every possible way.

The documentation is pretty good, but

is slightly confusing in places and would
benefit from a set of section dividers. I

am undecided about the aesthetics of the

display. The prompt line is on top of the

screen, and this is very tiring on the eyes.

On the other hand, there are Caps Lock
and Num Lock indicators, the lack of
which in another word processor has

sometimes elicited amazingly unbecom-
ing language from my normally tem-
perate tongue.

Xywrite does lack some features that I

sorely miss from my former word
processor. These include the afore-

mentioned page breaks and on-screen

variable line spacing. Also lacking are

row and column counters. When a file

save/return is executed, the cursor goes

to the beginning of the file—a real

annoyance especially considering that

there are no page numbers or goto
commands (yet). Every time I have
called to moan, wail, and petition for

some addition, I am always assured that

they will be incorporating these features

in the next version. Their update policy
is generous: free updates for bugs, $20
for an update, and trade-ins taken for

new version numbers (e.g. Xywrite III).

Lasercycles

Lasercycles, brought to you by the
Brady company, was inspired by the
lightcycles featured in the movie Tron. I

thought this scene was one of the most
visually dazzling features of an other-

wise dramatically vapid movie. Al-
though Lasercycles is not quite as
hair-raising, it is fun to play. The player
is allowed three cycles and wins an addi-

tional cycle when a level (consisting of
several arenas) has been successfully

completed.

The concept is one of supreme untidi-

ness: as it whips around the screen in an
attempt to avoid an energy glob, each
cycle leaves a trail behind. The globs

track the trajectory of the cycle and can
be eliminated only by causing them to

run into an energized section of the trail.

A unit of energy either produces an
energized section, or gives the cycle a
brief moment of overdrive. Each arena
comes equipped with five units of en-

ergy, and extra energy can be absorbed
by directing the cycle into an occa-

sionally visible power unit. There are nu-
merous levels of difficulty in which the

globs and cycles move faster, the energy
sections become smaller and the walls of
the arena shrink. The authors have
kindly permitted alteration of the game
parameter table with any program
editor.

Movement in the game is best directed
with a joystick, although it can be played
from the keyboard. Once the game gets
started, it moves very fast, but getting
the game on the screen requires untold
patience: it takes forever to load and
initialize. Because it is copy protected, it

cannot be put on a RAMdisk . and
Lasercycles goes back to the disk for a
painfully long interval of whirring be-
tween each game. Pressing a key at the
inappropriate moment confuses the pro-
gram, so it's hands off the keyboard un-
til the prompts appear. The game is an
entertaining and a refreshing change
from slaughtering aliens or chasing fruit

around a maze. 12

Firms Mentioned In This Column

Robert J. Brady Co.
Bowie, MD 20715
(301)262-6300

Xyquest
P.O. Box 372
Bedford, MA 01730
(617) 275-4439

GUIDE TO VIC-20
PROGRAMMING

GfTTt-JC *COL*UNTH> V\*TM lO

ML
If you've purchased a VIC-20 recently, you prob-
ably know all about playing its great games. But

if you're now ready to learn about computer
programming, it's time you discovered Getting
Acquainted With Your VIC-20.

This newly revised book is a step-by-step
guide to programming your VIC. Starting with
the functions and commands of the BASIC lan-

guage, it quickly teaches you how to write and
adapt programs on your own. And then it shows
you how to wnte programs to take full advantage
of your computer's outstanding color, sound and
music capabilities!

Even if you've never touched a computer
before, the easy "learn by doing" techniques-
coupled with the more than 60 programs in the
book- will make you an expert VIC programmer
in no time.

For parents and educators, there's a section
on "VIC as Teacher" that can help you use your
computer as a powerful children's learning aid in

the classroom or at home.
Get the most from your new VIC-20. Order

your copy of Getting Acquainted With Your
VIC-20 today!

SV4" x 8'/4", softcover.
Over 60 full program listings.

VIC is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines

For taster service.

PHONE TOLL FREE:

800-
631-8112
(In NJ only

201 540 0445)

Also available at

your local bookstore
or computer store.

("creative computing press
I Dept HE9C 39 E Hanover Ave . Moms Plains. NJ 07950

Iiae send me Gelling Acquainted
With Your VIC-20 at $9.95* plus $2 00 jx

I and handling each Outside USA add $300 per
31SR

I PAYMENT ENCLOSED $_
Residents o( CA. NJ and NY State add appli
cable sales tax

J CHARGE MY:
(Charge and phone orders $10 minimum

)

n American t:-

J MasterCard fj] .

| Card No Exp Date

I Signature

Mr /Mrs /Ms.

| Address- -Apt.

| City/State/Zip

|
Send in- Hive Computing Catalog I
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TRS-80
Strings
As we begin George Orwell's Year

with the fifty-ninth TRS-80 Strings col-

umn, we look at a new Pocket Computer
from Big Brother, a "trial version" of

Pascal, a utility program that lets you
execute files from the directory, and a

highly useful and versatile database

manager. Sorry, no room for a Short

Program this time around.

Pocket Computer PC-3
If you were wondering about the gap

between the PC-2 and PC-4, it was filled

last Bastille Day, July 14, when Radio
Shack announced the PC-3, "small

enough to fit into a shirt pocket" (Figure

1). It is about 5'/," long, as compared
with the PC-2, almost 7%" long.

Compatible with the PC-1, which it

replaces, the PC-3 provides 16 arithme-

tic and eight string functions and fea-

tures a 24-character LCD display,

accuracy up to 10 digits, and a I.4K
memory.

Other features include arrays and mul-

tiple statements. Strings hold up to seven

characters. The PC-3 can also be used as

a direct key-entry calculator.

The PC-3 is $99.95. The matching PC-3
printer/cassette interface, at $1 19.95. per-

mits use of a cassette recorder to load

and store programs and data on tape.

The thermal dot-matrix printer produces
a 24-character line, one line a second.

The interface is required to use Radio
Shack's existing PC-! library of 19

programs.

Pascal 80 Trial Version

If you have been reading Creative for

several years, you may remember the

Atari column that George Blank started

writing in the June 1980 issue and the

many articles he wrote in 1981-82 while

Stephen B. Gray

he was the editorial director of the

magazine.

George left Creative in 1982 to start

his own company, New Classics Soft-

ware, which offers Pascal 80, at $100,

for the TRS-80 Models I, III, and 4 (in

Mod III mode).

For those who want to try Pascal, but

aren't sure they want to invest $100,

New Classics has been offering, si net-

June 1983, Pascal 80 Trial Version, for

only $14.77. The cover of the little four-

page manual (Figure 2) tells which fea-

tures the trial version supports.

The back cover is worth quoting in

full because it tells most of the story:

"The Pascal 80 Trial Version is a ver-

sion of Pascal 80 designed to dem-
onstrate many of the features of the

language for those who are unsure about

purchasing the full version. It can be an

excellent introduction to programming

in Pascal.

"The main difference between the two

versions is that programs cannot be

stored or retrieved in the trial version,

while the full version allows you to save

text and object files, append, include and
chain programs, load text files, execute

object files, and create command files for

direct execution from DOS.
"Some of the other features found in

the full version, but not in the trial ver-

sion, include random and sequential disk

files, pointer variables, curly braces for

comments, the underline character in

variable names, random number, graphic,

and cursor control functions.

"Other than this brief pamphlet, no
support can be provided for the trial ver-

sion. Those desiring more information

should consult a text book on standard

Figure I. The Pocket PC-3. which Jits into a shirt pocket, is shown here plugged into

the matching PC-3 printer/cassette interface.
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Pascal. We suggest Oh I Pascal, by Coo-
per and Clancy, which is available from
New Classics Software for $20. Of
course, those purchasing the full Pascal

80 will receive a 92-page, fully indexed
manual in a three-ring binder, and tele-

phone support will be available."

Although the trial version doesn't in-

clude pointer variables or disk files, nor
does it allow you to save programs, you
can list your programs to a printer.

Monitor and Editor

The other two pages of the manual tell

how to get a listing of a program and
briefly describe the monitor commands
and the editor.

The monitor has five commands: E to

enter the editor, K to clear the editor, Q
to quit to DOS, C to compile, and R to

run.

The text editor uses arrow keys to

move the cursor about the screen, and
has nine control functions that delete a
character, erase a line, insert a space or a
blank line, display the next or previous
15-line page, write the program to the

printer, position the cursor at the begin-

ning of the work space, or return you to

the monitor menu.
Boot up Pascal 80 Trial Version, and

the first display tells you:

THIS DISK WILL BOOT UP IN
A MOD I OR A MOD III. IT
HILL XFER THE FILES TO A
TRSDOS SYSTEM OR FORMATTED
DISK ON ANY DRIVE. IT IS
ALSO READABLE AS A DATA DISK
BY MOST POPULAR SYSTEMS.

You have to transfer the files to a disk

that is already formatted or has TRSDOS

on it. This way, New Classics can dis-

tribute a single disk for both the Model I

and HI/4. The disk can also be read as a
data disk by LDOS, MULTIDOS, or
DOSPLUS.

In TRSDOS (or whatever DOS you
are in), you type in pascal, and you get

the monitor menu. Press E, and you are

ready to write a program in Pascal.

For example, to add 2 and 3, you need
all of this:

program sum;
war sum: integer;
begin sum: =2+3;
write (sum)
END.

TVJEW pLASSICS SOFTWARE
IWfOX Hill KOAP PINVIItt MW'liRMl ffltl* TIUfWOK »•*»<

PASCAL 80
TRIAL VERSION

F«m S.paorled hi Ike Trial VtnlcM

Vnliili rrf**: REAL. INTEGER. CHAR. BOOLEAN, wren.
Kit. record. end ufcr defined type*

TRUE. FALSE. MAXINT. PI add I

>.'./. OIV. MOD. uendard rnwpnrli na add lei

operators. AND. OR ud NOT
Made: ABS. SQR. SORT. SIN. COS. ARCTAN. EXP. LN.
ORD. PRED. SUCC. CHR. ODD. ROUND and TRUNC

I READ. READLN. WRITE. WRITELN.
n: IF THEN ELSE. CASE. FOR NEXT.
WHILE DO. REPEAT UNTIL end GOTO

re nee: INPUT (keyboard). OUTPUT (.creep.) i

(primer)

I LP

Figure 2. The features supported by Pas-

cal 80 Trial Version are spelled out on
the front cover of the manual.

If you are familiar with Basic, most of
this may seem unnecessary. But leave off

rClt) CLASSICS SCFTliflRE

hioh resolution arsenics

<L.

/
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Figure 3. The New Classics hi-res package for Pascal 80 provides graphics, several

character sets, and more.

the first line, and you get this display:

00:32:20 compilation starting
0000 var sum: integer;

expected program

which means the compiler expected to
find a PROGRAM line. The arrow
points to where the compiler discovered
the error, which may not be where the
error is.

The 00:32:20 is a clock that indicates
when the program was compiled. It is

not an elapsed timer, so you must keep
track of the previous time to calculate
the compilation time, if you wish. In the
full version, you can reset the clock to
00:00:00 with poke commands.

Leave out the second line, and the dis-

play shows what has been compiled so
far, with an arrow pointing to SUM, and
displays:

UNDECLARED
to let you know what you left out.

Omit INTEGER from the second
line, and the error message is:

BAD TYPE

to let you know that variables (and
constants) have to be declared as to type.

And so it goes, with the editor helping
you along, supplying more complete er-

ror messages than you will find in Basic.

These messages, by the way, are unique
to Pascal 80.

Software Bargain
Pascal 80 Trial Version looks like the

software bargain of the year; the $14.77
includes postage and shipping charges.
It comes with a coupon worth $10 off
the regular price of Pascal 80; which
makes it $90.

New Classics is hard at work convert-
ing Pascal 80 for the Model 4, to use the

24-by-80 display. This Model 4 version

will be available separately.

The $14.77 price, incidentally, covers
only the costs of the advertising, mail-

ing, and the disk itself. Thus the disk is

actually being given away, to provide
prospective users with a taste of Pascal
80, as well as of Pascal itself.

The coupon packed with the trial ver-

sion mentions a Pascal 80 User Group
Game Disk for $10, and a Pascal 80
User Group Procedure Library Disk for

$10. The latter is a collection of proce-
dures to use in one's own Pascal pro-

grams, and George has very kindly
offered to send it free to those who men-
tion this column when ordering either

version of Pascal 80.

If you are at all interested in the
language that many computerists claim
will supersede Basic, check out Pascal
80 Trial Version, from New Classics
Software.
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The computer-age
storybook for kids!

Katie and the Computer
By Fred D'Ignazio
Illustrated by Stan Gilliam

This wonderful storybook teaches young
children how a microcomputer works.
Katie ends up inside her dad's new
micro. ..and has an adventure with Colo-
nel Byte and the other characters who
make a computer work. Her jov. ney fol-

lows the path of a computer command; her
experiences are technically accurate yet

easily understandable, right down to her
encounters with a program bug. Addi-
tional material is included to help you re-

late the story to actual working parts of the
computer. With truly exceptional color il-

lustrations, this is an excellent first com-
puter book for youngsters.

Hardcover, 11" x 8W", illustrated.

For faster service,

PHONE TOLL FREE:

800-631-8112
(In NJ only: 201-540-0445)

Also available at your local bookstore
or computer store.

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept. HE4C 39 East Hanover Avenue
Moms Plains, NJ 07950

. Katie and thePlease send me
Computer at $8 95* plus $2 00 postage and
handling each. Outside USA add $3 00 per
order *12A

PAYMENTENCLOSED $_
•Residents of CA. NJ and NY State add
applicable sales tax.

D CHARGE MY:
American Express

|] MasterCard Visa

Card No

Exp. Date.

Signature,

Mr.
Mrs.
Ms

(please ptint full name)

Address.

City

-Apt.

State/Zip_

Send me a FREE Creative Computing
Catalog

TRS-80 Strings, continued...

Pascal 80 Hi-Res
New Classics has just developed a

high-resolution package for Pascal 80,

for users with Radio Shack's hi-res

board in the Model III or Model 4, and
at least 48K of memory.
The $39.95 package offers regular

graphics, turtle graphics, turtle geome-
try, character sets for Greek, Russian,

Hebrew, and Japanese katakana, plus

math symbols and two ASCII sets (Fig-

ure 3). These can all be intermixed on a

24-line, 80-column screen, using regular

or inverse characters.

CO-DIR Utility

CO-D1R 2.0. from Picotrin Technol-
ogy, is a utility program that lets you
perform, with only one or two key-

strokes, nearly all the DOS commands
related to individual files on disk. It lets

you process the files directly from the

listing on a directory screen.

CO-DIR 2.0. which stands for Cursor
Oriented Directory Version 2.0, works
on any TRS-80 Model I, III, or 4 with at

least 32K, and uses NEWDOS/80 1.0 or

2.0, or DOSPLUS with the CAT library

command (version 3.4 or later). The
price is $49.

With CO-DIR, you can do some things

that are difficult or impossible without it.

For example, if you try to list the

PATCH/BAS routine in DOSPLUS,
you get a:

RUN access only

message. But with CO-DIR. you simply

call up the directory, center the cursors

on PATCH/BAS, hit L, and you get a

complete listing, without line numbers.
(No, you can't 1.1ST password-protected

routines.)

With CO-DIR. you can execute a file

right from the directory. Center the

cursors on the file, and hit enter. If

CO-DIR finds no CMD extension, it as-

sumes the file is Basic, so it loads Basic

and then runs the file. If you hit enter
and then the spacebar, you force CO-
DIR to execute a file as CMD even if no
CMD extension is found.

Other CO-DIR functions include:

copy a file to a specified drive, show a

free-space map for any drive, load (or

list, modify, print, kill, zero, or rename)
a file, do a string-search for a file name
(including by extension or wildcard).

Assistance is available via a HELP
function.

Hit J, and you have activated the Job
Control function, which allows you to

activate a DO or CHAIN file;

NEWDOS/80 uses /JCL files,

DOSPLUS uses /BLD files.

CO-DIR even includes sound. Hook
up an amplifier via the cassette port: low

chirps mean a function is completed;

high chirps mean there is an error in

your instructions, or CO-DIR can't per-

form the function.

If you do a lot of programming, CO-
DIR could be the most useful utility you
have ever bought, because it makes the

DOS functions faster and easier.

Data-Writer
Written by Software Options Inc. for

the TRS-80 I/III/4 (48K, two disk

drives, lowercase required), Data-Writer

is a database manager that can be used

with your word processor (Scripsit. Lazy
Writer, or Electric Pencil), or by itself as

a complete stand-alone system for

managing text and numeric data.

Data- Writer consists of twelve pro-

grams for managing and using data-

bases, including changing their

structures. Other tasks easily performed

with Data- Writer include mailing list

maintenance, form letter production,

and so on.

Data-Writer 2.0 is $145. If that sounds

expensive, take a look at all it does; it

may well be the most extensive DBMS
program of its type available. Software

Options claims it to be the most power-

ful for the TRS-80. Also, it supports a

hard disk, unlike most DBMS systems.

Radio Shack's Profile III costs more
($199, $299 for the hard disk version)

and is a good DBMS, but not as versatile

as Data- Writer.

Data- Writer works with DOSPLUS
3.5 (and previous versions), LDOS 5.1.3

(and previous 5.1 versions), and with

other operating systems.

Twelve Programs In One
The twelve programs consist of two for

data entry (Entry, Edit), six for file

management (Manage, Split, Stats, Math,

Select, Sort), and four for output (Labels,

Letters, Report, and Access).

Entry allows you to define up to 20

variable-length fields of up to 240

characters each with your word proces-

sor, or 20 fixed-length fields of up to 45

characters using Entry. Validity checks

are optional.

Manage permits restructuring your

database without having to edit it man-
ually. You can add new fields, delete or

rearrange fields, and append one field to

another.

Split divides a database into several

smaller ones and can do it on the basis of

a data breakpoint.

Stats allows you to search your

database for inconsistencies, displaying a

statistical report showing any format

errors.

Math lets you define fields as equa-

tions. You can calculate any fields in

your database using the four basic func-
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tions, plus exponentiation. You may use
up to 20 equations per run, and each
equation may contain up to 255
characters.

Select enables you to create subsets of
your original file by specifying limiting

criteria, such as SELECT IF SEX = F,

or SELECT IF AMOUNT > ZERO.
Each subset is then stored under a new
file name to be used as a new database.

Sort is a fast, two-level sequential di-

rect-access sorting program that lets you
sort on any field, even by last name or

zip code embedded in a line. The Data-
Writer ad says "it permits access to any
record in your database (up to 10,000

records) in one second flat."

Letters permits creation of a form let-

ter into which you can insert, from your
database, up to 20 different names, ad-

dresses, amounts, keywords, and even
phrases.

Reports is for writing reports, such as

inventories, accounts payable and receiv-

able, bibliographies, insurance coverage,

stock issues, and so on.

Using Data-Writer
Data-Writer uses menus and prompts

extensively, and is very easy to use. The
first screen provides a menu of the main
programs. Select Entry, and after you
give your database a name, and decide

which drive to store it on, you get this

display:

===>>> DATA ENTRY - FIELD 1

===>>> TYPE A STAR <*> TO END

FIELD LABEL :

with space for 20 characters. Type in the

label, and you get further prompts:

FIELD LENGTH

and

MANDATORY ENTRY (Y/N) .

and then you have asked which of six

validity checks you want performed at

data-entry time, including no check, all

numeric, length check, and so on.

After you are asked if you want to re-

peat this field from the previous record,

you get a display of all you have just en-

tered, so you can edit it, if you need to.

If not, hit ENTER, and go on to the next

field.

When you are through delineating the

fields, hit * and you get a data-entry screen,

showing all your field names and record
lengths, with a blinking cursor at the be-

ginning of the first field, ready for you to

start entering data.

If you attach an amplifier and speaker

to your cassette port, Data-Writer will

signal an invalid entry, if you try to skip

over a mandatory field, or try to type

words in an all-numeric field.

After you have filled in the fields (and

perhaps skipped over some of the non-
mandatory fields), Data-Writer asks if

you want to write the data to the file,

edit it, or end using the current database.

Select the last option, and you are

asked if you want to add more records to

the current database or to a different

one, or add to the abbreviation table, or
end the program. The abbreviation table

is a clever device that lets you enter as
little as a single character, such as M,
during data entry, and it will be ex-

panded in the display, to Minneapolis,
for example.

After Data Entry
After entering all the data for your

database into the file, you can select data
from it, add to it, edit it, restructure it,

split it into several smaller databases,

check it for errors, create subsets, sort,

and print reports.

If you decide to sort, you have given
the names of all the current field labels,

so you don't have to remember them,
and then you are asked which field la-

bels are to be the primary and secondary
sort keys. You can sort in ascending or
descending order. Give the data to be
sorted a name for its output file, and af-

ter the sort, the data will be stored under
that name. Display the output file, and
you see first the field labels, each on a
separate line, and then the file data itself,

with each item on a separate line.

The Bottom Line
Data-Writer has many more features,

such as the many options available for

creating reports, but there just isn't

space here to describe them all. Among
the DBMS programs I have tried so far,

this is the best—very easy to use, with a

maximum of features and flexibility. The
combination of Data- Writer and a word
processing program is all many people
will need for what they want a computer
to do.

The manual, also a winner, and more
than 100 pages long, explains everything
simply and fully and assumes no knowl-
edge of computers or databases. HJ
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Reviews
How to Buv a Personal Computer, by Carlton Schrum. Alfred

Publishing Co., 1 5335 Morrison St., Sherman Oaks, CA 91 403.

64 pages, paperback $2.95. 1981.

Understanding Artificial Intelligence, by Paul Y. Gloess.

Alfred Publishing Co. 47 pages, paperback $2.95. 1981.

Understanding Basic, by Richard G. Peddicord. Alfred

Publishing Co. 48 pages, paperback $2.95. 1981.

Understanding Cobol, by Richard G. Peddicord. Alfred

Publishing Co. 47 pages, paperback $2.95. 1981.

Understanding Fortran, by Herbert R. Ludwig. Alfred Publish-

ing Co. 61 pages, paperback $2.95. 1981.

Understanding Pascal, by George Ledin Jr. Alfred Publishing

Co. 63 pages, paperback $2.95. 1981.

These six "Handy Guides," tall and slim (4*/«" x 11"), are

part of four Alfred series thai cover computers, cooking, music

and photography. They are all described on the back covers as

"practical, economical and concise . . . perfect for today's fast-

moving adult on the run, they fit in anywhere—in pocket,

purse, gadget bag, guitar case."

The guide to buying a personal computer takes a fast but

competent look at what such machines are, why you should

buy one, how to choose, system requirements for specific

applications, and ends with a 13-page table comparing 26 per-

sonal computers. This brief guide packs more information per

page than most similar publications.

The guide to artificial intelligence is subtitled, "An introduc-

tion to the world of computers that 'think,' " and does quite

well in only 47 pages. After a brief introduction, it looks at the

minimax procedure for evaluating tic-lac-toe; Automatic Theo-

rem Proving; Predicate Calculus; Lisp: A Language for AI;

Communication, People and Computers; Computer Vision; and

AI, a State of Mind. This is an excellent introduction; for those

who want to learn more, five books and four journals are

referenced.

The Basic guide gets into a three-line program by page 8, us-

ing rem, print and END, and enlarges on thai by introducing

simple arithmetic, spacing, strings, input, and by page 16 a

program for compound interest. Later pages introduce flow-

charts and arrays, IF/THEN, print using, for/next, and

HEAD/DATA. The book ends with an 8'/2-page glossary as the

finish to a very handy guide to the basics of Basic.

The Cobol guide first examines the basic concepts of the lan-

guage, describes a standard environment, and then presents six

program examples: (1) very short, prints IT WORKS; (2) one

variable, no files; (3) with decision, no files; (4) simple payroll

system; (5) processing test scores; and (6) accounts payable.

Each example is fully explained with a flowchart, program

notes, explanations of new statements, and sample outputs. The
excellent guide ends with a list of reserved words, a bibliog-

raphy for "where to go from here," and an 8%-page glossary.

The Fortran guide jumps right into a simple program for

summing 40 four-digit numbers, then shows the flowchart, and
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Stephen Gray

explains the rules for admissible characters, variables and
constants. From there it goes into statement layout, real/inte-

ger mode arithmetic, input/output, format, read/print, goto,
IF, loops, do, subscripts and arrays. Each statement is ex-

plained with a short program using it, with output if helpful.

An 8 '/2-page glossary ends this brief but very informative book.
The Pascal guide, written by the computer-series editor, in-

troduces and discusses the language for seven pages before
presenting two short programs, for printing a name and for

making some geometry calculations. After discussing more
Pascal features, the reader is asked to write a program; the
solution is given on the next page. From there on the guide
presents examples of each feature as it is discussed, with helpful

program notes, and more exercises. The author covers sub-
programs, choosing (if, case), looping (while . . . do,
ri pi at. . . until), and data types. Very well written, the
book ends by recommending two Pascal books for further

reading.

These six guides are highly recommended to those who want
to know just enough about a subject to be informed (but not
overwhelmed by detail), or those who want to find out if they
like the subject enough to want to go further with it. For $2.95

each, you can't go wrong; these six are well worth every penny.
Six more very useful Alfred Handy Guides in the computer se-

ries will be reviewed here shortly.

TRS-80 Color Basic, by Bob Albrecht. John Wiley & Sons Inc.,

New York. 384 pages, paperback $9.95. 1982.

Because Radio Shack's Color Computer manual leaves much
to be desired, authors like Bob Albrecht have stepped in to fill

the gap by writing books such as this, which goes into much
more detail than the skimpy original, and which is highly

readable.

The 13 chapters cover an introduction, Easy Stuff (cursor,

clear, print, enter, sound), Basic Programs, Number
Boxes, String Boxes, Skipping Around the Screen (placing

characters), Graphics Galore, Meandering (rnd), Playtime

Junction (if/then/else, inkey$). String Functions, Subscrip-

ted Variables, Computing Problems and Challenges, and The
Color Basic Toolbox (a quick reference guide). Eleven appen-
dixes are about hooking up the computer, using a cassette re-

corder, error messages, arithmetic, reserved words, screen

maps, sound and music, color codes and graphics characters,

ASCII codes, joysticks, and a list of eight books and magazines
on the Color Computer.

This is the sixth Self-Teaching Guide that Albrecht has writ-

ten for Wiley. Each chapter in an STG consists of short sec-

tions called frames, most of which here end with questions or

things to do on the computer. Each chapter begins with a brief

list of what the chapter covers; if you feel you already know it,

you can skip to the end of the chapter and take the Self-Test.
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Book Reviews, continued.

The answers to the Self-Test list the frame numbers that relate

to the question, so if you miss one, you can review the related

frames.

The only thing wrong with this book is that it doesn't cover

Extended Color Basic because Albrecht knew his friend Don
Inman was writing a book on the subject (published by Reston;

it will be reviewed here).

Albrecht has had enough experience in using and teaching

computers to know just what should be in such books and how
to write them. There are many programs and examples of pro-

gram lines, blanks to be filled in, explanatory callouts, explana-

tions of program lines, etc. And above all, a clearly written,

highly detailed text that covers just about everything you'd

want to know about the basics of Color Basic.

It is indeed, as the back cover claims, an "entertaining self-

instructional book" that is "the ideal introductory aid for kids,

parents, and teachers using the Color Computer."

Learning TRS-80 Basic: for Models 1, 11/16 and III, by David

A. Lien. CompuSoft Publishing, 1050-E Pioneer Way, El Ca-

jon, CA 92020. 544 pages, paperback $19.95, plus $1.65 ship-

ping and handling. 1982.

The back cover says this book is "completely reorganized

and updated," but if you have read Radio Shack's TRS-80
User's Manual for Level I and Learning Level II, (both by

Lien), then you have read just about all but four chapters of his

latest book.

Which is not to detract from Learning TRS-80 Basic at all; it

is very well written and deserves the high praise it has received.

But if you have read those two previous books, you may not

want to spend $19.95 for the 30 pages that comprise the four

new chapters.

Twenty-six chapters are taken from the first book, and

twenty from the second, almost word for word. An extra-wide

right margin contains notes that indicate how some models

may differ from the text, especially the Model II.

The entirely new chapters are 20: Intermediate Basic (mul-

tiple-statement lines, variable names, shorthand tricks, arrow

keys, optional NEXT, hos(n), etc.); 41: Advanced Graphics

(string packing, array loading, cursor control codes, graphics-

character code patterns); 42: Graphics inki-:y$ (real-time in-

put); and 44: Model III poki Features (cassette-speed changes,

foreign character set, video-display memory).

If those four chapters sound interesting, and if you haven't

read the two previous TRS-80 books or would like all the

information in one handy volume, this is one of the basic books

for your library, with over 500 pages of easily understood text

written by a born teacher. If you want more details than you

found in the Radio Shack Level II manual, this book belongs

on your shelf.

Pet Talk, by Evelyn B. Avsharian. Kids Computer Series, Box

141 1, Ann Arbor, MI 48106. 47 pages, paperback $5.95. 1980.

This book for beginning users of the Commodore Pet com-

puter was developed for third grade and up. According to the

accompanying letter, "Teachers and older teenagers who would

like to learn about beginning programming for computers will

enjoy sailing through this non-technical tutor in 3-4 hours. Stu-

dents age 7 or more can (without a teacher) sit down with a

computer for the first time, and, using Pet Talk, immediately

begin to operate, experiment, and learn from this self-teaching

book."
The book is completely handwritten, with large block letter-

ing. Each page covers a different topic. The first page starts by
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telling how to turn on the Pet, "Turn me on by pressing the
switch on my back. I have a Flashing White Square that's like a
magic crayon. It's called a cursor." The page goes on to ask
the reader to look for the up/down crsr and shift keys, to
press them and see what happens.

Subsequent pages introduce the various command keys. By
page 9, the reader learns how to type in a short print line,

which is expanded upon in the following page. He then learns
how to use list, and the comma and semicolon for spacing. By
page 15 he writes a second program, using input, and learns
the use of n$, which isn't called a string (or anything else) in
the book.

Later pages introduce goto, the four math functions, rkm,
IF/THEN, KND, and the beginning of string manipulation, with
imi$, riohtS, IviidS and i kn, and then tab and a short pro-
gram that displays a sinewave using tab.

Page 1 1 reviews the material up to that point, pages 28-30
review later material, and pages 31-32 offer a test, with blanks
to be filled in.

This is just about the easiest way to learn elementary Pet Ba-
sic, and although there are a couple of places where the writing
is somewhat strained (as in "You can even type line numbers in

that are out of order .... "), they are minor items in a very
well written text that can be recommended for children in the
third and fourth grades, or for anybody who wants a simple
and easy introduction to Pet Basic.

Kids Can Touch: A Child's Guide to the Apple II Plus Com-
puter, by Patricia M. Schillingburg. Kids Can Touch, 6 Mag-
nolia Place, Summit, NJ 07901. 47 pages, paperback $4.95, plus
SI shipping. 1981.

According to the letter accompanying this book, "Children
take computers for granted, but computers are often threaten-
ing to adults. They think they need to be math experts to work
them, or they fear they might cause destruction. Neither of
which is true. However, these myths need to be exploded." This
book, "to be used with the Apple II Plus and written for 10
year olds, meets the needs of both audiences," and is a "lively

self-teaching guide with whimsical illustrations," the letter

continues.

The seven chapters are titled: It's for Kids (parts of the com-
puter, how to turn it on, booting a disk, simple commands,
etc.). Your Name's The Game (loops, print, goto, run, list,

new), More Programming (disks, speed, home, flash, nor-
mal, inverse, strings, goto, gosub, input, save, load),
Starting a Conversation (if/thf.n, spacing, for/next,
data/read, bugs), The Big Switch (microchips, binary num-
bers, languages), Why Computers? (brief history), and
Computers Have Come and Are Here to Stay (effects of
computers).

Meant to be used along with an Apple II Plus computer, this

book, although fairly well written, is for an audience some-
where between young children and adults. Adults will be bored
with the "See Spot run" writing, such as "There is a MON-
ITOR. It is a viewing screen, or an actual television, which al-

lows the computer to talk to us." On the other hand, the
average fifth-grader may be put off by the vocabulary, by the
long sentences, by page after page of solid text, all in dot-matrix
print with short extenders and thus not easy to read, and all

right-justified, which means a lot of extra spaces in each line,

making it even harder to read. The delightful illustrations are
the best part of this book.

The book should be OK for brighter kids, or for adults
intimidated by more complex texts. However, it would have
been much better had the author worked in conjunction with a
schoolteacher, tailoring the book to the average ten-year-old.

IT'S SIMPLE
CALL & SAVE MONEY!

1-800-841-0860
TELEMARKETING COMPUTERS AND
EQUIPMENT TO SAVE YOU MONEY

SINCE 1978

UP
TO 20

• PURE RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT •

%
AND
MORE

DISCOUNT
***CALL FOR PRICES***
ON COMPLETE LINE

PRINTERS AND EQUIPMENT

mmriiim>H-iM

C.ltoh

(2Hayes

QKcommodore

WE SELL IBM P.C. COMPATIBLES
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Since 1978
• PIONEER IN DIRECT TO
CONSUMER SALES OF MICRO
COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONICS

• NAME BRAND PRODUCTS
• LARGE INVENTORIES
• NEXT DAY SHIPMENT ON
MOST PRODUCTS

FREE UPON REQUEST
• DISCOUNT PRICE LIST AND
INFORMATION KIT

• COPY OF MFR S WARRANTY
• PRICES AND PRODUCTS ARE

SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE

M • n % B f t I li i t n d %^

MicroManagement
Systems, inc.

2803 ThomasviUe Road East
Cairo. Georgia 31728 „

(912) 377-7120
ff J
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SOFTWARE
FREE SOFTWARE DIRECTORY. Database manager,

mailing list, inventory, accounting, payroll. TRS-80.

xerox. IBM-PC. Long SASE 37«. Micro Architect. 96

Dothan. Arlington. MA 02174. 617-643-4713.

VIC-20 TRS 80 SOFTWARE. HARDWARE— Morse
code. RTTY. EPROM. programmer memory. FRANK
LYMAN. P.O. Box 3091. Nashua. NH 03061.

TI-99/4A PROGRAMMERS: Affordable Software!

Catalog, only $1. PROGRAMS SOFTWARE. 1435

Burnley Square North, Columbus. OH 43229.

Tl 99/4A SOFTWARE. Free price list plus newsletter.

Glen Dobbs. Box 80ICC-1. Santa Maria. CA 934S6.

VIC-20/COMMODORE-64 Educational Software de-

signed by teachers. Free catalog. ATHENA SOFT-
WARE. 727 Swarthmore. Newark. DE 19711.

TI-99/4A owners. Send lor tree catalog ol new and ex-

citing, low cost software. DYNAMO. Box 690. Hicks-

vllle. NY 11601.

CHECK OUR SOFTWARE PRICES FIRST! Business-

Education-Games tor all popular computers. Free

brochure. LOG-ON. Box 747. Winchester. CA 92396

(714)926-1141.

FREE EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE CATALOG— Pet.

Commodore 64. Apple II*. TRS-80— Island Software.

PO Box 300. Oept. G. Lake Grove. NY 11755 (516) 585-

3755.

TAKEOVER—Strategic wargame for TI-99/4A. Send
116: Schnitzel Softwere. 45 Loxilngton Rd., Howell.

NJ 07731.

HANDICAPPING PROGRAMS FOR MOST PER-

SONAL COMPUTERS. Free Catalog: Gambler's

Edge Computing, Dept B4, 250 Richards Rd.,

Suite 254, Kansas City, M0 64116. 1-800-821

3343. 1-816-471-8660.

COMMODORE 64. VIC-20. 99-4/A. SINCLAIR, and
ATARI software. Free catalog. Excahber Enterprises.

Dept. C2. Box 20093. Riverside. CA 92516 (714) 359

6567.

X-RATEO XBASIC ADDS PM GRAPHICS. String ar-

rays. 30 new lunctions to Atari Basic $129 95 FDOS
gives named file handling. DOS 2.OS compatibility to

APX tig-FORTH 39.95. Superware. 2028 Kingshouse

Road. Silver Springs. MP 20904 (301 ) 236-4459

ATARI SOFTWARE-Discount prices Free catalog.

LaMont Software. P.O. Box 473. Herndon. VA 22070

(703)620-3655.

MULTI-LINGUAL SOFTWARE for Spanish. French.

German, other languages. Apple II Me. FREE CATA-

LOG. Le Professeur. PO Box 301C. Swanton. Ver-

mont 05486. (514) 747-9130

ADULT PARTY GAMES. BODY PARTS—$29.95 Atari

32K disk, also for the Apple II: Partly Software. P.OB
3025. Mihlani. HI 96789.

WORDPROCESSORS. Courseware. Spreadsheets.
Databases. Games. For savings over 15% send
SASE Computer Software. P.O. Box 1361. Dept. CE.

Bloomington. IL 6 1702-1361.

INCOME TAX PROGRAM tor VIC-20 and Commodore
64. Menu driven, saves tax data on tape/disk, printer

output. Form 1040/2441. Schedules A.B.O end G
Available January 1984. Cassette $49.95. dealer in-

quiries invited Send orders/inquiries to: U.C. Soft-

ware. PO Box 2036. Universal City. TX 76148.

TAX SOFTWARE for your Tl. RS. Apple. Commodore
(20. 64). IBM-PC. $20-540 Available January 3rd:

shipped within 48 hours' SEND FOR FREE DETAILS.

EUGENE BOCK & ASSOCIATES CONSULTANTS. 135

Heartwood Drive. Lansdale. PA 19446. (215) 362-5082

MAXELL DISKETTES. MD-1. $25 a case. Dysan disk-

ettes, use any price in this book. Free chipping. 1-

(800) 245-6000. Tape World. 220 Spring St.. Butler,

PA 16001. (412) 283-1621.

TI99/4A PROGRAMS. Six for $15. SASE for list. Spec-

ify BASIC. XBASIC: disk, cassette. CC Softwere. 2713

Silverspur. Corpus Christl. TX 78410.

APPLE II. CIVIL-ARCHITECTURE design software.

Hydraulics, hydrology, earthwork, beam design,

structural, vertical curve street design, and flood

routing. Brochure available. CIVIL-WARE. 3112 Duf-

field Avenue. Loveland. CO 80537 (303) 669-0830

SUPERIOR VIC-20 SOFTWARE! Education programs

and adventure games. FREE program summaries with

price list. Creative Workshop. PO Box 2725. Dept 21.

Spring Valley. CA 92077.

FREE CATALOG OF DISCOUNT SOFTWARE Specify

computer The Floppy Disk. Box 5392C. North Holly-

wood.CA 91616. __
20-30"*. DISCOUNT specify Apple/IBM software Free

catalog. Soft Warehouse. PO Box 153 Dept. C. West

Isllp. NY 11795. _^
COMMODORE 64/VIC 20 Games/educational soft-

ware. Over 400 titles! Write for FREE cetalog! Ameri-

can Peripherals. 122 Bangor St . Lindenhurst. NY
11757.

ATTENTION Tl 99/4A HOME COMPUTER USERS! Four

super grephic game programs Send $12 00 lor deta

cassette. Alpha Software. 162 Chapel Drive. Church-

viiie. PA 16966.

VITAMIN/MINERAL deficiency program-analyzes your

answers to 192 questions concerning your body, then

prints a chart showing probable deficiencies. $89.50.

TRS-80 1/11 1/4. 48K. Call (619) 372-5355. Allied Sys-

tems Co. PO Box 245. Trona. CA 93562.

ATTENTION APPLE. IBM. Commodore. Atari. Tl 99/

4A users. Extensive selection of software. Send tor

catalog, specify model. Celjim Enterprises. 3667

Mexico. Westerville. Ohio. 43081 (614) 890-7725 after

4:30.

COMPUTER CLUB

JOIN THE BIG RED APPLE CLUB, a national Apple-

user's group with benefits including monthly newslet-

ter and large library of l|ee soltware Annual member-

ship $12. Sample newsletter $1 BIG RED APPLE

CLUB. 1301 N. 19th, Norfolk. NE 68701 (402)379-3531

FOR SALE/BARTER

CABLE TV EQUIPMENT Channel 3 or 4 Notch Filter

$20.00. Informetion $1 00. Goldcoast. PO Box 63/

6025B. Margate. FL 33063.

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE! Com-
puters Hardware—Soltware— Printers. Audio. Video.

Car Stereo ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS. 996 Or-

ange Ave.. West Haven. CT 06576 MC/VISA (203) 937-

0106.

HARDWARE
NEC and OKIDATA PRINTERS. AMDEK MONITORS
Free Price List Lowest Prices! Tech-Systems. P.O. Box

565. Spring. TX 77383.

TRS80 MODEL IV word processor-perfect for letters,

memos, internel correspondence. Requires 2 disk

drives. Epson printer $29.50 ppd Roterr Develop-

ment, POB 1 73. Clovis. NM 86101.

USED COMPUTER terminals, printers, modems, ca-

bles, surplus electronic parts. Specials: CRT's $20.00

Modems $35.00. Catalog $1.00. Rondure Company
"The Computer Room' CC. 2522 Butler Street. Dallas.

TX 75235 (214)630-4621

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES
COMPUTER PAPER— SAVE $$$— Top quality. Fast

shipping. Low single-carton pricea. Super quentlty

dlacounts. Call A-1. (800) 621-8736 or (213) 804-1270.

FLIP YOUR 5% DISK—Use both sides, special punch,

template, and instructions. $8.00. Intelex Computer
Wares. 147 S. Brentwood Terr. Mt Laurel. NJ 08054

FREE! Computer Supplies Catalog—low prices-
Satisfaction guaranteed— DATA SYSTEMS. Box 99:

Fern Rock. Florida 32730 (305) 786-2145.

PRINT WHEELS WITH DURABLE GLASS REIN-
FORCED CHARACTERS. For Diablo. QUME. C. Itoh

Printers Last up to lOx longer than conventional

plastic printwheels. Business Support Services. 705

Butternut Ave.. Royal Oak. MMI 46073. (313) 585-4736

DISCOUNT PRICES on all computer supplies Cell or

write for your free brochure! Datacom. PO Box 02294.

Cleveland. OH 44102. (216) 281-8820.

CUSTOMIZER COMPUTER DESK— BUILD YOUR
OWN. Complete plans $16.00. Include your equip-

ment dimensions. OSG Products. 4278 Paseo de Oro.

Cypress. CA 90630.

FREE 56-PAGE COMPUTER cetalog crammed full Of

thousends of the best buys end lowest prices eroundt

A.P. Computer Products, 8 Division St.. Holtsville, NY
11742. (516) 691-8636.

ATTENTION APPLE—IBM—Commodore—Atari—Tl
99/4A users. G10X $299.00. Extensive selection soft-

were—peripherals—most microcomputers—com-
petitive prices. Catalog Celjim Enterprises. 3687

Mexico. Westerville. Ohio 43081. (614) 890-7725. alter

4:30. weekends. VISA. Mastercard (credit card. 3%
handling), certified check. MO, plus $15.00 ship-

ping. Ohio residents add 5.5% tax.

COMPUTER PUBLICATIONS
HOWTTO MAKE MONEY WITH YOUR MICROCOMPU-
TER. Hard-back. 166 page guide shows how Money
back guaranteed . . . Send $14.95 to RH Publications.

P.O. Box 105/C. Sullivan. IL 61951 Send $1.00 for

specialized computer book list

FREE ISSUE-FINANCIAL newsletter with programs tor

home computers. Send stamped addressed envelope

to ODD LOTS Publishing Company. 17596 Wildemere.

Detroit. Ml 48221

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MAIL ORDER OPPORTUNITY' Start profitable home
business without experience or capital Information

free. MAIL ORDER ASSOCIATES. Dept 570. Mont-

vale. NJ 07645.

COMPUTER CASH— 101 exciting, new. sparetime

home businesses Report $4 50. Associated Re-

search. Box 22465C Houston. TX 77227.

SMALL COMPUTER BUSINESSES Over 100 you can

start anywhere— enytime. Unique 40 pg. catalog— $1.

C.B.I E.N. . PO Box 4759. Santa Barbara. CA 93103

PUBLISHER SEEKS true computer experiences in

hacking/crime/society twisting. Pay it used AW Box

5115. Tahoe City. CA 95730.

BUSINESS SERVICES

LOST IN THE PERSONAL AND MICRO-COMPUTER
MAZE? Business Applications Systems can help you

find your way. For more information, write: Business

Application Systems. Dept CCM. 1734 Barry Avenue.

West Los Angeles, CA 90025

GAMES

APPLE-lle and Apple-ll+ users, get the new Foxxi-

vislon entertainment pack. 8 quality games on the

same disk for $24.95. Extremely fast delivery! Visa/

Mastercharge accepted. Foxxivision Inc., 28090

Tavistock Trail, Southfield, Michigan 48034.

COMPOSERS—A MUSIC HISTORY GAME. For Apple

II. Diskette: $29.95 Free Documentation available

Theme Preas, Box 121311, Nashville, TN 37212.

PROGRAMS
PROGRAMS: 5 for $2 50 plus SASE. LIST IN BASIC
SEND TO: PD.M ENTERPRISES. P/O BOX 56675.

North Pole. AK 99705.

TI99/4A X-Basic Star Trek. $5 Frogger. $8 requires

joystick, Best Software. PO Box 22446. Baltimore. MD
21203

TIMEX/SINCLAIR
KROK, STAR SEARCH. NOAH S ARK. finest pro

grams available Machine language action, graphics

SASE Brown Cottage. 5486 Bright Hawk. Columbia.

MD 21045
TIMEX/SINCLAIR 16K Star Trek. Household Inven-

tory +3 more $5. ZX81CC Club. PO Box 22446. Balti-

more.Md 2 1203

TRS-80
TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER Software available

Chattanooga Choo-Choo Soltware PO. BOx 15892

CHATTANOOGA, TN 37415. (615 ) 875-8656.

COMMODORE 64
ARCADE ACTION— MOVIE THRILLS—"Lightcycles"

futuristic motorcycle chase-fast machine language

for Commodore 64 on Disk or cassette. Send $15.95 to

UNICORN Box 7L. Oraysummit, MO 63039.

COMMODORE 64 Casino Pec—includes Bleckjeck.

Poker. Keno, Slots—Graphic Simulations of Veges
video mechlnes— $39. 64TOUR— Intro to 64s lea

turea and capebilities— $12. (Disk or Tape). Ad-
vanced Microweve, 1701 A Perk Olen Circle. Santa
Ana, CA 92706. (714) 554-6470.

NEW computerized 'SLOT MACHINE'— Authentic ac-

tion— Realistic sounds—Seven playing levels. ATARI
400/800 Send $14.95 to Jackpot Tape. 139 West Ar-

boles. Thousand Oaks. CA 91360
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APPLE PRODUCTS
APPLE 9-TRACK TAPE DRIVES Read/writ* industry

standard 800 bpi tapes on an Apple. Call/write for de-
tailed brochure. Electrovalue Industrial Inc.. Box 376-

D. Morris Plains. N.J 07950 (201)267-1117.

PLANS AND KITS

INSTRUCTION
UNIVERSITY DEGREES BY MAIL! Bachelors, Mas-

ters, Ph.D.s ... Free revealing details. Counsel-

ing, Box 389-CE01, Tustin, C» 92680
COMPUTER REPAIRS
DON T THROW OUT your disk drive before calling usl

We'll help you diagnose/repair Call: Micro Tek Digital

Group (512)258-8472

PROJECTION TV CONVERT your TV or COM-
PUTER MONITOR to project 7 foot picture ... Results
comparable to S2.500 projectors. ..Total Cost less than
S30 00 PLANS AND 8' LENS S19 95 Illustrated in-

formation FREE. Macrocoma-EE. Washington Cross-
ing. Pennsylvania 18977 Creditcard orders 24 hours.
(215)736-3979.

COMPUTER WORK STATION: Build your own work
station from one sheet of plywood. Detailed plans and
instructions. S5.25 J4L. 113 Kimber Dr.. Bridgeville.

PA 15017.

MAILING LI8T8
COMPUTER SHOW ATTENDEES NY.. N.J.: 15.000
names. S30/M P/S labels. For info. (201 ) 297-2526

USERS GROUPS
FREE VIC-20 and COMMODORE 64 USERS GROUP
MEMBERSHIP with software purchase. Why pay to
belong to a users group when you don't have to? Ben-
efits: Newsletter, extensive club library, discounts,
contests, questions hot-line and more! Free details—
(803) 797-1533. Lords of Basic. PO Box 459. Dept. 103.
Ladson. SC 29456

MISCELLANEOUS

BUMPER STICKERS! "Byte My Software" 8 1 Love My
Computer." 3v»"x15". quality vinyl. 2 for S3 00 post-
paid R. Chapel. PO Box 56. Oakdale. MA 01539.

creative coiRpatiieg's RETAIL ROSTER
A DIRECTORY OF STORES AND THE PRODUCTS THEY CARRY

TO PLACE A LISTING CALL COLLECT: LOIS PRICE (212) 725-4215

ALABAMA
VILLAGE COMPUTERS. 1720 28th Avenue South. Home-
wood. 35209 (205) 870-8943 Apple. Vector. Graphics.
Peripherals, Software. Training and Service.

Eagle Microsystems — Full service/support. Corona.
Kaypro. Hewlett-Packard Computers. Specializing in

Peachtree-MicroPro Software. 114 West Magnolia. Au-
burn 36830 (205) 826-3691

ARIZONA
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. PHOENIX—2727 W
Indian School Rd.. (602) 279-6247 TUCSON—7109 E.

Broadway. (602) 885-6773.

CALIFORNIA
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals ANAHEIM—330 E. Ball

Rd.. (714) 776-9420 CAMPBELL—2350 S. Bascom Ave..

(408) 377-8920 EL CERRITO—6000 Potrero Ave.. (415)
236-8870 LA MESA—8363 Center Drive. (714)461-0110.

LOS ANGELES—2309 S Flower St.. (213) 749-0261 PO-
MONA—1555 N Orange Grove Ave.. (714) 623-3543
REDWOOD CITY—2001 Middlelield Rd.. (415)365-8155
SACRAMENTO— 1860 Fulton Ave.. (916) 486-1575
WOODLAND HILLS—22504 Ventura Blvd

. (213) 883-0531

THE COMPUTER STORE OF OAKLAND—Apple. KayPro.
Osborne, Televideo. Texas Instruments. Classes/Ser-
vices/Financing/Free Parking 1320 Webster. (94612) (415)

763-7900.

VALLEJO—COMPUTER IDEAS. 1029 Tennessee St..

94590 (707) 552-5076. Commodore, Epson, Sanyo. Soft-

ware/Peripherals Full Service/Support.

FAIRFIELD—THE SOFTWARE PLACE. 727 Texas Street.

94533. (707) 427-2104 Software, books, magazines, and
accessories for your computer. Sale prices everyday!

DALY CITY—LOTUS CENTURY, 287 Lake Merced Blvd..

94105 (415) 992-5230 All maior computer lines at dis-

count prices!

COLORADO
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. DENVER—5940 W
38th Ave . (303) 422-3408

CONNECTICUT
C 8 E DISTRIBUTING—Edgewood Drive. Jewett City

06351. (203) 427-0657. Retail outlet and wholesaling for

dealers

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software, Peripherals. AVON—395 W. Main
St. (Rt 44), (203) 678-0323.

BMC COMPUTER CENTER— 107 College St.. Middle-

town, 06457. One stop automation specialists—providing

solutions lor you! (203) 347-8515

BLR COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC (203) 744-5715. Tele-

video Business Systems. Anadex, Diablo, Micropro. MBSI.
ABS Complete turnkey installations!

EXECUTIVE SOFTWARE-Stamlord-(203) 359-2604
Dedicated to excellence in microcomputers! Authorized
dealer lor KAYPRO 8 ALTOS.

FLOJRJ
FORTL

IDA
RT LAUDERDALE—THE SOFTWARE CONNECTION,

5460 N State Road 7. 33319 (305)484-7547. Discounted
software/peripherals for TRS-80
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. HIALEAH—4705 W.
16th Ave . (305) 823-2280. JACKSONVILLE—8262 Ar-
lington Expressway. (904) 725-4554 PLANTATION—7173
W. Browerd Blvd.. (305) 791-7300 TAMPA—4109 Hills-

borough Ave . (813) 886-2541.

HOLLYWOOD—COMPUTERS 101. 101 Hollywood Fash-
ion Center. 33023 (305)981-1011. Franklin. KayPro. Gem-
ini Printers. PTC Daisy Wheel Printers. ATARI. Etc.

GOERINGS BOOK CENTER— 1310 West University Av-
enue. Gainesville 32603 (904) 376-0363 Books and mag-
azines Open until 9:00 Sun 1 00 to 5:00.

NORTHWEST FLORIDA-Computer Center Inc.. 7143 9th
Ave.. Pensacola 32504 (904) 478-6558 Authorized sales/

service/training Commodore, Corona. PC, others.

GEORGIA ^^2
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. ATLANTA—5285
RoswellRd., (404)252-4341.

ILLINOIS
VIDEO ETC . 465 Lake Cook Plaza. DEERFIELD. 60015.
'312) 498-9669. Other locations: SKOKIE (312) 675-3655.
ORLAND PARK (312) 460-8980. BUFFALO GROVE. (312)
459-6677. strong Hard/Software support for Apple. Atari.

Kay Pro. IBM-PC

DATA DOMAIN OF SCHAUMBURG. 1612 E. Algonquin Rd .

.

Schaumburg 60195. (312) 397-6700. 12-9 Mon.-Fri., 10 5

Sat. Authorized Sales end Service for Apple II, Apple III,

LISA, Osborne and Alpha Micro Computers. Hewlett-
Packard Calculators and accessories. Largest Book and
Magazine selection in Midwest. VISA, MC, Amer. Exp.
accepted for phone ordere.

LOMBARD-COMPLETE COMPUTING. 890 E. Roosevelt
(312) 620-0808 Kaypro. Eagle. Victor, Atari. Commodore
64. Great Software Selection! Service/Training
FARNSWORTH COMPUTER CENTER— 1891 N. Farns-
worth Ave

. Aurora 60505. (312) 851-3888 and 383 E North
Ave. Villa Park 60181. (312) 833-7100 Mon-Fn 10-8. Sat.
10-5. Apple. Fortune. Hewlett-Packard Series 80 Sys-
tems, HP Calculators. IDS Prism. SMC. Daisy Writer
Printers.

INDIANA
BYTREX COMPUTER SYSTEMS—5958 Stellhorn Rd
Fort Wayne 46815 (219) 485-751 1. Atari. Zenith. Sony. Tel-

evideo Hardware/Software, Sales 8 Service

SOUTHERN COMPUTER SYSTEMS—Shelbyville. (502)
633-5639: Louisville. (502) 491-7704. For more informa-
tion, see listing under Kentucky

KENTUCKY
SOUTHERN COMPUTER SYSTEMS—SHELBYVILLE. 630
Main Street. 40065. (502) 633-5639: LOUISVILLE. 10474
Blue Grass Parkway. 40299. (502) 491-7704 Microcom-
puters: Northstar. TRS-80. Kaypro. Franklin. Peripherals:
Okidata. C. Itoh. Corvus Software: All major brands.
Turnkey Systems. We service all major brands!

MARYLAND
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals BALTIMORE— 1713 E
Joppa Rd.. (301) 661-4446. ROCKVILLE—5542 Nichol-
son Lane. (301 ) 881-5420

MASSACHUSETTS
SCIENCE FANTASY BOOKSTORE— 18 Eliot St . Harvard
Square. Cambridge 02138: (617) 547-5917. 11-6 Monday-
Saturday till 8 Thursday Apple. Atari. IBM. TRS-80. and
Commodore 64 strategy and adventure games.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. PEABODY—242 An-
dover St.. (617) 531-9330. WELLESLEY— 165 Worchester
Ave. (617)237-1510.

RAM COMPUTER CENTER—ACTON. 427 Great Road.
01720: (617) 263-0418. N.E.'s Largest Selection of Per-
sonal Computer Software.

MICHIGAN

COMPUTERLAND— 35850 Van Dyke. STERLING
HEIGHTS 48077. (313) 268-4400. 22000 Greater Mack Ave .

ST CLAIR SHORES 48080. (313) 772-6540. Apple. Com-
paq. DEC, Epson, Fortune. IBM. Osborne. Tl PRO

MISSOURI

COMPUTER ANNEX—411 South Campbell. Springfield

65806. (417) 864-7036. Franklin. Epson. Hardware/Soft-
ware, Service, Supplies. Classes

MONTANA
THE COMPUTER STORE—BILLINGS. 1216 16th St. West.
59102. (406) 245-0092 Apple. Kay Pro. Hewlett Packard.
Commodore. Hardware/Software/Peripherals—Ser-
vice/Training.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMPUTER MART OF NEW HAMPSHIRE. 170 Main St..

Nashua. 03060. (603) 883-2386 THE Apple Specialists. Full

line Hardware/Software. Training/Service.

VIDEO STORE— 140 Congress. Portsmouth 03801. (603)
431-1211. Osborne and Epson OX-10 tor your business/
home. Software. Supplies.

NEW JERSEY
SOFTWARE MART—352 Bloomfield Avenue. Caktwei
07006. 201-228-4949 Software tor Apple. Atari. TRS-80
10-20". off list

COMPUTERLAND. 35 Plaza. Rt 4 West Paramus. 07652
(201) 845-9303 Apple. IBM. DEC. etc. We know smal
computers.

STONEHENGE COMPUTER CORP.. 89 Summit Ave.
Summit 07901 (201)277-1020 10-5:30 M-F. 10-5 Sat. Ap
pie IBM. Wicat Authorized Dealer Sales and Service.

WAYNE SOFTWARE— 1459 Route #23. Wayne 07470
(Across from Packanack Center) Books. Programs. Dis-

count Prices' (201 ) 628-7318

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals ASBURY PARK— 1013
State Hwy 35. (201) 775-1231 FAIR LAWN—35-07 Broad-
way (Rt 4). (201 ) 791-6935

VIDEO CONNECTION and COMPUTER CENTER OF SO-
MERSET—900 Easton Avenue. 08873 (201) 545-8733.
Atari. Altos, Commodore. IBM. Hardware/Software/
Supplies

SOFTWARE SPECTRUM. 595 Somerset St.. North Plain-

field. NJ 07060. (201) 561-6777 Programs sold-rented!
Apple. Atari. Commodore. TRS-80. IBM PC. others. OVER
1.000 TITLES' 20% DISCOUNT

NEW YORK

LEIGH S COMPUTERS. 212 East 85 Street. New York City

10028 (212) 879-6257 Apple. Atari. Franklin. VIC 20.

Commodore 64.—Hardware/Software. IBM Software. All

Peripherals Discount prices.

COMPUTER WORLD—6464 W Quaker St.. Orchard Park.

14127. (716) 662-4141 M-F: 9-9. Sat: 9-5. Atari. Commo-
dore—VIC-20. 64. Epson HX20. OX10 computers, and
printers. Hardware/Software.

SOFTWARE EMPORIUM— 151 Mineola/Wlllis Ave., Ros-
lyn Heights. 11577 (516) 625-0550 LARGEST SELEC-
TION OFSOFTWARE ON L.I : Apple. Atari. Tl. Commodore.
IBM and more hardware/perlpherals/books/magazines

WATERTOWN—MCOASNY COMPUTERS. Stateway
Plaza. 13601. (315) 782-6808 Apple—Software/Pe/lph-
erals. Full Service Training is our specialty'

ALPHA STEREO—345 Cornelia Street. Plattsburgh 12901.

(518) 561-2622 Atari computers and software. Weekdays
10-8. Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-6.

FARMINGVILLE-DATASCAN COMPUTER SYSTEMS. 2306
N. Ocean Ave.. 11738 (516) 696-6285. Atari, NEC. KAY-
PRO. APPLE Compatibles. Business Systems. Software/
Peripherals/Service.

COMPUTERWARE— 2384 Hempstead Turnpike. East
Meadow. 11554: (516) 731-7939 Large selection of Apple.
Atari. Commodore software. Featuring business, utility and
games. Call for the latest software releases Authorized
Franklin Ace service.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. AMHERST—3476
Sheridan Dr.. (716) 835-3090 ROCHESTER—937 Jeffer-

son Rd.. (716) 424-2560 N WHITE PLAINS—7 Reservoir
Rd. (914) 761-7690.
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NORTH CAROLINA
HICKORY—SIMPLIFIED SOFTWARE. 118 Third Avenue
N.W., 28601. (704)328-2386 Authorized Zenith Data Sys-
tems Dealer Software lor Z100. IBM/PC DEALER IN-

QUIRIES INVITED

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals GREENSBORO—4620
W Market St.. (919) 299-5390.

OHIO
ABACUS 11—1417 Bernath Pkwy.. TOLEDO 43615: (419)
865-1009 4751 Monroe St. (419) 471-0082 10-6. 10-9
Thursdays IBM-P1":. Epson. Apple. Osborne. Lisa

BARNHART COMPUTER CENTER— 548 N Mam. Ur-

bana 43078 (513) 653-7257 ATARI. KayPro Portable. Co-
lumbia (IBM Compatible). Timex/Sinclair

OKLAHOMA
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals OKLAHOMA CITY—
2727 Northwest Expressway. (405) 848-7593.

PENNSYLVANIA
PERSONAL SOFTWARE. 146 Paoli Pike. Paoli. 19355
(215) 296-2726. Software Specialists. Custom Pro-
grams. Canned Programs and Peripherals.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals PHILADELPHIA—6318
Roosevelt Ave . (215) 288-0180 FRAZER—630 Lancas-
ter Pike. (Rt 30). (215) 647-5555 PITTSBURGH—3482
Wm Penn Hwy

. (412) 824-3564.

RHODE ISLAND

NORTH COAST COMPUTERS. 650 Dover Center. Bay Vil-

lage 44140. 216-835-4345 10-6 Mon-Fri. 10-8 Tuesday.
9:30-5 Saturday Apple. Osborne. Vector Graphics. Altos

TOLEDO—HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER. 48 South
B>rne Rd 43615. (419) 537-1887 Heath/Zenith Corn-

outers. Software. Peripherals.

COMPUTER CORNER— 5104 Mayfield Rd . LYNDHURST
44124 (216)473-5010 Commodore. NEC. SKS. Atari. Ep-
son. Star. Hardware/Software/Peripherals Authorized
Service—Training/Classes.

SOUTHERN COMPUTER SYSTEMS—Shelbyville. (502)

633-5639; Louisville. (502) 491-7704 For more informa-

tion, see listing under Kentucky.

COMPUTOPIA. 653 North Main Street. Providence. R1

02906. (401) 274-0330 Computer and peripherals spe-

uli Service. Classes.

HFATHK1T ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Soltware. Peripherals. WARWICK— 558
Greenwich Ave . (401) 738-5150.

UTAH
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Healh/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals MIDVALE—58 East

7200 South (801)566 4626

VERMONT
MONTPELIER. TIRONE S INC.. 22 Langdon Street 05602.

(802) 223-6063 Atari. Tl 99/4A Peripherals. Software.

Training. Authorized Atari Service Center.

VIRGINIA
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals ALEXANDRIA—6201
Richmond Hwy.. (703) 765-5515 VIRGINIA BEACH— 1055
Independence Blvd (804} 460 0997.

WASHINGTON
COMPUTERS . 2504 Jefferson Avenue. Tacoma. 98402.

(206) 272-2329 Atari/Commodore Computers. Atari/

3ommodore/TRS-80 Software. Supplies
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Soltware. Peripherals SEATTLE—505 8th
Ave . North. (206) 682-2172 TUKWILA— 15439 53rd Ave
South. (206) 246-5358 VANCOUVER—516 S E Chaklov
Dr .(206)254-4441

LYNNWOOD—MEDIA MAN— 18500 33rd W , Suite B-2 (In

the Alderwood Plaza). 206/775-8544 Software and sup-
plies for Apple. Atari. IBM. Commodore.

CANADA
ARKON ELECTRONICS LTD —409 Queen St West. To-

ronto M5V 2A5. (416) 593-6502 Apple dealer. Software/

Hardware for Apple. Atari. Commodore 64. VIC-20. TRS-
80. and more. #1 in service! Books/Magazines. U.S.

Inquiries.

BYTE COMPUTERS-VANCOUVER. 2151 Burrard Street.

V6J 3H7. (604) 738-2181 Apple Authorized National Ac-

count Dealer. DEC. IMS. MORROWS. QX-10 Hardware/
Soltware/Service/Training.

SABRE COMPUTER SYSTEMS—Unit #1—2810 St. John
St Port Moody. B.C. V3H 2C1 Hardware/Software/Pe-
npherals for business, education and home: Apple. Atari.

Commodore. IBM and more. Full Service/Support/Train-

ng A Mail Order US Inquiries.

fcfeo creative coiwpafcer iwai*fc
3FTWARE AND HARDWARE SHOPPERS GUIDE

Maxell Floppy Disks

The Mini-Disks

with maximum quality.

O D's

IKI! H37

PACIFIC EXCHANGES

SAVE UP TO 50% ON
Floppy Disks
& Computer
Supplies

we Discount the Top Brands
SM scotch- •verbatim- • Dysan

BASF • Maw***

n

TDK • iHtratnagrsettcs

We also stock

Ribbons • Paper • Labels
Cleaning Kits • PrtntwhocK

Storage Products
call, write, or utilize Reader
service for our FREE new

DISCOUNT catalog

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper

St. Clair Shores. Ml 48081
(313) 777-7780

mg ReMaoiiitv ana same Dav sen,.

CIRCLE 33T ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 335 ON READER SERVICE CARD

•MICROCOMPUTER*

BUSINESS
SOFTWARE
MEDICAL MGMT...
DENTAL MGMT...
INSURANCE AGENT
LEGAL BILLING
PROPERTY MGMT..
AND MUCH MORE !

UNIVAIR INTERNATIONAL

9024 St. Charles Reck Road
ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI 631 14

(314)426-1099

MS DOS ft ATARI Compatible

APPLICATION SOFTWARE

POWERFUL
Builnm Sottoin Integrated

$695
Complete

03DER ENTRY
INVOICING
INVENTORY CONTROL
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
SALES ANALYSIS (MS DOS Only)
MAILING LABELS
PURCHASE ORDERS Oemo Pag. $50

Reaidentlal Property Analysis
for Homeowners,
Buyers • Agents

investment Property
Cash Flow Analysis

Sales Manager
Database tor Sales Activity

$29 95

$4985

$99 95

Contact

Distributed P0 Bo. ies
Computing Lombard. Illinois 60148
Systems (312 > «»»-oi2i

^DISKETTES"-»

;
nnj iim jji/ i

> sea 95 .. »*
1 B^_ •_> • • -

w
maxell.

39 "JX

:»•«.••—aa,"~aecoo m
- mVoV°9 bVtI

ma i n i

******•***•—J*********!********
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A.T.I.L.A.-APPLE THREADED
INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGE

THE

FORTH ftgAPPLE"
"Incredible Features at an Incredible Price"

• Complete Forth Word Set
• Full Screen Editor
• Complete Structured 6502 Macro
Assembler

e Hi-Res Graphics
e Floating point with all popular functions
• Complete self contained DOS
e Interface to DOS 3.3 Files

e Fifty-*- Page Manual
• Strings, Array, Case, Lo-Rds, Sound
Words, and Morel

COMPLETE!2995
NJ residents

incl. 6% Sales Tax

Minimum system: Apple il, II Plus, or He W/48K
and one disk drive; can use language card and
more disk drives if available.

Visa/MasterCard accepted; incl. card #. exp. date
and signature, or send check or M.O. to:

TERRY BROTHERS SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 29, ROOSEVELT, NJ 08555

(609) 799-9190
.CIRCLE 336 ON READER SERVICE CARD

.

wabash
When It comes to

Flexible Disks, nobody
does it better than

Wabash.

MasterCard. Visa Accepted

Call Free: (800)235-4137

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo CA
93401 llnCal call

1805) 543- 1037 |

&TDK
The heart of your system

Dealer inquiries Invited

5/4 Soft sector Box/10

M1D-S 1 side flDi dens $77.50
M20-S 2 sides do i dens $59.50
M20 x-5 2 side auad 96 tpi $44.50

8" Soft Sector

F1-S 1 side/sgl or dOl dens $5».50
F20-S 2 side doi dens (44.10

CnecksvlSA-MC-CO D 'Add S2 Shipping
Call or write for our complete list

IVMN COMPUTM SYSTMS
27204 Harper Ave.. St. Clair Shores, mi 48081

Phone: (515 777-7780

SAVE 50°o ON TDK DISKETTES

CIRCLE 334 OH REAPER SERVICE CARD

January 1984 c Creative Computing

IS OFFICE NOISE
OUT OF CONTROL

SILENCER ENCLOSURES
can help clean up noise pollution

FREE BROCHURE AND PRICE LIST

Sound enclosures designed
for most word and data
processing printers!

MKM mfg. inc.
P.O. BOX 4297

SAN RAFAEL, CA 94903
PH (415)479-063?

"CIRCLE 340 ON READER SERVICE CARD '

Word Processing Program

I TtIT
it M tO** LfTTM eno HAIL.

* SO *!»*»»r.i pr-nter* (a* *•*•** includM PMtl
Same powerful •0rt>ng •Mutm m XOULO* M.

C-M.aVM>MAI-Ml*0«74 *»<*•>)
laScnafl .«« *M0 >»• I

coanfikwaj pfoalutta nuriwig 4*

i>on on

<hM*na more

LNW-W.

CALL 1-305-259-9397

A A/7 I 1 |
^*NiTEKSOF iaiabf mooucn

•lOMM*IS«*mAM>*MAifl'Ai ait MKn1M«»>M(i MMtoMM
..at OH 'AW 0* 1 B

of looking for reliable

Source of Supply?

EBEM
from Looking???

about
QUALITY??

DISKETTES

ACCESSORIES
Call Bob Kelly Now. .

Kelly Computer Supplies
1811 Carl St. • St. Paul, MN 55113
Toll Free ... 800 - 447 - 2929
MN Res. Call Collect. . .612/644-9030

3M SCOTCH DISKETTES

$1,250.00

FRANKLIN
SYSTEM

SYSCOM II (Apple Compatible)

APPLE lie SYSTEM
FRANKLIN 1200

•APPLE TYPE DRIVE

S 550
S1.675
SI 599

$180.

128 K Card
GEMINI 10

250

300

FREE BROCHURE

!!WE WILL BEAT
ANY PRICE!!

SOFTSELL SYSTEMS
P. O. Box 18928

Philadelphia. Pa. 19119 (215)665-5639

Visa. MasterCard preferred or C O D
Apple is a trademark ot Apple Computer

CIRCLE 331 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Best Prices On

TRS-80 Computers

Our 6th year of discounts

Ed or Joe McManus

Fgl. Prepaid. Save Tax.

Toll Free 800-231-3680

Marymac Industries, Inc.

22511 Kary Fwy., Katy

(Houston) T* 77450
1-713-392-0747

Telex 774132

See us in the Wall Street

Journal everv Tues . Wed , Thurs

MICROCOMPUTER OWNERS
OUR BROKERS IN YOUR

OFFICE EVERY TRADING DAY

That s right' Through your computer we will

be in your office with recommendations
Not vague buy low sell high verbage
but with SPECIFIC TRADES and defined
risk You will know our thinking before the
trade and you decide what trades are
placed m your account
It you are serious about your Commodity
portfolio let us show you our stutl For an
introduction to our OuickBroker microcom
puter service send your name address
phone number to

WOHLEV COMMODITIES INC
16000 Memorial Drive Suite 280

V87

Worley Commodities, Inc.
AKIKOAHII lATf

Houston • New Orleans • Oklahoma City

CIRCLE 342 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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CREATIVE PROGRAMMING
OPPORTUNITY

Innovative software company seeks
experienced assembly and C lan-

guage programmers (6502 pre-

ferred) interested in creative appli-

cations including:

• graphics
• animation
• music/sound effects

• artificial intelligence

• simulations
• systems programming
• and robotics.

Join the people who wrote PAINT and
MovieMaker and participate in our
growth.

Send resume to:

INTERACTIVE PICTURE SYSTEMS
c/o James Ehlers

2004 Spring Garden Street

Philadelphia. PA 19130

FLEXIBLE DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD!! Call Free (800)2354137
for prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited and C.O.D's

accepted.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 In Cal call

(800)592-5935 or

(805)543-1037

.CIRCLE 330 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Educational Programs for —
ATARI, VIC 20, Tl 99/4A
TRS 80 Color Computer

Commodore 64
$700 Per

only I— cassette

Alphabet. Physics, Algebra.

Weather. Planetary Positions

and many others.

SftpM*' Offering, also

SAT Preparation
(5 cassettes)

Write for free list:

MOSES ENGINEERING
P.O. Box 11038

Huntsville. Al 35805
Telephone (205) 837-3356

it's insured?
SAFEWARE™ Insurance provides full

replacement of hardware, media and

purchased software As little as $3Vyr covers

• Fire • Theft • Power Surges

• Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident

For information or immediate coverage call:

1-800-848-3469
In Ohio call (614) 262-0559

SAFK4AKK TDK INSURANCE ACENQ ISC

.ORCLE 332 OK READER SERVICE CARD.

ONLY . $19.95
Sstt-

Ctnttrlng

Cursor

Control

Full X-Y
Coordinate

Control

2 Firing

Buttons

THE AMPOTRONIC SELF-CENTERING
JOY STICK FOR APPLE COMPUTERS

Joy Stick Non-Selt Centering $1650
$75.00
$75.10
$45.00
$40 00
$19.00
$12.00

Z-80 Card

I 80 Column Card

16K RAM Card

|
Fan for Apple. 2 Power Outlets

Power Center. 6 Outlets

RF Module
Computer Paper 15#.

3 300 sheets 9Vj"xir t29.S5.Boi

Diskettes Call

Include $2 50 mm lor shipping handling

NY State residents add sales tax

Send check or money order to

AMP0C ENTERPRISES INC.

S BEEKMAN ST SUITE 720. NY 10038

(212) 233-1780
Dealer inquiries welcome

©TDK
flexible disks
Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information.

Dealer inquiries invited.

COD. and charge cards

accepted.
W54-

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 (In Cal call

(805) 543- 1037 )

OKIDATA
92A

'1 160 CPS— DOT MATRIX
PRINTER

IN STOCK LIMITED TIME
ONLY

OKIDATA 93 -850.00
WABASH DISK 165.00

per case of 100
ss/sd- 165.00 ss/dd 195.00

SS/dd- 275.00 vebatim
dadalife - 245.00

DISK CONNECTION LTD. • 703 451-4100

664 1 Backhck Rd .

Springfield. VA 22150
KAYPRO, EAGLE,

OKIDATA, TRANSTAR
Choice Visa. Mastercard

.CIRCLE 341 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Educational Software!
Pre-Christmas Specials

Our
List Price

Koala Pads Apple ii 12495 8750
with Micro Illustrator Atari.

Vic 20. Commodore 64 9995 7395
Maslertype Apple II. Atari.

Commodore64 3995 2995
Bankstreet Writer Apple II.

Alan. Commodore 64 69 95 48 95
Story Machine Apple II.

Commodore 64. Atari IBM 44 95 3150
Snooper Troopers Apple II.

Commodore Disk/Can.
Alan D/Cart 34 95 21 95

HBJ SAT Prep Apple II. BM
Commodore 64. TRS 80.

Alan 79 95 55 95
In Search ot the Most
Amazing Thing IBM PC.
Apple II. Commodore. Alan 39 95 27 95

CAI- The Gamer Show 3995 2795

Add 5% or 2 00 lor Sniping and Handkng
Cal residents add 6 5% Sales Tax
Visa and Maslercharge accepted

HosaffEflfiiagj ILals)
-{^WL 9003 Reseda Blvd

. Suite 205-

A

Northndge. CA 9 1 324 (2 1 3) 70 1 -9438

.CIRCLE 339 ON REAPER SERVICE CARO
,

,%*- The A|The Apple Uaars Group
Scrftmw Ubrajrv Banana
*» trafc; iHii a*ali anae

i

for the fv« Une artoy yow
App*> to «a Meat cepaatv.
ueng epaoaey pmMmu

i from any other enure*]

Each parted da* rdudat an eitare** vanety o*
rVareetra, u*a*J and antartavwn pragrarr*
nlapanaabki to al compucaneta 1 each muad category

WHY PAY MOPE?
Odar drect from the ad end Save aa ua I1H. ftjy

Ltrary Oe*s i. i and a and oat a apace* bonua da*
PHH - owar 960 programe for SI 79 95 • S3
anacjra F<r the beet veJue. recawa al 9 data teeuamg
tr*r 600 of our baat pmgrama tar eaty ••« aaaa
or a package pnea ot or*/ S389 ftstage Part 1

la"
*juto brnj your Buarea. to ta 'a/eat i

•vaaatar arda faeaara Sarwta Card tar

" rlWW MM l*"»»]
CBmHMbNth I •• fc ImJ MlnrW la (hr 3 3 DOB)
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of looking for reliable

Source of Supply?

from Looking???

about
QUALITY??

DISKETTES +

ACCESSORIES
Call Bob Kelly Now. . .

Kelly Computer Supplies
1811 Carl St. St. Paul. MN 55113
Toll Free 800 - 447 - 2929
MN Res. Call Collect. . .612/644-9030

MEMOREX - DISKETTES

FC* USE WITH MOST MOtO COMPUTERS

*ia MM c n iiii ni r«B*t MiraMNMll iriid .

n PAYMENT ENCLOSED $_ • Add
SI 00 per order Idi posi<*je and handling Out
side USA add $2 50 per unit ordered
fundsonly Q Visa "

• iCaid

PO BOX 7006

ROSEVILLE Ml 48305
1-800-732-0614

R«»«J«jot» Add 4%

hPtMMtS
< IS

SPEEDY EPROM
PROGRAMMER
For APPLE II

Programming any EPROM
2716, 2732, 2732A

2764, 27128
2516, 2532. 2564

in just 30 seconds.

Only M 19.00

1 Year Full Warranty

lu Handwell n
4962 El Cammo Real Los Alios CA 94022
Tel (415) 962-9265 (inside Calif i

i (8001 82 1-3628 (outside Caitt i

TLX 171947 HANOWELL LTOS

CIRCLE 338 ON READER SERVICE CARD

5'4 in. DISK STORAGE
FOR 17.5c PER DISK

DISKPAGE II

Finally an affordable notebook storage
system that's safe and easy to use.

Each DISKPAGE II™:
— fits into any standard three-ring

loose-leaf notebook.
— holds two 5-1/4" disks securely.

They cannot fall out.

— has lots of space for titles, file

listings and notes.

PERFECT FOR STUDENTS. INSTRUCTORS.
USER GROUPS AND HOME USERS FEO UP
WITH THE HIGH COST OF DISK STORAGE.
Send check or money order for 35c per page
(mm order 10 pages) to:

DALY COMPUTER ACCESSORIES CO.
P.O. Box 545

Elmsford. N.Y. 10523

Please add $1.50/order lor shipping & handling
NY Stale residents add 5-3/4% sales tax

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
For sample DISKPAGE II send t! 00 lor s/h.

ELF—The Statistical Package
Reads All... Writes All

For IBM. Apple, and CP/M
FEATURES
• Reads and writes from VisiCalc. Super Calc
dBase II. DIF. etc • Factor analysis and prin-

cipal components • Stepwise regression • Sfep-
wise discriminant analysis • Analysis of variance
(1 and 2 way) • Mean, standard deviation, etc.

• T-test on means • Crosstabs • Frequencies
• Histograms • Create and revise a database
• Complete transformation language * Report
writer • Software numeric keypad • more
CAPACITY
DA TABASE Observations unlimited (multi-

diskette) Variables: IBM 350 * . Apple 250.
CP/M 150 ANAL YSIS Immimim) IBM 35

.

Apple 25 + . CP/M 15* Note: some CP/M
machines require smaller capacity version.

PRICE
IBM $350. MS DOS S350. Apple $200. CP/M
$200. CP/M 86 coming soon To order or tor fur-

ther information write or call

The Winchendon Group, Inc.

PO Box 10339. Alexandria. VA 22310
(703) 960-2587

MC/Visa
Tradwniiks vwCalc. VtuCcrp. dBaae II: Aahton- tare.

SuparCalc. Sorctfn. ELF. Tha WmchanOon Group, Inc.

VORKIO
• LOWER PRICES

-•**- • LONGER LENGTHS
OAM TRAC C 06. C 12. C-24

From the leading supplier ot Computer

Grade Cassettes new longer length C 12 s

16 minutes per side
I provide the eitra lew

leet needed lor some 16K programs

• Premium 5-screw shell with leader

-BASF tape

• Error Free • Money back Guarantee

smwwuoiciKCiiw
WO'l 0M»«l « M. IMM M || «|

'MX U»llll|i|.uMw«H,u<
".00 MN, l« kM MN H< 4IM
i ,00 M CM U I HmMMMB Ml H 0*1

Call: 213/700-0330

VORK lO Computerware
9525 Vassar Ave #CR Chiliworth CA 913H

wabash
Flexible Disk

6 Year Warranty - 1 0O% Certified

FREE DELIVERY
5W' *m
51/."

$1§»
*"'"»*•""

51/."
*215,

as 'i&

as 11a
bulk eavaa

"Call for Quantity Prices"

fSL't 1-BOO-B34-2248
NAT I (80O MEGABIT)
HKiey orders <

.

Software Services'
1 326 - ?Mh St S Suite D2

Fargo. ND 58103
1-7O1-280-O121

YOUR SEARCH

OVER
For all your

Computer Software,
Hardware & Accessories
Great Service - Low Prices

Call 1-800-237-3500

In N.Y. State 212-246-0300

Call or write for our

FREE CATALOGUE

G O R E N -m

COMPUTER
PO Box 366 Brooklyn NY 11229

JUKI 6100
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER

18 cps
Word processing and graphic functions
Proportional spacing control

Uses IBM Selectrlc ribbons
• Compatible with Kaypro, IBM, Apple,

I Free shipping in U.S.

COMPUTERS
and more

i
2420 University Ave, To Order

,

San Diego. Ca 92104 (619)291-1442

CIRCLE 333 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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aiP-
MMMfOf a VISA iy UPS CASH COO

Factory New. Prim* Parts -"• *•>

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED
24 000 South Ptxrn* Ave /0.1RI OAT Jdel
B£GGS OK 74421 <*1B >

»'***'

b(tW CST ce» m a—.e-na to iOu e» •*• -*« nomns

MEMOREX

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD** Call Free (•OOJISS-Al 37
for pnees and information Dealer

inquiries invited and COD*
accepted

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Bfcd

San LunObttpo CA
93401 In Cal cat

(800IS92-5935 or

80SIM3 1037

Scotch Diskettes
Rely on Scotch* diskettes to keep your valu-

able data sate Dependable Scotch diskettes

are tested and guaranteed error- tree The low

abrasivity saves your read/wnte heads
They're compatible with most diskette drives

(800)235-4137

Da*'** Inquin**

PACIfK IXC HANOI S
llnthtttthillHIvd

N.ttt t ins ( >bi\fm ( \
•tutu inc m). ( .ill

/ir. nt
HIT

ORCCE 330 ON READER SERVICE CARD

How touse computers to

teach math!

COMPUTERS IN
MATHEMATICS:

A SOURCE BOOK OF IDEAS

Now that more and more math departments have access to a micro-

computer, the problem becomes: How to use the computer effec-

tively as a teaching aid?

Here's where COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS can help you.

This book of reprints from Creative Computing magazine is a gold-

mine of learning ideas, problem-solving strategies, programming

hints, puzzles, brain teasers, and much more!

COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS covers nine subject areas:

• Computer literacy and computers

in society

• Thinking strategies and how to

solve problems.

• Computer simulations and how to

write them.

• Probability

• Mathematical miscellany, from

circular functions to differential

equations.

• Art and graphics and their relation

to mathematics.

• Computer Assisted Instruction

(CAD.

• Programming style.

• Puzzles, problems and program-

ming ideas.

In all, COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS contains 77 fascinating

articles, over 200 problems for assignment, and nearly 100 programs.

Edited and with a preface by David H. Ahl, Editor-in-Chief of

Creative Computing, this immensely practical volume is an invalu-

able classroom tool for teachers and students of all grades.

USE THE COUPON TO ORDER TOUR COPT TODAT!

[""rotATIVF mMDIITIMB DRESS DeP' 8A96 39 Eas' Hanover Avenue
[ CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS Moms p ,ams New Jersey 07950

8'/«" x 11", softcover,

hundreds of black-and-white

diagrams and illustrations.

Please send me

.

copies of COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS
A Sourcebook of Ideas, at S15.95. plus $2 00 postage & handling.* each #12D
CHECK ONE: Payment enclosed $ (CA, N] and NY STATE

residents add applicable sales tax

)

Charge my. American Express MasterCard Visa

Card No -Expire Date_

Signature-

Mr /Mis/Ms-

Address

(pleas* prim full name)

-Apt-

City- _State_ -Zip-

| 'Outside USA add $3 00 per order _ wmm J
For faster service call TOLL FREE 800-631-8112. (In NJ call 201 540-0445

)
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Business Activity

Planner
Imagine! A complete Appointment
Book, Financial Record Keeping
System, Travel Information
Guide, Health and Fitness Aid
and Directory... All in one book!

Mr?
GIFT
IDEA,
TOO!

ITS AN APPOINTMENT HOOK!
SEE-A-WEEK CALENDAR
A full week ... at a glance! Time

planning becomes easy when your
appointments, meetings, luncheon
and dinner engagements and special
activities are in front of you.

HALE-HOUR TIME SCHEDULING
Convenient scheduling . . . seven

days a week.

THINGS TO DO TODAY
Keep track of important follow-ups.

telephone calls and correspondence.

SEVEN SNAP-LCX.K RINGS
The seven ring format insures that

your pages won't pull out . . . unless
you want them to!

BEAUTIFUL, SOFT,
LEATHER-LIKE BINDER
Padded front and back, your \)Vi x

11 M> Planner is comfortable to carry.

You can take it with you wherever
you go. The sturdy, permanent
bookmark always keeps you in the
right week and the two inside

pockets enable you to keep all your
important papers in your 1984
Activity Planner.

YOURCHOICEOFIMPRINTS
Order the 1984 Business Activity

Planner for everyone in your office

...and select the cover imprint for

No matterhow organizedand successful
you are today, ourPlanner will make
you even better in the future. . . oryour
money back!

Substitution Chart for Better
Health

First Aid Tips

each person! Available with Business
Activity Planner, Chairman of the
Board Activity Planner, Executive
Woman Activity Planner, or Execu-
tive Activity Planner.

IT'S MUCH MORE!
Each Section is Index-Tabbed for

Instant Retrieval of Information.

FINANCIAL RECORD KEEPER
12 Income and Expense Reports
1984 Business lax Calendar
Executive Compensation Checklist
Personal Investment Portfolio

HEALTH AND EITNESS AID
Eat Cholesterol - Calorie Charts
Value of Various Exercises

TRAVEL INFORMATION
Average Temperatures for Most

Major Cities

Rank and Population of the Top
100 U.S. Cities

Traveling Distances
Toll-Free Telephone Numbers for

Major Airiines, Auto Rentals, Hotels,
Motels and much more!

MISCELLANEOUS
This section is filled with valu-

able information including Principal
Holidays, French and California
Wine Vintage Charts and more.

DIRECTORY
Places all emergency and impor-
tant telephone numbers at your
fingertips.

rZIFF-G
Please

!

-DAVIS ACTIVITY PLANNER CO Box 16-2354. Miami. FL 33116
send me the following 1984 Activity Planners at $38.95' each plus $5 per copy

postage and handling. ( lutside U.S. A. add $10 per copy postage and handling.
Specify quantity for each cover imprint ordered:

Business Activity Planner* s >

Chairman ol the Board Activity Plannensi

Executive Woman Activity Planners)

Executive Activity Planners

D Payment enclosed. U American Express Visa Q MasterCard D Purchase Order enclosed

Card No Exp. Date

Signature

Name

~l

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
(«in total number <»f Planners)

ti 20 lir,.,, if ($4 PAH each)

21 50 15%OH ($:<P&Heach)

51 or more 20%ofl ($2P&Heach)

Company

Address

City State Zip

< pi,-.cr print)

I CC

"Florida residentsadd S%> sales lax

SATISFACTION (.1 \RAM II Dm return

1 within HI days lor a prompt refund!

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL TOLL FREE
800-327-1969

(In H.i and Canada call (305) 593-8744.) J
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FREE
inFcmmATinn

SERVILE

Free! Quick! No Obligation!

Let us forward your request for further

information you'd like to receive on

any number of products or services

mentioned or advertised in this

month's issue of Creative Computing.

No charge or obligation! And as easy
as 1-2-3!

1 Clearly print/type your name/
complete address on one of the

attached reply cards.

2 Circle the number(s) on that card

which correspond to the num-
bers) you'll find at the bottom of the

ad(s)/ article(s) about which you'd like

to learn more. (You'll also find these

key numbers on advertised products

in this month's Advertiser's Index.)

3 Stamp and mail the card. The
sooner it's sent, the quicker you'll

get the literature you're after.

This is also an ideal time to become a
subscriber to Creative Computing—
the number-one magazine of com-
puter applications and software—at a
savings of 20%. One whole year, 12

issues, is just $19.97. (Its usually

$24.97.) And we'll be happy to bill you.

Just check the appropriate box at the

bottom of the reply card... and make
certain we have your complete
present address.

Please note that the attached reply

cards are for product information/

new subscriptions only. If you've got

editorial inquiries, write to Creative

Computing. 39 East Hanover Avenue,
Morris Plains, NJ 07950.

FREE
inrriRiiiATinn

SERVICE

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 100

126 127 12* 129 130 131 132 133

151 152 153 154 155 156 157 156

176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183

201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208

226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233

251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258

276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283

301 302 303 304 305 306 307 306

326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333

351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358

376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383

401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408

426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433

451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458

476 477 478 479 480 481 482 483

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-
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109 110 111 112 113

134 135 136 137 138

159 160 161 162 163

184 185 186 187 188

209 210 211 212 213

234 235 236 237 238

259 260 261 262 263

284 285 286 287 288

309 310 311 312 313

334 335 336 337 338

359 360 361 362 363

384 385 386 387 388

409 410 411 412 413

434 435 436 437 438

459 460 461 462 463

484 485 486 487 488

Use only one card

114 115

139 140

164 165

189 190

214 215

239 240

264 265

289 290

314 315

339 340

364 365

389 390

414 415

439 440

464 465

489 490

116 117

141 142

166 167

191 192

216 217

241 242

266 267

291 292

316 317

341 342

391 392

416 417

441 442

466 467

491 492

118 119

143 144

168 169

193 194

218 219

243 244

268 269

293 294

318 319

343 344

368 369

393 394

418 419

443 444

468 469

493 494

120 121

145 146

170 171

195 196

220 221

245 246

270 271

295 296

320 321

345 346

370 371

395 396

420 421

445 446

470 471

495 496
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147 148

172 173
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272 273
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347 348

372 373
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447 448

472 473

497 498

174 175^

199 200

224 225

249 250

274 275

299 300

324 325

349 350

374 375

399 400

424 425

449 450

474 475

499 500

per person

NAME. _PHONE # ( L.

COMPANY.

ADDRESS-

CITY STATE. _ZIP_

CC1843(Zip code must be Included to insure delivery.) Void after March 31. 1984

4 n Please send me 12 issues of Creativ Computing for $ 19.97

and bill mo. (Full 1 year subscription prlcs^saA^T^
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ntroducing the Most Powerful
Business Software Ever!

( V M kixd Coopuun mul be equipped with Microsoft BASIC MRASk of BASIC40)

1J"VVi iVii.'

ersaBusiness" Series
Each VersaBusiness module can be

or can be linked in any combination to form

VeRSARECEIVABLES™ $99.95
VersaRECEIVABLES'" is a complete menu-driven accounts receivable, invoicing, and
monthly statement generating system It keeps track of all information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due ac-
counts. VERSARECEIVABLES- prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked with VERSALEDGER II" and VErsaInventory'".

VERSAPAYABLES™ $99.95
VersaPAYABLES" is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping youm touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
whom VersaPayables- maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more With VersaPayables-, you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid-

VERSAPAYROLL~ $99.95
VersaPayroll- is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track of all government required payroll information Complete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, automati
cally, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSALEDGER IT" system

VERSAINVENTORY** $99.95
VERSAINVENTORY- is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any item VERSAINVENTORY- keeps track ol all information related to what
items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder. etc . stores sales and pricing data, alerts
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERSA RECEIVABLES- system. VERSAINVENTORY- prints
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value re
ports, period and year to date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.

iCQMPUTRaNXCS.
50 N. PASCACK ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, N.Y. 10977

purchased and used independently,

a complete, coordinated business system.

VERSALEDGER D" $149.95
VERSALEDGER II™ is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
grows. VERSALEDGER IV can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large
corporate general ledger system without any additional software.

• VERSALEDGER IP gives you almost unlimited storage capacity
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system),

• stores all check and general ledger information forever,
• prints tractor-feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,

balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.

VERSALEDGER IT" comes with a professionally-written 160 page manual de-
signed for first-time users. The VERSALEDGER IP" manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VERSALEDGER If, using complete sample data files
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Every VERSABUSINESS- module is guaranteed to outperform AH other competitive systems
and at a fraction of their cost If you are not satisfied with any VFRSABDSINI.SS- module you
may return it within 30 days for a refund Manuals for anyVERSABUSINESS- module may be
purchased for 12S each, credited toward a later purchase ol that module
All CP/M based Computers must be equipped with Microsoft BASIC
(MBASIC or BASIC 80)

To Order:
Write or call Toll-free (800) 431-2818
(N.Y.S. residents call 914-425-1535)

• add 13 for shipping m UPS areas • add 15 to CANADA or MEXICO
* add 14 for COD or non UPS anas ^^ • add proper postage elsewhere

^Lsssss fflssssssl

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME ffis»
All prices and specifications subrecl to change / Delivery substct to availability

TRS 80 trademark Tandy Corp APPLE trademark Apple Corp IBM PC trademark IBM Corp OSBORNE trademark Osborne Con. XFBOX n-l™,!, Y- r» „,„„,„, . ». ,

Systems. Inc TELEVIDEO trademark Tekvideo Systems. Inc SANYO traderr-rk Sanyo Corp NEC trad^r^S? r£^T£?T.JZ^^^J^Z*? **2™P«•*"* I>lon L
J
nM'

Tl PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER trademark Texas Instruments Inc SUPtKBRAIN trademark Inlertec Corp CP/M trademark D_-f.l H—..., h pdccmu . i .. r «._Intertec Corp CP/M trademark DrgrtaT Research^ ~l£PSWfjad«rrssA E^CorrT
CIRCLE 134 ON READER SERVICE CARD



History will record as a profound irony

th.it the most powerful word processing package

ever created for the IBM® Personal Computer
can be worked with two fingers.

It was created by Leading 1

specifically to take advantage of the

power of the IBM PC. plus the sim-

plicity that all tha

;

ught to

be able to give you- but didn t.

Until now. you could go for the

simplicity, an .vith a some-
what glorified ty
could go for the p
performing d<

do even the simple^

But with Leadin

Processing™ you get be

You don't have to start with an

ounce of understanding about word
processing.

You don't even have to be a terrific

typist. (Matter of fact, the worse you
type, the mt
So com

Hunt unci pcLKl P< rito thefuture.

. Headquarters and P 02021 1800) 343-6833 16171 828-8150

•IBM

CIRCLE 172 ON READER SERVICE CARD


